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Preface. 
 
I was given the privilege to live and work in the Malagasy Lutheran Church in 
an interesting period when the Nation, the Church and the Theological education 
went through great changes. My years of work within the Malagasy Lutheran Church 
(Fiangonana Loterana Malagasy – FLM), 1973 – 1986 and 2000 – 2002, and 
especially the years as teacher in church history at the Lutheran Theological 
Seminary (STL), 1979 – 1986 and later the Lutheran Faculty (Sekoly Ambony 
Loterana momba ny Theolojia – SALT) 2000 – 2002, at Ivory, Fianarantsoa, 
contributed greatly to my involvement and interest in the study of Malagasy history 
and church history. Finding a lot of unanswered questions about the early church 
history led me to investigate further and write a book about the history of the 
Malagasy Lutheran Church for the use of the Regional Lutheran Seminaries – STPL. 
(This book: Tantaran’ny Fiangonana Lotherana Malagasy, was printed at TPFLM, 
Antananarivo 2000). But those studies opened my eyes to the importance of the 
Martyr Church in the Malagasy church history and caused me to continue my studies. 
The result of my investigation I present in my thesis as a tribute to the fine women 
and men of the mission and the church, who created the first strong foothold for 
Jesus Christ in Madagascar. 
 
My first thanks go to the School of Mission and Theology in Stavanger where I 
received my education as a theologian and missionary. Here my interest in the 
science of mission awakened. I have been especially deeply indebted to three 
Norwegian scholars and former missionaries in Madagascar who I met at that school 
or in the milieu around it: dr. Fridtjov Birkeli, dr. Otto Christian Dahl and dr. Ludvig 
Munthe. Their friendly behaviour to me, a young student, and their interesting books 
and publications have given me great inspiration and much knowledge. When I 
started my studies I first met the Malagasy church history in reading dr. Birkeli’s 
passages on the Norwegian Lutheran Mission in Inland Madagascar in: Nome, John 
(ed.) Det Norske Misjonsselskaps historie I hundre år, Bind IV, Birkeli Fridtjov: 
Madagaskar Innland, from which arose an everlasting interest in the subject. Later I 
read his profound thesis, Politikk og Misjon, about the first decades of Lutheran work 
in Madagascar, 1861 – 1875. Later dr. Munthe became my teacher in church history, 
and he broadened my knowledge of the history of the interesting island. My 
conversations with those three men and with other elder missionaries, like Thor 
Torbjørnsen, Foreign Secretary of NMS, were of great inspiration when I started 
teaching church history. A special thanks is due to dr. Munthe for leading me to my 
first investigation in Mauritius Archives, and for all his encouragement and 
engagement in my studies afterwards. 
My next thanks go to my many Malagasy and missionary colleagues and 
friends, who through fellowship in faith and work in various ways have contributed to 
my insights into Malagasy affairs. 
I am also indebted to The Norwegian Lutheran School of Theology in Oslo for 
the knowledge and inspiration I’ve received through the education in the doctoral 
programme I have followed from 1994 to 2003. The professors of the Faculty and the 
seminary group have provided much interesting commentary and many adjustments 
to my work. Thanks also to the School of Mission and Theology for their receiving me 
in their doctoral programme when I demanded a transfer to this faculty for practical 
reasons. 
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I am especially indebted to my supervisor, Professor Torstein Jørgensen at 
the School of Mission and Theology, for taking a personal interest in my project and 
offering his comments in order to clarify the arguments in the present thesis. 
My thanks also go to Dr. Brian Russell Graham, of University of Lund, for his 
great work revising the language 
Finally my thanks go to Stavanger Bispedømmeråd for giving me three months 
leave to pursue my investigations in Mauritius Archives in 1995 and five weeks leave 
to complete the work in 2004. 
Above all I am indebted to my wife, Ingeborg, and to our three children for 
sharing the joys and hardship of missionary life in Madagascar, and by their love 
enabling me to complete this thesis. 
 
 
 
 Finnøy in October 2005.  
 
 
 
 
Sigmund Edland 
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Glossary:  
Andevo –   the slave cast 
Andriakitamaso –  God, seen by the eyes, i.e. the sacral king 
Andriambaventy –  The great Judge having the highest authority over the civilians 
Andriana –   the Noble cast - also used as name of the king 
Andriananahary –  God, the Lord Creator 
Andriamanitra –  God, the Lord that smells good 
Angady –   spade 
Fady –   taboo  
Fandroana –  the Holy Bath ceremony  
Fanompoana –  feudal servitude or forced work for the authorities 
Fatidra –   blood covenant or Blood Brotherhood 
Fazambazaha –  the tombs of the Europeans 
Fiangonana –  church  
Fokonolona –  the village council of elders empowered to decide local cases 
Hanatra –   swelling in the Groin 
Hasina –   token of respect to the king 
Hazomanga –  the blue pole, i.e. the sacrifice place in the village 
Hova –   the cast of free citizens – also used as name of Imerina 
Kabary –   speech or official message, the kings meeting with the people 
Kabary tsy valiana – speech you are not obliged to answer, i.e. preaching in church 
Lovan-tsofina –  inheritance of the ears 
Menabe –   area directly under the king’s rule (Mena = red, the king’s colour) 
Menakely –   area under the rule of a Nobleman or feudal chief 
Manamasina Anao Tompokolahy – I honour You my Lord 
Manompo –   to serve 
Martiora –   martyr  
Merina –   adjective of Imerina 
Mpisikidy –   diviner  
Mpivahiny –   stranger or pelerine  
Namana –   friend, used about the counsellors of Radama’s father 
Ody, (oudi) –  charms  
Ombiasa –   sorcerer  
Ovah or Ova –  Hova – often used by the Europeans as name for Imerina 
Sampy -   idol or talisman, royal (national) or private 
Sikidy –   divination  
Sorabe –   the writing of the Malagasy language with Arab letters 
Tangena –   ordeal with the poison of the tangena fruit 
Tantara –   history  
Tantaran’ny Andriana – history of the kings 
Tody –   retaliation 
Tokantranomaso –  illegitimate wives etc  
Tompomenakely –  feudal chief or master of a Menakely-land 
Tsiny –   guilt or guiltiness 
Vadin’Tany –           member of the king’s council and responsible for one area of the 
kingdom 
Vazimba –   name of the former inhabitants – eventually the ancestors 
Zanahary –   God, the Creator 
Zanak’i Malates –  children of the mulatto, name of descendants of the pirates 
Zazahova –   A pawn, or people of the Hova cast, reduced to slavery  
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Rabary: Martiora Malagasy. Tantaran’ny fanenjehana mangidy niaretan’ny kristiana 
teto Madagaskara tamin’ny “tany maizina”  
= The Malagasy martyrs. The history of the bitter persecution the Christians here in 
Madagascar sustained in the “dark earth or place” 
 
Rabary: Ny Daty Malaza, na ny Dian’i Jesosy teto Madagaskara  
= The famous dates, or the way (or steps) of Jesus here in Madagascar. 
 
Clark: Tantaran’ny Fiangonana eto Madagaskara hatramy ny fiandohany ka hatramy 
ny taona 1887  
= The church history here in Madagascar from the beginning to the year 1887. 
 
 
 
 
Abbreviations 
 
BAM =  Bulletin de l’Académie Malgache, Tananarive, Imprimerie 
Officielle, 1902 - 
La Gazette = La Gazette des Iles de la Mer des Indes, Port Louis, Mauritius 
OSA       =  Omaly sy Anio. (Hier et Aujourd’hui) Revue du Département  
d’Histoire de l’Université de Tananarive. 1975 - 
MA     =  Maritius Archives, the National Archive in Coromandel, Mauritius 
MA, HB  =  HB- series in the archives, mostly concerning Madagascar  
  papers 
MA, RA  =  Letters from foreign countries. Group R = Secretariat, containing 
the correspondences with the Governor and the Chief Secretary 
LMS     =  London Missionary Society 
LMS, Mad.  =  LMS archive, Africa & Madagascar, Madagascar Incoming letters 
  1774 - 1830 
LMS, Maur. = LMS archive, Mauritius Incoming letters 
LMS, Mad, Journals =    LMS archive, Africa & Madagascar, Journals Madagascar /  
Mauritius 1816 - 1892  
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Textual Notes 
 
Dates in the notes are represented in the day/month/year format, such that 
06.11.23 means November 6, 1823. In the text I have usually used: the 6th of 
November 1823 or (06.11.23). The century to which double-year digits belong should 
be clear from the context. For some citations, no specific day in a month is available, 
and this is normally indicated in the following manner: November 1823. 
In the LMS archive all documents are placed in: Box, Folder and Jacket. 
Instead of writing B2, F4, JA I have only written: 2.4.A, etc. In Mauritius Archives 
each volume has its own number. Some of the volumes have two or several parts, 
which may be mentioned, par example: HB-7,2. In HB-19, which exclusively contains 
Lyall’s Journals, I have only mentioned the number of the journal, par example: HB-
19, No 17. 
Translations from Malagasy, Creole French and other language into English in 
the footnotes are the author’s, except where explicitly stated. French quotations are 
usually not translated. 
Orthography for nineteenth-century Malagasy, French and English words 
reproduced in the quotations has not been modified from the original, except where 
stated explicitly in the text or notes. Reading or writing errors may occur because 
many hand-written manuscripts have been badly written or in a bad conditions. 
Errors and deviations from modern usage, punctuation, and spelling in the quotations 
has not been modified with a “(sic)”. Underlined parts of the quotations are usually 
set with bold face scripture instead of using the underlining. 
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION  
 
1.1 General remarks 
The history of the Christian mission in Madagascar is fascinating because the 
first attempts were either disastrous or without lasting results. Catholic missionaries 
from Portugal and France tried several times to establish mission work in different 
places on the coasts in the centuries after the European discovery of the great island. 
But political problems and lack of recourses forced them away again, even if they 
had some success in the French colony in Fort Dauphin (1642-74) and could print 
the first Christian book in the Malagasy language: a Catholic catechism. The first 
protestant attempt in Tamatave (1818-19), where five of six members in the two 
missionary families died, was also utterly disastrous. Far better was the second 
attempt, which allowed them to establish promising mission work in inland 
Madagascar in 1820. Despite successful the first decade, things changed, and the 
missionaries were thrown out of the country in 1836. The Christian religion was 
prohibited in 1835 and the young Malagasy church entered a Martyring period, which 
lasted until 1861. 
My first interests in the Martyr church appeared when I studied the 
establishing and growth of the Norwegian Lutheran Mission in Madagascar (NMS, 
from 1867), as a preparation for a History of the Malagasy Lutheran Church. To my 
astonishment I found that the success of that mission of the first decades was to a 
great extent owed to the Martyr church, a fact that even Bishop Hans P. S. 
Schreuder and other prominent Norwegian missionaries neglected in their reports. 
Reading the fascinating history of the Malagasy martyrs augmented my interest. But 
all the stories I read caused more questions, especially: Why did promising mission 
work change to disaster and martyrdom? This question caused me to look for 
possible answers everywhere I could find something, and finally led me into Archival 
studies.  
In 1985, when I worked as a teacher in church history at the Theological 
Seminary of the Malagasy Lutheran Church (STL) in Ivory, Fianarantsoa, Professor 
dr. Ludvig Munthe asked me to enter a programme of two months research in the 
Mauritius Archives. Working together with Professor Ravoajanahary Charles from 
Antananarivo University, I stayed there in January and February 1986. We made an 
inventory of materials concerning Malagasy history in Mauritius Archives, and the 
results were later published by dr. Munthe in: Munthe, Ludvig: Liste d’inventaire sur 
Madagascar. Publication offerte par “La cooperation culturell Norvège – 
Madagascar”. (Departementet for Utviklingshjelp) Oslo 1987, in the two Volumes: HB 
– Series Mauritius, and Newspapers Mauritius. 
This research showed me what a huge collection of letters and reports are 
gathered there, and seemed to suggest where some answers to my questions might 
be found. To my astonishment I later found that very few scholars had in fact made 
use of this material in the studies about the actual period in Malagasy history. In 1995 
I was able to go back to Mauritius Archives and work there for about three months, 
and the result from this research is one of the pillars of my thesis.  
 
1.2 Geography and period 
 Geographically my work is mostly concentrated about the Merina kingdom in 
inland Madagascar with its capital Antananarivo, where the first missionary arrived in 
1820. But since the Merina kingdom expanded throughout a greater part of the island 
in the following years, my work is not concentrated on Imerina only, but includes in 
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some way other parts of the kingdom, though independent areas outside the 
kingdom won’t be focused on. Since the cooperation with the British government in 
the famous “Treaty for the Abolition of the Slave Trade” was the political key point in 
that period, Mauritius is also concerned because most of the correspondence with 
British authorities went through the governor of Mauritius in that time. As far as 
needed, I also look to the French colonies in Reunion (or “Ile de Bourbon” as it was 
named in those days) and St. Mary Island (or “Ile de St. Marie”), although Radama’s 
expansion chased the French interests off the mainland of Madagascar. 
 The period in focus is the very initial phase of the British missionary enterprise 
in Imerina from 1820 to 1840. This period limits itself in a natural manner, since 
David Jones, the first missionary, arrived in Antananarivo in 1820, and the same 
David Jones left the capital in 1840 as the last visiting missionary – together with 
Griffiths, who had retired as missionary and worked as trader there. But to be able to 
understand those 20 years I have also given some aspects of the history of the 
western Indian Ocean, concerning Madagascar and the French and British colonies, 
Reunion and Mauritius. Especially interesting are the years from 1810, when 
Mauritius became a British colony under governor Farquhar, and Radama I inherited 
the Merina kingdom. 
 Within the main period I found three clearly differing periods: Radama I 
expanding his reign in cooperation with his British allies, 1820-28, the consolidating 
of a new reign under the prime minister Andriamihaja, 1828-30, and Madagascar 
choosing another way under the prime minister Rainiharo and his brothers, 1831-40. 
It may be questioned if the turning point between the second and third period should 
be placed in 1830 or 1831, but that might be of inferior interest to the whole theme. 
 
1.3 Topic and approach 
 As indicated in the headline, this project will discuss the role of the 
missionaries in the Malagasy context in this period. Were they only evangelists 
preaching the gospel to the people in search of their conversion to the Christian 
religion, or were they also aware that their work had social consequences for the 
whole community? Did they realise that they played a political role in changing the 
culture, and if they realised that, were they conscious of being envoys for the 
European culture? And what about the British political interests? Did some of the 
missionaries choose to be envoys for the British politics, or where they all cautious 
about their integrity as missionaries? On the other hand, how did the missionaries act 
against changing Malagasy political interests? Did they submit peacefully on all 
points, or did they counteract what they did not like? Did some of them even prefer to 
work for the Malagasy interests against the British interests, and did they realize that 
their existence and acting in the country could promote some changes in Malagasy 
politics? 
 Those questions show three points of orientation: The missionaries, the British 
interests and the interests of the changing Malagasy society. In this study I will do my 
best to examine the role of the missionaries, not principally their effort and success in 
preaching the gospel and creating a native church, but the dynamics of all their being 
and doing in the Malagasy political context.  
Some remarks are needed to specify the thematic approach of this study. 
Firstly, it must be clear that the general approach to this project is a historical rather 
than a systematic one. This implies that the greater part of my attention will be paid 
to the task of accounting for the course of actual events in the mission process. It is 
not the aim of this thesis to investigate systematically this process in the sense of 
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analysing what I find on more strictly theological or doctrinal criteria, although such 
considerations will also be taken into account. But the main concern of this project is 
to draw up an account of what different historical elements during this particular 
period can verify about the proceedings of the missionaries and the political 
consequences of them. In some contexts events and aspects will be used to 
exemplify clearly the role of the missionaries in the general current of development, 
but at other times I have been obliged to recount important events in this 
development, whether the missionaries are clearly involved or not, to achieve the 
possibility of understanding the whole process.  
 The subtext in the headline, Documentary and analysis, points to the fact that 
most of this study is documentary work, i.e. I am using primary sources as far as 
possible. I am also using a huge number of footnotes, and since many of the sources 
may be difficult to consult, I have to a rather wide extent made use of quotations from 
the sources throughout the study, either in the text or in the footnotes. French 
quotations are not translated, but the author translates a few Malagasy texts. The 
analyses are placed after each main chapter and have their conclusion in the last 
chapter 6. 
 In a project like this the results depend highly on the sources used. I have 
considered nearly all kinds of printed matter as secondary sources, even those 
written very close to the real events. Many authors and scholars have recounted the 
Malagasy history, especially starting from Radama’s ascension to the throne and 
onwards. William Ellis was probably the first writing about this period in the book 
History of Madagascar (1838). But as I have mentioned in chapter 5.5, the 
manuscript of his first book can be traced back to the missionaries in the field, and 
after 1829 they wrote several times to Ellis telling him that they had to revise parts of 
it before printing, since the politics had changed. And when this book finally was 
printed, Jones and Baker stated that a lot of errors had crept into the text. Certainly, 
those were mostly minor errors, and I do not know if it may also indicate that the 
editor or others, like Freeman, who was much concerned with this manuscript, might 
have revised some of the stories told there. 
 On the other hand there where no contemporary authors amongst the 
Malagasy, for all stories existed orally. Although Raombana later wrote down his 
great history, much of its contents must have been taken from oral sources before his 
own return from England in 1829. But as I have mentioned in chapter 5.5, Jones 
stated during his visit to Antananarivo in 1840, that he was horrified by the lies and 
false stories that were used in the political argumentation there. As an example, he 
named the story about Hastie’s killing of the governor Jean René in Tamatave, which 
we find Raombana later incorporated in his manuscript (see the discussion in Ch. 
3.3.3). It is well known that usurpers try to justify themselves by changing history, 
which Jones stated was already the case then in Antananarivo. 
Perhaps might the famous, Tantaran’ny Andriana (The history of the kings), 
which F. Callet wrote down from the oral tradition in Imerina late in the nineteenth 
century, trace the same path? Callet’s version is not necessarily the old one, but 
might have been changed at least during the reign of Ranavalona I? In the story 
about Andrianampionimerina’s last recommendations to king Radama, it is obvious 
that either Callet’s sources, which say that Ranavalona I was born of 
Andrianampoinimerina, or other sources, which recount that it was Radama who was 
born of the king, is true. Pier M. Larson has in his new book, History and Memory in 
the age of Enslavement. Becoming Merina in Highland Madagascar, (1770 – 1822), 
given an interesting interpretation of Tantaran’ny Andriana, stating that: “Highland 
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Malagasy oral traditions are less a passive “inheritance of the ears” (lovan-tsofina) 
than an actively generated interpretation of the past”.1 As far as I understand, 
Larson’s view is that these traditions, gathered in Callet’s book, are interpretations of 
the oral traditions mostly from the northern part of Imerina, which might have been 
changed when important persons found it political necessary. Raombana’s book 
exemplifies an alternative understanding of highland Malagasy history, a secretive 
counter-narrative, he states. There are also some other sources, for example, from 
southern Imerina, which do not agree with the interpretation of the history given in 
Tantaran’ ny Andriana.  
Such circumstances may explain why I have chosen an approach mainly from 
contemporary sources, such as letters and reports from missionaries, British agents, 
governors and Malagasy authorities (including several letters from king Radama 
himself), and why I have preferred to consult only printed sources only when 
necessary. Nevertheless, I have used printed materials to a great extent in the first 
part of section 2, up to the time when primary sources are generally available, 
 
1.4 Research history 
There is a huge material covering the history of the reign of Radama I and 
Ranavalona I. As I mentioned above, the first book published was: Ellis, W.: History 
of Madagascar, London 1838. Only two years later, two of the missionaries published 
a book about the persecution of the Christians: Freeman, J.J. and Johns, D.: A 
narrative of the persecutions of the Christians in Madagascar, London 1840. Later 
Ellis published two books about his visits in Madagascar, and about the Christians 
there, before he terminated his work with the book: Ellis, W.: The Martyr Church: a 
narrative of the Introduction, Progress and Triumph of Christianity in Madagascar, 
London 1870. Soon a new missionary edited a Malagasy church history: Clark, H.E.: 
Tantaran’ny Fiangonana eto Madagaskara hatramy ny niandohany ka hatramy ny 
taona 1887, Antananarivo (FFMA) 1887. Later, the Malagasy pastor Rabary wrote 
the famous history of the Martyrs: Rabary: Ny martiora Malagasy. Tantaran’ny 
fanenjehana mangidy niaretan’ny kristiana teto Madagaskara tamin’ny “tany 
maizina”, Antananarivo (FFMA) 1910. Pastor Rabary later continued to write about 
church history: Rabary: Ny Daty Malaza, na Ny Dian’i Jesosy teto Madagaskara, 
Three volume, Tananarive 1929-1930-1931. Others have partaken in this tradition of 
writing the history of the Malagasy Christians etc. 
 Also, other churches have written their history, but none of them were allowed 
to work within the Merina kingdom in the actual period, and perhaps little new can be 
found in those publications. Many Norwegian missionaries have studied Malagasy 
langue, culture and history and written books or theses about that. Some have also 
written about the history of the actual period: Dahle, Lars: Madagaskar og dets 
beboere, Stavanger, 1874; Johnson, Johannes: Det første Hundreaar av 
Madagaskars Kirkehistorie, Stavanger 1920; Nome, John (ed.) Det Norske 
Misjonsselskaps historie i hundre år, Bind IV, Birkeli, Fridtjov: Madagascar Innland, 
Stavanger 1949. A few Norwegian also made their thesis about Malagasy history. 
The first one is: Birkeli, Fridtjov: Politikk og Misjon. De politiske og interkonfesjonelle 
forhold på Madagaskar, og deres betydning for den norske misjons grunnlegging 
1861-1875. The main part of his thesis is concerned with the time after Ranavalona’s 
death, but Birkeli deals with the Martyr Church in his long introduction chapter. The 
second is: Munthe, Ludvig: La Bible à Madagascar. Les deux premières traductions 
                                            
1
 Larson, 2000, page 41. See the whole chapter: Actors, witnesses, memories, p. 32-44. 
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du Nouvau Testament malgache, Oslo, 1969. This last thesis has its theme placed in 
the reign of Radama, and corresponds directly with my thesis. 
 On the other hand, a great number of French scholars have studied the 
political and religious history in the actual period and edited their books on such 
topics. Many of the most famous worked in the French colonial period and might 
have underlined the French aspects of the history, as had the British missionaries 
underlined the British or protestant aspects. I have consulted some of those works, 
and used some quotations from: Chapus, S.: Quatre-vingts années d’influences 
européenes en Imerina, BAM, VIII, 1925, and from: Chapus, G.-S. et Mondain, G.: Le 
Journal de Robert Lyall, BAM, Tananarive, 1954. (Concerning that last book I was 
very surprised to find that the authors had omitted three of the most important 
journals from the text. See my discussion about that in Ch. 4.2.) 
 During the last decades, a lot of historians have made their studies about 
Malagasy history, and some of them have written about the actual period. From 
Madagascar I may name professor Simon Ayache, who have written several books: 
Ayache, S.:L’accession au trône de Ranavalona Ière (1828) à travers le témoignage 
de Raombana, Antananarivo, 1963; Raombana: l’historien, 1809-1855, Fianarantsoa 
1976; Raombana: Histoires 1, Fianarantsoa 1980; Raombana: Histoires 2, 
Fianarantsoa 1994, and other books. Some of those publications deal with the actual 
period, and I have consulted them frequently. Also the ecumenical Church History, 
edited by Bruno Hübsch, has been interesting: Hübsch, B. ed.: Histoire 
Oecuménique. Madagascar et le Christianisme, Antananarivo & Paris 1993 
(Malagasy & French). Two French historians, Vincent Huyghues-Belrose and 
Francoise Raison-Jourde, have written several books concerning this period, for 
example: Belrose-Huyghues, V.: Historique de la pénétration protestante à 
Madagascar jusqu’en 1827, Paris 1978 (Thèse de troisième cycle); Belrose-
Huyghues, V.: Les premières missionaires protestants de Madagascar (1795-1827), 
Paris 2001, and Raison-Jourde, F.: Bible et pouvoir à Madagascar au XIXe siècle. 
Invention d’une identité chrétienne et construction de l’État. Paris 1991. This last 
book have been one of the most useful I have consulted, and the first part of it deals 
with the actual period and my theme of interest. But it may be significant that though 
she consulted many different archives concerning those items, she has not visited 
Mauritius Archives. Interesting books have also arrived from London and USA, par 
example: Gow, B.A.: Madagascar and the Protestant Impact. The Work of the British 
Missions, 1818-1895, London 1979, and Larson, P. M.: History and Memory in the 
age of Enslavement. Becoming Merina in Highland Madagascar, 1770-1822, Oxford, 
Portsmouth & Cape Town, 2000. Also, two general publishing history books have 
been used to a certain extent in some parts of the work: Brown, Mervyn: Madagascar 
rediscovered. A history from early times to independence, London 1978, and Lenoire, 
Philippe: Mauritius Former Isle de France, Port Louis 1979. 
 Many other publications could certainly be mentioned too, but since my 
sources are primarily contemporary documents I do not consider it possible within the 
framework of this thesis to deal with more written materials of this category. But 
literary materials of different kind and categories have been consulted in order to 
better understand the theme in consideration. Some interesting articles will be 
referred to in the Bibliography. 
 
1.5 Sources 
 In a Documentary Thesis the most important sources are found in different 
materials in the Archives. I have primarily studied the contents in two Archives: 
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A: Mauritius Archives in Coromandel, Mauritius. 
 The National Archives in Mauritius contains a mass of Manuscripts from 
Madagascar, partly from the years up to 1810 when that island was still a French 
colony, and partly from the years afterwards when the British had seized the island 
and made it a British colony. 
Most of the papers concerning Madagascar are placed in the group H, 
especially in HB-series, and I have used these parts of it: 
 
HB-2, 2  - Correspondence between the Governor of Mauritius and the Chief 
Secretary of the Queen of Madagascar. 1839-1840 
HB-4  - Correspondence between the Governor of Mauritius, King Radama and  
British Agents in Madagascar 1825-1827 
HB-5  - Correspondence between the Governor of Mauritius King Radama and 
British Agents in Madagascar 1823-1824 
HB-7, 2  - Correspondence between the Governor of Mauritius with Lesage, 
Chardenoux and Hastie, British Agents in Madagascar. 1816-1822 
HB-7, 3  - Diary of Mr. Barnsley, 12.12.1821 - 30.06.1822 
HB-8, 8  - Letters to King Radama from dr. Nils Bergsten. 1825-1826 
HB-9  - Correspondence between the Governor of Mauritius, Reverend  
Freeman and the Queen of Madagascar 1832-1838 
HB-10  - Journals of James Hastie, British Agent in Madagascar Different  
numbers from 1817-1825 
HB-13, 4  - Correspondence of the Governor of Mauritius with Hastie and Radama. 
HB-14, 1  - List of documents, letters etc, which belonged to the late Mr. Hastie  
  1813-1827 
HB-14, 2  - Mr. Lyall’s Journal of his activities in Madagascar 1827 
HB-14, 3  - Mr. Campbell’s Journal of his activities in Madagascar 1840 
HB-19  - Correspondence of Robert Lyall, British Agent in Madagascar, with the 
Governor of Mauritius, including his Journal 05.08.1828 – 24.04.1829 
HB-20  - Letters received by the Government of Mauritius from Robert Lyall and  
others concerning Madagascar 1828-1832, including Lyall’s journal of  
Madagascar affairs 1829-1830 
HB-21  - Correspondence of Governor Farquhar with Jean René, Hastie and  
 others 1820-1823 
HB-22  - Letters addressed to the Governor of Mauritius from MM. Blancard,  
 Hastie, Campbell, Bouvet, etc. 1826-1828 
HB-25  - Miscellaneous papers relative to Madagascar p. 1810 (Including the 
 Treaty of 1817) 
 
I have consulted about 900 letters and other documents from the actual 
period, together with some long Journals. Concerning HB-10: Due to lack of time 
(etc) I have used the French scientific translations of the Journals of Hastie printed in 
BAM, considering them as primary sources as well as the handwritten English 
original. For the Journals that were not printed, I have used the English original. 
I have also consulted some other volumes in the archive, like: 
RA-438  - Letters received from British Agent for Madagascar 1830-1831,  
 concerning the correspondence with Lyall in his last year. 
RA-58  - Letters received from foreign Country 1815-1816, concerning diverse 
 protestations from the governor of Ile de Bourbon. 
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B: LMS Archive in London.  
The LMS archive is available in microfiche. The Madagascar part of that has 
been available in the Library of The Norwegian Lutheran School of Theology in Oslo, 
and the Mauritius part in the NMS archives at the School of Mission and Theology in 
Stavanger. 
 
I have made research in the following volumes: 
LMS, Africa & Madagascar, Mauritius, Incoming Letters, containing 2 Boxes from the  
actual period. 
LMS, Africa & Madagascar, Madagascar, Incoming Letters, 1774 – 1830, containing  
5 Boxes from the actual period. 
LMS, Africa & Madagascar. Journals Madagascar / Mauritius 1816-1892, containing  
1 Box from the actual period 
 
I have also consulted: 
LMS, Africa & Madagascar, Madagascar, Odds. 
LMS, Africa & Madagascar, Madagascar, Personal. 
LMS, Africa & Madagascar, Madagascar, Outgoing letters. 
The results of the research in those volumes were meagre, and I have 
scarcely found any documents I wished to use. 
I have consulted about 700 letters and about 10 journals at all in the LMS 
archive. 
 
1.6 Composition 
This study will consist of four chapters covering the distinct periods found 
within the materials. In many ways some questions will be the same for each of the 
three last periods, but new questions will arise following changes of political 
standings. 
 
Chapter 2  contains a presentation of different aspects relative to the history of 
Madagascar and the Mascarene Islands in the Western Indian Ocean up to the 
British conquest of the latter and king Radama’s inheriting the Merina throne in 1810. 
Further, it contains a presentation of Farquhar’s politics relative to his plans of 
gaining influence in Madagascar in cooperation with one Malagasy king. By different 
envoys to Radama he succeeded in entering a “Treaty for the Abolition of the Slave 
Trade”, which presupposed Radama’s conquest of the whole island, thus stopping 
the illicit trade and counteracting French interests in the area.  
This part of the history must be studied as a preparation for the missionaries’ 
arrival, and most interesting for our theme is to study how important Farquhar’s 
inclusion of missionaries from London Missionary Society was in the plans of 
“Progress and Civilisation”, which the king and the governor entered into. LMS 
responded positively to the challenge of being recourse in this process. But how 
desolate were the missionaries when all plans were overthrown by governor Hall’s 
counteracting the Treaty, putting an effective cheque to their planned role? 
 
Chapter 3 contains the period 1820-1828 and presents the restoring of the Treaty 
by the mediation of James Hastie and David Jones. The role of the missionary 
became highly political and that had consequences for the missionaries as long as 
they worked in the country. 
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The political results of the treaty are well known. Through the help of the 
British Agent and British military and economical resources, Radama soon obtained 
great changes in the Merina kingdom. We find an expanding of the kingdom outward 
throughout the greater part of the island, but perhaps the inward changes were as 
radical as that, changing from the traditional Malagasy kingdom with the king being 
responsible to the will of his people, to an omnipotent monarch who could do what he 
wanted because he had a new force in his hands: the army. 
 The role of the missionaries was important, since they were an integrated part 
of the new cooperation. And their work caused great cultural changes, both with the 
education programme and the artisans’ practical teaching, and with the preaching of 
the gospel and counteracting the old religion, taboos and culture. Great results were 
obtained, but their role as an official part of the Treaty also meant that they were 
totally submitted to the king’s will. Radama’s benevolence made that profitable in this 
period, but the system would soon become a threat to their work if their enemies 
should govern. The main problem of their role was, probably, that they never dared to 
express a fear that all their education and other work was merely an instrument in 
Radama’s increased use of feudal servitude (fanompoana). 
 Growing scepticism against the great British influence caused a crisis in the 
Malagasy-British cooperation when Hastie died (1826), but although David Jones 
was appointed Acting British Agent, the crisis did not influence the missionaries too 
much. But could the growing scepticism change their role in a future perspective? 
 
Chapter 4 contains the period 1828- 1830. I will analyse the missionaries’ role 
during the first turbulent years of the new reign, and study if they were more loyal to 
the Malagasy interests than to the British, including their role in the conflict with 
Lyall? And we need to find whether they were on the point of being thrown out of the 
country, as told in the well-known story about Cameron’s soap-diplomacy, or if they 
still were a respected group of strangers, wanted not only for their education, but also 
to be an alibi for the government’s pro-European politics in the war-time with France? 
 
Chapter 5 contains the period 1831-1840. I have to discuss what the missionaries’ 
own role in the fundamental changes that the Malagasy community went through in 
those years was. I have to ask whether it is true that their success in baptizing and in 
organizing a Malagasy church scared the queen and the traditionalists and caused 
those changes, or if there were other reasons? Were the missionaries used in an 
intern struggle for the highest positions in the government, where they had many 
mighty friends? Or should the differences between the missionaries be seen as the 
cause of rejection of the Christianity and the whole mission cause in the country? 
 I must try to investigate why the changes in 1835 was much more fundamental 
than only a prohibition of a new religion. Was it true that the missionaries had caused 
the suppression of the whole people, as somebody blamed them? And did their role 
after their removal cause some of the executions of the Malagasy martyrs?  
 
Chapter 6 Conclusive remarks 
This chapter will conclude the many analyses throughout the thesis, and give 
a final answer to the questions I have discussed. 
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Chapter 2: MALAGASY AND BRITISH BACKGROUND AND CONTACT BEFORE 
1820 
 
2.1 Aspects of the Malagasy history 
In 1810 two people who were to change the Malagasy history radically entered 
the political scene of the islands in the western part of the Indian Ocean. King 
Radama I inherited the Merina kingdom in inland Madagascar from his father King 
Andrianampoinimerina, and Sir Robert Townsend Farquhar was appointed British 
governor in “Ile de Bourbon” and “Ile de France”, taken from the French in the war 
that same year. The latter mentioned island was soon renamed with its former Dutch 
name: Mauritius. During the first few years both Radama I and Farquhar worked hard 
but largely in vain to gain more influence in Madagascar. When they succeeded in 
joining their interests and efforts, however, the “Wheel of History” increased its speed 
and changed its direction.  
 I will first examine the history of the Merina kingdom and the colony of 
Mauritius before 1820 to be better able to understand some of the great changes that 
took place in the Malagasy history during the years 1820 - 1840. 
 
2.1.1 Small traditional kingdoms 
 The Malagasy kingdoms known before 1820 were mostly variations of more or 
less “democratic” kingdoms. The king was not a despotic ruler, but obliged to ask his 
counsellors before deciding on important matters. Even the mighty kings of the 
Maroseràna dynasty in the southern and western part of Madagascar, i.e. the Bara, 
Antandroy and Sakalava tribes etc, had to govern together with their people. This is a 
common practice found in most tribal communities also in Africa.2 
Madagascar had since long before the first Europeans came there in 1500, 
been divided in a great number of kingdoms. Each town, or at least each clan in the 
different tribes, had their own king in former days. And only a few of the 18 tribes had 
centralized rule under a sole king during the centuries before 1820. This fact 
represented a great difficulty for Europeans trying to make alliances or treaties with 
the Malagasy to get hold of territories here. Portuguese, British and Dutch 
experiments of colonization in the 16th and 17th century were abandoned shortly 
after. The dream of a fruitful and rich fortune in Madagascar soon turned into a 
nightmare of violence, sickness and lack of provisions; all their attempts at 
colonization or trading rapidly proved a failure.3 
 French interests entered the Bay of St. Luke on the southeastern corner of the 
island in 1642. After a short time, the colony moved to Fort Dauphin in search of a 
better climate. There it lasted for some decades, but after a massacre 27th of August 
1674 where half of the colonists were killed, the remaining fled from Madagascar. But 
the short adventure at Fort Dauphin had two lasting results. Firstly, French colonists 
had in cooperation with the colony in Madagascar occupied the desolate island which 
they named “Bourbon” (today’s Reunion), and some years after they had fled from 
Madagascar they occupied the deserted island Mauritius when the Dutch abandoned 
their colony there, naming it: “Ile de France”.4 From these two islands they had closer 
contact with Madagascar than other European nations at the time. During the 18th 
century they set up a number of trading posts along the Eastern coast. Secondly, the 
French government never changed their claims from 1642, maintaining to have 
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 Jørgensen, 1990, p.43: The Socio-political nucleus of supreme power - the king and his counsellors. 
3
 Brown, 1978, p. 41-49 
4
 Lenoire, 1979, p. 15. Holland tried twice to establish a colony there: 1638-58 and 1664-1710. The French banner was first 
hoisted the 20.09.1715. 
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established “historical rights in Madagascar”,5 but they had to fight until 1895 before 
they succeeded in realizing their goal of establishing a colony there. 
Many of the Malagasy kingdoms were influenced by contact with Europeans 
during certain centuries. Different influences were maintained by trade and 
shipwrecked sailors, or by pirates who took refuge in Madagascar and married 
Malagasy women.6 The tribes on the coasts especially made their profit in those 
contacts, by getting firearms, money and goods from the Europeans, which helped 
them to build the powerful kingdoms in South- and West-Madagascar. 
But although some of those tribes had a growing power of a mighty king it 
didn’t wipe out the “democratic” indications of their rule. The king was always obliged 
to listen to his counsellors in every important matter before he could make a decision. 
The counsellors represented the people’s voice in important questions of economy, 
judicial proceedings and in the decisions about making war or peace. 
 
2.1.2 Andrinampoinimerina - usurper with a new authority 
It was neither the mighty Sakalava kings of the Western and north western 
part of the island, named: “Menabe” and “Boina”, nor the Antaisaka or Antanosy 
kings in the southeast who were able to change the history of Madagascar. The 
newly united kingdom of the Betsimisaraka on the eastern coast having a vision of 
forming a powerful kingdom through open trading and cooperation with European 
traders did not succeed in their plans either. The Betsimisaraka leaders were partly 
descendants from European pirates and their Malagasy wives,7 and the royal family 
were named “Zanak’i Malates”, which is an alternated form of the English word 
mulatto. Some of the leaders in the region even sent their children to Europe for 
education, and several were working for European traders as translators or 
employees.8 
But it was the secluded Merina kingdom in inland Madagascar that was going 
to transform the whole of Malagasy society. Merina history is partly known for some 
centuries backwards, but it was not until late in the 19th century that P. Callet wrote 
down the oral tradition in the book «Tantaran’ny Andriana» (i.e. History of the Kings) 
in the version from the Avaradrano clan (i.e. North of the river). Many scholars have 
studied these traditions, and some of them have stated that since the oral tradition of 
the clans in southern Imerina differs from this book on some points, caution is called 
for, because the northern clan may have changed the oral tradition when needed for 
their political purposes. It is also difficult to be sure where history stops and legend 
starts. In the first part of «Tanaran’ny Andriana» it is clear that this border is crossed, 
as the royal family claims to be descended from the gods (about the 13th century). 
Probably the Merina people were the last to arrive in Madagascar, and history 
tells how their nobles married with the «Vazimba», i.e. the people living there before 
their arrival. During the 15th century they established a central kingdom under the rule 
of the first great king: Andriamanelo. He is said to be the first to introduce iron arms 
and tools into Imerina; and agriculture and administration improved during his rule. 
But after a few generations, the kingdom was divided between four sons of a king 
(ca. 1710). For nearly a century those small kingdoms were fighting each other, often 
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 Brown, 1978, p. 72-96. 
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 Brown, 1978, p. 92-109. 
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 For example, the brothers Jean Rene and Fisatra (called Fish by the British),  who governed the region of Tamatave before 
Radama took control there. Berora, the son of Fisatra, acquired a long education in France.  See also: MA, HB-13,4: Farquhar’s 
instructions to Hastie, 04.09.1820. 
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calling for help from the powerful Sakalava kings in the western part of the island. In 
fact, most of the Merina kings paid taxes to the Sakalavas. 
But although Imerina was divided when the first European visitor reported on 
his arrival in the region, he had a good general impression of the country. It was 
Baron Benyowsky who dispatched a delegate to the inland of Madagascar in search 
of new trading possibilities.9 The delegate, Nicolas Mayeur, was ascending to the 
kingdom of Iandratsay, a Betsileo kingdom south of Imerina. (This area was later 
named Vakinankaratra, when Andrianampoinimerina made it the sixth province of 
Imerina). Mayeur had already visited the king of Iandratsay once before on a trading 
journey in 1771,10 and the king greeted him in a friendly manner and was eager to 
start trading with the foreigners from the coast straight away. However, Mayeur was 
not impressed with the possibilities in Betsileo, because there were few slaves or 
other goods to be traded, except for rice, and the people looked peaceful and lazy. 
When the king asked him to come back soon, he promised to do so, although he had 
already made up his mind that a return was not very likely.11 
Obviously, the king did not wish Mayeur to visit his powerful neighbours in 
Imerina (or Ankova – i.e. the country of the Hovas - as it was often named by the 
Europeans at that time) and he tried to prevent him from travelling there. But before 
Mayeur left Iandratsay he had a visit from a person who pretended to be the envoy of 
a king in Imerina.12 This person turned out to be the king himself, inviting Mayeur to 
visit his capital Antananarivo. Mayeur then pretended to leave for the coast, but soon 
he doubled back further north into Imerina. He was heartily welcomed by king 
Andrianamboatsimarofy, and found a numerous and well-organized population in the 
country. He was impressed by the advanced rice-cultivation system, the 
manufacturing of iron implements, weapons and utensils. And he concluded his 
report with these words: 
“The Europeans who have frequented the Island of Madagascar and who read 
these memoirs, will have difficulty in persuading themselves that in the interior 
of this great island entirely surrounded by savage peoples there is more 
enlightenment, more industry and a more active administration than on the 
coasts where the inhabitants are in constant relations with foreigners”.13 
Mayeur’s report shows that even the Merina region was divided at this time, each 
part had great military resources. The king in Antananarivo could easily have an 
army of 20000 men, and if this army became as well equipped as the warriors at the 
coasts, no other force on the island could resist it.14 
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Madagascar. He was killed in a French attack on his small fort in 1786. 
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 BAM, année 1913, (Première Partie), p. 151. Mayeur : Voyage dans le Sud et dans l’intérieure des terres et particulièrement 
au pays d’Hancove, 1777. 
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conséquemment mon retour n’aurait pas lieu.” 
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corps de troupe d’environ deux mille homes dépèché par un roi Hove, qui, sur le bruit de mon prochain depart, s’était avancé 
pour m’attendre, me piller et me tuer si je fais résistance. (…) (Le lendemain) je fus très étonné de me voir appelé à une 
conférance secrete avec un homme qui était inconnu dans le pay et qui (…) voulait absolument me voir et me parler.” 
13
 Brown, 1978, p. 117. French original in BAM, op.cit, 1913, p. 167. ”Les Européens qui ont fréquenté l’Isle de Madagascar et 
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 BAM, op.cit, 1913, p. 165. “Le roi d’Ancove peut metre sur pied une armée de vingt mille homes. Si ces gens étaient aguerris 
comme le sont les Séclaves et les naturels de la còte de l’Est, il n’y aurait point de puissance à Madagascar en état de leur 
resister.” 
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Mayeur was less optimistic after a second visit in Antananarivo in 1785, when 
he found his friend king Andrianamboatsimarofy in a habit of using alcohol and opium 
and in a hopeless war with the neighbours, and he concluded that now it was 
Andrianampoinimerina who was the most powerful king in Imerina.15. The kingdom of 
Mayeur’s friend with its capital in Antananarivo, and Andrianampoinimerina’s 
northern kingdom with its capital in Ambohimanga were the strongest of the Merina 
kingdoms, and both aspired to achieve supremacy in the region.  
Mayeur’s two reports were finally placed in the French archives in Port Louis. 
The French government did not make much use of them because the revolution in 
1789 stopped all expansion in Madagascar, but later the new ruler, Sir Robert T. 
Farquhar, found them and he did not hesitate to use the important information he 
found in these documents. 
In Ambohimanga the important King Andriambelomasina ruled from about 
1730 to 1770. He consolidated his kingdom and extended it, and he fought off 
incursions from the Sakalava. He is also remembered for the arrangements he made 
for the succession to the throne. His eldest son, Andrianjafy, was appointed his 
immediate successor, but thereafter the succession was to pass to Ramboasalama, 
the son of his eldest daughter.16 But Andrianjafy very soon became unpopular 
because of his brutal and tyrannical behaviour. And when he tried to get rid of his 
young nephew by various plots, a war broke out. Ramboasalama first fled to the 
North, but a famous diviner persuaded him to return and become the ruler of 
Ambohimanga. Twelve chiefs in Northern Imerina supported him, and after some 
years of fighting Andriajafy was killed. Ramboasalama who had changed his name to 
Andrianampoinimerina (the prince desired by Imerina) was then proclaimed king, 
probably in 1787. 
“Tantaran’ny Andriana” boasts of Andrianampoinimerina’s skill and wisdom. 
But this tradition originating from his descendants or successors might be affected by 
a wish to make him the greatest and best ruler in Imerina. The history might have 
had a different colouring if the families of the oppressed people could tell their 
version. Modern scholars state that traditions from the southern part of Imerina give 
us a different view of the great king.17 These traditions show a usurper eager for 
power, eliminating his uncle and all others daring to oppose him. Even brutal 
oppression of his people prevailed through use of the ordeal (Tangena), and 
deportation to unhealthy parts of the country for all suspicious persons or groups. He 
was also willing to kill his own sons, Rabodolahy and Ramarolahy when he found it 
expedient.18 
Nevertheless, Andrianampoinimerina was undoubtedly a great leader. He was 
able to inspire his followers and make them loyal to the different tasks he gave them. 
He was a notable administrator as well as a military leader and imposed major 
reforms on the administrative and social structure of the kingdom, even without 
writing down his orders and rules. He must have been an excellent orator in 
communicating directly with the people by means of his famous «Kabary». These 
speeches were remembered many years after his death, and written down. His 
military leadership was successful not because of strategy and tactics but more 
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because of his skilfulness in organisation, training and outfitting his army. When 
possible he preferred to gain his objectives by diplomacy rather than by armed force 
against those who opposed him.19  
After nearly a century of anarchy the time was ripe for gathering the whole of 
Imerina. But first, Andrianampoinimerina consolidated his kingdom and trained and 
outfitted his army. When the king called, every able man had to go to the war. Soon 
he got an opportunity to start war against the king in Antananarivo. The town was 
taken twice, but lost again by rebelling opposition. When it was occupied a third time 
in 1795, Andrianampoinimerina moved in and made it his own capital. In a few more 
years he was able to subdue the other parts of Imerina. Eastwards he also occupied 
the region of Ambatomanga from the Bezanazano people. Thus the way to the 
trading posts on the Eastern coast was substantially shortened. When all the Merina 
kingdoms were unified, Andrianampoinimerina turned against the Betsileo kingdoms 
south of Imerina. The Betsileo country is far larger than Imerina and covers the 
southern part of the high plateau in inland Madagascar. The Betsileo people is said 
to be a very old part of the population in Madagascar and has never been unified in a 
single kingdom. The king of Iandratsay on the border of Imerina was, through a 
famous dialogue, persuaded to surrender his kingdom without any bloodshed. Soon 
Andrianampoinimerina had subdued most of the Betsileo kings by peaceful means, 
and his strong army fought off the few kings who dared oppose him. When he died 
only a few kingdoms in the southern part were still independent. In about ten years 
he had extended the small kingdom of Ambohimanga, taken from his uncle, into a 
huge kingdom covering most of inland Madagascar. 
Andrianampoinimerina also made some diplomatic efforts against the 
Sakalava kingdoms of Boina in the north and Menabe in the west. He persuaded the 
powerful queen Ravahiny from Boina to visit Antananarivo, but she did so as his 
equal, and although the king subsequently claimed that her visit implied acceptance 
of Merina suzerainty, the Sakalavas maintained that Andrianampoinimerina’s 
presents to the Queen were an acknowledgement of the vassal status to which 
Imerina had been reduced in the 18th century. Though divided and weakened, the 
Menabe kingdom was also impossible to suppress because the Merina king lacked 
recourses needed to act effectively in this vast region. 
Andrianampoinimerina had raised Imerina to the foremost military power in the 
island and this work started the building of an empire in Madagascar. When this new 
empire acquired a powerful ally supplying it with the required resources, it managed 
to expand further. Empire building is also found in Africa dated from roughly the 
same period, such as the Zulu empire in South Africa, though the Zulu empire made 
its expansion without any ally from other parts of the world.20 
 
2.1.3 Some socio-political and religious traits 
 Andrianampoinimerina developed the traditional structures in the society. But 
he was forced to build a more centralized administration because his new empire 
was growing so large. Pointing out some socio-political traits of this society will 
enable us to better understand the fundamental changes Madagascar was to 
undergo during the reigns of Radama I and Ranavalona I. 
The king not only possessed the political and military leadership together with 
his counsellors, but he was also the intermediary between ordinary people and the 
ancestors. Thus the king was simultaneously the political and religious head of the 
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Merina people. The political structure which Andrianampoinimerina built up seems to 
be a little like the feudal structure in medieval Europe. According to Malagasy 
tradition, the king owned all the land and people were authorized to use it. Some 
parts of the land were placed directly under the care of the king’s administration, 
named “Menabe” (= the big red - red being the king’s colour). The rest of the land 
was under the care of the nobles and named “Menakely” (Small red). The man who 
cared for such land was named “Tompomenakely” (the master of Menakely-land) and 
was a kind of feudal chief of that part of the land. Each village (or a few small villages 
together) had a council called “Fokon’olona”, consisting of nobles and free men. This 
council was responsible for justice, taxes, and for work done for the society, such as 
military service, work on roads and irrigation channels, i.e. feudal servitude. 
The Malagasy society was from old times divided into three distinct classes: 
On the top was a quite numerous class of nobles (named Andriana), divided in 
different clans or groups. In the middle was a class of free citizens, who were to obey 
the leaders. These were people from the old middle class families (mostly named 
Hova); it also contained freed slaves etc. The third class was the slaves, which 
formed at least two large groups. The Zazahova were born in Hova families but sold 
as slaves for different reasons, and the Andevo was the large group of slaves of 
different origin who were the possession of their owners and could easily be sold, 
sometimes for exportation. The last group might be born as slaves, taken as 
prisoners of war, or imported from Africa. Those three classes in the society were 
distinguished and close contacts or inter-marriage were usually impossible. 
The king was the most prominent representative for the nobles. In “Histoire 
Oecuménique” the writer states that the king was god on earth and the generator of 
life. In common thoughts his person was holy and he was a visible god who the 
people could meet through different religious acts.21 The relation between the king 
and his people was profoundly ritualistic, and one of the best-known rituals between 
the two was the Holy Bath (Fandroana), which was a sacral marking of the new 
year.22 The celebration terminated with the Royal Bath before the people, and the 
water was then sprinkled on the crowd as a benediction or blessing. This celebration 
was very popular up to the French occupation of Madagascar; and the British, 
Norwegian and French missionaries were also invited and participated in this without 
raising questions about its ritual functions. On such and other occasions, the 
missionaries and other strangers also followed the custom of giving “Hasina” to the 
king. That means that all the people passed by the king - each placing a coin in the 
king’s hand, saying: «Manamasina anao Tompokolahy» (I honour You my Lord). 
Out of the large group of nobles, the king chose a group of 70 counsellors, 
called “Vadin’tany” (Earth matrimony - i.e. those who were responsible for parts of 
the ground). They were the king’s envoys sent to different regions to proclaim the 
king’s orders, judge in difficult cases, start or accomplish great enterprises for the 
king, etc. The king had also a government consisting of the 12 most powerful or 
trusted counsellors. He had to discuss important questions with his counsellors, and 
we know it could sometimes be difficult for the king to get his way. In Hastie’s 
negotiations with king Radama in 1817 about the proposed “Treaty for the abolition of 
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the Slave Trade” it was clear that the king had to struggle for several days before his 
will prevailed23. 
 The king also communicated directly with the people in the famous speeches 
called «Kabary». The people were summoned to the Kabary when the king wanted 
them to participate in war or in great enterprises like roads, irrigation channels etc. 
Other important political questions would also be presented to the people this way. 
When the king or his counsellors delivered a speech to the people, somebody had to 
answer and mostly there was an affirmative answer. It is known that Radama killed 
some of those who opposed him badly at a Kabary in 1822, but I will discuss whether 
that act was not a new attitude showing that he did not follow the rules of the Kabary 
any more and had changed his behaviour to be a despotic ruler.24 (see chapter. 
3.2.1) 
Malagasy religion did not use traditional statues of divinities. Instead they 
frequented holy places in nature to pray, like the mountains, huge trees and holy 
sources. Many tribes had placed a sacrificial pole in the village, called Hazomanga, 
(literally: Blue tree, i.e. holy tree) where they could bring their sacrifice to the 
ancestors. Typically, the sacrifice was rarely given to God: even the Malagasy 
religion dealt with a “God Creator” or “High-God”. There are several names for that 
God in the Malagasy language, such as: Zanahary  (the Creator), Andriananahary 
(the Lord Creator) and Andriamanitra (the Lord that smells good). The Christians 
used all these names, but they often preferred the last one. The Malagasy were 
somewhat afraid of this God Creator and it was commonly agreed that they should 
not disturb him by prayers and sacrifices.  
 The spirits of the ancestors, on the other hand, were much closely related to 
the people and it was most important to stay on good terms with them. It is 
impossible to assess religion and cult in the Malagasy culture, without including the 
spirits of the ancestors.25 Traditional religion also believes in other spirits, mostly evil 
spirits who are able to hurt people. Charms and magic used by the sorcerers 
(Ombiasa in Malagasy) are therefore an important part of the religious context. Black 
magic and charms can be used to harm people, and other charms can be used to 
protect the same people from evil. It is then easy to understand why a clever sorcerer 
performing both kinds of magic was a very important person in the traditional society. 
There was also another kind of religious specialist called Diviner (Mpisikidy in 
Malagasy). These persons had an oracular function in the society, and they were for 
instance asked to find good and bad days to do certain activities (like visits, travel, 
work etc), and to figure out if a child was born on a good or an “unlucky” day. Many 
times the same persons performed both professions, and had a very important 
position in the society.  
Another form of charm was the kind of fetishes called “Idols” (Sampy in 
Malagasy). Those were not statuettes of a divinity, but small symbolic things, like a 
piece of wood clothed with silk and silver or gold. They were also called: “The God 
seen by the eyes” (Andriakitamaso in Malagasy).26 The purpose of the Idols was to 
show the presence of divinity in a very direct way, and they were thought to frighten 
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the enemies and encourage the followers. Andrianampoinimerina renovated the cult 
of “Sampy” in his kingdom, and selected 12 of them as National Idols. They were 
selected from inside and outside the kingdom; some of them came from the Sakalava 
areas. The 12 national Idols were placed in 12 different villages associated with 
different taboos, and the families that were allowed to take care of them (Idol keepers 
or guardians) got a special status in the kingdom. Some of the most powerful and 
well known of those 12 Idols were Tsimanjakaroa, Ramahavaly and Rakelimalaza. 
The cult of those 12 Idols received a kind of national worshiping, and it is evident that 
the king used this cult both to raise his own prestige and power, and to tie the 
kingdom together and ensure local loyalty. Françoise Raison-Jourde concludes her 
studies about Andrianampoinimerina saying that the king tried to place himself high 
above the common Malagasy by using religious symbols.27 It is interesting that in 
trying to represent God on earth, Andrinampoinimerina opened the minds for a 
universal monotheistic religion, which was presented to the people only ten years 
after his death.28 The ideas of a divine kingdom and of the 12 national idols with their 
marked religious significance were to be a key in the government’s struggle against 
European influence and religion after the revolution in 1828. And when queen 
Ranavalona II finally ordered those 12 national idols to be burned when she got 
baptized in 1869, it was a serious blow to the traditional religion in Imerina and 
Betsileo, increasing the great flow of converts into the Christian churches. 
Andrinampoinimerina changed the society in other ways also, but he always 
tried to give the proposed changes an ancestral look, which helped him to get it 
accepted because of the high position the ancestral worshipping maintained in 
Malagasy society. The old custom of feudal servitude (Fanompoana in Malagasy - 
from manompo = to serve) was now extended from serving the king in wartime - to 
being used for other state-building purposes like building of roads and irrigation 
channels.29 Andrinampoinimerina fixed the “fanompoana” to a maximum of four days 
a week, allowing his men to care for their families the remaining days.30 The king 
supposed that everybody worked hard to make the society flourish. Agriculture - 
especially rice cultivation - and iron manufacturing produced articles for trade, but the 
most important revenue for the king’s treasury was the slave trade. Slaves for sale 
were mostly obtained by military expeditions against different groups revolting 
against the rule of the Merina king, but Pier Larson explains that it had become usual 
to sell Zazahova, kidnapped people and even own children or family members.31 It is 
supposed that in the end of Andrinampoinimerina’s reign, about 1500 – 1800, slaves 
were exported each year. Most of the king’s revenue was spent on buying firearms 
and ammunition for his army, and French or Creole traders carried out this trade at 
the trading posts on the eastern coast, exporting the slaves mostly to the French 
colonies on Ile de France and Ile de Bourbon. 
 It’s been said that Andrinampoinimerina was very suspicious against the 
Europeans, and that slave traders were seldom allowed to progress further than 
Ambatomanga - to get their cargo there. The king could neither read nor write and 
did not receive much influence from abroad. Up to the late 1950th it was thought that 
only a few Europeans were allowed to meet him - such as the slave trader Hugon, 
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who wrote an account of his meeting, and perhaps some other traders like Lebel and 
Roux. But now it is known that he was much more open to cooperation with the 
Europeans and several of them were allowed to meet him in his Capital.32 Raombana 
says that the king was about 8o years old when he died but still strong and robust: 
“He was rather tall, and was bony and sinewy. He is said to be an excellent 
shooter with the muskets, and is brave even to madness, and to possess 
Imerina, he showed a great deal of personal Bravery, and was several times 
wounded with musket balls –“.33 
 
2.1.4 Radama’s accession to the throne 
 In 1808 Andrianampoinimerina’s great kingdom was well established and as 
his successor he had appointed his oldest surviving son, Radama. Though being 
very young - it is said he was born about 1793 - he had already joined his father’s 
military expeditions several times. Sure Raombana argues that he was 28 rather than 
18 when he got possession of the kingdom - because he was said to have partaken 
in the civil war, which ended 15 years before his father died.34 But this argument is 
not necessarily correct because there were many minor battles and pacifications also 
in the later years of Andrianampoinimerina’s reign. On the other hand, in one of his 
first letters from Antananarivo in 1820, David Jones notes that Radama was about 29 
years old, which corresponds well with an age of 18 in 1810.35 In 1808 the 15-year-
old Radama assumed command over two military expeditions:  
“- one to a part of Betsileo which had rebelled and the other to the Boina, 
where the death of Queen Ravahiny appeared to offer new opportunities. The 
first was successful, but the advance into the Boina ended in defeat, although 
the capture of many cattle enabled Radama to return to a hero’s welcome”.36 
It has been cast in doubt whether Radama was really the son of 
Andrianampoinimerina. This doubt is strongly rooted in the king’s last will after the 
tradition P.Callet established late in the 18th century, but in my view this tradition was 
most likely already interpolated by the present rulers in the 1830th in order to justify 
their rule. Callet says that when the king’s sickness became grave in 1810, he 
gathered his close relatives and his best friends to tell them his last will. It is 
interesting that this speech placed so much confidence in and responsibility on the 
counsellors guiding the young king in his difficult task. Andrianampoinimerina then 
recommended Radama to them, stating that he had not been born in the natural way, 
but had come from his mouth, i.e. he had raised him by his words to be his son. The 
king did not wish to give him the kingdom, but God gave it to him. Now he placed 
Radama under the counsellor’s guidance and hoped that they would prevent him 
from following the way of dishonour.37  
Later in the speech the king tells Radama directly that he descended from 
princess Ramorabe from the Marovatana clan, but was adopted by Ralesoka, 
Andrianampoinimerina’s sister. Thus he was not of the same Marovatana clan as the 
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king, but from the Tsimahafotsy clan.38 Raombana on the other hand says that 
Radama’s mother was married to Andrianampoinimerina and her name was 
Rambolamasoandro, a princess from the “Marovatana” district in southern Imerina. 
She was always afraid of the wives and sons of the king’s family from the northern 
part of Imerina, called “Avaradrano”. The nobles north of the river had subdued the 
other parts of Imerina and she thought them to be a threat to Radama, whose 
mother’s family was from the southern district.39 After much research the Norwegian 
historian Lars Dahle wrote in 1874 that Radama’s mother, Rambolamasoandro, was 
said to be the sister of Andrianampoinimerina, but was called queen since she was 
living at the court.40 But then she herself would be born in the Avaradrano-clan and 
should not fear those people. It may be difficult to find the truth from those very 
diverging sources. But since the history promulgated by Callet - and also L. Dahle - 
might be interpolated after Radama’s death in order to justify the new ruler as more 
qualified than Radama to the throne, it is most likely that Raombana was telling the 
truth. He was himself from a high noble family in Imerina and he lived close to these 
events although he was in England from 1821 to 1829. Many times he claimed that 
queen Ranavalona I had usurped the throne without any legal rights.41 
 Andrianampoinimerina’s wives and many children may be difficult to know 
exactly because he had 12 wives - one from each of the holy towns of Imerina. 
Several of them gave him children, and even he had prosecuted two of his eldest 
sons there were still a number of sons and daughters living at the court when he 
died. Radama inherited the 11 wives left when his father died. One of them was his 
own mother but the other 10 were recognized as his wives. James Hastie says that 
one of the first nights he spent in Antananarivo in 1817 the king went to sleep with 
one of the wives he had inherited from his father.42 Radama was also married to 
Ramavo, who later became queen Ranavalona I. He also married Rasalimo the 
daughter of the Sakalava king Ramitraho in Menabe and thus Radama also had 12 
wives. 
Andrianampoinimerina terminated his last recommendation with the well-
known words: “Imerina has been gathered into one, but behold the sea is the border 
of my rice-fields”. And he continued with recommending Radama’s wife, Ramavo, to 
reign after him.43 Thus the great ambitions of the late king were further transferred to 
Radama and he used all his life trying to achieve them. The last part of the text is 
suspicious, and it looks like somebody has interpolated the oral tradition in order to 
legitimate the reign of Ranavalona. 
The document containing the king’s recommendation indicates that Radama 
was present when his father died, but other traditions state that he was absent on a 
military campaign fighting the rebelling Bezanozano. When he heard of his father’s 
death he hurried home to get possession of his heritage, which he obtained without 
rivalry, since his father already had eliminated his two elder brothers. Radama was 
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eager to secure his power, and Raombana gives some examples of how he could be 
cruel against those he feared would oppose him. As mentioned above, his mother 
Rambolamasoandro insinuated that many of the Avaradrano-clan could be his 
enemies and advised him to eliminate them. Radama followed her advice to some 
extent.44 But he refused to kill Andriamambavola, a brave nobleman from Avaradrano 
when she urged that he should have him assassinated. If you do not kill him, she 
said, he would certainly take the kingdom from you or from your relatives later. And 
his mother’s fear proved to be true. She was one of the first to be eliminated when a 
group led by Andriamambavola killed many of Radama’s close relatives and put his 
wife Ramavo on the throne. When dr. Robert Lyall reported the sad fate of prince 
Rataffe and some of Radama’s relatives who were killed by Ranavalona’s orders, he 
wrote in his journal:  
“I have been informed that when Radama ascended the throne, the father, the 
mother and two brothers of the present Queen were put to death, and it may 
be questioned how such sacrifices can be avoided?”45 
If this information is true, it is clear that Ranavalona was not the daughter of 
Andrianampoinimerina, as claimed in the traditions referred to above. It also gives 
some explanation to the cruelties against Radama’s family, partly as vengeance and 
partly as elimination of an opposing family, and it seems to give evidence that 
Ranavalona and her supporters were really usurping the power, as Raombana 
recurrently states. 
 After about two weeks of mourning in Antananarivo, Radama brought the body 
of his father to the tomb in his ancestral town Ambohimanga according to his 
expressed wishes. A great number of cattle was sacrificed and eaten during the 
funeral days. The mourning lasted for one year, and men, women and children had to 
cut or shave their hair several times to show their mourning for the deceased king. 
 When the year of mourning was over, Radama gathered his army and made 
some punitive expeditions to rebellious regions. The first expedition went to 
Ambatomanga - the important town on the road to Tamatave. When the inhabitants 
of that Bezanozano town, subdued by Radama’s father, heard that the old king was 
dead and had been followed by the young Radama, they rebelled against the 
dependency of Imerina. They had killed some European traders who were on their 
way to Antananarivo to buy slaves and sell arms and ammunition, and proclaimed 
that they would continue doing that in order to stop the revenue of selling slaves and 
the importing of arms to Imerina. Radama was therefore forced to act, and made an 
attack where he fought a hard combat before the town was taken. All the people who 
were not killed in the struggle - men, women and children - were sold as slaves. The 
town was then inhabited by a Merina population and became an important station on 
the road to Tamatave.46 The next expedition was to Ambositra in Betsileo. The 
people there had refused to cut their hair for the mourning of the king’s death, and 
now they were openly rebelling against the young king. After some weeks of fighting, 
the town was taken and the inhabitants killed or reduced to slavery and sold, and 
great quantities of booty and cattle were also taken.47 Radama was fighting in the 
front rank both places; and his personal bravery was essential for the victory. After 
those battles, very few dared to oppose him or neglect him because of his youth. He 
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was a more able military leader than his father and he had an army no other king in 
the island was able to match. 
Radama also subdued the southern part of Betsileo, which his father had not 
yet touched. The soldiers and people of the Vohibato kingdom (Ambalavao region 
today) had taken refuge in the town of Ifandàna. Situated on a precipitous rock, it 
was nearly impossible to fully conquer, and Radama’s army besieged the town for 
several months. According to one tradition, the besieged decided to die rather than 
surrender, and dancing blindly on the edge they all tumbled down and were killed. 
Another tradition states that the town was taken when the defending forces’ 
resistance was diminished through lack of food and water, and that consequently 
about 3000 people were killed.48 
Other small punitive expeditions were carried out in the following years. 
However, Radama’s kingdom suffered from lack of organisation and solidity. He was 
able to run victoriously through a vast part of the island, taking cattle and slaves as 
punishment to those who dared to oppose him. But as soon as he returned to 
Antananarivo most of the regime fell back to its former state. Each region was still 
governed by the local king, and Radama had neither troops nor administrators placed 
outside Imerina. Even Radama’s huge army was poorly organized. He could 
probably bring about 40-50.000 soldiers into the field, most of them armed with 
muskets. But it was the nobles, or the feudal chiefs, who commanded the troops and 
many of them were badly fit for that purpose. The army was strong enough to subdue 
all opposition in the surrounding areas, and the plundering of the regions traversed 
was thought to be normal, because the soldiers had to provide for their own 
provisions. However, the large volume of the army and the lack of organized 
provisions made it vulnerable when it traversed the borders into scarcely populated 
areas. Therefore, Radama was obliged to seek new strategies and allies if he wanted 
to make further progress in his ambitions to subdue the whole island. 
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2.2 British interests in the western part of the Indian Ocean 
 After a disastrous colonisation experiment in the St. Augustine Bay 1645-46 
and a similar short adventure at Nosy Be in 1650, the British gave up all attempts to 
form colonies in Madagascar. Instead, the well-established “East India Company” 
was allowed to dominate all British colonial efforts. All available resources were 
placed in the growing activities in India. For more than 300 years India was the 
Crown of the British Empire, and the policy of securing the seaway to India often 
shaped the British interests in neighbouring parts of the world. 
For more than 150 years they left Madagascar alone except for sporadic 
British ships calling in and several shipwrecked English sailors taking refuge on the 
coasts. For a short period British and French pirates operated from St. Mary Island, 
Matitanana, Bay of Atongil and other places, but except some punishing expeditions 
against them, the British government showed any interest in neither Madagascar nor 
the Mascarene Islands in the western part of the Indian Ocean. Instead they seized 
Cape Town from the Dutch (the Boers) and made the Cape colony a service station 
for the East India fleet and an important naval station for the British Navy in the 
Indian Ocean. 
 
2.2.1 The Capture of all French possessions to secure the route to India 
 The Great Revolution in France (1789) made great disturbances in Europe. 
Napoleon Bonaparte was changing not only most of Europe, but he also provoked 
great changes in distant parts of the world where British and French interests 
collided. The French colonies on Ile de Bourbon and Ile de France had grown strong 
during a century of peace. And they were not directly involved in any fighting, 
although British and French ships were in battle both off South Africa and India in the 
war caused by the American independence war (1778-83).49 But in the Napoleonic 
War the Mascarene Islands became involved because French ships stationed there 
started capturing the East India Company’s vessels. In fact, it is somewhat peculiar 
that it lasted several years with great losses before the British government decided to 
do something to secure the route to India. We don’t know exactly how many ships 
the British lost during those years. One source says that the East India Company lost 
14 ships valued of 30 million francs in 1807-1809,50 while another source mentions 
40 ships where the cargo alone was valued at 1 million pounds.51 Nevertheless the 
losses were substantial, and the British also feared that the French fleet might extend 
warfare to India.  
It was the British General Governor of India, Lord Minto, who planned the war 
against the French colonies. Firstly, Major H.S.Keating took possession of Rodrigues 
in August 1809. It is a small island not far from Ile de France, and the following 
months a naval squadron gathered in the harbour there. The second step in the plan 
was to occupy Ile de Bourbon and Ile de France, and thirdly, the British fleet should 
go to Java and occupy that French colony.52 The British squadron first attacked 
Bourbon, and the colony was taken after a stubborn resistance (08.07.10). 
Afterwards, the fleet sailed to Mauritius where a French fleet was waiting in Grand 
Port at the southeastern corner of the island. This great bay soon proved to be too 
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narrow when about ten ships entered a furious naval battle on the 23rd of August 
1810, which lasted for three days. Although the British ships outnumbered the French 
it ended with their total defeat. One British ship was blown up, another one sunk, and 
the only British ship able to flee quickly enough was forced to surrender when some 
new French ships arrived from Port Louis on the western side of Mauritius. But this 
humiliating defeat did not change the British plans, because it made it more urgent 
than ever to get the French navy out of the Indian Ocean. New British “Men of War” 
and supply ships were gathered from India and the Cape colony, and about 60 ships 
were assembled at Rodrigues before the new attack. The few French ships and the 
about 4000 French soldiers ashore fought courageously, but they were overthrown 
by the major forces and had to surrender the colony on the 3rd of December 1810.53  
Soon afterwards two corvettes were sent to Madagascar to wipe out all the 
French trading posts there. Soldiers and traders at the different places were forced to 
leave. The expedition reached Tamatave on the 18th of February 1811, where the 
French Agent in Madagascar, Sylvain Roux, was compelled to surrender.54 Sir 
Robert Townsend Farquhar, the newly appointed British Governor, could then make 
this proud report home to the minister of War and Colonies, Lord Liverpool: 
“This has freed these seas from the last French flag, and secured to us an 
unmolested traffic into the fruitful and abundant island of Madagascar".55 
The naval squadron could soon after go further with the plans, and sailed in March 
1811 towards Java trying to occupy the French colony there. 
 
2.2.2 Governor Robert Townsend Farquhar inaugurated a new policy. 
Sir Robert Townsend Farquhar took part in the expedition against Bourbon 
and Ile de France, and he had already been appointed by Lord Minto to take over as 
British Governor as soon as the islands were captured.  
Farquhar was born in England in 1776. With a modest background he served 
the East India Company from the age of 20 and made his career there. After some 
years of service he was appointed governor of the Molluque islands, which were 
taken from the Dutch. He did an excellent job, but after a few years those islands 
were handed back to their former owners, and Farquhar was back in India waiting for 
a new challenge. Soon he got his chance with the expedition to the Mascarene 
Islands. He possessed good personal qualities but with his modest background he 
would probably not have been appointed to such an attractive post without some 
influential friends. The Mauritian historian Amédée Nagapen has published some 
articles about a little known correspondence between Farquhar and his most 
important helpers. It is interesting to see how through flattering letters he managed to 
get his appointment confirmed by the Government in London, while important groups 
tried to get their candidates appointed. Nagapen writes:  
«Depuis qu’il s’etait trouvé á la tête de l’ile Maurice, le 3 décembre 1810, un 
véritable lobby s’excercait dans la capitale britannique pour que le roi lui 
octroie une commission de gouverneur. De son côté, la famille Farquhar 
actionnait le piston politique. Le père de Robert, Sir Walter Farquhar, Baronet, 
plaidait la cause de son lointain fils auprès d’une prestigieuse notabilité 
politique, le Marquis Wellesley. Celui-ci, membre influent du Cabinet, patronna 
la candidature de Robert, dont il connaissait pa ailleurs l’entier dévouement á 
sa personne»56 
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Two influential persons were directly engaged in Farquhar’s appointment. One of 
them was the General Governor of India, Lord Minto, who appointed him to follow the 
squadron and take possession of the islands as interim governor.57 Lord Minto also 
wrote home to Robert Dundas, minister of the Cabinet of Spencer Perceval, begging 
for his aid to secure the appointment. Speaking of Farquhar’s qualifications etc. he 
concludes: 
“As this will no doubt remain a King’s Government, your early and friendly 
interposition may be of great moment amidst the powerful competitors which 
England is apt to furnish for such objects, especially where the attraction of 
novelty is added to other inducements. (---) I need not remind you of some 
claims he may justly prefer to favour as your sentiments on that subject are 
not unknown to me“.58 
This last cryptically message to the minister needs some further explications. We can 
find an adequate answer of what claims the Lord wanted Farquhar to favour in a 
letter from Farquhar to his most influential helper, the Foreign Minister Marquis 
Wellesley, written on Farquhar’s way to the Mascarene Islands on board H.M. Frigate 
Doris: 
“Captain Barry having been nominated my secretary by Lord Minto, may I beg 
Your Lordship’s good offices to prevent that appointment being disturbed at 
home. It is my intention, as soon as the island is taken, to offer your Lordship’s 
son in Bengal the situation of first assistant, if he should think it worth his while 
to quit Calcutta“.59 
This issue referred to in Lord Minto’s letter is more fully explained in a second letter 
from Farquhar to Marquis Wellesley, written from Ile de France about two months 
after the capture of the island: 
“I think it right to say a few words here respecting the Gentlemen in civil 
situations. Major Barry, Lord Minto’s son, is Chief Secretary, on every account, 
but especially in consideration of his sterling worth or abilities, I am anxious 
that he should be confirmed”.60 
It is obvious that by the appointment of Farquhar as governor and lobbying to get that 
confirmed by the government, Lord Minto had got his son a good job in the new 
colonial administration. Barry had immediately advanced to Major and Chief 
Secretary, and we can later find him in different important positions in that 
government for many years. Likewise, in his first letter Farquhar proposed to make 
Marquis Wellesley’s son his first assistant, but in his next letter he expressed his 
regrets for not having succeeded. In this last letter he also begged the ministers for 
help to get two of his brothers in law confirmed to important positions, and also two of 
Marquis Wellesley’s friends. Marquis Wellesley had been the protector of Farquhar in 
his first job as governor,61 and now Farquhar expressed to him his fear that he should 
not be allowed to continue in the attractive job: 
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“I have not yet had the satisfaction of hearing from England anything relative 
to these Islands, which keeps my mind in a certain degree of suspense, 
though with such a patron as Your Lordship on the spot, I may justly say: 
«sweet is suspense, when much to hope, and little left o fear». Whatever my 
fate may be, I shall feel perfectly assured Your Lordship’s good wishes 
towards me remain the same. (---) The improvement of my circumstances, 
occasioned by a very happy marriage, and the recovery of some property at 
Madras, have already placed me in a very independent state, and I trust that 
three or four years more on this side of the Cape will enable me to return to 
my family and friends with sufficient means, not only to live, but to do good to 
them, and to enable me to gratify the honourable ambition, which I shall never 
cease to feel, of ranging myself, under Your Lordship’s banner, in political 
life”.62 
Farquhar’s promise - to place himself as a loyal supporter of the Marquis political 
engagement - may be a better argument than offering a place in the colonial 
administration to his son, and all those proceedings show a great deal of colonial 
nepotism among the ministers and employees in that early stage of colonisation. We 
also know that Farquhar, when retiring from Mauritius, kept his promise and entered 
the political stage in England some years under Marquis Wellesley’s banner.63  
Farquhar’s fear of losing the job was not groundless because different groups 
tried to get their candidate appointed, and after only four months he had to quit the 
job: 
“Il quitta Port-Louis, le 9 avril 1811, suite à une dépêche de Downing Street 
l’enjoignant de ceder le gouvernement de Maurice au major-général Warde, et 
d’aller, quant à lui, administrer la colonie voicine (Bourbon). Cette décision du 
gouvernement de Londre avait été dictée par des récriminations de la part 
d’officers insatisfaits”.64 
General Henry Warde, the new governor, was not allowed to stay very long in this 
job, and one of the few things remembered from his reign is the changing of the 
colony’s name. After instruction from the minister, Lord Liverpool, he used the former 
Dutch name, Mauritius, in his first proclamation instead of the French name.65 But 
Farquhar’s exile did not last long, and thus the lobbying of influential friends and 
ministers proved to be effective. In fact, the Prince Regent, the future Georges IV, 
had already signed the ordinance appointing Farquhar to Governor at the Mascarene 
Islands (02.03.11). On the 12th of July 1811 the power was brought back to him from 
governor Warde.66 Now he was able to develop the plans and strategies he had been 
dreaming about, and these plans soon proved to have great consequences for 
Madagascar. 
The French capitulation was made in lenient terms. The French garrison and 
naval personnel were not made prisoners but were returned to France at British 
expense. The inhabitants who decided to stay had to become British citizens and 
swear their fidelity to the British king. In doing so they were guaranteed respect for 
their language, religion, customs and laws, and compensations were paid for any 
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damage done by the British troops.67 But some of the promises should prove difficult 
to fulfil. Among the local customs guaranteed by the capitulation terms, slavery was 
the most important. The plantation economy was dependant on slave labour, but the 
importation of slaves into British territories had already been made illegal by the Act 
of 1807 abolishing the slave trade. 
“Local planters in Mauritius maintained that 40.000 new slaves were needed to 
cultivate the available land, and Farquhar was sufficiently persuaded to write 
to lord Liverpool in February 1811 to ask that an exception be made in the 
case of Mauritius. Lord Liverpool’s reply, starting «I cannot sufficiently express 
my surprise that you should have supposed it possible . . .», left him in no 
doubt that, while there was no intention to change the condition of slaves 
already on the islands, British public opinion would not tolerate any 
continuation of the slave trade”.68 
When increasing use of slave labour proved to be impossible, Farquhar started 
intensive work to find other means of developing the colony. It has been doubted 
whether he really was working against slavery. Certainly he was later known as a 
strong activist against the slave trade from Madagascar in cooperation with king 
Radama. But both he and other members of the Farquhar family were plantation 
owners on Mauritius and dependent on slaves. For several years he delayed the 
registration of slaves and the establishing of a special Admiralty court as required by 
the Act of 1807, and his government did not use any strong measures against the 
smuggling of slaves into the colony the first years. The Swedish doctor, Nils Bergstén 
in Port Louis strongly blamed Farquhar and his private secretary, Charles Telfaire, for 
having withdrawn such cases from the court. He also accused them for having 
ordered the soldiers who were engaged in making research of slave smuggling, to go 
back to the barracks.69 I should also mention here that dr. Bergsten was very critical 
of the whole reign of governor Farquhar. 
It is also noteworthy that when fulfilling his promise to Marquis Wellesley about 
ranking himself under his banner in the political life in England, Farquhar used his 
place in the Parliament not only to get favourable conditions for the importation of 
sugar from Mauritius, but he also worked against the final abolition of all slavery in 
the British areas.70 It is therefore doubted whether his political measures against the 
slave trade were only opportunist tactics to settle more important political problems. 
Although Farquhar worked against the final abolition of slavery in the colonies, he 
made many other improvements to make progress in the colonial economy without 
augmenting the number of slaves. The culture of sugar cane, which he worked hard 
to improve, soon eliminated the other agricultural endeavours for exportation, and the 
production of sugar in a few decades developed to be the most important agriculture 
on the island.71 Farquhar furthermore started another program to bring down the 
need of slaves. In a letter to Thomas Clarkson in 1821 he describes different 
technical and practical improvements: 
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“I am making every effort to extend the use of plough, and the substitution of 
machinery for human labour, and have with this view, abolished all duties on 
implements and machinery of this nature. (---) I have done everything in my 
power to economize manual labour in this Colony. When we arrived, every 
cart in this Island was dragged by slaves. At the present day, they are, almost 
without a single exception, dragged by mules, asses and Bullocks (---) It would 
be the proudest action of my life, were I to succeed in the suggestion you 
make, of transforming this Colony into one of freemen. However, in a 
population where there are 90.000 slaves, and 16.000 people of colour, mostly 
emancipated slaves - these steps must be cautiously taken, and example 
rather than command employed –“.72  
Thus we know that Farquhar was making great efforts to eliminate the use of slaves, 
even though he thought it convenient not to provoke the colonists by making an 
abrupt stop of the use of slaves. And the difficulties arising in the colony when the 
final abolition of the slavery was carried into force in 1835 shows that he had good 
reasons for being cautious and for making use of modest politics. 
 
2.2.3  The British Government did not engage in getting influence in 
Madagascar 
 Both Mauritius and Bourbon were primarily trading colonies, and agriculture 
there was mostly directed for exportation to Europe. When Farquhar started his work, 
he was astonished to see how much unused soil there was left. But it was mostly the 
cultivating of cotton, indigo, coffee and different spices that occupied the colonists, 
and those cultures all needed extensive use of labour (i.e. slaves). Food-production 
for the inhabitants was far from ample, which made the two islands dependent on 
imported food. Since Madagascar was close by and willing to sell provisions, the 
trade with that country immediately became a hot political question, but the rivalries 
between British interests from Mauritius and French interests from Bourbon were 
also to dominate the development of Madagascar in the next decades. 
The small British garrison left in Tamatave in 1811 soon returned to Mauritius, 
and neither the British nor the French had any forces left in Madagascar when peace 
was made in 1814 (30.05.14) The peace treaty stated that France ceded to Britain 
“the Isle of France and its dependencies, especially Rodriguez and the Seychelles”,73 
while Bourbon was to be reunited with France. Madagascar was not mentioned at all 
in the treaty, and Farquhar immediately stated that this island should then be one of 
the dependencies to Mauritius. When some areas were especially mentioned in the 
treaty, there must naturally be some others included, he argued. There was no doubt 
that Farquhar was right in stating that the former French trading posts in Madagascar 
had been under the care of the governor of Mauritius. But it was difficult to get 
political acceptance for his claim of laying the great island under his care. 
The French authorities protested vigorously against this idea. Governor 
Bouvet in Bourbon argued that Madagascar had never been a dependency neither of 
Ile de France nor any other power, but a free country where everybody was allowed 
to trade.74 On the other hand, the government in Paris maintained that French 
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sovereignty in Madagascar dating from the 17th century had not been affected in any 
way by the treaty of peace. The British government neither wanted to be engaged in 
any expensive adventure in Madagascar, nor willing to have a quarrel with the newly 
established French Emperor and his government. Consequently, Farquhar was 
informed that they agreed with the French interpretation of the treaty and therefore all 
former French establishments in Madagascar had to be handed back. We should 
suppose that when the two governments in Europe agreed with each other, there 
would be very few steps the new governor in the small colony at Mauritius would be 
able to take against the decision. Or would he be able to find any possibility to check 
this “fait accompli”? 
Obviously, Farquhar had not felt confident in winning the game with his first 
initiative, and therefore he had already drawn up alternative strategies. One of the 
first things he did when he entered the office in Mauritius was to commission a former 
French officer, Monsieur de Froberville, to make a comprehensive survey of all 
available information about Madagascar in the Archives of Mauritius. This collection 
of reports and memoranda is an invaluable summary of European knowledge of the 
great island at that time75. With great interest Farquhar could read about a country 
divided in a lot of squabbling kingdoms, which had nevertheless successfully resisted 
all previous attempts of European occupation. All use of military forces had failed in 
earlier times and in the tricky state Farquhar was placed, it was certainly out of 
question for him to use such means. But he saw another interested solution: 
“Some sentences in an unsigned memorandum pointed the way to a solution: 
“Can it be hoped that the chiefs and the inhabitants will submit of their own 
free will to the English? This cannot be hoped for. If a single monarch were in 
authority over the whole extent of the island, he might possibly be won over to 
yield his crown to the king and people of Great Britain”.76  
The good idea was then adapted, and Farquhar started the search for the “single 
monarch” who would be able to unify the whole island. Raombana tells that many 
kings were proposed, both Ramitraho in Menabe, Rabedoko in Vaingandrano and 
Jean René in Tamatave, but none of them were thought to be able to accomplish this 
major task.77 More interesting were the reports from Mayeur and Hugon, which 
clearly pointed to the inhabitants of Imerina as the most advanced and dynamic 
people in the island, while more recent information from the plateau indicated the 
intelligent and ambitious young king Radama as best fit for the governor’s plans. 
Though Farquhar had private, economical and political reasons not to abolish the 
slavery within the colony for many years, he found that in the Abolition of the Slave 
Trade he had a good case to work for. Contemporary French writers tended to sneer 
at the anti-slavery argument as a sanctimonious cover for further expansion of British 
power, and certainly they were right, although we shall not underestimate Farquhar’s 
human and philanthropic feelings towards the slaves. But through his support for the 
Abolition of the Slave trade, Farquhar had outdone the "fait accompli" of the French 
and the British government, because no British government would ever prohibit him 
from working for this cause. It had hitherto proved difficult to extend the Act decided 
by the parliament in 1807 “as far as British influence could reach”, and therefore the 
government probably needed a new initiative like Farquhar's. Obviously, the British 
Navy was the strongest in the world, and they could claim: “Britannia rules the 
waves”, but the Ocean is wide and the small slave trading vessels were difficult to 
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discover. Put simply: huge forces would be needed in order to stop the illicit trade 
from Madagascar and Africa effectively. 
Farquhar had several good reasons to choose Radama as his partner and 
ally. One of them was the fact that most of the slaves exported from Madagascar 
were coming from Imerina, which indicated a powerful reign, and should not the most 
effective means to stop the slave trade be to get the chief supplier to stop his trade? 
The British government had been in search for new and effective means to stop the 
trade, and Farquhar pointed to the possibility of making treaties with mighty persons 
or nations where the exported slaves were coming from. His decision to propose an 
alliance with the British power to Radama, shows political ability. Other kings would 
soon ask to get similar conditions but their demands were all refused since Farquhar 
had now chosen the only man able to carry out his great plans. 
The British government would not refuse Farquhar in trying to eliminate the 
slave trade from Madagascar, and the proposed alliance with a local king, helping 
him in extending his dominions, could probably be an agreeable way of doing so. 
Such an indirect colonisation could certainly extend British influence to a very 
considerable degree with minor costs. Perhaps not all members of the British 
government were aware of the consequences of this plan, namely that they would 
remove French interests from the island in a certain degree and give room for the 
rivalry in Madagascar, which would last for most of the century. 
The expressed hope that in helping a single monarch to extend his authority 
over the whole island - “he might possibly be won over to yield his crown to the king 
and people of Great Britain” - would prove to be a false hope. The growing 
scepticism in Radama’s last years soon changed to a hostile attitude from the 
Malagasy government after his death. But the pre-colonial era often witnessed such 
political breakdowns, and usually the European power involved would make the area 
a colony because “it was out of control and in need of pacification”. But the history of 
Madagascar did not follow this scheme, and I will try to investigate a little why a 
“Treaty of Peace” did not yield the same disastrous consequences for the native 
sovereignty in Madagascar as it usually did in other places in Africa and Asia. 
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2.3 King Radama I tried to reach his own aims in a close connection 
with the British 
 It was difficult for Farquhar to find a proper way to carry out his great plans. 
The British government was scarcely known in Madagascar, especially in the interior 
of the island, and it would be improper to send an official delegation up to Imerina to 
propose a treaty with an unknown European power for Radama. He would probably 
be suspicious and unwilling since most of his contact with Europeans hitherto had 
been with different slave traders and other adventurers. But Farquhar, who knew a 
great deal about the thinking of non-Europeans from his experiences in India and the 
Molluque Islands, developed a plan in three stages to gain the confidence of Radama 
and induce him to enter an alliance. 
 
2.3.1 The first British envoys to Antananarivo and the “Treaty of Peace” 
 Farquhar decided first to send an unofficial mission to Antananarivo to obtain 
confidence and goodwill from Radama. Jaques Chardenoux, a former French slave 
dealer now settled in Mauritius, was selected for that journey. Chardenoux had been 
in Imerina several times and established friendly contacts both with Radama and his 
father. In the secret instruction to Chardenoux Farquhar specified that he would not 
try to dictate the laws of the country, but that his aim was to convince Radama that it 
would be prosperous for him to change the slave trade into other trades and industry, 
rather than selling away the inhabitants who were thought to be working for the 
progress of the country. This argument, together with a willingness to introduce 
European arts and knowledge, was the most important during the entire negotiation 
process.78 
In June 1816 Chardenoux and his followers left Tamatave, and after a few 
weeks they reached Antananarivo. Radama greeted him as an old friend and the 
presents Farquhar brought were thankfully received. Although he did not know much 
about England he had a new respect for that nation because it had recently defeated 
his hero Napoleon. He was a little suspicious because he had heard rumours that the 
British government intended to prevent him from selling slaves. Chardenoux dared 
not enter real negotiations concerning the touchy issue, but he later reported that the 
king certainly should be interested in getting a new source of revenue, because it 
would probably be increasingly difficult to obtain slaves since only strong kingdoms 
were left around him.79 However, this new contact interested Radama and he 
decided to send his prime minister and some other ministers to Mauritius to negotiate 
a treaty of peace with Governor Farquhar. Two of the king’s younger half-brothers, 
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Ratafika and Rahove, were allowed to follow Chardenoux and get some education on 
Mauritius. Before they left, the king ordered his envoys to enter a blood covenant, 
(Fatidra in Malagasy) with Chardenoux and one of his followers.80 This was a 
ceremony of great importance in the Malagasy culture and would certainly give the 
envoys going abroad a feeling of security. Chardenoux and his followers came to 
Mauritius in September and both the ministers and the two young princes got a 
heartily welcome by Farquhar and his staff. 
The good season for travelling in Madagascar was nearly terminated, but 
Farquhar was eager to start the second step of his plans, making use of the 
improved relationship. He then dispatched an official delegation to Radama in order 
to start negotiations concerning the abolition of the slave trade. This delegation 
followed the ministers of Radama on their return to Imerina, and Farquhar chose one 
of his best officers, Captain Le Sage, who had just returned from the punitive 
expedition to Port Loquez,81 to be his envoy. Travelling together with Le Sage were 
Chardenoux, a doctor, an interpreter and some others, with an escort of 30 soldiers. 
Le Sage received rough instructions about what arguments were to be used in 
the negotiations, but also about the behaviour and manners of the whole group. 
There were presents to be given not only to the king, but also to the families of the 
princes and other powerful persons. Farquhar ordered that if they succeeded in the 
negotiations they should fire some skyrockets to the glory of the new treaty.82 The 
most astonishing instruction given to Le Sage was the order to bring: “A boy of 9 or 
10 years old to live with the King of Ovah”. I wonder what kind of “special gift” to the 
king this boy was thought to be. Possibly it was a new slave for the king, but I find it a 
little shocking that Farquhar was willing to use a child as a gift to buy the king’s 
friendship. 
Le Sage and his fellow travellers came to Tamatave on the 17th of November, 
and after 10 days of preparing they set off for Antananarivo. The rainy season had 
started, and the roads were extremely bad. Malaria, dysentery and other tropical 
diseases soon made their heavy taxes among the travellers and more than a third of 
the party were carried off before the return to Mauritius.83 Arriving in Antananarivo on 
the 21st of December they were received in a great manner. Captain Le Sage was so 
sick that he had to be carried up to the town, and the king sent some of his ministers 
and close relatives down the hill to meet him. Raombana relates that every able man 
in Imerina was told to be in the capital to impress the guests, and on the appointed 
day, all were lined up from the “Rova” (the Palace) on the top of the huge hill and 
down to the rice fields at the bottom. The visitors marched in a procession with the 
British soldiers in front, followed by the civilian members of the delegation, the 
Malagasy ministers and captain Le Sage in the palanquin especially made for him. 
The crackle of musket-fire accompanied their final approach up the narrow streets, 
while the British soldiers fired a volley at each halt. The soldiers firing their weapons 
at the same time after a given order made a great impression on the Malagasy, 
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showing a glimpse of military skill and performance unknown in Imerina until that 
time. 
The king received his guests heartily, but after seeing how ill many of them 
were, he cut short the initial ceremonies and sent them to the houses assigned for 
them. The king cared well for his guests with food and other necessities, but several 
of them were so sick that they soon got their graves there. Raombana tells that the 
doctor was one of the first who died, and that a place in the south end of the town got 
the name “Fasambazaha”, i.e. the tombs of the Europeans.84 Le Sage was 
desperately ill with malaria and for more than two weeks he was in an unconscious 
state. When he recovered a little he entered the negotiations with Radama. By the 
help of the interpreter, Hector,85 he managed to bring the king the proposal from 
Governor Farquhar about a “Treaty of Peace and Friendship” between king George 
III of England, and Radama, king of “Ovah”. His bad condition prevented Le Sage 
from introducing Farquhar’s proposal about a “Treaty for the Abolition of the Slave 
Trade”, because that would require more time and strength than he possessed. 
Nevertheless, Radama and Le Sage signed the Treaty of Peace and Friendship on 
the 4th of February 1817, and Farquhar later countersigned it in Port Louis.86 
Before leaving Antananarivo Le Sage managed to enter a blood covenant 
(Fatidra) with Radama personally, and Raison-Jourde concludes that it seems 
astonishing that the king himself went into such a strong ceremony with a stranger, 
because usually the slave traders and other Europeans had been looked at with 
suspicion. It is an interesting ceremony developed in Le Sage’s journal from his visit 
in Antananarivo: 
“Un des ministres de Radama ordonna le silence, obtenu aussitôt, en dépit 
des milliers de gens rassemblés. Il déclara au peuple que Radama m’avait 
donné leur pays et demanda si tous y concentaient. Ce fut un oui unanime. Le 
minister se tourna alors vers moi en disant que j’étais leur roi et que je pouvais 
disposer du pays et de tout ce qu’il contenait et que Radama ne commandait 
qu’à Maurice. Radama posa de nouveau à sa cour et à son people la même 
question posée à la foule par son minister et demanda si on voulait me 
considerer comme le roi: l’entourage répondit affirmativement. Il me dit alors 
que son pays était le mien et que Maurice était le sien”.87 
We may wonder whether this ceremony was considered to be without real political 
importance, since the king dared to enter it with an envoy from a mostly unknown 
European power? I have not found that Radama entered a blood covenant with any 
other Europeans, and in fact he later complained that the interpreter had caused 
important misunderstandings between him and Le Sage before they entered this 
ritual. Certainly this “Fatidra” bound Radama to his new ally, since it was a virtual part 
of the Malagasy culture. Perhaps that may signify that this was a very important 
occasion for Radama? A glance at the actual text of the Treaty of Peace can give us 
an idea why he was so eager to conclude it. A great part of the 8 articles were 
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concerning port- and trade-regulations, and that indicates clearly that the new allies 
were planning great changes, since Radama in fact did not have sovereignty over a 
single port in the whole island in 1817. Radama’s political ability must have told him 
that this treaty could be his great possibility to realize the ambitions of extending his 
power over the whole island. This may also explain his eagerness later to enter a real 
alliance with the British government, although his counsellors would not recommend 
him to do that.  
The delegation left Antananarivo the 5th of February and many of the members 
were still so weak that they had to be carried. Two of Le Sage’s men were left 
behind, because the king had begged for some persons to instruct his army after the 
European style. One of them did not stay a long time, but the other one spent all his 
life working for the king. This person was sergeant Brady, a mulatto from Jamaica, 
who soon advanced to be the first general in Radama’s army. He played an 
important role in developing the army, and also in many of Radama’s campaigns. He 
was paid a monthly allowance by the governor of Mauritius, and when he was retired 
a year after the king’s death, he received a pension from the British government. 
The failure to broach the subject of the slave trade was a disappointment to 
Farquhar. But the Treaty of Friendship indicated good possibilities in the future and 
could yield considerable political profits later. He then used the time until the next 
good season of travelling in Madagascar to prepare for the negotiations about his 
real aim: the Treaty for the Abolition of the Slave Trade. A part of Farquhar’s plan 
was to care well for Radama’s two brothers, and they were placed to live in a part of 
the governor’s house. Sometimes they were allowed to dine with the governor and 
his family, and Farquhar and his wife provoked the Mauritians by taking the young 
princes with them to different arrangements: 
“- Madame Farquehar les emmenant à ses côtés en calèche, vêtus de riches 
habits, ce qui «choquait les convenances et blessait les préjugés» sur une île 
habituée à assimiler les Malgaches à des esclaves”.88 
This behaviour should point out for Radama that friendship with the British 
government certainly would elevate his status and give him a place amongst the 
important personages in the great world.  
The princes obtained a Tutor who should live together with them and educate 
them in different matters such as the requisite behaviour and manners, and included:  
“personal cleanliness, and their clothing, lodging, bedding & apartments, 
taking care to teach them punctuality and exactness, even in the minute points 
regarding these objects, which are so essential to comfort, to health & to the 
convenience of those persons with whom they are to associate”.89 
He was also ordered to make daily reports to the governor, perform morning and 
evening prayer with them, and his instructions continue: 
”You will once a week present these young persons to His Excellency, in 
person, and receive his orders for their course of studies (---) When their 
conduct merits the distinction, His Excellency will invite them to his own table, 
during the week - either one or both according to their good conduct. (---) The 
reverend Mr. Le Brun, protestant Missionary, has been directed to attend at 
Reduit two days in the week for the purpose of instructing your young pupils in 
the principles and practice of our holy religion”. 
It is especially interesting to my study that the newly arrived missionary, Rev. Le Brun 
from LMS, was invited to come to Reduit (the governor’s summer residence) twice a 
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week in order to instruct the princes in the Christian religion. This may indicate that 
Farquhar wished to use both the princes and the missionaries from LMS as 
commissionaires for missionary work and British influence in Imerina.  
A sergeant with broad experience in working with native princes in India was 
appointed tutor to them. His name was James Hastie, and he was going to make a 
major contribution on the British side to the proposed alliance between Radama and 
Farquhar. James Hastie was born into a Quaker family in Cork in 1786. He received 
a good education, but the pious restrictions of life drove him to run away to become a 
soldier in India. After some years of service there, he was sent to Mauritius in 1815. 
He came to governor Farquhar’s attention in September 1816 when a fire ravaged 
half of Port Louis. The Government House was saved from the fire by the efforts of 
Hastie and the two princes who had just arrived from Madagascar. The huge 
Irishman and his helpers climbed the roof when it caught fire, and by using buckets of 
water they succeeded in extinguishing the fire. 
 
2.3.2 Difficult negotiations about the “Treaty for the Abolition of the 
Slave Trade” 
 Radama had ordered Le Sage to send his brothers, Rahove and Ratafika, to 
Tamatave at the end of June 1817, where he would meet them.90 Together with the 
princes, Farquhar sent an official delegation to negotiate with Radama. An 
experienced staff officer, Thomas Pye, who had already been sent to Tamatave as 
British Agent in Madagascar, was now instructed to accompany the two princes to 
Antananarivo and propose a treaty for abolition of the slave trade to Radama. The 
boys’ tutor, James Hastie, should follow them to Antananarivo and he was to act as 
Pye’s deputy and assume charge of the mission if, as proved to be the case, Pye’s 
health did not permit him to make the journey. 
But Radama did not come alone the long way from Antananarivo. The whole 
area around Tamatave was in turmoil at that time, because Jean René, who 
governed Tamatave, and his brother Fisatra, who resided in Ivondro a little further 
south, had usurped the power when the kingdom of the Betsimisaraka people broke 
up. Raombana relates that the mother of those brothers was a Malagasy woman, 
probably from Anosy (around Fort Dauphin), but the father was a French Creole from 
Mauritius.91 We also know that Jean René had been employed as interpreter for the 
French Agent in Tamatave, Sylvain Roux, before the surrendering of the town to the 
British in 1811. It was also Roux who had appointed Fisatra to govern Ivondro 
instead of Tsimandray, the heir of the former Betanimena king.92 When both the 
French and the British forces left the area, the two brothers managed to take 
possession of the whole Betanimena province. But now the heir of the former king 
was fighting to get rid of them, and after a few years (1821) he succeeded in 
eliminating the ruler in Ivondro.93 But in 1817 these two brothers were plundering and 
burning the towns of their adversaries. Hastie comments that the people he met in 
those devastated towns argued that the British government was responsible for that 
deed, since they supposed Jean René was supported by them. The war had already 
devastated a great area when Radama descended with an army of perhaps 30,000 
soldiers. The brothers had foolishly referred to Radama as “a beardless boy” and that 
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gave him an opportunity to “visit” them in Tamatave. Jean René fled and asked 
protection from the British, and Pye acted as intermediary. An agreement was 
reached by which Jean René was forced to acknowledge Radama as his overlord, 
and henceforth he was confirmed as governor of Tamatave. Thus Radama had taken 
possession of both the Betanimena province and the area along the road, having for 
the first time free access to a port at the Indian Ocean. 
In the letter Farquhar sent to Radama he again argued that the king would 
depopulate his country by the sale of his subjects and his unfortunate neighbours. It 
would be much more advantageous to him to keep the people in his dominions and 
by their labour provide such articles - which his country produced - in sufficient 
quantity to exchange for the merchandise from Europe. He also proposed to give the 
king some reward for his lost revenue if he was willing to stop the slave trade.94 Mr. 
Pye wished to start the negotiations immediately, but Radama was unable to stop at 
the coast for even a few days with such a great army without provisions. He also 
claimed that he was obliged to consult his counsellors and meet his people gathered 
to “Kabary”, before he could conclude any treaty. It was decided that the negotiations 
would take place in the capital soon after the campaign was terminated, and Hastie, 
who was going up there together with the two princes, was charged with the 
responsibility of the negotiations since Mr. Pye was unable to make the journey. 
Hastie, bringing with him various presents to the king - including three horses - 
now accompanied Radama on his return to Antananarivo. They started on the 10th of 
July 1817 and witnessed the pitiful suffering of the army passing through the country 
they had already stripped of all foodstuffs. The party of Hastie and the princes got 
some provisions from the king, but on their way up the country they saw many bodies 
of starved soldiers. Radama later recounted that about 3.500 had died during the last 
campaign, most of them from sickness and starvation, and that many others were still 
in a very feeble state of health.95 After a hard journey, Hastie’s group reached 
Antananarivo. They succeeded in bringing up two of the three horses, the third one 
drowned crossing a river, and Hastie comments that those were the first horses ever 
seen in Imerina. 
Hastie had to wait three days outside the town until the king found a “lucky 
day” for the visit, but was received as an important envoy when he entered the town 
on the 7th of August. In his article: ”A Cultural Politics of Bedchamber Construction 
and Progressive Dining in Antananarivo: Ritual Inversions during the Fandroana of 
1817”, Pier M. Larson provides new interpretations and tries to explain the 
importance of Hastie’s reception: 
“This article explores the political and cultural symbolism of Hastie’s 
participation in the fandroana of 1817. I argue Radama choreographed 
Hastie’s participation in the ritual to invert customary ritual sequence and to 
thereby communicate to his subjects both his intentions for political alliance 
with Britain and his administrative independence as a young ruler who 
languished within the shadows of a popular predecessor and father, 
Andrianampoinimerina”.96 
Larson argues that Hastie’s dining alone with the king’s wives and even sleeping with 
his senior wife, was an important innovation from Radama, and a sign to his people 
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and to the British authorities about his intentions of entering an alliance. He states 
that:  
“largely unaware of the emic significance of his role in the fandroana of 1817, 
Hastie unwittingly played a ritually meaningful part in Radama’s cultural stage 
management of international alliance”.97  
The good day chosen by Radama for Hastie’s entering the capital proved to be the 
eve of the “Fandroana” ritual (the Holy Bath Festival or the Malagasy New Year), 
which is a celebration of the most important ritual between the King and his people. 
When the king next day started the celebration, which Hastie imprecisely thought 
was the celebration of his birthday,98 Hastie was invited to participate in most of the 
rituals. By his use of the British Agent in different parts of the ritual during these days 
of celebration Radama demonstrated an innovative politic, which openly showed his 
wish both for an alliance with the British power and to rid himself of his predecessor’s 
powerful advisors. Larson concludes: 
“Through his ritual choreography Radama had held the equivalent of a modern 
press conference, informing his subjects of late breaking diplomatic news. 
Hastie’s intimacy with Radama’s wives – and his senior wife in particular – 
was a ritual meaningful “sign in action”. It is unlikely that Radama’s purpose in 
organizing the sequence inversion was simply innovation for the sake of 
demonstrating a disrespect for royal ritual. It was a creative public 
demonstration of how seriously he sought an international alliance and 
revealed how generously he intended to entertain foreign envoys at his court. 
The alliance with britain would turn certain of Andrianampoinimerina’s recently 
invented customs on their head and entail transformations, or inversions, of 
existing cultural practice. It was no coincidence that Hastie’s participation in 
the 1817 fandroana scripted the envoy’s intimacy with highland Malagasy 
royalty, for despite his nationality Hastie soon became Radama’s most trusted 
and familiar advisor. Radama’s choreography of the 1817 fandroana can also 
be read as a cautious means by which Radama continued to publicly float his 
new politics of international alliance and his plans for replacing the namana 
(his fathers counsellors) with his own advisors and military leaders”.99 
Unaware of his ritual importance, Hastie tried to commence the proposed diplomatic 
negotiations with the king, but for weeks the king was unwilling to undertake serious 
discussions. Surely Hastie was allowed to talk with the king between the ceremonies 
or in the evenings, and in his first discussions with the king he proposed to make a 
good way for carts down to Tamatave to facilitate the exportation of goods from 
Imerina. He also tried to enter the difficult discussions about the slave trade, but the 
king answered that in Imerina the slave trade was an honest trade. Hastie argued 
that the governor did not wish to interfere intern customs in the country, but only 
proposed that the king stop the exportation, assuring him that this proposal would 
certainly greatly augment Radama’s power etc.100 
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Hastie had to be patient, and try to gain the king’s confidence rather than to 
enter real negotiations, because the king was so occupied with different tasks, and 
also unwilling to undertake the difficult subject at present. Hastie then continued his 
education of the two princes and went on living in the capital observing all that 
happened. He saw many European traders coming up from Tamatave in order to sell 
their goods and buy slaves from Radama and others, and Arabic traders arriving 
from Majunga on the other side of the island selling African slaves. Hastie doubted if 
Radama liked him seeing all this commerce, but he supposed that the king was ruled 
by his counsellors and not really free to act against the illicit trade. He was also 
invited by Radama to assist him when Brady’s corps of soldiers performed a military 
parade at “Andohalo”, the ceremonial place in the middle of the town. 
After having waited for one month without any possibility to enter the proposed 
negotiations, Hastie’s patience was running out, and when he heard from the princes 
that Radama was waiting for a captain from Bourbon to visit him, he decided to leave 
the capital and hurry back to Tamatave for new instructions. When he asked for 
“marmites” (or bearers) to bring him down to the coast, Radama begged him to stay 
a little longer and proposed to pay him for the education of his brothers. But Hastie 
answered that he had Farquhar’s positive orders to come back and report if the 
negotiations should be successful or not, and because Farquhar was soon going to 
Europe for a leave, he thought he should go immediately and get new instructions. 
The king then consented to his wishes and promised to find bearers to him in a few 
days.101 
Hastie used the next day paying the salaries of sergeant Brady, and the 23 
Indians left with Radama by Captain Le Sage. The king declared that he would still 
employ 5 of the Indians, but he wished to send the others back, because they were 
unable or unwilling to work for him. Instead he begged Hastie to leave him a 
“government slave” until his people had learnt to care for the horses. When Hastie 
consented to that he chose the old man who acted as Hastie’s interpreter.102 The 
Indians referred to are interesting. We learn that Le Sage had brought 24 Indians 
with him, but one was already dead. Those men were probably “Indian convicts”. We 
know from later sources that Indians who were given severe sentences in India were 
brought to Mauritius to do forced labour there, and some of them were sent to 
Madagascar to perform special work, such as caring for silk worms etc. Hastie left 
those 18 Indians, whom Radama returned to the British authorities, in Tamatave 
under the care of a trader or planter called Mr. Bragg, and they still remained there 
when Hastie returned to Madagascar in 1820.  
Before Hastie left Antananarivo he tried again to discuss the slave trade with 
Radama but became even more convinced that the king was not free to act because 
his counsellors and people opposed the plan. The king asked what he could do in 
this case, since everybody wanted to earn money through the slave trade in selling 
slaves and prisoners of war.103 He also needed the slave trade himself in order to get 
rid of his enemies by selling them, and without the revenue from the slave trade he 
could not buy enough arms and ammunition for his army, he said. Therefore, if he 
should stop the slave trade, he would be desperately in need of other possibilities to 
get money, arms and ammunition. In the evening Radama came to the house where 
                                                                                                                                        
règne. Il donna ces explications à ses gens qui acquiescèrent. Il dit qu’il ferait un traité pour empêcher l’exportation de ses 
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Hastie lodged and asked him if he thought the British government would give him 
arms and ammunition as a reward for stopping the trade. If so, he would immediately 
put an effective stop to all slave trade in the island.104 
Next morning (06.09.17) Radama told Hastie that one of his ministers, 
dispatched to Mauritius to negotiate with Farquhar, had returned to Tamatave. He 
had sent a letter from Tamatave telling that they had discussed the abolition of the 
slave trade and the measures needed by Radama if he would consent to the 
proposed treaty. Radama was content that Farquhar had expressed a wish that he 
should form a regular army. That would not only allow him to suppress his 
neighbours but also make him free from the dominance of his counsellors.105 
Hastie was astonished to learn that Radama had sent his own envoy directly 
to the governor, and that act could certainly explain why the king had hesitated so 
long without being ready to negotiate with him. This act is important and shows that 
Radama wished to take control of the negotiations to be sure that nobody should 
bewitch him. Obviously, this was caused by some misunderstandings between him 
and captain Le Sage, because the king accused the interpreter, Hector, for having 
caused some important misunderstandings when they entered the oath of 
brotherhood (or blood covenant). Maybe Le Sage had not made it clear to Radama, 
that a non-negotiable condition of the friendship and cooperation with the British was 
the abolition of the slave trade – if possible within one year – as Farquhar later told 
his two brothers when they visited Mauritius. Now Radama complained that he had 
never promised to stop the trade within one year, and he wished Hastie to intervene 
in the matter, telling the governor that it was the interpreter that had caused serious 
misunderstandings between them.106  
Although the minister bringing the letter from Farquhar had not yet reached the 
capital Radama was now willing to start the proposed negotiations. On the other 
hand, Hastie was in great confusion because he had never been informed about 
Radama’s envoy to Mauritius, and neither receiving letters nor instructions from the 
governor, he did not know how to proceed. Therefore he set out for Tamatave next 
morning and managed the journey better this time, even though the roads were in the 
same bad condition. Arriving in Tamatave on the 22nd of September he learned by 
the new British agent there, Mr. Brown, that Farquhar supposed him to be in 
Antananarivo, ready to explain his letter for Radama. Hastie’s own communications 
with the king and the contents of the letter he brought to the governor, necessitated 
he hurry back to the capital to be of use in explaining the letters from Farquhar to the 
king,107  and he started his return the same evening. Being more used to travelling, 
he managed the journey faster this time, and the roads were also in a better shape 
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since the rain had stopped. On the 5th of October he reached the capital and met a 
content king. Radama ordered Hastie to take a rest after the hard journey, showing 
him the packet of letters from Farquhar and stating that he was satisfied with its 
content. Hastie mentioned that the translation in Arab was good.108 This must have 
been a translation to the Malagasy language written with Arab letters (Sorabe), which 
was used by the king’s Antaimoro secretary and also a little by Radama himself.  
Farquhar’s proposal that Radama should descend to Tamatave himself for the 
final negotiations proved impossible, and Hastie and the king had to join their efforts 
to explain the proposed treaty to the king’s counsellors and the people. It proved to 
be extremely difficult to make anybody willing to accept this treaty, because the slave 
trade was the most profitable trade in the country, and many rich and important 
people had a stock they wanted to sell. After making some efforts, Hastie murmured 
that if Radama really had possessed a king’s power, it should have been easy to 
convince his people about the advantages of the proposed treaty, but the king was 
not at liberty to act contrary to his counsellor’s advice.109 Trying to force him to use 
despotic power, Hastie dared to confront the king with the questions either he had 
power over his people and counsellors or not, but the king hesitated, probably 
because he knew that such an attempt could provoke a revolt against him.110 
To Radama the essential point must have been the promises that he should 
get some reward for his lost revenue if he stopped the trade. Only if he could get 
arms and ammunitions directly from the British government would he be able to 
extend his power and stop the slave trade, and such help would be especially useful 
for Radama if none of the neighbour kings were allowed to get the same conditions. 
After having discussed with his old counsellors the whole evening while Hastie had 
been talking with his young prime minister and explaining the conditions for him, 
Radama came to Hastie’s window about two o’clock in the morning, stating that he 
would put an entire stop to the slave trade if the British government would give him 
arms and ammunition and not form alliances with other kings.111 
Although Radama might have been convinced a long time before this, only a 
few of his ministers agreed with him and nearly all people in Imerina opposed him. 
On the 9th of October 1817 the king met his people in a great “Kabary” at Andohalo 
where about 5000 persons attended, and he returned greatly provoked and 
extremely agitated because the people had opposed his plans so hard: 
“Quand Radama m’envoya chercher pour m’apprende le resultat du cabar, il 
était dans une très violente agitation et me dit que ses sujets avaient eu 
l’impudence de demander s’il était l’esclave des Anglais, et de declarer qu’ils 
se battraient avec des bâtons et des pierres plutôt que de suffrir qu’il leur soit 
subordonné. (---) Il s’ecria à haute voix qu’il était Anglais et qu’il serait Anglais 
et qu’il forcerait bien son people à lui obéir. (---) L’affaire est maintenant 
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arrivée à un point si decisive qu’il ne serait pas possible d’en retarder la 
solution et si le viex personnage ne peuvent pas apaiser l’excitation de 
Radama, il sera véritablement un roi avant demain”.112 
The opposition infuriated Radama but made him even more determined to carry 
through his intentions. After some days of hard discussions, Radama told Hastie that 
he now had got his will and had decided what he should ask for as compensation for 
his lost revenue.113 The king nominated 4 of his ministers to go to Tamatave to meet 
the British envoys, but Hastie still had to wait another day, because some of them 
were not content with the proposed terms of the treaty. The embassy left the capital 
on the 13th of October and came to Tamatave only 8 days later. After two days of 
negotiations the ministers, Ratsiahatona, Rampola, Ratsilikia and Ramanon on the 
one side, and Fred. R. Pye and Captain Francis Stanfell on the other side, signed the 
treaty. Hastie being too junior an officer was not allowed to sign the treaty. 
The imposing title of the Treaty: “Traité entre le Roi de Grande Bretagne et 
le Roi de Madagascar”, indicated a joint agenda of making Radama King of the 
whole island. The French government never agreed to that title, but continued to 
refer to Radama I as “Roi des Ovas” and later to Ranavalona I as “Reine des Ovas”. 
The first of the four articles in the treaty states that the confidence, friendship and 
brotherhood between the two parties shall continue forever.114 The second article 
states that all exportation of slaves was prohibited from Radama’s dominions as far 
as his power may reach. The king should make a proclamation about that, and no 
person or power should be allowed to buy slaves from Madagascar. This last point 
clearly shows that they expected a French counterattack because the French 
government had not yet agreed to any abolition the slave trade, and in fact they 
would still fight for many years for the right to import slaves into their dominions.115  
The third article states that the British government will give Radama a reward 
each year, since he was going to lose much of his revenue by this treaty. This yearly 
“Equivalent” for the lost revenue was: 1.000 FRS in gold, 1.000 FRS in silver, 100 
barrels of gunpowder, 100 English muskets with 10.000 flints, 400 soldiers uniforms, 
12 sergeants’ swords, 400 pieces of white cloth and 400 pieces of blue cloth, a full-
dress uniform for himself, and two horses. The fourth article states that both parties 
will protect the British ally, the king of Anjoun in the Comoro islands, against the 
yearly slave-raids from the Betsimisaraka and Sakalava tribes on the eastern and 
northern coasts of Madagascar (Anjoun usually being named “Johanna” by the 
British at that time).116 This article pointed clearly to a future situation when 
Radama’s power should be extended to all the northern part of the island. 
 
2.3.3 The new treaty was immediately broken (1818) 
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Farquhar’s approaching leave in Europe was set for the end of 1817, and 
therefore some of the negotiators went immediately to Mauritius. Two of Radama’s 
ministers and one representative for Jean René (governor of Tamatave) 
accompanied the British envoys to Port Louis to get the governor’s sanction to the 
Treaty. As a consequence of the treaty, Hastie was appointed Assistant British Agent 
in Madagascar and placed in Antananarivo to watch over the fulfilment of the treaty. 
After a fortnight filled with ceremonies of ratification of the treaty and caring for 
provisions, presents etc, Hastie and Radama’s ministers embarked for the return to 
Madagascar.117 The same day Farquhar left for Europe.  
When Hastie arrived in Tamatave he learned that Jean René was displeased 
with the new treaty, because he had formerly received a tax for each slave exported 
from that port. The rainy season had started when Hastie and his followers left 
Tamatave (29.11.17) and they had a hard journey before they reached the capital on 
the 17th of December. In Antananarivo they found an alarming situation. The British 
agent in Tamatave, Mr. Brown, made a visit to Radama as soon as the negotiation 
was terminated. To comply with the king’s wishes he had vaccinated Radama and 
about a hundred others for smallpox, a disease newly arrived from Mauritius, but the 
vaccine must have been wrong and most of those vaccinated caught smallpox. The 
king was seriously sick for a fortnight but recovered, while many others died in the 
smallpox-epidemic. A large number of the deceased were placed in the old moats 
around the town to get them quickly and easily buried. Some of the king’s close 
relatives were among those who died,118 and Radama prohibited all further smallpox-
vaccination. Also some political items worried the king. Being aware that many slaves 
were newly brought down to the coast just before the signing of the treaty, he 
wondered if the new governor would understand that he could do very little to prevent 
the exportation of those slaves? Hastie promised to write to the governor and explain 
the problems for him.119 
On the 12th of January 1818 Radama was so well recovered that he invited 
Hastie to join him in a visit to his father’s tomb in Ambohimanga, celebrating his 
remembrance there. It was a great ceremony they performed, and many people 
came from the neighbouring villages to partake in it. Hastie complained for being 
forced to walk in the rain without boots and hat, because of the taboos. The 
Malagasy were afraid that the boots could be made of goatskin and such unclean 
material would not be allowed to enter the holy town. The king declared that he had 
beheaded the husband of one of his sisters together with his brother and father, 
because they had opposed the treaty so strongly. Others had passed the ordeal 
(Tangena) to prove they were not guilty of the smallpox-epidemic.120  
The following weeks dragged on because it rained every day. Mr. Brown was 
still very ill by the fever he had contracted on his way up the country, and Hastie was 
not all together well either. Deciding to go back to Mauritius he asked the king’s 
permission to leave. Radama agreed, asking him only to be back in Tamatave with 
the gunpowder and muskets and other parts of the “Equivalent” around the 1st of 
June. He also stated that he was discontent with his ministers because they had 
forgotten to get his wishes of having artisans coming from Mauritius to educate his 
people into the treaty, and he expressed a hope that the governor would consent to 
this proposal later since the new treaty caused him to lose about half of his revenue, 
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although the British would give him some compensation.121 When Hastie left his 
friend none of them could suppose that the treaty was already broken on the part of 
the British government in Mauritius. 
It was Acting Governor, Major-General Gage John Hall who was supposed to 
bring the treaty into force. He was said to be a blunt, straightforward soldier, who had 
disapproved of the lenient terms offered to the Mauritians and even more of 
Farquhar’s cautious policy regarding slavery and the slave trade in Mauritius. When 
slaves from Madagascar continued to arrive in Mauritius after the treaty was signed 
he assumed that the Malagasy were cynically disregarding it. No doubt the slaves 
were exported either from inland Madagascar before the treaty could be applied, or 
from areas not under Radama’s control. But General Hall refused to implement the 
treaty, and set about enforcing the anti-slave trade legislation with the utmost rigour, 
even dismissing the Chief Justice and other officials who were lax in applying it. 
General Hall was used to military commands, which had to be obeyed immediately. 
He completely failed to understand Farquhar’s overall strategy, and he cancelled the 
treaty without allowing enough time for it to be enforced. Already on the 11th of 
February he recalled Hastie from Antananarivo when Chief Secretary Major Barry 
wrote the following message to him: 
“I have received the directions of Major General Hall Acting Governor, to 
convey to you his most positive commands that you take the earliest 
practicable occasion that may present itself for returning to this Island”.122 
Later Hall explained to the newly arrived missionaries, Thomas Beavan and David 
Jones, that the treaty was suspended because he thought the British nation was 
deceived by the other party: 
“Likewise he said that the slave trade is not yet abolished in Madagascar, so 
that it appears that the people in England are deceived all-together about the 
condition of the treaty made (---) that condition is not regarded in the least 
degree. For since that time not less than 1700 slaves have been brought from 
Madagascar to this Colony. For this His Excellency Governor Hall, has called 
back all Agents from Madagascar, and consequently he cannot recommend us 
to any in that Island: for says he, all the Europeans that are there, are slave 
dealers. The aspect is so gloomy, that he did not know what to recommend us 
to do”.123  
But Hall also told the missionaries why he stopped the “Equivalent” from being sent 
down to Tamatave and what measures he had put in work as an alternative to 
Farquhar’s treaty: 
“He has established soldiers around the Island in every part, and exerts 
himself as much as he can to abolish it (the Slave Trade). On account of this, 
most all the people hate him here, and also the Europeans in Madagascar, 
who all are slave dealers. (---) Governor Hall has put a stop to carrying over 
powder and fire arms from here to Madagascar, which before, when they were 
carried over, were used for carrying on the slave trade”.124 
Arriving in Tamatave, Hastie found Jean René in bed with fever. According to him, 
many had died from the fever in the last weeks. Most of the European and Creole 
traders had left town since the treaty cut off the slave trade, and very few ships had 
arrived in the port in this bad season. While Hastie was waiting for an occasion to get 
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to Mauritius, a slave killed his owner together with another European. This murder 
shocked the inhabitants, and to make an example Jean René and Hastie had the 
murder’s hands cut off before he was burnt alive in a public place. All slaves and 
servants in the town were commanded to attend this execution.125 
The letter from General Hall arrived in Tamatave on the 4th of April, but Hastie 
still had to wait several weeks for a passage to Mauritius. After a journey via 
Bourbon, he arrived there on the 26th of May, and a few days later he was demoted 
by a letter from chief secretary Barry: 
“Sir. I have the honour by direction of Major General Hall, Acting Governor, to 
acquaint you, that your services as Assistant Agent to Government at 
Madagascar being no longer required, your salary will cease from the 1st 
Instant”.126   
Hastie, who had risked his life and health by travelling three times up to Antananarivo 
in the rainy season, was brutally set aside without receiving compensation for his 
travelling and living there. Unemployed, indebted and with bitterness he had to rely 
on odd jobs and wait for better times.127 
In Antananarivo Radama felt even more bitterness because his great plan of 
being promoted “King of Madagascar” was spoiled. Those who had opposed the new 
treaty had proved to be right, and the king was left with shame. Farquhar later stated 
that it would not have been surprising if the king had been eliminated after such a 
check.128 But Radama saved his power by banishing the treaty, starting the slave 
trade again and proclaiming that no Englishman should be allowed to enter the 
capital. Radama later stated “that it had become a king of proverbs among his 
subjects: False as the English”.129 In consequence of the broken treaty the king 
asked Jean René to send him a Frenchman to act as scribe and teacher for him. 
René then sent him a French sergeant deserted from the forces in Bourbon. His 
name was Robin, and he was going to play an important role in Madagascar the 
following years, teaching French to Radama, assisting Brady in training the army and 
doing other work for the king. Brady on his side had stayed on despite the rupture 
with the British government and he was now promoted general in Radama’s army. 
Robin was the third important sergeant entering the scene of Malagasy history at that 
time, Brady and Hastie already being there. 
Home in England Farquhar was rewarded with a baronetcy, his policy praised 
by the government and the treaty signed by the king. But when it become known that 
general Hall had suspended the famous treaty it was obvious that Farquhar’s 
carefully constructed policy was suddenly in ruins. General Hall also provoked the 
inhabitants in Mauritius, and they demanded his recall, which took place the 10th of 
December 1818. But Mauritius had two more Acting Governors before Farquhar was 
able to return, viz. Colonel John Dalrymple and Major-General Ralph Darling.130 
Farquhar’s leave was prolonged by ill health and his return was delayed to July 1820, 
when he immediately started energetic efforts to repair the damage caused by the 
broken treaty. 
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2.4 A new partner enters the game: London Missionary Society (LMS) 
In the moment Farquhar’s carefully constructed policy tumbled into ruins, the 
first Protestant missionaries assigned to work in Madagascar arrived in Port Louis. 
After Farquhar’s many invitations and his promises of giving recommendation letters 
and other help to the missionaries, the London Missionary Society had a bright hope 
of creating a great and well-founded mission project under the protection of the 
Malagasy-British treaty. The political breakdown between the two parties was not 
only a great disappointment for those pioneers, but soon proved to have fatal 
consequences for the small heroic group. 
 
2.4.1 The Background of the London Missionary Society 
The Catholic Church had during the centuries worked for extending the 
Christian faith to all people. In the medieval times Europe was Christianised to its 
utmost borders and efforts were made to propagate the gospel among the Muslims in 
the Middle East. In the 13th century catholic missionaries even succeeded in creating 
a promising project in China, but the great distances and changing dynastical politics 
made it impossible to continue the work there. When the Reformation had taken 
away many of the members in Europe, the Catholic Church undertook an energetic 
mission towards the people in the newly discovered areas in America, Africa and 
Asia. In the first century it was the great colonial powers, Spain and Portugal, which 
were charged with the mission work in their dominions. But in 1622 the Pope 
established a department in the Vatican which co-ordinated all Catholic mission work. 
This department, named Congregatio de Propaganda Fide, has never ceased its 
efforts to propagate the gospel to all men in the known world. 
Several centuries would pass before the Protestant churches accepted the 
challenge to start missionary work. Both in the reformation age and in the 
confessional epoch in the following century there was little interest in mission work, 
because most of the intellectual capacity was occupied with questions of the right 
theology. Nevertheless, a few efforts were made in the 17th century to propagate the 
gospel to non-Christian people, like the Lapps in Northern Norway, (by Thomas von 
Westen) the Eskimos in Greenland (by Hans Egede), and the Indians in USA (by 
John Elliot). But it was the Pietistic revival about 1700 that gave the Protestant 
churches the first principal impulses to carry out missionary work. The radical pietistic 
group of the Hernhuts led the way, but also other pietistic individuals thought it a duty 
to make all people true followers of Jesus Christ. The decision of the Danish-
Norwegian king in 1704 of sending missionaries to the Danish colonies in Trankebar 
in India and in the St. Thomas Island in the Caribbean, opened the eyes of many 
Protestant Christians to the obligations of all Christians to do mission work. 
But the great epoch of Protestant mission started in England. The Church of 
England had already in 1701 started a missionary society: Society for the 
Propagation of the Gospel (SPG), which worked among the emigrated Anglicans in 
different parts of the world. But SPG was at this period only sporadically working 
among non-Christian people. The Great Evangelical Revival, which started in the 
1730’s, prepared the minds for the breakthrough of the mission ideology by changing 
the theology of both the Church of England and the Free Churches from the 
prevailing rationalistic theology to an evangelical theology. John Wesley became one 
of the most important leaders of the Revival, and his followers soon gathered in The 
Methodist Church. Other parts of the Revival movement gathered in a group named 
“The Evangelicals”. The Evangelicals felt an obligation to preach the gospel to all 
people, including non-Christian people in Africa and Asia etc.  
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William Carey was the real founder of the new great epoch of Protestant 
mission. His studies of reports from adventurers going to foreign parts of the world 
and missionary reports from the Hernhuts and others convinced him that all true 
Christians had a challenge to participate in the mission work. He published his 
opinion in 1792 in a tract named: “An Enquiry into the Obligations of Christians to use 
Means for the Conversion of the Heathens”. There he postulated that since all 
Christians had the same obligation to partake in mission work, all churches should 
form missionary societies to help them in performing that challenge. Carey 
succeeded to form the first missionary society in the Baptist Church that same year: 
“The Particular Baptist Society for Propagating the Gospel amongst the Heathens”, 
and next year he was sent to Calcutta as the first missionary of that Society. 
Interest for mission work rapidly spread amongst the Evangelicals, even 
though many of the main churches were sceptical. Thus the missionary work became 
an obligation for the people with a “burning heart”, and those people gathered in the 
work for the new missionary societies that rapidly was established many places in 
Europe in the next decades. In 1795 Evangelicals both from Church of England and 
the Non-conformist churches gathered for a great conference, where they decided to 
form a society for missionary work, which was later named London Missionary 
Society (LMS). LMS was proposed to be an inter-confessional society for all the 
Evangelicals. Its purpose was to bring the gospel and the revival movement out to 
the heathens and it was supposed that all the practical and theological differences 
could be left behind. But only four years later the Evangelicals in Church of England 
formed their own society: Church Missionary Society (CMS), and in 1818 the 
Methodists formed the Methodist Missionary Society. Thus LMS became a 
missionary society mostly for the Non-conformist or congregational and independent 
churches in England, Wales and Scotland. The forming of those Missionary Societies 
took place at the time when The Second Great Awakening (1800-1850) started, and 
the economic progress in England in the following years soon gave the missionary 
cause good progress over a vast part of the world. 
 
2.4.2 LMS’s interests in Madagascar and their contact with Farquhar 
London Missionary Society soon started their work in places like Tahiti in the 
South Seas and in South Africa. One of their missionaries in South Africa, the Dutch 
doctor Vanderkemp (John Theodore van der Kemp) had got an early interest in 
extending the mission work to Madagascar and he wrote home to the directors of 
LMS about that item several times. Emil Birkeli states that Vanderkemp was a 
widower about 50 years old when he started his work in South Africa and that he 
married a Malagasy woman there.131 That could certainly explain his obligation to 
start mission work in Madagascar. 
In late 1811 Vanderkemp wrote home that the hope of starting mission work in 
Madagascar was brighter than ever. Certainly the British expansion in the western 
part of the Indian Ocean had caused his optimism, and he said he hoped to go there 
in a few months. But he was never allowed to start that journey, because he died in 
South Africa a short time after he wrote this letter. But the directors of LMS were now 
engaged in starting a mission in the great island since the visions of Vanderkemp 
had become well known in England and Wales, and many people wanted LMS to 
fulfil his visions. In a theological seminary in Wales two candidates were willing to be 
pioneers going to Madagascar. Their names were Thomas Bevan and David Jones, 
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and they were placed in the Missionary School in Gosport to get one more year of 
preparation before leaving for their field.132 
LMS had for some time gathered information about the possibilities in different 
parts of Madagascar. They had for example asked British officers and traders in 
South Africa about their knowledge of the western coast.133 In 1813 the first envoy 
arrived on Mauritius in order to make a closer study of the proposed mission field. 
William Milne, a LMS missionary going to his working place in China, was ordered to 
visit Madagascar on his route and observe the possibilities there. Further on he 
should visit Ceylon to see if that place would be better fit for mission work? But soon 
after his arrival in Mauritius Milne wrote home explaining that the secretary of 
governor Farquhar, Charles Telfaire, had informed him that it would be in vain to visit 
Madagascar in the bad season. He stated that he would get more information in 
Mauritius than during a short visit in Tamatave, and his decision to drop the visit in 
Madagascar allowed him a passage directly from Mauritius to China, saving a lot of 
money and time. 
Milne used the few weeks he resided on Mauritius to gather all available 
information and sent the directors a 40-page report134 and several letters. Although 
he urged the start of mission work both in Mauritius and Madagascar, he positively 
warned LMS that it would cause a lot of problems. He suspected both the Catholic 
majority of the inhabitants, their priests, the police and the politicians to be enemies 
of a Protestant mission on Mauritius,135 and related that the police and other men in 
power already had showed their hostility against the Protestant preaching of the 
Gospel: 
“In my last (letter) I think I stated that I hoped to preach to the Government 
slaves, which I did once, but was not permitted to continue. On Sabbath the 
18th I went by permission of the secretary, to a large open place where about 
1000 slaves assembled, and behaved in a very decent & orderly manner (---). 
I stood before the door of the office, on a high stone step, with my French 
Testament & my discourse in my hand, and with a Black man holding a large 
umbrella over my head to shelter me from the sun. I addressed them as well 
as I could, not knowing the language well & began to pray, in the midst of 
which I was stopped by two Police officers & some servants, who could not let 
me proceed till I should show a written official permission. This I had not, 
mine was only verbal.(---) It was not orderly to call an assembly without official 
authority; I thought mine was sufficient, but it was not written. Let this not be 
forgotten by my Missionary Brethren, who may come out. I do not at all blame 
the police, but I believe that my friend, the Rev. Abbe Gulord, had been at the 
bottom of this business”.136  
Milne was not sure whether the Catholic Father in Port Louis or the Catholic majority 
in town had caused these difficulties, but he was not inclined to give up, and as he 
was authorized by LMS to prepare for starting the proposed work, he sent a 
Memorial in the name of LMS to governor Farquhar pointing to proud British 
traditions, asking for protection and help for the proposed mission work: 
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“- as it has always been the glory and delight of the British Government (---) to 
scatter  around them those blessings, which have rendered their own nation 
superior to every other in knowledge, (illegible) & happiness, so it is presumed 
that Madagascar, adjoined la Mauritius & Bourbon, may, by a well conducted 
mission under  your Excellency’s patronage & support, enjoy those 
advantages which have not been carried to them by any other nation - those 
fruits of British benevolence, which can be tasted beyond the grave as well as 
in all the (illegible) of this life. 
Would Your Excellency condescend to sanction this mission; to take the 
Missionaries under the care and protection of Government (---) to afford them 
any assistance in regard to passages, and grant letters of introduction to the 
agents of government on the coast? (---) Your memorialist further begs Your 
Excellency’s indulgence whilst he would represent that in order more 
effectually to accomplish this Mission, it is highly requisite that a branch or 
branches of the same should exist in Mauritius and Bourbon. Would Y.E. 
therefore, be pleased to approve of such branch or branches; - to grant, to 
Missionaries employed therein, the free exercise of their ministry in its different 
parts, as in other places where they are established? That the object of such 
branch or branches, would be, not only to hold communication with the 
Mission at Madagascar, but also to instruct such slaves and black people as 
might be at liberty, and disposed, to attend. Would Y.E. be pleased to afford 
any aid to the Missionaries in regard to places of worship, - and should they in 
addition to their other labours act the part as schoolmasters, would Y.E. be 
pleased to allow them any salary for this latter part of their work?” 137  
A secretary named Rossi wrote an answer only two days later:  
“I am directed by His Excellency the Governor to acknowledge the receipt of 
your memorial of yesterday date, on the subject of a Mission to Madagascar, 
and to communicate His Excellency’s sanction to the measures you propose. 
On the subject of salaries to such of the Missionaries as may act as 
schoolmasters, I am directed to add that his Excellency has requested that 
Schoolmasters be sent out (---) Should these people therefore arrive they 
have the first claim to the situations for which they come out, but should their 
numbers be insufficient or their arrival be deferred, His Excellency will extend 
to the Missionary School Masters, the indulgence he had intended for the 
others.   
N.B.: Being doubtful by the word  “Sanction to the measure” was meant any 
more than a bare approval, I waited on Charles Telfaire Esqr. Chief Secretary 
(---) The answer: “They are to be understood in the utmost latitude, as granting 
every thing you specified except what is objected to in His Excellency’s 
answer. (---) This however must not appear in public”.138  
It is truly astonishing that Farquhar in his first contact with the Non-Conformist 
Missionary Society not only granted the government’s protection and help to the 
proposed mission work on Mauritius and Madagascar, but also accepted to give 
economical support to a certain degree. From other parts of the world we know that 
the British authorities often mostly preferring the mission of the Anglican Church were 
quite sceptical towards supporting the work of LMS in references to problems arising 
with their missionaries. Therefore I suppose that Farquhar’s hearty welcome and his 
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great promises of real support to the missionaries indicate that he was in desperate 
search of a partner to help him in his great plans to extend British influence to 
Madagascar. That may also explain the orders from the governor’s secretary that this 
arrangement must not appear in public. A British missionary society starting work in 
Madagascar might certainly change the situation for the governor, bringing in new 
resources and being useful both to the British and Malagasy governments. Therefore 
Farquhar was eager to use the missionary plans to support his own political 
ambitions in that area. Later both British and Malagasy negotiators used all possible 
means to combine the missionary plans with their own political interests in the new 
context created there. 
In his last letter Milne also gave the names of several people who could give 
valuable help if LMS decided to start such work, but he pointed out as an 
indisputable condition that they had to start mission work on Mauritius before going to 
Madagascar.139 Clearly LMS had studied the report and letters from Milne well and 
mentioned what he had recommended, because next year the first Protestant 
missionary arrived on Mauritius in order to take up the work at that place. LMS had 
been in search of a francophone missionary and in Reverend John Le Brun they had 
found a man who managed to stay on for more than 50 years.140 Le Brun firstly got a 
lot of support and help from the governor for his work on Mauritius, and Farquhar 
used this help, arguing that LMS ought to start the proposed mission work in 
Madagascar: 
“I have therefore allowed him on his first request, to open a school at Port 
Louis on the plan he proposed, and to show the inhabitants that this measure 
had my sanction, I directed it to be published officially in the Government 
Gazette countersigned with my name and approval. (---) I therefore beg leave 
to recommend to the Directors of the Missionary Society, the present period as 
eminently adapted to the introduction of Missionaries in Madagascar. I have 
caused every preliminary step to be taken to facilitate their labours, by 
collecting materials for a complete Vocabulary and Grammar and I hope to 
accomplish a translation of the Gospels in that language”.141  
Farquhar’s boasting of having collected materials for a complete vocabulary and 
grammar in the Malagasy language, and confessing to have a hope of accomplishing 
a Malagasy translation of the gospels soon proved to be incorrect, because very little 
of the said translation was done when the missionaries arrived, and those who had 
collected the vocabulary etc. would not give the missionaries free access to their 
work, since Farquhar then had left for Europe. It was not until Charles Telfaire 
returned to Mauritius that Jones got some help, being allowed to use his great library. 
Le Brun accomplished different commissions for the governor, like teaching 
Christian religion to the Malagasy princes (see ch. 2.3.1.). But the Catholic majority in 
the population was unwilling to accept the Protestant intruder, and in one of his first 
letters Le Brun complained about great difficulties. He had already been carried to 
the police court twice because of his preaching the gospel, and he was driven from 
all his usual preaching-places – except one. His enemies also made their attack 
through the newspapers and otherwise, and many children were forced to leave his 
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school.142 Undoubtedly the Catholic majority was not used to his Protestant 
preaching, and probably his school for coloured people provoked them because they 
may have feared a slave-rebellion if the slaves should be educated or be allowed to 
gather listening to Le Brun’s speeches. But that he should be carried to the police 
court twice and driven from most of his preaching-places was perhaps stronger 
opposition than supposed. Such reactions made it difficult even for Farquhar to let 
him continue, as he liked: 
“I wish to state, that the success of a mission here, depends, so far as human 
means are concerned, on the (illegible) and address with which prejudices 
should be sapped, and overthrow, rather than by open and unguarded 
attempts to force conviction by strength of argument, or strong and violent 
opposition to predominant opinions. To me Le Brun, I, by no means, attribute 
any intention of this latter nature, but the extraordinary jealousy of the 
inhabitants requires unusual caution, and I have been obliged to calm the 
minds of the people here, a few days ago, by the enclosed notice from the 
haut police department. I hope, and trust that Mr. Le Brun, whom I see often, 
will continue to act with that increased circumspection, which cannot but be 
attended with the happiest effects”.143 
Le Brun probably changed his status among the inhabitants in Mauritius a little when 
he married Mlle Coralie Mabille, the daughter of his landlord, a marriage including 
him in a rich and old family in the colony. His father-in-law was not satisfied with the 
economical status of the poor missionary couple and decided to give them a monthly 
allowance of 40 francs144. After a short time Le Brun managed to form an English-
speaking and a French-speaking congregation in Port Louis but his Protestant 
religion and his suspicious work among the slaves and the free coloured population 
still caused real hostility against him, especially when the final Abolition of the Slave-
keeping approached in 1835. 
In 1816 Farquhar wrote a new letter to the directors of LMS, claiming that he 
still wanted them to start the mission work in Madagascar. He also mentioned the 
support he had given to Le Brun concluding with a proud statement: 
“Such are the means which I offer to the Directors of your Society and I shall 
be most happy to be instrumental by these means to give the blessings of 
Christianity to the numerous and ingenious population of the vast Island of 
Madagascar, which is now become a portion of the British Empire”.145 
I can only state that there was no reality in these proud words because neither the 
French nor the British government would recognise Madagascar as a part of the 
British Empire, and the proposed treaty with Radama was not yet concluded. 
Therefore it looks like Farquhar tried to cajole the directors into getting their work in 
the great island started as soon as possible. Likewise he tried to avoid the 
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impression that it could be dangerous to live in Madagascar when the report arrived 
that four traders were killed in Port Loquez. Farquhar then wrote to the directors: 
“I lose not a moment in assuring you that the reports relative to the 
Madagascar massacre, have been extremely exaggerated, and raised, from 
slight causes, into a phantom of no ordinary magnitude. I have now living, in 
my house, the presumptive heir of the most powerful Kingdom of Madagascar. 
He and his brother were sent to me by the present King for instruction in the 
various arts of European Life. I have put them under Mr. Le Brun for religious 
instruction. No doubt he will have reported to you in this subject. These 
Princes are shortly to return to their own Kingdom, and as I am in constant 
communication with the Court of Ova, I shall be enabled to ensure a 
favourable reception to such persons as you may be disposed to send out for 
that Island, where I cannot help repeating, the fairest field seems open, for the 
most prosperous mission that has ever been undertaken”.146   
His boasting of having the presumptive heir of the most powerful kingdom in 
Madagascar living in his house proved to be little realistic, as was his supposing that 
LMS could open the most prosperous mission that had ever been undertaken. These 
examples of Farquhar’s behaviour may indicate that he was in desperate political 
need of getting LMS to join his efforts of promoting British interests in the great 
island. His repeated promises of support and protection to the missionaries of LMS, 
created an ardent hope that they should have a lucky start and be able to make rapid 
progress when they arrived in the promised country. 
 
2.4.3 The fatal start in Tamatave (1818) 
 Everything seemed to be well prepared to create a flourishing mission in 
Madagascar when Farquhar went to Europe for his leave, and the two young 
missionary couples were optimistic when they left England on the 20th of March 1818. 
But arriving in Port Louis four months later they found all the conditions changed. 
After a meeting with Acting Governor Hall they wrote home to the directors with 
distressing news: 
”This morning at ten o’clock, accompanied by Mr. Le Brun, we appeared 
before his Excellency Governor Hall, and were kindly received.  After informing 
him what we and our intention were, he expressed himself exceedingly sorry 
that we were come at this crisis, because of the unfavourable aspect of the 
time to commence a mission at Madagascar, and on account of the 
unhealthiness of the place - he said, that scarcely any European lives there for 
any length of time. (---) The aspect is so gloomy, that he did not know what to 
recommend us to do. However he expressed himself highly pleased with the 
object of the Missionary Society; and that he thought the world wanted such 
an institution for a long time. Then we asked him, whether he would think it 
proper for us to go there at first as private gentlemen, not making known our 
intention, in order that we might make our own observations? He said, that 
that would be the best plan, and he kindly offered to us any assistance in his 
power”.147. 
The whole aspect of their work was radically changed for the missionaries because 
they could no longer hope for any assistance or protection from the governor when 
they should go to Madagascar. On Mauritius nobody was willing to care for them, and 
they thought it impossible to live and work there for a long time. Le Brun was poorly 
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established at that time and the small apartment he rented before his marriage was 
not sufficient to help the newcomers. Nobody else would give them a place to live 
without a high rent, and other living-costs were also very high. Therefore they thought 
it impossible to stay on Mauritius, and they considered it better to go further 
eastwards to other mission fields if they should not be able to find a working place in 
Madagascar within a few months. Therefore they asked the directors for instructions: 
“In case that we should not see it proper to commence a mission at 
Madagascar, we wish that the Directors would appoint us another station in 
the East, where they see it proper. (---) We earnestly desire an interest in the 
prayers of all the Directors, and the friends of mission, while we shall be 
travelling thro’ the deserts of Madagascar, to explore the country”.148   
Both wives were pregnant and unable to go to Madagascar before giving birth to their 
children, since the uncivilized conditions there would be too dangerous for childbirth, 
being far from any doctors and other facilities. But their husbands could not wait for 
those births, because the bad season was approaching and the rain would make 
their primary plan of visiting Antananarivo unhealthy and dangerous. David Jones 
explains that plan in a letter to the directors: 
“Many here are giving the account of Madagascar. Yesterday I received a 
letter from a friend here, in which he said, that we must not attempt to 
establish a missionary station near the coast among Europeans; for they know 
that the doctrine which we carry with us, militates against the slave trade and 
tends to destroy it entirely, therefore they will irritate the natives against us by 
telling them that we are come to injure them etc. Therefore that we ought to go 
immediately into the interior about 120 leagues; i.e. to king Ova who is 
reported to be the strongest Prince in Madagascar, and a well natured man. 
Two brothers of him have been here instructed and taught to speak French 
and English a little by Mr. Le Brun. I have seen some of their handwriting, 
which is very good. Now they are returned to their Brother”.149  
The counsel that they should go directly to the king of Ova (i.e. Imerina) proved to be 
wise and would certainly have saved them from the fatal climate and the hostility 
from the slave-dealers in Tamatave. Before they left Mauritius, they often referred to 
the plan of visiting king Radama as their main plan, but arriving in Tamatave they 
were soon convinced to quit that plan and find other solutions.  
Many preparations should be done before leaving, and one of the difficult 
questions was how they should get interpreters or teachers in the Malagasy 
language. Jones later relates that the governor proposed a solution and was willing 
to give the needed assistance: 
“It was thought just & necessary as we could get no Malagash teacher, to take 
with us two slaves or servants who could speak French and Malgash; and who 
would act as interpreters between us and the Malgash, besides taking care of 
our luggage. We petitioned his Ex. G. J. Hall for two Government slaves, 
whom he gave us with the greatest pleasure, and rice for two months. (---) On 
the 16th of Oct. when I visited him after my return from Madagascar, His 
Excellency presented me with a good working Neegress who will render 
Mrs. Jones assistance in teaching the Malagash women”.150  
It must have been quite unexpected for the missionaries to be forced to be slave-
keepers, and in their letters to LMS they made some lame excuses because of the 
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difficulties with the Malagasy language. The directors were not content with the 
arrangement and claimed that the missionaries ought to use freemen for all the work 
they needed. The missionaries replied that it had proved impossible to get anybody 
to work except slaves, and they kept their slaves and even bought new ones until 
they left Madagascar. A slave named Joseph became David Jones’ faithful follower 
during all the years he stayed in the island, helping him with the language, Christian 
work and practical things. When Jones left the field in 1830 Joseph stayed behind in 
Antananrivo. Jones then asked the governor to set him free because he was still a 
“government slave” belonging to the government of Mauritius. Joseph was then 
about 60 years old, and Jones considered he would not be able to proceed to 
Mauritius and do any work there. In Antananarivo he could live peacefully with his 
family, work for the Church and care for Jones’ house and garden, he argued.151 
Chief Secretary Viret promised that Jones’ loyal servant should be set free and be 
allowed to stay where he liked, and Jones was eager to take care of all formalities 
before leaving for Europe: 
“In your note of the 14th ulto you promised (---) that «Joseph will be allowed to 
remain where and as he is». When the act of enfranchisement of Joseph will 
be ready, it may be sent to the Revd, Messrs. Griffiths and Johns, 
missionaries in Tananarivo, who will do every thing for me according to the 
instructions you will send them, and they will also instruct Joseph to 
manamasina the Queen according to the law or usage of the Country to make 
slaves free in her Dominions; for this will be necessary to make him a true 
Hova or Ambaniandro and not Andevo”.152  
Professor Bengt Sundkler in Uppsala has in his studies of the mission history in 
different parts of the world pointed out the great importance the witnesses of 
Christian slaves, servants, soldiers, traders, etc. had for spreading the Christian faith. 
This history of Joseph proves that also in the mission work in Madagascar there were 
“silent workers” for the Lord from the very beginning. 
The two heroic missionaries sailed for Madagascar via Bourbon on the 18th of 
August 1818 and arrived in Tamatave ten days later. Notwithstanding his first 
statements, governor Hall had given them introduction letters to two persons in the 
town. One of them was the governor, Jean René, who was sceptical of the 
missionaries’ work but agreed with them that they might try to establish a school in 
the region. The other person was the British slave-dealer and plantation owner, Mr. 
Bragg, who seems to have expressed much more optimism about their possibilities. I 
stated above that Bragg received 18 Indians whom Hastie brought back from 
Radama in 1817, which indicates that there was a kind of co-operation between 
Bragg and the government of Mauritius since they let him keep “Indian convicts” 
working for him (see ch. 2.3.2.). But Jones comments that they were especially 
warned against him and very sceptical before they left Mauritius: 
“- soon we began to hear a different account of Madagascar from J. René and 
Mr. Bragg, an English gentleman who was reported at Port Louis to be the 
greatest villarn and slave dealer at Tamatave. Hearing this account, we took 
courage, and began to form a different opinion both of Mr. Bragg and of 
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Madagascar. Nevertheless I was afraid that it was all hypocrisy in them 
both“.153  
But their prejudice against Bragg soon disappeared when they arrived in Tamatave, 
where Bragg “happened to be” present when they visited governor Jean René. He 
made a good impression upon them and by his friendly proposal of giving them 
lodging he soon succeeded to change their plans, as Bevan wrote home: 
“Mr. Bragg, who happened to be in the chiefs house at the same time (---) 
kindly offered us a room in his house during our stay in that quarter. Mr. B’s 
habitation is about two miles out of the villages of Tam. (---) instead of being a 
slave dealer we found him to be a great manager of cultivation & very 
earnestly seeking the civilization of the Malgash. He has got about 100 acres 
of land cultivated with cotton of the finest quality. He has resided there nearly 
7 years & had likewise made several tours into the interior. (---) It was always 
our intention to write a letter to Radama (---) asking his permission to go and 
settle in his territory. We have also engaged J.R. the chief at Tamatave to 
write for us. But upon a more deliberate consideration, we have determined 
not to send the letter, because it appeared to us very improbable that he would 
receive us at the present crisis, for it is said that he is much offended at the 
English for not receiving the money promised him in the treaty. Our opinion is 
that it is best to give up every idea of proceeding there until matters is 
arranged between him & Gov. Farquhar”.154  
The stories recounting that Radama, for instance, was not friendly towards British 
citizens obviously convinced them. That conviction was the reason why they changed 
their mind and decided not to send the king the proposed letter, says Bevan. Jones 
arguing a little differently, relates that it was Bragg’s receiving them so warmly and 
giving them much more help than they could expect that primarily convinced them:  
“Hearing of the despotism, the pride and the (illegible) of Radama; also seeing 
the way long, the expense great and the approach of the bad season, we 
deferred visiting him then, as we once intended, and proposed to establish our 
mission in one of the villages near the coast. Within 3 weeks after our arrival, 
he having heard of us, sent us an invitation to visit him immediately; but we 
could not go at that time for many reasons”.155   
Certainly Bragg’s charm had turned their decision from visiting Radama immediately. 
He had won their confidence and made them suspicious of Radama, thus preventing 
them from going up to Imerina – even though they got a personal invitation from the 
king after only three weeks. This letter from Jones proves that nobody had snatched 
the invitation before the missionaries received it, as some accounts later 
suggested.156 Jones and Bevan really got the invitation from the king, but the helpful 
and friendly Bragg had already changed their minds, and their listening to his 
accounts of the despotic king and the long and expensive journey up to Imerina had 
already formed their decision not to go there. 
But remembering the advice not to start their work too close to the Europeans 
in Tamatave, they went a little further south to Ivondro, where René’s brother Fisatra 
resided. He welcomed them heartily and allowed them to start a school where his 
son Berora and other children from his town should be educated. The missionaries 
wanted to start with only 10 children because they soon should go back to Mauritius 
and carry with them their wives. These children followed the missionaries back to 
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Bragg’s house outside Tamatave, where Bragg gave them lodging and immediately 
erected a small school building. After a few weeks of teaching, Jones and Bevan 
were very optimistic about the aspects of their work before they returned to Mauritius: 
“These and many other things which I might mention, prove that the Malgash 
are not such as they are reported by Europeans; but they are far civilized 
compared with others in Africa, and the Chiefs, when we asked them were 
they willing to cultivate the land and to learn every thing that may contribute to 
the cultivation of the Madagascars & &, answered that they were perfectly 
willing, and would do it with great pleasure, if they had any couragement from 
Europeans; but they said, Europeans are coming here to buy slaves, and not 
to courage us in civilization. Being convinced of the falsehood of the common 
report concerning Madagascar at the Mauritius and seeing a beautiful 
prospects before us, we parted with the little children Sept. 24th, and embarked 
on board of a ship sailing to Isle of France, with the intention of returning and 
of taking our dear Partners with us as soon as possible –“.157  
Back in Mauritius they found that Mrs. Jones had given birth to a girl the 24th of 
August. And the 15th of October Mrs. Bevan had a boy. But the idyllic atmosphere 
soon disappeared, and Jones was thrown into a very upset state of mind, when he, 
during his first severe attack of the Malagasy fever, heard people talking badly about 
them: 
“I was not long in this state, before other trouble (---) threw my mind into a 
great perplexity and my body into a violent fever, the effects of which I 
constantly feel now acutely. - It was soon reported unto me that a report was 
circulated at Port Louis that Mrs. Jones was brought to bed and was delivered 
of a child in his full time, and before her time by marriage; i.e. as well as to say 
that Missionaries make children before marriage, and saying that Dr. Sibbald, 
who attended Mrs. Jones, was saying this”.158 
Certainly this was a severe accusation against the puritan missionaries. Not only 
would the inhabitants in Mauritius doubt their moral qualifications, but more probably 
they would also receive a reprimand from the directors or they could even be 
relegated from LMS. However, as soon as Jones recovered a little from the fever, he 
went to Dr Sibbald, who had attended the birth, and confronted him with the case. 
The doctor was astonished and furious since his name was used in such rumours, 
and he immediately issued an attestation that the child was prematurely born in the 
7th or 8th month. Jones then gave this attestation to his landlord, Mr. White, and let 
him read it for Le Brun and Bevan. After that the rumours stopped! For Mr. and Mrs. 
Jones the most painful thing in this case was the fact that the rumours came from 
persons close to them. Jones does not mention any name but by explaining to the 
directors that there was only one person in Mauritius who knew their wedding-day, he 
clearly pointed to Mrs. Bevan as the guilty one. The case also accelerated other 
problems developed between them, as Jones explains: 
“Thus you see that Mrs. Jones and myself have suffered a good deal from 
enemies and false Brethren!!! I have one thing farther that is rather unpleasant 
to mention to you. I mentioned in my last to you of the disagreement between 
myself and Mr. Bevan which is continually getting worse from many reasons. I 
mentioned that the Directors have given the seniority to Mr. Bevan (which 
certainly with justice is mine, if it is (illegible) in the Seminary (---), and I am 
frustrating to be in sub junction to Mr. Bevan (---) He knowing all this gives a 
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loose to his bridle, and such arose temptation in him & & are most disgusting 
and unbearable to me, so that I have separated myself from him and have 
determined that I shall never be in the same place as he, nor be joined with 
him in any thing. But by being in a different place it is more likely that much 
more work shall be done and more friendship exist between us than to be in 
the same place”.159  
The directors would certainly not have been satisfied with this hopeful excuse that by 
separating they should be able to do more work. Neither would Jones’ request that 
the families should be regarded as two different parties in all things – even in the 
correspondence with the directors –have been agreed upon. But things happened 
very fast, and before the directors were able to answer Jones’ letter death had taken 
away most of the group and terminated all discussions. Nevertheless, I wonder if this 
case shows a weak point in Jones’ character which was going to disturb the peaceful 
relations with other persons several times. Certainly this pious man had a problem 
with authorities, because I find that every time somebody put pressure on him or tried 
to place themselves above him, he withdrew from the conflict in a thoroughly 
stubborn manner. This is clearly demonstrated both in the discussions with Jeffreys 
(ch. 3.3.2.) and in the quarrel with doctor Lyall (ch. 4.2.3.). I also suppose that it 
might have been the same stubborn attitude on the part of Jones before leaving 
England that caused the directors to appoint the more benevolent Bevan to Senior 
Missionary. When the LMS wanted to send the two candidates alone to Madagascar 
to prepare a place to live before their true loves were sent out, Jones stubbornly 
refused to go unless he got married first, and the directors finally consented to his 
will.160 
David Jones and his small family sailed for Madagascar on the 14th of 
November. Being unwell after the birth, Mrs Bevan caused the Bevan family to wait 
for a while. In a letter to LMS Bevan expressed some thoughts about the difficult 
language and a pious wish of being useful for Christ before leaving this life. He did 
not mention the uneasiness felt by Jones, but only noted that their child was 
prematurely born.161 The fact that Bevan does not say anything about the 
controversies with Jones does not prove that they had resolved the issue and 
become friends again before Jones left. Rather I think that the Jones family leaving 
alone may indicate that the problems still existed. Although the Bevan family passed 
away about two months later, Jones felt obliged to write home again sending a copy 
of doctor Sibbald’s attestation, because he feared that either Bevan or Le Brun 
should have written to the directors about the case. That should indicate that his 
suspicions against the Brethren still remained. 
Bragg had promised to keep the little school running during their absence, but 
soon after their departure he wrote a letter stating that it had proved impossible to get 
rice to the children, and therefore he had sent them back to Ivondro. He had from the 
first advised the missionaries to give the children clothes and food, but that 
arrangement proved to be expensive. To me, it looks like he played a double game, 
binding them to himself with goodwill and friendship, but giving them expensive 
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solutions and not keeping his part of the deal he made with them. Probably the real 
object of his efforts was to prevent them from going up to Radama, since that could 
cause some new initiatives in the British anti-slave trade campaign. Jones was 
seriously worried both about the economy and the progress of the missionary work, 
and he requested that LMS not publish anything yet, because things could change so 
quickly. He also wrote that the Malagasy were not fools or simple beings, because 
their “Kabary” had impressed him and the judging system seemed to function well. 
He therefore stated that LMS ought to send out well-trained workers. It would not be 
enough to read a Bible to the heathens.162 
The rainy season had started when the small family landed in Tamatave and 
lodged in Bragg’s house again. Jones started his schoolwork again but was not 
allowed to do much before he fell foul of a severe attack of fever (02.12.18) The 
following weeks he was too feeble with the fever to help his family, and when first his 
little daughter and then his wife got sick and died (13.12.18 and 29.12.18), he was 
unable to follow his loved ones to their graves.163 But he comforted himself that he 
would very soon follow them, because he was again thrown into a serious attack of 
the Malagasy fever.164 Thomas Bevan got a real shock when he arrived in Tamatave 
some days later, hearing about the death of Mrs. Jones and her child, and seeing 
that Mr. Jones was still very ill with the Malagasy fever. At once he fell into a state of 
illness that in a few weeks ended his life, Jones tells us. He died on the 31st of 
January, three days after his infant child. Three days later his wife followed him 
(03.02.19). Unsurprisingly, Jones was suspicious against the sudden death of all his 
family and colleagues: 
“Here 5 have died and none, but one child, at least, died of the Malgash Fever; 
and myself, who have had the Fever very severely, who have been longer in it 
than they have been sick, have been recovered in a great measure, from it, 
though I am still very unwell and very weak”.165 
Wondering what could have caused the death of the 5 persons if they did not really 
suffer from malaria, Jones hesitated at first to name his fear. But some symptoms 
indicated that they were exposed to poison, perhaps the Tangena poison. The 
Malagasy historian Rabary states in his book “Daty Malaza I” that shortly after the 
death of the Bevans, Bragg came running into Jones’ room saying that he had found 
some Tangena poison in the kitchen they had used, accusing their servant of 
poisoning them. But Rabary wondered who other than Bragg himself had used the 
poison.  
The only survivor, David Jones, recovered a little during the following months, 
and he began to teach the children and study the language again. He wrote home 
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asking for new missionaries not only to replace those who had passed away but also 
to extend the work into the kingdom of Radama, who again had invited him to visit 
Antananrivo: 
“At the capital where Radam resides there is enough of work for 3 or 4 
Missionaries for the inhabitants are very numerous. Radam’s General visited 
me lately and said that Radam is very desirous for Missionaries, and for me to 
go and see him. He said that Radam sent people to Tamatave for us, but  
 
(writers translation: our enemies told them that we all died), while they know 
better things. Then the messengers returned and told the false report to 
Radam; which he said caused him a great disappointment and much grief. I 
desired his General to tell him that I will visit him with pleasure upon the 
condition of liberty to return to my school at Tamatave and of his protection to 
me; and for him to write me personally, with his own hand, a letter of invitation 
upon the said conditions. A journey to his country will afford me an opportunity 
to know the different dialects of the language, to see different villages, to learn 
the language, to convince self the peoples, the chiefs in may way on the 
journey, and, perhaps, it will be good for my recovery. May the Lord always 
direct me in all things to his praise and glory”.166 
Certainly this visit of Radama’s General encouraged Jones. The visitor was sergeant 
Brady, who had now advanced to be Radama’s first general. In reality this was the 
third invitation Radama sent him, but Jones was still too weak to go up to Imerina 
before a return to Mauritius caring for his bad health. The inserted phrase in Greek 
letters and language looks suspicious and indicates that Jones was afraid of those 
“enemies” who told the lies to Radama’s envoys. Obviously he dared not tell the truth 
about those enemies before he had left Madagascar, fearing that they should 
intercept the letter before it left Tamatave and understand the accusations against 
them, but he would rather wait until after his departure when he could no longer be 
exposed to their rage or punishment. Being back in Mauritius he openly stated that 
Bragg, who had been so friendly when they arrived, proved to be a true hypocrite 
soon after the death of Jones’ family and colleagues, turning out to be very hostile 
against the last survivor: 
“I was greatly tried in seeing my child and my dear Partner dying leaving me ill 
in the midst of enemies. Afterwards in seeing Mr. Bevan dying from a (illegible) 
of the fever, and soon after him Mrs Bevan who was the last. But these sort of 
(illegible) were small in comparison to what I suffered afterwards. For 
immediately after the death of all, Mr. Bragg who had acted at first towards us 
as a friend manifested himself as a complete hypocrite. He and some of his 
comrades and mine enemies, being European traitans at Tamatave and slave 
dealers, did all they could to impinge my recovery and, I think, to hasten my 
death. For Mr. Bragg, after the death of all, and seeing me so ill and 
debilitated, began to take all that he could find, unknown to me. But it was not 
long before I found him out (---). I judge that he and others with him have 
stolen from me the value upwards of 1500 dollars, though I paid him for 
lodgings, attendance on the sick, and the burying of the dead. At other times, I 
heard him (illegible) and swearing me and calling me by all the names they 
could find, and carrying on their (illegible) me under the name of a dog, pig &, 
and then at a time when I was confined to my bed, nearly overwhelmed with 
grief and melancholy thoughts and shrivelling with the force of feverish 
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(illegible). Many other unpleasant things I suffered which I might mention. I 
was more tried and grieved by the latter trials than the former: in my former the 
hand of our Lord was working; but in the latter, the hand of the devil. Such 
things continually impinged my recovery and grieved my spirits, and I had no 
friend to sympathise with me and comfort me. Seeing a similar act done by 
(illegible) was the cause of my last (illegible), when I was on the point of 
recovery, and I was obliged at last to take a voyage to the Mauritius, for my 
recovery and to go through an exercise of Medicine under the inspection of W. 
Sibbald M.D. As to the behaviour of the Madagascars towards me, it were 
much kindness and affection, except those ho had been instructed in 
wickedness and were influenced by ungodly Europeans.»167   
I wonder if Jones really felt that it was worse to lose the stolen things than his child 
and wife and colleagues; more probably, his expression was a way of conveying a 
sense of how terribly attacked he was by the enemies surrounding him. 
The hostility from the Europeans in Tamatave made it impossible for 
Jones to stay there although most of the Malagasy were kind to him. In July he gave 
up and returned to Mauritius to care for his health and prepare for a new start. He 
was much better received on Mauritius this time, not only because the inhabitants 
pitied him for his great losses, but also because the greatest friend of mission work to 
Madagascar, Charles Telfaire, had returned to the island. Telfaire had served in the 
British Navy as medical officer, and he was appointed governor of Ile de Bourbon 
after the British occupation of that island. When this island was restored to France in 
1815, he was appointed Private Secretary to governor Farquhar, and for some years 
he served in this and other important positions until he retired from official life. He 
had followed Farquhar on his journey to England in 1817 and married there, and now 
he had returned home and resided at his great plantation named “Belle Ombre”. It is 
evident, that if he had been at home when the missionaries first arrived in 1818, they 
would have got much more help and advice, and probably they would not have been 
forced to start their fatal journey to Tamatave. Now he invited the poor refugee to 
“Belombre”, caring for him, and doing all in his power to encourage him, as Jones 
tells us: 
“I am now remaining with Mr. Telfaire, a great advocate for the Madagascar 
Mission, at Bellombre, about 38 miles south of Port Louis. Mr. Telfaire has 
collected many vocabularies of the Madagascar language, and also the 
journals of many persons who have been travelling and remaining in 
Madagascar, and I am daily engaged in writing after them and in comparing 
them with mine own vocabulary. It was a great loss to us that Mr. Telfaire was 
gone to England with His Excellency Governor Farquhar when we arrived at 
the Isle of France. We have established at Belombre a day and Sunday school 
(illegible) first school in the Colony (---) for the children of the slaves. The 
numbers of children which attend is about forty-four, and it is astonishing how 
rapidly they learn”.168 
Jones was allowed to start a weekly English worship for members of the Telfaire 
family and others who understood the English language, and they planned to have 
Christian worship for the about 500 slaves at Belombre. Jones also ran a school for 
about 40 children of the slaves there. Thus he was not waiting passively while he 
slowly recovered from the much feared Malagasy fever. He eagerly grasped the 
possibility of studying the Malagasy language and other items in the large library of 
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Charles Telfaire, who had gathered a lot of manuscripts concerning history, language 
and geography of Madagascar. Telfaire wrote about his busy guest: 
“The voluminous mass of manuscripts on the manners, language, opinions, 
rites and customs of that island, written by the Catholic missionaries of former 
times and the agents of the government of these islands have been deeply 
studied by Mr. Jones, and his progress has been proportionally rapid. (---) It 
was as a relaxation from these severe studies that Mr. Jones undertook the 
superintendence of our school, and in this he has been eminently successful. I 
put forty children under his care, they are now increased to sixty. Several can 
read - a few can write, but their progress in religious knowledge is the most 
striking. I have never met even in Europe an instance of such rapid progress - 
their answers to the catechism show that they understand what they learn - it 
is not a mere effort of memory but an exercise of the understanding which he 
has accustomed them to - so that they do not repeat by rote, but give the 
ideas in their own words”.169   
Le Brun also wrote about Jones’ health and his new work, explaining that he had 
commenced to translate the gospel of St. John.170 The studies in Telfaire’s library, 
the translation of the gospel, the Divine services and the school for the slave-children 
were all useful preparation for the continuation of his work in Madagascar. Jones had 
not lost his challenge, and the death of his beloved and his colleagues had made him 
even more convinced that the blessing of the Lord would certainly yield a rich harvest 
among the Malagasy people, if he would be able to enter the promised land where 
the Lord had prepared him a field of work. 
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2.5 Analysis 
 The study of this period of preparation for the great changes in the Malagasy 
History did not show any direct role or influence of the missionaries in the process. 
The pioneer missionaries in Madagascar arrived late in the period (1818) just when 
the Treaty and the friendly relations between king Radama and the British authorities 
were broken, and their fatal attempt in Tamatave produced few lasting results. The 
only known influence of the education given to the children at the coast was that 
Berora, son of chieftain Fisatra in Ivondro, continued his education after Jones retired 
to Mauritius as the only survivor. In fact this influence did not suit the progress of the 
British-Malagasy politics, but rather became an negative influence, since Sylvain 
Roux, a French Agent, brought Berora to France and let him study there in order to 
cheque the British politics and renew the former French dominance on the eastern 
coast of Madagascar. But Berora’s family was not accepted as royal, even in the 
Betainmena province, because Fisatra and Jean Réne had usurped the throne there. 
Although the French tried to use him in their attempt to take control of parts of the 
coast after Radama’s death, their politics failed. 
But a further study shows that LMS was not without influence in this important 
period. William Milne, who made the investigations for a mission work in 
Madagascar, arrived on Mauritius in 1813, just at the time Farquhar was struggling 
hard to establish his new politics concerning Madagascar. Knowing that the British 
government would hardly accept his proposals to check the former French influence 
in the great island, he made all efforts to find other solutions to succeed his aims. But 
he might have concluded that his ambitious plan of entering an alliance with one of 
the Malagasy kings needed more resources than he could expect to be made 
available by the government in London. Therefore he needed an alliance partner 
which could promote personnel and other resources. Only this fact can explain why 
the governor so eagerly grasped the proposal made by William Milne in the name of 
LMS, expressing a wish to start mission work both in Mauritius and Madagascar. 
Other places in the world British authorities were suspicious to the Non-Conformist 
society, preferring to invite the missionary societies of the Anglican Church to work in 
their dominions. Also on Mauritius a few Anglican reverends had started to work, and 
Milne stated that they would probably be enemies to the missionaries from LMS, as 
would the many Roman Catholic priests certainly be.  
Nevertheless, Farquhar invited LMS to send missionaries to both islands, and 
he even promised that his government would give practical and financial help to them 
to a great extent. When Reverend John Le Brun arrived in 1814 Farquhar promoted 
him by different means to the inhabitants, although his schoolwork and preaching 
amongst the coloured population caused much hostility against him. It is significant 
that when Farquhar succeeded in inviting two of Radama’s brothers to visit him in 
Mauritius and acquire some education there, he asked Le Brun to give them some 
instruction in the Christian religion. Obviously his reason for not asking an Anglican 
reverend to do that job was his wish to promote the coming LMS mission in 
Madagascar. Farquhar’s different letters to LMS about his help to Le Brun urging 
them to start the proposed mission in Madagascar as soon as possible shows how 
important the Missionary Society was in his politics. (I have consulted 8 letters from 
Farquhar to the directors in the LMS archives from 1814 to 1822. Governor Hall also 
sent 2 letters to the directors in 1818.) 
Farquhar’s policy was immediately overthrown by Governor Hall, and when 
the missionaries destined for Madagascar arrived in 1818, none of Farquhar’s many 
promises proved efficacious. His introduction letters to governor Jean Réne and Mr. 
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Bragg proved rather disastrous since those persons in fact were enemies of a 
Protestant mission, and especially of the planned visit to king Radama. The only 
efficient help they got from Governor Hall was some government slaves he placed 
with them as servants and interpreters.  
But although the attempt to start work in Tamatave was a complete fiasco, it 
was not without importance. Radama, who had declared that all British persons were 
liars and not welcome in his capital, sent messengers to invite them to visit him on 
three occasions. Thus they in some way kept up his hope of a renewing of the 
broken Treaty. And when Jones, the only survivor, returned to Mauritius he was 
heartily welcomed by Charles Telfaire. As Farquhar’s secretary he had followed him 
to England, but now he could take  care of the unlucky missionary and give him 
courage to form new plans that could be laid before Farquhar as soon as he 
returned. The importance of these plans and the alliance between Farquhar and 
Jones became efficient when Farquhar tried to renew the broken Treaty. 
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Chapter 3: A NEW START FOR THE BRITISH-MALAGASY COOPERATION:  
1820 - 1828 
 
3.1 The new friendship changed both the King and the Country 
Radama was not the same traditional Malagasy king in 1827 as described 
before the year 1820. Both the king and his kingdom had undergone radical changes, 
and Radama explained the changes to dr. Robert Lyall, new Resident British Agent 
in Madagascar, during his first visit in Tamatave late October 1827, by these words: 
“England, said The King, was my first ally, and has been my faithful supporter. 
I can never forget King George III, and far less King George IV. The British 
Government has done every thing for me, and made me what I am. All you 
see around me (looking at His dress, His Officers, His Soldiers, His Band of 
musicians, His Table & &) does honour to your Country”.171 
I will try to show some moments in the British-Malagasy cooperation that caused 
those changes for Radama and his country. 
 
3.1.1 Farquhar dispatched David Jones and James Hastie for new 
negotiations 
When governor Farquhar returned to Mauritius in July 1820 his most important 
task was to restore the “Treaty for the Abolition of the Slave Trade” with Radama. He 
was willing to use all available channels, but two persons soon proved to be his best 
Agents: James Hastie and David Jones. Governor Farquhar immediately started a 
correspondence with governor Jean René in Tamatave and other important persons 
in Madagascar to prepare his sending of envoys. But the most important letter was 
sent to the king himself: 
“Je saisis avec empressement l’occasion d’un Batiment qui je rend a 
Tamatave pour donner avis à votre Majeste de mon retour à l’Isle Maurice & 
pour vous exprimer toute la satisfaction que j’eprouverai à retablir entre votre 
Majeste et mon Gouvernement les relations d’amitie qui n’aussent jamais du 
souffrir d’alteration d’apres le traite d’alliance signe entre nous & approves par 
sa Majeste le Roi d’Angleterre qui en Temoinage de son amitie & de sa 
satisfaction de vous compter au nombre de ses allies m’a ordonne de profiter 
de l’agent que je vais incessament envoyer a Madagascar pour vous faire par-
venir les present dont il m’a charge pour votre Majeste”.172 
It is significant that the first question mentioned in this letter was Farquhar’s wish to 
re-establish the “Treaty of Peace and Friendship” between the two parts. Secondly 
the governor promised to send his agent to Antananarivo to deliver the presents from 
king George III to king Radama, which obviously was a good occasion to send a 
delegation to him. But it is noteworthy that the really difficult question, i.e. the Treaty 
for the Abolition of the Slave Trade, was not mentioned at all in this first letter to the 
king. The broken treaty had caused so much bitterness among the Malagasy and 
disgraced the British government so profoundly, that Farquhar dared not enter that 
discussion before his envoys came to Antananarivo. 
This time there was no doubt what person the governor wanted to dispatch on 
the special mission to Radama. Sending a letter to James Hastie, he demanded that 
Hastie engage in robust negotiations to re-establish the treaty: 
“His Excellency the Governor having in conformity with the orders of His 
Majesty, resolved to establish a friendly and beneficial communication with the 
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Chieftains of Madagascar (---) I have the honour to signify to you His 
directions to hold yourself in immediate readiness to proceed to Madagascar 
on Special Service. (---) His Excellency wishes it to be understood that you 
should be prepared to meet all difficulties, and to make every personal 
sacrifice, as the due and complete execution of this important service may 
require a residence in Madagascar, even after what is considered the 
unhealthy season there”.173   
Hastie who had suffered a lot after being dismissed from the job as Assistant British 
Agent in Madagascar in 1818, consented to enter this important engagement and do 
all in his power to realise the governor’s wishes. But since he still was in debt caused 
by his former engagement in Madagascar, he felt obliged to ask for pecuniary help to 
outfit himself for the journey without being forced to borrow more money. But he 
professed that neither economical problems nor personal easiness or fear for the 
approaching bad season should prevent him from performing to the governor’s 
orders.174 Farquhar could therefore appoint him “British Agent in Madagascar”, and 
he gave him a better salary and all the economical help he asked for. He also gave 
him a detailed instruction of what he wanted him to do. Firstly, he advised him to take 
care in Tamatave, because there were both French agents and other persons 
contradicting the interests of the British government, and they would certainly do 
what they could to discourage both Hastie and David Jones by telling stories about 
Radama’s enmity towards the English.175   
Secondly, Farquhar ordered Hastie to talk with Jean René presenting to him 
that the British government was not at all satisfied with his role in the re-establishing 
of the slave trade in 1818. But Farquhar was willing to enter the former engagement 
with René, proposing to give him the same yearly allowance as before for the work 
he was expected to do for the British. Hastie was also ordered to observe all things 
about the slave trade in Tamatave: who was engaged in the traffic, how many slaves 
they exported yearly, etc. And when he should talk with Fisatra in Ivondro, he should 
ask why he had let his son, Berora, who firstly frequented Jones’ school in Tamatave, 
be sent to France by Sylvain Roux for education there. When Roux returned to 
Madagascar in 1819, he was not able to reinstall himself as governor of Tamatave 
any more since Radama had taken control of that town, but was installed as 
commandant for the French establishment in St. Mary’s Island. However, Farquhar 
was now eager to know if René cooperated with Roux. 
But the most important part of the instructions was the arguments he should 
use in the negotiations with Radama. Firstly, Hastie should point out how profitable 
conditions a renewing of the treaty would offer the king, and the “Equivalent” for the 
lost revenue would be an infallible source of revenue. Together with other help from 
the British it would certainly make Radama the most powerful ruler in Madagascar, 
because no other king should be allowed to enter a similar alliance with the British 
government. A British Agent should be placed with Radama’s court to assure him of 
the help and perpetual friendship of the British government. This point, so 
occasionally inserted in the discussion, should prove to be one of the most difficult 
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points when growing scepticism and crisis later destroyed the good relations. 
Secondly, Hastie should state to Radama that if he should refuse to renew the treaty, 
the British Navy would be able to stop the slave trade by other means, and place the 
king’s revenue in a great deficit. Notwithstanding the fact that Farquhar knew very 
well that the Navy could never put an effective stop to the slave trade, he used this 
argument to press an agreement forward.176 
The last point in the instructions may seem astonishing, because the governor 
ordered Hastie to give the missionary David Jones protection and help on their way 
up the country to Antananarivo. Farquhar gave strong political signals that the British 
government was not only interested but also involved in the work Jones was 
planning, when he stated: 
“You will take Mr. Jones, the Missionary, under your protection, and 
recommend him to Jean René, Fish, Radama & every Person in power & 
authority at Madagascar, over whom you may have any influence, informing 
them of the true object of his labour - & promoting them to the utmost of your 
power, & stating that the British Government watches over his safety, and will 
be pleased with all facilities afforded to him “ 
From his return to Mauritius in 1819 David Jones had used his time well in preparing 
for a new attempt of starting missionary work in Madagascar. Farquhar’s return gave 
him his great chance, allowing him to present his plans to the governor who 
immediately approved them: 
“I have had a long conservation with His Excellency Governor Farquhar since 
he landed on the 6th of last July, relative to Madagascar. He received me very 
politely and gave me every encouragement to continue my preparation saying 
that he was going to renew the Treaty this year with Radama if it is possible. 
Since my first conversation with him I have drawn out two plans for 
recommencing and continuing the Madagascar Mission, which have been 
approved by him, and the first plan (---) will be put in effect this year. This plan, 
in short, is that a missionary accompany the English Agent to Radama in order 
to pave the way and to make every preparation from Tamatave to Ova for 
future exertions the next year (---) It will be the work of the missionary to talk 
with Radama about missions, to endeavour to gain his permission and that of 
his ministers, to send missionaries among them (---) The second is (---) a plan 
for supplying the missionary stations with suitable missionaries and artificers 
for evangelising and civilizing the inhabitants of Madagascar. His Exc. sent for 
me yesterday and said that he approved of the plans, which I laid before him, 
and said that he thought that both of them could be executed. (---) 
(Charles Telfaire) is the greatest friend of missionaries in this Island and a 
warm advocate for the Cause of Missions particularly in this Island and in 
Madagascar(---) He is now the Governor’s private Secretary and helped me to 
draw out my plans concerning the Madagascar Mission”.177   
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This letter shows that it was not “by chance” David Jones was travelling together with 
Hastie up to Radama, but as a result of discussions between the missionary and the 
governor and a strategy developed by them. Other documents show that the 
governor paid all Jones’ expenses for the voyage and made him an integrated part of 
the political mission to the king. Although it was agreed that Hastie should be 
responsible for the political negotiations and Jones should care for the religious 
items, I will show that both cases soon were mixed together, and the future 
missionary work became an integrated part of the conditions approved upon in the 
coming negotiations.178  
Hastie and Jones used some days in Tamatave to obtain provisions and 
bearers, and Hastie made investigations into the items demanded by Farquhar, 
reporting that there was a lot of slave trading in the town. Jones noted in his journal 
that he had never seen so many slave dealers there before. The conversation with 
governor Jean René proved to be hard, and Hastie reported back to Mauritius: 
(René told us that) “Radama on finding the Treaty violated by the English, had 
issued a proclamation annulling that which prohibited the Slave Traffic, 
declaring vengeance on all who opposed the slave trade, and promising never 
to renew any intimacy or connexion with the British Government, - that Jean 
René had Radama’s positive command to explain to any person arriving from 
the English, that he hold no communication with them (---). He says that 
Radama has in some measure apologized to his People for having entered 
into any agreement against their wishes, which the treaty of 1817 was, and 
has now made a solemn covenant that he will not again do so or hold any 
friendship with those who have deceived them - that an intercourse with such 
unsteady Allies may prove his overthrow as he never was shaken in the 
esteem of his people till the failure of his intended alliance with the British 
Government”.179 
Unsurprisingly René wished to prevent their going up to Radama, because such a 
visit certainly could change his working conditions. David Jones later wrote to Mrs. 
Telfaire that René opposed their plans so hard that they had been afraid he would 
use his soldiers to stop them, but Hastie’s steadiness soon enabled them to start the 
journey.180 Hastie said that he had acted in a cool and stubborn manner against all 
who opposed him, knowing that if he was allowed to visit Radama and succeeded in 
renewing the treaty, he would probably be able to answer them in a better way later. 
And Hastie stated in his Journal that they were not without friends: 
“Mr. Glond, a Portuguese Creole of India or Mauritius (---) told me that I had 
nothing to fear from Radama, and tho’ the King had publicly sworn to make an 
example of any Englishman sent to him - yet he was satisfied from the way the 
ovahmen lately down here expressed themselves, - that I shall be perfectly 
safe. (---) Jean René has shown me Radama’s written command to prevent 
any Englishman proceeding to Ovah. It is written in this character and to be 
read in the Madagascar language. He says the English are double-dealers or 
promise-breakers, and that Hastie had caused him much trouble. - I can read 
it so as to understand its purpose - I also find Radama has written privately to 
me, but Jean René makes a lame excuse for not forwarding the letter. I deem 
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it best to let no trifle prevent my visit as afterwards I trust I shall be able to 
speak a little to the Chief on these tricks of his”.181 
It is interesting to state that this letter from Radama to René was written in the 
Malagasy language in the Roman alphabet. That might prove that his French 
secretary, Robin, had already developed a written Malagasy language in parallel with 
Jones’ work, and probably Robin’s work had some consequences for the final result.  
The last days of their stay in Tamatave Hastie reported that it was lucky for the 
two travellers that “The Industry” came into the port. This vessel was a slaver in 
search of new cargo, and some men in power wished to get Hastie and Jones away 
before loading the ship. Therefore they soon got bearers and permission to start and 
could leave the town. Farquhar thanked Hastie for his journal and especially for the 
exactness with which he had followed the given instructions. In the same letter he 
stated that the real presents from King George had arrived from London and should 
be sent to Antananarivo immediately.182 
The tedious journey took a fortnight and they arrived in the capital on the 3rd of 
October. On their way up the country they met a slave dealer who carried with him 
200 slaves, and later others came with about 1000 slaves from Antananarivo.183 
Hastie had already sent a letter to tell Radama about his arrival in Tamatave, asking 
permission to proceed to the capital to visit him. Contrary to all negative reports in 
Tamatave about the king’s attitude to the English, the reply was affirmative and let 
them look forward with expectation: 
“A Mon cher James Hastie J’ai appris que vous attendiez à Malgouro mon 
ordre pour monter a Tananarivoux - Je vous l’envoie, Mon ami avec 
empressement, car j’ai toujours du plaisir à voir mes anciens amis. -(Signe) 
Radama 
Veloumahanao hastie.  Ravouravou zaou - Hanao Tsimeti Manaharre, hanao 
James Hastie   A Tananarivoux. Sceauele     Radama 
Adresse:  A Mon cher James Hastie Bien camarade pour Roi de 
Tananarivoux”.184 
Being “Bien camrade pour Roi” would have given them a bright hope of success 
even though Jones was not mentioned in Radama’s answer, and when they arrived 
in the capital they were received with pomp as prominent guests. Jones wrote in his 
journal that the king’s secretary together with the two princes, who had been in 
Mauritius, welcomed them at the bottom of the hill. A canon fired from the palace at 4 
o’clock was the sign to start ascending the hill, and two rows of soldiers were lined up 
all the way to the king’s palace on the top. Jones also told that when they arrived in 
the courtyard they were kindly received by Radama: 
“-we arrived in the court-yard before the Royal Palace, where the king ran to 
receive Mr. Hastie with much joy. After Mr. Hastie had saluted him in the usual 
custom, he introduced me to his Majesty & I myself saluted him in the same 
manner, bending one knee, kissing his hand & giving a piece of gold in his 
hand, saying, Manassin a Thumpoca-lahi: i,e Token of respect to you 
Master. His Majesty then requested us to enter his Royal Palace (---)  
On entering, the King requested us to take our seats, Mr. Hastie on his right & 
myself on his left (---) After we had sat down at table, the King appeared as if 
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he was lost in an ecstasy of joy & mirth - overwhelmed with rejoicing & 
laughter, that he could hardly keep his seat - hugging & pulling about Mr. 
Hastie in such a manner that I never have witnessed such a sight & such 
excess of joy on any occasion“.185    
Jones’ observations did not show an unwilling or sceptical betrayed ally. We know 
that Radama felt a warm personal friendship towards Hastie, but the hearty welcome 
he gave his guests indicated that he was sincerely hoping for new contact with his 
British friends, being even more convinced than before how profitable the treaty 
would be for him. His harsh statements about the British promise-breakers that many 
people in Tamatave referred to should not be taken at face value. His statements 
were purely tactical, his way of satisfying the people in Imerina. In the evening Hastie 
handed over the presents from the governor, promising that the presents from king 
George would be delivered as soon as they arrived. That promise satisfied Radama 
as did the silver plates and disks and some new horses from the governor. 
Next day Hastie and Radama had a long conversation. The king spoke about 
the treaty he had entered against the advice of his counsellors, even those who had 
taught him from when he was a child, and how deeply wounded he had been when 
his confidence in the British was broken immediately. Now he would go through great 
difficulties trying to persuade his counsellors and people to enter the same treaty 
again: 
“-what am I now to do - I am not independent: the support of a King is his 
subjects” (---). He concluded by saying that however easy it might be to 
convince him of the occasion that created the foreseen difficulty, it would be 
next to impossibility to induce his subjects to believe it, & they were most 
materially concerned, as of the vast number of slaves we met proceeding to 
Tamatave only but a few belonged to him - and fathers were now so 
accustomed to consider children (as) property & sell them, that he was quite at 
a loss for means to enable him to support the amity he would wish to retain 
with the English. (---) - that he feared little short of a general insurrection would 
be occasioned by his trying again the English. That it was become a King of 
proverbs among his subjects, False as the English”.186 
Certainly Radama had enormous difficulties because the period he had suppressed 
the traffic was wasted in expectation, and the broken treaty was followed by an 
unlimited sale of slaves. The inhuman practice of fathers selling their own children to 
slaves shows that money had become an important force in the community. Although 
the king could get very good conditions by entering the treaty again, the people were 
neither willing to cut off their most profitable income nor to trust the British promises 
any more. The king had also disgraced himself and his British ally profoundly when 
he executed the husband of his sister together with his brother and father because 
they had mocked the British ally when he first entered the treaty. Hastie had a hard 
job explaining to the counsellors and the people that when the British king himself 
had now signed the treaty it could never be broken again from that part. 
On the 8th of October the king conversed with his counsellors or ministers the 
whole day, but in the afternoon he called for Hastie and shortly afterwards for Jones. 
Hastie first explained for them Jones’ role: “that I had nothing to do in political affairs, 
but that my mission was of a religious nature.” Hastie then started to apologise 
profusely, telling them how much power Radama would get and how enlightened and 
lucky his people would become if they entered the treaty again. When the king 
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complained that nobody was willing to educate his people, Hastie answered that 
Farquhar had agreed to take some Malagasy youths to Mauritius and let them be 
educated there and also promised to send some good artisans to teach people useful 
things. Hastie also stated that Jones and the LMS would be very useful for the cause 
of education: 
“- that the Missionary Society had sent out me to teach them to read & write 
and every thing in a religious view. Mr. Hastie mentioned the improvement the 
Society had made within a few years among people more ignorant than his 
people, particularly those of the South Sea Islands - relating some of the 
improvements made among those people. The king then said that he thought 
he could suppress the slave trade for three years –“.187 
It is very interesting to observe that Jones was called to the meeting, and that LMS’s 
possibilities to educate people became a key question in the following discussions. It 
is noteworthy that it was the proposed education work from the LMS that seems to 
have moved the king to declare that he would perhaps be able to suppress the slave 
trade for three years. The discussions continued a few days between the king and his 
counsellors, and Hastie was called for several times to explain the British conditions. 
To Radama it was important to get better conditions this time, and that was a reason 
why education became a key question in the discussions. Already in 1817 he had 
wished to get some of his subjects educated in Mauritius, and he had been 
discontent with his ministers who forgot that point when they concluded the treaty in 
Tamatave. Some youths had been sent to Mauritius at that time, but Governor Hall 
soon sent them back. Now the request for instructing the people became the main 
subject that should prove that Radama had not submitted to the British government 
and was able to demand his own conditions from them. Therefore he gave Hastie 
this letter to the governor on the 10th of October: 
“Conformément a votre demande pour la ratification du Traité fait entre moi & 
votre Excellence j’ai fait appellé en conceil toutes les personnes des ma Cour 
et appres plusieurs sémens nous avons délibéré que la somme promise était 
suffisante pour moi, que les autres le sent aussi, mais que rien de tout cela ne 
pouvait adoucir les Misères des notre peuple - en conséquence je demand a 
votre Excellence d’ajouter au Traité l’article suivant. 
Savoir - Que votre Excellence prendra quelques personnes de mes sujets 
pour etre conduit en Angleterre pour y etre instruit, et c’est a dire pour 
apprendre les différents Métiers propres a aducir les premiéres Misères de 
notre peuple, tels que charpentiers, tisserand, orfure(?), serrurier & &, et que 
votre Excellence enverra des personnes de ces états prés de moi pour nous 
faire connaitre en un mot l’usage du travail des Européens, le tout aux frais de 
votre Gouvernement.    
Si votre Excellence consent à ajouter au Traité ces deux Articles, je consens 
aussi de mon coté a ratifier le Traité dans toutes ses formes et il sera 
conservé a jamais; au cas contraire je me voir avec peine forcé de refuser vos 
propositions - J’attends de votre Excellence une réponse par première 
occasion. Recevez l’assurance de Mon estime et de mon affection.  Signé / 
Radama. Fait a Tananarivoux le 10 Octobre 1820. 
Ajouté au Traité vingt personnes pour être instruit en Angleterre”.188  
Hastie was greatly troubled to see that even though a breakthrough was very close it 
was not within his authority to accept Radama’s conditions. Both the education of 
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some youths in Mauritius and sending of some artisans to Antananarivo were 
subjects of negotiation given him in Farquhar’s instruction. But who would pay for the 
education of 20 youths in England: the Home government or the government of 
Mauritius or somebody else? In this tricky situation Hastie again sought the counsel 
of Jones:  
“Mr. Hastie consulted with me on what was to be done as the king was so 
determined. Then it was agreed that six of his free subjects should be sent to 
England for Education - & I said that I was almost certain that the 
Missionary Society would take two or three for education if that would give us 
success in opening a door for Missionaries to come with perfect safety. This 
agreement was sent to the King (---) After this we translated into French what 
the Society has published in its report with regard to Madagascar & informing 
him that I was an ambassador from the Missionary Society to ask his 
permission & protection to Missionaries & also liberty to exercise their office - 
and, that if he agreed to this I had the promise of the Society to send out 
some more Missionaries to civilize his people as well as to evangelise 
them”.189   
In the conclusive moment of the negotiations David Jones and his missionary society 
became a real political partner, giving some important promises and conditions to 
Radama. When the king and his ministers had discussed the conditions during the 
whole day they came to Hastie and Jones’ house in the evening. Hastie again 
explained the British conditions, trying to convince them how profitable the treaty 
would be. Before the king left them, Jones gave him a little more to think about: 
“Before he went away I told him that unless he should agree, I should be 
obliged to relinquish Madagascar entirely & proceed to India where I should 
meet with liberty & protection”. 
It is not mentioned whether Jones’ threat of entirely leaving Madagascar really 
bothered Radama, but he continued the discussion with his ministers for a long time 
that night, and the next morning he told Hastie and Jones that he was willing to agree 
to the treaty of 1817, if they could promise to send 10 youths to England for 
education and 10 to Mauritius. Hastie then showed his greatness after having asked 
Jones what to do: 
“The moment arrived when the welfare of millions was to be decided. Mr. 
Hastie called me and asked me what was to be done & whether the 
Missionary Society would take some of them – then I hesitated & did not know 
what to answer. However Mr. Hastie said that he would agree if he himself 
should pay for their expenses in England”.190 
Hastie’s manner of taking responsibility far beyond the call of duty made him the 
great Agent in the British-Malagasy cooperation. I will show later that he was going to 
be the only beloved Agent. After having discussed a lot of questions and settled the 
text of the treaty Radama sent his secretary to David Jones asking whether he would 
stay with him. The King promised to give him protection, working possibilities, 
housing and two servants. Although the plans discussed with the governor before 
leaving Mauritius considered it to be convenient for him to return with Hastie and 
rather go and settle in Antananarivo when the next good season came around, Jones 
accepted Radama’s proposal. The good reception Radama had given them made 
Jones eager to stay, considering that it was safe and sanitary enough to stay there. 
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He argued to his supporters that his study of the language was a good reason to 
stay: 
“I find myself at a loss in the language, as it is very different in dialect from that 
on the coast. I shall be able in the course of six month to have a good 
knowledge of this dialect as I shall have every day some good teachers to 
instruct me –“.191 
Thus it happened that David Jones with only very little luggage for travel was left with 
Radama as a kind of symbol for the new time approaching, or as a hostage for the 
fulfilment of the treaty. Both parties were glad to have him there, Radama 
considering him to be an assurance that the treaty should not be broken again, and 
Farquhar being thankful because he found it important to have a British envoy in the 
capital promoting British interests, and preventing French influence at the Malagasy 
court. 
 
3.1.2 David Jones left behind as a hostage for the fulfilment of the renewed Treaty 
 David Jones had been presented with his great chance and he had seized the 
opportunity given to him. In the next few months the lonely “hostage of peace” created a 
strong foothold in Antananarivo, which gave the mission a possibility of rapid expansion 
the following years. In those months he earned the respect and confidence of both the 
king and many other important persons in the capital, and this respect endured during all 
problems and crises until his retirement in 1830. He later stated that it was his ability in 
the French language that created his close friendship with Radama. 
Jones was installed in one of the houses in the court yard, and after some weeks 
Radama gave him some children of his own relatives and of the high Nobles to be 
instructed in the English language, reading and writing. This gave him a prominent place 
in the capital, and soon he could write to Governor Farquhar: 
“His Majesty is always very Kind and attentive to render me comfortable & gives 
me every encouragement in my Mission wishing to have his people instructed in 
every branch of knowledge like the English both in Christianity & civilization. He 
has given under my care for education a son & a daughter of his eldest Sister, the 
son is the presumpt heir to the crown; and he has given three boys besides who 
are sons of some of the Nobles; and there are about five more appointed to join 
them”.192   
The teaching was entirely in English the first year but provided important experiences and 
was an excellent basis for the expansion of the schoolwork in the following years. I have 
already mentioned that Farquhar boasted of having got the presumptive heir to the throne 
as pupil when he had the king’s two brothers living in his house,193 a statement that soon 
proved to be of little value. Probably Jones’ statement that his pupil Rakotobe was 
supposed to succeed the king was of more value. He was the son of Radama’s sister 
Rabodosahondro and Prince Ratefy (named Rataffe by the British). However, Radama 
did not formally appoint the prince to succeed him. Although some persons stubbornly 
expressed that this was the king’s will he was easily overthrown and killed after 
Radama’s death. After the murder of Rakotobe his father also claimed that he had been 
the heir to the throne in a letter to the governor in 1828.194 
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Many free people (or Hova) wished to send their children to Jones’ school, but he 
found it impossible at that time to place anyone other than the children of the nobles 
together with the king’s relatives. Neither did he wish to have too many pupils, because 
he needed a lot of time to study the language. Jones repeatedly claimed this point in his 
letters both from Tamatave and his first years in Antananarivo. Obviously, he deemed the 
linguistic work and the translating of the Holy Scripture to be his most important tasks, 
while teaching and preaching were practical necessities allowing the people to hear and 
read the word of God. 
It soon proved very important for the future of the Protestant mission that Jones 
was well established at the king’s court. A few weeks after Hastie’s return to Mauritius 
other interests were approaching king Radama, as Jones tells in a letter: 
“The Roman Catholic Priest at St. Denis in Bourbon has written a very flattering 
letter to the King asking his permission to send to teach his subjects the roman 
catholic religion some roman catholic Missionaries then ready at Bourbon to come 
up if His Majesty would give them his royal permission. The King wrote an answer 
denying his permission in the strongest terms, saying that he had entered into an 
alliance with the British Nation, & wished consequently to have British Protestant 
Missionaries to instruct his subjects, to whom he would give his permission & 
protection in all his dominions.  
The King also requested me afterwards to explain to him the difference between 
the roman catholic religion and the protestant religion, which I did (---) saying that it 
(LMS) was sending out Missionaries to Christianise people by persuasion & 
conviction & not by force contrary to the light of their own understandings (---) He 
said then in laughing: Ay, ay, very well indeed - I wish they would send many to 
teach these people of mine in that manner. Well said I, the best plan will be for 
your Majesty to write a letter to this effect to the Society stating your real 
sentiments to the Directors & promising at the same time Your Majesty’s 
permission and protection to their Missionaries (---) then he wrote a letter to the 
Directors of the Miss. Society (---) asking them to send as many as they can and 
may think proper make his people good Christians & good artificers upon the 
principles I had mentioned to him”.195 
It looks like Radama made his negative response to the Catholic priest before he 
consulted Jones. But I find it doubtful if Jones should not in some way have influenced 
the king’s decision, and in fact Radama’s answer was sent by Jones to Mauritius begging 
the governor’s secretary to transfer the letter to the priest in Bourbon. At least Jones was 
allowed to present the Protestant principles of mission work to the king, explaining that 
their aims were to Christianise people by persuasion and conviction, while the Catholic 
mission was said to use force to convince people to adopt their religion. Certainly this 
presentation of the Catholic mission was both unfair and unfavourable but may be typical 
of the lack of ecumenical understanding at that time. Obviously, it prevented Radama 
from inviting the missionaries from Bourbon to come and start instruction of his people, 
which probably would have been the result if Hastie and Jones had not already 
succeeded in re-establishing the English-Malagasy relations. Le Brun expressed clearly 
the existing hostility between the denominations, showing his pleasure that it was the 
Protestant mission which won the race against Antananarivo, when he stated: 
“What a Glorious blessing of heaven, for those unfortunate people, that my fellow 
labourer arrived just in time to prevent the Catholic Missionaries going there, to 
spread their deadly poison in the hearts of those poor, unfortunate creatures”.196 
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The quoted conversation between Radama and Jones also caused the former to write 
the famous letter to LMS, asking them to send as many missionaries as they liked to his 
country. Radama had, already when Jones accepted the invitation to stay with him, 
allowed Jones to write and ask for more missionaries, provided there were some skilful 
artisans amongst them, able to teach people useful work and industry. Now Jones 
advised him to write the required letter himself, because that would have much more 
effect in England than many letters from the missionary. The king then ordered his scribe 
to write the famous letter to LMS where he asked the directors to send him all the 
missionaries they found convenient.197 This letter was read to the yearly mission 
conference in England and caused a very optimistic interest for the mission work in 
Madagascar. Together with the many letters from Farquhar urging the Missionary Society 
to do their utmost to civilize and Christianise the Malagasy, Radama’s letter caused the 
directors to make decisions placing many missionaries and artisans in the great island 
the following years. 
The presence of David Jones at the Malagasy court also had a more important 
political sense than Hastie and Farquhar knew before the envoys left Mauritius. In the 
absence of British help and influence Radama had hired a Frenchman as his secretary, 
and Hastie wrote in his diary from Tamatave that a bearer from Antananarivo had told 
him that: “a Mister Robin is living with Radama and acts as his Scribe”.198 This was bad 
news for British interests, even though Robin turned out to be a deserted French 
sergeant from Bourbon and thus under military prosecution. He was then unable to 
represent the French government but his French background would be a serious 
hindrance for Farquhar’s political aims in different ways. The problem proved to be 
delicate, since it would be insulting to the King if they immediately criticised his secretary 
and close friend. Therefore neither Hastie nor Farquhar mentioned this problem at first, 
probably hoping that the lonely missionary could represent the British political interests 
and diminish Robin’s influence at court until the return of the British agent. At first Jones 
was suspicious against Robin, but soon his fears disappeared. The king placed them in 
the same house, and after a few weeks Jones wrote about him:  
“I am living very comfortable in one of the royal houses with Mr. Robin, who 
renders me much assistance in my success for every thing with the King, & 
watches the movements & the conversations of the slave dealers & tells all to the 
King & to myself, which is contrary to my first opinion of him”.199 
It looks as though the two Europeans at court lived peacefully together for some months. 
Later the relations changed and Robin would often contradict both the missionaries and 
the British agent when he was in Radama’s favour. However, I find that Jones played an 
important political role for the governor and the British interests this first year, which 
Farquhar also stated clearly in a letter to Burder, the secretary of LMS: 
“I consider his residence at the Court of Radama, as a proof and severity of the 
good faith of that Sovereign for the full performance, on his part, and on that of his 
subjects, of the articles of the important treaty I have once more and, I trust, finally, 
concluded with him, for the entire extinction of the slave traffic for ever, through the 
whole of his extensive dominions”.200 
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Jones performed his political role by writing reports from the life in the capital about, 
for example, the slave dealers returning from Imerina without obtaining a single 
slave, Radama’s preparing for war with the Sakalava king etc, and the report 
concludes with a wish of being useful for the governor’s political aims:  
“Having thus given your Excellency some account of things at Tananarivo; I 
conclude assuring you of my desire & readiness to give every effect to Your 
Excellency’s Laudable plans for the welfare of the Madagascars both 
temporally and spiritually”.201  
Sometimes he was allowed to have confident conversations with Radama, and many 
times he served as counsellor and scribe for his English correspondence. This basic 
confidence between Jones and the King was never altered even in the political crises 
in the last year of Radama’s reign. Jones was fully aware of his important political 
role, and back in Mauritius the following year he used this role as an argument to get 
more financial support from the governor for his schoolwork in Madagascar: 
“Your Excellency has been pleased to acknowledge me on several occasions that 
the presence of the British Missionary at the Court of Radama was useful in a 
political point of view to Your Excellency’s Government in promoting the influence 
of Great Britain and removing that of France, thus securing to Madagascar the full 
effects of Your Excellency’s treaty with Radama for the abolition of the Slave 
traffic”.202 
The governor willingly consented to this not only by giving great subventions to the 
schoolwork, but by paying all travelling costs for him and all other missionaries going to 
Imerina, which were not small sums in those days. He also paid most of the Creole 
artisans an allowance of 10 $ a month, and the missionary artisans got 20 $ a month until 
they were well established and earning enough money on their own. The pastors 
received a monthly allowance of 30 $ as a subvention for their living costs the first years. 
Thus the missionary work in Imerina as a whole probably got more subventions from the 
government than any other known mission work. That indicates both how eager Farquhar 
was to use LMS as his partner and how important a role they played for his political aims 
at that time. 
Some weeks after Hastie had left the capital the presents from King George IV of 
England arrived. Jones was invited to represent the British nation when they were 
unpacked, and he wrote in his report: 
“The superb presents from His Majesty King George the 4th to His Majesty King 
Radama arrived here in good condition on the 21st instant & were opened in the 
presence of His Majesty, his brother, some of his Ministers, his Secretary and 
myself. The King and all present were much astonished at the sight & highly 
pleased with them. His Majesty was enraptured with joy, saying that they were 
presents for him from his Father in England & that he (Radama) was his child. The 
people were exclaiming Tarantitr Tompak-i-lahé both to Radama and to the 
Royal Donor - which expression is much of the same meaning as “long live the 
King”.  
Their Skid or fortune teller is (illegible) continually that the British Government will 
again break the treaty; but seeing such presents they began to suspect the truth of 
what the skid was telling them”.203 
The most interesting fact in this story is that the superb presents from the British king 
made such an impression on the people in Antananarivo that their confidence in their 
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religious leaders was shaken. Certainly that opened their minds to new ideas and gave 
the newcomer and his message a good start. 
Radama did his best to take care of his new friend and make him 
comfortable, and soon he started building a new schoolhouse in the courtyard with 
dwelling rooms for Jones upstairs. This house was later taken from the missionary and 
given to the new queen Rasalimo when she arrived from Menabe in January 1823 (see 
chapter 3.2.1). Jones was very pleased with Radama’s care for him this first year, even 
though he was longing for a return to Mauritius to catch several things left behind there, 
as he stated in a letter in the end of the year 1820.204 Jones used his time as “prisoner in 
friendship” well, and at the end of the bad season Hastie returned from Mauritius. He 
brought some Creole artisans as promised by Farquhar, and also a new missionary sent 
to replace the deceased family of Bevans. He was named David Griffiths and was going 
to be one of the most powerful and important missionaries in Madagascar until he was 
ordered to leave the country in 1840 as the last of them all. Both Jones and Griffiths 
came from Wales and they led the missionary work in a strong and consequent manner, 
which some English missionaries disliked very much, as I will show. When Jones left 
Antananarivo shortly after the arrival of Griffiths going back to Mauritius, he had two 
important aims for his short visit there: to be fitted out for a long stay - and to seek a 
bride. 
 
3.1.3 Prince Ratefy and the Malagasy youths going to England 
When Hastie left Antananarivo in November 1820, he brought with him several 
Malagasy youths together with Ratefy, the king’s Brother-in-law. Ratefy (or Rataffe) was 
son of a former king in western Imerina, but when Andrianampoinimerina had occupied 
the whole Imerina, he arranged a marriage for the prince to unify the country, as Ratefy 
later says: 
“- my wife Rabodosahondro is the eldest (child) of  Andrianampoina, Radama’s 
father, and of Rambolamasoandro, Radama’s mother. I being the direct 
descendant of the principal chiefs of the western parts of Imerina and my wife, 
Rabodosahondro, the direct descendant of the Eastern part of Imerina and in order 
to unite the kingdom, the King Radama’s father requested that we should marry - 
And my son was intended to succeed him to the throne”.205 
Ratefy was Radama’s most confident and loyal friend and relative at that time, and he 
was chosen to follow the Malagasy youths who were sent to be educated in England, as 
confirmed in the renewed treaty. Travelling together with him was Andriamahazonoro, 
Radama’s Antaimoro scribe, who could write down the results from the negotiations in 
England in the Malagasy language with Arabic letters (Sorabe). He had partaken in the 
negotiations in 1817 and 1820 and could be an important help for Ratefy in the political 
discussions he should undertake in England. Simon Ayache describes how important it 
was for Radama that Ratefy was allowed to go to England and meet the authorities, and 
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especially that the king, through that would get assured that they would care for the treaty 
with great sincerity in the future: 
“Le premier choix significatif est celui du prince Ratefy, désigné pour conduire le 
groupe, et présenter, au nom de Radama, les neuf écoliers ou étudiants 
malgaches aux autorités anglaises et à leurs édicateurs: “Ratefy a tous égard est 
plus propre pour ce voyage (...) il est aussi le prince qui tient la première place de 
mon royaume, je n’ai pu mieux choisir que lui, lui seul connait mes vrais intentions, 
il est aussi muni des mes pleins pouvoirs” Très précisèment, le prince devra 
s’assurer de la sincérité anglais dans l’application future du traité. C’est pour être 
bien sûr que Ratefy pourra poursuivre sa route jusqu’à la cour de George IV, que 
Radama sacrifie, pour lui, l’un des “dix voyage” accordés”.206   
One half of the Malagasy youths were left in Mauritius to get instruction there when 
Ratefy and his followers left for England in the middle of January 1821. Farquhar then 
wrote to LMS asking the directors to help the government care for the young Malagasy 
and their needed education.207 Later he wrote a letter to Radama stating which vessel 
they travelled on.208 
In England the travellers were received with much attention from the people and 
the newspapers and also from the highest political authorities. Farquhar later sent an 
article from Star Newspaper on the 20th of April 1821 to Hastie, telling him that the 
company had arrived in safety in London on the 14th of April. Asking him to transmit this 
news to the king, he proudly admitted:  
“It will be gratifying to King Radama to learn that those interesting strangers were 
received with the most marked attention by the highest public authorities in 
England - that Prince Ratafe was to be admitted to the presence of His Majesty, 
and that he and his followers appear to have enjoyed the most perfect health –“.209 
Prince Ratefy had a good stay in England, and the most important task for him was his 
admittance to the presence of the English king and his negotiations with the political 
authorities. He also saw the Malagasy youths well established in the school where they 
should make basic studies in English language and culture. When he returned together 
with his secretary, some new missionaries and missionary artisans followed the same 
vessel to Mauritius. They were ordered to wait on Mauritius for the good season, while 
prince Ratefy, who had been absent for more than one year and had important things to 
report to the king, was impatient and immediately set out for Antananarivo.210 Farquhar 
sent a letter to Radama with him, telling him that the new missionaries and their luggage 
would require about 250 bearers from Tamatave around the 1st of May 1821.211 
The good reception his envoys received in England - even with king George IV - 
certainly convinced Radama that the treaty he had entered with the British nation was a 
great step forward to be accepted amongst the powerful monarchs. This made him even 
more eager to keep the treaty and care well for his new friends, the missionaries. In some 
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ways they were considered as a kind of envoys from the British nation, and the king was 
even willing to use armed force against his own people to make it clear that the protection 
he had promised to give them was absolute (see chapter 3.2.1). Promoting Radama’s 
great expectations and hope, Farquhar concluded a long letter to him in the following 
manner: 
“These are the means by which Madagascar will speedily become a great country 
- You are young enough to have the Glory of effecting this great change, and 
witnessing its happy accomplishment (---) and to leave it (the country) to your 
posterity united under one Dominion, with its inhabitants secure and happy, 
advanced to an equality with European Nations, and attributing all these blessings 
to your Majesty, whose name will live for ever in the recollection of Madagascar, 
as the Regenerator of your Country”.212 
The Malagasy youths in England had different fates. Seven of them came from important 
nobles families in Madagascar, a fact that indicates that the king wished to build a group 
of well-educated nobles. The last two were not from the noble class, but Ratsiorimisa’s 
father was in the wealthy middle class, and the youth had already some experience as a 
silversmith. The real outsider in the group was Ravarikia – or Verkey as the British 
usually named him. He had been a government slave on Mauritius and was sent to 
Madagascar with Captain Le Sage as interpreter. Le Sage left him there because it was 
deemed convenient for Radama to have a good interpreter when he had entered a Treaty 
of Peace with the British government, and Radama later redeemed him. Obviously, 
Verkey was allowed to join the group going to England because Prince Ratefy needed an 
interpreter, since neither the prince nor any other person in the group could speak 
English. Thus the conversations were held in French to be translated into English and 
Malagasy.213 
After finishing the primary school214 the youths were placed in different towns to 
get the education asked for. The British government had asked LMS to organize their 
studies, which they willingly agreed upon since the government would pay all costs. 
Some of the youths were placed in government institutions while others got contracts of 
apprenticeship in private enterprises or societies. They were divided into three groups. 
Three of them were placed to learn the fabrication of canons, guns and gunpowder; three 
should study production of cloth, dyeing of woven material etc, and the last three should 
get a good general education to be able to help the king in his work when they returned. 
Ratsiorimisa (Shermishe) on his part was considered to be too old and unable to make 
the right progress and therefore it was decided to send him back with Prince Ratefy.  
The most interesting of the students getting a general education were the twin 
brothers, named Totoos (the mouse) and Voalave (the rat). It is said that they were so 
small and weak when they were born that the parents gave them such ugly names to 
defend them from the influence of bad spirits, etc. When Radama ordered them to go to 
England they were only 12 years old, and their father protested vigorously against 
sending more than one of them. He tried to hide Tootos in a distant village and send his 
cousin instead of him, but when Hastie protested against that arrangement the king made 
investigations and Tootos was found and sent after the others joining them before they 
reached Tamatave.215 After the primary school the twins were placed in Manchester on 
“Leaf Square Academy School” and got a profound Humanistic and Christian 
education.216 That made them in some way English gentlemen, and although they 
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returned to their home culture they retained most of the English culture and were able to 
shape the personalities of many of the youths in Antananarivo whom they educated, such 
as the heir Rakotodradama and other “up and coming men”. 
After Radama’s death Queen Ranavalona I ordered all students and apprentices 
home, both from Mauritius, England and from the British navy. At that time the twins were 
in fact already on their way home as the last of the youths in England, because of their 
bad health.217 After waiting some months in Mauritius for the good season, they reached 
Antananarivo in July 1829, and entered the work as secretaries, teachers and 
interpreters for the queen and the government. Soon they changed their ugly names – 
Totoos changed his name to Rafaralahy and shortly afterwards to Raombana, while 
Voalave changed his to Rahaniraka. The latter was Foreign Minister a short time before 
his death in 1863, while Raombana became the first Malagasy historian, leaving a great 
manuscript unpublished when he died in 1854. 
Not all the students were as lucky as the twins, because sickness in the cold 
climate took heavy taxes. Raombana relates that the brothers Ramboa and Andrianaivo 
were condemned to the saddest fate: 
“- they are two brothers and they are also great nobles, being nobles from the 
District of Marovatana. The first one is to learn the business of musket-making at 
Birmingham, an He made great profiency in the above art; but being deranged in 
his mind whilst learning the above business there, He was sent home and died on 
his arrival at Tamatave. His brother Andrianaivo, (Drinave) in conjunction with 
Rolan Balan who is also a noble learned to weave and Dye at Manchester, where 
he died after giving evident proof that he died a true Christian”.218 
Andrianaivo had not been baptised before his death but Raombana’s testimony that he 
died as a true Christian points to firm evidence of his informal connexion to the Christian 
faith. He and his brother were never baptised but they joined the congregation in Griffiths’ 
chapel from 1831-1835, and they never returned to the pagan religion. Only two of the 
students were baptised in England: Verkey in London and Raolombelona in Manchester. 
On the other hand, also the missionaries professed that it was not necessary to be 
baptised to become a true Christian, when the baptism was prohibited in 1831 (see 
chapter 5.2.1.) 
Raombana tells that Razafinkiarefo (Zafincarafe) studied the making of firearms 3-
4 years but was hurt by «an ulcer or lameness in one of his arms». He was then sent 
home and arrived safely in Madagascar. Ikotomavo (Coutamauve) was not so lucky. After 
only half a year “he was found to be ill on account of the climate of England not agreeing 
with him at all”. He was transported on board a “Man of War” going to the Indian Ocean 
but died before they raised the anchor. He was then buried in England. 
Ravarikia (Verkey) studied the production of gunpowder for some years, and 
returned in 1825 – attending the sick students Ramboa and Razafinkiarefo on the 
journey. Verkey got important jobs at home and we will later meet him both as interpreter 
and as producer of gunpowder. In a letter he sent to the directors when he reached 
Mauritius he used very Christianised language with a lot of quotations from Holy 
Scripture.219 But being back in Antananarivo he was not so eager to attend the Sunday 
worship, and the missionaries soon criticized him. The same was the case with 
Raolombelona. Obviously it could be more difficult to be a Christian in a pagan society 
than in England. When the Christian faith was prohibited in 1835 they all had to conceal 
their faith, especially since they worked for the government and Queen Ranavalona I. But 
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some of them made evident testimonies of their Christian faith, especially Razafincarefo 
and the twins. 
It is evident that this sending of 9 youths to England was in many ways not very 
successful. Some of them died, and some got sick and returned without finishing the 
intended studies, and with the exception of the twin brothers, only Verkey had success in 
his business after the return. But on a political level the sending of those youths was 
important, because Radama got signals about his equality and importance when his 
students were received and paid for by the British government. This fact and the visit of 
his envoy Prince Ratefy in England were important for Radama’s confidence in his new 
ally and shows that Radama wished to take control over the process in Madagascar. On 
the other side the British government succeeded in strengthening the fragile treaty after 
the re-establishing in 1820. LMS also obtained some benefit in caring for the studies for 
these youths, because that made them an important ally to both governments and gave 
them possibilities to influence those youths. Only two of the youths were baptised in 
England, but undoubtedly the impression made upon them was going to bear fruits later. 
And the receipt of the students in England probably improved the estimation of both the 
missionaries and other Europeans in Antananarivo. 
 
 The Malagasy youths who studied in Mauritius 
 As mentioned above some of the youths who followed Prince Ratefy were left in 
Mauritius to study there, and others were sent there later. They ventured into different 
apprenticeships but most important were perhaps those who studied music to form a 
military band for Radama. They had a lot of problems and were living quite uncomfortably 
in a military camp at Port Louis. In the HB-series in the Mauritius Archives there are a lot 
of letters concerning their health and living conditions etc. But when the musicians 
returned in 1823, they met the king at Ambohiboahazo220 near Foulepoint on Radama’s 
campaign against the peoples of the eastern coast. Hastie arranged their secret arrival at 
the king’s parade. Leguevel de Lacombe  wrote about Radama’s strong emotional 
reaction: 
”As soon as Radama heard them, all his faculties seemed to be suspended and for 
several minutes he remained in a state of complete immobility, with his eye fixed, 
his neck stretched and his head bent on the side where the musicians were 
concealed. Suddenly, as if he had been dreaming, he put his hands on his brow 
and withdrew them almost immediately, giving a great shout, which startled us. 
This first explosion of pleasure was followed by dancing, shouts of laughter and 
tears which indicated to Hastie a complete success”.221 
When the Music Band arrived in Antananarivo with the king after the campaign, the 
people assembled at Andohalo received them with joy when they played military marches 
and other band-music for the first time in the capital. Hastie later mentioned this in a 
letter: 
“You will observe by my diary that Music had a powerful effect on the people 
assembled to receive Radama 1st January, it was the first time they ever heard a 
band. I send a Clarinet (one of seven made here since that period) as a specimen 
of the ingenuity of the Natives, will you have the goodness to show it to H.E-, if it is 
found useful, I will send several”.222 
It is interesting that Malagasy artisans immediately proved their skill by making copies of 
some of the instruments. Several times we hear that the band always followed the king, 
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and the king loved their music and thought that they lent lustre to him when they played 
“God save our gracious King” or other favourite pieces of music. 
About 30 other youths were later placed on board an English ship of war to learn 
seamanship and navigation, a programme based on an agreement between king 
Radama and commodore Nourse when they met in Majunga during the campaign against 
Boina in 1824. Radama wished to build up a navy for himself, and Hastie argued that the 
government of Mauritius should lend a ship to him, and thus permit the king to be 
responsible for the control of the borders of the island. However, Ranavalona soon 
ordered all apprentices home when she came to power, because it was no longer thought 
convenient to get help from abroad and owe a debt of gratitude to another government. 
 
 The Artisans sent to Antananarivo 
Another important point in the treaty was Farquhar’s promises to send some good 
artisans to teach the people of Imerina different European handcrafts and industry. One 
part of these promises supposedly should be fulfilled by LMS, but another part was due 
to the government of Mauritius. Therefore governor Farquhar sent some Creole or 
French artisans together with Hastie when he returned to Antananarivo in June 1821. He 
also sent a new missionary, David Griffiths, and a captain in the artillery, Mr. Douglas, 
who should visit Radama and encourage him to build up a modern army. Radama wrote 
back and thanked Farquhar especially for that last visit: 
“J’ai recu vos lettre le 3 de ce moi. Elles m’ont été remise par votre agent Mr. 
Hastie qui est arrivé ici le 30 du moi dernier accompagné des Messieurs Douglas 
Capitaine & Gréfisse Missionaire & des quatre personnes que vous avez eu la 
bonté d’encourager a monter voir mon pay”.223  
The governor promised those Creole artisans a monthly allowance until they were well 
established and able to live off what they were producing. At first there were 4 Artisans 
who arrived in Antananarivo, but others followed. We learn from a letter written by chief 
secretary Barry in 1822 that there were tree carpenters, a tailor and a tin man each 
getting 10 dollars per month, and a weaver getting 20 dollars per month.224 The king 
welcomed them heartily and placed apprentices under each of them to let his people 
learn the handcraft and industry of the Europeans. But not all of them worked 
successfully because it turned out to be difficult to earn enough money in a money-less 
country. Only the king, the few rich Malagasy and the Europeans could afford to use 
them, and when Farquhar left his duties and the governor who succeeded him was eager 
to cut down the allowances, some of them resigned. 
Some of the Creole artisans caused the missionaries a lot of problems because 
they were not living according to the Christian moral code the missionaries wished them 
to. On the other side they were not connected with the mission and therefore the 
missionaries had no problems or costs if they did not succeed in their professions. It was 
much more difficult for the missionaries when some of the missionary artisans were 
unable to live off their work, because the mission was then forced to give them an 
allowance. Farquhar’s great idea had been that European industry and handcraft should 
give new income to the people and the king when the slave trade stopped, and Radama 
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had laid much prestige in those projects. Therefore many of them continued until his 
death, even though there were a lot of problems connected with some of them. 
 
3.1.4 “Equivalent” of the treaty and the military campaigns against Menabe, 
the East Coast and Boina 
Although the teaching of the people became the great subject in the 
negotiations between Radama and the British envoys in 1820, there was another part of 
the British help which was much more important both for Radama and Farquhar. This 
help did not need much time in the negotiations since the fulfilment of the treaty was 
completely dependent on the success of creating an army strong enough to subdue the 
coastal peoples and bring all Madagascar under Radama’s control. In chapter 2 I stated 
that Andrianampoinimerina only succeeded in bringing the neighbouring inland areas 
under his control, and even though Radama received his father’s ambitions, he soon 
found it impossible to realise them within his limited resources. 
Impressed by the drill and precision of captain Le Sage’s soldiers, Radama asked 
for British help to build up a modern army. Two British officers were therefore left behind 
in Antananarivo in order to start instruction of Radama’s soldiers. Although the allowance 
from the government of Mauritius stopped as a consequence of the breakdown of the 
British-Malagasy cooperation, Sergeant Brady decided to continue his engagement with 
Radama. He was soon promoted the first general in Radama’s army and as such he 
visited Jones in Tamatave in April-May 1819, as I mentioned above. 
 
Radama’s campaigns against the Sakalava kingdom of Menabe (1820-1822) 
 The king was always eager to encourage Brady’s training of his elite-corps of 
soldiers. When James Hastie and David Jones arrived in Antananarivo in 1820 those 
soldiers were an essential part of the welcome ceremony and Jones was really 
impressed by their military skill.225 But the military importance of this small elite-corps was 
not great in the first campaigns, and Brown evaluate the army thus: 
“The essential instrument of Anglo-Merina policy was the Merina army. By 1820 
Brady had already trained a small elite corps to a high state of drill and discipline. 
The money, arms and uniforms supplied under the Treaty enabled this 
professional nucleus to be expanded. (---) But first there were some lessons to be 
learned in the use of this new force. At the outset it was envisaged as merely the 
spearhead of the old-style armed mob. In 1820 a large force, which probably 
included a few hundred trained soldiers was sent under Robin against the 
stubborn Sakalava king of Menabé, Ramitràho. After a prolonged but inconclusive 
battle, the Merina retreated in disorder”.226 
It is interesting to mention that Radama did not mention this defeat of his army in a 
contemporary letter to Governor Farquhar, but on the contrary boasted of victory 
everywhere and a great booty taken from the enemies.227 Farquhar also boasted of 
Radama’s victory in his answer, even he might have known that this campaign was not 
really a success. His great words about the king’s wisdom, power and great aims for his 
politics did not describe any good feelings or happiness amongst the subdued people, 
but were most likely used to press the king forward on the difficult way of subduing his 
stubborn neighbours: 
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“I congratulate you upon the success of your arms in the west Coast of 
Madagascar for I am convinced that it will be a happiness to the countries whom 
you bring under your protection to enjoy the Government of so wise a Prince 
whose first measures will be to relieve the conquered from the horror of the slave 
traffic and to prevent it on all succeeding time over the whole of the vast Island“.228 
However, this defeat certainly provoked Radama to seek revenge and therefore he led a 
vast army of some 70.000 soldiers into Menabe the following year (1821).229 Raombana, 
on his side, relates that during the year 1821 no armies left Imerina because Radama 
was so deeply engaged in training his soldiers,230 but that must be an error like a lot of 
his statements about things that happened in the days of Radama when Raombana 
himself was in England. The campaign of 1821 ended in disaster, and at least 25.000 of 
the soldiers died, mostly from sickness and starvation.231 When the army passed by the 
flat country of Mandoto they named many of the places there after what occurred to 
them. Some kilometres west of Mandoto centre, the road today climbs a hill named 
“Tsaramody” (Best to go home). The history of that name is connected with the return 
from the said campaign. The army camped on the top of the hill one night, and in the 
morning they found that many soldiers had starved during the night. Radama then asked 
the question: Shall we bury the dead, or go home? And the soldiers answered: It’s best to 
go home, so that not all of us shall die by starvation (“Tsara no mody, sao maty mosary 
isika rehetra”) People told me that even today bones and skulls can be found on the 
place Radama’s camp was situated - on the top of the hill still named “Tsaramody”.232 
During the time Radama and his great army  explored the vast plain of Menabe in 
search of the evading enemy, the Sakalava king sent a lot of his own warriors up to 
Imerina to burn and plunder the villages, carrying the inhabitants off as slaves. In his 
journal concerning Radama’s return from the campaign against Boina in 1824, Hastie 
speaks about this event at the time they returned from the western coast and travelled 
through the area west of Antananarivo – perhaps somewhere between Sakay and the 
capital: 
“In 1821, whilst Radama was in Mainabay, a party of the Sakalaves of that place, 
plundered all this neighbourhood, and carried off most of its population, to which 
circumstance possibly in some measure, may be attributed the uncultivated state 
of the country at present.”233 
Late in 1821 Hastie commented on the disastrous campaign in a letter to Charles 
Telfaire, expressing a hope that Radama had really learned a lesson and was now 
convinced that he must change his strategy on essential points: 
“The unreasoned intimacy existing between Radama & me, puts me in full 
possession of the exact situation, & the state of his affairs, & I possibly know 
him, at least as well as any other person whatsoever - There cannot be a 
doubt of His Excellency’s measures relative to this country and particularly the 
selection of Radama as the engine of his laudable purposes, being perfectly 
correct, and the most certain means of effecting the grand object, Mr. 
Farquhar has in view. But there still remain a great deal to be done (---) 
Radama is now turned, and may easily be actually made, King of Madagascar, 
Tho’ he in reality governs only a very small district indeed, at the present moment, 
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‘tis true that he has passed victoriously over large tracts of the Island, but he does 
not retain any force outside the boundary of Ovah, nor is he even acquainted with 
what passes, or the state of the country, at any great distance from the capital. - 
His revenue is very limited and collected from but a very small portion of the 
produce of the country, and the little he has is not well husbanded or expended. I 
know his disposition well and am confident that his inclinations are exactly such as 
may be turned to the best purposes, and finally make him a truly great King and a 
grateful ally to England. 
Radama was certainly actuated by a hope of glory, in the conquest of Mainabay, 
yet his numerous undisciplined mob assembled against that district were collected 
under a hope of plunder, and tho’ a law exists relative to the division of gain in 
warfare, it was so very poorly acted on, that it may be said that neither law nor 
order was observed on any occasion, and as there were no hired men and every 
person found his own provisions, so the King had neither profit nor command, and 
each individual pursued his own inclinations. 
I feel pleasure in reflecting that my presence was not without some advantage and 
that Radama is now well convinced of the impropriety of the system that he has 
hitherto pursued. It is therefore next to certain that he will never assemble so 
unruly a body again. He is also aware that establishing a regularly disciplined 
force, can alone enable him to effect his great object (subduing the Island), and as 
a preliminary step to that object, I have represented to him the necessity of his 
securing the part which he already governs and habituating his troops to act like 
men when out of his presences, by which means he will be enabled to collect a 
sufficient revenue, to remunerate them for their services and have thereby an 
actual command over them”.234 
This letter shows that Farquhar still was far from realizing his great aim of making 
Radama a true ruler over the whole island. That problem was not only connected with the 
unsuccessful military campaigns, but perhaps even more with the extending of Radama’s 
power over the subdued district outside Imerina. Up to that time Radama had neither 
stationed forces or administrators in areas outside Imerina nor received any revenues 
collected from them. Therefore he did not really govern more than Imerina. Now Hastie 
had explained to him that only if he would use disciplined forces, he would be able to 
remunerate them for their services and have thereby an actual command over them. By 
such means Radama could easily be made king of Madagascar, Hastie stated, even 
though he was far from that position in 1821. Nevertheless the king had learned a lesson, 
and from the counsels of Hastie he had derived some bright ideas about how he should 
change things in his favour. As a result, he changed tactics and during the next three 
years he was extremely successful in pursuing his aims. The first success was the 
subduing of Menabe in 1822: 
“But the lesson had been learned. In the following year Radama led a much 
smaller army consisting only of trained troops, whose numbers had risen to 13.000 
supported by 7.000 slaves to carry baggage and provisions. This force was able to 
move more rapidly and bring some of the Sakalava to battle. But the elusive 
Ramitràho continued to fade into the bush at the approach of the Merina troops, 
and Radama was again faced with serious supply problems. A diplomatic solution 
was suggested involving Radama’s marriage to Princess Rasalìmo, a daughter of 
Ramitràho, and the latter’s acceptance of Radama’s suzerainty. Peace was 
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agreed on this basis and a string of Merina garrisons was left in southern Menabé 
and along the western plateau”.235 
The placing of Merina garrisons on strategically important places was a proposal of 
Hastie’s that soon proved effective for governing the subdued areas. This strategy had 
been made possible by the work of the missionaries, because it was only the contacts by 
means of written reports and orders that enabled the king to place such garrisons in 
distant areas. The progress of the missionary schools very soon gave the king a corps of 
well-educated secretaries. Without that source it would have been impossible to build up 
his great kingdom, and therefore the missionaries played a key role in the Merina 
expansion. Already during the miserable campaign in 1821 Hastie stated that Radama 
had acquired some ideas about the usefulness of the arts of writing and reading.236 
 
 The campaign against the tribes at the eastern coast in 1823.  
The control of the eastern coast of Madagascar was a key subject for the fulfilment 
of the promises given to the British government in the treaty. Only by subduing the whole 
island and taking control of all ports could Radama put an effectual stop to all exportation 
of slaves from Madagascar and also prevent the Betsimisarakas and Sakalavas on the 
northern part of the island from making their yearly raids against the “Island of Johanna” 
in the Comoro Islands (today’s Anjoun), as specified in the treaty. This became even 
more actualised by the French re-establishing of their colony on St. Mary’s Island in 
1819. Sylvain Roux, former French governor of Tamatave, returned from France that 
year with some troops and colonists. But since Tamatave had come under the control of 
Radama he turned northwards to Foulpointe and Tintingue, making some agreements 
with local rulers there, and finally settled on St. Mary’s Island. Another expedition took 
control of Fort Dauphin a little later.237 When Hastie made his investigations about the 
slave trade in Tamatave in 1820, he reported what Jean René told him about the French 
plans: 
“He then told me that the late Governor of Bourbon on the Establishing the Colony 
at St. Mary’s after my leaving this place at general Hall’s command in 1818, had 
an authorized Agent here who pointedly stated that he would renew the ancient 
commerce of the Island - this says Jean René was of course understood to be the 
Slave Trade“.238 
The French established contact with their former friends on the mainland of Madagascar 
and carried on the former commerce with them.239 Hastie later accused them of selling 
arms and stirring up petty wars among the peoples around Foulpointe and other places 
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under their influence. Such petty wars created a lot of prisoners of war, who were sold as 
slaves to the French on St. Mary’s Island.240 This happened because the French tried for 
several years to carry on the trade in order to supply the colonists at Bourbon with the 
needed number of slaves for their plantations. 
Hastie proposed that Radama should start some great cultivating projects at the 
eastern coast in order to supply Mauritius with rice and other products needed there, 
which would certainly augment the king’s revenue a great deal.241 To succeed with that 
project he invited Prince Rafaralahy or Rafaralahindriantiana (he was named Farla by the 
British) to go with him to Mauritius and stay there for some months. Rafaralahy was 
brother-in law to Radama and one of his most important relatives, but he had strongly 
opposed the renewal of the Treaty: 
“in wishing to get Farla to go with me, I am also actuated by a desire to get him 
into our interest, as tho’ he originally approved of the treaty, he has been a 
strenuous opposes to the renewal of it, in consequence of the breach that 
occurred, & as the equivalent is not yet all paid I am desirous to remove him from 
exiting the people to murmur about it, and at the same time I expect to impress 
him with such a favourable opinion of the British constitution, as will make his 
interest of future advantage in effecting His Excellency’s wishes”.242 
During prince Rafaralahy’s stay at Mauritius, Farquhar convinced him about the blessings 
of the treaty and the necessity of starting such a project as proposed by Hastie. Back in 
Madagascar in 1822 Rafaralahy and Hastie obtained the king’s permission to start the 
project, and when Radama left the capital on his final campaign against Menabe, Hastie 
and Rafaralahy went to the eastern coast with a troop of soldiers and about 2.000 men 
ordered to do feudal service (Fanompoana) and establish the said project.243 The project 
was placed in Foulpointe about 60 km north of Tamatave and was called “Mahavelona” 
(Giving life). The political tactic is quite obvious when we regard the placing of the 
establishment. Mr. Blevec, the new commandant at St. Mary’s Island (replacing Sylvain 
Roux, who died 02.04.23) later protested vigorously against the Hova troops intervening 
in the affairs between the French establishment and the Betimisaraka people. And he 
protested especially against the Hova occupation of the former French establishment at 
Foulpointe, since they placed the camp just where the stone with the inscription about the 
French interests was placed.244 Placing the establishment in precisely that place was 
undoubtedly a real provocation, indicating that King Radama wished to chase the French 
out of the mainland. 
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On the other hand, the French pleaded for the re-establishing of their “historical 
rights” at east-Madagascar. They had planned to take a great part of the coast under the 
protection of King Louis XVIII, and the local chiefs were more than interested in such an 
arrangement because they were already scared of Radama’s occupation of Tamatave 
and his different proclamations as “King of Madagascar”. The French protest clearly 
pointed out that Radama never had possessed any power or rights in that area. 
Therefore they considered all claims from his side to be unjust and only founded upon the 
false title he had taken as “King of Madagascar”, and they made it clear that they would 
never recognise him as more than “King of the Hovas”.245 As I mentioned above, it was 
Hastie who proposed the project in Foulpoint to the king and later undertook it together 
with Prince Rafaralahy. Thus it is evident that Hastie had a political aim with this project 
besides producing food for sale to Mauritius. More important were the efforts to check the 
French interests in Madagascar – and Radama fully agreed with that aim.  
Nevertheless, the French protestations were of no use when Radama in 1825 led 
his great army against the eastern coast. One part of the army was sent northward from 
Antananarivo under the command of Prince Ratefy to subjugate the tribes in the inland 
up to Vohemar (Vohimarina) on the northeastern coast. The other part of the army, led by 
the king himself, went firstly down to Manajary to subjugate the southern part of the 
Betsimisaraka areas and point out a place for another planting and industry project 
(sugar cane culture and Rum production). Everywhere the two armies ventured they 
forced the inhabitants to make their oath of allegiance to King Radama.  
But the long journey with a great army through unknown terrain took more time 
than supposed, and this caused Radama to lose the great opportunity to meet his best 
ally, governor Farquhar. The governor, who was taking leave from his duty in Mauritius, 
had invited Radama to meet him in Tamatave in June when he was on his way home to 
England. But Radama did not reach that place in time, and the two allies, who had in a 
few years changed the history of Madagascar profoundly, were never going to meet each 
other. Farquhar gave his friend a last recommendation or political testament in a letter he 
left for him in Tamatave urging him to continue the path they had followed together, 
promising the help of the British navy and stating that the British nation now regarded him 
as “Sole Monarch of Madagascar”. In the same letter he mentioned how important the 
missionaries were for the great aim: 
“Commodore Nourse who is commanding His Majesty’s Ships in these seas, will 
work together with you - and you will be seconded on all occasions by His 
Majesty’s Navy  
(---) The British nations regard you as Sole monarch of Madagascar and claims no 
dominion or sovereignty over every part of your territory or subjects, nor does it 
acknowledge in any other European nation, the right to possess itself of, or usurp 
any power, over any portion of your dominions. I trust that your Majesty is sensible 
of the disinterested nature of our connexions, and that no other foreign nation will 
be allowed to affix that stain we have laboured so successfully to efface - but that 
you will regard with a watchful eye all attempts, which may be made against the 
independence & indignity of your power & dominions - or any efforts may be made 
to detach you from that alliance which subsist between your Majesty and our 
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gracious King. (---) Be careful of the Missionaries - show honour to their Chief Mr. 
Jones & cherish them all - increase their comforts and more will come to you”.246 
Proud to see his visions on the path to fulfilment, Farquhar then returned to his home 
country, where he entered British politics for a few years – until he died in 1830. 
Radama and Hastie went northward from Tamatave and visited the project 
“Mahavelona” in Foulpointe. Detachments of soldiers were sent in all directions to stop all 
the petty wars that flourished under the influence of the French colony at St. Mary’s 
Island. Everywhere the inhabitants were induced to swear the oath of allegiance to 
Radama. Those expeditions to the different tribes and kings in the area enforced the 
protestations from the French government at St. Mary’s Island, because their interests, 
which had already been badly insulted by the establishing of the project in Foulpointe, 
were now seriously undermined by the subduing of all their allies on the coast, who they 
considered as subjects of the French Majesty. They also remonstrated about the 
messengers saying that Radama considered all the French in Madagascar to be 
merchants under his authority, like the traders residing in Tamatave.247 Certainly Blevec 
had a historical point of view, stating that the “Roi de Hovas” had never possessed any 
sovereignty over that part of Madagascar, and that France in former days had great 
influence there. The French government therefore continued to insist on their claims in 
the great island up to the occupation in 1895. 
The vigorous French protestation made a certain impression upon the new 
governor of Mauritius, Sir Lowry Cole, causing him to write to Hastie and order him not to 
involve the British government in the struggle between Radama and the French 
government.248 Although Hastie clearly had pushed Radama’s expansive politics, he did 
not get involved in the political discussions between the two parties because Radama 
himself answered the said protestation with a pompous declaration: 
 “Nous Radama Manjaka, Roi de Madagascar. 
Si quelque Chef des côtes du Madagascar seduit par un language subtil, par les 
ruses et les promesses des agens ou préposés de la Nation francaise a pu prêter 
serment à cette Nation, lui ofrir hommages et lui faire des concessions, il a agi 
contre toute autorité parce qu’aucune terrain de notre royaume ne peut être ni 
vendu ni concedé à des étranger, sans notre plaine autorisation et le conséntiment 
unamine des Princes soumis à notre royauté. 
Nos vassaux et nos sujets ne réconnaissent donc à la France aucune droit 
imprescriptible et valable, aucune titre légitime sur l’établissement d’une colonié 
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dans nos états, attendu que jamais aucune puissance etrangère les a subjugues, 
que jamais ils n’ont prétés des sermens d’obeissance, de fidelité et de soumission 
qu’à Moi seul, La France n’est que notre alliée nous ne prétendons nullement de 
l’attaquer, tout hostilité est loin de notre pensée –”.249 
Raombana relates that the king laughed heartily when he received the protestation with 
the boasting French words, stating that France would be compelled to wage wars with 
him if he continued to provoke them.250 Compared with the text of the quoted protestation 
we find that Raombana also recounted an imprecise version of the story here, probably 
passed on to him by some of the officers.  
Marching northward from Foulpointe, Radama and Hastie met with representatives 
from the British navy who pretended to take an active part in the battle of Madagascar. 
Last year Farquhar had sent commodore Nourse to meet Hastie and Rafaralahy at 
Foulpointe recommending that they use the navy in future campaigns.251 Now Captain 
Moorsom, who was in command of His Majesty’s Frigate “Ariadne”, met the army in 
Mananara (Bay of Atongile). He invited Radama and his staff on board ship, and it was 
decided that Radama with a suite should follow the “Ariadne” for a stretch, while the army 
followed him ashore. Raombana, calling the port Vohibinany, says that:  
“the officers and soldiers remonstrated with Him about his sailing in the vessel of 
war, because they thought that He and his followers might be seized and then 
ironed by the English and sold as slaves in some unknown land”252 
Again Raombana’s story is imprecise and other sources state that Radama went on 
board with great pleasure on the next day with a suite of 140 persons, and sailed 
northward for one day to Maroansetra. The army marching ashore used about a week to 
reach the same place.253 From Maroansetra the army marched northwards while they 
continued to send detachments of soldiers to different areas along the route, inducing the 
inhabitants to swear the oath of allegiance to Radama.  
Arriving in Sambava the army met with one of those detachments, commanded by 
general Ramanetaka. Then some questions were raised about punishing some officers 
who had run away from the fighting. Wishing his soldiers to be invincible, Radama had 
passed a military law saying that every officer or soldier who fled for an enemy should be 
burnt alive. That law was a terrible threat to the army and made the men fight with 
desperate bravery, knowing that if they tried to escape from the battle, they would face a 
worse fate.254 In Sambava two sergeants were accused, and everybody cried for their 
condemnation. The king had already agreed to that when Hastie told him that in the 
civilised nations nobody should be condemned without a trial. Radama consented to that 
and some officers were chosen to form a tribunal. After that procedure only one of the 
sergeants was condemned and burned alive.255 
The army had taken about 1600 prisoners of war during the campaign. Such 
prisoners were usually brought back to Imerina, reduced to slavery and sold. But next 
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day in Sambava Radama asked the representatives from the different subdued districts 
who followed him to point out those who had been made prisoners without fighting with 
weapons against his army. About ¼ were thus released from slavery. Many others were 
stated to be fugitives, and not really from areas opposing Radama’s authority. The king 
then consented to release them if they could pay 3 dollars each. But a lot of them could 
not raise the needed money and were left as prisoners. Hastie, unhappy with that fact, 
intervened again, telling the king that he felt it unjust to reduce poor people to slavery 
while rich people were set at liberty. The king then changed his orders, setting all the 
prisoners free and repaying the 3 dollars to those who had paid for the liberty the former 
day. Many cattle were restored to their owners.256 
These stories have some very important consequences. Firstly, King Radama 
showed a new attitude against the people of the subdued areas. In former days the army 
was often more concerned about taking slaves and booty from the areas they were 
fighting against than truly extending the king’s power. Now Radama changed that 
radically: should he be “Sole Sovereign” for the whole island, he could not take anything 
from his new citizens – neither slaves nor booty. Hastie later boasted that in 1823 and 
1824 not a single slave was brought back to the capital.257 This fact made it much easier 
for the people in distant provinces to accept the submission under Radama. Up to the 
revolts in different districts after Radama’s decision in August 1824 to collect all firearms 
from the inhabitants, Radama tried to act like a father against all the people in the 
subdued districts. This fact is quite contrary to the image given by Raombana, who 
blamed the king for great cruelties against the subdued people from the days he entered 
the treaty with the British.258 Although it is certain from the contemporary reports that 
nobody was taken prisoner or made slaves during the great campaigns in 1823 and 
1824, that may possibly have changed during the different rebellions after that time, 
because the king used harsh repression against those who stirred rebellion against his 
rule. On the other hand, many stories about cruelties against the provincial people may 
certainly be true, but most of them did not happen during Radama’s reign, but after the 
great changes in 1828. Secondly, we learn from these stories that Hastie several times 
dared to intervene publicly and force the king to change his orders, and I will discuss this 
important observation in chapter 3.3.3. 
The army proceeded along the coast up to Vohémar (Vohimarina). Raombana 
states that Radama continued to Diego Suarez to meet the army under Prince Ratefy’s 
command, but he certainly made another error259 because Hastie’s official report from the 
campaign shows that it was in Vohemar the king met with the other army. Ratefy reported 
to the king that most of the areas visited by them had submitted peacefully except the 
northern part of the Antsihanaka province. On the other hand the Tsimihety and 
Antankarana peoples had made no resistance. General Ratefy also reported that he had 
made an attack on a part of the Sakalava kingdom of Boina and taken a lot of slaves, 
cattle and other booty there. All these things were placed in a safe place with a strong 
guard.260 Ratefy’s statement was bad news for Radama, because he just had planned to 
try to make the kingdom of Boina submit peacefully, and he had already spoken to 
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Captain Moorsom about asking Commodore Nourse to make a visit to Bembetook 
(Majunga) to try to induce the king of Boina to accept such an agreement. The taking of 
slaves and other booty was also contrary to Radama’s new policy just entered into in 
Sambava, which aimed to maintain good terms with all submitted peoples by giving them 
equal rights as the citizens of Imerina. Ratefy’s raid was therefore ridiculous to the king, 
who blamed him and degraded him and some of his officers of one of their military 
Honours.261 But Ratefy was still kept in command of the one part of the army. He was 
ordered to march southwards along the eastern coast to see if all were quiet in the 
subdued areas, and he should continue as far as Vohipeno and take the oath of 
allegiance from all peoples who had not yet taken it. 
After placing a garrison in Vohémar, Radama and Hastie marched westwards with 
the army and then turned southwards along the western coast. Reaching the border of 
Boina, they went inland again pursuing the route of Ratefy. They had two reasons for 
taking that path. Firstly, Radama wished to restore peace with the Sakalava people of 
Boina. After sending messengers to king Andriantsoly (named Andrian Soul by the 
British) to beg forgiveness and propose to restore all the booty and slaves taken by 
General Ratefy, he went to the place where Ratefy had placed all the prisoners and 
booty. His proposal was received with joy from the Sakalava people, and peace was 
restored for that year. Secondly, Radama had decided to attack those people who had 
made strong resistance against Ratefy. In the Anosy region the Antsihanaka people had 
retired to an island in Lake Alaotra where they thought they would be safe from every 
attack. But with the help of canoes and rafts, the soldiers managed to take the island. 
The defenders were punished, and the whole region submitted to Radama. Returning to 
Antananarivo the 2nd of January 1824, the king was received with triumph. 
 
 The British Navy made diplomatic pressure against the King of Boina 
 After following Radama’s army along the eastern coast, the British “Men of War” 
were bound to go back to Cape Town, where they were stationed during the hurricane 
season. According to the agreement with Radama, they visited Majunga on their way 
home trying to make a diplomatic arrangement with King Andriantsoly in the name of 
Radama. It was important for the British government to secure change in Boina, because 
most of the Arabic slave trade to and from Madagascar was through that province. 
Therefore they had several times mentioned this item to Radama. In 1823 Hastie was 
instructed by the Home government through the new governor to talk with the king again 
and persuade him to carry out a campaign against Boina in the next good season: 
“His Majesty’s Sloop Delight (---) being about to proceed to Madagascar, I am to 
acquaint you that the Right Honorable the Secretary of State has had under 
consideration the Instructions furnished to you by Sir Rob.T. Farquehar, and has 
directed that I should especially call your attention to such part of them as relate to 
Bombetooka. (---) I request, therefore, that you will endeavour to impress this point 
on the mind of Radama, and urge him to the fulfilment of His Lordship’s 
suggestion”.262 
This pressure from the highest British authorities suited Radama well, because Boina 
was the last strong independent kingdom in that part of the island. But knowing that it 
would be a hard task to subdue that kingdom by military force, he was glad for the 
proposed help from the British Navy. Commodore Nourse entered the harbour of 
Majunga with several ships in the beginning of December 1823. He called a meeting (or 
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Kabary) where representatives from King Andriantsoly met him on the 2nd of December 
1823. Nourse stated that he was willing to mediate between King Andriantsoly and 
Radama to prevent bloodshed, and he proposed that Andriantsoly should hoist Radama’s 
flag and salute it with guns as a token of respect for Radama and his supremacy over 
Boina. After long discussions, the meeting decided that Nourse should send a delegation 
to the king’s residence one day’s journey up the river Betsiboka. 
Next day Captain Robert Hay from “H.M.Sloop Delight” and two officers formed the 
delegation that was sent to the king. When they arrived at the king’s residence after a 
four hours march from the river, they had to wait for a long time while the king discussed 
Nourse’s proposal with his counsellors. In the evening some of the counsellors came to 
the British delegation asking about the consequences of the hoisting of Radama’s flag, 
and they concluded: 
“That if the king hoisted Radama’s Flag he would do so solely on account of the 
English Mediation, as he held the power of England in the highest Estimation, and 
would acknowledge Radama’s superiority from no other Nation whatever. 
That as to Radama, he had sent him open Defiance, and his Troops were now 
collecting on the Frontiers to resist him, every man of whom would shed his last 
droop of Blood rather than yield. That the intervention of the English at this critical 
juncture, “Was like a Messenger from Heaven”, as nothing but his Esteem for our 
Nation would make him do a thing he was ashamed of, and that it will be with 
burning Cheeks when he sends the order of recall to his Troops who has sworn to 
support him to the last, or die in his Cause. - That he felt himself the injured 
Person during all the contests between him and Radama, the latter having broken 
the Pacific Treaties which had existed for a length of time. (---) That he would have 
declared War before this, had he not known that Radama was coming to attack 
him, and that if the English Ships had arrived a few days later they would not have 
found a man in this part of his dominions”.263 
Next day the “Kabary” was summoned and Andriantsoly’s Arabic counsellor, Mousadbey, 
opened the meeting by relating what Commodore Nourse said in Majunga. Then captain 
Hay was allowed to explain the case: 
“I explained England having abhorrence of the Slave Trade, and having expended 
great sums of Money to put an end to it, had entered into a Treaty with Radama, 
who calling himself King of all Madagascar engaged to discontinue the traffic in 
slaves of that Island. 
That although he was not then in possession of the whole Island, he soon would 
be, and that he would ensure the observance of the treaty in every part of it - That 
Commodore J.N. (---) finding Bembatocka a strong and independent Country 
though in his opinion not able to Cope with the great Force of Radama, and 
looking with an Eye of Pity on the horrors of war between two rival countries, had 
offered his Mediation with Radama to arrange it amicably, if possible. (---) The 
King replied that having always considered himself equal to Radama he wished to 
know how the latter could be King of all Madagascar, and whether he was made 
so by the English?  I answered that he sign’d himself as such, and we believed 
him. 
The King then enquired if the English could not receive him as a friend, and 
acknowledge him king of his own country, having always been Radama’s equal 
and having no dread of his power.  I replied that we came only as Mediators 
between him and Radama, and that our Wish was to prevent Bloodshed. (---) The 
King then added that knowing the great power of the English Nation he would 
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(solely) on account of their being Mediators hoist Radama’s Flag and send 
Deputies to his Capital, “as the English Nation never told a Lie” and he would take 
no other Nations Word - hoping that we should have no cause to complain of the 
want of good faith in Radama who seemed to be taking advantages of our good 
Officers in his favour with no other guarantee than his Word, which they 
themselves would not trust to”. 264  
Radama’s flag was then hoisted and saluted with 21 gunshots before the British 
delegation returned to Majunga. Captain Hay’s report clearly shows that it was not by 
some trickery Andriantsoly was persuaded to hoist Radama’s flag, as one writer has 
argued,265 but by arguments of brutal force from the British navy – the only power feared 
by the Sakalava. The capitulation of Andriantsoly signalled that he had no confidence in 
Radama, but knowing the British power he agreed, hoping they would be a guarantee for 
the conditions of the surrender “as the British Nation never told a Lie”. This expressed 
condition for the submission later became a disgrace to the British nation because they 
could not honour the guarantee since the new Malagasy government did not care about 
British counsels or mediating any more. Commodore Nourse immediately wrote a report 
to Hastie, begging him to transmit the news to Radama: 
“I do myself the honour (---)to acquaint you that I have made known the sentiments 
of King Radama to the King of Bembatooka, who is pleased to say that it is at the 
instigation only of the English that he is induced to accept the offer made to him by 
King Radama of entire protection to the people of Bembatooka, and that their 
persons and property shall be considered sacred if they will acknowledge 
allegiance to him & remain at peace in their possessions. The King of Bembatooka 
hoisted King Radama’s Flag and saluted it with 21 Guns in the presence of 
Captain Hay and two of his Officers, and promises to send deputies to his 
Capital”.266 
Receiving this letter in Antananarivo 11.04.24, Hastie wrote an answer informing him that 
Radama was thankful for the good news and agreed to meet Commodore Nourse and 
the British navy in Majunga in the middle of July 1824.267 
 
 The campaign against Boina in 1824 
 King Andriantsoly sent his deputies to Radama as he had promised to commodore 
Nourse. Different reports show an uncertain young king without the required authority 
over his people. Being the grandson of the famous Queen Ravahiny (who died in 1808) 
he was made king in 1822 when his father died. Soon afterwards he provoked a great 
part of the Sakalava people of Boina by converting to Islam. Led by his Arab counsellors, 
his policies failed to unite the kingdom in this critical juncture of history. The deputies 
from Andriantsoly arrived in Antananarivo in April, and Radama repeated the conditions 
for their submission, especially his laws concerning the slave trade.268 Knowing that he 
still had to arrange a lot of things there, Radama gathered his army and marched against 
Boina with 4 battalions the 29th of May 1824. Nobody opposed the great army, and on the 
27th of June they were within 10 miles of the king’s residence, Andoany. (The Sakalava 
word “Doany” means capital, and the capital at that time was Mahitsipanjara). Hastie was 
then allowed to go on a parliamentary mission ahead of the army, but he could only state 
that King Andriantsoly had left the town. Radama’s flag was still hoisted at the king’s 
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residence,269 but all the people had left the capital, except a few persons engaged in 
evacuating the storage of gunpowder.  
When Radama arrived in the capital Hastie again proposed to go ahead of the 
army to assure all the people that the king would respect their interests. Radama 
consented to that plan and Hastie went ahead of the army in search for Hussein, the 
governor of Majunga. In a note sent to Governor Hussein he expressly presented himself 
as “British agent but bearer of a message from king Radama”.270 Next day Hastie met the 
old governor at his residence outside the town, and tried to persuade him to submit 
peacefully to Radama. But the old man interrupted his explanations about Radama’s 
peaceful intentions, saying he had decided to make resistance against Radama, and he 
declared that all forces in the region were at his disposition. He begged for 5 days to 
prepare, which Hastie could not allow him. After several attempts at mediation between 
the governor and the king, Hastie witnessed the musket firing when Radama’s soldiers 
attacked the governor and his defenders and killed the stubborn old man who would not 
accept Radama as his sovereign.271 After the death of Governor Houssein, Radama’s 
army met no more resistance in Boina. Raombana is responsible for a new error when he 
relates that only two or three thousand soldiers followed Radama, and that several 
battles were fought before the army could arrive at Majunga.272 In fact the army might 
have consisted of 12-15.000 trained soldiers – a force nobody in the island could make 
much resistance against. 
Radama then sent Hastie together with the generals Ramanetaka and Ramena 
into the town of Majunga. At their approaching the town people shouted: “We are Hovas, 
we are the subjects of Radama”, and they repeated the same shouts when the king 
entered the town. Radama made a great speech telling them that all the people who 
obeyed his orders would be allowed to live in peace and do their business as usual, 
except the slave trade, which was forbidden by him.273 Hastie states that the town had 
about 22.000 inhabitants and was certainly one of the greatest towns in Madagascar at 
that time. But Radama soon left Majunga and moved to Marovoay, where rice and other 
necessities for his great army were abundant. 
In the following days Hastie entered some hot discussions with the king about his 
policy in different matters. Firstly, they discussed whether the importation of African 
slaves was prohibited by the treaty or not, and Radama, who at first thought the 
importation to be free since that would not depopulate his country, was forced to accept 
Hastie’s statement that the spirit of the Treaty certainly prohibited it. Secondly, Hastie 
remonstrated against the king because he had announced he would give a reward to 
those who could lead his soldiers to King Andriantsoly’s hiding place. Hastie declared 
that the civilized people would certainly have acted otherwise, giving a beaten king 
asylum and a pension, and not treat him as a criminal.274 After considering the situation,  
the king altered his orders, and Hastie got three days to find King Andriantsoly and bring 
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him to Radama. Some days later Hastie proposed to the king to let the people of Boina 
pay 10 % taxes on what they produced like the people of Imerina. Approving this as a 
compensation for the costs of his campaign, Radama put it in force after a few days 
discussion with his counsellors. Later Hastie also proposed that Radama should take in 
all firearms from the Sakalava people. From all these cases and others too, we can state 
that Hastie was very active in forming Radama’s policy. Most likely this was a growing 
problem that created suspicions and discontented feelings in the king and his 
counsellors, as will be discussed in chapter 3.3.3. 
To solve the problems with King Andriantsoly, Hastie set out with only a few 
attendants together with three ministers of the Sakalava king. Going by canoes to 
different small islands in the Majunga bay, they found the king in a small village named 
Ankabaka. Hastie used a lot of arguments to show Andriantsoly that the only thing he 
could do now was to submit peacefully to king Radama: 
“ I told him that it was incumbent on me to tell him, that tho’ born to title, to honour, 
& to command, he had by revoking his own deed, abandoning his subject, & 
seeking personal safety by flight, forfeited every claim that he had inherited by 
birth, & that he was now entirely dependant on Radama, as the utmost that I could 
obtain in his favour from the King, on commencing this negotiation, was a promise 
of security for his person, therefore behoved him to pursue with readiness such 
proceedings as Radama should point out, as the sure means of entitling him to 
consideration (---) The ministers said I had given him good counsel, Radama was 
not to be trifled with - He (---) asked Bonomarie what he was to do - the old man 
spoke a few words in a low tone, on which Andrian Soul said that he would be 
guided by me, & send his ministers with me to the King, to reassure him of his 
respect - & at the same time solicit permission for an interview - On these 
conditions I agreed to wait for the old men until sunset, & wind & tide being 
favourable we reached Majunga at 3 o’clock in the morning, when I found that the 
scarcity of provisions had occasioned Radama to move up on the eastern bank of 
the river”.275 
Hastie’s arguments persuaded Andriantsoly to come to Radama’s public meeting or 
“Kabary” in Marovoay on the 3rd of August 1824 to show his submission to Radama and 
to swear the oath of allegiance to him. Radama had also expressed a wish that 
Andriantsoly’s aunt Ratarats and his sister Ranantetra should follow him to the meeting, 
but only his aunt was able to come. Having reported the result of his efforts to Radama 
Hastie was sent back to Andriantsoly and he acted as mediator between him and 
Radama until they met in Marovoay, and also afterwards. Some of the ministers of 
Andriantsoly helped him in that profession, most of them being Antalaotra or Arab people, 
whom Hastie called “Moors”. 
Receiving a letter from Commodore Nourse on the 22nd of July intimating his 
arrival in Majunga, Hastie soon went to see him. Finding that Radama and Hastie had 
already succeeded in subduing the whole region of Boina nearly without use of force, and 
therefore were not in need of help from the British navy any more, Nourse invited 
Radama to visit him in Majunga, which he willingly agreed to. The visit took place in town 
on the 25th and 26th of July:  
“Commodore Nourse having been pleased to direct that some of the boats of the 
squadron should proceed to Ambatoulampa, & that Radama should be offered a 
passage in his Barge, (---) Radama was received on board the barge, at 7 o’clock 
& his staff attendants & band accommodated in other boats, the King was highly 
pleased at the attention thus paid him, & particularly so by the honour done him, 
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by Captain Chapman; he landed at Majunga at 10 o’clock and Commodore Nourse 
accompanied by some officers waited on him at two. 
After friendly salutations the Commodore explained that in consequence of the 
very gratifying reports that he had heard of Radama, it had for some time been 
his desire to have a personal interview with him, (---) then reverting to the 
success of all Radama’s undertakings, recommended him to continue the 
system which he had pursued, & which had led to such happy results, & he 
particularly advised Radama to give due consideration to every circumstance 
connected with the advancement of commerce, as he had already established 
his power so firmly by his conquests, & due administration of laws, as well as 
by the decided superiority which a powerful disciplined army gave him, that he 
is now well entitled to consider & report himself Sole master of the Island, in 
which character, he would certainly be authorized to invite people of every 
nation to visit his country, on lawful commercial pursuits.  
Radama replied, that in the early part of his life, he was in a state of darkness, his 
forefathers whom it was his duty to look up to with respect, were entirely 
unacquainted with the proceedings of the world, & consequently were incapable of 
giving him such instruction as could advance him. He had however by application 
& perseverance got into a path by which he was enabled to advance, the success 
attending his endeavours was such as satisfied him that was correct in attributing 
all he know to the lessons that he had received from the British Nation & 
Government, he was confirmed in the propriety of his present plans & he would 
pursue them with increased ardour”276 
Radama also accepted an invitation to visit Andromache, the commodore’s flagship, and 
next day he boarded the commodore’s barge at noon, & on his arrival on board he was 
saluted with 21 guns. His attendants were allowed to see the ship, and were conducted 
through the different decks etc, a world which excited more than ordinary amazement. 
Radama found ample occupation in Commodore Nourse’s cabin until the dinner hour, 
when the band attracted his attention, and he was highly delighted by the commodore’s 
proposing to take a few of his young musicians on board to receive some lessons from 
the Music Master. Later it was also decided to take some Malagasy youths on board the 
squadron and give them some instructions in the duty of mariners. Four musicians and 
26 other youths were then placed on board 4 ships before they left Majunga.  
Radama also agreed to Nourse’s proposal of making a general Port Regulation, 
and after some days work he signed the following declaration in Marovoay: 
 “By Radama, King of Madagascar: 
Whereas having recently possessed myself of the town of Majunga, and the 
Boyana harbours of Bembatok, and it appearing, that various exorbitant and 
undefined sums, have heretofore been extorted from British Vessels, as well as 
others, visiting this harbour, for the purpose of trade or refreshment, and being 
desirous of manifesting on all occasions my high consideration for the British 
Nation, and my friendship for Commodore Joseph Nourse C.B. Commanding His 
Britannic Majesty’s Ships and Vessels in these Seas. 
 It is hereby ordered: 
That all British Vessels, visiting the said Ports and harbours, for the purpose of, 
and engaging in lawful trade, shall have free liberty to do so, without let or 
hindrance of any kind, on payment of fifteen Dollars anchorage money, and of five 
per cent duty, on all articles the produce of Madagascar, exported for the purpose 
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of such trade and traffic, the said duty to be levied in the most equitable and 
convenient manner, and no other duty or fees of any kind to be imposed. 
That, with a view to encourage the residence of British subjects in my Dominions, 
for the better civilization of my people, and the introduction of various Arts & 
Sciences, I hereby assure them of my special protection, that they shall have free 
liberty to dwell therein, to build Ships, and Vessels, and Houses, and cultivate 
Land, to carry on lawful trade, and traffic, to come and go at their own will and 
pleasure, without let or hindrance of any kind, and without payment of any other 
duty, or tax than before mentioned.    (Signed) Radama”.277 
This Port Regulation was certainly a kind of reward for the great help Commodore 
Nourse and the British navy provided in late 1823 by pressing the king of Boina to submit 
to Radama. In the present situation Radama was generous to his British friends, inviting 
all to come and make profit in his land without much tax or payment of any kind. Only two 
years later, however, after the death of Hastie, he altered his politic by changing this Port 
Regulation, and the British-Malagasy cooperation then entered a deep crisis during the 
last year of his reign (see chapter 3.4). 
 
Some time before Radama’s great “Kabary” in Maovoay the king received a 
communication from the officer commanding the 3rd & 4th Brigade who was sent to the 
western bank of the Betsiboka River, who informed him that no opposition was offered to 
the troops until they arrived at Miva Mahomi, where they had met some hostility. This 
occasioned the officer in command to prepare an attack on the village the ensuing 
morning, when the chieftain “Triefendrezzen” and 183 of his followers fell and 235 were 
taken prisoners, and as were customary, all the property found in the neighbourhood 
were seized. Hastie explained: 
“The greater part of the people who fell were of the Maninde class, & people of 
Ovah mostly slaves deserted, or persons who had offended the Laws of their 
country, and who abandoning their homes, had joined a sort of republic, formed by 
a runaway Ovah Chief called Triefendrezzen, & some others of minor note, who 
forsook Emerin during the reign of Radama’s father, and with the sanction of the 
chieftain of Boyana, established themselves at Miva Mahomi, from where they 
have made many marauding incursions on the adjoining districts and particularly 
on Ovah, & had amassed a great deal of property, & augmented their numbers by 
pillage, their plans had been generally laid (---) by a woman, once a slave, who 
made them believe that she was the spirit of a Chieftain of note called 
Tsiemamoshima maam who formerly was possessed of great power in the district 
named Valanlafouts (Valafotsy)”.278 
Such hostilities from the “Maninde Republic”  was the only attack on the whole campaign 
up to that time, except for an attack on a troop of 100 soldiers bringing post from Imerina 
some days before, and the people of this republic was perhaps the most interesting 
group they met in Boina. Certainly, a republic of runaway slaves from Imerina needs 
some closer investigation, and in the report of Nicolas Mayeur from his visit in 
Antananarivo in 1785 I found this note about the Maninde from when he dealt with the 
different classes in the Merina society: 
“La troisième, celle des esclaves d’heritage des princes, nommée dans le pays 
Zazamainthi, laquelle se divise en deux classes particulières: l’une appelée 
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Mangnissoutres qui depend de Simaroufe (Andrianamboatsimarofy), l’autre 
Maninde qui appartient à Dianampouine (Andrianampoinimerina)”.279 
Mayeur’s explications make me consider the possibility that the Maninde were a class of 
slaves by heritage owned by the king, like Radama’s famous “Tsimandos”, being the 
king’s special servants and attendants. Mayeur explained that such a clan of slaves had 
their special rights. They were living quite comfortably in their own villages when they 
were not on service, and they were allowed to keep slaves for their own use. The king 
dared not sell any of them, because that would certainly provoke a revolt.280 I do not 
know exactly what may have happened with the Maninde clan, but I suppose they 
revolted against Radama’s father for one cause or another. Pier M. Larson discusses the 
Ravoandriana who revolted against their king Andrianamboatsimarofy in Antananarivo 
because he tried to sell a lot of them to be exported as slaves.281 I suppose something 
similar might have happened the Maninde. If Andrianampoinimerina for example tried to 
sell some of the slaves from this inherited clan of the Maninde, that might have caused 
them to revolt against him and to run away and settle in Boina together with other 
runaway people. Hastie relates that these people had caused much trouble by marauding 
incursions in their former home country. When representatives from the Maninde later 
came to Radama to submit peacefully he answered them quite brutally and ordered them 
all to go back to the district Valalafotsy – northwest of Antananarivo – and wait for his 
return there.282 They were thus treated in a totally different manner from all other 
inhabitants of Boina. At Radama’s great Kabary, which was summoned in Marovoay the 
3rd of August, Radama mentioned the Maninde republic as one of the key reasons 
causing him to lead his army into Boina: 
“you will touch on the circumstances that occasioned me to lead an army into this 
country, and dwell with severity on the conduct of the Chief of Boyana, in affording 
my immediate Slaves, the Maninde, a retreat amongst them, and encouraging 
them both to plunder Ovah, and entice my subjects to join them in their lawless 
pursuits”.283 
At the same time Radama also stated that he would expect the compliance of the people 
of Boina with his published laws, and that they should, as is customary in Ovah, pay into 
his treasury a tenth part of the productions of the earth and of their gains on mercantile 
concerns. He desired that their particular attention should be called to his laws relative to 
slave dealing, and that it should be clearly understood that the importer would be 
considered as criminal as the exporter. No kidnapping or marauding raids should take 
place. He had also decided on preventing his subjects from resorting to the use of 
nostrums, charms, or unknown medicines.284 And since Radama’s Army would now be 
the guardians of the people of Boina like the people of Imerina, they would no longer be 
allowed to retain arms. It would therefore be necessary for all the arms in the district to be 
immediately surrendered at a fair valuation; and parties of soldiers would be sent out 
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without delay to receive the arms and pay for them. The former king was allowed a yearly 
allowance of 1200 dollars and has a residence erected on the place he preferred.  
After arranging all these things and sending off detachments of soldiers to all 
districts in Boina to put his orders into effect, Radama decided to leave four officers of 
rank in command of the Boina district and all the northern part of Madagascar.285 The 
most important of the new governors was Radama’s cousin Prince Ramanetaka, who 
was placed to govern Majunga and the central part of Boina. Being one of the most 
important ports in Madagascar, Majunga needed an able governor who could cope with 
the Arab traders. Hastie expected him to be fit for the job, because he had already 
refused illegitimate payment, saying the king’s confidence was more important than any 
wealth.286 Nevertheless, we may observe that Ramanetaka could also care for his own 
wealth when out of the king’s sight, since he is reported to have carried great wealth with 
him when he fled from Ranavalona’s soldiers four years later. 
Radama, being anxious to leave Boina because the army was suffering seriously 
from fever, decided to return his sick soldiers to Imerina and march against Menabe and 
Fiherena with the soldiers able to do their duty. Hastie explained that on leaving 
Marovoay no more than a tenth of the division under arms accompanied Radama, nearly 
a quarter being sick and two thirds employed in aiding them. Also the garrison left in 
Majunga had felt the effects of the climate and the fever, and only 300 of the 1.100 
soldiers were able to do their duty when the army left the district.287 
The army crossed the river Betsiboka, and after sending off the sick soldiers with 
some people to help them, Radama marched towards Menabe in the last days of August. 
His plans of arranging a great Kabary when he reached the western coast failed because 
the inhabitants were scattered over an immense district, and the shortage of provisions 
did not allow him to use time to gather them. Therefore he did not succeed in subduing 
the Ambongo district during this campaign. Hastie made his own journey together with a 
guard of soldiers to explore a part of the western coast, but he was not very successful 
either, and he joined Radama and his army somewhere south of the river Manambolo on 
the 8th of October. Some days later they were informed that a group of soldiers sent to 
transmit a message to Ramitraha, the king of Menabe, had been attacked by a group of 
the Maninde people, and some cattle were stolen. Radama immediately sent out several 
detachments of soldiers and soon most of the group were made prisoners. The leaders, 
Tsiemamoshina mame and Rabevolo, were asked why they had not yet obeyed 
Radama’s orders in Marovoay and proceeded to Imerina waiting for his arrival there. 
They made poor excuses, but they were found to be lying and consequently condemned 
to death for failing to follow the king’s orders. The female leader asked to be killed by the 
spear since she had some aversions against the shooting, which was agreed to.288  
The sickness of the soldiers and lack of provisions forced Radama to quit the plan 
of going to Menabe to take in the arms of the people there, and to Fiherena to place a 
garrison in St. Augustin. Consequently the army turned eastwards going home to Imerina 
to the great joy of the tired soldiers. When they crossed the border of Imerina people 
began coming from the capital to meet them, carrying provisions and looking for friends 
and relatives. Reaching Antananarivo on the 2nd of November, the king and many of his 
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soldiers suffered much from fever, and Radama postponed the usual great Kabary of 
triumph for one week to allow them all to recover a little first. 
The successful campaign nevertheless caused a lot of disturbance, because many 
districts soon rebelled against the general orders of surrendering all arms. Radama’s 
father-in-law King Ramitraha in Menabe stubborny refused to comply with the king’s 
orders, saying that if Radama was asking for a certain number of arms, he should 
willingly afford them. But the Sakalava needed their weapons every day and therefore 
they could not give them up entirely, he stated.289  Later it was reported that the Sakalava 
of Menabe, hearing that their neighbours in Boina had surrendered their arms, made 
incursions into the latter country and returned with vast herds of cattle, and that 
Ramitraha proposed to share his arsenal of arms with Andriantsoly if he would stir a 
rebellion in Boina.290 But the Merina army soon subdued the rebellion in Boina, which 
occurred the following year, and King Andriantsoly fled to the Comoro Islands. 
Local rebellions and massacres of Radama’s soldiers and other people who were 
supposed to be favourable to Radama’s reign were reported from different places in the 
first half of 1825, and many detachments of soldiers were sent on punitive expeditions or 
were placed as guards in different districts.  
 
 Fort Dauphin taken from the French 
In the end of 1824 Radama’s cousin Prince Ramanolona was ordered to set off with an 
army of 3.000 soldiers proceeding to Fort Dauphin to take possession of that province. 
He was also ordered to take command of a garrison of 1.100 soldiers there, and to place 
detachments in strategic places in the district around Fort Dauphin and up to 
Vangaindrano. Reaching his destination some months later, he used some trickery to get 
the few French soldiers there to surrender. They were sent off to Bourbon, and Radama 
later received a protestation from the French Governor there. But Radama, referring to all 
Madagascar as his property by heritage, refused the rights of the French to any part of 
the country.291  
Certainly there were still some parts of the island not subdued by Radama and his 
British allies. But the alliance had proved very effective because during the campaigns of 
those few years most of the important parts of Madagascar were gathered under 
Radama’s rule. 
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3.2 “Progress and Civilization”, the prospected influence of the 
missionaries and artisans 
In the negotiations in 1820 Radama stated that if he should be able to renew 
the broken Treaty he needed something more than the conditions already agreed to. But 
the only new condition he put forward was the education and instruction of his people. 
Without a pledge to be allowed to send some youths to Mauritius and England for 
instruction, and to get artisans to Imerina from those places, he should not be able to 
convince his people to renew the Treaty, he said.292 Obviously, it was instruction in 
different practical Arts that was on his mind, and he did not name the arts of reading, 
writing and arithmetic etc. It looks like he first became aware of the great possibilities in 
those arts after some months. But principally he asked for artisans, certainly with a hope 
of changing the warfare industry and other aspects of culture in order to change the 
whole society. He wanted to produce many of the articles imported at the time, wishing 
that Madagascar should be a modern nation. Some years later Cameron wrote: 
“The chief attention of the Malagasy at present seems directed towards 
establishing themselves as kingdom and it is with that view they chiefly employ us. 
The principal part of our employment at present in the wood way is some 
machinery to be turned by water to be used for the Manufacture of Gunpowder. 
The Machinery etc, which Joseph Verkey has had hitherto, being rather imperfect 
for that purpose. The Soap Manufactory has given good satisfaction – about 
11000 bars 4lbs each have been made. At present they have stopped the 
importation of Soap. Several other branches of my manufacture also succeed well 
considering the state of the country”.293  
I think Cameron was right to suppose that the leaders used the artisans primarily to 
establish the young nation and seek progress on the path of knowledge, handcraft and 
industry. But the proud programme for “progress and civilisation” had another side, which 
the missionaries, who hoped for spiritual success, either did not recognise at first or, 
more probably, closed their eyes to, not wishing to see the negative consequences. The 
dark underside of all the education work was Radama’s application of the Malagasy 
system of non-paid feudal servitude (Fanompoana).  
 
3.2.1 The education caused cultural changes 
 When the king asked Jones to stay with him after the renewing of the treaty in 
1820 it seems to have been primarily caused by a wish to have a representative from his 
new British ally at his court. Jones immediately asked if he could write to the Missionary 
Society asking for more missionaries, but Radama’s answer was rather sceptical: 
“His secretary returned an answer, that the king should not like to have a great 
many to instruct his people in the principles of the Xan religion without having his 
people at the same time instructed in the different Arts. I then explained that the 
Missionary Society sent out persons to instruct them in religion & also in the 
different arts of civilisation: as carpenters, blacksmiths, tanners etc. etc, and I 
mentioned Africa & the South sea Islands as examples of it; but that my work was 
more particularly confined to study the language, form a Dictionary & Grammar of 
it, and to translate the Bible into the Madagascar language – that it will be the work 
of another to keep a school etc. etc”.294 
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The king consented to that, though stating that the artisans were most expedient. The 
tradition of reading and writing in Malagasy culture may explain a little more why the King 
was not disposed to ask for education in those arts for his people. The old culture of most 
people in Madagascar was strictly oral, because they could not write. The exception was 
the Antaimoro people at the eastern coast (Vohipeno), because they had some Arab 
ancestors who had brought with them the Koran and the Arab alphabet. During the 
centuries they started writing the Malagasy language with Arab letters, which became the 
first Malagasy in written. They named it “Sorabe”, which means “Great Scripture”. But 
that was a holy scripture, and only members of a few families were allowed to learn 
writing and reading. This fact has recently caused some disturbance in the region of 
Manakara and Vohipeno, as an Islamite effort in promoting that religion tried to educate 
all Islamite people in reading the Koran, which offended the old customs that only people 
from certain families were allowed that privilege. 
Andrianampoinimerina had invited a Taimoro scribe to work at his court and had 
succeeded in getting one to come. His name was Andriamahazonoro, and he continued 
his work under Radama, and we know that Radama and a few other youths had been 
taught reading and writing the Sorabe. Given what has been said, it must have been less 
than ten youths who could read and write the Sorabe,295 and Prince Ratefy (Rataffe), who 
visited England in 1821, was one of those.296 I suppose that the education in Sorabe 
followed the old Taimoro tradition that only a few families should be allowed access to it. 
Although the Taimoro scribe had transgressed the old customs by including the king’s 
family in the art of writing and reading that would probably be strictly confined to that 
family. In such a perspective we may understand why the art of writing and reading was 
not included in Radama’s first requests when he renewed the Treaty: that art was not 
considered useful for the people, but confined to his own family. If that is true, we can 
better understand why only children from his close relatives or high noble families were 
put under the instruction of Jones the first year of his work in Antananarivo. An exception 
to the custom that only the king’s relatives could read and write Sorabe is the young man 
Verkey or Ravarikia, who followed Prince Ratefy to England.297 But it has been said that 
he was not an Imerina citizen, but a slave arriving from Mauritius as interpreter. He was 
freed and allowed to study in England, because Ratefy needed an interpreter on his 
journey. Hastie presented him as “the son of Moncawn of Tassimo”.298 I suppose the 
name Tassimo may be Hastie’s version of the name Tatsimo, which means “the 
southerner”. That may indicate that Verkey derived from the Tatsimo clan, which is a part 
of the Tanosy people, with their homestead situated in the area of Manambaro, a little 
west of Fort Dauphin. 
Radama used his Taimoro scribe, Andriamahazonoro, during the negotiations in 
1817 and 1820, and also sent him to England with Rataffe to write down what the king 
needed to know from the negotiations there. Nevertheless the king must have felt a need 
to have another secretary, one who could communicate in a less secret language, and 
therefore he had engaged a Frenchman, Robin, as his scribe from 1818 or 1819. Maybe 
he considered Creole French to be the lingua franca that everybody visiting his country 
could understand and use, and I have found out that he could speak it and even write it a 
little himself. But as I stated above, Hastie saw a letter from Radama in Tamatave written 
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in the Malagasy language but in the Roman alphabet. Now David Jones was allowed to 
work out his plan for writing the Malagasy language, and after some discussions the king 
later approved his plans with some needed corrections. See chapter 3.3.2 about the 
quarrels between the missionaries, and the king’s decision about the language on that 
occasion. 
Soon a few pupils were placed under Jones’ instruction, and three of them were 
even boarding with him in order to learn English manners and politeness.299 Jones then 
established the Royal School within the Courtyard on the 8th of November 1820.300 The 
first year all teaching was in English. When he left for a visit to Mauritius the new 
missionary, David Griffiths, took his place until he returned. Many Hova or free citizens 
had asked Jones for a place for their children, but he thought it would not be convenient 
to place them together with the royal and noble children.301 Therefore they had planned 
that Griffiths should form another school for such children outside the courtyard, which he 
did as soon as Jones returned in October 1821. When the wives of the two missionaries 
arrived together with Jones, they soon started sewing courses for girls, and they were 
proud when they could present the king with some specimens of their art.302 The third 
missionary school was founded in another part of the town when Jeffreys arrived in May 
1822. 
Radama soon changed his mind respecting the education promoted by the 
missionaries. Hastie relates that on the military campaign in Menabe in 1821 Radama 
was impressed when he got letters from some of the pupils in Jones’ school with news 
from the capital: 
”Radama now begins to feel the value of instruction & he already anticipates the 
pleasure of being acquainted with what occurs in distant districts by letters from 
the students of his family, who have made great progress under care of Mr. Jones, 
& affected by this hope he has promised me to give every encouragement to the 
Missionaries - Thus is there on the most certain footing an opportunity of 
introducing religion amongst this numerous race & diffusing Christian 
instructions”.303 
Radama probably discovered that the art of reading and writing created great new 
possibilities for the administration of his country and his control over his army. Hastie 
states in the same letter that he had often explained his ideas of what could help the king 
to expand and secure his reign; he had also promoted the plans to place garrisons in the 
occupied territories to the king. Certainly Hastie impressed upon him that written 
communications with those garrisons and other parts of his army should be an 
indisputable condition if he wanted to expand his country and truly be the sole King of 
Madagascar. 
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When Hastie returned from Mauritius with the new contingent of missionaries on 
the 10th of June 1822,304 he immediately asked Jones in the name of Governor Farquhar 
to give an account of the state of the mission work, expressing fully how far his wants and 
expectations had been attended to, and also to explain his wishes for the future 
advancement of his undertaking so that Hastie might comply with them as much as 
possible. It looks a little strange that the governor demanded a report, but that shows that 
the mission work had strong political implications, and the promises of future help 
certainly induced the Senior Missionary to comply with such wishes. Another point in the 
same letter had even greater political consequences, as Hastie wrote: 
“I also beg to submit to your consideration the propriety of a public 
examination taking place at your school and at that of the Revd Mr. Griffiths, 
your fellow labourer, as the progress of your exertions is a matter which claims 
the attention of a great part of the Christian world, and a report therein at the 
moment of your being joined by the Revd Mr. Jeffreys must materially tend to 
extend that interest your unwearied perseverance has created, not only in the 
hearts of the highest authorities, but among all good men. 
Should this measure meet your approbation, I beg that I may be permitted to invite 
His Majesty King Radama to preside at it, and that it may take place on Monday 
next 17th instant, as my departure from the Capital, for a short period, is fixed for 
that day week; and it will afford me sincere delight to be enabled to forward to His 
Excellency a report, that I am already conscious, will be most truly gratifying to 
him”.305 
On the next day Jones answered and thanked the Agent for “your instructions for my 
perusal”. Giving a short report, he concluded that the missionaries gave their entire 
approbation to the plan of a public examination presided by the king.306 I suppose that 
Jones and Griffiths were not at liberty to choose another solution, even if they were 
worried about the intervention in their mission work by the governor and the king. But it 
seems clear to me that by this act Farquehar threw the schoolwork entirely into the hands 
of the king. At this time also the missionaries might have considered this solution to be 
excellent for the progress of their work. But in the course of a few years the missionary 
schools were politicised to a very high degree, and they were only practically under the 
care of the missionaries. Thus they became a part of the king’s political strategy, 
especially his use of the schools to recruit people to the feudal servitude as secretaries 
and soldiers, and even Radama’s interest for the schoolwork might have given it a flying 
start it also seems to have caused its final ruin. The proposed public examination took 
place on the 17th of June 1822 and Radama presided at the meeting,307 which caused 
much interest for the schoolwork and might have been important for the plans of 
extending the schools to the villages in the neighbourhood. 
The schools certainly made some progress in the following years, but the great 
change came when Radama implemented a total reform to the schools on the 10th of 
March 1824. (See chapter 3.3.2) Throwing all the three schools together in a Missionary 
Seminary, which should be the parent institution to all schools that might be formed in his 
dominions, had great consequences. Firstly, Jeffreys lost all his work and was thereby 
forced to conform with his brethren and to the king’s will, though that might be of 
secondary interest. Secondly, the missionaries were allowed to form a school system 
after the Lancaster model, using the advanced pupils as teachers for the others. That 
also opened up the possibility of the proposed great expansion in the neighbouring 
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villages throughout Imerina, where a lot of new schools were established over the next 
few years. Thirdly, Radama used this reform to break down the old caste system. 
Children from the Andriana caste or nobles were mingled with the children of the Hova 
caste or free men, and those who obtained the best results were often promoted to serve 
in the best jobs as secretaries, Aid de Camps, officers etc. Through this reform and 
through the equality practised in the army the Andriana caste soon lost their privilege of 
governing, and that might have been one of the essential incidents causing the following 
revolution when the king died. 
 
 The Madagascar Missionary School Society 
 During the first years the missionaries received considerable subventions from 
Governor Farquhar in materiel to the schools, travel expenses to Imerina308 and even 
monthly allowances of $ 30 to each of them. But as soon as Farquhar left, the new 
governor used the quarrel between Jeffreys and his colleagues as a pretext for stopping 
all subventions to the missionary work. As a small substitute or encouragement Hastie 
convinced him to give a yearly grant of paper and slates to the schools.309 Later, when 
they found slates somewhere in Betsileo, they asked to get more paper from the 
governor instead of the slates formerly given.  
Radama was neither inclined to grant them any subvention nor to pay anything to 
the schools. But when the missionaries created new schools, the king issued orders to 
the inhabitants in the neighbourhood to build schoolhouses, as part of their feudal 
servitude. When the great expansions of the schools into the neighbouring districts were 
planned, the missionaries were quite at a loss as to how to channel economical 
resources to that great endeavour. Although they could direct some money to it from the 
LMS funds, that would scarcely be enough for buying materials for the children and 
paying wages to the teachers etc. It was then proposed to form a School Society that 
could ask subventions from interested persons both in Madagascar and abroad.  
The Madagascar Missionary School Society was established in Antananarivo on 
the 14th of November 1825 310 under the patronage of King Radama, and it was decided 
to establish a Library and to build a Repository for the use of the Society. In search of 
money from abroad they sent an open letter to Mauritius and England asking for help,311 
and through this “Appeal to the Christian World” they succeeded in obtaining the 
wherewithal for their work. Thus the School Society enabled them to expand the schools 
far away in Imerina and Vakinankaratra, and this system worked well during the reign of 
Radama. But when the schools were re-opened after the death of the king, the 
missionaries were neither allowed to give wages or presents to the teachers nor materiel 
to the pupils, and so the School Society ceased to work. But after some years the 
proprieties of the School Societies caused some disturbance between the missionaries in 
the field, as I will show in chapter 5.1. 
In the Missionary Seminary (also named the Central School) and in all other LMS 
schools the education in arithmetic, reading, writing and some other subjects was carried 
out during the week, and bible texts were mostly used as reading texts. In the Sunday – 
or Sabbath as they often preferred to name it – the schoolchildren were obliged to return 
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to the schoolhouses to partake in the divine service. The missionaries or the teachers 
preached and prayed, they sang the new psalms together, and usually there was 
catechisation of the children to show what they had learned. In that way the children got 
accustomed to attending the divine service, and often the parents and others came to 
hear the children sing and be catechised.  
The first years the schools were popular, since parents wished their children to be 
educated.312 The king had at first guaranteed that the schoolchildren would not be drawn 
to the army. But after some time, some of the cleverest boys were chosen as secretaries 
or Aid de Camps to officers at different stations,313 and soon Radama’s pledge showed to 
be without much valour. During the first years not many were taken to serve the king, but 
in 1827 Robin, who was taken back as the king’s chief secretary as soon as Hastie died, 
sent a letter explaining that Radama wished for better control over the schools.314 Later 
this year there were strict examinations of each school in Imerina, which occupied the 
missionaries’ time for a whole month since the schools were so many. Radama sent 
some of his first officers charged to attend the examinations in his stead and send him a 
full report. When he had got the report he ordered the missionaries to collect all the 
scholars at “Champ de Mars” (Andohalo) where his officers gave the great assembly his 
message: 
“that those of them who had been diligent so as to have made the best progress in 
reading, writing, arithmetic etc were not constrained by him to attend there (---) He 
said farther that the poor were to assist their poor parents to get their livings & the 
big boys were to do the same and also to learn military exercise, but that they 
were not to be sent into the war far from home as his soldiers were, and lastly  that 
those who were yet small and had rich parents were to assist in teaching other 
children whom he should to replace them, and at the same time to improve 
themselves more and more in what was taught them. And after choosing out those 
who had made the greatest progress, he charged the remainder to be attentive 
and diligent this year and as soon as they would be able to know so much as 
those picked out, they also should enjoy the same liberty and privilege, and that he 
did not intend to bind them to attend the schools longer than to learn what would 
be beneficial to themselves and useful for the country”.315 
Thus many of the boys in the schools were sent to military education, and as soon as 
they reached a sufficient age they might be sent to the war. And when the politics 
changed after the king’s death the schools became one of the main sources to draw 
recruits to the army. Lyall pitied the students of the missionary schools, whom he called 
the flowers of the nation, because they were perishing everywhere in military campaigns 
for the new government.316 And Jones complained in 1829 that it would be of little use to 
print the bible, because all the good readers were taken away and lost in the wars.317 
Unsurprisingly the parents changed their mind when they observed that the schools 
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became a recruiting office for the army, and nobody wished to send their children to 
school any more. Each time some students were drawn to the army, the missionaries 
asked the government to give them new students and fill up the schools. Many times they 
got promises that the schools should be filled with the same number of students as in 
Radama’s days, but since the parents often protested vigorously, much fewer students 
were procured. Thus the schools became hated among the people, and in many places 
they dwindled away before the missionaries left. Other places the government tried to 
continue the work by the help of Malagasy teachers also after 1835. 
Alternative schools were also established. Mr. Robin created the first one in 1823, 
when Radama was forced to remove him from his duties as chief secretary (chapter 
3.3.1). He kept the school for two years, but left that work in 1825. After Hastie’s death he 
returned to work close to the king again (chapter 3.4). During Ranavalona’s reign there 
were also established other schools run by the Malagasy. The best known is the school 
run by the twins, Rahaniraka and Raombana, and these schools became very important 
at that time, because they produced the new reigning elite in the country. 
Radama’s new counsellors, who replaced Hastie, probably caused the important 
changes in the school politics. Louis Blancard and Prince Coroller may be important 
although they were most concerned by the trading. But one man also had his interests in 
school politics, and in counteracting all British interests including the missionaries. 
Certainly the British Agent and the missionaries might have caused Radama to remove 
Robin, but when Radama engaged him again as secretary after Hastie’s death, he could 
easily take vengeance against the British. Together with Blancard and Coroller he 
created a profound crisis in the relations between Radama and the government of 
Mauritius, trying to fight off the British traders on the eastern coast. (chapter 3.4) But he 
was also able to do much mischief to all the missionary work, even though Radama’s 
friendship with the Senior Missionary avoided the total ruin of their work. Therefore I 
suppose that Robin to a great extent caused the changes in 1827. 
 
 Provoking Culture and Taboos 
 The missionaries and their work unavoidably provoked the old religion, taboos and 
culture. An essential part of all puritan mission work at that time was to proclaim that the 
Christian God was superior to all other gods and idols, and we know that in many places 
in the world the inhabitants were seriously provoked by such proclamations. In 
Madagascar people were not allowed to counteract such provocations from the 
missionaries and artisans, because the king protected them. And he soon showed his 
people that they were not allowed to do his new friends any harm. 
The first year proceeded without real confrontations, but in the beginning of April 
1822 the king changed his forefather’s customs by employing one of the Creole artisans 
to cut his hair after the European fashion.318 We do not know whether his plated hair had 
made it difficult for him to use the uniform hats he had got as part of the “Equivalent”, or if 
he just had decided to change the customs in order to become a modern monarch. 
Probably the last reason was most important, because Griffiths says that from this time 
on he also dressed in European clothes or uniforms every day. But cutting a man’s hair 
short was contrary to the old customs and maybe it was a taboo too, because the 
customs ordered all male (and sometimes also the females) to shave their heads when a 
king died. History says that after the death of Andrianampoinimerina, Radama waged 
wars against some districts where the inhabitants would not shave their head as a sign of 
mourning. And half a century later some young Christians in Tulear, who had their hair 
cut in the European fashion, were accused by the local king that they wished his death. 
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Nevertheless, Radama’s transgressing of this old custom provoked many people. 
Returning from his country seat, Mahazoarivo, Radama informed the missionaries what 
he had done, and next day many officers and males wishing to follow the king’s example, 
ran to the Europeans to have their hair cut, as Griffiths explained: 
“I am certain that if a person would offer one of them thousand pound for cutting 
his hair, he would not accept of it; but their attachment to the King and their high 
regard for his character and actions are such that they thought nothing of their 
platted hair & would not rest satisfied till the King was pleased to give them his 
consent to cut their own also. Next morning the children of the school and the 
principal folks in town would give us no rest either tormenting us to cut their hair or 
to lend them combs & scissors – saying that they become like the whites”.319 
Griffiths also explained that though the missionaries considered it to be a trifling affair, 
they looked upon it as an important preparation for other changes needed in the future, if 
they should succeed with the instruction in Christian religion and manners. Many of those 
who had cut their hair put on hats or caps. But many people, especially amongst the 
women, were deeply grieved by this transgressing of the old customs. A fortnight later 
(15.04.22) some 2000 women from a northern district gathered and made resolutions 
against the king’s behaviour and his white helpers. Radama sent some messengers to 
them to ask about their fidelity to their allegiance to him, but they offered harsh criticism. 
Next day more than 4000 women arrived close to the capital: 
“They sent their kabar to the King, saying that they came hither to inform His 
Majesty that they were not satisfied with his proceedings. The King sent to them 
back to demand what were their grievances – Whether they were vexed because 
their friends and relations were sent as soldiers and employed in his service, or 
because they were too heavy taxed? To these questions they gave negative 
answers. But the leaders came forward & said that they came hither to testify that 
they were dissatisfied with His Majesty’s proceedings, and request Him to change 
his conduct, and put an end to deliver the whites in town to them. His Majesty sent 
them a second message to ask them: Was he not King, and could not he do as he 
pleased in these things without consulting them?”320 
This story contains much more than a little quarrel about the king’s hair, as far as I can 
see. These women tried to actuate the old right the people had to meet the king in 
Kabary and discuss his proceedings. If he did not consent to the people’s will, they would 
have the right to elect another king. Radama was placed in a tricky situation, both 
because it was a confrontation between the people’s will and the kings will, and since 
they demanded him to deliver over to them the missionaries and artisans. He had 
guaranteed the security of those strangers, and he could not give them up without 
changing all his plans about progress and modernisation. And if he should govern his 
people in the way he wanted, as an omnipotent monarch, he was obliged to statute an 
example. Therefore harsh means were ordered. Four of the leaders were selected and 
executed. Griffiths explains that the soldiers from their district were ordered to kill them 
with the bayonets, but I am uncertain how well he knew the details. Raombana, who was 
much concerned with the injustice of this story and knew the children of those unfortunate 
women, said that the heads of three women were cut off.321 That corresponds with 
Radama’s own account: 
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“Moi fini coupe cheveux pour moi, tout femme bien fache avec sa qui fini coupe - li 
fini faire cabar avec moi - moi fini coupe la tete a quatre - appresent le bien 
tranquille”.322 
This letter, which also concerned other items, was sent to the governor, and Hastie wrote 
on the other side of it: 
“Note: It is to be remembered that every assertion in Cabar subjects (expose) the 
deposer to confiscation or death should it be proved false.  J.H.” 
I consider Hastie’s note to be wrong, because I think till now the Kabary system had been 
a legal meeting between the king and his people, where they could speak freely without 
any danger of being executed. The Kabary of Andrianampoinimerina was famous, not 
because he used force against those who might oppose him, but because he was always 
able to persuade the people to follow his will. And when Radama had great problems 
meeting his people in Kabary when he proposed the renewal of the Treaty in 1820, he 
could not use force, but had to persuade them in some way or other. In the same way as 
Radama in 1818 had changed the trials in the country by placing himself as supreme 
judge in all affairs of national interests,323 he now with this act changed the Kabary to be 
a place where the people were allowed to hear the king’s will only, and to answer it in the 
affirmative. Thus the Kabary from this time became a means to suppress the people, 
which became perfectly clear in the days of Ranavalona. 
The king’s haircut became much more than a quarrel about customs and fashion. 
This incident turned the king from being a traditional Malagasy king with a need to secure 
the consent of his people in the Kabary, to a despotic ruler whose power did not derive 
from his people any more, but from his new force, the army. Thus the missionaries and 
artisans unintentionally caused a kind of revolution by cutting the hair of those who asked 
them. Probably Radama had worked for the idea of the omnipotent monarch for a long 
while, because Hastie had many times held this forth to him. Obviously, Hastie thought it 
would be much easier to get approbation for the needed changes, if he should persuade 
the king only – and not the whole people. Certainly he was right at first, but all his efforts 
to make Radama an omnipotent King of Madagascar had another side. This new power 
changed the king’s mind, and as soon as Hastie had left the stage, other British envoys 
described him as intoxicated by power and pride, thinking that he was one of the most 
powerful monarchs in the world.324 And the new people reigning after his death were no 
better. 
When the women were executed and the Kabary finished, Radama sent for the 
missionaries and artisans and told them what had happened, assuring them that he 
would care for their security etc. They thanked him for his promises of regard and 
protection, though unhappy for the unpleasant affair. From that time very few dared to 
oppose the missionaries and artisans, because they knew that those strangers were 
under the king’s special protection. And when the Creole artisan Le Gros some years 
later had his house burnt down by some of his workers opposing the fact that they were 
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ordered by the king to work for him without wages as part of their feudal servitude, the 
king investigated the case, and those who were found guilty were burned alive.325 
Trusting in the king’s promises of regard and protection, the missionaries were not 
afraid of provoking religious feelings and taboos both for schoolchildren and adults. 
Griffiths gives some examples of that in his journals. Starting his school in October 1821, 
he soon became aware of some religious problems when he was informed by the 
children that an absent girl could not attend because a diviner had stated that she would 
certainly die if she did. He then told the children that he would not educate them at all if 
they believed in such foolery, because neither the diviner nor any other living man can tell 
you when you shall die, but God alone. Some month later two boys were taken ill and fell 
down quite insensible and speechless. Inquiring what was the matter, he was informed 
that they were taken ill because they were so frightened by the “Vazimba”. Griffiths then 
delivered a speech telling them that whatever they had seen, he would fight it out and 
protect them all by the help of God, etc. The children were impressed by his verbal 
bravery. But he inquired more about the problem: 
“All the information I could get of this Vazimba, was that he was the departed spirit 
of one of their Ancestors – that his tomb is to the East of the town surrounded by 
wood – that the Malagash are afraid of him and believe that if any person cut a 
branch of the threes around his tomb, he would make him sick and cause him to 
die. – To confirm their belief in this, one of the Bengalese residing here, were 
laughing at them for talking so; cut a branch of the tree without asking the 
Vazimba. He returned home, was taken ill and died in the course of three days”.326 
Obviously, Griffiths felt a need to demonstrate how confident he was of God’s protection 
in such cases. Some weeks later when he took a walk with Jones in the neighbourhood, 
they saw the said Vazimba grave, and in order to show one of the schoolboys, who 
happened to be there, that it was foolery to believe that the Vazimba could inflict illness 
and death upon him, Griffiths cut a branch of the tree. Three days later he asked the 
children in the school why the Vazimba had not punished him.  
“All seemed ashamed and said they did not know whether it was true or not, so it 
is handed down to us by our fathers etc, etc, – but as you are wiser, you must 
know better what is true or false, right or wrong. Since this time I have not found 
any of the children frightened by a fancied glance at him”.327  
Another time Jones, Griffiths and Canham made a journey to the districts around the 
capital together with schoolchildren and others in search of some good places to 
establish new schools. On their way they heard about another sacred tomb, where a hero 
or giant called Rapetou was buried. They were told that 5 of 6 men, who had once stolen 
some money placed upon the tomb, died soon afterwards because of the sacredness of 
the tomb. We are not afraid of Rapetou, they said, and consequently they went up to the 
tomb and rolled away stones in search for money, to demonstrate that the sacred tomb 
could not hurt them. They found nothing, but by profaning the sacred tomb they 
demonstrated to the inhabitants in the area, and to all those who travelled together with 
them (60 persons), that they were unhurt by the old taboos.328 Such proceedings 
certainly hurt the religious feelings amongst the people and could have provoked 
disturbance, but nobody dared to say anything. Together with the education and 
preaching about the almighty God etc, such demonstrations from the missionaries 
effectively changed the mind of the schoolchildren and many others – making them 
uncertain of the religion and taboos of their ancestors. 
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It is well known that Radama changed many religious customs at his Court. For 
example, he sent the idols (Sampy) away from the capital to their home villages. He also 
omitted the work of the diviners (Sikidy) and stopped the use of the ordeal (Tangena). I 
have not found anybody who argues that the influence of the missionaries might have 
caused those changes, and I am inclined to think Hastie’s influence was much greater in 
those cases, since he often talked about the items of laws and justice and certainly 
disfavoured the ordeal and diviners etc. He often explained to the king what customs the 
civilized people (i.e. the European) used. But I think this secular approach to these 
problems, bereft of any religious substitute, made the changes badly founded in the 
people’s mind and thus caused the strong revival of all such customs as soon as 
Radama died. On the campaign to Boina Radama prohibited the use of charms and 
unknown medicines etc, as I mentioned above, but that was a political more than a 
religious based decision.329 
 
A resource for Radama 
 The missionaries soon became an important resource to Radama in different 
ways. Already from his first years in the capital Jones acted as counsellor, interpreter and 
scribe for the king,330 as well as an intimate friend. The king even used the missionary as 
interpreter of the customs at his court when the Assistant British Agent behaved rudely 
and improperly (chapter 3.3.1). Although Hastie became his principal informant about the 
civilized nations, Jones also had a free hand to inform the king during his whole reign. 
Radama was very anxious not to lose his new friend, and Jones was not allowed to 
return to Mauritius before a new missionary arrived. And when he was on his route to 
Tamatave he got a letter with a gold chain from the king, begging him to be back in the 
course of 4 months.331 Within two months after Jones’ first arrival, the king started to build 
a nice schoolhouse for him in the courtyard, with a dwelling room for his family 
upstairs,332 and Hastie describes this house in the School report in June 1822.333 
However, Jones was not allowed to rest a long time in this new house, because when the 
king returned from his campaign to Menabe in January 1823, he needed the house for 
his new queen, princess Rasalimo, as Jones with a little melancholy reported home.334 
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After this loss Jones, was no longer confident about living in one of the king’s houses, 
and soon he was placed outside the Rova like all other strangers. 
Only the pastors were named missionaries, and those who were sent to 
Antananarivo to evangelise, translate the Holy Scripture and work in the schools were: 
David Jones (1820), David Griffiths (1821), John Jeffreys (1822), David Johns (1826), 
John Freeman (1827) and Theophilus Atkinson (1831), all of them married before they 
arrived, except Jones who was widowed when arriving. Also some of the artisans partook 
in the schoolwork in periods, and John Canham was even appointed pastor and ordained 
in 1832. 
Besides the schools their most important work was the translating of the Bible. 
Most of them spent much time doing that as soon as they had learned the Malagasy 
language sufficiently. Also schoolbooks, hymnbooks, religious tracts and other reading 
materiel occupied their time. In the first years they usually let the schoolchildren copy 
most of those things, but the dream of printing what they needed was often mentioned to 
the directors. Farquhar’s secretary, Charles Telfaire, first expressed that dream when 
Jones was still alone in Antananarivo.335 They first obtained a lithograph press, which 
they were not able to use well,336 but in 1826 a printing press was sent out. But alas, Mr. 
Hovenden, the printer, who arrived in the bad season in the last week of November 1826, 
died a few weeks later. Although one of the other artisans managed to put up the press, 
little printing work was done before the new printer, Edward Baker, arrived in August 
1828.  
The New Testament was finished in 1830, but when the Malagasy started reading 
it the translation soon showed not to be good enough, because many questions were 
caused by faults in the texts. The Board of Directors therefore decided to stop the printing 
of the Old Testament until the missionaries managed to provide a better translation. But 
when the missionaries argued that they would very soon be sent out of the country, they 
were allowed to continue the work, and the whole bible was finished in July 1835 when 
most of the missionaries left the capital. The revision of the New Testament continued, 
and in 1837 a revised edition printed in England arrived to the missionaries still in 
Mauritius, and was smuggled into Madagascar.  
Their primary work as evangelists was less advantageous during the first years. 
The king was not very interested in the new religion, and he neither wanted them to 
explain the Christian principles to him nor allowed them to have divine services in the 
Malagasy language the first years. When they asked his permission to administrate the 
baptism and the Lords Supper to the Malagasy, he replied that his people were not yet 
ready to that. Only the administration of Christian marriage to the native won the king’s 
approbation in 1827.337 The king mostly advised them to be patient less there should be 
any reactions from the traditionalists. The story about his haircut and the harsh means he 
used against those who criticized him shows that he was not really afraid of reactions 
from the people, and in that perspective I suppose that Radama was not interested in the 
progress of the new religion. He would certainly attend to examinations and other great 
days in the schools, but though invited to some great days in the church, he often 
presented some lame excuse not to come. For example, Griffiths had invited him to 
attend the baptism of his son in the divine service on the New Year’s Day 1822. It was 
the first Christian baptism in Imerina and the king had promised to attend, but pretending 
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to have forgotten the day, he took a ride to his countryseat, Mahazoarivo, and did not 
return until it was over.338  
Raombana criticized the missionaries for not having tried seriously to convert the 
king,339 but I suppose all such efforts would have been rather unsuccessful, because he 
usually showed no interest at all in the new religion, even in the most intimate talks 
referred to by the missionaries. But Raombana also speaks of a curious exception to that. 
When Radama heard about Jesus who was crucified, he got an idea of a new mode of 
how to execute his enemies, and he tried it once when a Sakalava attendant to his wife, 
Rasalimo, was condemned to death.340 But that poor man was probably the only victim 
crucified by him, as he mostly preferred to burn the victims alive when he wished to inflict 
sufferings on the executed. 
 
The Sunday worship 
During the first years the missionaries did not mention their evangelising and 
the divine service on Sunday very often in their letters. But that does not mean that 
they neglected the essential point in their work. For a Protestant missionary the key 
has always been to pass on the Word of God to those around them, and I am sure 
they endeavoured to do that even if the results were meagre among the adults for the 
first ten years. Certainly they formed a Christian church and commenced Sunday 
worship as soon as the two first families were gathered there in October 1821. In 
April 1823 Jones speaks of a communion meeting on Sundays.341 I suppose this was 
in the divine service in the evening, which was for the missionaries and artisans with 
their families alone. For some years the official worship in Sunday morning was held 
in the English language. The schoolchildren were included in the worship very early, 
and Jones and Griffiths wrote in April 1823 that the present place of worship was too 
small to contain all the scholars comfortably, and therefore many who would willingly 
attend every Sabbath absented themselves for want of room. On Wednesday 
evening they had singing school for the improvement of the children in particular, and 
afterwards a prayer meeting. About the Sunday worship they wrote: 
“On Sundays we begin to catechize the children as early as possible and 
dismiss them with singing and prayer at ½ after eight. After breakfast we 
assemble ourselves together for divine service, which is concluded about 
noon. Then the children are catechized again, and we explain unto them and 
to others of the natives who may be present, the contents of the Sermon, and 
we read a chapter and explain it to them also – and they are dismissed as in 
the morning about 4 or 5. Then we dine and have divine service again in the 
evening, which concludes the work of the day”.342 
The want of a great house made it difficult to start official worship in the Malagasy 
language, but at the close of the year they wrote that they hoped to start such 
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services as soon as Griffiths’ house was finished.343 In April 1824 Jones could state 
that they had commenced a regular service in the Malagasy tongue and many of the 
natives attended. They had also composed a small collection of hymns for the use in 
these meetings.344 Some months later they stated that they had services in 
Malagasy, English and French every Sunday.345 “At first few had attended the 
Malagasy worship”, Griffiths explains, “but lately the chapel has been filled with 
approximate 1000 hearers”.346 Later they began to visit the schools in the villages 
around the capital in turn and have divine services there, and when the teachers 
became more advanced they were appointed to preach and perform the Sunday 
service in their own schools. But the attendance of the adults soon declined, and 
shortly after his arrival in November 1826 David Johns wrote that the parents and 
adults did not evince a great desire for hearing the gospel and receiving instruction. 
Much good could certainly be done in the rising generation, however. After describing 
the worship of the day, he continued: 
“In the evening there is a prayer meeting held at the chapel, and although the 
children are not compelled to attend as on the other services yet a great 
number of them are never wanted, many of them engage in prayer who 
appear to me very earnest before the throne imploring the divine blessing”.347 
This lack of interest from the adults and the attendance and engagement of the 
scholars were quite normal during the later years of Radama.348 Certainly some 
adults liked to attend now and then to hear the preaching, which they called “Kabary 
tsy valiana” (a message you are not obliged to answer), but very few were interested 
in the Christian faith and morality etc. A few years later that would change when the 
New Testament was printed, as the missionaries had expected: 
“How beneficial would it be, had we some portions of the scriptures printed for 
those who are able to read and anxious to learn. We have great number of 
youths who have the gift of prayer and whom we would not hesitate to baptize 
had it not been for a certain political consideration which makes us judge it 
better and more prudent protract it a little longer”.349  
 
3.2.2 The artisan’s education and work 
 When the first four missionary artisans arrived in Antananarivo in June 1822, 
there were already half a dozen Creole artisans from Mauritius, who had been sent 
there by Farquhar the year before. The four young missionary artisans were: Thomas 
Brooks (Carpenter), Georges Chick (Blacksmith), John Canham (Tanner) and 
Thomas Rowlands (Weaver). Unfortunately Brooks died only a few weeks after his 
arrival. 
The others had a number of Malagasy youths placed under their instruction by 
the king, and started their work. The idea was that they should support themselves 
by this work, but soon it became evident that in a community where money was 
scarce it would be difficult for them to make their living. At first they were 
disappointed because the king did not wish to pay them for the instruction. Later they 
were frustrated because he stated that they were to pay a tax of 20% on what they 
earned – a statement that caused hot discussions between Radama and the 
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Assistant British Agent, which caused a stop to this taxation. (Chapter 3.3.1) Their 
best economical help in the first years was an allowance from the government in 
Mauritius, which allowed them to survive without needing any help from LMS.350 
Farquhar had fixed this allowance to $ 20 per month when they parted from 
Mauritius.351 That allowance continued for some years, but in the middle of 1825 it 
was reduced by one half and ceased altogether at the expiration of that year.352  
In the first period the greatest problem for the artisans was to get the raw 
materials they needed. The tanner, John Canham, could not find lime anywhere in 
Imerina, and was not able to start tanning without import from abroad. He started 
making shoes of imported leather from Mauritius, but that was expensive and he 
could not sell much. In periods Canham worked with success as secretary for the 
missionaries in copying from their manuscripts, etc.353 When the allowances stopped 
LMS was obliged to help Canham in his misery since he was a missionary artisan, 
and he was placed in Fenoarivo 8 miles west of the capital to teach and take care of 
the schoolwork in that place. After a while lime was found in Betsileo, and before 
Canham left for England in 1826 he could sign a contract with the king to establish a 
great tanning project when he returned. Canham then engaged a young man, Dick 
Kitching, in England to follow him and participate in the new project. However, when 
the king died, this project was neglected by the government and stopped after a few 
years. Kitching earned his living by trade for a while, before he was engaged to keep 
the printing press running during Baker’s absence. On the other hand, Canham went 
back to the schoolwork and was placed in Ambohimandroso. He succeeded as a 
teacher, and after some years he was appointed missionary and ordained in 1832. 
George Chick, the Blacksmith, had also much trouble in obtaining charcoal 
and iron, as the forest and the iron foundries were far from the capital, and the 
carriage of those articles was expensive. After some while he found possibilities, and 
his work became important. When the Creole artisan Le Gros started building a new 
palace for Radama at Soanierana in 1825, Chick concluded a contract with the king 
to furnish the palace with all the required ironwork.354 This contract caused him not to 
be able to follow Canham to England in 1826. After Cameron’s arrival Chick entered 
many contracts with the government together with him, and the cooperation with the 
blacksmith became important for Cameron’s successful industry. 
The weaver, Thomas Rowlands, laboured under the difficulties of getting 
enough cotton properly spun. The cotton produced in the country was not abundant 
and the price was high, therefore he had great problems getting a tolerable price for 
his products. When the allowances from the government in Mauritius ceased, he was 
forced to quit his profession to be able to survive, and the missionaries asked for 
Radama’s permission to place him as teacher in a school at Antsahadinta about 15 
miles to the south.355 But Rowlands was less educated than Canham in such arts, 
and he was forced to study for a while before he could start this work. He worked 
with limited success, and when he failed to please the missionaries who 
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superintended the schoolwork he suffered a personal crisis. He accused Griffiths of 
being his enemy because he preferred not to use his catechism in the education.356 
On the other hand the missionaries stated that they had many Malagasy teachers 
better fitted than Rowlands, and they proposed to let him go home if he could not - or 
would not - go back to his own trade.357 In the meantime Radama had ordered a 
spinning machine to be sent from England. When the machine arrived in 1826 
together with a spinner, named Cummins, Radama was stupefied with the price of 
the machine and not willing to pay for it. But he ordered Rowlands to start the 
education in weaving again.358 Rowlands was not inclined to do that, but had to 
submit to the king’s orders. But as the problems continued it was decided to let the 
spinner return home, and Cummins left in August 1828. Rowlands died the 27th of 
July 1828, the same day as king Radama, and to my astonishment I find that his 
death is scarcely mentioned in any letter or report. I suppose that might be a 
consequence of the missionaries’ great preoccupation with the sickness and death of 
Rev. Tyerman, one of the deputies from LMS, who died the 29th of July and was 
buried the day when the death of the king was published. But certainly Rowlands’ 
death released them from a long-lasting problem.  
 
Single men.  
When the artisans arrived, the missionaries in the field were surprised to find 
that LMS had sent four young single men to Madagascar. It was already well known 
that the temptations of living single in the Malagasy culture were manifold. David 
Jones wrote home to the directors after his first half year in the capital, speaking 
about the free sexual culture in the country, and how the Europeans usually were 
received: 
“The greatest sin of all they are guilty of, are adultery and fornication which 
reach to the highest pitch among the people universally so that there are few 
husbands and wives who are not guilty of adultery and not one young person 
above ten years of age I believe free from fornication. The venereal diseases, 
which young and old have upon them so generally shows that they are very 
guilty of these crimes. When I arrived here at first many were expressing their 
wonder at me in not sending for a woman to sleep with me every night; and 
they said that I was very different from European traitants who used to trade 
with them and that they were so fond of women as any; and they thought me 
to be a very strange sort of a being acting contrary to what nature had given to 
men. Besides I have received messages sent me by women requesting me 
time after time to send for them to sleep with me. But thanks be to God who 
has given me strength to overcome their temptations hitherto and to keep my 
character blameless in this respect. These instances out of many which I have 
witnessed in so short a time may show you how great are the temptations 
before Missionaries in this place particularly those who may reside here 
unmarried, for they are men of like passions with others and not angels”.359 
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Maybe the four young men were already on their way to Mauritius when this letter 
reached the Directors, and therefore they cannot be blamed. Nevertheless the Senior 
Missionary soon after their arrival wrote home, stating that it would have been far 
better if the Directors had sent out married men to this place of corruption snares and 
temptations, declaring that should any disgrace be brought on their cause through 
the power of temptations, it would be impossible for him to conceive of the evil and 
mischief it should occasion in this place. But he also makes a positive statement 
about the role of the missionary wives: 
“and their wives, possessing proper qualifications for their station, would be as 
useful as themselves within their spheres. We have a daily proof of this from 
the labours of the females that co-operate with us in the schools”.360 
Also Griffiths wrote home after the arrival of the unmarried artisans and quoted the 
warning Hastie had given: 
“Our Brethren are going on successfully with their trades but live in hopes that 
the Directors will be as good as their promises to them. The other day I took a 
walk with the British Agent to see our Brethren. He remarked that it would not 
do for them to take any of those women, meaning the natives, nor even any 
from the Mauritius – But, said he, if no attention be paid to my requests I know 
what I would do, I would put up my forge and go and look for a suitable 
partner; without a doubt Madagascar should be the last place where single 
men should be sent to”.361 
As time passed by, all of them chose their way. Chick was the first to write home to 
the Directors begging them to send him a bride.362 To his great grief the girl he 
named and hoped for was not inclined to take the risk of travelling so far, and when 
he got her refusal he asked the Directors to be allowed to go to Mauritius or England 
to seek a bride there.363 Also Canham requested the same favour with a strong 
recommendation from Jones and Griffiths,364 and both he and Chick were later 
allowed to go to England. When they got this permission, Chick was too involved in 
the building of Radama’s palace and had to defer his journey. Canham, on the other 
hand, went home in 1826 and returned one year later with his wife. It was reported 
that Mrs. Canham made a very good job in the school and among the women in 
Ambohimandroso. Chick’s plan of going to England was overthrown by the arrival of 
some new artisans. The printer, Hovenden, and his family were soon severely 
attacked by the fever. A son died first and Mr. Hovenden soon afterwards, leaving his 
wife and some children behind.365 After some months Chick could write home 
thanking the Directors for their great kindness in granting him permission to visit 
England, but since he had engaged Mrs. Hovenden and was going to marry her, he 
was no longer in need of going home.366 Rowlands on the other hand was the only 
LMS connected person that married a Malagasy woman. Later only Edward Baker, 
who was sent to replace Mr. Hovenden, was single when he arrived, but he had an 
arrangement at home, and went to England in 1832 and married there.  
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James Cameron was a carpenter sent to replace the deceased Mr. Brooks, 
and he arrived with his family in August 1826. He became the most famous of all the 
missionary artisans. When he found that there were already many carpenters 
educated by Le Gros etc, he turned to other industries and nearly all kind of practical 
work. First he put up the printing press and managed to print some texts until the new 
printer arrived. But it was his skill in making soap and sulphur, glass and other 
wanted products that made him famous. He built a Powder Mill with a great water 
reservoir to turn the mill (Lac Anosy today) and undertook different projects for the 
government. His first house and atelier at Ambatonakanga were burnt down by an 
accident, and he moved to Analakely, while he later built the new Chapel and the 
house for the printing press on his first premises. But most of his work was done in 
the period after the king’s death and will be considered in a later chapter. 
 
The crucial problem 
As alluded to above neither the missionaries nor the artisans often mentioned 
the crux of the matter of their work. Probably they were not bothered at first by seeing 
their students or apprentices appointed by the king. But seeing the carpenters work 
on their houses without wages because they were ordered by the king to do feudal 
servitude, or seeing every kind of person working without any remuneration should 
probably have warned them. We may wonder how they could ask the king for 
workers again and again on such terms. And when they saw that nearly all the 
schoolchildren were sent off to perpetual non-paid servitude in the army or other 
professions, it is somewhat astonishing that they could request the king or the queen 
to appoint new children to learn in their schools every year. Certainly they were 
aware of the problem. Griffiths says in 1825 that some of the girls in the sewing 
classes were taken as second wives for the king’s officers, because they wished for a 
young wife that could sew trousers and other things for their husbands. And the king 
consented to such proceedings. When Griffiths asked a man that had already two or 
three wives, what he thought about this matter, he answered: 
“If the king would marry all the girls in the school to his officers, I would not 
speak against the king – but I do not like such proceedings and I must 
disapprove of them as long as I live. And all the good people in England and in 
all the world would consider you all more like beasts than men”.367 
Perhaps ashamed of this conversation Griffiths told his wife about it. She was so 
discouraged by her pupils being taken as second wives to the officers that she did 
not know what to do, whether she should continue the teaching or drop the sewing 
class entirely. But Griffiths relates that he persuaded her to persevere still, and 
recommend them to the grace of God! In the same letter Griffiths talks about their 
teachers going to villages far away, stating: 
“Without having means to remunerate the worthy teachers it would only 
introduce a species of slavery, that is too prevalent in this country, by sending 
them out to teach as at present. – And getting nothing for their trouble some of 
them do not know the taste of a bit of meat for weeks with their rice and have 
hardly a bit of cloth to cover them. We feel this very keenly but are not able to 
remedy it. It would only be useless but imprudent to apply to the king for any 
more than his sanction and approbation of what they do, as he is not able to 
pay his soldiers that are harassed about from one end of the Island to the 
other – not much more than his thanks to them”.368 
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Yes, they knew about the slavery of feudal servitude in all the branches of their work, 
and I wonder how they could accept to be a part of the oppression of the people. 
Perhaps the consequences of their work were not evident when they started, and 
when they became aware of them it was too late to turn around. I suppose that they 
sincerely hoped that their work would give progress and prosperity to the people, but 
I am astonished that they never discussed this problem in their official letters to the 
Directors. They accepted the feudal structure of the society perhaps not knowing the 
great changes Radama lately had made with their own help.  
As mentioned above (chapter 2.4.3) they accepted to become slave-keepers 
at an early date. And when the directors prohibited them from employing slaves in 
their work, they never changed their view although they could change some forms. 
After Radama’s proclamation in 1823 that all strangers residing in the country were 
allowed to buy slaves under the condition that they had to redeem them after ten 
years service,369 they could buy slaves, redeem them immediately under the 
condition that they should serve them the said ten years, and use them without pay 
the whole term. Without slaves they must give up their work in the mission and turn 
cooks etc, because they could get no free servants, they argued. With the king’s 
permission they were allowed to give their “servants” some money now and then, at 
their own discretion. “Hence it appears to us”, they stated, “that we have not deviated 
from the Spirit of the resolution”.370 I wonder if their slave keeping promoted their 
acceptance of the feudal servitude in their work. When Baker left the country in 1836 
he stated that the problem of feudal servitude in their work was so fundamental that 
the mission was unable to continue in its present form any longer. See his evaluation 
of the work in chapter 5.3.3. As Christians the missionaries should be salt and light in 
this world, but by accepting entirely the unjust structures in the society, they 
cemented or even promoted the darkness.  
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3.3 Growing Scepticism about the British influence 
 When Dr. Robert Lyall arrived in Madagascar he found a great scepticism 
against the British influence. Not only Queen Ranavalona I and the traditionalists 
supporting her showed such scepticism, but also King Radama had shown growing 
scepticism in his last years. Half a year before Lyall settled in Madagascar Prince 
Coroller, the king’s secretary, wrote a letter to him pointing out clearly that Radama 
wanted no interference in his politics or power--: 
“comme tous les rois, il est jalous de son pouvoir absolu. - Il est emporté sur 
tout grand s’il voit son autorité un peu froissée. Il ne pardonnerait pas à qui 
que ce soit de se permettre de se mêler de la politique & des affaires 
Madégasses ou de lui donner des conseil ou de lui faire des observations 
sans son assentiment lorsqu’il a prononcé une affaire quel quelle soit ou qu’il 
à Signé & Scellé une pièce, il faut qu’on s’y conforme (---) Il n’aime pas du tout 
qu’on se permetre des libertés ni qu’on s’occupe de ses affaires de la politique 
& du Gouvernement Madégasse, sans son approbation”.371 
This expressed scepticism can partly be explained by the severe crisis between the 
two parties after the death of Hastie, as I will discuss in this chapter. But the 
scepticism started long before that crisis, and I will try to study its development from 
the first years of the cooperation. 
 
3.3.1 The “Assistant Agent”, Georges Barnsley, provoked Radama seriously,  
1821 – 1822 
The placing of a Resident British Agent at the court of Radama was not 
mentioned in any of the articles of the treaty for the abolition of the slave trade, but 
we know that Hastie in 1817-18 stayed with the king after concluding the first treaty, 
until he was ordered back by General Hall. In the instructions Farquhar issued for the 
new negotiations in 1820, we find that Hastie should tell the king that a “Resident 
British Agent” would stay with him as an assurance of the fulfilment of the treaty and 
the promise not to sell arms and ammunition to other chieftains in Madagascar.372 
Although offered as a guarantee for the fulfilment of the treaty, this Agent thus 
secured great influence for the British government over Radama’s politics. This is 
also clearly expressed in a despatch from the British Foreign Minister, Earl Bathurst, 
when the Home government appointed Hastie to the duty of Resident British Agent: 
“His Majesty considers that the most effectuate course of keeping up the good 
disposition of Radama, and of watching over the fulfilment of the Treaty itself, 
is by the nomination of some person as a Resident Agent at the Court of 
Radama, & by maintaining that influence which he now appears ready to admit 
on the part of Great Britain”.373  
During the first years Radama might have been glad for the help and good counsel of 
the British agent, but it looks like interference from Hastie soon became a growing 
problem. 
After the request of Hastie, Governor Farquhar had appointed George 
Barnsley as “Assistant Agent” to Madagascar, and he was instructed to act as British 
agent whenever Hastie was absent. Hastie thanking the governor for the 
appointment of Barnsley in a letter in October 1821 also expressed his fear for the 
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travellers from Mauritius, because they had already missed the good season for 
travelling in Madagascar. He was not afraid for Barnsley, who had reported himself 
“well seasoned”, but for the health of David Jones, who had already suffered much of 
the Malagasy fever, and for those he expected to accompany them.374 David Jones 
had left Madagascar earlier that year to go to Mauritius and seek a bride, and he was 
now on his way back with his wife, Marie Anne Mabille, a sister of Mrs. Le Brun, 
whom he had married on the 20th of July 1821. Travelling together with Mr. and Mrs. 
Jones were also Mrs. Griffiths and her little son. A short time after Hastie wrote his 
worried letter the group arrived in Antananarivo and caused much interest among the 
inhabitants because it included the first white women and child coming to Imerina.  
Perhaps Hastie’s impatience was also occasioned by his wish to bring the new 
agent with him to visit Mananjary, which Radama had in mind for a settlement. After 
bringing the missionaries safely up from Tamatave, Barnsley joined Hastie on his 
way to the coast. Hastie left for Mauritius after the visit in Mananjary and Tamatave 
while Barnsley returned to Antananarivo. But reporting himself to be well seasoned, 
Barnsley obviously had underestimated the dreadful Malagasy fever. Returning from 
Tamatave with much luggage for the missionaries, he became so weak with fever 
that he was unable to ride up the hill when he arrived in Antananarivo.375 Two months 
later he wrote to Hastie that he was still so weak with the fever that he could scarcely 
write a letter to him. He stated that Radama had frequently visited him, and the king 
was daily increasing and training his army, but all other items were not cared for, 
such as the building of houses for Hastie and Griffiths etc.376 
Barnsley soon entered a hot discussion with Radama, who had ordered the 
Creole artisans to pay him 20% out of all they earned. David Jones referred to the 
discussion developing when the king dined with Barnsley and Jones: 
“It will be recollected by you, that I informed you in November last concerning 
some unpleasant things which happen’d here after your departure between 
the Tradesmen and the King when they did put up all their tools, and had 
determined to return to Mauritius, because His Majesty had informed them, 
through the mouth of Mr. Robin, that he would not pay them for teaching 
apprentices: at length every thing was well arranged and they went on quietly 
with their work until the 23rd of last month, when Mr. Robin was sent again to 
tell them, that they were to pay a tax of  20 pr. Cent, out of their profit to the 
King (---) The King answer’d that it was himself that had done it, and argued 
very warmly, that he had a right to tax the Tradesmen, from some assertions 
in the letters of His Excellency Governor Farquehar & likewise from what you 
yourself had often told him. Mr. Barnsley laid before him many forcible 
arguments to show him the absurdity, the impropriety and the 
unreasonableness of exacting such an impost from persons sent by the British 
Government to Teach his people, and who were paid also by the same every 
month. - The King brought forward many things in his own defence and rested 
himself particularly in saying, “Mr. Hastie, it appears, has entirely 
misunderstood me, and I have misunderstood him.” 
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After arguing very warmly on both sides, and seeing the King so positive, Mr. 
Barnsley said, that it would be best for His Majesty to let the tradesmen go on 
with their work as usually until your return, when he would be able to arrange 
every thing concerning them. To this, the King consented, and it terminated 
the Kabar”.377 
Being forced to postpone his decision and wait for Hastie’s return before settling the 
case probably provoked Radama. Jones’ letter also shows that it was already the 
second time the newcomer had forced the king to retreat, and it would not be 
surprising if he was a little upset about this British Agent interfering in his affairs. 
Neither did the criticism of Barnsley and Jones for his use of Robin please the king: 
“In the same evening Mr. Barnsley told the King of the bad conduct of Robin, 
and of the impropriety of keeping about him a man of no character, and one 
who delighted in stirring up trifles among people of a peaceful disposition, & I 
embraced the opportunity at the same time to tell the King in the plainest 
language about Robin’s conduct to me on several occasions, and of all I had 
heard about him. (---)The King listen’d attentively to all, and said to me, that I 
had no reason to fear any thing from Mr.Robin as he knew me now too well to 
believe any thing that Mr.Robin would tell him about me. (---) Nothing would 
more rejoice the heart of Robin, than to set us all at a discord, and as long as 
such a man remains whispering in the Kings ears there will be neither peace 
nor tranquillity either for Artisans or for Missionaries, and I repeat now of 
having written to the Missionary Society, as they are to meet with 
discouragements from a taxation of so high a percentage etc, from the King on 
their arrival here. The King says that the Missionary Tradesmen will be obliged 
to pay a Tax as well as the others”.378 
This letter shows that both missionaries and other British persons were seriously 
bothered by Robin’s conduct. If he should be allowed to conspire against them, they 
would never be sure of being allowed to work quietly. Barnsley stubbornly refused 
Radama’s mediating between Robin and the British and he declared that he did not 
wish to keep any communication with the latter.379 It must have been strange to the 
king to be plainly told that they wanted him to cut off his friend and European scribe. I 
have not found much more about Robin in the correspondence for the next few 
years, even though he is mentioned when Radama threw all the schools together in 
1824 (chapter 3.3.2) I suppose Hastie settled the case with Radama as soon as he 
arrived, and maybe the king again was forced to agree to the views of the British 
agent. The next note mentioning Robin’s name in the correspondence is a short 
explanation Hastie gave Mr. Viret, the new governor’s secretary, in 1825: 
”Mr. Robin of whom you speak was in Radama’s employ, circumstances 
occasioned his being appointed preceptor in a school formed by the King in 
1823 - and he was successful in it. He left this in March stating that it was his 
desire to return to France - perhaps his means does not enable him to do so. 
There was a fault in his education which unfortunately has not been amended 
by his pursuits in the life - the word «truth» was printed upside down in his 
dictionary or totally omitted”.380 
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This statement was neither flattering for Robin nor leaves any doubt that Hastie had 
succeeded in removing Robin from his work close to Radama, to the satisfaction of 
the missionaries and maybe the grief of the king. Nevertheless Robin was far from 
omitted from Malagasy politics, even though Radama placed him in charge of a 
school created for that purpose for some years. As soon as Hastie finally left the 
scene, Robin entered it again, and he became a trusted man about the king in his 
last years - to the grief of every British person in Madagascar. 
The relations between Barnsley and the king grew even worse. Barnsley, who 
was still very unwell with fever and desperately wishing to get better, found that 
neither food nor medicine suited him any more.381 His manners were probably 
influenced by his desperate state of health, and in the last months of his stay 
Radama accused him of breaking the conduits of the court. In plain language he 
ordered Barnsley to follow the customs of the court, asking for an audience before 
entering the king’s residence, etc.382 And in a letter to Jones in his own handwriting 
Radama explains a little more about Barnsley’s bad conduct, accusing him of trying 
to force his way into the king’s bedroom and other rude behaviour. Asking the 
missionary to transmit his will to the Agent, Radama stated that white people were 
not allowed to do what they want at his court, but have to follow the king’s will like all 
others.383 It may be significant for the new scepticism that it was the missionary who 
was asked to mediate between the king and the British agent. 
The last controversy occurred when Barnsley was going to quit the capital. 
Radama wished him to attend his great yearly parade for the army in Ambohimanga, 
but eager to comply with Hastie’s declared wishes to meet him in Tamatave on the 
1st day of May, Barnsley left the town. In a letter to Hastie Radama expressed his 
displeasure with Barnsley’s conduct on that point.384 But Barnsley did not manage to 
comply with Hastie’s orders, because Radama had given him bearers hired to go 
only to a place called Ambohitroon. When they left him there he could not get new 
bearers to carry him down to Tamatave without paying them in advance. 
Unfortunately he was out of money and thus he was trapped there and forced to stay 
half way without being able either to proceed or to return. After Hastie’s arrival in 
Tamatave Radama sent Barnsley a nice letter and five bottles of wine, inviting him to 
return to Antananarivo.385 Barnsley thanked him for the wine and made an excuse for 
having offended him unintentionally, but stated that he had received Hastie’s positive 
orders to wait for him right where he was.386 
Certainly matters were made up under Hastie’s mediation, but soon afterwards 
Hastie sent Barnsley back to Mauritius - officially because he had suffered so badly 
of ill health. Later Hastie wrote to Farquhar stating that Barnsley’s present state of 
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health should leave no hope of his recovery in Mauritius, and he therefore suggested 
he be sent back to England, even though he regretted being deprived of his 
assistance.387 It appears generous that Hastie permitted his assistant home leave. 
On the other hand, it is significant that he did not ask for any replacement of Barnsley 
neither in this letter nor in any other communication I have seen. This may indicate 
that the experiment of placing an Assistant Agent at Radama’s court turned out so 
badly that they never chose to try this solution again. Only Hastie was able to keep 
the position close to the king, and when he died nobody was really able to replace 
him, except David Jones, who was appointed Acting Agent until a new Resident 
Agent could arrive. 
 
3.3.2 Growing scepticism also to the missionaries? 
Radama often expressed his goodwill for the missionaries and the missionary 
artisans and his pleasure with their works in different matters. His friendship with the 
Senior Missionary David Jones was undoubtedly profound and lasting. But probably 
the king’s satisfaction with the missionaries became seriously troubled when the unity 
and cordial cooperation between them were broken. We have seen above how David 
Jones got seriously troubled when placed under the leadership of Thomas Bevan. 
After the death of Bevan he was naturally appointed “Senior Missionary” for the field 
– a function that not was altered when new missionaries arrived. His first colleague, 
David Griffiths, was also a Welshman with similar background, beliefs and ways of 
thinking as him, and they worked closely for a long time together. But many different 
churches composed the London Missionary Society, and therefore it should not be 
surprising that there would be great differences between the missionaries arriving. 
This fact soon caused fundamental problems when a new pastor, John Jeffreys, 
arrived in June 1822. 
Jeffreys was said to be an Englishman of good family, and Farquhar wrote in a 
letter introducing him to Hastie that he anticipated Jones would be satisfied with his 
new co-worker.388 But Farquhar’s strongly worded instructions to Hastie in the same 
letter, stating that he should impress upon Jones the need to avoid giving the 
slightest cause of offence, might show that the governor was a little worried about 
this new arrangement, although he did state that he gave this advice not with specific 
reference to Jones conduct in general but as consequence of an anxiety that the 
mission work should meet with success.389 Notwithstanding Farquhar’s instructions 
the arrival of Jeffreys and his family soon proved to cause great problems within the 
small group of missionaries. I infer from different correspondence that both Mr. and 
Mrs. Jeffreys had personalities and appearances that did not suit the collaboration 
with the other missionaries very well. And in the course of a few months it was also 
clearly demonstrated that they were not inclined to accept the seniority of the Welsh 
veteran, David Jones. Even before his arrival in Madagascar Mr. Jeffreys 
demonstrated some haughty ideas about his own position, accusing the missionary 
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artisans travelling together with him - Chick, Canham, Rowlands and Brooks - to be 
troublesome and discontent persons. These four young men complained loudly 
because they were treated differently on board ship from the Pastor and his family.390 
However not only Jeffreys distinguished between the two groups in that way, but also 
LMS and the other pastors. Only ordained pastors were named missionaries and 
held responsible for the whole missionary work. All others were named missionary 
artisans and they could neither vote nor give their opinion to the missionary work in 
general, except when the pastors quarrelled or their support was needed for other 
causes. 
Arriving in Antananarivo on the 10th of June 1822 Pastor Jeffreys and his 
family were well received by the king and the missionaries. He got a house in another 
quarter than his colleagues, and after the advice of his brethren and the British Agent 
the king soon placed some children under his instruction in a new school opened for 
that purpose. The directors of LMS had expressed a wish that all the missionaries 
and artisans should live together in the same place, but Jones explained that it would 
be impossible to find enough space for such an arrangement within the town.391 At 
first they cooperated quite peacefully, but in the course of some months problems 
arose and late in March 1823 those problems exploded in a bitter quarrel that lasted 
for more than a year. 
The establishing of a written Malagasy language was the formal cause of their 
differences. Jones had already used much time the last five years to study the 
Malagasy language and had developed a written form of the Merina dialect. Griffiths 
had cooperated well with him on that job. I have mentioned that also Robin had tried 
to write the language with the Roman alphabet, and it is also evident from Hastie’s 
many letters that he could read and write some Malagasy of the same kind. But no 
real decision had been made about what principles should be followed, and I 
suppose the missionaries, the scribe and the agent differed in many details. When 
Jeffreys entered the scene he soon tried to create his own mode of writing the 
Malagasy language, opposing his brethren. Together with Hastie he wished for a 
more patriotic use of the English vowels. As it turned out this was only one part of the 
problem, and maybe the real cause was that he would not accept the authority of the 
Senior Missionary. Only such a cause may explain why the quarrel was not settled by 
Radama’s decision in the questions about the mode of writing the language, but 
continued for nearly one year more. Probably it was some opposing commentaries 
from Jeffreys that caused Griffiths to write a letter to Jones on the 14th of February 
1823 asking him what would be the best principles for writing the Malagasy 
language. Three days later Jones responded pointing out the principles created by 
him and Thomas Bevan in 1818. They had informed the directors about those 
principles and no protestation had been made, but they had printed some Malagasy 
words in their papers etc. Jones concluded his letter by asking Griffiths’ opinion, as 
the most experienced of the colleagues: 
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“I submit the whole to your consideration as the next in seniority and who is 
most acquainted with the language, whether you approve or disapprove of it 
and whether you can suggest any improvement upon it”.392 
When the missionaries discussed the future of the mission in a meeting next day, 
Jeffreys received the said letter and studied it for a few days without saying or 
enquiring anything. But when his brethren also proposed new rules for the 
correspondence with the directors, he objected seriously: 
“That in order to avoid every possible contradiction arising from un-
acquaintance or non-attention that no Missionary at this station should write 
any letter or letters to the Directors secretaries & in town or country about the 
Mission Customs, Manners, Superstitions & of these people, without perusing 
the said letter or letters to the Senior Missionary. To this also Mr. Jeffreys 
objected & said that he would not consent to any such things”.393 
I find this proposal astonishing, because it looks like a kind of censure showing real 
defiance to the newly arrived missionary. I do not know exactly what act of Jeffrey’s 
that have caused this wish of censure, but probably the colleagues had got aware 
that he had written to the Board of LMS criticizing Jones and Griffiths. Obviously this 
proposal from the brethren provoked Jeffrey to act, and in a few days the war broke 
out. It was also proposed that one of the missionaries should move out of town to 
start a school and mission work in another place, and Jeffreys objected strongly 
against this idea declaring that he would not trouble himself with a school, but rather 
wished to work with the translation of the Holy Scriptures etc, i.e. he was not inclined 
to start schoolwork outside the capital. Griffiths, on the other hand, declared that he 
had often heard from the directors and from the famous Dr. Bogue that the 
schoolwork was amongst the most important duties for a missionary. Also Mrs. 
Jeffreys took an active part in the discussion and certainly provoked the others by her 
unusual behaviour.394 
Even Hastie could not help them to settle the hot dispute. He summoned them 
and asked if they were of the same opinion respecting the language, because he 
thought they should not appear divided before the people and the king. When they 
denied to be unified with respect to the question, he said that the missionaries were 
“a parcel of apes and fools”, and Jeffreys later pronounced Jones and Griffiths’ plan 
for writing the language to be a “Heap of confusion”. Such was the state of things 
when the king summoned them to the palace asking about their plans for writing the 
Malagasy language. When they gathered Radama told them that he was the sole 
master of decisions about the writing of his language, but he had honoured the 
missionaries by wishing them to create the grammatical construction etc.395 After 
having seen samples of the different plans and discussed them for a day or two, the 
king decided that they should use French vowels and English consonants. Ludvig 
Munthe has given a full explanation of details in the decision about the writing of the 
language in his thesis: La Bible à Madagascar. Les deux première traductions du 
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Nouveau Testament Malgache.396 It is not those details but the consequences of the 
struggle that is most interesting to my study. 
Some details were still left unsettled after the king’s decisions, and Jeffreys 
terminated the discussion at a missionary meeting on the 23rd of March 1823 by 
declaring that he would write to the king that they were going to act contrary to his 
orders. David Jones then rose up and took his hat, saying, that it was of no use to try 
to settle any affair if Jeffreys was present.397 When Jeffreys a few days later sent a 
proposal to Jones of how he would like to write different Malagasy words Jones 
answered in the negative: 
“I have just received the list of words for mine inspection and I candidly tell you 
that I do not understand one word out of ten of them”.398 
Jones was hurt by Jeffreys’ repeated declaring that he would never consent to the 
proposed plans or to the will of the majority. When Griffiths visited Jones’ home one 
day Mrs Jones told him that her husband was so discouraged on account of Mr and 
Mrs. Jeffreys conduct that he could neither eat nor sleep, and she was afraid he 
would ask the king’s permission to leave the country. Griffiths then impressed upon 
him that it would be unjust to let those who opposed the majority win, and that if he 
left the country great disturbances would occur in the mission work.399 As the 
struggle developed Jeffreys expressed a wish for reconciliation if the colleges could 
prove any error he had made, but he would not agree to the accusations of “his 
disaffection towards the Senior Missionary, Party spirit etc”.400 Next morning, 
however, he received a letter from the Senior Missionary excluding both himself and 
his wife from the missionary fellowship: 
“I have been desired last occurred evening by the brethren, who form the 
Christian church at this Capital, to request that you and Mrs. Jeffreys will 
absent yourself from the communion next Sunday, as they cannot partake of 
the ordinance in a proper fame of mind if you be present”.401 
New discussions followed but the majority of missionaries and artisans kept their 
decision of dissolving every connection with Mr. and Mrs. Jeffreys.402 Although they 
made some new effort to justify themselves in communicating with the missionaries 
both verbally and in written, the union was really broken and should not be restored 
for nearly one year. Jeffreys also wrote a lot of letters to the directors and other 
persons both in Mauritius and England trying to justify them, but since the 
communication to England necessitated half a year each way the answer from the 
directors with some criticisms of their fellow missionaries came to late to give them 
any help.  
Hastie was several times mentioned as Jeffreys’ close friend, but there was in 
reality not much he could do in the case. His proposal of asking the authorities in 
Mauritius about the better way of writing the Malagasy language was immediately 
refused by Jones and his friends, because they thought nobody would be qualified to 
judge in the question. I find it astonishing that such a difficult problem was never 
mentioned in Hastie’s own correspondences with the governor. The only letter 
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alluding to this problem is a question mediated to the governor by captain Moorsom, 
acting commodore of the British navy, whether the missionaries were placed under 
the authority of the British resident agent or not. But the new governor gave a very 
evasive response to that question: 
“I gave the Governor a memory of your wishes respecting the Missionaries but 
he hesitates about giving any thing more than an opinion that all British 
Subjects in Madagascar are to a certain extent amenable to the authority of 
the British Agent”.403 
No agent could use authority against the missionaries in such terms, as Dr. Lyall later 
lamented. The missionaries were therefore left outside the authority of the British 
agent and that was not without consequences in other struggles. Hastie had to keep 
quiet and complained about their lack of patriotism for the British way of writing 
vowels etc. in a long letter to Farquhar in London.404 Poor Jeffreys! Their efforts to 
overthrow the Senior Missionary and the democratic function in the small LMS group 
in Antananarivo had in reality no chance of success. Neither the king nor anybody 
else in the capital was interested in their respectable family background, and the only 
authority in the LMS body in the view of the Malagasy was the Senior Missionary, 
David Jones.  
Besides the withdrawal of the missionaries from the authority of the agent this 
affair had also another important consequence of great interest for my study: when 
Jones proved to be so easily vexed and troubled, Griffiths to a certain extent took the 
leadership, even though he always referred to Jones’ duties as Senior Missionary 
ones. From that time nearly all important letters and reports from the missionaries in 
Madagascar were signed not only by the Senior Missionary but also by Griffiths, and 
both letters and journals relating all the intricate details of this affair are written in 
Griffiths’ handwritings and signed by Jones and eventually all the brethren. It is also 
significant that when the directors’ letter with strong criticisms against the majority 
group arrived about one year later, it was Griffiths who answered it in quite strong 
terms.405 Thus the whole affair weakened the authority of the Senior Missionary and 
thereby the possibility of making decisions in the future. On the other hand Griffiths 
gained strength and acquired a central place in all future personal conflicts, such as 
the struggles with Rowlands in 1827-28, with Robert Lyall in 1828-29 and with Johns, 
Freeman and the other LMS-connected personnel in the 1830’s. All those struggles 
finally produced a disastrous effect for the whole missionary work. 
My research has not uncovered many details on how Radama acted in this 
conflict and what consequences it had for the missionary work, but I can suggest one 
or two things: Firstly, that Radama clearly disfavoured Jeffreys’ proposal of how to 
write the language and approved Jones and Griffiths’ plan with some necessary 
corrections. Secondly, that for a long time he did not act against the schism among 
the missionaries, even though that must have caused some growing scepticism in his 
mind. Lyall later wrote that some Malagasy told him that such affairs among the 
missionaries were the subject of amusement and laughter of the king, disgracing the 
Missionary Society and the British character.406 Since Lyall himself was quarrelling 
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with the missionaries at that time, his observations were far from neutral, but even 
though he was extremely critical of them, his attitude might indicate an important fact: 
such problems disgraced the missionaries not only for the king but also for the 
people and especially for the coming men in power. And the fact that the king many 
times had to decide in different matters concerning the missionaries’ work because 
they could not make the needed decisions themselves, gave the king much power 
over the mission work. Thus it became easy for his followers to act against the 
missionaries and the church in the final struggle. 
For nearly one year this unpleasant affair continued with Jeffreys’ family totally 
separated from colleagues. The king was absent on his campaign along the eastern 
coast for more than half a year, but when he returned to the capital in the first days of 
January 1824 he soon was forced to act in the case. The letters shows that the 
majority group in the middle of February 1824 sent a letter to Mr. And Mrs. Jeffrey in 
order to make up differences and establish reunion, peace and concord again. But 
Jeffreys refused to agree with the conditions mentioned in the letter, and the 
reconciliation could not be effected at that time.407 However, on the 10th of March 
1824 Radama called the British agent and the missionaries up to the palace. Arriving 
there, the king’s orders were delivered to them by Robin and the princes 
Ramanetaka and Ramananolona, saying: 
“that King Radama wishes to throw the three schools into one – to form a 
college at Griffiths’ (---) and that it should be called the Missionary Seminary 
and the parent institution and the fountain head of all the schools that might be 
formed at any future period in any parts of his dominions. And that his Majesty 
was asking Messieurs Jones and Griffiths the favour to superintend this 
seminary and also of Mrs. Jones and Mrs. Griffiths the female school in needle 
work &”.408 
Those orders from the king caused profound changes in the mission work, and 
different factors might have caused the decision. On the one hand, I have pointed at 
the fact that formerly only children from the royal family and some noble families 
were allowed to study in Jones’ school in the courtyard, while Griffiths had formed a 
school for children mostly from the Hova caste. Now the king saw the utility of 
throwing them into one school, primarily in order to get more children educated and 
able to serve him either as secretaries or in the army. For that purpose he was willing 
to set aside the formerly very strict caste regulations. This act also consented to the 
missionaries’ proposal of using the most advanced pupils as teachers in the new 
schools they wanted to establish in neighbouring villages after the Lancaster system 
of education. On the other hand, there might actually have been another cause for 
the change, because in so doing Radama withdrew from Mr. And Mrs. Jeffreys the 
right to teach any Malagasy children, since their school was thrown together with the 
two others and none of them were asked to partake in the teaching there. Jones and 
Griffiths complied with the king’s wishes, but assured the directors that they were not 
the cause of Jeffreys’ being deprived his school: 
“We forbear to state why Mr. Jeffreys was not requested to take a part in the 
superintendence of the school that was formed out of his into one as well as 
out of ours, as it was not his conduct towards us that prevented him to take a 
part in it – but his conduct towards other individuals, the particulars of which 
we leave him to state to you”.409 
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I have not found that Jeffreys explained to the directors why he was deprived his 
school, but if the missionaries was not concerned, I suppose he must have offended 
some Malagasy citizens with his conduct.410 Nevertheless, Jeffrey was now placed in 
a tricky situation without a concord with his brethren for nearly one year and deprived 
of his missionary work by the king. That forced him to change his conduct and a short 
time after this meeting he wrote a letter to Jones and Griffiths asking to be allowed to 
enter the concord proposed by them one month ago. He declared that he and his 
wife would comply with the conditions made by the colleagues in the said letter.411 
After some communications from both Mr. and Mrs. Jeffreys confessing their errors 
and begging forgiveness, all the brethren went up to them to shake hands and show 
that all former differences were now made up.412 
I do not know exactly why Jeffreys at the same time asked for a new place to 
work, but I suppose his position in Antananarivo had become so difficult that he could 
not continue his work there. After some days the king fixed upon Ambatomanga as a 
new station for him, and a fortnight after the reconciliation Jeffreys and his family 
moved out there to start a new work. But Jeffreys was now a broken man, and the 
work in the town of Ambatomanga soon became difficult because once he had 
ordered his servant to do some work with the “angady” or spade on a Friday. When 
the inhabitants told him that it was taboo to them to use the spade on Fridays he 
answered boldly that he was not bothered by that, since he did not observe the same 
taboos. Very few dared to send their children to his school or attend the Sunday 
worship after that time. He was better welcomed in the neighbouring villages, but 
after some time his wife got ill and could not stay alone. No medicine helped her, and 
Mr. Jeffreys was thus effectually hindered from working in the neighbouring villages. 
Also their teenage daughter caused a lot of problems, and after having placed her in 
Griffiths’ house for a while, Jeffreys regretted that they had her with them in 
Madagascar and expressed a wish of sending her home to England.413 Finally 
Jeffreys gave up his work, asked permission to go on a vacation in Mauritius to care 
for his sick wife, and left Ambatomanga. But on board the ship going to Mauritius 
both he and his daughter fell sick and passed away, while his wife recovered and 
returned to England with the remaining children. She later published her memory in a 
very critical book.414 I have mentioned above that the cooperation between Radama 
and the missionaries also suffered when the missionary artisans did not succeed in 
bringing him the expected revenue.  
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3.3.3 Growing scepticism even against Hastie because of his increasing 
influence 
During the army’s stay in Sambava on the eastern coast in 1823 Hastie 
several times dared to force king Radama to change his orders, as I have shown in 
chapter 3.1.3. Maybe these changes were wise and necessary but certainly it was 
not easy for the king to accept correction publicly by the British agent. From different 
occasions we hear about people asking “if he was to be dictated to by a White, and if 
they were to be ruled by a White?” Radama’s true friendship with Hastie prevented 
him from accusing him for interfering in his affairs. But we can find several examples 
that show that Hastie discussed the king’s orders in public or that he forced the king 
to change his mind during their private discussions. The most marked example was 
perhaps some discussions during the Boina campaign in 1824, particularly the 
discussion about the importation of slaves and about king Andriantsoly’s fate, as I 
have mentioned above. When they returned to Antananarivo Radama had to 
undergo a treatment for the fever. Hastie states that he had given some medicine to 
the king several times, but in vain, since he stopped the treatment as soon as he 
became a little better.415 The king was probably glad to get some medical help for the 
fever, but in many other cases he might have been bothered by the interference of 
the Agent.   
Perhaps Lyall’s interpretation of the letter he received from Radama’s 
secretary in Tamatave in July 1828 is correct (see chapter 3.3.). He explained to the 
governor: 
“At first I knew not to whom certain hints alluded, - whether to the late Mr. 
Hastie, - to Messrs Cole and Campbell, or to myself. As the account received 
from Mr. Robin, on my landing at Tamatave, tallied with that of Mr. Coroller on 
my arrival here, their explanation, at least, has the semblance of truth. I give it 
nearly in their own words: 
“Mr. Hastie had gained a great ascendancy over Radama’s actions, but 
reckoning to much upon his influence, he had overstepped the bounds of 
prudence and had sometimes given the King counsels in presence of his 
Ministers and Officers and also in public. This conduct led to the displeasure of 
the King, whose indignation was tanned by the native officers asking, «if he 
was to be dictated to by a White, and if they were to be ruled by a White?» 
The King notwithstanding his high regard for Mr. Hastie thus feeling himself 
gene by his presence, found a kind of deliverance, when the latter died. As 
you were appointed by King George the Fourth, and sent purposely to his 
Court, from England, Radama fearing that you might consequently take still 
greater liberties with him than Mr. Hastie, and act as if you had a right to 
control his measures, thought it advisable to have a complete understanding 
as to the footing upon which you entered his country, and, therefore, to 
prevent disappointment and disagreement, he ordered Mr. Coroller to give you 
a précis of his character.”416  
I find it interesting to see how precisely the Malagasy officers close to Radama 
expressed his fear of being ruled by the British interests. The same fear could be the 
main reason why the new government later decided to quit the treaty with the British 
government late in 1828. Further, Lyall stated that it was his personal opinion that 
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some influential persons eventually had induced the king to send this letter because 
they were jealous of him since the king had shown him so much attention when they 
met in Tamatave. But he also stated that the missionaries strongly denied the 
account of Robin and Coroller.417 I suppose that Lyall’s last interpretation where he 
made himself very important may be less trustworthy than Robin and Coroller’s 
version. The missionaries’ statement may be important since they had lived together 
with both Hastie and the king for many years. But in fact most of the important events 
of these relations between Hastie and Radama happened far away from the capital 
and might therefore have been out of the missionaries’ knowledge. Nonetheless, we 
may conclude that Hastie’s behaviour probably caused growing scepticism not only 
against himself but also against all the British involved in Malagasy affairs. This 
scepticism might be one of the important factors leading the British-Malagasy 
cooperation into real crises immediately after Hastie’s death.  
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3.4 The cooperation immediately entered deep crises when Hastie died 
(1826) 
Vincent Huyghues-Belrose concludes in his study about the first Protestant 
missionaries in Madagascar that they were in great difficulties in 1827 fearing to be 
thrown out of the country and even fearing for their own lives.418 
“La mort de Radama ne changea donc rien à la situation qui s’était créée en 
1827, mais au contraire, apporta peutêtre aux missionaires un répit de sept 
années supplémentaires. (---) A l’échelle du demi-siècle, cette crise de 1827 
doit être interprétée comme un avertissement donné aux missionaires de ne 
pas avoir á se mêler d’affaires politiques, de ne pas outrepasser leur rôle 
d’éducateurs. A cette époque, l’activité de Jones et du nouvel arrivé, 
Freeman,était ouvertement celle d’agents britanniques. (---) Le conflit entre le 
pouvoir royal et les missionaires qui éclatera en 1835 et s’achèvera par leur 
départ n’avait sans doute été évité en 1828 que par le mort de Radama”.419 
Huyghues-Belrose gives a good account of the missionaries work up to 1827 and 
analyses closely what could have provoked the king and caused the crisis. But he is 
mostly concerned about the religious and cultural aspects of their works, such as the 
teaching and the evangelistic work, and in my opinion he has not investigated closely 
enough the present political problems in the British-Malagasy cooperation at that 
time. I will therefore in this chapter discuss whether the Missionaries were involved in 
problems vis-à-vis the king because of their missionary work or because of the high 
political tension, i.e. because they were evangelists or envoys. Perhaps they were 
among the least involved British citizens in this conflict. 
 
3.4.1 Hastie’s death and Radama’s agreement with the Blancard Brothers 
On the 23rd of October 1826 Radama wrote a letter to governor Cole in 
Mauritius telling that his good friend James Hastie was dead, having been ill for a 
long time. 420 Several times it has been stated that both Radama and Hastie’s health 
were injured because of their hard military campaigns in bad climate, etc. Concerning 
Hastie, this may be a mistake, even if many historians have repeated that argument, 
because just before he was injured by an accident he was as vigorous as ever. For 
example he wrote to the governor from Tamatave in the last days of February 1826, 
about his visit in Foulpoint: 
“On the 11th (of Febr.) I accompanied Farlahy to hunt wild boar. (---) after our 
repast an old trui led us several miles amidst underwood and swamp and at 
her death I found myself near ten miles on route to Tamatave, and as I had 
intended leaving Foulpoint the next day I waited to sun set and walked across 
in the cool of the night, My attendants followed me the ensuring day and on 
their arrival here most of them were ill with fever - 
Jean René had been dabbling with the famed medicine of Le Roy during my 
absence and had taken too little or too much and was much worse than when I 
left him (---). Jean René is again mending yet pleads so hard for me not to 
abandon him, that tho’ I am anxious to take advantage of the moon light to 
return I cannot with propriety leave him for a day or two “.421 
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Walking many miles hunting through wood and swamp, and then continuing all the 
way to Tamatave (ca. 60 km) shows an able and sporty man, and not a man with a 
wretched health. As he found his friend Jean René very ill in Tamatave he stopped a 
few days to give him some medical care, before going up to Antananarivo. In the 
capital he worked with great plans of a sugar- and indigo-plantation at Mananjary, 
and he finished this work by signing a contract with Radama in the middle of 
March.422 He later explained to the governor that this was done to prevent the king 
from entering such arrangements with some French merchants from Bourbon.423 But 
even that last great effort to promote British capital and interest in Madagascar failed 
when Hastie died, and it was the French interests led by M. Arnoux and M. de 
Lastelle and others that were allowed to make the big enterprise near Mananjary. 
Hastie was not allowed to stay a long time in Antananarivo because already in the 
last days of March he wrote to the governor’s secretary from Tamatave, where he 
had hurried back for the purpose of settling the problems caused by the death of 
Jean René:  
“I wrote to you (---) from Tananarivo on the 10th instant, on the 14th I was 
apprised of the death of Jean René and returned (---) where I arrived this 
morning for the purpose of settling his affairs and installing the new 
Commander who is agreeably assented to, to be the nephew of the late Chief, 
Mr. A. Coroller. You will possibly ask why the King has not appointed an Ovah 
Chief to the command: the fact is, he has not a man fit for the situation”.424  
Those proceedings of Hastie also show that Raombana is guilty of another erroneous 
story when he states that Hastie and another officer killed Jean René by sword 
because he was Hastie’s enemy.425 David Jones stated when he visited 
Antananarivo in 1840 that this story was one of the lies used as political argument at 
that time (see chapter 5.5). 
After the installation of Prince Coroller as new governor, Hastie entered a ship 
going to Mauritius. He wanted to confer with the governor and also to care for the 
new missionaries who were proceeding to Madagascar at that time. On board the 
ship the fatal accident occurred, as the missionaries later related in a letter to the 
directors in London: 
“He left Tamatave on the 20th (of May) and embarked for the Mauritius in good 
estate of health, but in the morning of the 22nd he got up on deck in his sleep. 
The officer on the watch saw him and spoke to him but did not know that he 
got up in his sleep. (---) he startled, turned suddenly and fell down (---) On the 
30th he arrived at the Mauritius and His Excellency the Governor ordered a 
committee of Surgeons to examine him and they gave it in as “Their opinion, 
that two of his ribs were dislocated and that his liver were hurt”. They put him 
into a salivation and he suffered very much for twenty-eight days. Many did not 
expect him to survive this shock. 
As soon as he got a little better he made all possible preparations to embark 
for Tamatave and arrived at this place with our Missionary friends on the 12th 
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Aug. (---) The second evening after his arrival he went on board and fell again 
and hurt himself very much and was very ill for eight or nine days”.426 
Although Hastie was injured again he soon started his journey to Antananarivo, but 
one of the new missionaries travelling together with him, David Johns, states that he 
got so sick when arriving at Ivondro that he was unable to follow them, even though 
they waited several days there. Luckily for the new missionaries they met with Chick 
and Rowlands in the course of two days, coming from the capital to help the 
newcomers on their journey up the country.427 Hastie waited for two more days to 
regain strength before he left Ivondro travelling together with three Frenchmen. One 
of those was Louis Blancard. On the road Hastie had another accident when his 
“Corne à poudre” exploded in his right hand.428 Hearing about his sickness and this 
last accident Jones volunteered to meet him on the road, and he met him and the 
three Frenchmen about 60 miles from the capital. He relates that one or two days 
later: 
“They arrived within eight or nine miles to the Capital by dusk on the evening 
of the 4th September. Anxious to see Mrs. Hastie and his little boy he travelled 
after it was dark this evening over a bad road. His bearers slipped and he fell 
down on his head in going over a steep place and hurt himself again”429 
Hastie did not mention this accident in his last letter to Viret, but was only talking 
about his wounded hand, which was healing fast.430 But a few days later he had new 
problems with his dislocated ribs and his hurt liver and he died after 22 days of 
sickness on the 18th of October 1826. Louis Blancard was the first one to write the 
sad news to the governor.431 But immediately after the funeral Radama wrote a nice 
letter to Governor Cole explaining that his enlightened and faithful Agent was no 
more, concluding: 
“Notwithstanding the death of James Hastie Esq. Your Agent at my Court, yet I 
Radama who have stopped the slave trade in accordance with His Britannic 
Majesty, am still alive; and I am determined by every means in my power to 
abide unchangeably by my stipulations in the treaty, if your Government will 
continue to give me annually what is stipulated therein”.432 
 
The Blancard Treaty 
Radama’s proud words of being still alive and willing to abide unchangeably to 
the treaty soon proved to be of little worth when new advisers led him far astray from 
all intentions of the British-Malagasy Treaty. Five days after Hastie’s burial Radama 
and Louis Blancard signed a new treaty monopolizing the trade from nearly all the 
eastern coast of Madagascar, stating that “La Maison Blancard” were to pay the king 
30.000 piastre (Spanish dollars) the first year, and 40.000 the following 4 years, and 
were thereby allowed to trade without any taxes, while all other merchants were 
forced to pay high taxes for their trading. The 12 paragraphs in the treaty gave the 
Blancard brothers wide authority acting in the name of Radama.433 
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We may question why the king could change so rapidly from all former 
conditions in the British-Malagasy Treaty of Friendship and accept a trading 
monopoly. Had Louis Blancard been able to persuade Radama in those 6 weeks he 
had stayed at the court? Or did Blancard’s proposals correspond with ideas Radama 
had met and discussed for a long time with his counsellors? I have found some 
interesting indications of the latter possibility in the letters from Dr. Nils Bergsten on 
Mauritius. There are two letters addressed to Radama found in the HB-series in the 
Mauritius Archives. The first one is very long and written on the 15th of October 1825, 
while the second is short and written half a year later, on the 4th of April 1826, but 
accompanied by a very long “Memoire”. 
 
Dr. Nils Bergsten 
Who was this Dr. Nils Bergsten? There has been an awakening interest in 
recent years for this Swedish surgeon who settled on Mauritius as a young man in 
1802, married a girl from a French family in 1808, and spent all his life working as a 
surgeon on Mauritius. Materials from his “Memoire”, first published by “La Revue 
Historique et Littéraire de l’Ile Maurice” from the 1890’s, have been made available 
by “La Gazette des Iles de la Mer des Indes” in Port Louis. Amédée Nagapen has 
also written different articles in “La Gazette”, which give us some traits of his life. Also 
Dr. Ludvig Munthe has produced interesting studies of him and given an outline of his 
life, describing him as:  
(an) “interesting man who, through the first half of the 19th century, played an 
important role in the Mauritius-Madagascar milieu both as physician, 
businessman, diplomat and church / mission-related person”.434 
I wonder why his contemporaries on those two islands very seldom seem to have 
considered his ideas worthy a discussion. Being a Protestant stranger who had got 
his connections with the French-Catholic community through marriage might be a 
reason for his non-acceptance into the leading circles in the country after the British 
occupation. That might also be the reason to his quite strong criticisms of the British 
leaders, especially Governor Farquhar. That critic went so far as to suggest that 
Farquhar had stolen the money from the colony treasury.435 Maybe Bergsten was an 
important personage in the colony in one way or another. At least he was a good 
linguist and was often called for as interpreter. But his political ideas and 
recommendations were sometimes a little odd, like the letter he addressed to the 
Swedish government and Minister Witterstedt on the 14th of July 1821 proposing that 
the Swedish government should buy the islands Bourbon and Mauritius. That 
proposal was far from the realities of politics in the region at that time.436 
The most important questions to my study must be how I can evaluate Dr. 
Bergsten and his political ideas. What ideas could his two letters give King Radama? 
Were the ideas expressed therein easy to understand for a monarch on his path of 
modernizing a primitive kingdom, or could it cause confusion and great problems in 
the future? A proclamation in a Mauritian paper on the 18th of June 1825 about the 
possibility of residing and trading in Malagasy harbours caused Bergsten to write his 
first letter. Obviously, this must be Radama’s “Port regulations” given to Commodore 
Nourse in Majunga the year before. Bergsten started his letter by flattering the king, 
who he compared to Tsar Peter the Great of Russia, stating that Radama like Peter 
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the Great, had managed to unify and organize his country. After a long history he 
concludes: 
“profiter des lecons que donne l’experience les autres peuples; marchez sur 
les traces de Pierre le Grand; attirez auprès de vous beacoup d’etrangers a 
talent; le grand ouvrage de la civilisation sera accèleré; la stabilité de Votre 
gouvernement deviendra plus grand, et Vous, Sir, Vous aurez meme plus de 
sureté pour Votre vie. 
Ceci peut paraitre un paradoxe; mais rien n’est plus positif que l’experience et 
le succês obtenu déjà en pratique. Il est facile a concevoir que tous les 
etrangers, dont la fortune et le bonheur est attaché a la vie du Prince qui les 
acceuilli, et au forme de Gouvernement qui fait leur bonheur, ils seront tous 
très zelés pour conservation et pour la prospérité de l’une et de l’autre. (---) Si 
bien disposés que puissant être vos princes Malgaches, ils ne sont pas en etat 
de vous assister; il vous faut des Européens instruits; ces derniers inspirerent 
plus de confience aux Européens travailleurs et artisans, tout sur  les 
intentions du Gouvernement, que sur l’exemption des lois protectrices, que sur 
les secours dont ces gens peuvent avoir besoin”.437 
The interesting point in this letter is his recommendation that  Radama should call for 
as many Europeans with talents and good will as he could get to come and trade and 
work for him. It is also significant that he recommended free work and trade without 
any protection law, because only that measure would make the needed progress 
possible. He says that Peter the Great even used the beaten Swedish army in his 
search for progress, placing the officers and soldiers scattered among his own 
people to teach them all their metiers etc. Bergsten himself volunteered to help 
Radama organize research for minerals from the whole island, on the condition that 
he would send samples of all kind of stones to him in Mauritius, allowing him to make 
analyses of them. He also asks the king to cut down 1000-1200 trees of a special 
kind and send them to him when he could get a good price for them. Finally, and 
probably as his major reason for writing this letter, Bergsten expressed a wish to be 
given diplomatic status as minister for production of minerals, and to be appointed 
official commercial Agent representing Madagascar on Mauritius.438 The king did not 
answer this letter, certainly since it was far from his mind to nominate an unknown 
surgeon on Mauritius neither his minister for production of minerals nor his trading 
agent in that country. The French adventurer A. Copalle, who resided in 
Antananarivo 1825-1826 in order to paint a portrait of Radama, states that he often 
discussed actual items with the king. After a dinner with Radama on the 12th of 
November 1825 the king showed him a  letter and asked him to read it to him, and 
Copalle stated that the contents of the letter greatly amused the king.439 Although 
Copalle neither did name the author nor give a just resume of the letter, there is no 
doubt that he was talking about Bergsten’s first letter. 
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In his second letter Bergsten change his proposals and gave them a quite 
different direction. Firstly, he regretted the lack of answer to his former letter, but 
since he had then promised to propose means for augmenting the export from 
Madagascar, he would try to fulfil this promise with the co-joint “Memoire”. This 
Memoire is the main work of his correspondence starting with a statement he had 
heard that the Malagasy did not like to work. He then recommended the king to order 
them to work for the community, alluding to God’s orders to Adam and Eva in 
Genesis 3,7.440 Certainly, such a recommendation could inspire the king and his 
followers to the large augmenting of the feudal servitude (Fanompoana), which 
became a crucial problem in the Malagasy community in the 1830’s. Lining up all 
possible kinds of products, Bergsten tried to guide the presentation of different 
products for sale to the Europeans. So far, so good, but when he lined up the trading 
principles the king ought to follow, he stepped into a new area that we can name: 
Trading Monopoly. His principal argument is that the usual trading in the Malagasy 
ports is not beneficial neither for the king nor for his country, because so many 
traders and their small ships all needed benefits from the trade.441 He no longer 
alluded to his proposals from last year of using all Europeans of talents and good will 
to make progress in the country. Now it looks like all Europeans are considered to be 
intriguers and a threat for the country: 
“Ceci est ceulement considérer la chose sous le point de vue commerciale et 
d’economie politique, mais il y a une autre tout aussi interessant, celui de la 
haute police et polithique en général; car tout intrigant, tout agent secret d’une 
gouvernement jaloux ou enemi, alors, ne peut rester à Madagascar sous le 
pretexte de commerce“.442 
Instead of the old system Bergsten proposed that the king nominate an agent on 
Mauritius to take care of all merchandise from a monopolized trade. This agent would 
be able to get better prizes and sell larger quantities than anyone before. He also 
proposed that the king nominate agents in every harbour in Madagascar to take care 
of buying merchandise and sending them off to Mauritius.443 Maybe the Malagasy 
people will be little content at first and probably make some protestations, he states, 
but they will soon learn that they can get more goods at better prices in the new 
system. Bergsten concluded his letter by ensuring that the results of his proposed 
system will be even better than he can imagine, because he knows that the principles 
are just and that many countries have used the system for centuries. Concluding the 
letter, he again proposed himself as Radama’s agent in Mauritius, if that should 
please the king.444 
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I can conclude my examinations by stating that in this letter, as in other 
situations, Bergsten looks like a political fantasist proposing changing ideas unfit for 
practical politics. Most of his ideas did not do any harm, because the men in power 
ignored them. But this idea about a trading monopoly for Madagascar caused great 
disturbances because there were some people willing to put it into effect. I do not 
know whether Radama gave Bergsten any response to this second letter, but most 
probably he did not. Neither do I know whether Bergsten and Louis Blancard were 
cooperating. But I am sure that the latter knew about Bergsten’s proposals to the king 
before he left Mauritius to visit Radama, and that this letter in some way became a 
model for the “Blancard Treaty”. Blancard says in a letter to Governor Lowry Cole 
that he was on train to go to Madagascar in order to make important trading relations. 
He also proposed taking charge of whatever the governor would ask him to do, if he 
could be furnished with an introduction letter to the king.445 It should thereby be 
evident that he did not yet know Radama, but hoped to make important trading 
relations with him. It is not important whether he was charged with Bergsten’s 
proposals or not, but I suppose he might have known its contents. Arriving at 
Radama’s court in the critical juncture of Hastie’s sickness, he soon managed to 
secure the king’s confidence, and Bergsten’s proposals might have been used by the 
two parties when they formed the new treaty, because even small points in the 
proposal are found there, such as allowing Radama to send some youths with 
Blancard’s vessels to study seamanship, and allowing him to use the vessels for a 
while when needed, when going to the garrison in Fort Dauphin for example. 
 
3.4.2 The British protests against “the Blancard Treaty” caused a deep crisis 
of confidence 
When Radama published his new tariff of taxes446 all the traders both in 
Mauritius, Bourbon and Madagascar were shocked, and the traders from Mauritius 
complained to the governor, because it would be next to impossible for them to trade 
in Madagascar any more.447 No leader of a colony’s government could accept such 
terms of trading, and in Mauritius Archives the whole volume HB-22 contains letters 
concerning that case, which clearly shows that Governor Cole gave the question high 
priority. G.S. Chapus and G. Mondain later printed French translations of some of the 
most important letters in this correspondence.448  
The governor could do little during the bad season except his nominating of 
the missionary David Jones to Acting British Agent in Madagascar. Radama was 
pleased by this nomination, because Jones had worked closely together with him and 
Hastie during so many years.449 David Jones also accepted the nomination and was 
willing to enter the difficult political role. He was soon sent with a letter to the king 
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explaining the governor’s point of view concerning the “Blancard Treaty”, and giving 
him a preview of the arrival of an embassy in the approaching good season. Jones 
answered the challenge stating: 
“I shall with the greatest pleasure do the utmost in my power to further the 
views of the British Government with regard to this country, and will 
communicate to His Excellency any thing interesting that will fall under my 
observation, and state also with fidelity any which His Excellency may wish to 
communicate to Radama until the arrival of another Agent. 
After the decease of Mr. Hastie, Radama was rather doubtful whether the 
British Government would continue the treaty with him any more (---) but I took 
the liberty of telling and explain to His Majesty that the continuation of the 
treaty did not depend on the life of Mr. Hastie but on his vigilance and attention 
to His stipulations to stop the slave trade in his dominions and the authority of 
His Britannic Majesty to pay him the equivalent. I believe Radama perfectly 
understood me and seemed satisfied”.450 
Jones reported that Radama listened to his explanations about the governor’s letter 
with great attention and kept him about two hours to converse with him on the 
subject, and that the king seems to be convinced of the disadvantage that might 
arise, but after having signed this treaty he was at a loss as to how he could change 
it without losing his honour. Radama had intended to go to Fort Dauphin with his 
army as soon as the good season arrived, but he changed his plan in order to wait 
for the embassy’s arrival in June.451 Jones entered the affairs of meddling between 
the two parties in a delicate political case, and he did his best to convince his friend, 
the king, but Radama defended his position by making it a question of honour if he 
should change anything in the treaty. 
On Mauritius the governor had nominated an embassy going to explain his 
point of view to Radama. In a letter to him he presented his two “Aide de Camps”:  
“The former, Lt. Campbell, will with Your Majesty’s permission, remain about 
your person as British Agent, until the pleasure of the King my Sovereign shall 
be known (---) The latter, Lt. Cole, is entrusted with a Special Mission to Your 
Majesty arising out of your Proclamation of October last, establishing new and 
heavy duties and Port charges, and out of the agreement into which your 
Majesty would appear to have entered with Mr. Blancard”.452 
In the instructions to Lt. Henry Cole, who was the governor’s own brother, he pointed 
out that his main object was to convince Radama of the injurious consequences to be 
expected from the injudicious arrangement into which he has entered with Blancard. 
And even the governor being far from interfering in the internal regulations of 
Madagascar, Lt. Cole should point out that the “Treaty of Friendship” must have 
some consequences for what the king could do in such cases.453 The governor also 
declared that Blancard should not be able to hold the capacity of being Radama’s 
agent in Mauritius, both since he was a British subject and being very involved in the 
said trade himself. 
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The Embassy’s difficult actions 
When they arrived in Foulpoint at the end of May Lt. Cole and Lt. Campbell 
were eager to comply with their mission, and they immediately set out for the capital. 
On the 4th of June they arrived in Ambatondrazaka after 12 days journey over a bad 
and little used road. Cole especially had suffered severely from fever during the last 
part of the journey. Late in the evening they got a letter from Robin, now the kings 
chief-secretary, expressing his Majesty’s commands that they should instantly 
retrace their steps to the coast, and wait for him in Tamatave.454 They wrote 
immediately to David Jones asking him to talk with the king in hope of being allowed 
to proceed to Antananarivo.455 Unfortunately this letter did not find Jones in 
Antananarivo, but 40 miles from the capital. He returned home with all speed to 
speak with the king, asking permission for the embassy to proceed to the capital. 
Radama was astonished and said he had ordered Robin to direct them to proceed to 
Tamatave, because he expected that they would receive his orders before leaving 
Foulepoint.456 When he heard they were now so close to the capital he regretted 
them being sent back, and he sent off messengers inviting them to proceed to the 
capital and join him at the great parade of his troops.457 But this effort was in vain 
since so much time was lost because Jones was not present when their letter 
arrived. In fact Radama’s letter did not reach them before they arrived in Tamatave. I 
do not know whether the messengers did not find the envoys since they travelled 
outside the main road from Tamatave to Antananarivo, or someone had done their 
utmost to prevent them from entering the capital. Certainly, Lt. Cole did not believe 
Radama’s explanation of his good will, since he later complained so loudly of the 
king’s bad conduct against the British envoys.458  
It may be true that Radama really wished them to proceed to the capital when 
he heard they were so close, because he repeated this explanation so many times 
and was hurt when not believed.459 It is more likely that some persons around the 
king did their utmost to prevent such a solution, and it is suggested that Robin and 
Louis Blancard were most active in that game. Jones explained to the governor that 
the political climate had become very difficult, stating that he could not satisfactorily 
account for this act except through suspicion alone, and regretting that he was not 
able to render the embassy full assistance, since there were many things he could 
not write to them, but only pass on confidentially by word of mouth. And he 
continued: 
“I beg leave to inform you that we here as British subjects are held in jealousy, 
if we be found too inquisitive or conveying any information, except what is 
good and praise-worthy: therefore for the sake of our mission we are obliged 
to be on our guard, yet after all we may do many things unintentionally. 
However you may conceive the reasons of my being sparing in my information 
relative to many things, and particularly as I doubt the sacredness of 
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communication by letter in this country, though as to King Radama Himself I 
have not the least fear”.460  
 
Negotiations in Tamatave 
Radama arrived in Tamatave on the 16th of July and received the waiting 
envoys the same evening. Next day Lt. Cole had a private audience with the king and 
could transmit the governor’s letter. This letter was written in English, but Cole was 
obliged to read it in French while Robin translated it into Malagasy. Not allowing the 
translator to deliberately make errors, Lt. Cole was “taking care to have an 
Englishman who understood the language, but was too timid to speak it, at my 
side”.461 He does not name his helper, but I suppose it could be one of the British 
traders in the town or possibly the missionary artisan Canham, who happened to be 
in Tamatave about this time on his way back from England.462 Lt. Cole had got some 
advice about how he ought to talk to Radama, but he did it his own way and maybe 
the final failure of his mission was to a great extent caused by the wrong strategy 
used: 
“It had been occasionally hinted to me by those who professed to know the 
character and disposition of Radama, that the only likely mode of proceeding 
to gain the object of my Mission was by flattery, and the greatest precaution 
not to utter any thing that could possibly be annoying to his pride, as the self-
appointed greatest Monarch in Christendom. Such however was contrary to 
the view I had taken of the case and so far from acting, according to the 
counsels thus proposed - I adopted an opposite style” -463 
Cole started his speech by stating that since the death of Hastie there were persons 
around the king who tried to interrupt the friendship that existed between the two 
governments. Further he asked if the British government had ever failed to respect 
the content of the treaty or whether the king had anything to hold against them in 
terms of friendship or his  and his country’s welfare. Radama, looking surprised, 
replied that his answer would be given on paper, and Lt. Cole continued by blaming 
the king for the bad reception they had got from the first day they entered 
Madagascar, especially the fact that they were not allowed to proceed to the capital. 
He also stated that the government of Mauritius was astonished that Radama with a 
single stroke could stop all trading between the two countries, because the new taxes 
would certainly prevent nearly all ships from visiting his shores in the coming year. In 
a diplomatic manoeuvre Cole guided the conversation away from controversial topics 
to more congenial ones towards the end of the interview so that by the time the talks 
came to an end the king was in good spirits. 
The British envoys dined with the king and conversed with him several times in 
the next few days. On the 19th of July Lt. Cole presented for Radama’s consideration 
a proposal for new taxes that would give him as much revenue as the Blancard 
Treaty, but give all traders a fair chance to survive in the trade too. Radama gave his 
answer to this proposal on the 25th of July in presence of all his officers, saying that 
he had examined very closely the progress his country could be able to make before 
signing the new Treaty, and he was convinced that he had chosen the best solution. 
He was also a little surprised by and upset with the idea that the governor of 
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Mauritius should try to change his mind in that affair.464 Radama had already written 
his response to Governor Lowry Cole, saying that this treaty would not last forever 
but only five years. Should it turn out to be unfavourable, he would then be willing to 
change it: 
“mais avant cette Epoque je ne puis rompre des engageméns de ma signature 
et de mon sceau, c’est loin de mes sentiméns et de mon caractère, et je puis 
vous déclarer  formellemens Mons. le General que toute les observations qui 
peuvent m’etre faites dans cette circonstance deviennet inutile attenda que je 
ne puis Changer de résolution sans y compremèttre mon honneur et ma 
gloire”-465 
Radama’s fear of destroying his glory and honour was his most stubborn reason for 
not changing anything. But I suppose there must have been other reasons for 
Radama’s hanging on so doggedly to this new treaty. Obviously, he had made up his 
mind that this was the best solution for the trade, which would give him the greatest 
revenue and power, just as Dr. Bergsten’s letter had told him. I also suppose that his 
counsellors, Blancard, Robin, etc, told him that the governor’s efforts to force him to 
change the treaty were the best proof that it would augment his power and glory. Lt. 
Cole was very upset since the king refused to change anything in the treaty, and in 
their next meeting on the 27th of July he blamed the king for changing the treaty he 
had concluded with Commodore Nourse without any precaution or negotiation (viz. 
the “Port Regulations” from Majunga, 1824). This was deceit against his British ally 
and could also lead to great economic consequences, because the governor would 
be able to prohibit all trading with Madagascar in the following years and so stop 
Blancard’s speculations.466 But all his arguments did not move the king to change 
anything and he left the meeting impressed by the total failure of his mission to 
Radama. That seems to have had fatal consequences for him because next day he 
felt ill, and he expired on the 31st of July after being speechless and insensible for 
three days.467 Both Radama and all British persons lamented the death of Lt. Cole, 
and the king cared for all honour given him in the funeral.468 In a nice letter to 
Governor Cole he explained the problems the embassy met on the route and the 
discussions they had concluded in Tamatave, saying: 
“Le Capitaine Cole a eu autant d’audience de moi qu’il a désirée; déjà, il avait 
recu ma réponse relative à la mission dont il était chargé; déjà il était sur son 
point de départ lorsque tout à coup il tomba dans une agonie qui ne cessa 
qu’a son dernier soupir. (---) Ci-incluse est ma réponse à votre lettre et à la 
mission de feu Capitaine Cole”.469 
The death of Lt. Cole and Radama’s letter to the governor, stating that he was not 
inclined to change anything, was followed by a public proclamation to the same 
effect.470 
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Lt. Campbell continued his work as “Acting Resident Agent”, and soon he was 
forced to intervene in a difficult case. One of the British traders, Mr. Poumaraux, not 
knowing that two visitors came from the king did not let them in, because his wife 
was unwell. Soon afterwards, when Mr. Poumaraux had left the house and the door 
was locked, Radama and some of his staff came to the house. The king ordered the 
door broken down and entered together with Blancard and some others. They stayed 
in the house until Lt. Campbell as British Agent asked them to leave, because of 
Mme Poumaraux’s sickness. Next day the king’s officers decided to throw 
Poumaraux’s goods into the sea and burn his house because of his neglect of the 
king’s men, but by the intervention of Lt. Campbell this decision was changed to a 
fine. The same evening Robin knocked down a young British seaman without cause. 
Lt. Campbell complained to Radama about Robin’s bad conduct, but Radama’s 
response was to promote Robin to “Grand Marchall of Madagascar” the same 
evening. Next morning Lt. Campbell was allowed to meet the king together with the 
insulted persons while the missionary artisan Canham assisted him as interpreter. 
The king was not willing to discuss cases decided on by his officers, but Campbell 
insisted, since the officers had not examined the cases sufficiently. Although Radama 
accepted to listen to the complaints – it soon proved a mistake: 
“Mrs. Poumeraux scarcely said a few words when His Majesty put himself in a 
dreadful passion and in a very improper manner putting his fist in her face, 
exclaiming in Creole French that he was King of Madagascar and could do as 
he thought proper. (---) Finding that His Majesty was in a passion and would 
not listen to reason, I begged to drop the subject until H.M. was cool, in order 
that he may be fully acquainted with the circumstances. The King reflected a 
little and then burst out in a violent Rage, stamping the ground and putting 
himself in a menacing attitude, addressed me in the following word in Creole: 
That he could not behead me, because I was an Ambassador, but that he 
could put me in Irons & send me to the Mauritius. As for the reminder of the 
White men, English or French, I can take the heads off whenever I think 
proper - I am King of Madagascar and am not accountable to any mortal 
breathing, and in a savage manner desired Mr. & Mrs. P. to leave his House 
concluding that if we were disappointed with the Laws we might leave his 
Country”.471 
The crisis between Radama and the British citizens and agent was total, and Lt. 
Campbell concluded his report stating, that from their first days at Madagascar they 
had met nothing other than reluctance and vexations from the king and his 
counsellors, and now Radama probably wished to get rid not only of the envoys but 
of all tradesmen too:  
“I believe from his conduct to the British Subjects residing here, he wishes 
them to leave the country in order to throw the trade entirely into Mr. 
Blancard’s hands, that Gentleman never leaves him for a Moment. The 
sycophants about his person, Mr. Robin and Coroller persuade him that he is 
the most powerful Monarch in the world and can civilize his country without the 
aid of Europeans. In fact he is so intoxicated with his power, that I should not 
be surprised to find him issue an order for them to quit his country. 
The natives on the coast are very much disappointed with His Majesty’s 
measures, regarding trade, as they cannot dispose of their goods but to Mr. 
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Blancard, who in consequence take advantage of the circumstance & offers 
them a price far below their value”.472 
The crisis was so profound that Governor Cole in his next letter both regretted the 
failure of the embassy’s mission, which would cause a break in the trade and growing 
industry at Madagascar, and complained about the treatment of his officers and 
messengers, which caused the immediate withdrawal of Campbell. Finally he stated 
that the new Resident British Agent in Madagascar, Robert Lyall, had now been 
appointed by the British Sovereign and was on his way to Madagascar, but until his 
arrival David Jones would communicate the king’s wishes to him on all points.473 
 David Jones was still willing and ready to afford “every assistance” in his 
power to the British government, stating that Lt. Cole’s failure with Radama was but 
what he had prognosticated before Radama left his capital, because the king’s mind 
was prejudiced against the embassy as well as against the British government before 
he left Antananarivo. But even then Jones was astonished that Radama should suffer 
himself to be led so far astray by ignorant persons who surrounded and flattered him 
in a disgusting manner. Jones was now afraid the quarrel in Tamatave could have 
great consequences for all British subjects in Madagascar, including the 
missionaries:  
“I shall be very happy and even anxious to hear of the result of the failure of Lt. 
Cole’s mission on the part of Government to Madagascar: for we are afraid 
(though hoping for the best) that we shall be chased out of the country if 
matters cannot be arranged peaceably between the two Governments - in the 
mean time, if we can depart out of it alive and arrive at the Mauritius, we shall 
carry along with us a knowledge of the Madagascar language and of many 
other things.474 
Still residing in Antananarivo David Jones was not able to interfere in the politics 
during Radama’s stay in Tamatave, and before his return to the capital the worst 
consequences of the crises were solved. Certainly, Radama understood that the 
breaking of faith between the two allies could have bad consequences for his 
country, and cooling down a little before the arrival of the governor’s letter he 
answered it very gently, promising to receive the new agent, Dr. Lyall, with all 
affection and honour.475 
 
3.4.3 Dr. Robert Lyall settled the dispute in October 1827 
 Arriving on Mauritius in October dr. Lyall found it too late to proceed to 
Antananarivo immediately, because the bad season of travelling had already 
commenced. But the governor deemed it necessary that he tried to meet Radama in 
Tamatave before the king left that place. Lyall then left for Tamatave in the “Colonial 
Ship Eirin”. On sea they met a ship carrying Lt. Campbell on his way back from 
Madagascar. Lyall invited him onboard and persuaded him to return with him, 
because he was in need of all the information Campbell could give. Arriving at 
Tamatave on the 28th of October, Lyall sent his secretary on shore asking for an 
interview with the king. Robin, who was now governor of Tamatave, sent his letter to 
the king outside town, and he answered that Lyall was welcome to see him next 
morning.476 While “Eirin” gave a salute and “la Batterie” responded to that, Lyall went 
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on shore next day in a splendid uniform and rode up to “la Batterie” where the king 
resided, trying to impose the king by elegance and flattery, quite contrary to Lt. Cole’s 
behaviour. He succeeded in that plan, and in the next days he met daily with the king 
to dine with him or discuss important matters. 
The main discussion was held on the 30th of October with Philibert, the Great 
Judge, as interpreter. They discussed a great number of items and after the 
conference, which lasted for three hours, Radama requested that Lyall furnish him 
with a list of the subjects discussed. He quickly consented and sent the king a list of 
16 subjects. The most important subject was the Blancard treaty, and Lyall tried to 
show how many documented difficulties this treaty would cause the king, and how 
probable a failure of Blancard’s fulfilment of the payment due to the treaty would 
occur in the short-term. Lyall reported that the king was now sensible of the 
disadvantages of the treaty, and looking for an opportunity to cancel it.477  
Later in the afternoon Lyall visited Robin. There he also met with Coroller and 
Philibert and Lyall wanted to discuss the Blancard treaty with those important 
persons around the king: 
“They all agreed in opinion, as to injurious results, and expressed a wish that it 
were at an end: Indeed, Mr. Robin advised me to speak, on every occasion to 
Radama on the subject, and promised to second all my endeavours, in 
enforcing its disastrous consequences, upon the King’s mind, so that in future, 
His Majesty should not be cajoled by the belles paroles of M. Blancard, who 
is a very insinuating character, but keep strict by to his word, and seize the 
first honourable opportunity to free himself and his people from the burden 
they now support”.478 
It is interesting that those three important persons no longer supported the treaty. 
The Great Judge Philibert had been trading a little himself, but was now unable to do 
so because of the high taxes. Also other Malagasy involved were against the treaty 
because “La Maison Blancard” used the trading monopoly to force down the prices. 
The climate in Tamatave had really changed since Lt. Cole struggled there three 
months before. Later both Robin and the king explained once again the 
circumstances of the letter ordering Lt. Cole and Lt. Campbell back to Tamatave.479 It 
was crucial for the King to seem honest when stating that he only wished to spare 
them a useless journey in the bad climate. 
After eating and drinking well together many days Radama and Lyall 
separated in good humour, saying: Adieu, Adieu - till next June – in Antananarivo. 
But unfortunately they were never allowed to meet again. 
 
3.4.4 The British missionaries and the crisis 
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I have explained that some missionaries were directly involved in the crisis, 
especially Jones, who was appointed Acting British Agent and paid by the governor 
for the work he was ordered to do.480 Also Canham, who had acted as interpreter for 
Lt. Campbell in the stormy meeting with the king in the late August, was deeply 
involved. But I do not think the missionaries were really afraid of not being allowed to 
depart alive if the crises should develop and they were forced to leave the country. 
This point is made by Vincent Huyghues-Belrose in his book (see chapter 3.4). I 
suppose his conclusion is not exact enough when he seeks the cause of their fear 
only in their evangelistic and teaching work. What Jones really says in the letter of 4th 
of October about that fear, is that he is afraid the missionaries shall be chased out of 
the country if matters cannot be arranged peacefully between the governments.481 It 
should be clear from this text that his fear was closely connected to the political 
struggles explained in this chapter, since he did not point at anything in their work or 
lives which could be injurious to them or cause their removal.  
When Jones also suggested that they might not be able to depart out of the 
country and arrive alive in Mauritius, I am convinced he pointed especially at the bad 
season. Writing in October, Jones knew very well that if the missionaries were forced 
to leave Antananarivo and travel down to Tamatave in the following months not all of 
them should escape the fever and arrive alive in Mauritius, because there were so 
many examples showing that travelling in the bad season had a very high death rate 
amongst Europeans. I therefore suppose that most of the problems for the 
missionaries were connected with the political quarrels between the king and the 
governor. At least, Jones did not mention any change in Radama’s attitude to the 
missionaries when he met the king in Antananarivo again: 
“I have had an occasion to wait on His Majesty several times after His return 
from Tamatave and I was not little astonished to see Him so kind and affable 
after certain reports carried to my ears from Tamatave - and now after enquiry 
I find that His Majesty knows nothing of them (---). Radama appears to me 
from conversations, which I have had with Him, to be as favourable as ever to 
our mission and the welfare of His country, which astonished me after what I 
have heard some month ago. He has spoken to me very highly and 
respectably of Dr. Lyall, Lieut. Campbell and particularly of the lamented Lieut. 
Cole”.482 
I deem it certain that the king being as favourable as ever to the missionaries and 
their work after the crisis in Tamatave was settled, clearly shows that the 
missionaries were not involved as a body in this crisis, and those who were involved 
behaved in a manner not disgracing them in the eyes of the king. I will also point to 
the fact that among all the Europeans, David Jones kept a special place as the king’s 
intimate friend. He was the last man outside the Rova called by Radama to see him, 
and maybe he was the last man (except his attendants) allowed to speak with him 
before his death.  
 
Intermezzo: 
 After his return to Mauritius in November 1827 Lyall wrote a letter to the 
governor proposing that he stop all trade between Madagascar and Mauritius in the 
next season. Should “La Maison Blancard” be able to pay the debt to Radama, the 
king would not be free to cancel the treaty as soon as hoped “in consequence of the 
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sacredness of his signature”. An interdiction of all trade between the two countries 
would certainly stop for Blancard’s ability to fulfil his duty.483 I have not found 
anything about the governor’s response to the proposal, but I suppose he might 
consider that the Blancard brothers would be unable to pay their debt in due time, 
and therefore it would be not necessary to act against them. In the course of a few 
months Lyall could write to Radama that since the crises had struck the “La Maison 
Blancard”, the king was now free to cancel the treaty.484 
An intermezzo occurred when the Blancard brothers addressed themselves to 
Lyall in June 1828, just before he left for Madagascar, asking him as British agent to 
take care of their interests against Radama because of the broken treaty. Lyall 
consented to discuss the affaire with Radama deeming it necessary to settle the 
question finally. But the following day “La Maison Blancard” had inserted a notice in 
“Le Journal Général de Maurice” saying that the British agent going to Madagascar 
should care for their “just claims” towards Radama.485 Next morning Lyall got a letter 
from Viret, private secretary to the governor, asking him by which authority he had 
accepted to intervene in that affair, because he ought to remember that last year he 
had been sent especially to Tamatave to avoid that treaty and the bad consequences 
of it. He answered that he thought it his duty to protect all British subjects, but that he 
did not agree with what Blancard had written in the paper.486 But the governor was 
not satisfied with the explanations and stated in the next letter: 
“you have taken, not only an unauthorized, but a very injudicious part, in 
having pledged yourself, even so far as you have done, with Mess. Blancard & 
Co (---) His Excellency now deems it necessary to explain that the official 
Situation, which you hold, is under the Colonial Government, and His 
Excellency desires that you will carefully abstain from affording any kind of 
assistance or support to the claims of Mess. Blancard, arising out of their late 
agreement with King Radama: that agreement as before stated, was 
concluded originally without the knowledge of the local Government, and 
throughout its continuance, has been opposed by His Excellency on the 
grounds that it was no less unjust in its principle than prejudicial to the 
commercial interests both of Madagascar and of Mauritius. 
In conclusion: It is His Excellency’s directions that you will insert a notice in the 
Public Papers disfavouring the Statement which has been published there by 
Mess Blancard”.487 
Lyall was obliged to accept the governor’s judgement and insert a note to that effect 
in the papers. A few days later he left for Madagascar, and perhaps he was glad to 
get a new governor before he started his work there. Governor Charles Colville 
arrived in Port Louis on the 18th of June 1828, and in the course of a few weeks he 
replaced Governor Lowry Cole.  
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3.5 Analysis 
The role of the British missionaries who worked close to Radama became 
much more important than their number would indicate. David Jones called himself a 
loser after his first attempt in Tamatave, but it was no loser that accompanied James 
Hastie to Antananarivo in September 1820. All his travel expenses were paid by 
Governor Farquhar, who also had given his envoy Hastie instructions to care for him 
and introduce him to all the important people in Madagascar, because he was the 
bearer of a plan approved by the governor. Although it was Hastie’s role to negotiate 
in all political matters concerning the renewal of the Treaty, Jones was in some way 
Farquhar’s envoy, trying to establish mission work in order to promote Christianity 
and British civilisation. 
As soon as Hastie found his negotiations becoming difficult because Radama 
wanted to add education of his people to the conditions of the Treaty, the lone 
missionary got caught up in the political questions. The Missionary Society’s 
possibility to send artisans to Antananarivo and also to take care of the Malagasy 
youths that Radama wished to send to England, became a key that opened the shut 
door, even though that is not mentioned in the documents of the Treaty. Whether 
Jones’ threat, that if Radama did not agree to the Treaty he would leave Madagascar 
and go to India, was important or not, is difficult to say. But when the Treaty was 
concluded, Radama immediately invited Jones to stay with him, to which he 
consented. For about 8 months Jones was a kind of “hostage of peace” both to 
Radama and Farquhar, witnessing that both parties kept the Treaty inviolate. The 
governor later expressed that it had been extremely important to British political 
interests to have Jones placed at Radama’s court. One reason might have been his 
counteracting the French influence from Robin, the king’s scribe, another that the 
king prohibited the Catholic mission from Bourbon to establish work in Imerina, as 
they had demanded. But Jones’ ability in the French language also opened for an 
intimate friendship with the king that lasted until his death and became very important 
for the progress of the mission. 
Radama was at first little interested in a broad education in reading and 
writing, because those arts had been confined to the royal family hitherto. But seeing 
that those arts promoted great new possibilities for his army and administration in 
distant parts of the island, he set up new schooling opportunities for his subjects. 
There is no doubt that this work was an indispensable condition for the expansion of 
the Merina kingdom the next few years, and thus the missionaries’ role in Radama’s 
military and political expansion was indisputable. 
Also the role of the Missionary Society caring for the Malagasy youths 
studying in England became important, since Radama had placed such great hopes 
on that project. The role of the missionary artisans arriving in 1822 was less 
important, because only the blacksmith, George Chick, succeeded in his trade, 
entering an important project of furnishing the king’s new palace with the needed 
ironwork. The others made more problems for the king, especially Thomas 
Rowlands, who caused the king to order a spinning machine sent out from England, 
though he was unsuccessful when it arrived. Some of the Creole artisans who 
Farquhar sent from Mauritius in 1821 and the following years had more success, 
especially the carpenter Louis le Gros, but it is significant that the Creole weaver was 
also soon dismissed. In 1826, James Cameron, the most famous of all the 
missionary artisans arrived. Together with Chick he created many kinds of industries 
in the young nation, and his influence was enormous. But most of his work fell in the 
following periods. 
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In the religious and cultural spheres their influence was great, not because of 
their preaching or Sunday worship, since so few adults attended, obviously thinking 
that such meetings were for the schoolchildren who were ordered to attend, but 
because of their provocative treatment of Malagasy customs and taboos, aimed at 
showing that the Christian God was above all other gods and idols. The missionaries 
did not propose Radama’s haircut, but they partook in the activities that followed, and 
the 4000 women opposing the king’s behaviour begged the king to get the whites 
delivered to them. Radama’s deadly answer shows that he would defend his 
teachers with all force. This event, which the missionaries got involved in, changed 
the king into an omnipotent Monarch in force of his new army, and it destroyed 
effectively the people’s former possibility to influence or correct the king’s 
proceedings through the Kabary. 
As to the writing of the Malagasy language, the work of Jones and Griffiths 
became essential. In the struggle developing in 1823 between the two veterans on 
the one side, and Jeffreys and Hastie, who wished for a more “patriotic” use of 
English vowels, on the other side, the king approved the plans of the first party. But 
he applied some needed corrections, which partly may derive from the work of his 
French scribe, Robin. The education in reading and writing the Malagasy language, 
and the translating or writing books in that language, became extremely important for 
cultural development and the future political changes in the country. 
The school system developed from Jones’ Royal School and Griffiths’ and 
Jeffreys’ schools of Hova children to be thrown into one school called the Missionary 
Seminary, which was declared to be a parent school for all schools they planned in 
Imerina. (It may be noteworthy to state that Robin’s school (1823-1825) was not 
included in the central school.) This reform allowed the missionaries to use the 
Lancaster education system, where the advanced pupils could be used as teachers 
for the others. That enabled them during a few years to expand the schoolwork and 
establish about 30 schools throughout Imerina reaching Betafo and Mahaiza etc in 
the province of Vakinankaratra (or Betsileo). Trying to get support from abroad, they 
established the Madagascar Missionary School Society in 1825, asking subvention 
by an “Appeal to the Christian World” and getting a lot of money from Mauritius and 
England. But the school reform in 1824 also changed the social system in the 
country, because Radama now mixed the children from the Nobles (Andriana) and 
the free people (Hova), and selected those he would use to work for him. Together 
with the equality practised in the army this change took away the Nobles’ exclusive 
right to govern the society, and thereby laid the ground for the great changes after his 
own death. 
From Jones’ first days in Antananarivo, Radama had decided many things 
concerning the schools. But the initiative from Farquhar in June 1822 demanding an 
official examination of the schools presided by the king, threw the whole work entirely 
into his hands. Soon Radama selected the cleverest boys from the schools to be 
appointed secretary or Aid de Camps in the administration and the army. The first 
years not many were taken to that kind of work, but from 1827 all the great boys were 
transferred to military education, even though a pledge was given not to send them to 
the war. This pledge soon turned into a lie, especially after Radama’s death, and the 
schools became hated by people who did not wish to lose their children in the wars, 
and it became extremely difficult for the missionaries to get new scholars. Although 
the schoolwork entered a period of great difficulties in 1827 and never regained its 
former strength, the missionaries had already spread different knowledge and 
brought about important cultural changes in society to a very considerable extent. 
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Even though many of the “readers” perished in the wars etc, new people became 
interested in learning voluntarily, and that caused great changes in the next period. 
Radama’s last two years were turbulent. The death of the British Agent 
opened for new counsellors etc. The ”Dark horse”, Mr. Robin, may have caused 
important changes in the school policy. The British Agent and the missionaries might 
have caused his removal from the work close to the king in 1823. Returning to the job 
as Radama’s secretary as soon as Hastie died, Robin could seek revenge. Working 
against all British influence and interests he soon created strong anti-British feelings 
at court aided by Louis Blancard and Prince Coroller. Being appointed Acting British 
Agent in Madagascar, David Jones ventured into this conflict. He was sent to 
Radama to explain the letters from Governor Lowry Cole, and though he was friendly 
received by the king, Jones could later state that he was prejudged against the 
British by the counsellors surrounding him. When the king left the capital and went to 
Tamatave, Jones was left outside the hot political quarrel down there, because 
William Campbell had replaced him as Acting British Agent. But he opined that 
unless the difficulties between the two governments should be settled, they should 
probably all be chased out of the country. 
But when Radama returned to the capital after Dr. Robert Lyall’s negotiations 
with him in November 1827, he received Jones in as friendly a manner as ever when 
he visited him. And when the Blancard treaty was cancelled the missionaries could 
work in peace and optimism, still hoping for progress and a lasting influence on the 
religious and cultural sphere. 
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Chapter  4:  KING RADAMA’s DEATH, THE REVOLUTION AND THE NEW 
LEADERS (1828 – 1831) 
 
4.1 The death of a King and the revolution that followed 
 The correspondence I have seen did not contain many letters either from 
Radama or the missionaries for the period from he left Tamatave on the 4th of 
November 1827 to his death on the 27th of July 1828. I have shown above that Jones 
wrote to the governor in December 1827 after talking with Radama. From the 
following 8 months I have found no letter in the Mauritius Archives and only two 
letters in the LMS archives. Both of them are written by David Jones: The first is a 
copy of a proposal to Radama how to dispose of the spinning machine brought out 
from England,488 and the second is a letter to the treasurer of LMS complaining about 
the pecuniary difficulties due to the extraordinary progress of the school-work. Jones 
further announced that he was going to Tamatave to meet the deputation from LMS. 
At the same time he confessed the best hopes for the mission work in the future: 
“Should I fall a victim now, on my journey down the country, to the fever, this 
mission I am confident will prosper under the blessing of God alone, and if 
conducted in much wisdom & prudence”.489 
This contemporary correspondence did not at all mention the sickness of the king, 
but Raombana give us a detailed history about that event, stating that his health was 
injured during his long visit in Tamatave in 1827: 
“Radama was very fond of drinking ardent spirits, etc, which joined with his 
other manner of life (laying with women) produced a disease on him called 
Hanatra (swelling on the Groin) which pained him very much. At the advice of 
Monsieur Blancard, a Frenchman, he had the swelling opened by him at 
Tamatave, which did not at all produce any benefit on him, but more harm, for 
the wound instead of closing after some times after the above operation, 
increased more and more, and became a complete large ulcer; and the 
constant drinking of brandy and rum (---) had a hand in keeping the wound 
open, and not heal”.490 
It may be significant that also in his private sphere Radama’s contact with Louis 
Blancard had a ruinous effect. Had the “Hanatra” been cared for in the usual 
Malagasy way it should have been rather harmless, said Raombana. The worst 
consequence was Radama’s shame of his sickness, which forced him to withdraw 
from his friends and his people. Thus nobody was able to help him during his long 
sickness or give him medicine when he was growing worse, and when he became 
too sick to leave his house, he instructed the “Tsimandos” - his attendants or slaves 
living together with him at the “Silver Palace” - that nobody but themselves should be 
allowed to approach him.491 
Contrary to his own orders he called for a visit from David Jones. Returning 
from Tamatave on the 21st of July, where he had received the LMS deputation, he 
was called to the Rova on the 25th. Approaching the palace, he was astonished that 
the king neither met him at the door as usual, nor was sitting on his chair, but he was 
lying down on a sort of sofa: 
“I approached him, and behold: poor Radama was lying down very ill & in a 
dangerous state. I was obliged to approach my ear in order to understand 
what he was saying to me. After I had come near to him, he took hold of my 
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hand, which he squeezed in a most friendly manner. Then he made his 
attendants to bring me a chair to sit by his side. Then he asked me with a low 
tone of voice, how Mrs Jones & family were – how I had been since I had left 
for Tamatave – what the people were doing on the Coast –where was Dr. Lyall 
– why he was delaying his arrival so long (---) and several other questions. (---
) Seeing that it caused him pain to converse with me (and really my feelings 
were moved at the unexpected miserable sight of the man who had always 
been my intimate friend and like a Father and Mother to myself & family) I 
withdrew with a heavy heart to go home. Having taken my hat to depart, he 
gave me two sweet oranges to carry home to Mrs Jones (---) I am the only 
European who conversed & saw him last of all in this world, and I am 
astonished how he permitted me to have admission to him forasmuch as none 
was allowed to enter into the Court of his palace except six of his confidential 
attendants”.492 
I wonder why the king allowed a stranger to visit him at this stage of his sickness, 
only two days before his death. That indicates at least a great confidence in David 
Jones, and should be proof enough that Radama was certainly not at the point of 
sending away the missionaries. But was he really so fond of the pioneer missionary 
that he ought to see him before he died, or should he eventually want to ask him 
some question. Jones did not suggest that anything of religious character were 
discussed during this visit. Probably we can understand his wish to see Jones to be a 
sign that he still had a hope of getting help from the Europeans with his health. It is 
significant that one of his main questions was about the expected arrival of Dr. 
Robert Lyall. Radama knew that the new British agent was a skilled doctor and he 
had already sent him two letters at this time, asking him to hasten his journey up to 
Antananarivo because his health was feeble.493 This may tell us that Radama still 
hoped for help from his new friend from the days in Tamatave last year, though he 
hoped in vain. 
 
4.1.1 Dr. Lyall lost his most important race – 
 When Lyall parted from Radama in Tamatave they went their separate ways 
saying: “Next June - in Antananarivo”. Certainly that would be the best time for 
travelling up to the capital, and I have not found any details why Lyall was unable to 
follow this plan. But he had a big family to care for, and a secretary; Captain Morgan, 
with his family and also some other servants followed him. He also had a great deal 
of goods to care for. Other circumstances might also delay him, such as the 
strangers travelling together with him. The deputation from LMS, Rev. Tyerman and 
Rev. Bennet, who was appointed to visit king Radama and the Madagascar mission, 
followed Lyall to Tamatave, and we know they arrived there late because Jones, who 
went down to meet them, had to wait five weeks before they appeared there. When 
they all finally arrived about the 28th of June, Jones had already organised bearers 
for the deputation. They set out for the capital without delay, where they arrived on 
the 21st of July. On the other hand, Lyall and his many followers needed many 
bearers and used some days to arrange the journey. On the 28th of June Lyall wrote 
his greetings to Radama from Tamatave, immediately answering the letter: 
“Your coming up neither to trouble me, nor disturb me, but is good, and afford 
me pleasure. And as you Mr. Lyall are coming up soon, I shall be happy to see 
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you, as I am a little indisposed, but do not leave your wife and children behind. 
Saith Radama”.494 
The king’s cry for help is evident in this letter and Lyall later confessed it caused him 
much pain, because he could not leave his wife and children behind on the difficult 
journey through the forest without someone to care for them. On the 24th of July 
Chick met them in Ranomafana wishing to be useful for them on the bad road.495 
Raombana is clearly inaccurate when saying that Chick was sent to meet Lyall to try 
to hasten his travelling up the country after Jones’ visit to the king, because Chick 
had already joined Lyall in Ranomafana when Jones visited Radama on the 25th of 
July.496 Next evening a new letter reached Lyall in Ampasimbe and caused him to 
travel with all speed, because Radama wrote: 
“You Mr. Lyall please to make all possible haste to come up, for I am still 
feeble - Therefore come up quick”.497 
While Lyall and his group struggled through the feared forest, other persons must 
have become aware of Radama’s bad state of health, and tried to intervene. 
Obviously the missionaries knew something about the king’s sickness because 
Griffiths had translated the above letters from the king to Lyall. But probably it was 
not until Jones’ visit that they really understood how bad and dangerous the king’s 
state of health was. I do not know whether they talked with Radama’s secretary, 
Prince Coroller about the case, or if he acted solemnly as Radama’s friend and 
secretary, but the next letter to Lyall was written by him on the 27th of July, and he 
was then unaware that Radama died that same day: 
“Confidentiell & Secrete. (---) En quelqu’endroit que cette letter puisse vous 
trouver, Nous vous prions de venir ici le plus vite que possible. J’irai a votre 
rencontre et en route je me ferai un vrai plaisir d’accompagner votre famille et 
de faire hâter vos paquets, tandis que, pour vous rendre à la capitale où nous 
avons besoin de vous, vous courrez à grande Journée - n’y manquez pas 
d’autant qu’avant de vous joindre vous avec Mr. Chick. 
Votre très dévoué Serviteur. A. Coroller. Prince  - Com.dt Général”.498 
I have not found anything indicating whether Coroller was acting together with other 
officers who wished to become involved in the politics surrounding the succession of 
the king, or if he only did his utmost to help his master. But we know he made great 
efforts by joining Lyall on the road and forcing him to travel with all speed. On the 29th 
of July Lyall wrote to the king from Ambatomanga, telling him that he had left his 
family behind and was travelling by moonlight together with Coroller in order to come 
to Antananarivo as fast as possible.499 But a new letter written to Dr. Lyall that same 
date (29.07.28) in the name of Radama, stated: 
“I salute you Mr. Lyall and thank you for I have received your letter informing 
me of your rapid travelling up to Antananarivo. But do not leave your wife and 
children behind you - for it is my desire that you should accompany your wife 
and children and also your packages, for I am a little better.  Saith Radama 
(A true translation - by me, David Jones)”.500 
This last letter was written two days after Radama’s death – but in his name – and 
evidently Coroller must have had some companions at court knowing about the 
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king’s death. I suppose that should be persons working for another solution than 
Ranavalona’s group, and when they became aware that their efforts to get help for 
Radama had failed, they might have written this new letter in the king’s name to hide 
their former proceedings. 
  Lyall lost his most important race. Entering the capital on the 31st of July he 
could only state that he did not arrive in time to be of any use.501 Knowing very well 
that the death of the king would change all his expectations, he expressed his regret 
and his hope for the future: 
“Speaking individually my expectations and plans are totally overthrown. The 
Sovereign is “gone home” with whom, in proud anticipation, I expected to have 
spent a number of the best years of my life, occupied in aiding that mighty 
object, - the civilization of Madagascar. I have lost a friend whom I sincerely 
loved, - and, as I have many fresh assurances to show, by whom I was 
belowed (---) I have lost a father, a brother, and a friend, and my family is 
deprived of its promised protector. My heart keenly feels the stroke of fate. 
However I have formed new plans, (---) I am happy to add, that I am on the 
best terms with all parties, so that a change of dynasty is the less likely to 
affect me individually, or the amicable relations existing between Great 
Britain and Madagascar”.502 
Certainly the stroke of fate was soon going to overthrow all his hopes, and in the 
course of a short period he was living on bad terms with all parties, which also 
caused his sad exit from the country and its fatal consequences. 
 
4.1.2 The Traditionalists and the Officers placed Ranovalomanjaka on the 
Throne 
The force of the new army had deliberated Radama from all traditions and 
from the will of his counsellors. Probably he was aware that the army could be able to 
play its own game when he got sick, but paralysed by his sickness he did nothing to 
prevent it. The dispositions made towards the occupation of the new territories also 
compromised the possibility of carrying out his last wishes when he died. All his 
strong relatives were sent to important stations in those new territories, like his 
cousins Ramanetaka in Majunga and Ramananolona in Fort Dauphin, and his 
Brothers-in-Law prince Rafaralahy (Rafarla) in Foulpointe and prince Ratefy (Rataffe) 
in Tamatave. His own brothers were either sent away from the capital or imprisoned, 
and only his mother and some sisters remained at court. Therefore there was no 
confident man able either to care for the health of the dying monarch or to put his will 
about his successor into effect. It had always been the correct way of succession in 
the Malagasy tradition that the reigning king appointed his own successor, but now 
the old system did not approve. 
Radama had never announced in public his will about his successor, but it 
was well known that he firstly had intended his nephew Rakotobe, the son of his 
sister Rabodosahondro and Prince Ratefy, to replace him.503 When Radama later 
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had a daughter, it was said he wanted her to become reigning queen504 and 
eventually to marry Rakotobe. But they were still young or even infants, and since no 
preparation was made to put Radama’s will into effect they were easily overthrown. 
Two groups joined forces and succeeded in making a real revolution. Firstly, 
there was a group of old counsellors often called ministers or judges – and also 
referred to as the king’s “namana” – or friends. They were leaders of the 
traditionalists, who did not like Radama’s politics of innovations and sudden changes, 
because that had deprived them for their former influence and privileges. They often 
disliked all strangers, and especially the Missionaries because of their efforts to 
change the Malagasy culture and religion. Secondly, there was a group of officers 
wishing to augment their own power and privileges, who mostly originated from the 
Hova cast. In old Malagasy culture the political leadership was entirely in the hands 
of the Andriana cast with the King at the top. Therefore those new men coming from 
the free cast of agrarian and mercantile families were eager to care for the new 
possibilities their military power could afford them. Many of them had studied in the 
schools of the missionaries and favoured their work, and they were usually more 
progressive than the traditionalists. 
 Raombana relates that one of the Tsimandos (the king’s attendants) was 
afraid to be held responsible of the king’s death and therefore he called for Radama’s 
wives to come and visit him. They were all shocked by his feeble state of health, and 
the “Sikidy” or divination was immediately put to work to discover means to cure him 
and bring him back to life. This interview with his wives created a possibility to make 
intrigues for usurping the power, and Raombana says that the one who grasped that 
chance did not have any right to the throne but bought it by promising gold and 
power to the men helping her.505 
 It was Ramavo, Radama’s first wife, who immediately formed a plan when she 
saw her dying husband. Raombana tells several times that she had no right to the 
throne since she was daughter of one of Andrianampoinimerina’s distant relatives. 
However it must have been close enough to be a threat to King Radama, because 
Radama or his Prime Minister Ralala’s orders to secure his reign when he ascended 
the throne killed Ramavo’s father, mother and two brothers.506 Certainly it was no 
wonder that Ramavo was upset with her husband and made up her mind to 
overthrow his family. Ramavo contacted one of the old ministers or judges named 
Andriamamba. He was a brave old man who had formerly fought in the civil war and 
later as chief commander of some military campaigns. Radama’s mother had tried to 
have him executed, but the king had not accepted her proposal because 
Andriamamba had worked so closely with his father. Now Ramavo offered him 
money and power if he would help her to succeed her husband,507 and Andriamamba 
immediately called for two important officers, Andriamihaja, colonel and “Head Aid de 
Camp” of Radama, and Lieutenant Colonel Andrianisa, who later changed his name 
to Rainijohary. When they argued that Ramavo could easily forget the risk they were 
going to take for her, Andriamamba swore that she would not deceive them: 
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“That they have his words and promises that when she has got and mounted 
the Throne, they will be the first officers of Her Majesty; and in fact shall reign 
in Her name without possessing the titre of Royalty (---) These officers then 
got the General Ravalontsalama, and a few others; and in the House of 
Andriamamba they concerted means for accomplishment of their treacherous 
design”.508 
This promise, that they were to reign in the queen’s name, is very important to my 
study because it indicates that this was going to be a real revolution, where the 
power should be transferred from the Andriana cast (viz. the king) to the Hova cast 
(viz. the officers). The queen would then be a kind of marionette without much real 
influence or power, and my investigations indicate that this scheme was to a great 
extent carried into effect. 
The plot could not be completed immediately after the king’s death because 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday all were designed as bad or unlucky days for 
Ramavo, and she therefore begged to be made sovereign on Friday. Andriamamba 
and his group then decided to keep Radama’s death secret until Friday morning.509 
This was a hazardous project because if the news of the king’s death should be 
known, all their plans would eventually fail and have fatal consequences for the small 
group. But even someone might have known the fact, according to the letters written 
to Lyall, and Corollers engagement to get him quickly up to the capital, as shown 
above, nobody dared to do anything effectively, and the group succeeded in putting 
their plans into effect. On Friday the 2nd of August a body of soldiers entered the 
courtyard together with the said officers. Raombana vividly explains how Radama’s 
attendants were deceived and two of their leaders who stubbornly maintained that 
the king wished his own daughter as his successor were speared to death. 
Rainijohary then proclaimed: “Ranavalomanjaka is the Sovereign”. All the people 
crowded in the courtyard were struck with terror when Ramavo was thus proclaimed 
Radama’s successor under the name of Ranavalomanjaka or Ranavalona I. Nobody 
was able to make any effective protest because they were too astonished or 
afraid.510 
After the Malagasy custom at that time, some of Radama’s close relatives and 
friends were immediately put to death to secure the new sovereign. Radama’s 
mother and his nephew Rakotobe were the first who were killed, but also Radama’s 
Prime Minister, Ralala, and other of Radama’s important supporters were killed in the 
following weeks. It was supposed that if Ralala had been in town when the king died, 
the plot should certainly have failed. Prince Ramanetaka, the Governor of Majunga, 
escaped in an Arab dhow to the Comoro Islands, where he later became King of 
Mohilla, but the princes Rafaralahy, Ramananolona and Ratefy, were all killed.511 
The missionaries were not directly involved in the events around Radama’s 
death, except Jones’ visit to the king two days before he died. Rev. Bennet, a 
member of the visiting deputation from LMS, states that they had received letters 
from the king both in Tamatave, where he ordered housing etc. for them, and on their 
route to Antananarivo. When they arrived in town, Radama sent a letter by his 
secretary Coroller regretting that they could not dine with him because of his illness, 
and he also sent gifts of food etc. They were soon deeply occupied by other sorrows 
and problems because a few days after the arrival of the deputation one of the 
visitors, Rev. Tyerman, felt sick, and he passed away on the 30th of July. His funeral 
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was scheduled for Friday the 2nd of August, the day when the king’s death and the 
appointing of the new queen were made known. A military guard was appointed to 
them and general Brady and Prince Coroller followed them to the funeral. More 
astonishing is the fact that the death of the missionary artisan Thomas Rowlands on 
the 27th of July was hardly mentioned in any missionary letter or report. Probably they 
might have supposed that Bennet would state that event to the directors in his report 
from the visit. 
On Sunday the 4th of August the missionaries were invited to assist at the 
great “Kabary” when the people were summoned to make their oath of allegiance to 
Ranavalomanjaka. Bennet reported vividly about this ceremony, which he found “was 
quite peculiar to this Country”: 
“A calf was slaughtered in the midst of the assembly. It was first speared – 
then its head was cut off – afterwards, the hind part cut off (---) In the carcase 
were plunged a considerable number of spears. The Chief Judge then stood 
up, and called first the chiefs of the principal districts, who standing around the 
slaughtered calf each seized hold of one of the spears, while the Judge, with 
much vehemence of mention and language, administered the oath, which 
consisted of a declaration of allegiance, and an imprecation on him that 
fulfilled not this oath, wishing that he might become like that calf.512 
Afterwards the chiefs of the other districts made their oath, then the officers of the 
palace and the army, and the judges. 
The queen also invited the missionaries to assist in the funeral ceremonies 
commencing on Monday the 12th of August. Brady and Coroller conducted them 
through the crowded streets to the palace where they witnessed the corpse being 
clothed and placed in a wooden coffin. The stench soon forced them to ask 
permission to retire, which they were granted provided they attend next day at the 
entombment, which they did. Rev. Bennet gives many details of the funeral but to my 
study the most interesting thing is that the Missionaries and other Europeans were 
invited to carry the coffin, and that they followed next to the queens and other close 
relatives in the funeral procession.513 Certainly they still were as highly estimated as 
in the days of Radama. Lyall later blamed the missionaries severely because they 
ignored him at this occasion and took the precedence of him and his family in the 
procession.514 
 
4.1.3 Broken Promises and deep Changes 
The new queen sent messengers to the missionaries and other Europeans the 
first day of her reign to tell them that she would fulfil all the plans and promises 
Radama had given. Rev. Bennet says that they first got the promises verbally 
through General Brady when he came to assist the funeral Friday morning, but later 
they got the following message in writing: 
“You Missionaries, and all you white persons, do not be afraid, though you 
have heard that four of the principal Chiefs were speared in the palace this 
morning. It is true that they were put to death; but it was because they 
opposed me being Queen, - that was all. Don’t you fear, for thus saith 
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Ranavanola (sic) Manjaka – I will protect you, I will cherish you, and whatever 
Radama did for you, that I will do, and still more. So don’t be afraid”.515  
Ranavalona’s promise to the missionaries that she would do even more for them 
than Radama had done was good news on the sad day when their sincere hope of 
having Rakotobe, their student during many years, on the throne, was effectually 
destroyed. And to my astonishment this promise to the missionaries seems to have 
been fulfilled to a great extent during the first years of Ranavalona’s reign.  
Politically she promised to follow the plans and the politics of Radama, as 
Lyall states in his first communication from Antananarivo.516 He stated that she in all 
her verbal communications perseveres steadfastly in saying that on ascending the 
throne she bound herself to tread in the footsteps of King Radama, and of 
Andrianampoinimerina, especially by maintaining the Treaty for the Abolition of the 
Slave Trade. On the other hand, Lyall assured her that the British government would 
certainly give her the same support as Radama got.517 Very soon those proud 
promises proved to be falsehoods because the politics of the government went 
through material changes, especially in regard to the treaties with the British 
government. That soon proved to have some bad consequences for Lyall personally 
because the new reign never would recognise him as ambassador. But also in many 
other ways the politics changed in this first year of the new reign, and I wonder if 
those changes were primarily caused by the Malagasy government’s new religious 
orientation, viz. of their taking no decision without consulting the “Sampy” (idols) and 
the “Sikidy” (diviners), or if some of the changes were caused by Lyall himself in his 
efforts to promote his role as British Resident Agent.  
Certainly there was a strong party at court wishing to continue the cooperation 
with the missionaries and the British government in those first years. But another 
party wished to keep close to the old Malagasy culture and religion. This party had a 
strong anti-Lyall image the first year, and later it gained strength and tried to force 
away all cultural and religious actions that could be a threat to the traditional culture. I 
will show that up to the death of Prime Minister Andriamihaja the first party were in 
power most of the time, and even though it was often forced to compromise with the 
other party it could promote a policy for acceptance of the missionary work. But in the 
struggles after the murder of Andriamihaja some changes destroyed the goodwill for 
the missionaries. 
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4.2 The cooperation soon came to a breakdown 
 The British king had appointed Lyall Resident British Agent in Madagascar in 
order to live at Radama’s court and take care of British interests there. But now he 
was placed in a tricky situation. Arriving after Radama’s death he soon tried to obtain 
recognition by the new government as ambassador. They gave him honour as an 
important stranger, but when he asked for a meeting with the queen to transmit his 
accreditations and give her the presents from the governor of Mauritius intended for 
Radama, he received only evasive answers for a long time.518 More and more 
desperate he tried different tricks to force the government to recognize him, but in 
vain. All his efforts effectively created more scepticism against the British influence 
and soon drew the British-Malagasy cooperation into permanent crisis. 
 The most important documents concerning this drama can be studied in the 
“Journals” sent by Lyall to the governor of Mauritius during his stay in Madagascar. 
The originals of those journals are placed in HB-Series volume 19 in the Mauritius 
Archives, and I will only refer to number and date of the journal, since the whole 
volume of HB-19 consists only of Lyall’s journals. G.S. Chapus and G. Mondain have 
edited a French translation of those journals and some other important letters from 
those years. But after my consideration this edition has two essential failures. Firstly, 
that they have broken up Lyall’s journal No. 2 and placed the letters quoted there 
other places after their date, which destroys the dynamic of that journal. Secondly, 
they have missed or omitted Lyall’s Journals No. 17, 18 and 19, just stating: “Trois 
dépêches, les no 17, 18 et 19, manquent dans le journal”. 519 Those three journals 
are the most interesting and important documents in Lyall’s different communications 
with the governor of Mauritius, explaining many of the questions arising about Lyall’s 
struggle with the Malagasy government and the missionaries, and thereby the final 
failure of his mission and his harsh expulsion from the country. When I visited the 
Mauritius Archives in 1995 I found that those three “lost” journals were still there. All 
Lyall’s journals were once bound in one volume or book, the HB-19. Although the 
binding is now cut up, perhaps in order to copy the journals, every sheet was still 
placed on its right place. Therefore I cannot believe that those three journals might 
have been missing when M. Chapus visited the Archives, and I am really surprised 
that Chapus and Mondain have omitted them from their book – an act I consider to 
be a capital historical fault. Certainly the contents of those three journals were not 
flattering, neither for the missionaries nor for Lyall, because they detail the whole 
quarrel between the two parts. I will use those journals to explain some fatal errors 
made in that period. 
 
4.2.1 Dr. Lyall provoking the government caused them to quit the treaty and 
ask for his removal 
Radama had ordered two houses to be fitted up for Lyall and his family to live 
in. The first weeks he kept quiet there and did not meddle in the politics of the 
government. But soon his reports to the governor at Mauritius changed from well-
meaning acceptance to scepticism and criticism. In the middle of September he 
wrote: 
“The Queen is guided by men, who were the ministers of 
Andrianampoinimerina, the father of Radama. The latter kept them at a 
respectable distance, and even despised their counsels. On ascending the 
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throne, Her Majesty Ranavalo-Manjaka, promised to all parties here, to tread 
in the steps of the late Radama, and perhaps she does so, but assuredly she 
goes retroversum or in the retrograde tract to sheer barbarism. Every day 
furnishes new proofs of this melancholy facts”.520 
He then gave three examples of how the queen went backwards to sheer barbarism: 
Firstly, that the missionaries were not permitted to continue Divine service on 
Sundays to the Malagasy. Secondly, that the missionary schools were not allowed to 
assemble, - it was said that these orders were only to be in force during the three 
months of mourning - but Lyall doubted that the schools would be allowed to continue 
even after that time. Thirdly, that “a British subject has had a heavy account settled at 
the point of the dagger”, referring to the affaires of Louis le Gros, one of the Creole 
artisans from Mauritius, who had been occupied building a huge palace for Radama 
and now was told that the new government would not pay his outstanding debt. Lyall 
stated that this last example appeared to him an insult to the British government and 
deeply wounded his feelings. Being asked officially to take care of the interests of this 
British subject,521 he tried to intervene, and thereby he caused the first crisis between 
himself and the Malagasy government, because they would not allow the non-
accredited agent to meddle in this affair. Lyall then mocked them by stating that the 
gods or idols, like Kelimalaza and Manjaka-Tsiroa, and the “Skid” or diviners, might 
be called the present prime ministers of Madagascar. 
In the mean time he tried to invite some men in power to breakfast or dinner, 
like Andriamamba, the prime minister, and Rainimahay, another important minister, 
and he was in return invited to dine with Rainimahay. But it soon became evident that 
being too familiar with Lyall was not promoting the power and influence of those men, 
because they were ordered by the diviners to leave the queen and the 
government.522 In the following months such palace revolutions often changed the 
governing group, and those who accepted any friendship with Lyall should not last 
long in that forum. After some time nobody dared to accept his invitations any 
more.523 
On the 24th of September 1828 Robin reached the capital after receiving the 
queen’s orders. He was neither “Grand Marechall de Madagascar” nor “Governor of 
Tamatave” any more, and his reception was far from flattering. I don’t know what the 
queen had planned about Robin, but after a few days it came to a break between 
them and he was ordered to leave the capital within 24 hours. During his stay in 
Antananarivo Robin had visited Lyall twice and had also dined with him, which in 
some way made Lyall suspicious, and when it was announced that the queen would 
deliver a message about Robin’s affairs to “All the Whites” next morning, Lyall 
certainly provoked the authorities by not attending this meeting. The communication 
not being sent directly or officially to him had made him angry: 
“This morning early, I learned from Mr. Freeman, that an order has been sent 
yesterday afternoon to Messrs Jones & Griffiths, to assemble “Tous les 
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Blancs” at 9 o’clock this morning, in the reading room of the Repository, and 
ten minutes before 9, I received a second note from Mr. Freeman, informing 
me, that I was included in the general invitation. Having received no official 
communication about the said Kabary from the Queen, nor her Government, - 
conscious that it would be beneath my dignity to receive a communication 
through any other channel, - and convinced that I had nothing to do with the 
measures to be adopted toward Robin, I remained tranquilly at home”.524 
His decision not to attend and hear the queen’s message certainly was a great 
impoliteness, and in the following weeks he continued to stress his view that official 
communications from the queen should not be sent to him through the missionaries 
or any other persons. Sending his felicitations to her majesty when she had changed 
her name to Rabodoandrianampoinimerina, he received a very polite message and 
thanks from her.525 Maybe his felicitations was the cause of the fact that the next 
message from the queen to “All the Whites” was sent directly to Lyall: 
“The Queen sent a message begging me to call a Kabary or meeting of “All 
the Whites”, It being Sunday, and nearly church-time, I wished to know what 
was the nature of the business, - but this was impossible. Therefore I 
immediately held an assembly of “All the Whites” at my house. All being ready 
and in expectation of some important communication, the Queen’s deputation 
entered, and one of them, addressing himself to me said “That on account of 
the Queen having changed her name, Her Majesty presented two bullocks to 
The Whites according to the Malagasy Custom”. In my own name, and in the 
names of all present, I returned her thanks, but at the same time, begged that 
in the future, She would be so good as not to send messages in Sunday - 
except on affairs of immediate importance - to “All the Whites”, as it was 
impossible for them, and especially for the Missionaries, to transact business 
on that day”.526 
As far as I can see, Lyall’s begging “that in the future, she would be so good as not to 
send messages in Sundays” was no less than a capital impoliteness of Lyall, since 
the queen had so often declared that nobody should be allowed to order her in any 
question. It is therefore significant that this was the first and only occasion they let 
Lyall call a meeting for “All the Whites”. Afterwards the government turned back to 
their habit of sending all such messages through the missionaries, asking them to 
assemble “All the Whites”. Those difficulties culminated on the 2nd of February 1829 
when Lyall told the queen’s messengers that he would not attend the messages 
(Kabary) to all the whites any more, since they were not transacted through himself 
as British agent. He expressed a wish that the queen or her messengers should only 
maintain correspondence directly to him and not through anybody of “the Whites”. 
Therefore he would transact business only in his own house, or eventually in the 
palace. The queen accepted his wish, and in the future all official messages were 
sent to “All the Whites except Mr. Lyall”.527 Thus Lyall had managed to be set aside 
from the group of Europeans and in that way he had undermined his own existence 
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in the country.528 The cause was certainly his quarrel with the missionaries, but the 
government was provoked by his haughtiness and his wish of being the sole master 
of communications between the queen and all the British citizens. Therefore they 
opted to send their main messages to “all the Whites except Mr. Lyall”, and to send 
their messages directly when they had something to communicate especially to him. 
Lyall had often and by many means tried to press the government to 
recognize him as British ambassador in the country, but for several months they 
would neither receive the letters nor the presents from the British government and 
the governor of Mauritius. Some days after the said Kabary in Lyall’s house in the 
last days of November 1828, a deputation from the queen agreed that those things 
could now be sent up to her.529 Sending them to the palace next day he hoped for a 
satisfying answer, since the last day’s communications from the Queen had been of 
a obliging nature, but when the answer came he was really disappointed:  
“About noon to day, I was informed that a deputation of considerably number 
above 100 officers had arrived in the Court Yard, with a Message for me from 
the Queen. As many as the room could hold were immediately admitted, 
consisting of all the principal officers and individuals immediately attached to 
Her Majesty, when a letter written in Malagasy and sealed with the Queen’s 
seal, was put in my hands, of which a literal translation, by Mr. Jones is added. 
  Antananarivo 24 Alakarabo 1828. 
To Mr. Lyall.  Peace be to You.  And says Ranavalomanjaka, 
With regard to the things which You English give every year, stop them, for I 
will not receive them, because Radama has not ordered me to do so. And with 
regard to yourself to replace Mr. Hastie, he has neither ordered me to do that.
 (Seal of Ranavalomanjaka) 
In consequence of the obscure manner of expression, though not of intent, of 
the above letter, and the unwillingness or incapacity of the Queen’s 
deputation, to give me a full explanation, and deeming the affair of the highest 
importance, I almost immediately addressed a letter to the Queen, of which a 
copy is subjoined: 
  Tananarivou Nov. 29th 1828 
 To Her Majesty Ranavalo-Manjaka, Madam, 
I had the honour of receiving Your Majesty’s letter today announcing that You 
wished no longer to receive the “Equivalent” from the British Government, and 
that You did not recognise me as the Agent of the said Government, because 
the late King Radama had not ordered You to do so. I beg that Your Majesty 
will be so Kind as to inform me, whether in consequence of the above 
resolutions, I am to understand that the Treaty for the Abolition of the Slave 
Trade, which existed between His Britannic Majesty George the 4th, and His 
late Majesty Radama, is, from this date, broken on Your part, and whether the 
traffic in slaves is to be renewed, so that I may be enabled to communicate 
Your Majesty’s sentiments accurately to the British Government. 
I have the honor to subscribe myself Your Majesty’s Very Obedient Humble 
Servant  Rob.t Lyall, British Resident Agent Madagascar”.530 
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Lyall continues his journal by stating that he first got a verbal reply that the queen 
herself detested the slave trade, but she would not be ordered in connection with it. 
His status as resident agent was not mentioned at all in this answer, and he used the 
opportunity to deliver a speech about the vanity of renewing the slave trade, and of 
the value of the alliance with England. It would be unwise to renounce the friendship 
with their good ally, which had given so much benefit to both parties.531 By means of 
this speech the deputation assured that the queen certainly wished to preserve the 
friendship with England.  
 But this important communication from the government proves that a material 
change had taken place in the British-Malagasy cooperation. The decision not to 
receive any more the “Equivalent” from the British government was certainly a 
political decision with great consequences. The main reason might have been to free 
the Malagasy government from the slightest possibility of British interference. 
Certainly the treaty had given the British government some possibility to interfere in 
Malagasy affairs. They had tried to interfere in that way in the struggles in connection 
with the “Blancard Treaty” the year before, which was certainly not forgotten by the 
Malagasy. On the other hand, the Malagasy government’s uneasiness with Dr. Lyall, 
and their unwillingness to recognize him as Resident British Agent, might be another 
reason. The men in power had certainly observed so much of his ambitions and 
intrigues that they may have decided not to recognize him anyhow, and since the 
British “rights” to have an agent placed at the Malagasy court was closely related to 
the treaty, Lyall may unintentionally through his behaviour and efforts to be 
recognized, have caused the Malagasy government to quit the treaty. 
Lyall continued to stress the question, whether the quitting the treaty would 
cause a renewal of the slave traffic or not, and the 3rd of December he got a letter 
from the queen binding her to maintain inviolate the treaty, even though she would no 
longer accept the “Equivalent” from Great Britain: 
“I shall not sell people to be exported to other countries. And the things which 
you English give me every year, I shall not take. This is therefore the 
business, which I tell you English”.532 
Continuing to reflect on the cause of the queen’s determination not to receive the 
equivalent any more, Lyall guessed that it might be dictated by some wish to be 
independent and allowed to adopt whatever measures she pleased without breaking 
any treaty. It was also said that Radama some time before his death had expressed 
an opinion that it was beneath his dignity to be paid by another king, and that he 
would soon relinquish the equivalent but still maintain the strictest friendship with his 
good ally, King George the 4th. He also wished to keep the Treaty for the abolition of 
the slave trade, which should be abolished forever.533 
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The expressed wish not to accept Lyall’s replacement of Hastie as British 
agent, which was mentioned in the queen’s letter (29.11.28), may be a key question 
of the communication. Lyall’s questions about that point was not answered, as far as 
I can see, but he should certainly have been aware that he was now “persona non 
grata” to the Malagasy government, and thereby he should have behaved more 
prudently. Instead of acting more prudently, it seems that the queen’s and the 
government’s promises to maintain inviolate the intention of the treaty,534 may have 
induced him to consider them to be willing to recognize him in some future time, and 
thus led him to continue his provocative proceedings to the bitter end. 
 
4.2.2 The controversies between Lyall and the missionaries 
Lyall had many times presented himself as a friend of LMS and the 
missionaries as a body. But it is obvious that he had in some way feared the well-
established missionaries and thought them to be a threat against his office and work. 
Before leaving London he had therefore visited the Colonial Minister in order to ask 
instructions how to act against them: 
“From what I knew of Missionaries, and from hints given me in London, I 
purposely went to the Colonial Office to ask instructions. The substance of 
what Mr. Hay said to me, is contained in the subsequent: Regulations, or 
Laws, respecting the conduct of the Madagascar Missionaries etc: “The 
Missionaries and the Missionary Artisans, are not to be permitted, in any 
manner whatever, nor in any degree whatever, to interfere with the political 
affairs, nor to interfere with your affairs. It is considered by Government, that 
they are bound to attend to their own concerns, and to them only, unless you 
call upon them for assistance, when, of course, Government would expect 
compliance, in whatever is just and reasonable. On your part, it is expected 
that you will render the Missionaries and the Missionary Artisans, every 
assistance in your power, to forward the views of the Missionary Society, and 
that you will extend your protection to them, in whatever manner you deem 
necessary, or proper, in Madagascar.” 
In conversation with His Excellency Sir Lowry Cole, in 1827, respecting the 
Missionaries etc, I found his views exactly to correspond with the instructions 
furnished by the London Missionary Society to all their employee’s –“.535 
Lyall states he had also been searching among the papers left by the late Hastie for 
information about the relation between the British agent and the missionaries, but the 
only passage found was in a letter from 1824. Hastie had asked governor Cole’s view 
when he wished to intervene in the struggle between Jeffreys and his colleagues, but 
obviously even the governor hesitated to enter into such discussions with the 
missionaries, because Hastie received only an evasive answer, neither useful for 
himself nor for any future agent, saying: 
“I gave the Governor a Mem. of your wishes respecting the Missionaries, but 
he hesitated about giving any thing more than an opinion; that all British 
Subjects, in Madagascar, are, to a certain degree, amenable to the 
authority of the British Agent”.536  
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Even before his arrival in Antananarivo Lyall wrote a letter to the missionaries stating 
that he had heard rumours during his visit in Tamatave in 1827 that they had lent out 
money at a very high rate of interest etc, and positively warning them not to do 
anything disgracing themselves as British citizens and missionaries. This letter was 
sent to Freeman, who later stated that it caused some dissonance between the 
missionaries and the new agent when he communicated the contents of the letter to 
them.537 Lyall did not explain more about this question to the governor, but in the 
correspondence from the missionaries I have found that this accusation against them 
was the question that caused greatest grievance against the new agent.538  
Arriving in Madagascar, Lyall soon found that the missionaries did not honour 
him in the way he expected them to, but by their ignorance they hurt his feelings in 
the funeral of the late king, as I mentioned above. Finding that the Malagasy 
government followed a fixed procedure in conveying messages to the Europeans, by 
asking either the senior missionary, David Jones, or David Griffiths, who possessed 
the largest house, to assemble “All the Whites”, he deemed it necessary to write a 
letter to Jones a fortnight after his arrival, warning him not to interfere in political 
affairs.539 Jones seems in his answer to be really shocked and unable to understand 
that their complying with the queen’s orders as they had always done, should in any 
way be injurious neither to Dr. Lyall or the British government.540 This struggle 
developed in the following months and ended with Lyall’s withdrawal from all official 
meetings of “All the Whites”, since neither the queen nor the missionaries would 
change their customs on that point (see chapter 4.2.1). 
Lyall’s final controversies with the missionaries started when Louis le Gros 
died in the first days of January 1829. Farquhar had sent this Creole carpenter to 
Radama in 1821 and Le Gros had served the king by teaching apprentices and 
building different houses in the capital. In the last years of Radama’s reign he built a 
huge palace for the king south of the capital. As mentioned above, the queen and her 
government would not accept to pay him his outstanding debt. Louis le Gros then 
asked Lyall to intervene in his case, left the capital and the unfinished palace and 
went to Tamatave, where he settled for a while. But in the unhealthy season he 
became sick and passed away. Le Gros had left a native wife and many children, 
and the crucial point was who would now be the master of his proprieties. This case 
would not be treated in the native way since he was a stranger in the country. Lyall 
had just been appointed “Delegate of the Mauritius Curatelle at Madagascar” by the 
governor’s sanction before he left Mauritius, and now he thought it to be his duty to 
care for this case – if le Gros was a British citizen. Others supposed that Le Gros 
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was a French citizen, in which case the Bourbon Curatelle should care for his case. 
Immediately Lyall entered a complicated dispute with the government. They 
stubbornly stated that all foreign curatelles were abolished in Madagascar541 and 
ordered Lyall not to interfere in the government’s affairs. Nevertheless he soon 
became involved in the case when Laurine, the native woman who cared for Le Gros’ 
house in Antananarivo, came and delivered him a key to an important box in le Gros’ 
house. Forced to try to protect the woman, who had lied before the queen’s officers, 
he a second time received the queen’s orders neither to visit the late le Gros’ 
premises nor to meddle in these affairs. Lyall had to make a very humble answer, 
expressing a wish that this affair being settled by the queen, should not disturb the 
good relations between the two parties.542 He got some thanks from the queen but 
was probably well aware that he had provoked the native government seriously in 
this case. 
As Lyall himself was set aside from all responsibility in the affair of le Gros, he 
was jealously making sure that no other British persons should be allowed to meddle 
in the affair. But soon he was disappointed, because several of the missionaries and 
artisans accepted the invitation from the government to act as scribes and helpers 
when some of the officers were taking the inventory of le Gros’ effects. Warning them 
in several letters in the strongest language, he tried to force them to withdraw from 
this affair. For example, in a letter on the 27th of February, brought to them personally 
by Lyall’s secretary, Mr. Morgan, Lyall writes: 
“Lest any of the Missionaries, or Missionary Artisans should pretend ignorance 
as a justification of conduct, Mr. Lyall is willing to show each of them the law, 
privately and confidentially at his house, for his guidance, as laid down to 
him in England, and afterwards confirmed at Mauritius. Every one who acts 
contrary to that law will be reported to Government”.543  
But the answer was in the negative and only three of them did not follow the Senior 
Missionary when he stated to Morgan: 
“I wish nothing but quietness. Mr. Lyall may send as many letters as he 
chooses to me, but I shall never answer one of them. I am answerable for my 
conduct to the Government of Mauritius, and to the British Government, and 
when I hear from either Government that I have acted wrong, or that I have 
disobeyed any law, then I shall give every explanation, but, I shall receive no 
orders from Mr. Lyall. My cause is now going on prosperously, and it is my 
ardent wish that it should continue so to do, but, if I enter into any dispute with 
the Queen, - as asking her what is her will, - the cause of the Missionaries 
might be put an end to tomorrow. Therefore, in reply to the paper you have 
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just read, no law can be private business, if it is a law, it must be publicly 
known”.544 
This discussion shows that the Senior Missionary was no longer disposed to answer 
any letter or obey any orders from Lyall, because he thought that his missionary work 
could be damaged if he appeared to be connected with the disputed British agent. 
David Griffiths’ answer was in the same strong language, and Lyall accused those 
two veterans of being his chief enemies among the Europeans. But Lyall’s letter also 
provoked other missionaries and artisans, especially by his talking about a “law” for 
them. Obviously Lyall alluded to the instructions he got from Mr. Hay in the Colonial 
Office in London, as I have mentioned above, and his proposal of showing them the 
law “privately and confidentially” amounted to claiming that the native government 
ought not know about his interference. But the missionaries thought it impossible to 
refuse to help the queen’s officers without being blamed, as Edward Baker said in his 
answer: 
“No law can be private. I conceive the business to be quite inconsistent, that 
we should go and seek after any law. We are only obeying the Queen’s 
orders, by attending, as witnesses, at the inspection of Mr. Gros’ property, and 
a refusal, I think, would be highly improper”.545 
The correspondence from the missionaries to LMS tells that on the 19th of February 
both missionaries and artisans were gathered in Griffiths’ house to discuss the 
different attributions of blame and accusations of Lyall. The report from the 
discussion about their efforts to communicate with Lyall contains 13 huge double 
pages and shows that they were badly wounded by his accusations. Worst of all was 
his unsubstantiated portrayal of them as a body that followed “Damnable principle” by 
lending out money to a very high rent. They obviously had felt badly insulted when 
Lyall, dining in his house on the 3rd of January, accused them of having such 
degenerate principles.546 Later he had written a sharp letter to the four missionaries, 
Jones, Griffiths, Johns and Freeman on the 10th of January 1829, stating that he 
considered them to act contrary to the will of the directors of LMS: 
“I am really sorry to find that any of the Madagascar Missionaries should ever 
have imagined, that the board of the London Missionary Society would, for a 
moment, tolerate the idea of its Missionaries or Missionary Artisans, lending 
money, taking rent upon property, or receiving profit in any way of business or 
traffic, at a rate, not only illegal but reckoned highly disputable in Great Britain, 
viz. of 30, 40 or 50 pour cent, besides a surety for the Capital, from the people 
among whom they were appointed to sojourns and to instruct in morality and 
religion. (---) Concerning that at least some of you labours under false 
impressions I have so far addressed you in compliance with my pledge to the 
London Missionary Society –“.547 
Obviously, this attack was felt to be much more injurious to the missionaries than the 
former accusation of political interference, because this was a practical attack on 
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their character, morality and dignity as missionaries. Therefore they seriously 
discussed all Lyall’s letters and notes to them, and Freeman was for a while acting as 
messenger between the two parties, since Lyall did not include him in his 
accusations any more. In the last days of January Griffiths had written a sharp letter 
to Lyall requesting a full explanation of his letter of the 10th of January:  
“After repeated requests by letters and messengers and your promise as a 
Man of honor to meet us at any place publicly or privately, conjointly or 
separately, for a full explanation of your letter of the 10th Inst. in which it seems 
I am implicated, I beg to inform you at once, that unless you fulfil your promise 
I must take another step for the justification of my character”.548   
But Lyall stated that he could only meet them at his own house, because he had 
newly informed the queen that he was not transacting business in any other places 
(except if allowed into the palace). This statement forced Griffiths and Jones to 
profess themselves ready to meet him anywhere except in his own house, because 
they had three causes not to meet him there. The most important cause was that 
they thought the Malagasy could dislike them to go there.549 
After an investigation they found that it was Prince Coroller who had informed 
Lyall about the said transaction of lending out money, and that also Mrs. Hastie had 
told Morgans some stories. Especially Coroller was known to be a famous liar, and 
when asked by Griffiths and Jones both he and Mrs. Hastie denied what Lyall had 
stated as the damnable actions of the missionaries. The real history behind the whole 
case was that Coroller, when asking to borrow some money a long time ago, had got 
an answer that he could borrow some at a high rate of interest from the fund of the 
school society, paid out by Griffiths after the orders of Radama.550 When they thus 
saw the realities behind the accusations the missionaries decided to stop their 
engagement in the affair. But together with the accusations of political interference 
mentioned above, it definitively caused the termination of the missionaries’ friendly 
relations to Lyall: 
“We are as anxious as he is to have an immediately termination of the affaire, 
and that at Tananarivo, but as he commenced it and has carried it on thus far 
it must go wherever he carries it”.551 
After Lyall’s attack on them in the affair of late Le Gros on the 27th of February the 
relations between the missionaries and Lyall came to a total breakdown in a few 
days. Only one missionary remained Lyall’s friend within the critical juncture he 
entered: Rev. John J. Freeman. From his arrival in Antananarivo Lyall always talked 
about Freeman in such terms as “the only well educated person” or “the only 
Gentleman” among the missionaries. In the final struggle Lyall forced Freeman not 
only to make objections to the decisions made by his brethren, but also to write to the 
directors of LMS accusing Jones’ and Griffiths’ conduct of being unjust.552 Freeman 
later wrote: 
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“The fact is that very serious misunderstandings have arisen between Mr. 
Lyall and some of my brethren. A wound has been inflicted that cannot be 
healed.  (---) Mr. Lyall has often assured me & in the strongest language, that 
he had repeatedly heard the most unfavourable reports of some members of 
this mission, in the Mauritius & in the highest circles – That far too much 
impatiens, I think, has been attended, by my brethren, to that incidental 
matter, they have been too eager to grasp at little apparent discrepancies 
instead of told by, and in a straight foreward manner meeting the accusers 
with Mr. Lyall “.553  
Freeman’s wish of meddling in the business of the two parties proved impossible, but 
when the idol “Ramahavaly” sent Lyall into exile outside the capital, Freeman acted 
as his only helper and defender. This engagement should cost him much and it is 
typical that he was much more pessimistic about the future of the mission in March 
1829 than the other missionaries.554  
Lyall made some final desperate attempt to check Jones and Griffiths. On the 
5th of March he sent them an ultimatum “to prevent their continued offences to the 
disadvantage of their own government”. There he officially warned them that he had 
reported their conduct to the highest authorities, and if they continued this conduct 
they would be responsible to the British government.555 Sent to the senior missionary 
and marked, “On his Britannic Majesty’s Service – Strictly Confidential”, this letter 
was absolutely thrown out of the door by Jones, as a sign that he would receive no 
more letters from Lyall. Naturally Lyall concluded that all communication was then 
broken, but even though he had complained so seriously about the conduct of the 
missionaries in his last two journals, he concluded: 
“In my various dispatches to Your Excellency, I have uniformly maintained the 
same opinion, ever since the death of Radama was announced, - viz, that it 
was a finale to intimate correspondence with European powers, and to the 
sejour of Whites, at least, in the interior, of this Kingdom, Imerina. Or, as it was 
afterwards expressed, “L’heure des Blancs etait passée avec Radama” (---
)  Therefore, it would be injust, false, and cruel to say that the Missionaries 
Mess.rs Jones & Griffiths, have been the cause of my non-recognition at this 
Court.  But, I will be able to prove, that proper conduct, on their part, would 
have given the British, a greater chance of influence, and would most probable 
have kept affairs quiet, and en train, for some months, and this time would 
have been gained for the development, perhaps, of important events”.556 
I am not sure, however, whether Lyall’s trouble was a mere political question arising 
from the government’s unwillingness to have any foreign agent at the court, or if in 
fact a part of this problem really originated from the missionaries. Had any of the 
missionaries such influence with the men in power that he could be able to injure 
Lyall’s position? Maybe I must answer this question in the affirmative since both 
Jones and Griffiths had so many friends and former pupils at court, although it is 
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difficult to know exactly since no written material of this case is known from the court. 
But when Freeman some years later quarrelled with Griffiths, he got very upset about 
Griffiths’ many friends caring for his case, and he stated: 
“When Mr Lyall had a dispute with Mr. Griffiths the latter remarked “I will never 
rest, till I bring that fellow down”. He laboured and the object was effected”.557   
Other examples also show us that it was dangerous to quarrel with Griffiths. Both 
missionaries and artisans were badly injured when they disputed with him - like 
Jeffreys and Rowlands. And in the critical juncture of the missionary work in the 
1830’s Griffiths’ influence with the men in power became one of the important 
problems.  
Lyall did not stop his war against Jones and Griffiths, even though he had 
concluded that his problems were not arising principally from their deeds. On the 15th 
of March he sent a long letter to LMS complaining about their conduct, and promoting 
Freeman as the only correct person among the missionaries.558 And in a journal to 
the governor the same day he stated that Jones and Griffiths would be ready to 
dispute the authority even of the British government, thinking themselves responsible 
only to the LMS and the Malagasy government.559 He also made a final attempt to 
disgrace them before the queen in a great “Memorial” to Her Majesty on the 9th of 
March. Still complaining of his non-recognition at court he argued against the 
missionaries’ bad conduct and their interference in political business, and he 
attached to this Memorial a copy of LMS’ Instructions to the missionaries and an 
“Extract from a Sermon” hold in 1895.560 By this act the war between Lyall and the 
missionaries was officially made known to the Malagasy government. But since the 
time was running out for Lyall this act should probably not do any harm to the 
missionaries, but on the contrary even help them by proving that they were not close 
friends of the disputed British agent. 
It is interesting to observe Lyall’s manner of making reports or journals for the 
governor. When Hastie wrote his journals he was mostly stating what happened 
around him and giving his opinion upon that. Seldom did he discuss things that had 
happened some time ago. Lyall’s journals are much more complicated. In many 
cases he did not tell all that happened but was hiding things to see what use he could 
make of them in the future. Later he made long despatches developing all that had 
transpired in such a case from his first arrival in Madagascar or even before that. In 
his quarrels with the missionaries their disputes started a few days after his arrival in 
the capital, but he did not mention anything to the governor before his letter of the 1st 
of March 1829. Then he made serious accusations against Jones and Griffiths and 
begged the governor to interfere in the case, either by sending instructions to them, 
by sending envoys to investigate the case in Antananarivo, or by calling those two 
missionaries to Mauritius to explain their behaviour before the government. Lyall’s 
proceedings against the missionaries – and also his communications to the Malagasy 
government in the last period of his stay in Madagascar, were so extraordinary that I 
wonder if he played a psychopath’s game with all persons around him. The sources 
are not sufficient to state such things, but if he behaved as a psychopath that can 
probably explain why the government became so desperate, when he did not comply 
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with their hints and orders, and also the unusually harsh means they used to force 
him away. 
 
4.2.3 Refusing the government’s second demand of his removal Lyall caused 
them to act 
Obviously, Lyall was well aware that he, at least from the cancelling of the 
British-Malagasy treaty, was not wanted by the Malagasy government to stay in the 
country. His many requests to be recognized were all in vain, and many other 
applications of different kind were also rejected, such as his asking to be allowed to 
use Verkey, one of the interpreters, to teach him the Malagasy language.561 Although 
he kept up an optimistic tone in his journals to the governor up to the 1st of March, his 
meddling in the affair of the late Louis Le Gros, and maybe his quarrelling with the 
missionaries and his almost total isolation from both Malagasy and Europeans in the 
capital obviously caused the earth to burn under his feet. But from that date he 
expressed a fear of soon being forced to leave the country: 
“- I do think they are searching to find an assignable cause, for giving me 
“leave to depart”. This conduct render me particularly cautions, and makes 
me bear even with inattentions, and slight insults, especially as the good 
season is still distant.562 
On the 9th of March he wrote that it was his opinion that the Malagasy government 
was seeking a pretext to order him to return to Mauritius.563 And some days later he 
stated: 
“On public grounds, I scarcely know whether to rejoice, or to be sorry, at my 
apparent approaching departure from this Capital. (---) All the events of the 
last few days, and some very indirect remarks, have led me to suspect, that a 
letter, either has been sent, or is about to be sent, to Y.E., apparently, from 
the Malagash Government without passing through my hands. As the enemies 
of our Government have some influence, at present, I am prepared to find the 
strongest argument used, in order to sacrifice me, and to pretend warm 
friendship to the British Monarch, and the British Nation, indeed, every kind of 
pretext, deceit, and falsehood, will be employed, by Mr. Coroller, assisted, 
indirectly, by Messrs Jones & Griffiths, in the name of the Malagash 
Government, and of the Queen, who may know nothing of the business, 
even tho’ the royal seal may be used”.564 
An interesting detail occurs in his journals those first days of March. Never being 
mentioned before he now details that a severe cough, which he had caught on the 
road up to the capital last July, while travelling in the night, had ever since been his 
constant companion. This cough had of late returned upon him with renewed 
violence, and given much uneasiness to himself and his family.565 The following 
weeks he mentioned this cough nearly every day, arguing (on the 8th of March) that 
he would like to go to the Mauritius by and by, as a cool winter was approaching, and 
it would prove most injurious to his health. It looks to me, that he created a new factor 
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that should give him an excuse to escape from his post in Antananarivo. Certainly it 
would be beneath his dignity to leave his post without a good cause, or be driven 
away by the native government. But Lyall proved both demagogic and unwise, by 
starting the process that would cause his removal from Antananarivo while the good 
season of travelling was still distant, and the development of those events proved to 
have the most serious consequences for himself and his family.  
Just having expressed his fear that the government was seeking a pretext to 
send him away, he called for the deputation on the 9th of March to take a great 
communication to the queen. Firstly, it contained the memorial mentioned above, 
expressing his complaints about the missionaries’ conduct, and repeating his 
complaints of not being recognized by the queen. Secondly, he again made some 
excuses for his role in the affair of the late Le Gros. Thirdly, he stated that he might 
be forced to take a leave in Mauritius because of his health: 
“As it is well known I caught a severe cough, when travelling from Tamatave to 
Tananarivou, this cough has never left me, and, as the winter season is now 
approaching, providing I am not better in the course of six weeks, or two 
months, I shall be obliged to proceed to Mauritius for a short time, on account 
of my health, besides I may have business there. In cause I may be 
necessitated to quit Tananarivou, I wish you to ask the Queen, if She would 
allow my family to occupy this house, and Mr. Morgan to remain here, during 
my absence, and also whether Her Majesty would grant a guard of 50 soldiers 
to accompany me to the Coast - 
About 1 o’clock Verke & Rolambeloun returned with the following answer: 
“The Queen says, that She will give you a guard of 50 soldiers, and that you 
may take all your family with you”, which reply as afterwards appeared, 
was also applicable to Mr. Morgan and his family, indeed, it is tantamount, in 
the Malagash manner, to an order, to take all with me, who came her with 
me. I took special care, however, to let it be known, that I only asked a guard 
for myself. No answer was brought to the other two points”.566  
The answer came promptly and thus Lyall was plainly told a second time that he was 
“persona non grata” in Madagascar. But far from complying immediately with the 
wishes expressed by the government, or asking to be allowed to stay until the 
approaching good season for travelling, he continued his politics and different 
provocations just as before - without giving them any hope of change. As he 
explained to the governor: 
“As my proposed departure was conditional - i.e. if my cough is not better, - 
and as the Queen’s answer, founded upon it, is therefore virtually 
conditional, I propose to remain here at least till I shall receive Y.E.’s 
answer”.567 
His British logic, which concluded that the conditional in his question made the 
queen’s answer virtually conditional too, was probably impossible to understand for 
people at court. The queen and her government had obviously lost the last hope of 
his withdrawal, and they acted now against him in a typical non-European way, using 
religious rather than political measures. Lyall’s first reactions after having been 
thrown out of the capital was connected with his political duties as British resident 
agent, supposing that the real cause of his problems should be a wish from the 
Malagasy government to renew the slave trade. Although that conclusion obviously 
was wrong and his analysis had little political relevance, this statement would 
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certainly make his case more interesting for the governor and make himself a political 
victim or martyr. Lyall wrote about these aspects: 
“The grand secret is, that when notice was given of my non-recognition, and of 
the Rejection of the Equivalent, it was expected that I would immediately 
depart, notwithstanding the bad season. Having in the contrary, remained at 
Tanarivou, and having made a spirited speech against the renewal of the 
Slave-Trade, I displeased the principal people of this Kingdom, whose views 
were, and are, far different. Seeing no appearance of my immediate 
departure, and the trading season being at hand, it was deemed necessary 
to get me out of the way, and, as the Queen could assigner no reason for such 
a measure, they recurs to the Gods and Skid, who soon found a remedy, and, 
I believe, to Her deep regret”.568 
Although the analysis I have made so far has mostly been occupied with the socio-
political problems concerning Lyall, there are also some important socio-religious 
aspects that might have been even more important and caused the government to 
act in the way they did. Lyall explained in the same journal about some problems 
connected with his medical and scientific work, ad the fact that he had more than 
often filled his days with activities like collecting samples of botanic, zoological, and 
geological specimens and with meteorological observations. Both the queen and her 
government with their weight on the worship of idols and the superstitions among the 
people, got more and more provoked by those activities, and in fact that might be an 
important cause for Lyall’s expulsion, as indicated by himself in the report after his 
deportation: 
“My medicines have proved charms, which worked against the oudi, or 
charms, of the Gods, - I have caught serpents, which belongs to the Gods, - I 
have seized “locusts and Butterflies”, and have collected plants, which 
operated contrary to the Gods, - I have taken observations of the Sun, Moon, 
& Stars, and have divined against the Gods, - I have been in a holy village 
(tho’ never there), and highly offended the Gods, - In fact, I am an astrologer, 
a magician, a sorcer, a genius or spirit, adverse to the Gods of Madagascar, 
an all my goods and chattels are enchanted or bewitched. So the Gods, and 
the Skid, have determined, and all this must be truth. (---) it may be added, - 
that my pluviometer was either for the purpose of preventing, or of bringing, 
rain, at pleasure, - that my vane was designed to warf diseases to the 
Kingdom of Imerina, and especially to the Capital, (---) and that my positive 
prognostication that iron (and not silver) would be the only metal found in one 
mineral, and Mica (and not silver) the principal ingredience of another mineral 
showed extraordinary, indeed, supernatural , knowledge. In fact it was 
concluded, that I was too wise, and that I possessed the Oudi Maheri, or 
charm, of which, I have given some account in my Journal”.569 
Lyall’s final provocation was a visit to a small village called Ankadivory some km. 
east of Antananarivo on the 15th of March 1829. He went there to care of the sending 
of a letter to Mauritius, because the bearers from Tamatave were no longer allowed 
to enter the capital. Together with him was his servant Louis, who was a government 
slave from Mauritius. This village was related close to Ambohimanambola, a greater 
village and homestead for the famous idol Rakelimalaza. Not knowing that this village 
was just restored to its former holiness from the time of Andrianampoinimerina, Lyall 
was not on his guard, and his behaviour and the behaviour of his servant and some 
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bearers whom they met there greatly offended the restored holiness - or taboos - of 
the whole area around Ambohimanambola. Lyall left his servant there, asking him to 
care for some things and to collect more butterflies etc, and rode back to 
Antananarivo. Next day he was informed that Louis and some others were arrested 
in Ankadivory because he and Lyall so had greatly offended the taboos of the area. 
Lyall used the next 9 days to get his servant free, and succeeded only when he 
argued that Louis was not a Malagasy subject but a slave belonging to the 
government of Mauritius.  
On the 24th of March Lyall wrote in his Journal that another famous idol, 
Ramahavaly, was brought to the palace with great ceremonies, not knowing that this 
idol soon should make the greatest changes hitherto in his life in Madagascar.570 
Next morning a great number of people came to his house asking him to come out 
and talk with them. He answered that it was beneath his dignity to go out of doors on 
business, and let in as many as possible. The visitors were neither officers of the 
palace nor police, and many of them had adders or serpents twisted, like bracelets, 
around their wrists, and also around their bodies: 
“As soon as silence was obtained, a tall man who called himself, 
“Ramahavally”, the name of one of the Malagash Gods, of which he was the 
Chief Keeper, addressed me, nearly in words to the following effects: “I, 
Ramahavally, have to inform you, Mr. Lyall, that you, your wife, your children 
& your Effects, by desire of the God, Ramahavally, are to go to Mauritius”.571 
Struck by astonishment Lyall inquired whether this order came from the queen or the 
government, but the visitors explained that neither of them was concerned with this 
order, but it came from Ramahavaly alone. Claiming that he was an ambassador 
from a mighty nation and thus under the queen’s special protection, Lyall said he 
could not accept such an order. But the visitors urged even harder his removal and 
finally he was forced to accept the orders. Demanding when he was expected to 
depart, he got the answer: 
“Immediately, with us, you, your wife, and your children will go to 
Ambatoumanga, and you must entrust your property to friends, or to us, who 
will take care of it, and when it is packet up and arranged, the whole will follow 
you. At Ambatoumanga you may remain a day, or two days, to complete your 
arrangements, and then you are to proceed to Mauritius”.572  
Lyall protested vigorously against the idea that his wife and children should depart 
immediately with him without getting time to prepare for the journey, and he obtained 
a pledge that they should be allowed to stay to the next day at noon. He also gained 
a lot of time by asking different questions. When he asked about the nature of his 
crime he was told that he had not done the least harm, but they forced him to leave 
because Ramahavaly had ordered so, and they had to obey that idol because he 
commanded all Madagascar. It was agreed that his eldest son; John, who had just 
returned from a trip outside town, should follow him. They were neither allowed to 
use horses or palanquins but forced to walk by feet nor were they allowed to carry 
with them any provisions and other necessities. During the walk Lyall recalled to his 
mind all he had heard about how the Malagasy used to kill their victims, and he was 
in a melancholy mood when arriving at a village called Ambohipeno about 7 miles 
east of Antananarivo. There they were placed in a little house, and not allowed to do 
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anything. They were only waiting for help, and in this state Freeman found them in 
the afternoon.573 
Alarmed in the morning by John Lyall who hurried home on his horse to help 
his father, Freeman went to Lyall’s house to ask if he could be useful. When he came 
there just after Lyall’s departure another party of men was just rudely urging the 
immediate departure of Mrs. Lyall and all the children, notwithstanding the pledge 
given Lyall before he left. When she objected that they had no palanquin-bearers at 
hand, they told her that she could walk. Freeman sent the fixed deputation to the 
queen begging more time for Mrs. Lyall and her children, and at length he got an 
answer that she was allowed to remain for some days. In the meantime soldiers had 
taken control over Lyall’s courtyard to prevent plundering or new assault from his 
enemies. Freeman brought the captured some provisions, and Lyall was highly 
grateful for what he had done, showing himself as the sole friend of the family at this 
critical juncture: 
“As Mr. Freeman risked the displeasure of the Malagash Government, by his 
visit to me, and as it was an act of the greatest kindness, he deserves the 
eternal gratitude of myself & family”.574 
 
4.2.4 Lyall’s “Tsiny” (guiltiness) in the eyes of the government made the 
question of a British agent a “Taboo” in Malagasy politics for decades 
Next day, on the 26th of March, a deputation from the government arrived at 
Ambohipeno to talk with Lyall. It consisted of Andriamihaja, now considered as Prime 
Minister, and Ratrimo, the queen’s brother-in-law, together with the 3 fixed 
interpreters, Verkey, Rolambeloun and Sherry.575 With a long explanation they tried 
to show that the Malagasy had as much faith in their gods as the Europeans had in 
their religion and God, and that their gods would always take care of them. When the 
gods were consulted they would advise what was the best for the sovereign and her 
people to do. When Lyall had made a mistake in going too close to the holy village 
Ambohimanambola, the idols and the diviners had decided that he ought to leave the 
capital, and this decision was carried into effect immediately. The queen regretted 
that act, but could not have prevented it even though she was sovereign and 
commanded Madagascar because it was a religious decision. The deputation added: 
“The Queen, knowing that you have always professed yourself a friend to 
Madagascar, - and, more specially on the day you made a speech against the 
renewal of the slave trade (---), ardently desires that you should not feel 
offended, nor be angry, nor quit Her Kingdom discontented, nor displeased, 
nor with unfriendly feelings, and She trust, that after the explanations just 
given, your removal from the capital, by the Gods and the Skid and not 
by the Sovereign, will be regarded merely as a private affair. (---)  
You proposed to go to Mauritius about the end of April, - provided your cough 
was not better, - you and your family may remain at Ambouhipainou till the 
expiration of that period or longer, in a word, you are to have your own time 
for preparation. (---) The Queen wishes you to make known your request to 
herself, and she will comply with them, as far as it may be in her power, and in 
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conclusion She trust that you will forgive and forget what has just passed, 
and not depart as an enemy, but retain your good intentions toward 
Madagascar”.576 
Obviously, the plot was to use the gods or idols as an excuse for Lyall’s removal from 
the capital. The government must have been unhappy to be forced to expel an 
ambassador in that way, but after having requested his removal twice without getting 
any sign that he wanted to comply with their wishes, they chose a non-diplomatic 
measure according to Malagasy religion and culture. Although they vigorously 
stressed that fact that the queen did not know that his removal from the capital had 
been carried out, she certainly would have known about such a step, especially since 
the idol was brought to the palace when entering the capital the day before Lyall’s 
removal. 
I do not know exactly what happened at court at that time, because there are 
few written reports from that area. Lyall had many times talked about one or another 
officer or minister being the actual leader of the government and regretted how 
changeable the court was. In his first reports, for example, Lyall mentioned 
Andriamamba as the Prime Minister, but in December 1828 he said that 
Andriamahery, an old judge, was the present Prime Minister.577 It is an interesting 
question what might have caused such changes in the power, but we know too little 
about that. In the middle of January Lyall explained that there were two strong parties 
at court and they had grave discussions about the residence of all the Europeans.578 
I have already explained that those leaders who had accepted invitations from Lyall 
soon were removed from their duties, and I supposed that Andriamihaja was placed 
in the capacity of Prime Minister, because he was considered to be a strong and 
flexible man, able to check Lyall’s provocations. Certainly Andriamihaja was also one 
of the officers of rank placing Ranavalona on the throne, but he is not mentioned very 
often before the time of Lyall’s removal. I therefore find that Lyall himself might have 
been an important cause behind Andriamihaja’s rise to power.  
The proposal that Lyall should regard his removal merely as a private affair 
and their request that he would forgive and forget what had just passed, shows that 
the deputation were afraid this case could cause diplomatic problems with their good 
ally, the King of England. From many other hints at that time I find that they really 
wished to keep up a good relation with Great Britain, especially since they feared that 
France would soon wage a war against them. That may be the reason why they 
pressed so hard upon Lyall that he always had professed himself a friend of 
Madagascar, and begged him not to part as an enemy. 
Nevertheless Lyall stated in his answer that he never could accept the rule of 
the diviner or the Malagasy idols over him, and he pointed at the fact that he 
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represented the sovereign of his country at the court of Antananarivo, and was 
entitled to kind attention by the laws of hospitality. And he stated: 
“Mr. Lyall’s removal from the capital in so illegal, so disgraceful, and so 
barbarous a manner, was an insult to His King, to his Country, to the 
Government of Mauritius, and to himself, indeed, he might say, to the civilized 
world, whose opinions of such an act, would not fail to be expressed, and he 
regretted to add, that their sentiments were not likely to be favourable to the 
Madagascar Government, nor to the Malagash nation. (---) He may control his 
own feelings, but he could have no influence over those of the King, of his 
country men, of the Government of Mauritius, nor of the world in general, at 
the relations of the deeds, which have just taken place, (---) The King of Great 
Britain is a most mighty Monarch, and commands a high spirited nation, and, 
therefore, it was not likely that His Majesty, nor his subject, would allow any 
insult to pass unnoticed, or with impunity”.579  
Further his long answer to the deputation detailed clearly that he was deeply 
wounded and discontent. He sent them back to the queen with a request, that he 
should be allowed to return to the capital and remain there for 8 days, for the purpose 
of selling or packing up his property and settling his affairs like a honourable man. 
The next days passed without any answer to that request, and Freeman sent him 
several letters from town, guiding him not to return even he should get permission. 
On Sunday the 29th of Mars his family and most of his property arrived in  
Ambohipeno assisted by Freeman and some officers.580 
For nearly three weeks Lyall was peaceably arranging his affaires at 
Ambohipeno, selling some of his properties and packing the remainder. He had 
planned to leave for Tamatave about the 5th of May to profit from the moonshine, but 
on the 18th of April in the middle of the night things happened that caused him to 
change his decision. The guardian saw a lot of people surrounding Lyall’s huts and 
raised the alarm. The intruders fled immediately, but Lyall and his family found to 
their horror that their houses were filled with snakes, which had been put through the 
simple walls. All hands were occupied in killing snakes and cleaning the houses. 
Next day Lyall told the villagers that they ought not approach his camp during the 
night – otherwise they might be shot. He also tried to get bearers and start the 
journey immediately although the good season had not yet commenced. But it 
proved difficult to get enough bearers.581 Three days later they were again alarmed 
by loud cries from the children’s hut, because two men had thrown snakes at his 
young daughters there. 
When Lyall desperately tried to get bearers, Sherry and Rolambelon arrived 
with presents from the queen to him. He told them in a plain language that he had 
received presents from Radama, who had recognized him and treated him well, but 
he begged them to state to the queen: 
“That since I had experienced the most disgraceful and degrading treatment 
(treatment unworthy the character of man), from the Malgashes, - that 
although I had made no communication to the Queen, she could not be 
ignorant of the fiendish deed, executed on the 18th instant, the thrusting of 
numerous serpents into the houses occupied by my family and self in 
Ambouhipainou, - and, that very probably Her Majesty was aware, that, only 
the evening before last, two of my children had been dreadfully alarmed, - 
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indeed I may say the whole family, - by the dastardly act of two men throwing 
serpents upon our innocent and defendless daughters. 
I then explained to the deputation that, in consequence of the general conduct 
of the Malagash Government toward me, and more especially of the above 
deeds, it was altogether impossible to receive any presents from the Queen. 
Therefore, I begged them to take back the intended presents to Tananarivou, 
to make known my sentiments to Her Majesty, and to add, that I hoped she 
would regard the returning of the articles, not as an insult, but as a duty, - and 
that I had no bad feelings toward her (---) I then stated that I was willing to 
accept the greatest favour the Queen could render me, - Her assistance in 
speedily procuring bearers, for a just remuneration, to carry myself, my family 
and property, to Tamatave, in order to quit Madagascar”.582 
His decision not to receive the presents from the queen, was indeed a strong 
testimony of how injured he felt by the Malagasy people and their leaders. Therefore 
it is not astonishing that a great deputation arrived next day, and a long conversation 
took place between the two parts: 
“Andriamiadz commenced the business of their visit, by informing me, from 
Her Majesty Ranavalona Manjaka: That it was the custom of her country, on 
the departure of any stranger of distinction, for the Sovereign to make him a 
present of the products of Madagascar, - and that, in conformity to ancient 
usage, She had sent me some articles yesterday, which, though rejected, 
were again forwarded, for my acceptance, by the present deputation, as a 
public testimonial of good feelings towards me. (---) The Queen still hopes that 
you, Mr. Lyall, will not be angry, nor quit her country displeased, but will place 
past acts to the account of Rakelimalaza and Ramahavally. (---) 
I declared that I really pitied the Queen, that I hoped to see Madagascar 
flourish, and, that I felt obliged by the sentiments conveyed to me. At the same 
time, as I considered myself an injured man, and that my King had been 
insulted in my person, without a more satisfactory explanation and apology 
than they, the deputation, appeared either able or authorized to give, - without 
written and attested documents, that the deeds, so often alluded to, were not 
Her Majesty’s, I added, “I cannot, nor will not receive any present from the 
Queen”.583 
Refusing a second time the presents from the queen obviously was a hard attack 
from Lyall to the Malagasy pride and honour and may have hurt their feelings 
seriously. As the injured person, Lyall showed clearly that he would not forgive or 
forget anything, and then he charged the queen and her government with heavy 
blame or guilt. By making them guilty in this way, he entered the Malagasy religious 
complex of the “Tsiny” (guilt) and the “Tody” (retaliation), and by leaving them no 
chance to get off their guilt he condemned them to carry these Tsiny and Tody for all 
future. That was a heavy burden laid on the Malagasy leaders, and that may have 
caused the question of placing a new “British Resident Agent” in Antananarivo to be 
a real taboo in Malagasy politics for several decades. I will later show how Freeman, 
by introducing this question in his political communications with the government from 
1831, may have seriously wounded their good relations with the missionaries.  
As a last attempt to stress the questions of the British-Malagasy cooperation, 
Lyall wrote to the queen next day. Firstly, he requested whether she still intended to 
maintain the abolition of the slave trade. Secondly, he asked if he would be allowed 
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to return to Antananarivo in the future in his capacity of British Resident Agent. And 
thirdly, if any other individual could at any time be received and recognized as such 
by the queen.584 On Sunday the 26th of April he got his answers by the last 
deputation from the queen. It is significant that this deputation did not request or 
hope for Lyall’s forgiveness any more, and therefore they were speaking more plainly 
than before. Andriamihaja stated that even though the queen herself detested the 
slave trade she would neither be directed nor governed in her affairs by another 
sovereign. To the other questions he remarked that in the future all foreigners should 
be compelled to ask for permission to proceed to the capital, and that neither King 
Radama nor the present queen wished to have a Resident Agent at court. But since 
Lyall had expressed a wish to visit the capital, he had secured Radama’s permission 
to do that. The king had also been interested in Lyall’s medical skill and had therefore 
wished him to visit Antananarivo, even though he thought that his primary task was to 
watch over the slave trade, which he could do from Tamatave or other places at the 
coast.585 
Obviously this interpretation of Radama’s politics concerning the British Agent 
was not true, and we can observe that using such false interpretations as political 
arguments became normal in the 1830’s. Lyall protested vigorously against the idea 
that his only task was to watch over the fulfilment of the treaty, and he repeated that 
he was sent from the English king to be his ambassador at Radama’s court. Further 
he made some remarks about those British subjects who were likely to remain in 
Madagascar. Most of them had come hither by invitation of Radama under the royal 
promise of protection, and therefore the power of idols should not be exercised over 
them since the missionaries should never be able to admit the authority of any 
Malagasy idol over their principles or conduct, he said: 
(They) “were sent (---) for the express purpose of preaching the vanity & sin of 
trusting in Idols and of reverending them as Gods, and of making known the 
religion of the only true God, - the God of Gods, - in whose presence all false 
Gods, and all Idols, were but as dust in the balance. Therefore, said I, in the 
execution of the special duty of their calling, the Missionaries may offend the 
Malagash Gods, - indeed, they must either do so, or cease to pursue the 
conversion of other to Christianity. I concluded by requesting special 
protection for the Missionaries in Madagascar”.586  
If Lyall really wanted special protection for the missionaries he should have kept quiet 
in this situation, or at least expressed his wishes in more diplomatic terms. Maybe he 
did not understand the religious feelings of the Malagasy leaders when he said that 
their gods were nothing, and that the missionaries would preach the vanity and sin in 
trusting in those idols. Certainly the missionaries would have regretted his pointing at 
the dilemma of their work, and I wonder if he did that as a revenge for the total break 
between them and himself. Nor do I know what impression this statement made upon 
the leaders, but it could easily render many of them more suspicious to the 
missionaries and be the cause of some of the changes that took place after the 
murder of the progressive Prime Minister Andriamihaja. 
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Appendix: Lyall’s sad fate 
In the course of a few days Lyall got his bearers and his guard of soldiers and 
he proceeded to Tamatave. Arriving there in the last days of May, he had to wait 
several weeks for a good vessel taking them to Mauritius. But their travelling before 
the termination of the bad season, and their stay in the wet and bad climate in 
Tamatave, proved dangerous to them. One of his sons had a violent attack of hot 
fever, but soon recovered. Later Lyall himself fell ill and had what he thought were 
some “symptoms of Typhoid fever”.587 Back in Mauritius it proved to be the dreaded 
Malagasy fever, better known as malaria.  
For the following two years he wrestled with his illness and his wish of still 
being recognised as Resident Agent to Madagascar. His temper had always been a 
little choleric, and the check in his work together with his illness soon caused him to 
quarrel with everybody around him. Firstly, he accused Morgan, his loyal secretary 
during the stay in Madagascar, of having published a part of his journal from the visit 
in Tamatave in October 1827. This confidential journal had been published in Revue 
Britannique, and Lyall supposed Morgan was responsible for that deed.588 Morgan 
left Mauritius at the beginning of October 1829 hoping to get his rights in a trial in 
London. Thus being deprived of his secretary, Lyall requested the governor to be 
allowed to pay his eldest son, John, as his secretary from the 1st of October.589 The 
answer was in the negative because the government in London would not let him 
charge anything for a secretary because he was relieved from the active duties of his 
mission in Madagascar. Upset about that decision, he requested the government of 
Mauritius: “that such instructions may be allowed to stand over, until the result of 
another reference to England, may be known”.590  
A lot of other supplications are also found in the archives, for example 
respecting his financial problems caused by his abrupt stay in Madagascar, which 
caused him to beg that he should pay his debt by monthly sums of £20.591 But the 
really bad case was caused by a quarrel between Lyall and a government slave 
working for him. The report from the police states: 
“After the report of Assistant Civil Commissary of Moka, and other information 
I have been enabled to collect on the subject, it would appear that the 
Government Negresse “Anne”, lately in the service of dr. Lyall, committed 
suicide, in consequence of a serious dispute she had with her husband, and a 
flogging inflicted on her, by order of her Master”.592 
When the slave committed suicide Lyall was reported to the police, and on the 3rd of 
May 1830 he was condemned by “The tribunal de la Police Correctionelle” to a fine of 
£20, because his proceedings had caused her death and deprived the government of 
its propriety. He immediately appealed this trial to a higher court.593 This sad case 
and his financial problems together with his bad state of health made his last year 
gloomy. His friend Charles Telfaire wrote in January 1831 about the retrenchment 
against Lyall, that it would be fatal to Lyall in his present state if they presented that 
to him now, because he was in the last stage of the Malagasy fever.594 This 
observation soon proved real, and a few months later Lyall passed away as a 
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consequence of his residence in Madagascar and his travelling during the bad 
season there. His widowed wife, Mary Lyall, thanking the governor for a pension of 
£200 per annum, requested his permission to stay in Mauritius, not returning to 
England.595 
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4.3 The missionaries and artisans working under new aspects 
Having examined a lot of political problems and changes during the first eight 
months of Ranavalona’s reign, I found it important to study more minutely the 
missionaries’ and the missionary artisans’ work and life under the changing aspects 
up to the year 1831. 
On the one hand, many historians have quoted the well-known story of 
Cameron’s efforts to make soap for the queen, using that as a sign that the 
missionaries were at the point of being thrown out of the country few months after the 
death of king Radama. Professor S. Chapus, for example, concludes that it was only 
Cameron’s work that saved enough time for the missionaries to make their work so 
good founded that it could survive the persecution.596 Certainly Cameron did valuable 
work, but I wonder if his recapitulation of a meeting between the missionaries and the 
representatives from the government after less than one year of Ranavalona’s reign 
was correct, or if this story can be partly influenced by events from the following 
years. Therefore I will discuss what the contemporary sources tell us about this 
meeting, and also Cameron’s valuable work, in order to see whether the crisis and 
the ultimatum from the queen occurred already in 1829 as Cameron says, or if it was 
not until a few years later that the artisans work became so important for the 
missionaries permission to stay in the country. 
On the other hand, Lyall had many times hinted that the Malagasy government 
had a deep wish to expel all Europeans from Antananarivo, and maybe from the 
country. During the first five years of the queen’s reign it was only Lyall himself who 
was expelled. And I wonder why those wishes, if really existing, firstly were effected 
after 1832. And what was the missionaries’ political role for the queen’s government 
in this first period (1828-1831)? 
 
4.3.1 Unaltered status of the missionary work the first months of Ranavalona’s 
reign 
My investigations in chapter 4.2 pointed out some differences between 
Freeman and his brethren, both in their valuation of Lyall and of the aspects for the 
missionary work. In the Minutes from their meetings in March 1829 this was clearly 
shown when they concluded with these views: 
(02.03.29) “That in consequence of the conduct of Mr. Lyall in reference to this 
Mission, - as it respects his behaviour to the Deputation while in the Mauritius, 
- to Mr Jones while at Tamatave, - to Mr. Chick on the road, - and especially to 
the Missionaries while at Tananarivo since his letter of 10th January, we 
cannot consider him as having been hitherto the Friend of this Mission, but the 
reverse, - consequently that we resolve to have nothing to do with Mr. Lyall in 
any Missionary proceedings so long as we continue to regard him in this light. 
Mr. Freeman expresses his Dissent from the above opinion and resolution. (---
) 23.03.29) It is thought that the prospects of the Mission are more favourable 
now than they were a few month ago. Mr. Freeman does not think they 
improve in appearance”.597  
The views of the prospects of the mission continued to divide the missionaries up to 
the departure of Freeman half a year later. My key question is why the views of the 
more experienced missionaries was much more optimistic than Freeman’s views, 
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and why they in fact could improve and make the mission more prosperous and 
flourishing the next two years than during the whole reign of the late king Radama. 
Firstly, it looks like the missionaries and their work were not so disgraced by 
the criticism from the traditionalists as we usually think. All communications to them 
from the new government in the first months were positive, assuring them that the 
queen would help them and encourage them as much as Radama had ever done, or 
even more. It is true that the schoolwork and the public services on Sundays were 
stopped for about five months caused by the mourning for the late king, but that was 
quite normal in the Malagasy culture and not considered to be a threat especially to 
the missionaries’ work. The killing of several members of Radama’s family and 
especially of Rakotobe, their friend and student since their arrival in Antananarivo, 
was a tough blow to them, but they did not consider those sad events to be an attack 
on their own work, but a dynastic quarrel within the noble caste. Certainly they were 
much more worried about the political struggle going on between different parties at 
court, and how that would influence their work. But many of the men in power were 
their friends or former pupils and soon they supposed that things would go the right 
way. They were extremely cautious not to offend the government in any question, but 
were always willing to give any help or do any work they were asked for. I have 
already mentioned how suspicious Lyall became when he saw some of the officers of 
the palace frequently visiting Jones’ house, obviously to get some text translated or 
other work done.598 On the other hand, the missionaries assured that they had asked 
the officers always to make special invitations to Lyall, but refusing this, the officers 
ordered the leading missionaries to invite him like all the whites, a fact that greatly 
provoked Lyall. And when the missionaries agreed to assist the officers when they 
made up Louis le Gros’ property, Lyall was seriously alarmed and made his strong 
attack against them, as shown above. 
Secondly, it became more and more important for the missionaries and 
artisans to keep a distance to the British agent and all his efforts, especially after the 
29th of November, when the government decided to quit the treaty with the British 
government and told Lyall that he was neither wanted in the country nor recognised 
as ambassador. Chick said that he was really afraid that Lyall should meddle in the 
affair of his claims against the government about his work at the new palace, but 
luckily Lyall was kept out of the business by the queen’s orders, and the two parties 
could settle the affair peacefully.599 As I have already shown in chapter 4.2.2. Jones 
expressed the best hopes for his work if he cold keep away from quarrel and never 
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be forced to ask for the queen’s will in any case. He also expressed his valuation of 
dr. Lyall in a letter to the directors: 
“Mr. Lyall has acted so imprudently & foolishly since his arrival in Madagascar, 
that he is not only disliked by the Hovas in Imerina, but by the bearers of 
packages who dwell on the eastern Coast not far from Tamatave, whom he 
has ill treated in coming up the Country. He has vexed the present 
Government so much that he seems to be generally disliked from all 
appearances. I have been told that the present Malagasy Court is not 
displeased with the Agency, but only with the Agent. Mr. Lyall has brought 
against some of the members of this mission some disrespectful charges, 
which he has failed entirely to establish. Then he insinuated that some of us 
had interfered with politics etc, but I think that every member belonging to this 
mission, as far as my knowledge extends, is conscious of perfect 
innocency”.600  
Also David Johns stated that probably nobody would try to justify Lyall’s proceedings 
neither against the missionaries nor the Malagasy government.601 The only exception 
found was Freeman, who really tried to justify Lyall. When the crisis between Lyall 
and the government developed, the missionaries withdrew more and more from him 
and in the beginning of March 1829 they decided to break all connections with him. It 
is significant that during the six weeks Lyall was exiled in Ambohipeno only 7 miles 
from the capital, not a single missionary visited him there, except his friend Freeman. 
Thus they effectively demonstrated to the Malagasy government that they were not in 
the slightest degree connected with the disputed agent. 
I have already mentioned the question of whether the missionaries might have 
asked their friends at court to have Lyall sent out of the country, and concluded that 
two of them would have been able to do such a deed since they had so many friends 
and former pupils at court, i.e. the veterans Jones and Griffiths. But as far as I have 
seen the views and strategies of Jones in different cases, it would be far beyond his 
honour to ask the Malagasy government to send away the British agent. I am more 
uncertain about Griffiths, since he later brought every discussion with his brethren to 
the decision of the government and thus politicised his missionary cause. Freeman 
was often grieving about this behaviour and accused Griffiths for having caused not 
only the expulsion of Lyall,602 but also the expulsion of Atkinson in 1832, and in 
consequence the expulsion of all the missionaries in 1835-36, as I will show later.603 
Therefore I find it possible that Griffiths may have asked his friends at court to get rid 
of Lyall. 
However, it looks as though the friendly party succeeded in getting more 
influence at court in the period they quitted the treaty in late November 1828. Soon 
afterwards the missionaries were allowed to re-open the great Central-school in the 
capital (25.12.28). That indicated a positive change for the work of the missionaries, 
but they were neither allowed to teach religion nor let the pupils assist in public 
services on Sundays. Provoked by this, they submitted an application to the 
government, saying that they did not want to teach at all if they were to be deprived 
of the right to teach religion. This ultimatum was followed by a request to re-open all 
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the schools in the neighbouring districts. Lyall warned them against using such an 
ultimatum, because he thought this would put a stop to all their teaching work. But 
obviously the experienced missionaries knew better than him the government’s 
strategies, and they hoped soon to be allowed to teach as they liked again. In the 
course of a few weeks they got the permission both to teach religion and to re-open 
all their schools. Freeman wrote on the 10th of February that this day the teachers 
were sent off to the country schools to collect the scholars and proceed with their 
work as before.604 The pupils were also allowed to assist at the public services on 
Sundays, but still they were not allowed to sing during the mourning for the late king. 
The Missionaries suffered only one serious drawback: They were not allowed 
neither to give the teachers any wages or valuable gifts, nor to give the pupils slates, 
paper or other materials for their studies.605 But the schools continued their work as 
well as possible, and even the schools in the distant province of Vakinankaratra or 
Betsileo were re-opened. In January 1828 David Jones had started 4 schools in 
places named Betafo, Mahaiza-manjaka, Antananarivo and Antanamanjaka in that 
province.606 And in the 1830’s the missionaries even talked about the possibility of 
constructing a chapel and a congregation about 120 miles to the south. As far as I 
can see, that corresponds well with Betafo or the other places in that province. But 
those wishes were probably never effectuated. Most of the missionaries became 
more optimistic as the events developed, and even before the removal of Lyall, Chick 
expressed that pleasing changes had gradually taken place.607 And Jones wrote in 
the beginning of May in a very optimistic mood:  
“Every thing relative to the Country & also our Mission wears a favourable 
aspect, in my opinion, from all that I can learn from the present Court of Her 
Majesty”.608 
On the other hand, Freeman had made his own analysis and he was very sceptical 
about the future of the mission of different causes: Firstly, he was worried because of 
the lack of brotherhood and friendly feelings he found amongst the missionary 
personnel in Antananarivo. He had been carefully instructed before leaving England 
not to quarrel with the Welsh veterans and had really tried to keep a friendly tone 
towards them. But now he was so grieved by all that had happened in Lyall’s case 
that he dared not tell his colleagues that he wrote to the directors, since he 
mistrusted their reactions too much.609 Secondly, he thought their efforts were too 
concentrated on the schoolwork and artisans work, which were both very susceptible 
to political changes, stating that King Radama and his successors had obtained too 
much influence over all the missionary work: 
“But it is requisite I should now add, as the result of my experience some 
month past, - in fact, ever since the death of Radama, that far more than I 
imagined was due to him for the success & encouraging aspects of the 
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Mission in extending education. With the word of a king, there was power. 
That being suspended all has been interrupted and checked, - I might say 
perhaps for the time annihilated, for we could do nothing of Missionary 
character in public, till the word of the Queen renewed our services. 
And this, I cannot but regard, as one of the fundamental evils in this mission, - 
its absolute dependence on the orders of the Sovereign. But in this, and some 
other points, affecting the Origin of the evils connected with the Madagascar 
Mission I shall embrace an early opportunity of conveying my views. (---) The 
death of the King has thrown a dark cloud over all around us. My brethren 
entertain some brighter hopes. I am convinced they are mistaken, and while I 
regard the Mission as ruined, I think as to Mess.rs J,J & Gr. they will find it 
very difficult to extricate themselves from the extremely painful circumstances 
into which they have in past plunged themselves by the want of a prudent and 
conciliatory spirit, - and in fact unwillingly drawn, as the too willing instrument 
of those, who I fear, will in the end, smile at them for their credulity”.610 
Freeman’s conclusion, that the fundamental evil in the mission was its absolute 
dependence of the queen’s orders, is important to my study. And in the 1830’s this 
dependence became clearer and clearer each time a new case was brought to the 
decision of the authorities. Freeman’s analysis in March 1829 shows how worried 
and grieved he was about the future of the mission. His fear that they would all soon 
be forced to leave failed at first, but in the course of only 6 years it proved to be the 
most realistic analysis. His colleagues did not approve of his analysis at this time 
because they were more optimistic about the future.    
The most interesting matter of question concerning the time after Lyall’s 
departure is the meeting described in Cameron’s memoirs. As I mentioned above, S. 
Chapus concluded that it was only grace to Mr. Cameron’s work that the missionaries 
were permitted to stay for a while. Cameron tells us in his memoirs that the queen’s 
messengers stated that the many items they had taught the people were now 
perfectly known and therefore the queen asked them if there were any new items 
they could teach. They answered that there was still a lot of knowledge unknown to 
the Malagasy, and among other items they mentioned the Greek and Hebrew 
language, which they had just started to teach to their helpers. When the 
messengers came back after consulting the queen they said she was not interested 
in dead languages, but demanded if they could make something useful out of the 
products of the country, such as soap. Cameron says he demanded one week to try 
to comply with the queen’s wish, and when the messengers returned in the end of 
the week they had two pieces of tolerable white soap. Cameron then added that this 
episode made the native government more friendly and changed their attitude 
towards the missionaries.611   
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My principal question is how minutely Cameron has told this story. It is 
important for my investigations to this chapter if it is correct that the missionaries 
were close to the point of expulsion in the springtime 1829. A search in the 
contemporary sources shows at least that such a meeting took place on the 19th of 
May 1829. And in the minutes of a missionary meeting, signed by David Jones and 
John J. Freeman, they gave the following report:  
“On Tuesday 19th, about 2 o’clock, all the members of the Mission were 
summoned together, at a moments notice, to receive a deputation with a 
Kabary from the Queen, consisting of 5 Officers. The Kabary was to put 
various questions respecting what objects had been taught by the different 
members of the Mission, and what progress had been made in teaching the 
youth, whether in the School, or under the care of the Artizans. The officers 
seemed desirous of ascertaining what else could be taught in connexion with 
the civilization of the Country, especially from the Native productions, without 
having recourse to the necessity of importations. 
It was explained to the officers that the grand and leading object of the 
Missionaries was to teach the Word of God, - to make the people acquainted 
with the truth of the Christian Religion; - to convey other useful knowledge was 
also our aim, but that the rest of all, & the primary design of our labours, was 
to teach the religion of the Bible. It was also explained that with regard to the 
Artizans, the officers and people themselves had seen what was taught the 
apprentices, and the aim was to make them more perfect in their respective 
branches, but that much depended on the diligence of the youth themselves. 
The officers mentioned that the Queen had heard respecting these objects, 
but now wished them to be stated and explained from ourselves in a regular, 
and formal manner. 
It was told the officers that we should be happy to answer any questions 
respecting the efforts of our Mission, and that there was nothing secret nor 
sinister nor political about it. We wished them to inform Her Majesty of this, 
and to tell her that the Word of God was the foundation of all true knowledge, 
and that no Nation became wise without it. They inquired how many of us 
were here for that purpose, and were told: four. They entered into a 
communication respecting Paper Making and the erection of a Paper Mill, - as 
to the making Cannon by Mr. Chick, and the manufacture of Soap. They 
asked if a Soap Making could be got here in a year, & were told that could be 
an affaire of future consideration.  
They conversed for a length of time respecting Different Countries, & their 
respective productions, and then left.612 
When comparing this text with Cameron’s account I find some important differences. 
The contemporary source did not allude to any ultimatum – and the making of soap is 
an affair of future consideration – probably within a period of one year, and not 
something they must accomplish in a hurry. The Minutes did not mention anything 
about the Greek and Hebrew languages, but say that they discussed other plans for 
future industry and production. The minutes further concluded by stating how the 
missionaries were invited to attend the queen’s coronation. This coronation of queen 
Ranavalomanjaka took place at Andohalo – the old sacred meeting-place in the 
middle of Antananarivo – on the 12th of June. The missionaries and a few other 
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strangers were honoured with a special place during the ceremonies and were well 
guarded and cared for by soldiers. 
About six weeks after the first meeting with the officers the minutes of the 8th 
of July can tell us more about the soap project: 
“Memorandum: In consequence of the Kabary mentioned in the last meeting 
respecting various manufactures, such as Soap etc. Mr. Cameron made some 
experiments and succeeded. A small piece of soap was presented to Her 
Majesty. The officers have subsequently entered into an agreement on behalf 
of the Queen, with Mr. Cameron, for the Manufacture of Soap on a large 
scale, July 7th.” 613 
These minutes clearly explain that the representatives from the queen asked the 
missionaries if they could make some useful products for the country. But not a 
single word indicates that it should be an ultimatum to do this or leave the country. 
Neither the minutes nor contemporary letters from the missionaries give us any hint 
of such an order. In the contrary Jones wrote in the last of July: 
“With regard to the present aspect of the Mission, as all are not of the same 
opinion, I shall say nothing in the present letter. This I only mention for the fear 
that contradictory accounts may be sent home etc. Time will show future 
events. Mr. Cameron has succeeded in the manufacture of soap from 
materials in the Country; and the Queen & the Court are highly pleased at it, 
and have signed favorable contracts – one with Mr. Cameron to teach the Art 
etc, and another with Mr. Chick to make the boilers, iron work etc, so that this 
year all the Artizans, as well as the Missionaries, are fully occupied in their 
respective labours”.614 
This letter from Jones clearly shows that the differences between Freeman and the 
other missionaries in regard to the aspect of the mission work, was not connected to 
the soap-project. And even Freeman, who was the most pessimistic of the 
missionaries, did not mention the discussion about this project or an ultimatum from 
the queen in his many letters, as far as I can see. Also Cameron wrote in a letter in 
September 1829, where he had mentioned his arrangements for manufacture of 
potash, soap, sulphur and nitre, and the officers’ wishes for glass, indigo, copper etc, 
stating: 
“The state of the Country, which you will no doubt learn from others, are 
certainly discouraging, but having made agreement with them to stay at least 
some years to attend to the soap etc, I must endeavour to do the best 
according to circumstances, hoping for more cheering prospects in regard to 
the future state of affairs”.615  
In this letter Cameron also referred to all the existing cooperation between the 
artisans and the government, like the plans for a Paper Mill, the search for minerals 
etc. From this it seems to be clear that the discouraging state of the country is in no 
way connected to the government’s attitudes towards the missionaries, but the 
waging of war from peoples in distant districts and from France, which was just on 
the point of attacking the eastern coast in those days. About the Malagasy leaders he 
wrote in the same letter: 
“Andriamihaja, the person next in rank to the Queen is an active and sensible 
young man brought up at the feet of Radama, he has imbibed most of his 
notions of Politics, grandeur etc, added, to which he appears to me, to 
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possess a more liberal heart and a steadies determination to Patronize the 
introduction of such knowledge, arts and manufacture as may be useful to the 
Country”. 
All these quotations make it obvious to me that Cameron’s story of the manufacturing 
of soap as a key for the permission to stay in the country, is not precise but greatly 
influenced by later events. There is no doubt that in the difficult years after 1831 
Cameron’s and Chick’s work became an answer to such an ultimatum to do 
something new and useful, or leave. This was clearly expressed in the discussions 
about the expulsion of Atkinson in 1832 when they also had the discussion about 
Greek and Hebrew mentioned by Cameron,616 and the ultimatum from the queen 
became a continual threat to all missionaries from that time until they left the country. 
Another interesting object to my study is the discussions about the project of 
writing the History of The Mission Work in Madagascar. Certainly they wished to write 
such a history book as a kind of “White Book” justifying the missionaries’ proceedings 
and defending them against any accusations from the Malagasy government or other 
persons. Freeman proposed this book in 1827, and the four pastors wrote the 
manuscript the following years. Freeman brought the manuscript with him to 
Mauritius in 1829, but before publishing it Freeman several times wrote to the 
directors to have part of it changed after the changing political aspects. Therefore it 
was not until their final removal from Madagascar that William Ellis edited the book in 
1838, named History of Madagascar. I am certain that a study of this book in the light 
of the letters and other documents from the years the missionaries worked in the 
country, would most probably show that many details had been changed for political 
purposes. 
Therefore I suppose that also Cameron put some later moments into his 
recapitulation of the important meeting in 1829, and I conclude that it is definitely 
wrong that the missionaries in May 1829 were on the point of being expelled from the 
country. At that time they were still respected by the leading men in the government 
and most of them felt that they were sincerely wished to stay in the country. The only 
exception was Freeman who might have felt that his close connection with Lyall 
made his relation to the government difficult. Another factor that caused goodwill to 
all British citizens was the growing problems between Madagascar and France, the 
other great European force in the region. 
 
4.3.2 Freeman left the field in September 1829 
 In September 1829 the rumours of the coming French attack at the east coast 
of Madagascar reached the missionaries. Freeman, who had for a long time been 
worried about the future of the mission, seems to have been struck by panic. He 
made up his things and left for Mauritius on the 30th of September. But that was 
probably the worst thing he could have done, because the good season for travelling 
was nearly terminated. After having crossed the feared forest, the small family 
arrived in Andevorantra on the 12th of October, and Freeman relates how they were 
trapped in the small village in a tricky situation: 
“We had not long left the boat before a Messenger came and informed us that 
several of our bearers had run off & returned home, - that they had just 
received intelligence of an Attack having been made on Tamatave by the 
Vazaha (French) and consequently they were afraid to go forward. We soon 
afterwards understood that persons had arrived from Tamatave and its 
neighbourhood, with information that 3 French vessels on the harbour, had 
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fired upon the town – that several houses were burned down, - several of the 
inhabitants killed and many of the soldiers”.617 
In this situation Freeman could neither get bearers nor canoes to proceed to 
Tamatave. For about two weeks they were forced to stay under poor conditions in the 
bad climate, and Freeman’s wife and two children soon were attacked by fever. 
When they heard that the French troops had left Tamatave advancing northward to 
attack Foulpoint, they managed to get canoes taking them to Tamatave, where they 
arrived on the 29th of October. They got a passage to Mauritius on board the ship 
“Radama”, but before they could leave the harbour Freeman’s son died and was 
buried on shore.618 His daughter and wife also suffered seriously by the fever, and 
they later left for England, where they stayed for several years. Thus Freeman paid a 
harsh price for his sudden departure from Antananarivo. 
The loss of Freeman was painful and discouraging for the small group of 
isolated missionaries and artisans, and a lot of them lamented the loss of the 
valuable and friendly college. On the day of his departure David Johns wrote: 
“I am exceedingly sorry that he should leave, undoubtedly it is a great loss to 
this Mission, his aid at the revision was very valuable and I am persuaded, 
unless he will return hither himself, we shall never see such a valuable 
Missionary here again”.619 
Also some others expressed similar views in later communications, especially in 
1830-31 when they hoped for his return to Madagascar. Johns continued his letter by 
stating that the present aspect of the mission was very discouraging, because the 
queen was so much attached to the idols and the superstitions of the country that 
she did not encourage the children to learn anything, but let the schools dwindle 
away one by one. Rebellion in the provinces and the French troops on the eastern 
coast forced the government to build up a great army, and if the French troops 
should advance a little towards the capital the missionaries expected great confusion 
in the town. They also reported that the senior missionary David Jones was sick and 
unable to work, and therefore he prepared to leave during next good season. 
Evidently the missionaries were most worried and grieved by the sudden changes 
caused by the French attack. In Mauritius Lyall reported to the governor that the 
missionaries immediately had requested the queen to be named publicly that they 
were of a different nation from the French, though also whites. The royal answer was 
sufficiently laconic: “No one shall put you to death unless you betray the country, take 
Courage”.620  
The bright hopes they expressed in April and May were now changed. 
Although Jones might have expressed his own melancholic moods more than the 
general views amongst the missionaries, it is interesting to see him state to the 
governors secretary, Viret, in December: 
“Troubles on every side exist here. Wars and dissatisfaction are the news of 
the day. Our schools seems to be tumbling to ruin through negligence & want 
for attention; and also for want of proper teachers: for those who were capable 
of teaching have been taken to increase the Hovah Army though they be 
hardly strong enough to carry their Muskets. (---) The printing press is 
constantly kept at work: but books will be worthless without persons found 
able to read them. Many, yeah, many of our readers have died in the war 
since I wrote to you last. By the present opportunity I have little good to inform 
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you. Most here think that they know enough, either as to books or sewing. If 
things do not take a change I think I shall suffer worse than in 1818 & 1819. (--
-) The war on the eastern coast with the French has done much mischief, 
there and here also. What will be the end, I am not able to say in these Days. 
We as British subjects, are, hitherto, partly respected by the most knowing 
among the people but as to the future I do not know”.621 
A little later he wrote to Freeman in Mauritius about the gloomy prospects for the 
mission. He stated that there were only a hundred good readers left, and that he had 
spoken seriously to Andriamihaja about the schools, but even though he seemed to 
understand his arguments nothing was done, because the leaders were all occupied 
by preparation for manufacturing of powder, caring for the army etc. And Jones 
concluded his melancholic letter: 
“I am sick through vexing day & night to see that my labours & exertions, & 
that through much suffering from diseases since 1818, are falling to ruin. Thus 
I have spent the best of my strength, health and days for the good of 
Madagascar & after all I have no thanks for what I have done”.622 
Although the sick and melancholic missionary was worried by the government’s 
neglect of the schools etc, it is not astonishing that the government was primarily 
occupied by different military concerns in those days. Except for their fighting with the 
French on the eastern coast, they had also two great armies sent off against 
rebellious provinces. The army sent to Fort Dauphin returned with success, and 
Johns says that about 800 women and children were brought back as slaves, 
together with 20.000 cattle and a great lot of booty, while about a thousand men were 
killed. He also states that a lot of the Tanosy people fled to Menabe for refuge.623 
Later these refugees, who were known as the “Western Tanosy tribe”, settled North 
of Onilahy River - up from St. Augustin. On the other hand, the Hova army, who were 
sent against the Ambongo district westward from Majunga, returned in disaster. The 
Sakalava managed to escape with all their cattle and rice etc. to some small islands 
in the ocean where the army could not follow them, and the soldiers were starving for 
lack of food. Lyall says in a report: 
“Of the six thousand troops which marched to Ambonghou, we have only 
heard, as yet, of the return of six hundred. The mortally among them has been 
dreadful - especially lamented as a great loss to the Country are a number of 
young Officers, who had been educated by the Missionaries”.624 
For the missionaries the greatest loss was that so many of the youth they had 
educated perished in the military campaigns, but also their difficult working conditions 
affected them seriously at that moment. 
After his arrival in Mauritius Freeman wrote several long letters to different 
leaders in LMS in order to justify his decision of leaving his field of work. In a long 
letter to William Orme, the new secretary of LMS, he gave some analyses of the 
political state, telling him that he thought the French would succeed in taking the 
eastern coast, supposing they would afterwards attack the capital. And since he 
thought it to be dangerous for all strangers if the war reached Imerina he decided to 
leave his work.625 The other missionaries were not able to leave, he stated, some of 
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them because they had entered engagements or projects for the government, others 
because they waited for the birth of a child, or were sick themselves.  
He also expressed in strong terms to Orme that the want of cordial union and 
cooperation in the mission was a strong cause to his retiring. He opined that the 
problems existed long before his own arrival and were mostly connected with one 
person: Mr. Griffiths. The three other pastors felt so much hurt about his bad 
behaviour that they found it impossible to cooperate with him, and Freeman 
considered that Jones’ indisposition was in some degree related to those problems. 
The situation was especially delicate since the only missionary chapel was situated in 
Griffiths’ private house, and therefore he behaved as if it was his private property. 
That fact had caused Freeman and Johns to travel to the schools outside town on 
Sundays in order to preach the Word of God in the Malagasy language. In Freeman’s 
opinion Griffiths was too ambitious and jealous in all what concerned the mission 
work, and he deemed it possible that both the death of Jeffreys and Rowlands were 
partly caused by the quarrels with Griffiths. He also stated that even Jones was a 
better linguist than Griffiths the revision of the Holy Scripture before printing was too 
much influenced by Griffiths, and his faults in the English language also influenced 
his writing of the Malagasy, etc. And Freeman concluded: 
“Though I would par the utmost deference in my power to the opinion and 
wishes of the Board, I must say that to work again in the Mission while Mr. G. 
is a member of it, is with me a thing that cannot be effected”.626 
Certainly this was an important statement which should have alarmed the directors 
and told them that sending Freeman back to Antananarivo would cause problems in 
the small group of missionaries and artisans, and do much harm to the work. I 
wonder whether the directors did not reflect seriously upon this question, or if they 
just forgot it when the secretary William Orme died a short time after receiving this 
letter. A third possibility might be that even though they knew the problems, they 
decided to send Freeman back to Antananarivo in order to check Griffiths’ 
proceedings. 
Another person also made his reflections about the leadership of the mission 
in the light of a quarrel about the printing of a tract written by Griffiths. The other 
pastors did not agree to print the said tract, and blamed the printer Edward Baker 
since he already had prepared for printing it. He wrote in a letter to Arundel, that even 
though the case was a trifle, it illustrated some problems relative to the principles of 
congregationalism and the operation of the missionary society: 
“It shows that under those principles, disputes do frequently arise, whilst there 
is no adequate procedure for the adjustment of differences. Independence 
seems to know little or nothing of the sending rule of providence in the system 
of created beings, the Rule of subordination. And whilst it thus admits a law of 
equality the same order and regularity is expected to resume as from an 
opposite rule. And then to secure this order, it does not leave (at least in the 
operation of our Society) every individual absolutely free, but expects an 
agreement, cooperation and orderly arrangement of affairs (without 
differences) equal & precisely similar to what takes place under a Presbyterian 
or Ecclesiastic form of Governments. It omits the rule and efficient rule & 
order, and expects an uniform result, looking for the effect without the cause, 
the consequent without the antecedent. This appears to me aiming at a 
medium between two extremes, which cannot admit of a happy medium. I 
confess that my sentiment is strongly impressed upon my mind, that unless 
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the rule of subordination be clearly recognized as the principles of 
Congregationalism, every member and Missionary, indeed every individual, 
should enter (---) bearing the simple character of a servant of Jesus Christ, 
into the field of Christian warfare, without being restrained by the necessity of 
consent of brethren, cooperation & &. A missionary going forth on such footing 
would have to elevate his whole energies against the power of sin & darkness, 
standing or falling by his own works, he would feel more anxiety to see his 
labours established & blessed, - alone responsible for his conduct   he would 
regard with a more jealous eye every transaction of his Missionary life.”627 
Impressed by the problems the missionaries had evinced the last year Baker pointed 
here on a crucial problem: As the leading principle of the mission was not 
subordination under a responsible leader, like a Senior Missionary with clear and 
formal authority like a bishop, they were left to find agreements in every case. But 
when they could not reach such agreements, what were they then going to do? A lot 
of differences dividing the brethren had already illustrated this problem, and 
obviously Baker was pessimistic about the collective leadership in the future. His 
alternative to the Congregationalist leadership was to make every individual solely 
responsible for his own work. This is in a few words the line of conduct chosen by 
Griffiths in his later differences with the brethren, and I will later show how those 
principles worked. 
 
4.3.3  The aspects of the Missionary work became brighter than ever 
Those missionaries who had no possibility of escaping the field were greatly 
troubled by fears that the French invasion should be extended to Imerina. But having 
expressed this fear, Baker wrote a few weeks after the news of the French attack 
reached the capital that other important aspects had occurred in the new situation  
“There is too, as far as the present Government of Madagascar is concerned, 
a considerable prospect of the Mission again flourishing. – At a Kabary 
yesterday many youth who had distinguished themselves as teachers, were 
encouraged by the presentation of a honorary degree, - and the vigorous 
prosecution of the teaching business was pressed upon the attention of the 
Missionaries, & the native Teachers. – Still we have no ground of confident & 
sanguine expectation, knowing that a few months may bring about an entire or 
considerable change of affairs. (---) Certainly our past experience ought to 
admonish us to “trust in the Lord” for results have usually proved better than 
our expectations”.628 
This quotation shows that there is little doubt that the French attack in some way 
helped the missionaries because the Malagasy government’s attitude towards the 
Mission suddenly changed for the better. The enemies of the Christian faith were 
forced to keep quiet for a long time, because the government preferred to keep up 
better relations with the British nation after the French invasion. Johns stated in 
February 1830 that the encouraging of the teachers late in 1829 was followed by 
orders to all the children who had left the schools without permission to return and 
follow their instructions until they were permitted to leave. The government also 
proposed that the missionaries should make an English – Malagasy and Malagasy – 
English Dictionary.  
Also Canham and Kitching, who had evinced great problems with the tanning 
project undertaken with Radama in 1827, now received a lot of encouragement for 
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their work, and when they stated a debt of $4000 the government was willing to pay 
out that money immediately.629  
In March 1830 the printing of the New Testament was finished, and the printer 
expressed his thankfulness to God when remembering all problems and turbulence 
in the period they had accomplished that work: 
“For myself, I feel strongly disposed to regard our New Testament as a token 
for good, - to thank God, and take courage, – it cannot be for no purpose that 
we have been preserved unto its completion, and it may, at some future 
period, be very obvious, that purpose of great faithfulness & mercy have been 
contemplated by Divine providence, both in this and all other at present not 
interpreted events connected with our Missionary labours at Madagascar”.630  
A few months later Baker reported that many people were now reading the New 
Testament, but because many of them did not understand too well the meaning of 
the texts, they came to the missionaries’ houses in the evening in order to study the 
N.T. and ask for explication of difficult parts of the texts. He concluded with a hope 
that very soon proved to be prophetic: 
“I presume not to anticipate or guess at the events of the future, which must 
rest in the eternal councils of the most high, until the elapse of years reveal 
them. – Yet one thing I venture to believe, that, whatever may became of us 
as individuals here, or of our cause as a Society, I cannot think that the word 
of God will ever be destroyed from this land, or the name of Jesus Christ will 
ever be forgotten before the dawning of a brighter day perpetuate the one, & 
exhalt the other. (---) Our cause is manifestly disliked by the power that be, - 
yet in some degree supported for the sake of learning which they have learned 
to appreciate, & perhaps also for the sake of keeping up (in the eyes of the 
natives) political relations with us as Europeans and British subject”.631 
In September 1830 Baker presented even more positive details about the interests 
and the inquiring spirit among those who frequented the chapel, because they also 
conversed about their new faith with their own countrymen.632 At the same time 
Griffiths expressed in a letter, that he now experienced the same things as he did 
during the revivals in Wales when he was a young man. However, all revivals 
constrained him to tremble, he wrote, because then the devil was like a roaring lion 
walking about seeking whom he might devour. Griffiths was convinced he could get 
thousands to hear him, but the missionaries did not enjoy the liberty to assemble so 
many people, for those in power, though professed friends, looked at them with a 
jealous eye lest they should get too popular amongst the people.633 Nevertheless, 
Griffiths and Johns wrote in the half-year report in December 1830 that the queen 
gave them liberty to do what they could among her people, and therefore they 
informed the directors that the mission enjoyed better support than ever.634 
Not all were as optimistic as Baker, Johns and Griffiths. Four weeks before his 
departure David Jones wrote that the affairs of the country appeared very dark, and 
that “Satan seems to aim, now, at overthrowing, step by step, all the good which has 
been done in Madagascar”.635 But he was at that time a sick and melancholic man, 
who had scarcely been able to do any work the last two years, and therefore it is not 
astonishing that he was more pessimistic than his colleges. Jones left Antananarivo 
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on the 23rd of June 1830,636 and the queen sent a letter to the governor of Mauritius 
that Jones was welcome to return if he should wish to do that, because he had done 
so much good for Madagascar.637 From Mauritius Dr. Lyall and Freeman continued to 
write pessimistic letters, but they did not always know exactly what aspects the 
country gave, and since they had left the great island themselves, they had some 
interest in pleading the negative news. While mentioning that the French attack 
certainly had favoured the mission, Freeman expressed a fear about what would now 
happen if the French should fail.638  
More alarming was the tricky situation Johns was placed in. Since the 
chairman or Senior Missionary, David Jones, was too sick to retain his duty, and 
since Freeman was going to leave the field, the four pastors decided on a special 
meeting on the 29th of September 1829 to give the duty of Senior Missionary to David 
Griffiths.639 For a long time the two remaining pastors reported quietly and amicably 
together to the directors of LMS about the translation of the bible, the crowded 
worship in the chapel each Sunday and their hope for the salvation of thousands of 
Malagasy in the future.640 Nevertheless, some things were not so easy for Johns, 
because the problems with the chapel mentioned above badly reduced his duty of 
preaching the gospel, as he was only allowed to care for the English worship there 
and preach in Malagasy once in the month.641 Not wishing to quarrel with the Senior 
Missionary, Johns proposed to build a second chapel in the northern part of the town. 
As soon as the queen gave the permission, Cameron built this new chapel in the 
quarter called Ambatonakanga, where his own house and atelier had been located 
before they were burnt down by an accident, and moved to Analakely. 
“Dark clouds brings waters while the bright bring none.” With this expression 
from John Bunyan’s book Pilgrim’s Progress the two pastors stated that the queen’s 
unwillingness to help them in their work during the first two years of her reign had 
taught the people to come to the chapel of their own accord. In that way her 
indifferences to the missionaries was a blessing for Christianity.642 This statement 
that the lack of support from the queen made the people aware that the Christian 
religion was not a “fanompoana” or a feudal servitude for the Sovereign is an 
important observation needing a more thorough consideration later. But the 
missionaries also knew that those dark clouds still hanging over their heads made it 
uncertain whether they would endeavour more blessing or rather experience some 
unfavourable changes in the future. 
 
Changing of the power. 
As I have stated above, the first years of Queen Ranavalona’s reign were very 
changeable, since the queen had allowed the officers, ministers and judges who 
helped her to usurp power to “reign in her name”. This vow was primly given to the 
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two head officers of the revolution, Colonel and Head Aide Camp of the king, 
Andriamihaja, and Lieutenant-Colonel Andrianisa, who later changed his name to 
Rainijohary643, but as soon as the revolution was completed it looks as though the 
court was left in a struggle for power between different groups of officers and 
ministers etc. Many times real changes were effected in the name of the national 
idols, like the famous Ramahavaly and Rakelimalaza. I have supposed above that 
the young ambitious Andriamihaja was placed in power primly to check Dr. Lyall. It 
may also be important that he was said to be the queen’s principal lover and the 
supposed father of her son, Rakotondradama (Radama II), who was born more than 
a year after Radama’s death. Certainly it should also be a key question that he was 
one of the two leading officers who had placed Ranavalona on the throne. 
Andrianisa, the other leading officer in that event secured a leading position up to the 
last days of Ranavalona, though he never obtained the position of Chief Officer or 
Prime Minister. But he was born in a good family and was a strong supporter of idols 
and traditional religion, and he corresponded well with the queen and the 
traditionalists’ wishes. 
Andriamihaja, on the other hand, was an ambitious young officer without the 
support from a mighty family. He had studied in the missionary schools and made a 
carrier as officer and attendant to Radama. Although he dared not support the new 
religion directly, he firmly tried to secure good working conditions for the missionaries 
and artisans, because he believed in Radama’s program for progress and civilisation. 
His strong leadership was highly needed, not only in the fight with Lyall, but even 
more in the defence of the country when the French army attacked the eastern coast 
in 1829. But he also provoked many officers and the persons at court and made them 
his enemies. He had already been forced to pass the ordeal (or the tangena poison 
test) together with 11 other officers early in 1830, to secure that they were not the 
cause of the queen’s illness at that time. That poison causes suffocation if 
administrated in too strong a form to the victim, and it had nearly ended 
Andriamihaja’s life. Freeman (still in Mauritius) deemed it serious for the mission that 
the old judges, civilians and diviners should have recovered enough influence to get 
the Chief Officer compelled to submit to the tangena test, and he stated that 
Andriamihaja was now standing alone in adhering to the plans of improvement 
commenced by Radama, since so many others had already perished. And he 
concluded: 
“That young man I consider the only remaining friend of the Mission, 
Missionaries & solid improvement. Had he died by the ordeal, not a single 
school had been continued, - and the Artizan’s work had come to a close”.644 
These prophetic words were completed in the course of only five years after 
Andriamihaja’s death. His influence declined when the queen because of her 
sickness for a while settled in the palace of Ambohimanga (Andrianampoinimerina’s 
homestead), and on the 24th of July 1830 Lyall wrote in a report about the news he 
had got from Madagascar: 
“Andriamiadz, although the Chief Ruler, is said to become less overbearing in 
his manner : - not so Dogmatical in his opinions: - more complaisant to his 
brother officers: - and less deaf to the counsels of his seniors. But it may be 
doubted how far these changes are the effects of necessity, and not of mind: - 
perhaps he now sees the danger of the post he holds, and has learnt 
something of the direful passions which have long been, openly and secretly, 
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fomenting against him. As often mentioned in this Journal, I have long looked 
upon his life, and the life of Prince Coroller, as insecure, and that a molest 
death must ultimately, be the portion of both”.645 
Obviously it was too late for Andriamihaja to change his behaviour, because some of 
his enemies at court had already determined to have a change, and on the 18th of 
October 1830 Lyall made a new note about him in his journal: 
“As was expected, Andriamiadz has, at last forfeited his life. By some he has 
been accused of secreting official letters, or of imperfectly communicating their 
contents to the Ministers who cannot read: - by others he is supposed to have, 
some way or other, influenced the Queen’s disease: - but it matters not what 
pretence was set up. The ruling ministers, and the officers of the army, were 
equally glad to get read of the Queens favourite. In the hands of the Ministers 
he had rendered himself a suppliant tool, and aided all their plans - having, at 
least apparently, sacrificed all the opinions he had formed, as an élève of 
Radama, and assisted in, or assented to the execution of every measure, in 
their retrocession’s to barbarism. (---) It has been remarked (in this journal 9th 
May 1829) that when Andriamiadz took the Tangen, he was nearly suffocated, 
and has sworn never to take it again: - he said he would rather lose his life, by 
the sagaye. (---) He kept his former vow, he positively refused: and he was 
stabled to the heart!”646 
Normally all people refusing to undergo the ordeal would be considered guilty and 
killed by spear. But by this murder the queen’s vow to the two leading officers in her 
revolution, saying that she would secure their life and let them reign in her name, was 
effectual extincted for the part of Andriamihaja. It is well known, that all revolutions 
kills some of its children - or acting persons. 
The missionaries on the field did not mention the death of Andriamihaja much 
in their letters. Probably they did not know much about what happened at court and 
therefore did not see the consequences of his death, especially since there were 
many encouraging things that happened at that time. But the murder of Andriamihaja 
was most probably the real turning point for the Christian mission in Madagascar. 
Notwithstanding his successors need of time to consolidate their power, and 
therefore being careful about the resident Europeans until the French army had left 
the Coast, they had another agenda from Andriamihaja for the future of the country. 
Although the missionaries enjoyed better conditions than ever for their work the first 
year, they soon learned that this blessing would not last. 
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4.4  Analysis 
This period started with the death of three men. On the 27th of July 1828 king 
Radama and Thomas Rowlands died, and on the 29th of July Reverend Tyerman 
followed them. The death of the latter was a heavy loss to the missionaries and 
highly lamented, because he was newly arrived as one of the two members of the 
Deputation from LMS, which was sent to decide in intern problems and different 
strategies in the small congregation of missionary workers. His death, together with 
the turbulence after Radama’s death, meant that very little was decided upon. On the 
other hand, all who had been protected and encouraged in their work by Radama, 
fearing that the new queen and her government should not wish them to continue 
their work, greatly lamented the king’s death. But Rowlands death is hardly 
mentioned in the letters and reports from the missionaries. I am not sure whether 
they left to Bennet’s report to state that event to the directors, or if they did not lament 
his death in the same manner, since Rowlands had for a long time been a problem 
for them, and he had partly absented himself from them. 
Up to that time the missionaries and artisans had been welcomed and 
honoured by the king. It is significant that he had welcomed the visiting deputation 
from LMS by letters, both when they were still in Tamatave, during their journey up 
the country and after their arrival in the capital. Most exceptional is the fact that David 
Jones was called to the king’s bed only two days before his death, and was allowed 
to speak with him, probably as the last person except his attendants. We do not know 
if that was because of Radama’s long and heartily felt friendship with the Senior 
Missionary, or if he only tried to get news about Dr Lyall’s travelling up to the capital, 
hoping for his medical help. But anyway it shows Radama’s fundamental confidence 
and friendship with his first missionary. 
King Radama’s death changed the conditions for all foreigners in Madagascar. 
The British interests and the new Resident British Agent was firstly and most brutally 
concerned by these changes, because Dr. Robert Lyall never got recognised as 
British ambassador. Provoking the Malagasy government by different means in his 
search for such recognising, he soon caused them to quit the “Treaty for Abolition of 
the Slave Trade”, which they had entered with the British government, and finally to 
use harsh means expelling himself from the country. Although the “Treaty of 
Friendship” still remained unbroken, the British influence declined and soon became 
just verbal without significant political meaning. 
The missionaries were soon placed between the devil and the deep blue sea, 
because their loyalty to the British authorities relegated their loyalty to the native 
government. From their very first day in the capital the king and his government had 
governed nearly all their official work. Now they had to be extremely cautious not to 
provoke the new rulers, especially since Ranavalona and her government 
immediately retraced the path to the old religious customs such as ordeal, diviners, 
idols and taboos. The missionaries were a little comforted when Ranavalona on the 
first day of her reign sent a message to them that she would do as much for them as 
Radama had ever done – and even more than that. But even then they felt great 
uncertainty about the future, and they tried by all means to answer all expectations or 
expressed wishes with loyalty. During Radama’s funeral the missionaries were 
invited to partake in the first rank of important strangers, and Lyall was strongly 
provoked when he found that they received even more honour than himself. The 
government later often employed the missionaries to write things or translate letters, 
and they loyally produced all the kinds of works they were asked for. This also shows 
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that they were an honoured group - and not suspicious strangers - who were not 
wanted in the country.  
Lyall must have been a strange person. Within a few months of his arrival he 
was quarrelling with nearly every important person in the town – except Mr. Freeman 
– whom he reported to be the only gentleman amongst the missionaries. His 
behaviour had some resemblance to that of a psychopath, but the sources are too 
scarce to state such things. Within a fortnight he accused the Senior Missionary for 
interfering in political matters, which neither Jones nor the other missionaries were 
able to understand. What provoked him may have been their wish to comply with all 
demands from the government, especially the calling of “All the Whites” when the 
queens officers brought a message to the Europeans. Although the missionaries had 
demanded that the officers send such requests through Lyall, that happened only 
once, and he seems to have offended the queen seriously at that time, though 
perhaps unintentionally. After half a year he was isolated from all the other 
Europeans in regard to the question of receiving messages from the queen. Lyall 
also tried to interfere in the missionary work by giving advice and meddling between 
them and the government. He wished, for example, to interfere in the discussions 
between Chick and the government about his reward for supplying Radama’s new 
palace with the needed ironwork. Even though Chick knew that Lyall’s meddling 
would cause more problems to him, he dared not refuse him. Luckily for Chick the 
government cut Lyall off. 
When the missionaries complied with the orders from the government to assist 
the officers in making an inventory of the late Mr. Le Gros’ properties, Lyall accused 
them in the strongest terms. From rumours he had heard in Tamatave in 1827 he 
also accused them for lending out money at an extremely high rate of interest, which 
turned out to be a case about the School Society’s founds, decided by Radama. The 
last case especially seriously provoked the missionaries, and in a meeting they 
decided not to have any more to do with the British Agent. Only Freeman voted 
against that resolution. Lyall regretted that their popularity was so strong that they 
could counteract him, and he accused them of political interfering and other 
injustices, begging the Governor of Mauritius to call Jones and Griffiths to Mauritius 
and let them justify their behaviour before him. But before anything could be done 
Lyall was chased out of the capital and later forced to leave the country, while the 
missionaries were as firmly established in Antananarivo as ever. Arriving in Mauritius 
Lyall found to his great regret that the governor had lost interest in his case. Probably 
the governor might have deemed the missionaries who were still residing in 
Madagascar to be much more interesting for future British politics than Lyall, and 
therefore did not care about Lyall’s accusations against them. Lyall lost his political 
duties and suffered great pecuniary problems because of his abrupt stay in 
Madagascar. Therefore he was an embittered man when he died from the feared 
Malagasy fever about two years after his removal. 
The role of the missionaries had became especially difficult since they knew 
the Malagasy culture and customs so well that they could expect Lyall’s proceedings 
to cause the ruin of the British interests. They dared not unite with his politics, even 
though they professed loyalty to the British government, lest that should cause the 
ruin of the mission too. It is significant that during Lyall’s exile outside the capital not 
a single missionary, except Freeman, wished to show any connection with Lyall by 
visiting him. I have also discussed whether Lyall might have been right when alluding 
to the fact that some of them went so far astray as to ask the Malagasy government 
to remove him from the country, and I found that Griffiths possibly could have done 
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such a thing, as Freeman later stated. If this was the case, one of the missionaries 
had played a truly negative role in the British-Malagasy relations, politicising the 
missionary cause in a pro-Malagasy way against British interests.  
Griffiths and Jones having many friends and former pupils at court, were easily 
informed of the discussions going on there, and they could conduct the work in a way 
that let the mission flourish during the whole period. On the other hand, it is obvious 
that the Malagasy government wished to use the missionaries to keep up a good 
tone with the British government, in spite of the problems caused by Lyall. The 
experienced missionaries sensed this fact already before Lyall left, and they soon 
reported that their work had brighter aspects than ever. The only exception was 
Freeman, who had exposed a strong friendship with Lyall, and now expressed a 
pessimistic view of the future of the mission. His analysis argued that since every 
branch of their work was totally under the decision of the queen’s government, they 
could easily be counteracted and their work be ruined by superstitious leaders. Also 
the lack of brotherhood and cooperation between the missionaries affected him 
seriously and made him declare that he would never work in this mission field if 
Griffiths was allowed to continue his bad conduct there. The gloomy aspects of his 
analyses totally failed at that time, but within a few years the changes in the 
Malagasy government and the polarisation between the missionaries justified all his 
views and put the worst scenario in his analysis into effect. 
A few weeks after Lyall had left, the officers summoned the missionaries 
asking what they would be doing in the future. Cameron’s story about the ultimatum 
given them either to make soap or leave the country certainly was a good story in the 
time of persecution, but not necessarily true. Through the report from the actual 
meeting I can find no ultimatum, but rather a wish to know what work each of them 
performed and also a humble question if they could make useful products like soap 
etc, which they answered to be a question for future considerations. Many weeks 
later Cameron presented them with some soap and entered a contract of soap-
making etc. Nobody had mentioned any form of ultimatum from the government in 
any letter or report from the field, until Mr. Atkinson was thrown out of the country in 
1832.  
French politics also caused the government to treat the missionaries amicably. 
From Radama’s death the French government had demanded to re-establish the 
former French dominance over parts of the eastern coast, and they had proclaimed 
that they would wage war against the Hova government if they did not consent to this 
claim. Freeman left the field in panic when it was reported in Antananarivo that the 
French army was going to launch an attack on the coast, and he was heavily 
punished by the death of his son and the family’s ill health. But when Freeman left 
late in 1829 the remaining missionaries soon reported that the government showed 
much more goodwill against their work than any time before. This goodwill testifies a 
wish to please the missionaries in order to keep up the British government’s friendly 
attitude towards the Malagasy government (even though they had quitted the Treaty 
and expulsed the British Agent), and the desire for the British government not to join 
the enemy. In that way the missionaries were considered to be a political guaranty, 
and they were well treated. 
But their work ventured through great problems because the wars against 
rebellious provinces and the French attack caused the government to use all their 
recourses on the army. Nearly all schoolboys were conscripted to the army, and it 
proved impossible to get the schools filled again. Jones’ ill state of health made him 
unable to work, and before he left the field in 1830 he wrote a melancholy report, 
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saying that though he had given all his strength to the mission work, he now saw it all 
tumble into ruins. But when the army returned with victory from most of the wars, the 
other missionaries sincerely expressed a hope of having brighter aspects for the 
work than ever, knowing that there was still a mighty party at court wishing for the 
progress they could obtain from the missionary work.  
But there were growing problems between the missionaries. Obviously 
Griffiths judged the chapel, which was located in his own house, to be his private 
property, and the other pastor, David Johns, was not allowed to preach in Malagasy 
there more than once a month. If he should not be reduced to care for the British-
speaking congregation only he was forced to build a second chapel. Baker’s analysis 
that the principles of leadership amongst the missionaries were unclear would within 
a few years prove to be true, and those principles would cause great problems and 
disaster to the small group. 
“Dark clouds brings water while the bright bring none.” With this expression 
from John Bunyan the missionaries stated that the queen’s unwillingness to help the 
mission had opened the adults’ eyes to the fact that the Christian religion was not a 
part of the feudal servitude to the Sovereign, and thus created a promising new 
interest for the gospel. Knowing that dark clouds were still hanging over their heads, 
they hoped for more blessing from God, but feared that some unfavourable changes 
might arrive. On the other hand, the murder of Prime Minister Andriamihaja and the 
French withdrawal from the coast in 1831 one year after the July-revolution in 
France, opened new political aspects, even though the missionaries did not yet 
imagine that those events would raise a force able to throw them out of the country.  
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Chapter  5:  A NEW OPENING BEFORE THE DOORS ARE FINALLY SHUT:  
1831 - 1840. 
 
5.1 The changeable year 1831 
 In the beginning of 1831 the missionaries expressed the best hopes for the 
mission work. Edward Baker, the printer, wrote in February a letter stating: 
“The Government seems disposed to grant all that we require. Already a 
pledge from the Queen is obtained for refilling the schools & bringing the 
numbers compelled to learn to their original highest amount, - and in a ten-
days a public kabary is to be delivered to the whole people to tell all that any, 
who are disposed to be baptized & married by the whites, are at perfect liberty 
to be so; as well as to join them in all the ordinances of religion. Two years 
ago the door for the Gospel seemed to be closed against us, and we were 
some of us much disheartened, but now I must confess for myself (---) I can se 
more danger of erring by hoping the best, than by fearing the worst”.647 
Although it would go much more than a ten-days before the expected permission to 
be baptised was proclaimed, I find from this letter that Baker was quite well informed 
about the general state of things at court. As a single man Baker was lodging for 
some years in Griffiths house after his arrival, and probably he was well informed by 
Griffiths about these facts. I have already mentioned Griffiths’ close relation with 
some persons at the court, and this fact made him perhaps the best informed of all 
the missionaries. But his close relations with those persons seems to have been a 
threat to the missionary work too, because some of them were not really the friends 
of the mission and the Christian religion even though they were Griffiths’ friends. In a 
letter from December 1830, where Griffiths stated that the mission continued to wear 
a promising aspect, he expressed some doubts about those friends: 
“My warmest friends in power are the Chief supporters of idolatry and 
superstition in this country, - and are perfectly aware of the tendency of 
Christianity to pull down their fooleries. The Queen shows herself more 
friendly to me at present than ever she has done since she has commenced to 
reign”.648 
A closer examination will probably show that Griffiths’ friendship with the enemies of 
the Christian faith was a cause of many disturbances and problems for the whole 
missionary work in the following years. All the missionaries were probably well aware 
that they had a dagger hanging over their heads, and David Johns expressed this 
fear in a letter in the middle of April 1831. After having expressed how bright the 
prospects for their work had become, he stated: 
“However we must not be too sanguine in our expectations - much depends 
on the Officers in power, all our prospects may be cut off in a day, therefore it 
behoves us to be more diligent while liberty is granted, to make known the 
glad tidings of salvation to the perished heathen”.649 
These words would prove to be prophetic before the end of the year. 
 
5.1.1 Breakthrough for the Christian cause 
 The first ten years the missionaries worked in Antananarivo they had limited 
progress except with the schools. People certainly liked to come and hear their 
preaching, which they called «Kabary tsy valiana» (a speech which needs no 
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answer). But it was a long time before they were inclined to follow the words. The 
Christian morality was in many respects far from the usual Malagasy morality, and 
common people did not want to change their moral code. Probably there was much 
fear for what the king or the queen should say if anybody chose to follow the new 
religion, since neither Radama nor Ranavalona had up to that time publicly allowed 
their subjects to be baptised. But a change took place during the turbulent year 1830. 
Many young people had died in different military campaigns the previous year, and 
many people in the capital and its neighbourhood had perished by the administration 
of the ordeal to them. Therefore many people were deeply troubled in their hearts by 
different disasters. Almost at the same time the printing of the New Testament was 
finished, and those who could read were able to study the word of God themselves. 
A kind of revival or movement to the Christian faith started among the people, and 
the two pastors, Johns and Griffiths, later stated in their report to the directors: 
“We began to observe a very improved state of feeling amongst the natives 
towards the month of Aug. and Sept. 1830. It manifested itself in an increased 
spirit of enquiry, an earnest desire to obtain copies of the Malagasy New 
Testament, and increased and more attentive congregations of worshippers. 
This improved state of feelings continued to increase, until we thought it 
desirable to get the permission granted by the late King, renewed, for the 
baptizing of native converts and the receiving of them into the commemoration 
of the Lord’s death etc. - It is not necessary for us to enter minutely into 
particulars of this event but we will let it suffice to say that permission was 
granted several month past & published by several officers at the Chapel in 
town on Sunday May 22nd, saying that Her Majesty does not change the words 
of the late King - all are at liberty that like to be baptized, commemorate the 
death of Christ and marry according to the European mode. - No blame is to 
be attached to any for doing it or for not doing it”.650 
Their stating that Radama had already granted them the freedom to baptise converts 
is very interesting, because we do not know any public proclamation to that effect. 
Also others gave similar testimonies to the new state of things. Razafinkarefo, one of 
the youth who had studied in England, wrote in a letter to Arundel that formerly the 
darkness had covered the land and the people, but now the light of God was shining 
out of the darkness, and many of his countrymen were seeking salvation. He 
concluded his letter by speaking about their evangelistic work team: 
“There is a 12 boys with me under the care of Rev.d D. Griffiths and Rev.d D. 
Johns. On Sunday some of us go from Tananarivo to some village to give an 
address to the boys that are in school, and the rest at Tananarivo”.651 
Baker wrote at the same time that the English worship had mowed to the new chapel 
at Ambatonakanga in the northern part of the town, where also a new Malagasy 
congregation were gathering every Sunday. He also told that Griffiths’ chapel at 
Andohalo was crowded every Sunday with sincere hearers, consisting chiefly of 
young men with their wives, families and friends. Seven new places of worship and 
evening prayer were also opened in the town, conducted almost entirely by the 
natives. And Cameron had in his working place in Alakely formed a large and 
intelligent congregation of his workmen. Baker usually preached there on Sunday 
mornings every fortnight, and there were usually more than 200 hearers, of whom 
numbers could read fluently and all were learning to read. He stated that LMS had 
not really calculated what a great evangelistic work Cameron was doing, together 
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with his important industry.652 The “worship and evening prayer” in the houses in 
town is an interesting form for evangelistic work, especially since it was led primly by 
the Malagasy themselves – although none of them were baptised at that time. Very 
soon those meetings became more and more important because through them the 
converts had got a possibility to take care of their new faith when the government 
tried to make it difficult to join the worship in the chapels. And when the chapels were 
finally closed and the missionaries sent away, those evening prayer meetings 
became the real Christian worship for the persecuted Malagasy during more than 25 
long years. 
In a letter in April 1831 David Johns said that the queen and the officers in 
power felt much pleasure to hear that Freeman would return in the course of two or 
three months, and the queen gave orders to the officer in power in Tamatave to 
furnish him with bearers etc. Johns also stated that Ranavalona had shown great 
goodness to himself when he was building the new chapel: 
“I am happy to say that the Queen has granted the wood for the benches and 
the pulpit, this will save us hundred Dollars”.653  
This statement is very interesting because it shows clearly that the pro-missionary 
party at court had really great influence the first half year of 1831. Who should expect 
the queen to pay for the pulpit in a Christian chapel only 4 years before the Christian 
faith was entirely prohibited in the country? This fact can tell us a little of how 
changeable the situation was. And the first blow against Christianity came less than 
three months after Johns wrote this letter. 
The revival among the Malagasy and all the spiritual conversations with them 
made the missionaries well prepared to form real congregations when the permission 
to baptise was proclaimed in Griffiths’ chapel the 22nd of May 1831. Baker tells in a 
letter to the directors that already one week later (29.05.31) the first Malagasy were 
baptised by Griffiths: 
“In accordance with this Kabary, Mr. Griffiths after much previous 
conversations, and a meeting on the Saturday evening preparing the last 
Sunday in May, admitted 20 candidates to Baptism, 8 the Lords supper. (---) I 
myself know most of them personally, & can truly testify that to the best of my 
opinion they are both in regards, knowledge and feeling most suitable persons 
to introduce into church membership. - Mr. Griffiths has subsequently baptized 
8 other adults & 2 children”.654  
Baker also named all those who were baptised and stated that five of the youth were 
sent on a military campaign to the south a few weeks afterwards They had reported 
that they gathered in the tenth of the prince or other places to have their prayer 
meetings in the evenings. Baker also told that he had joined Griffiths’ church, and 
soon after we learn that he was appointed deacon there. The baptism continued 
nearly every Sunday in this church, and in the middle of October Griffiths reported 
that he had baptised 67, and there were also between 20 and 30 baptised in the new 
Chapel.655 
All the other British joined the English or Malagasy worship in the new chapel 
conducted by David Johns. Already next Sunday, the 5th of June, he followed 
Griffiths’ example and baptised 8 of the Malagasy converts who attended the 
Malagasy worship in his chapel. One of those was a former diviner and his wife. He 
had been persuaded by a friend to attend the chapel and had soon become a true 
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believer who had drawn a lot of others to the chapel. In the next few years he did a 
great evangelistic work. When he was baptised he chose the name Paul, and this 
man, Rainitsiheva Paul, or “Paul the diviner” became an important church leader 
when the missionaries were forced to leave and one of the most famous martyrs in 
the young church when he was executed in 1840. The missionaries and artisans 
were all optimistic for the new possibilities, and Johns wrote that he was happy to 
relate the news about the permission given by the queen, and he continued: 
“I hope there is some good going on in the Country. We have seen enough 
here already to convince us that the Lord’s ways are not our ways, and his 
thoughts not our thoughts. We thought some time ago that little good could be 
done under this Govt But the hearts of Kings and Queens are in his hand and 
under his control, he maketh the wrath of man to praise him. Our Mission is 
going on far better than we anticipated, and we trust that it will continue so till 
all the inhabitants of this Island will be brought to embrace the Saviour”.656 
But just amidst their joy and their praise to the Lord, some signs of an overwhelming 
fear reached the small group of missionaries. 
 
5.1.2  Turning of the tide 
Just like the tide on its highest level are turning out again there came a sudden 
change to the missionary work. There were two alarming signals occurring in the first 
half year of 1831. Firstly their fear that a sudden change might take place at court 
materialized itself, and secondly the differences amongst the brethren themselves 
exploded in a bitter quarrel.  
The first threat is not clearly described in the contemporary letters from the 
missionaries, obviously because they did not yet know exactly what was going on at 
court. But half a year later Griffiths and Baker could explain what had happened. 
Surely the vacuum of power arising after the murder of Andriamihaja had caused the 
pro-missionary party to assume much power for a while, but probably there was no 
strong leader in that party that could assume the favour of the queen, as did their 
opponents. However different signs show that a new strong leader had already 
ascended to power and was ready to act against the missionaries at the time when 
the first converts were baptised. 
I have already mentioned different statements about the goodwill from the 
queen and the government towards the missionaries in those days. Maybe Griffiths 
had become too certain of that goodwill and therefore gave the new “Men in power” a 
good chance to strike a serious blow against his work when he sent a petition to the 
queen. Griffiths later tried to defend himself by stating that he had posed this 
question in accordance with the advice he received from the Deputation of LMS 
during the visit in Antananarivo.657 But obviously the general state of affairs had 
changed so much that advice given in 1828 proved to be unwise in 1831. The day 
after he had baptised the first 20 Malagasy, Griffiths wrote a letter to the queen 
reminding her about a law Radama should have issued, that the strangers were 
allowed to stay for ten years in the country under foreign laws. After that term they 
should be obliged to become like natives under the laws of the country. Now Griffiths 
demanded her to say what he was supposed to do since his 10 years was up, and 
thus Johns described the reaction from the government: 
“You have heard that Radama made a law for the strangers that settle here, 
those that came out from the London Missionary Society were to remain 10 
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years without coming under it, and as Mr. Griffiths ten years were up last May 
he wrote to the Queen to say so - She sent back that she had received his 
letter and was pleased at it etc. and says she, ties up your luggage and go 
home - he begged to have a little time to finish the work he had in hand - she 
sent back that she would give him 5 months, he sent again to beg a year or 
two but has not received an answer yet, it is uncertain whether he will be 
obliged to leave or not. It will be a lamentable thing if he must leave and no 
one coming out from the society to replace him –“.658 
I have found no allusion to the said law in any document from the time of Radama.659 
If it was really a written law, it should certainly be implicated to the missionaries 
sooner or later, and then it would have been wise of Griffiths to ask what he should 
do. But if he only remembered some oral statements from Radama we must wonder 
if anybody at this court, which had changed so much from the time of Radama, really 
would remember the king’s word. Certainly it would be much wiser of Griffiths to 
remain quiet and not ask too much in such a case. Nevertheless, Griffiths gave the 
new “Men in power” a golden opportunity to get rid of the missionaries because his 
letter gave them the idea that Radama had given a law fixing ten years stay to the 
missionaries. And I can only state that for the missionaries the following five years 
were spent chiefly fighting against their time running out. 
When Griffiths received so unexpected and unfavourable a message he tried 
to explain the intentions of the late king in another way, as he and Baker reported in 
a letter to Rev. Clayton, the new secretary of the LMS: 
“Mr. Griffiths explained in his reply the nature of the late kings intentions, as 
not implying that the white people were to go home after that period, but to 
come under certain laws which he had purposed to put in force after the 
expiration of 10 years, - and said Mr. G. for himself, he was not disposed to 
forsake the Queen, but wished to see things which he had taught arrive at 
greater perfection, and, especially since some things he was engaged in, as 
the translation of the Bible and the preparation of a Dictionary and Grammar, 
were not yet completed, - his request therefore was  to know, if the Queen 
would give another period, as the late king had done previously, or if he 
should be subject to her Majesty’s laws whilst he remained here”.660 
This request only gave him the 5 months prolongation mentioned above. Griffiths’ 
explication possibly proves that there was no written law, but only some verbal 
communications from the late king. Given this fact, I deem it to be next to foolishness 
or haughtiness on the part of Griffiths to pose his question, which in only 5 years 
caused the ruin of the whole mission work. But Griffiths was so used to putting all 
kind of questions concerning his work and life before the queen that it must have 
been quite natural for him to do so also in this case. Many times his questions to the 
queen had driven his fellow missionaries to despair, but up to that day Griffiths 
mostly had managed to get the reply he wanted because he had so important friends 
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at court. But this time he really failed. Many of his friends among the officers begged 
the queen to let him stay,661 and also the queen’s secretaries, the twins Totoos and 
Voalave who had studied in England, strongly engaged themselves in the same 
manner.662 After having waited a long time Griffiths was allowed to stay for one more 
year. 
All the missionaries were discouraged by the tricky situation, and they did not 
understand the reasons why Griffiths was ordered to leave: 
“Imperfectly as we are acquainted with the principles which guide the 
Malagasy Government we cannot assign with certainty the motives which 
induce them thus to reject knowledge, and despise instruction, we know that 
two or three supporters of the idols have had a principle shave on it, and 
hatred to the gospel has doubtless its shave. (---) It is the more important that 
Mr. G. should endeavour to remain here, since his removal at the expiration of 
10 years would be a precedent for other missionaries –“.663 
Obviously they were right when supposing that some supporters of the idols had 
assumed more power. David Johns also told a discouraging story about some of the 
12 boys who had been the principal helpers in the translation of the Holy Scripture 
and in doing other things for the missionaries. They were among the first pupils in the 
schools and most of them were of high rank. They had always been spared for the 
use of the missionaries when other pupils or teachers were drawn into the army or for 
the use of the government. As helpers in the translation of the Holy Scripture they 
were strongly influenced by the Christian faith and a few were already baptised by 
Griffiths, but when some others wanted to join the church in Ambatonakanga they 
met with unexpected problems: 
“When the permission was granted by the Queen to baptize the natives etc, 8 
of the 12 boys expressed a wish to join us at our new place, we have been 
conversing with them and were all perfectly satisfied as to their sincerity, we 
had a meeting the Friday before the communion, every thing was settled and it 
was intended that they should be received on the following Sabbath – 
however on the Saturday they withdrew and would not come forward. We 
were all quite astonished – but upon enquiry we were told that the Queen sent 
them a private message saying that she did not like them to join the Church – 
and that whoever would tell that, she said to them, would be put to death – we 
were exceedingly vexed at this and the young men were and are equally 
so”.664 
Johns supposed the queen prevented them from being baptised because some of 
them were Nobles of high rank – and one of them the nephew of the queen. But 
given other circumstances, I think it is more likely that the orders did not come from 
the queen herself, but from the enemies of the Christian faith among the leading 
officers. If someone had made them a false order in the name of the queen, that 
would better explain the harsh order not to say anything – and we can also suppose 
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what person it might be who dared to do such an act. Some month later Griffiths 
stated that most of the natives were greatly concerned about the orders that they 
should leave, though one man seemed to enjoy it: 
“- weeping and praying for my staying in the country to teach them the word of 
God - with the exception of one in high honour that supports the principal god 
in the land - One told me that he was heard saying that if we allow Mr. G. to 
stay in the country another 10 years he will spread this new religion over all 
the country, as he did the schools in the time of the late king”.665 
This last passage indicates that the idolatry party had now got the supreme power at 
court, and was inclined to start the suppression of the new religion. The argument 
that Griffiths was so dangerous for the old religion seems reasonable, since he was 
actually Senior Missionary and the most progressive leader of the Christian religion. 
But why did they then change their orders, and let him stay until 1840 - nine years 
later? My research will show some reasons for that decision. 
In the middle of 1831 the international pressure on the Malagasy government 
was taken away, since the French army and navy withdrew from the mainland of 
Madagascar666, only leaving some troops and traders at St. Mary Island. That could 
either be a consequence of the July revolution in France in 1830, or a consequence 
of the great losses in money and human beings they had suffered in the military 
campaign so far. I stated above that the French attack in 1829 helped the 
missionaries, since they were representative from the other great European power 
frequenting the country. And the Malagasy government cared so well for the 
missionaries the next two years because it was important for them not to offend the 
British government while they were in war with the French nation. When that 
pressure abated the Malagasy government was at liberty to choose a new policy 
towards the missionaries and the British interests, which soon brought serious 
consequences. 
 
5.1.3  A new ruler  
I believe that the man “in high honour” mentioned by Griffiths in the quoted 
letter was the Chief Officer, as they often called the man ruling in the name of the 
queen. It is difficult to know exactly what was going on at court, but it is not 
astonishing that sooner or later there would come a new strong leader, since the 
queen herself did not really rule the country. It could have been a leader from the 
pro-missionary party, but if not so, it should not be astonishing if one of their 
opposites was chosen. 
In the last month of the year 1831, when they could see more clearly what had 
happened, Griffiths and Baker wrote a letter to the directors, trying to explain the 
political situation for them: 
“So clearly is Christianity, at the present period, understood to be a 
regenerating system, that none of the higher authorities here can hide their 
real sentiments (as all used to do) in an ambiguous neutrality, and hence the 
government & country are divided into two parties. - The first party, of which R 
+ + the present chief officers is the head is unquestionably opposed to 
Christianity. R + + is a partisan of the great national idol called Rakelimalaza & 
learned to support it, & it him. - The idol guardians frequently leaving their 
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complaints to him and he seeks to redress their grievances. - He is supported 
by one brother among the judges & another among the officers immediately 
about the queen’s person; by numerous relatives, inferior officers & whoever 
chooses to take umbrage at the offence of the cross. - Of course this support 
is modified in many cases by individual views of right and expediency. - A 
spirit of moderation seems hitherto to have ruled in the supreme councils. - 
About 12 month ago this officer possessed almost supreme power but he has 
subsequently seen his influence weakened by various circumstances. - On 
one occasion he pleaded hand with the queen for the exclusive & full support 
of the national idols pleading that it was by them alone the sovereigns here 
were made to reign, and condemning the late Radama for his obvious 
disregard to them. - He pressed the subject so (illegible) that her majesty was 
obliged to put a stop to the petition by sarcastically observing. “It is you, I 
suppose, that reign & not I”.  
This officer too in going to a late war in the south had all his men sprinkled by 
the idol on parting for the war, and divided the troops into 3 general divisions, 
himself leading the largest division, & taking the symbol of the renowned idol. 
The two minor divisions of troops were amazingly successful, scarcely loosing 
a man and capturing great prizes. - But the head general suffered an 
unmovable defeat. In the attack upon a strongly fortified village (the power of 
war, by which the idol pretends especially to render successful) he had 
between 4 & 500 soldiers and officers killed & not less than 6 or 700 civilians, 
a disastrous event totally without parallel in the whole history of Madagascar 
warfare. Notwithstanding the unpopularity of this event he continues to venture 
his post of honour & his opposition to christianity becomes more obvious. He 
has been unable to put a stop to the baptism & conversions but has partially 
accomplished that by a secret interdictions to all the soldiers & scholars 
forbidding any more to come forward in baptism, or any communicants to 
renew their observance of the saviours death. - The glaring inconsistency of 
this prohibition with the notorious fact of public permission having been twice 
given to all the people to use their own discretion is obvious to the merest 
children, but enmity easily finds an alsike for inconsistency, - in the case the 
interdicts was given as from the officers themselves & not direct from the 
queen. 
There is also an equally numerous party who explicitly express & affirm that 
christianity is good for the country & therefore they encourage it. This party is 
not in possession of the highest power and have perhaps no one upon whom 
they can look as their head, - but several of them have access to the queen, 
and hold high stations in the military & civil departments. - They obtained 
permission for baptizing etc, or rather its renewal, as all favour shown to 
christianity is on the foundation the late kings acts”.667 
It may be natural that this Chief Officer, who had seen his influence weakened by 
various circumstances the last year including the great losses in the war, was in 
search of a good cause to assume the supreme power again. And one of the best 
things he could do was perhaps to fight for religion and culture. The history has many 
examples that somebody fighting for a new religion or culture often will succeed in 
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augmenting their own power. In the Malagasy context I can point at Radama who 
became an omnipotent monarch over most of the island through his introducing 
European culture, religion, industry and military instruction. But other examples can 
be found that demonstrate that the fighting against a new religion could also secure 
more power for the ruler. And certainly that was the way chosen by the chief officer, 
Ravoninahitra, or Rainiharo as he later was named, and his two brothers. 
This family, better known as the Andafiavaratra (those from the northern side), 
had since the days of Andrianampoinimerina been great pecuniary supporters of the 
king and were also guardians or “keepers” of Rakelimalaza, one of the most famous 
of the 12 national idols. This position gave them power and influence even though 
they were not of the noble (Andriana) caste but of the Hova caste of free citizens. 
They therefore stuck with the idolatry, and now they used the fighting against the 
Christian religion as a cause to create a strong position of power for themselves. I 
have mentioned above that just after the revolution in 1828 other idols like 
Manjakatsiroa and Ramahavaly were perhaps more important than Rakelimalaza. 
But by promoting their idol by different means the Andafiavaratra-brothers managed 
to make Rakelimalaza the most important idol of all and assume the supreme power 
in the country to them. And this family kept the real power in Madagascar until the 
occupation by the French nation in 1895. It is significant that the Chief Officer late in 
1831 gave the prohibition of the baptism and the Lord’s Supper in his own name, 
showing clearly that it was no longer the noble caste, i.e. the queen, who was ruling 
but that the Hova caste had usurped the power. The same fact is expressed in the 
quotation with the queen sarcastically observing: “It is you, I suppose, that reign & 
not I”. Edward Baker, the last missionary leaving Antananarivo in 1836, explained his 
view of those three brothers in a memorial to the governor of Mauritius about 
Malagasy politics: 
“The ruling officers of the Government at present are 3 brothers. They are of 
plebeian birth, but connected with the idolatrous party, and firmly established 
in the queen’s favour. They came into full power by the murder of their 
predecessor in 1830. The eldest (Rajery) is a Chief judge. His mind is entirely 
wrapped up in superstition. The second eldest (Ravoninahitra) is the highest 
officer of Government. He is an exceedingly weak childish character but of 
insinuating and pleasing manners and countenance. With his childishness 
however, he possesses the worst passions of man, excessive cruelty, pride, 
and drunkenness, etc. The youngest brother, Ratsimanisa, is one degree 
lower in rank, but has equally free access to the queen. He is bold, crafty, 
ambitious, and thoughtful. His councils & designs are in reality the mainspring 
of the Governments proceedings. There is no doubt that he has often had the 
character of Napoleon Bonaparte held forth to him as a model by the late 
Prince Coroller, and it would not be very surprising if at some future day, he 
should endeavour to possess himself of the throne. He has been the principal, 
though not the ostensible agent in the late suppression of Christianity, and in 
every commercial measure adopted by the Government. His eagerness to 
press many obscure measures is difficult to be accounted for, except he 
secretly wish the downfalls of his Government”.668 
These three brother and their many relatives and supporters became the real power 
in Madagascar for many decades, and it is evident that they used the fighting against 
the missionaries and the Christian religion as a cause to suppress not only the 
Christians but all the people. 
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5.2  Politicising of the differences between the missionaries  
I have different times mentioned that there were a lot of differences between 
Griffiths and his brethren. Mostly those differences had been intern discussions in the 
missionary group without consequences for the Malagasy government’s regard of the 
mission. But from the year 1831 those differences went through a material change 
and became a real threat to the missionary work and the newborn Malagasy church. 
In a private letter in May 1835 Freeman answered some inquiries from William 
Ellis, Foreign Secretary of LMS, about his role in writing to the Governor of Mauritius, 
especially if he had written in the name of LMS, and if Griffiths knew that he had said 
anything about him. Probably Griffiths had complained to LMS about this letter. But 
Freeman answered: 
“With regard to my communications to the Gov. at Mauritius I think you should 
feel no uneasiness whatever. I wrote as a private individual - not 
compromising the Society. I had been in previous confidence with the Gov. & 
felt that there were ample reasons for the measures arising out of the 
(illegible) of the case. It failed of its object through the haughtiness of this 
Govt (i.e. the Malagasy) & the determined ill will to our Society & wish to threat 
& annoy us so far as they could, - & then I am inclined to think the matter 
terminates. I am not aware that G. knows of any application having been 
made to the Mauritius Govt respecting him”.669  
This correspondence refers to a letter from Freeman to Captain Dick, chief secretary 
to the Governor of Mauritius, complaining loudly about Griffiths’ behaviour and 
soliciting a letter from the governor to be sent to queen Ranavalona, telling her that it 
would not be considered friendly towards the British government to retain a man who 
was twice recalled by the society that sent him, and therefore begging the queen to 
order Griffiths’ removal. Freeman sent a copy of this letter to Ellis, and in a postscript 
Freeman even stated that LMS ought to solicit a similar letter from the king’s 
government in London.670 Thus Freeman tried to bring the differences between the 
missionaries up to the highest political level. But his efforts did not succeed as we 
learned from the quoted letter. 
I am a little surprised that this correspondence is the only piece of writing I 
have found where Freeman openly tells LMS about his political engagement in 
writing reports to the governor and also promoting British interests in Madagascar. In 
some way I wonder if he told a lie to LMS or only hide his real engagement. Maybe 
he thought his correspondence with the governor really to be private and therefore 
never mentioned his many letters of that kind to the directors. Nevertheless I have 
not found he wrote a single word to LMS about his reports to the governor of 
Mauritius before he sent the copy of this letter to them. In fact Freeman wrote no less 
than 30 letters or political reports to Governor Charles Colville and his successor 
Governor William Nicolay or the governors’ secretary Captain Dick from his arrival in 
Antananarivo in September 1831 to his departure in June 1835. At least seven of 
those letters deal with the case of Griffiths, and Freeman’s strong accusations 
against him, and solicitation to get the governor’s help to remove him, are far from 
neutral. It is also questionable if he really wrote as a private individual when he in the 
name of the missionaries in Madagascar solicited the governor to write to Queen 
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Ranavalona and ask her to send Griffiths out of the country.671 At least twice he 
asked for such a letter, and the governor willingly sent him what he asked for. I 
suppose that Freeman should be well aware that when such a letter finally was laid 
before the Malagasy government, Griffiths would soon exactly know its content. All 
those factors show that Freeman did not tell the whole truth to William Ellis, and I 
wonder if he was afraid of the directors accusing him of politicising of the mission 
work. But Freeman was not alone in such politicising of the missionaries cause. 
Griffiths was even more active in that business, but in another direction, as I will try to 
show. 
 
5.2.1 Did the differences cause the close of the baptism? 
It is difficult to understand exactly what matters the two parties of missionaries 
quarrelled about, because there were several items at the same time, and sometimes 
the quarrel started concerning one item and the solution or restoration of the peace 
was connected with another item. But there were at least four major problems, as far 
as I can see.  
In the bottom was Griffiths’ jealousy and wish to take complete control of the 
work concerning the growing Malagasy congregation. This was connected with the 
unclear principles of leadership in the Mission, as mentioned by Baker in the letter 
quoted in the last part of chapter 4.3.1. In fact the missionary group did not have any 
possibility to make decisions in a case if they could not find agreements together. 
Secondly we find the quarrel about the 12 boys or “principal teachers” given to help 
them with the translation work. Thirdly there was an intern quarrel about the control 
over the propriety of the closed “Madagascar Missionary School Society”. But the 
most serious problem was that the two parties accused each other of conspiring to 
get rid of the other one through denouncing it to the Malagasy government and 
through forming different political alliances. All those items and others too, caused an 
extreme polarisation and politicised their work to an extreme degree in the following 
years. 
In a letter in October 1831 Griffiths stated that he and David Johns had 
promised the directors that they would follow the good advice about brotherhood and 
friendship given to them in a letter of December 1830. But he states that when he 
twice had begged Johns to cooperate for the cause and prosperity of the mission 
among the heathens, he had failed in his attempts. In Griffiths’ view it was the other 
pastor who did not want peace and friendship. But what conditions did Griffiths give 
for such a peace? As far as I can see, he did not explain clearly to the directors what 
conditions he gave, but his proceedings seems a little strange, when he explained in 
the same letter: 
“In the course of a short time, orders came to me from the Queen to request 
all the whites to assemble at my house, and they assembled according to the 
orders. - This took place in Febr. last 1831. - In consequence of Her Majesty’s 
request, to agree with one another and be of one mind Mr. Johns and the 
Artisans agreed to all my proposals at the time in the presence of six officers, 
but Mr. Johns changed very soon and did not abide by the agreement then 
made”.672  
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It was certainly not normal procedure for the Senior Missionary to present his views 
of cooperation to his brethren in a meeting called by the queen and in presence of 
her officers. Obviously Griffiths by this procedure tried to manipulate the working 
conditions for them all according to his own wishes, and thus force his brethren to 
agree to his proposals. But those proposals must have been quite unacceptable for 
the others, since they changed their mind as soon as the officers were out of sight. In 
the same letter Griffiths told that when he had received the directors’ advice for 
brotherhood and friendship, he sent his friend Baker to Johns and the artisans asking 
if they would accept such a peace upon his proposals, but they all refused. Thus it is 
clear that he tried to use the directors’ letter to the Senior Missionary to press his own 
conditions upon his colleagues. He also stated that Johns’ and his friends’ not inviting 
him when they were drawing up the regulations for the building of a new chapel had 
wounded his feelings and had shown a “party spirit” from his brethren. And finally he 
blamed them for having shown total indifference to the fact that he was ordered to 
leave the country, contrary to his native friends. 
All those statements from Griffiths show that the differences between him and 
most of his colleagues had grown worse during the year since David Jones left, and 
we must wonder how the other part felt. David Johns, for example, stated to the 
directors in a letter concerning the building of the new chapel: 
“- had I not adopted some measure of the kind, it is very probable I must have 
left the Country as Mr. Fr. (Freeman) did, or remain here useless to the 
natives, for Mr. G. told me that he did not want me to preach more than once a 
month in the Malagasy language. If Mr. Jones life be spared to see England, 
he will be able to explain these things to the Directors”.673  
Also John Canham tried to give a full explanation of his problems with Griffiths in a 
34 page long report to the directors complaining about his behaviour. Canham said 
that the actual controversies between himself and Griffiths started in February 1831 
when some friends were dining in his house in Ambohmandroso. During the dinner 
the bad state of the library came under consideration, and since Canham was the 
chosen librarian he was asked to do something to solve the problems. He did not 
hesitate to call a meeting of all missionaries and other persons who had been 
connected to the Madagascar Missionary School Society. But he dared not invite the 
queen. This School Society had been an important instrument for the progress of the 
teaching work in the days of Radama, caring for money and materials to the many 
schools. And the king or the representatives he sent were always called for as 
prominent members of the school committee. But when the missionaries got 
permission to reopen the schools in February 1829, they were clearly told neither to 
pay the teachers any money for their work, nor to give slates or paper or other 
materials to the pupils. The School Society was therefore actually closed since its 
project was forbidden, and for two years there had been no meeting in the 
committee. The library was opened by the School Society and was placed in the 
“Repository” - a house built for the purposes of the same Society. Griffiths was the 
secretary and Johns the treasurer of the society while Jones had been Chairman. 
During the two last years Griffiths mostly used the house as a storehouse. Nobody 
should therefore be astonished there were different reactions when Canham called a 
meeting to consider the state of the library, which was placed in the said house. 
Griffiths immediately declared that he would not meet because the calling of 
the meeting was illegal since the queen was not invited. But after a request he sent 
the protocol of the School Society when the meeting started (01.03.31.) After 
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receiving Griffiths’ objections to the calling, the other missionaries decided to defer 
the meeting and ask the queen’s permission, which they got the next day. They then 
met again (03.03.31.) and decided to move the books of the library to another place 
and ask everybody to remove their private luggage that was placed in the house. 
This was surely a provocation against Griffiths, since most of the things placed there 
belonged to him, and already on the same day “All the Whites” were summoned by 
some officers in the name of the queen, with the declared purpose of settling the 
disputes amongst them. (Griffiths’ letter quoted above placed this meeting in 
February, while Canham in this letter dated it to the 3rd of March, which may be the 
most correct).  
When all the whites had gathered the officers said they had been sent for 
because the queen had heard that the missionaries did not “mifanaraka”, i.e. they 
were not agreeing with each other. Grifiths then tried to get some Malagasy friends to 
speak in his favour, but the officers did not allow them to speak. Then Griffiths started 
his own speech by saying: 
“Izaho no lehilahy lehibe amy ny ity tany ity, tsy misy na iray akory tsy nasiako 
soa izy. Izaho efa namono tena sy nikeliaina ela taty etc*, and the Queen sees 
what good I have done in the Country, and I shall do all I can to advance the 
kingdom of the Queen, and if all the Whites here conspire to oppose me in 
doing good to the Kingdom I shall oppose them to the utmost of my power”.674 
His alluding that other whites might oppose him in his doing good for the country was 
a hard attack against his colleagues. They felt this attack so unjust that they begged 
the officers to be allowed to answer next day, and when they assembled again Chick 
made a speech stating that they supposed the queen would not forbid them to meet 
and arrange their own business? Griffiths dared not keep up his former statements to 
that effect, and the officers then asked David Johns why he was discontent? Johns 
replied that he and Griffiths were both sent out by LMS to do the same work in 
teaching the Malagasy to read and write, in preaching the word of God and in 
translating books for that purposes. Some time ago Griffiths had proposed to Johns 
that they should both take an equal share in all the labours of the mission, to which 
he had consented. But after a short time Griffiths told Johns to preach only once a 
month in the Malagasy language, since he himself wished to take the entire charge of 
the Malagasy congregation and be the pastor of the future Malagasy church. He left 
to Johns the role of pastor of the English congregation. This and some other 
circumstances had induced Johns and his friends to ask the queen’s permission to 
build another place of worship, which was granted them. They hoped that everything 
unpleasant between them and Griffiths would be prevented in the future through 
doing this. But now Griffiths tried to take away the 6 helpers that were given to Johns, 
and whom he had instructed and used in the translation work the last years. That 
was the reason why he was upset and discontent towards Griffiths now.675 
Griffiths declared in one of his letters quoted above that his colleagues agreed 
to all his proposals but did not abide with the agreement. In the contrary Canham’s 
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letter shows that Griffiths was checked in different ways and forced to change his 
proposals about the 12 boys who seem to have been the chief cause of the quarrel. 
After some discussion in the presence of the officers they formed a compromise 
allowing Johns to keep his part of the translation work and the 6 helpers that were left 
him by David Jones. There is also an interesting note in Canham’s letter, saying that 
this message from the queen primarily was given as a check to Griffiths, because 
some of the leading officers were really provoked since he so often used to state 
what the queen’s will was in different cases.676 Both parties now agreed to a 
compromise proposed by the officers, and they managed to keep the quarrel about 
the Repository and the School Society out of sight this time, but in the course of 
some months this question exploded again.  
Nevertheless the peace was restored for a short while, and each of them 
could do their efforts in grounding a native church. Certainly there soon occurred 
some concurrence between the two parties as to which chapels the natives should 
attend, but for some months they were positively occupied with the new possibilities, 
although each of them blamed the other part for things they had done, etc. Baker 
wished to be a friend of both parties and he wrote a letter asking not to be involved in 
the differences between them.677 
Mr. Freeman who had hesitated a long time, decided to return to Madagascar 
when encouraging news of the state of the mission reached him in 1831. Sailing 
directly from Cape Town together with the new missionary, Theophilus Atkinson, he 
reached Tamatave the last days of August, where Canham and Kitching met them. 
The queen had ordered bearers for them without any cost, and that was considered a 
great favour and a token of goodwill. More discouraging was the fact that Atkinson 
only got permission to stay one year, but Freeman expressed a sincere hope that he 
would get a prolongation later.678 The newcomers joined the majority group, and 
since Freeman already had made strong statements about his feelings against 
Griffiths - even though he later expressed that he was willing to accept much from 
him for the sake of the heathens679 - nobody should be astonished that the 
differences between the two groups soon became worse. 
The problems developed during the last months of the year 1831. In October 
Baker wrote two notes to Johns, who had accused him, saying that Griffiths had got 
more of the finished New Testaments than the other group, which he stated was 
absolutely false.680 Certainly this case was a trifle but it shows how bad the 
atmosphere was amongst them. Much more difficult was the discussion about the 
propriety left by the closed School Society. The stock of paper and other materials 
had been sold, and Griffiths who cared for the sale, had kept the money without 
informing the colleagues about the details, even Johns was the legal treasurer of the 
society. Freeman brought some information from Mauritius about how much material 
and money the society had received from the friends there, and even though Griffiths 
tried to stop the investigations the brethren concluded in October 1831 that he was 
responsible for a sum of $333. Griffiths never agreed to pay this money to the 
treasurer, objecting that the missionaries could not dispose of the property of the 
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School Society since that was forbidden by the queen, and that all properties in that 
Society belonged to her.681 The majority group then asked the government’s 
permission to use the funds of the School Society to buy a new printing press, which 
was granted them. At the same time they also got a promise to get the press cost 
free up from Tamatave,682 but Griffiths still refused to pay the money and the quarrel 
about those $333 was not terminated when Griffiths went home to England in 1835. 
As a consequence of Griffiths’ proceedings the brethren decided that he was 
no longer competent to be secretary of the said Society, and they left the secretary’s 
protocol with Johns and later elected Freemen as new leader. They also requested 
Canham to care for the removing of all private propriety from the Repository.683 When 
Griffiths refused to come and take care of his things they were sent up to him. This 
act caused a real war between the two parties: 
“A few days after this, a message was sent from her Majesty to enquire why 
we had sent away Mr. Griffiths’ goods from the Society’s house”.684 
Certainly Griffiths must have denounced his brethren to the Queen in this case, and 
thus badly politicised their differences. In a letter to the directors he stated that an 
officer “who happened to be in his house when the said luggage arrived”, had asked 
the queen about the case. But I suppose that Griffiths himself had called for this 
officer’s assistance, because later he explained to the directors that he was afraid 
that the proceedings of the other missionaries would provoke the queen and cause 
him to be removed from the capital in January with his family, a development that 
could have fatal consequences for them all. That was his real reason for asking for 
the queen’s help, he said.685  
After some explanations and letters the missionaries were all summoned 
together the 22nd of November, and they were quite surprised to find that the officers, 
who were all Griffiths’ friends, let him charge them with their turning out his goods 
from the Repository – a house he urged belonged to the kingdom. Before he had 
always said that the house belonged to LMS, and he had even proposed to sell it, but 
now he had changed his mind and declared that the house belonged to the queen, a 
statement that made problems much more difficult for the others. The officers went 
back with the explanations given, and the 7th of December all the whites were 
summoned to receive the decisions of the Queen. The most important decisions 
were: firstly that the Queen ordered them to bring Griffiths luggage back to the 
Repository, and secondly that everyone should continue to attend the chapel they 
used to attend in the days of Radama. Thirdly she ordered that if the school society 
still kept some property it should be sent back to each donor.686 The majority group of 
missionaries were greatly provoked, especially by the second point, which they 
thought would put an effective stop to all their work in the new chapel and place them 
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entirely under Griffiths’ care. They therefore assembled immediately afterwards and 
decided to make a protestation against the unjust decisions made. They wrote a 
letter in Malagasy and sent it to the queen the same day. There they expressed their 
grievances and declared that if the queen would not send Griffiths away, they would 
better all leave the country.687 
But Freeman was not satisfied with those proceedings, and the 9th of 
December he also sent a long letter to Governor Charles Colville in Mauritius about 
the differences that had now changed to a real war among the missionaries, 
accusing Griffiths of being a threat not only to themselves as missionaries, but to all 
British interests in Madagascar. He then solicited the governor’s intervention for them 
in writing a letter to the queen. He also explained Griffiths’ suspicions that it was his 
colleagues that had caused the queen to order him to leave the country, which was 
absolutely false. Nevertheless Griffiths had by different means formed a strong party 
at court in his own favour, and he blamed the missionaries and the artisans in his 
messages to the queen. Therefore they had formed a resolution and laid it before the 
queen that unless she would send Griffiths away they would all leave the country, as 
I have already stated in chapter 5.2. And Freeman continued: 
“Here then is one point where I humbly think Your Excellency might serve the 
Mission effectually, by plainly assuring the Queen, that her causing to go 
home one of the European Missionaries whose time is expired will not give 
offence to the British Government; - less offence in fact, than her causing all 
the rest to remove, by encouraging him to remain. The loss of Mr: Cameron to 
this country will be immense, - Your Excellency would be surprised & 
delighted, could I detail the whole of his operations. But he has primly wished 
on leaving if Mr. G. remain - as a 10 years trial of the latter proves that where 
he is, - peace & union cannot be. 
After all, I cannot help suspecting these disputes are furnished by some 
parties within the Government with the secret view of getting rid of all the 
Europeans from the Country, who could be watch or check in any way on the 
measure of the Government.  
When Mr. Lyall had a dispute with Mr. G. the latter remarked “I will never rest, 
till I bring that fellow down”. He laboured and the object was effected. And now 
since being informed that he himself would have to leave this Country, - rather 
than bear alone, what appear to him a disgrace (though not perhaps really so), 
he has resolved that other shall fall with him - & in labouring with but to much 
success to affectionate so unworthy a purpose. 
To avoid the imputation of being dismissed by the native Government, he has 
endeavoured to make it appear that the other members of the Mission have 
instigated the measure. This is absolutely false. The act originates with the 
Government itself, and surprised all here when they heard it. During the period 
of 5 month Mr. Griffiths has formed by various artifice - bribes etc. - a pretty 
strong party in the Government in his favour, & adopted means to throw an 
odesion on the character of other members of the Mission, particularly the 
Artizans - reporting that they have been cheating the Queen etc. in the 
moneys they have received for work done etc. (though in fact he himself drew 
up their accounts, - & the documents still exist with his own signature & many 
of them in his own handwriting.(---) One circumstance has led on to another, - 
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like we (Mr. Johns, myself, Mr. Cameron, Mr. Chick, Mr. Canham, & Mr. 
Kitching; Mr. Baker alone remain neutral) have been compelled to form the 
resolution and have laid it before the Queen - that unless she will send away 
Mr. G. who has been the cause of all the disputes in the Mission since the day 
of his arrival, - we must leave the Country, so soon as the next good season 
arrives. We were summoned together today to receive the final message from 
the Queen on the subject, but as all were not present, (including wives and 
children) the message from the Sovereign is deferred till next Monday”.688 
This letter is the first written accusation against Griffiths to the Governor of Mauritius, 
begging him to intervene in the favour of Freeman and his friends to get rid of their 
troublesome colleague. It also shows that Griffiths believed that his problems came 
from the brethren, and therefore he had formed an alliance with members of the court 
against his colleagues. As Freeman suspected, this might be a good cause for the 
enemies of the missionaries to act against them. Griffiths’ accusations that the 
artisans were cheating the queen in their contracts with the government might have 
been especially disastrous for the future missionary work. 
Both Griffiths’ alliance with persons at the Malagasy court, and Freeman’s 
solicitation of the governor’s intervention in the case, shows an extreme politicisation 
of the conflict. But I believe that the really disastrous act was the resolution they laid 
before the queen - that unless she would send away Griffiths they would all leave the 
country. Even though they trusted in the government’s need for the work of Cameron 
and Chick in constructing a Powder Mill and other projects, they should be fully 
aware that sending a kind of ultimatum to Queen Ranavalona would never cause any 
good. From the first days of her reign there were many examples that nobody should 
try to order the queen and the government in any question. Even though they were 
greatly provoked it was a foolish politicisation of their work to place such a resolution 
before the rulers.  
The answer came promptly and was a hard blow to their work and existence in 
the country. In his next letter to the Governor of Mauritius Freeman referred only to 
the fact that the message from the queen had changed their position and they would 
all remain at their post and no alteration should be made. Even though he was glad 
for the letter sent to him by the governor, asking for the removal of Griffiths, he dared 
not lay it before the queen in the present situation. He also explained that the 
permission to administrate the baptism and the Lord’s Supper to the natives was 
recalled a few days after the meeting when they got the final decision from the 
queen.689 Freeman neither entered into any details about the meeting that changed 
their conditions, nor related this happening to the recalling of the permission to 
baptise.  
Griffiths explained these facts more fully in a long letter to the directors 
complaining about his brethren’s behaviours. He states that “All the Whites” including 
women and children were assembled the 15th of December 1831 to hear the queen’s 
message delivered by a great number judges and principal officers: 
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“The speaker asked them in the name of the Queen: Do you 6 men, Messrs 
Johns, Freeman, Canham, Chick, Cameron and Kitching adhere to the words 
of the letter which you wrote to the Queen - saying that you would not remain 
in the country where Mr. G would remain - and that if he would be sent away 
you would stay & &. - Be it known to you that no person commands in this 
island but Ranavalomanjaka, and that she will not be commanded nor ruled by 
any person living - If these words are your sentiments you all go home, and I, 
saith Ranavalomanjaka, will give you letters to tell your friends what good you 
have done in my country - Mr. Johns spoke and said: we did not intend to say 
nor write any such thing. We then, said the Generals, tell a lie, but we have 
your letter that such are your words - He then began to retract and said: God 
forbid that we should command or dictate to the Queen - If the boys are taken 
from us we do not know what good we can do in the country. (---) The Officers 
and Judges carried their words to the Queen and returned in the course of an 
hour with her replay - Her Majesty the Queen asks you - Who are going 
home? Let us write your names - Do you that intend to stay in her country 
consent to be judged by her laws and agree to her decisions will you not 
mention any such things any more - viz. that if a person whom you dislike 
remain in the country you will leave. If you would not consent to this, you had 
better say now that you will leave - All were silent for a moment, and then they 
begged to stay. - As you retract and beg to stay, the boys that assist Mr. 
Johns and Mr. Freeman may remain with them as usually, but they must 
attend the monthly examinations at Griffiths. - It ended there, and they are 
quiet at present. 
The Generals who are great idolaters said to one another on the road home: 
the Whites are bad people and deny what they had written - Let us ask the 
Queen to stop the baptism etc. - In the course of two days it was forbidden to 
the sorrow and disappointments of hundreds”.690  
This report shows that Griffiths believed that there was a close connection between 
the totally defeat of the missionaries’ ultimatum to the queen and the forbidding of the 
baptism etc. After his point of view the politicising of their differences placed them all 
under the queen’s judgement and gave the enemies of the Christian faith a cause to 
forbid the baptism and the Lord’s Supper. The majority group answered the officers 
in the meeting of the 15th of December that their letter was misunderstood, because 
they never intended to command the queen. They only wished to tell her that if all the 
scholars and the 12 helpers were forced to join Griffiths’ chapel, they themselves 
would have nothing more to do in the country, and consequently they should go 
home.691 The officers agreed to this explication and Johns and Freeman were 
allowed to keep the 6 boys they had been given, and to continue the work in their 
chapel and schools mostly as before. 
Although Griffiths blamed his brethren for having caused the close of the 
baptism, he might have been much more directly involved in provoking the 
government than he suggested in his letter to the directors. The other missionaries 
soon accused him of having provoked the Chief Officer in different ways and thus 
caused him to stop the baptism. Cameron wrote in April 1832 that Griffiths had 
written a letter to the leading officer about the union consisting between the 
missionaries and the members of the Malagasy church, telling him that they were 
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brethren in all things and willing to help each other and to guide each others in all 
things. The Chief Officer misunderstood this information and supposed the baptism 
to be a strong pact like the Malagasy blood-covenant. And he became afraid that if 
enough entered such a pact with the whites, it would threaten the government since 
such a group might easily stir up a rebellion when it became strong enough.692 In 
Cameron’s opinion Griffiths’ letter had given the government a pretext to forbid the 
baptism, even though the letter had a positive aim. 
Writing in April 1832 David Johns supposed that Griffiths may have caused 
the forbidding of the baptism, firstly by addressing his friends among the inferior 
officers when he made the applications for the first baptism, a fact that had provoked 
the Chief Officer greatly. Secondly Griffiths had started to baptise all he could find 
willing to receive the ordinance, without sufficient examination of their character. 
Then he got a problem because one man, who had taken the wife of another man, 
had managed to be married to her and be baptised together with her in the chapel. 
When her husband claimed his wife this man argued that since they were baptised 
together, they could never be separated again. This case went to the judges and 
ultimately to the queen, and they were all really upset with Griffiths, saying that if the 
baptism counteracted the laws of the country, it should be forbidden immediately. 
Griffiths then wrote the letter to the chief officer, which Cameron mentioned above, 
causing the queen and the government to conclude that the Christians were really 
forming a dangerous party: 
“The contents of this letter was told to the Queen & the other officers, who 
said: “We were jealous that the whites were making a party, now it is evident, 
Mr. Griffiths was formerly talking continually of going home, but since the 
permission was granted to baptize etc. he will not go home tho’ the Queen told 
him again & again to go, he insist to have some end in view that we cannot 
see. The baptism, said they, is like an oath of allegiance, and when the whites 
get sufficient number on their side they will rise against the Govt & take the 
Country” etc, consequently the soldiers were first prohibited to receive the 
ordinances, and after a few weeks it was prohibited to all – “.693  
Although each of them blamed the other part for those changes I find that all 
arguments may be plausible. The leading officer, who was an enemy of the Christian 
faith, could easily find different arguments from both sides for his wish to stop the 
spreading of the gospel. Therefore the struggle between the two groups became 
more and more disastrous to the mission work and the newborn church as time 
passed by. 
But even though the closing of the baptism to the Malagasy converts was a 
hard counterattack to their work, the missionaries did not despair, because they did 
not consider the baptism to be necessary to be a true Christian. Their Non-conformist 
background had an anti-ritual concept only looking for the soul of the converts. If the 
souls were truly converted, no baptism or other ritual would be necessary to 
salvation. David Johns wrote a year later about a convert: 
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“Shortly after this he proposed himself as a candidate for baptism & church 
fellowship; at that very time however an order was issued by the Govt 
prohibiting the administration of the ordinances to the natives. Knowing that 
these external ordinances are not absolutely essential to salvation, he was not 
discouraged, but steadily persevered in reading, praying & attending the 
means of grace whenever an opportunity has offered”.694 
Johns and Freeman had also a difficult marriage to count for, namely that of Mrs. 
Hastie and a Malagasy youth she wanted to marry. James Hastie reporting in a letter 
in May 1822 the death of the first English woman married to a Malagasy man,695 
used a haughty tone about that misalliance and criticised the pastor who had married 
them.696 He could not know that only about five years later his widowed wife should 
marry a Malagasy youth. After only a few years of marriage she was divorced and 
now she wanted to marry another Malagasy youth. Johns and Freeman were willing 
to arrange the marriage in the new chapel, and Griffiths criticised their decision 
severely, saying that the missionary character and the chapel had been lowered by 
this affair, since her former husband still was alive, and the Malagasy youth she 
married had sent away his wife and children just a few days before.697 A few months 
later he even reported that Mrs. Hastie was already asking for separation again to the 
shame of Johns and Freeman.698  But it seems as though this separation was not 
effected, and it is doubtful if those affairs of Mrs. Hastie injured the mission as much 
as the said misalliance Griffiths himself had effected, because her affairs probably 
were more acceptable in the Malagasy culture than the other. In May 1832 Baker 
reported that Mrs. Hastie had been observed dancing and participating in some 
idolatrous ceremonies together with her husband.699 She later left Madagascar for a 
while taking her son to Cape Town to care for his education there. 
However Griffiths tried to get an order from the government that all former 
pupils should join the chapel where they were educated, which would force most 
Christians to join his chapel. The government agreed to his proposal and even 
though there were exceptions for some of the 12 boys and others who were already 
connected with the new chapel, this regulation stripped many youths of the liberty to 
choose what chapel they would attend. There were even a couple who were not 
allowed to attend the same public service, since one of them was at liberty to choose 
the new chapel, and the other one, who had studied at Griffiths’ chapel, was 
compelled to attend there.700 Neither did Griffiths give up his attempts to take control 
of the whole group of helpers. Cameron told the directors that some youths, who 
were working for him, had heard Griffiths discussing such a plan with one of the 
helpers: 
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“On last Monday week three men from my works went to the Missionary 
Prayer Meeting at Mr. Griffiths. (---) When the three men entered the house 
(the Chapel I believe) he was engaged in conversation in an adjoining room 
with the superior young man of the twelve in point of Honour. He was 
complaining to Mr. Griffiths that the others did not obey him as they ought - the 
conversation referred chiefly to the state of feeling among the Missionaries - 
and to 7 or 8 of the 12 who were more particularly engaged with Messieurs 
Johns and Freeman. Mr. Griffiths at length gave him this advice that the young 
man apply to the Queen to get the other eleven entirely under his own control 
so that the Missionaries might have no control over them - for why said he 
should they be left with the others who have done no good for the country & 
when he began talking in this way, the first mentioned visitor went into the 
room where they were - another said he left the place directly without seeing 
him being quite ashamed.”701 
This report shows how Griffiths manipulated his Malagasy friends, and tried to outdo 
his colleagues. Freeman later told the directors that Griffiths soon afterwards tried to 
take all the schools out of the missionaries’ hands and place them under the care of 
one of his Malagasy teachers.702 Obviously that was a new attempt to take control of 
the whole missionary work, and they considered him to use “dirty tricks” to obtain his 
aim. Such examples may explain why the directors were compelled to try to stop him 
by different means. 
But the very bad consequence of Griffiths’ trying to force his own will through 
against the colleagues’ with his many applications to the queen, was much worse 
than some unfair result now and then, because his asking for the queen’s decision in 
every small thing greatly politicised his work – and certainly had a ruinous effect on 
the whole missionary work. Freeman dealt with those consequences when he in April 
1832 stated: 
“I am convinced that these applications to the Malagasy Govt - and they have 
not been a few - and an willingly exempt entertained by a Despotic Govt even 
fond of having to make great decisions & to hold the (illegible) of all human 
activities in their own hands, - these applications of Mr. G. & his tools have 
undermined the foundations of liberty in this Country for the next Century. I am 
the first to lament it – because it is the outset – the inter ducts – the 
precedent. (---) It has given a colouring to the institutions of Christianity - & 
connected them in the view of the Natives with something selfish - 
quarrelsome - petulant & party spirited. And yet with all this - the blame of the 
whole is thrown by Mr. G. on Johns – “.703 
Freeman might have expressed the truth when he stated his fear that allowing the 
government to get used to making decisions about everything certainly undermined 
the foundations for the mission work for the next century. Thus the differences 
between the missionaries gave the government many good reasons to counteract 
Christianity - using Griffiths’ politicising of his cause to check the other part in many 
ways. But probably the government’s suspicions against the missionaries did not 
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arise from those differences alone, but even more from Freeman’s political 
engagement. 
 
5.2.2  Freeman’s political engagement 
There is little doubt that Freeman’s political engagement started when he was 
fighting for his friend Dr. Lyall in the first months of 1829. As I stated in chapter 4.2 
Freeman was strongly engaged not only in Lyall’s quarrel with the missionaries, but 
especially in Lyall’s fight with the Malagasy government when they forced him to 
leave the capital and finally the country. This engagement was not popular at court, 
and the uneasiness Freeman felt after that situation might have been one cause for 
his leaving the field some months later. 
Arriving in Mauritius late in the same year I find it probable that he had some 
political discussions with Governor Charles Colville about how he could be useful for 
the government in the case that he returned to Madagascar before the government 
could place a new “Resident British Agent” there. I suppose he must have been in 
such contact with the governor since he so eagerly entered the political engagement 
proposed by the governor in a hasty letter when he did not return via Mauritius but 
went directly from Cape Town to Tamatave in 1831. 
 
A Resident British Agent 
A few weeks after Freeman’s return in Antananarivo he wrote to Governor 
Colville (15.10.31) and thanked him for his letter of the 12th of September:  
“Had I returned from the Cape of Good Hope to Madagascar by way of 
Mauritius, it would have afforded me the utmost pleasure to have been 
charged with the packet and presents which are destined for Her Majesty 
Ranavalona (---) The packages forwarded by Your Excellency’s directions to 
this Government, have I understand from the Principal Officer, all arrived 
safely. I presume they will write to Y.E. on the subject for themselves. On the 
particularly topics adverted to in Y.E’s letter, I shall not fail to make what 
observations may come within my reach, and will communicate them with as 
little delay as possible. In present I can merrily assure Y.E. that the general 
aspect of affairs in Mad. is highly encouraging. The Queen’s Government 
appears to be as firmly established and consolidated as ever that of Radama 
did, and her arm’s are crowned with great success. (---) 
I have not yet had any communication with the mentions of the Government 
bearing upon the residence of an Agent pour the British Government. But I 
confess my present impression is that the Malagasy would not entertain the 
subject. Their jalousie of foreigners is boundless, at the same time they are 
well disposed towards the English. Their friendship, in this respect, has been 
augmented & confirmed by the late conduct of the French, in the attack they 
made on the coast of Madagascar. But the more deeply this people feel their 
own independence and power, the less willing they become to join so close an 
alliance with any Foreign power, as they suppose is involved in the constant 
residence of an Agent”.704 
Freeman details here, soon after his arrival in Antananarivo in 1831, how he entered 
a double political engagement for the government of Mauritius; firstly to make political 
observations and reports to the governor, and secondly to communicate the 
governor’s wishes to the Malagasy government. This last point included the difficult 
point of promoting an official Resident British Agent again. I concluded in chapter 
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4.2.4 that this question had become a political «taboo» in Malagasy politics. 
Therefore Freeman’s engagement to re-establish such an office in Antananarivo may 
have thrown a suspicious light on the returned missionary as soon as he mentioned 
this question to the government. And Freeman did not mention this question only 
once, but he continued to present many times to the Malagasy government the 
British wish of having an agent in the capital. He stated, for example, in a letter of the 
9th of December 1831 that it was difficult to get an answer to the question, because 
the government was so cautious about foreign interference. But he did not say how 
many times he had conversed with them about that topic.705 In September 1832 he 
stated again that he had conversed with the Malagasy government about a renewal 
of the “Equivalent” given to Radama, which would probably open for an agent 
again.706 In a letter in January 1833 he stated that there was nothing new about the 
requested agent,707 but in November the same year he expressed a hope that the 
government would soon be willing to accept an agent as he had repeatedly 
recommended.708 In January 1834 he asked for instructions from the new governor 
regarding this question, because he had just been under the necessity of stating to 
the principal officers that it was still the wish of His Majesty’s government that an 
agent should reside in Antananarivo as formerly.709And in February 1834 he also 
stated that he had expressed the former Governor Colville’s willingness to make 
some annual presents to the queen, equivalent to that formerly given to Radama, if 
she would accept a resident agent again, and he continued: 
“Her Majesty’s Officers have within the last few days called on me again in 
reference to the same subject, and I have again stated to them, for the 
Queen’s information & guidance the exact impact of Sir C. Colville’s letter of 
Sept. 1831 addressed to myself. The officers of the Queen desired me, at the 
same time to assure His Excellency, Sir Wm. Nicolay of the very friendly 
disposition of the Queen and of Her majesty’s Government at large towards 
the British Government. 
In my last communication I also intimated, wishing H.E. to be in possession of 
all the facts being on the case, that some subtle intimations had been made to 
this Government to induce the Queen not to accept an Agent. And I fully 
intended explaining this more minutely and actually drew up on another sheet 
what I am now about adding in this, - but which, on consideration, I detained 
for the time, nor would I convey it now but from a convection of its imperious 
necessity. The passage I kept back are as follows: “It will however excite the 
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surprise and regret of H.E., when I assure him, that those intimations have 
come from a British subject, and he too - a member of our Mission, at least 
one who has been so for many years ‘till about the present time, and who 
received from His Majesty’s Government at Mauritius, under the administration 
of Sir R. Farquhar a monthly allowance as a Missionary for a length of 
time”.710 
Obviously Freeman has been a very active agent for the governor of Mauritius in this 
case, as he also was in accusing Griffiths of working against British interests. Thus 
he greatly politicised their differences in his pro-British engagement. In another letter 
he expressed a willingness to render any service for the governor’s political aims, 
and offered his aid to fulfil any of the British agent’s duties.711 Before Governor 
Colville left Mauritius he informed Freeman that the British government had decided 
to recognise and pay him as interim agent: 
“I therefore take this opportunity of informing you that in the absence of a 
regular agent and so long as you shall continue to communicate with the 
Colonial Government, His Lordship The Secretary of State has consented to 
make you an allowance, to cover the additional expenses and trouble, which 
this devalue on you (---) that allowance I have fixed at the rate of one hundred 
pounds a Year, reckoning from the period when you returned from the Cape of 
Good Hope; and the same will be paid to your agents here, upon their 
producing the requisite power or authority to receive it”.712 
Being paid £100 each year, which was a good additional income for Freeman, might 
have induced him to work even more for the British interests. Nevertheless it was no 
wonder that he a little later expressed a fear that the Malagasy government 
suspected the missionaries of a form of spying on the state of the country and the 
proceedings of the chiefs,713 because that was exactly what he himself had done. 
 
Free trading at the coast 
Freeman also interfered in the discussion about the trading conditions at the 
coast. In a letter to the governor in December 1831 he referred to the fact that he had 
heard that an order was issued that cattle and rice should be sold to the traders in 
exchange for powder and muskets only.714 One month later he wrote that the traders 
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in Tamatave had sent a petition to the queen about the impossibility of the new 
trading regulations, and this letter had been forwarded through Griffiths and himself. 
Freeman had also conversed personally with the leading members of the 
government, but could not get any other answer than a short letter to himself and 
Griffiths, telling him that the queen had written to the governor, and the law could not 
be changed.715 He supposed that the Malagasy government needed some supplies 
in order to augment the army, but he was suspicious if it was rather a policy designed 
to annoy the traders and force them to leave the country. In fact this last scheme 
became clearer and clearer in the following years, and the mighty Hova families took 
over most of the trade on the eastern coast. In a memorial of the Secretary of State 
for the Colonies, Mr. Stanley, Edward Baker explained that those problems were 
caused by the French attack in 1829-30. Many traders lost considerable property in 
that war, and when they claimed compensation from the Malagasy government, 
which was also promised them, their claims were extremely high: 
“It was doubtless therefore, to prevent the recurrence of such claims, by 
causing their own people, (who could not claim compensation) to carry on the 
traffic with foreign nations, that the Government enacted this law”.716 
The interesting point to my study might be that Freeman engaged in a discussion 
with the Malagasy government about this question as if he was a regular political 
agent, not only in forwarding the petition from the traders but also in writing to the 
queen urging the justice of such claims.717 That should certainly augment the 
government’s suspicions against him. In April 1832 he stated that the government 
had succeeded in getting a great stock of powder, and they bought a considerable 
number of firearms from the Americans who traded in Majunga.718 The governor at 
the same time wrote a letter to the queen objecting seriously against the trading 
regulations, requesting the authenticity of the queen’s last letter and stating that her 
advisers must have acted on the basis of very erroneous information when they 
recommended to her such a sudden discontinuation of the export commerce: 
”The Government of His Britannic Majesty is not in the habit of trafficking in 
arms or Gunpowder, any more than in any other article - and does not permit, 
to its subjects, any large depot of the two former in its colonies, so that what, 
now becomes wanting for the carrying on of their long accustomed Trade with 
Your Majesty’s Ports, is equivalent to the breaking off of all intercourse 
between the two Islands, and will force Mauritius to open a more active Trade 
with the Arab Coasts –“719 
                                                                                                                                        
regulation seem to indicate some want of arms, and I shall be glad if Y.E. finds that nothing else is exchanged for them more 
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But neither the governor’s letter nor Freeman’s political arguing could in a short time 
change the decision of the government. In October 1832 Freeman wrote again to the 
governor that there was nothing new about the government’s intentions on the 
subject of the restriction on trade, but probably they still needed arms and 
ammunition since they were in the process of augmenting the army. He later said 
that he had been very active, trying to convince them of the impoliteness of their 
interruption of the trade.720 He also wrote a letter to the Malagasy government in May 
1833 about the prosperity for the country of having a free trade and the importance of 
their maintaining a friendly intercourse with their British ally.721 
But all efforts of Freeman and the governor were in vain, until Freeman late in 1833 
brought back a letter from the Minister for the Colonies in London, Lord Goderich, 
together with a new letter from the governor, when he returned from Mauritius. In the 
answer to Governor Nicolay the Malagasy government then announced that the trade 
should now be carried on, as before, and only the taxes and duties ought to be paid 
in muskets and gunpowder.722 Thus the two parties finally solved the difficult political 
question peacefully. But both Freeman’s engagement in the case and his being the 
bearer of those official letters from British authorities, should leave no doubt that he 
was materially involved as envoy from the British government in Mauritius. 
 
Smallpox vaccination 
Freeman also provoked the government unintentionally when he in Tamatave 
on his way to Mauritius in July 1833 vaccinated the British trader, Mr. Reddington, 
and his family against the smallpox. He went to Mauritius in the hope of meeting his 
wife there on her way back from England, because it was planned that she should 
follow Edward Baker and his wife on their journey to Madagascar. Mrs. Freeman did 
not follow her husband back to Madagascar when he returned in 1831, because her 
health was still poor. Instead she went to England with their children, and Mr. 
Freeman had written many letters in the previous years urging her return to 
Madagascar. Unfortunately his hope was broken when he arrived in Mauritius by 
letters telling that both his wife and the Baker family had deferred their return till the 
next year.723 But I suppose he had also some political consultations with the governor 
and his secretary during his stay in Mauritius. On his way back to Antananarivo he 
was detained in Tamatave for several weeks, because it was reported to the queen 
that by the vaccination of Mr. Reddington and his family, he had purchased 
something to give them smallpox. The answer from the government to Freeman’s 
explanations was a question sent down to Tamatave, demanding him to name the 
officer who had authorized him to vaccinate. As he had never asked for any 
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authorization, he was obliged to answer that no one had authorized him. In his view 
all the trouble was caused by ill will from some officious Malagasy because he 
considered that there was actually no law prohibiting such vaccinating, as he wrote to 
Captain Dick: 
“Vaccination was introduced, as you are most probably aware, by the late 
James Hastie Esq. British Agent, and had never been disallowed from that 
term to the present. Finding some lymph therefore just arrived (sent by the late 
Mr. Telfaire) I had no hesitation in complying with Mr. Reddington’s request to 
apply it to his family. (---) For a straigt-foreward mind the thing carries its own 
confutation. I never heard of any authority being requisite, - & of course never 
appealed to any. There is now a law made against vaccination in the Country, 
but there was none at that time. I now await a second reply from the 
Government at Antananarivo, but as it may be equally indefinite as the former 
one, & I may yet be detained here a few weeks longer ‘til the rainy & fever 
season (---) and then, should it be quite agreeable to his Excellency’s views, I 
think it would be highly useful in bringing the case to a favourable issue, if 
H.E., would address a few lines to Her Majesty –“.724 
But certainly Freeman had not been cautious enough, since he did not know the 
whole history of the smallpox vaccination in Antananarivo. As shown in chapter 2.3.3 
it was not Hastie who introduced this kind of vaccination, but Mr. Brown – the British 
Agent in Tamatave – who visited the capital in Hastie’s absence. He vaccinated 
Radama and about a hundred persons after the king’s request, but the vaccine must 
have been defective and the smallpox attacked both Radama and many of the other 
vaccinated persons. The king survived but a great number died in the epidemic that 
followed, and Radama prohibited further smallpox-vaccination to the Malagasy. 
Obviously Freeman did not know the prohibition given by Radama in 1820. And 
probably the Europeans had not been inflicted by the said law, and therefore allowed 
to vaccinate their own children. But since Mr. Reddington was married to a Malagasy 
woman it is possible that his family were considered as Malagasy. After Freeman’s 
affair all vaccination was prohibited – even to the European children. 
As we saw in the last quotation Freeman asked the governor to write a new 
letter to the queen complaining of the government’s bad conduct against a British 
subject residing amongst them. Captain Dick soon answered his proposal, and even 
though Freeman in the meantime had reported that he had got permission to proceed 
to the capital, Dick sent him the letter from the governor, as he deemed it useful to 
show the Malagasy authorities that the governor was aware of their bad treatment of 
British subjects residing in Madagascar.725 Freeman later answered Dick that he did 
not lay the letter before the authorities because the queen had behaved so kind and 
friendly to him after his return to the capital. He was also afraid that she would not 
like to know that he had written to Mauritius and complained to the governor about 
her government’s proceedings.726 
 
Communicating with the Queen 
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Freeman often complained about the fact that nobody was allowed to speak 
with the queen, neither foreigners nor Malagasy. When he dealt with the other 
questions mentioned above, he proposed that an embassy from Mauritius should be 
sent to Madagascar to speak gently with the government, even though he did not 
think they should obtain an interview with the queen.727 Later he stated that even an 
embassy from the King of England could not suspect to be allowed to see her.728 
Only the officers decided what questions could be laid before the queen, and since 
nobody except a few superior officers were allowed to converse with her, it was 
difficult to know if the decisions made really came from the queen. And letters neither 
were allowed taken into the courtyard, nor could the queen read them herself. The 
officers who opened the post then could present what cases they wished to her, and 
Freeman stated that it was demonstrated that in some cases messages had been 
falsified both to and from the sovereign.729 And later Freeman told the governor that 
the queen did not really know that the new missionary, Atkinson, was expelled from 
the country: 
“Your Excellency will have heard long in this, of Mr. Atkinson, one of our 
members having been required to leave the Country, as the Queen did not 
accept his services any longer. I have since been most credibly informed that 
the Queen know nothing of the measure till he had actually left, - and then it 
was intimated to her, that it was his own wish & request to leave! I do not 
name this as a circumstance of any importance to Your Excellency in itself. - 
But as an illustration of the state of affairs, and of the mode of conducting 
business. The Sovereign’s name is used by the party that may happen to have 
the effrontery, or the meanness to do it, for any purpose that may answer their 
views at the time. And it appears to me to show that but little confidence can 
be placed in any of the professions of a Government thus constituted. There 
cannot be confidence, - for there is no security as to any permanency with 
order of things. Up to the present period, no change has taken place in the 
search of obtaining communications with the Sovereign, and its limitations I 
have already explained to Y.E”.730 
This observation corresponds well with many others telling us that the primarily 
cause of the problems the Christians and the Europeans met was not the queen 
herself, but the Men in Power who reigned in her name. 
Instead of having a British embassy visiting Antananarivo Freeman soon could 
inform the governor that the Malagasy government was in the process of sending an 
embassy to Mauritius: 
“It is hinted here that a deputation or Embassy is about to be sent to Mauritius 
to converse with Your Excellency on some point of importance. I presume 
there are two or three topics in contemplations, and I merely name them, - not 
to prepare Y.E’s mind for the discussion, but just to intimate the subject talked 
about here. The state of commerce, - especially the Law respecting the 
importation of arms & ammunition, will most likely come under review. The 
contemplated attack of the French on the Coast, - so reported, is perhaps 
another point; - and a third I expect is some alluding to the report of a British 
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vessel of War having been round to the Johanna Islands, - to visit a relative of 
the late Radama etc. 
I have no doubt this Government wishes to retain the friendship of the British 
Government, - especially if danger were likely to arise in any quarter, and 
which could be superseded by English interference & goodwill. To secure the 
latter many fair concessions and promises may be made. But there has been 
from the commencement of this reign a superciliousness about the 
Government that requires a check. Their disclaiming to acknowledge 
communications, - and their despotic manner of arranging all their affairs with 
foreigners, are proceed ness unworthy of the grade of civilization to which they 
have attained; and though too proud to receive advice, it may yet do them 
good to be lectured a little on their gross want of courtesy & propriety”.731 
When the proposed embassy visited Mauritius they got a cool reception there, 
perhaps in some way caused by Freeman’s reports, while they on their way home 
were courteously received in Bourbon. But Freeman concluded that flattery may 
create suspicions and therefore he was well pleased with the governor’s conduct, 
even though he was a little annoyed about the French courtesy.732 Freeman also 
regretted that the French army had made so miserable an attack on the east coast 
three years ago. They should either have done nothing or done the work more 
effectively, because the troops of Madagascar were neither formidable nor 
despicable. But the French despised them, underrated their abilities and were 
punished for their temerity, he stated: 
“Had they humbled this people a little, it would have done them good, - had 
they made them respect European skill, power & resources it had been of 
service to the broad interest’s of Humanity. But the very reverse is the case, 
and semi-civilized Malagasy look with haughtiness on the French, and are 
wonderfully elated with their own newly discovered magnanimity”.733 
If anybody in power had known about Freeman’s wishes that the French army should 
have humbled the Malagasy people a little, his political career would perhaps have 
soon been troubled. However they could know more about him than he fancied, 
because of the differences between the brethren.  
 
Political support of the Missionaries 
The differences between the Missionaries became more and more dangerous 
and gave the discussion a more political tone as the time passed by. When Griffiths 
in the first month of 1834 got his second recalling from LMS, the temperature of the 
quarrel augmented fiercely. All the Europeans were gathered to hear the queen’s 
message about Griffiths, stating that if the King of England called him home she 
would not detain him, but if he was recalled by his equals (i.e. the directors of LMS), 
she would neither detain him nor force him to go. In the discussion after this 
message General Brady and two French gentlemen who had newly arrived there 
argued: 
“- that as the King of England had not sent out Mr. Griffiths, and in fact, know 
nothing about him, the Queen could  have no blame in the event of Mr. G’s 
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remaining in Madagascar. Mr. G. added that so far from the King censuring 
the Queen for keeping him in the Country, the Missionary Society & the British 
Government were at variance. 
We replied, that though it was true, we were not sent out by the King of 
England, and that must probably the King had never heard of our names, yet 
the Society was perfectly known to the King & Government and was acting in 
entire conformity with the principles and laws of the British Government. And 
that with regard to the Mission in Madagascar in particular, so far from their 
being in variance in the case, it had always had the sanction and support of 
the British Government both at home and in Mauritius, in proof of which, we 
said, the first Missionaries had been sent here by the expense of the British 
Government, (all their expenses from Port Louis to Tananarivo were defrayed 
by the Government at Mauritius & and particular recommendation were given 
them by Sir R. Farquhar to introduce them to Radama,) that further, the 
Government at Mauritius had made a monthly allowance to the Missionaries 
and artizans for a long time after their arrival in Madagascar; - that the 
Malagasy youth who were sent to England for instruction, were placed by the 
British Government under the care of the Missionary Society, but all their 
expenses were defrayed by the Government. These things we thought were 
sufficient to show that there existed a perfectly friendly understanding between 
the Government, and the Society. (---)  
It appears to me, that to represent our Society as at variance with the British 
Government, is an injustice to us on the spot, because it involves the 
conclusion that we also in some way, are inimical to the British Government, 
and so it tends to withdraw from us a broad shield of protection, besides 
diminishing the respect the natives might otherwise entertain for us; - 
advantages which we can ill afford to spare among a people scarcely more 
than semi-civilized”.734 
From this letter I learn that Griffiths and his new French friends, M. Droit and M. 
Laborde, provoked the missionaries into stating how close their connection with the 
British interests and politics were. They felt that Griffiths insinuation of the LMS and 
the British government being at variance, was a lie and an unjust accusation against 
them all. Therefore they professed a very close connection to the British authorities, 
the first missionaries being sent to Madagascar at the expense of the British 
government and also being supported by the same government for a lot of years. 
Their proving that they worked under the care and protection of the British 
government would normally have secured them respect from the Malagasy people 
and government. But in the actual context it could also manifest the suspicions from 
the same government that the missionaries were British envoys more than Christian 
evangelists. Therefore I think this event may have prompted the government to be 
much more sceptical and unfriendly than before. Their statements about their close 
connection with the British authorities might therefore be a very important cause 
behind the fact that the Malagasy government in the span of one year prohibited all 
their work, and forced them to leave the country. 
When Freeman was at the point of leaving the field, he still expressed his wish 
to be a British envoy or an important political person, when he in a letter to Captain 
Dick begged that there should be a Ship from the government of Mauritius (for 
example a Sloop of war) waiting for him in Tamatave to take him to Mauritius in order 
to show the Malagasy government that the missionaries were under the protection of 
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the British government.735 Certainly he argued that such a measure would be useful 
for the colleagues who should remain for some months in the country, but in fact it 
shows his interest of being accepted as an envoy from the British government. As far 
as I can see, his wishes were not granted, and he was obliged to seek a passage 
with a trading vessel like all the others. 
Freeman had mixed his role as Senior Missionary with his role as British 
envoy in a way that made him most suspicious and hated in the eyes of the 
Malagasy government. In that way he had badly injured the missionary cause and 
the young Christian church. Edward Baker, who stayed behind together with David 
Johns when the other left, confessed that he was glad that Freeman left the field at 
that moment: 
“With regard to Mr. Freeman, although no one more highly values his 
energetic and extensive service here than I, yet I think it was more expedient 
that he should leave at the present time – because his departure will 
demonstrate to the Govt how deeply we are affected by their change of policy 
& because if they are at all disposed to moderate their unfounded jealousy of 
us, his departure will aid to accomplish that moderations, as circumstances 
& use F’s sake or manners (not certainly any one of his acts) have directed a 
great portion of this jealousy against him”.736 
Thus Baker confessed that Freeman at that time was the most unpopular missionary 
in the view of the Malagasy government. From all we have discussed in this chapter 
it should not be surprising if it was his political engagement that caused this 
unpopularity. The government probably felt their suspicions against the missionaries 
- that they were political envoys more than evangelist - was proved in his case, and 
therefore they enjoyed his departure from Madagascar. 
 
5.2.3 Great British pressure against Griffiths 
 I explained in chapter 5.2.1 that the differences between Griffiths and his 
colleagues disturbed their work and allowed their enemies late in 1831 to close the 
administration of the sacraments to the Malagasy. Only Edward Baker, who had 
lodged in Griffiths’ house in the first years after his arrival in Antananarivo, still 
professed a close friendship with him, even though he expressed a wish of being 
neutral and keeping friendly relations with both parties. 
The affairs were complicated, but there were no great problems arising in the 
first half year in 1832. Even seemingly straightforward concerns resulted in problems. 
When Baker asked the missionary committee (Griffiths, Johns and Freeman) to 
augment his salary from £ 100 to £ 150 per annum because of the higher costs he 
encountered when living alone after having left Griffiths’ house,737 they were only 
able to decide that each of them should write their opinion home to the Board of 
Directors.738 In their letter to the directors all of them agreed that Baker should have 
an additional sum, but some murmured that they would all need a higher salary, or 
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queried whether Baker should be paid for doing work other than printing, since he 
had argued that he needed more money because he was preaching and teaching 
and doing a deacon’s duty.739 
Chick was strongly troubled by Griffiths’ behaviour at that time and he accused 
him of having advised two of his apprentices to desert their work. With the help of 
some officers the two men were ordered back to work, only causing one of them to 
inform the queen of Chick’s having struck him with iron. Luckily there were many 
witnesses who could state that the accusation was false.740  Chick was also troubled 
about with work at that time, because he was on course to finish his former project 
and therefore needed a new contract with the government. But after Griffiths’ 
accusation the year before that the artisans were cheating the Queen for money in 
their contracts, the government was not willing to make lucrative contracts any more. 
Chick’s new contract was to last for about 4 years, and the government proposed 
$300 per annum, which was only 1/3 of his proposal. He was forced to sign the 
contract, since he had no real choice. The only two alternatives he could see were to 
make the best agreement possible – or leave the country. He therefore asked LMS to 
grant him a minimum salary if he encountered pecuniary problems with this new 
project, because he had a family with 5 children etc.741 And since Cameron’s and 
Chick’s projects was the best guarantee for the whole body of missionaries to be 
allowed to stay, they accepted his wishes.  
 
The first recalling of Griffiths 
 An important letter from the Board of Directors arrived in the beginning of June 
1832 and changed the relative peace that had existed in the last five months. In that 
letter the directors ordered Griffiths to leave the field as soon as possible, and they 
gave him the choice if he wanted to go to Cape Town and work in the LMS mission 
there or return home to England.742 Griffiths had just two weeks before the arrival of 
that letter, written to the directors telling them that since Baker was going to England 
in the course of two months, he had resolved to send Mrs. Griffiths and their 
daughters home with him, as he himself thought it his duty to remain at his post even 
if somebody wished to drive him away. He also stated that it was for the sake of the 
poor heathens he would stay, since his leaving would certainly be most injurious to 
the whole mission.743 
 Certainly the recalling from the directors created bad feelings in him, 
especially since he was aware that the other pastors were waiting for that act.744 His 
replay to the writers seems satisfactory but it also opened for other solutions: 
“Dear Sirs, I Embrace this opportunity of acknowledging the receipts of your 
letter of Aug. 31st 1831 which was duly received on the 4th Inst. – After sixteen 
days’ prayer and serious meditations I have resolved to comply with your 
commands and injunctions as far as it lays in my power. – Though I shall be a 
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great sufferer in temporal affairs I intend to leave, if the Lord permit, this good 
season as you have so peremptorily ordered me to leave without delay. (---) 
Perhaps the Directors will see and be convinced ‘ere long that my plans, 
labours and endeavours have been accepted by the Lord and approved of by 
the Government here”.745 
Certainly it was not easy for the Board of Directors to lead the mission in 
Antananarivo when letters took 9 months to arrive there. However the directors had 
now thrown the dice, and Griffiths was on course to cross the border to an area not 
under their direction any more. The pious and obedient letter he sent them as answer 
left no doubt that he had wished for another solution, stating that the directors must 
have been misinformed about his role, and that they soon could be happy to avail 
themselves of his knowledge and his established friendship with the Malagasy 
government and people, and he added that surely their letter would require much 
explanation before it could be effected. And the postscript closing his letter shows a 
man’s will more than an obedient worker:  
“P. S. The Lord seems to have answered my prayers for getting my children to 
England for education and I feel secretly persuaded that this God whom I 
serve and the Saviour whom I trust, will open a wide door of usefulness for me 
yet in Madagascar and for the conversion of these Heathens that perish for 
lack of knowledge”.746 
The Malagasy twins, who had studied in England and were now named Rahaniraka 
and Rafaralahy, engaged in writing to their friend amongst the directors, Rev. 
Arundel, soliciting LMS to revise the decision of recalling Griffiths, because no 
Malagasy individuals had ever complained about his behaviour, and they considered 
him as the best missionary on the field etc.747 A year or two before, the other 
missionaries had expressed a very critical view of the twins and named them as their 
adversaries who openly criticised the mission etc, but now they had joined Griffiths’ 
church though not yet baptised, and it was said that they didn’t fail to join the public 
service in Sundays as often as possible. 
 Freeman, who had got his will through the recalling of Griffiths, took a haughty 
tone and declared that certainly the government would soon have sent him away 
anyhow and his colleagues knew that he could not stay much longer. Although 
Griffiths had shown level-headedness and cooperation after the said letter arrived, 
Freeman was glad he would soon leave, because if he were allowed to stay there, 
LMS would never get any new missionaries authorised by the government.748  
This last accusation was caused by the case of Theophilus Atkinson. When 
Atkinson and his family arrived in Antananarivo in the late 1831 together with 
Freeman, they only got a one-year’s permission to stay in the country. For a long 
time the government would not answer his requests of a permanent permission to 
stay, but in May 1832 Johns, Freeman and Atkinson were summoned for the 
decision in the case. They brought Cameron and Chick with them to the meeting 
because they were considered to have the greatest weight and influence with the 
government. But all their arguments that Atkinson should teach the foundation of 
knowledge in a new way necessary for the progress in arts and mathematics etc, did 
not gain, because the officers replied that all this was merely “taratasy” (=paper i.e. 
reading etc) and they did not need any more of that kind. If Atkinson could not teach 
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anything practical and new – like founding cannons or painting portraits – he would 
be better to go home, since the year given him was now terminated.749  
When the missionaries saw that there was no hope of a change, Atkinson 
agreed to leave the country.750  But they were much concerned about the leadership 
in the country as expressed in Atkinson’s letter: 
“It is the opinion of many, that it is not the Queen who is unfriendly to us, but 
the Officers of the Government. They however have the management of all 
the affairs of state, and they merely follow their own will – the Sovereign is 
little more than a name. They use her name to sanction their measures, but 
make her acquainted with them or conceal them from her, as may best suit 
their purpose. It is now a question whether the Queen knows any thing at all of 
the present measures respecting us”.751  
Freeman later stated as certain that the queen did not know anything about the affair 
before Atkinson was on his way down to Tamatave, and then it was presented to her 
that he left of his own free will.752 The missionaries thought that Griffiths had caused 
the expulsion of Atkinson by asking the queen if she considered it to be right of LMS 
to send out a new missionary at the same time as they recalled him - the 
experienced veteran. And thus, in the view of the other missionaries, he was 
responsible for the new situation in which no new missionary was allowed to come to 
the field as long as he would be in the country.753 
 The case of Atkinson also threw a gloomy aspect over Canham’s work. When 
his tanning project did not succeed, he was requested to keep a school in 
Ambohimandroso – a village situated 10-15 miles to the west of the capital. He 
worked with great skill both in the teaching of the children and in the preaching to the 
adults, and when the mission was in need of more pastors the missionaries asked 
the permission of the Board of LMS to ordain Canham and change his status from 
missionary artisan to an ordinary missionary. When this permission reached 
Antananarivo in the first half of 1832, Canham was soon ordained and acknowledged 
in his new status.754 Canham also communicated his appointment as missionary to 
the queen by a letter to the chief officer Ravononahitra (or Rainiharo as he mostly 
was named), and he got a friendly letter in answer. But Canham and his friends were 
uncertain how to understand this letter since his appointed time of ten years was 
actually running out about that time:  
“We do not see either approbation or disapprobation in the reply, she merely 
thanks me for letting her know of it. My ten years are up including the time 
occupied in visiting England, and if the Govt adheres strictly to that term I am 
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liable to be ordered home as well as another. (---) It will no doubt be very 
painful to the Directors to hear of Mr. & Mrs. Atkinson leaving us so soon, we 
are all pained and grieved, as we think the conduct of Govt to him manifest a 
direct hostile feeling on the part of some in power against all Missionary 
labours”.755  
Hoping for the best, Canham worked in uncertainty a whole year, and the school and 
congregation in Ambohimandroso made good progress during that time – they were 
even proposing the building of a chapel on that place. But on the 5th of July 1833 two 
officers visiting him in Ambohimandroso brought him a message that the queen 
wished him to leave the country. After consulting Freeman, Canham wrote a 
respectful letter to the queen and begged her for another year - to be allowed to write 
to the directors of LMS and to arrange his affairs before leaving.756 Canham got the 
additional year he asked for, and he left Antananarivo the 17th of July 1834 with his 
wife and 3 children. The directors wished him to stay in Mauritius, but it proved 
difficult to work there since he did not speak French, and therefore he soon went to 
Cape Town to work in the LMS mission there. 
 Those two first expulsions of missionaries made it clear that the government 
did not wish to make many exceptions to the law fixing their stay to the said 10 years. 
Chick was allowed to stay a little longer since he and Cameron were engaged in 
projects for the government. And the great exception was Griffiths, who was allowed 
to stay for many years. Probably the government was interested in using him to 
check the other missionaries. Maybe they also had esteem for his work as trader in 
the capital and wished him to continue that work. Not astonishingly, Freeman 
expressed as his view that the expulsion of both Atkinson and Canham was caused 
by Griffiths because of his own struggle to be allowed to stay in the country. 
 The expulsion of Atkinson was a clear sign that within a few years the 
missionary work would come to a moratorium, and Freeman immediately wrote to the 
directors that they needed a new press to be sent out together with Baker, because 
the time allowed for their work was so uncertain: 
“In a few years, therefore, unless some change transpire in the meantime, no 
Missionaries will be left in Madagascar. (---) On this ground we are desirous of 
having the Scriptures (illegible) to the people without unnecessary delay” 757 
Freeman’s statement that the government would have sent Griffiths away in a short 
time anyhow, proved to be erroneous. While pretending to leave, and even sending 
some of his properties off to Tamatave, Griffiths worked hard to be allowed to stay. 
And in the middle of August 1832 he wrote home that as the queen detained him to 
work for her, he was not able to comply with the orders of the directors:758 His 
adversaries later argued that it was not the intention of the queen to detain him, but 
only to declare that she would not force him away, but by bribery and the fact that 
many of those in power owed money to him, he obtained orders to that effect. An 
examination of the letter from the queen, which Griffiths sent home as proof of the 
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queen’s will, shows no such orders. It is an standard letter like the letters given to all 
missionaries leaving the country – explaining that Griffiths had behaved well and had 
done much good – teaching the children and not offending the laws, etc.759 Thus the 
orders to remain in the country must have been given orally by the officers bringing 
him the letter, or they must be a fantasy or a lie made up by Griffiths, and certainly it 
is impossible to prove if he really received any orders. 
But Griffiths was well comforted with the sudden change created, declaring 
that his great sin must have been his want of paying deference to the opinion of 
others, but if he had violated any resolution agreed upon it must be because they 
were changing so often. And he also gave a warning to the directors: 
“You must not expect me to agree with them in opinion when I am convinced 
that theirs militates against the future prosperity of the Mission or would be 
disapproved of by Government. Here I take my stand, and if I had not taken 
my stand here I would have stumbled many years ago, and you have seen 
what prosperity I have had after Mr. Jones’ departure and while Mr. Freeman 
was away – And what check the Mission had on the latter’s return”.760 
In this letter Griffiths’ expressed clearly that he considered his own work and 
methods to be far better than those used by his colleagues, and that he even 
deemed his colleagues to be a check to his real aim. As I have already shown, the 
most prosperous period for the mission was from August 1830 to June 1831, and that 
corresponds well with the period when neither Jones nor Freeman was present in 
Antananarivo. But I found that there were some important political reasons for that 
progress, while it seems as though Griffiths believed that his work alone had caused 
the breakthrough for the Christian cause, and that colleagues had only ruined his 
efforts. In my view these are probably the proceedings and thoughts of a psychopath, 
and in some ways Griffiths’ behaviour in the 1830’s make me wonder if he was in 
psychical balance. Anyhow he fought his own battle to the bitter end.  
The twins applauded the decision of the queen, and proposed that the 
directors should write and thank her for permitting Griffiths to remain in her kingdom, 
because – as they argued – “by the missionaries’ efforts may this interesting Island 
soon be turned into a garden of the Lord”.761 Griffiths also wrote a long letter to 
Arundel – the only of the directors he knew personally – and expressed his view in 
strong words: 
“I will rejoice in the God that I adore, and trust in the Saviour that I serve and 
glory in the cross that I publish to these perishing Heathen. – Instead of 
destroying my influence and popularity in Madagascar they have been the 
means through their abuse of me of increasing it a thousand fold – Haman 
designed a gallows for Mordecai; but it was used for himself. (---) And I think I 
can adopt the language of the great Apostle of the Gentiles with much 
propriety: “By the grace of God I am what I am; and his grace which was 
bestowed upon me was not in vain; but I labour more abundantly than they all; 
yet not I, but the grace of God which was with me”. – No man shall stop me 
from this boasting in the regions of Madagascar. – Let no man think me a fool; 
if otherwise, yet as a fool receive me, etc. (---) The Madagascar Mission was 
on the point of its ruin when I was about to leave – some said: if we can not 
detain Mr.Griffiths, let all be sent away – we can get another man to make 
powder”.762 
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There is little left of the obedience to the directors found in his former letters, and 
obviously that was all hypocrisy until he gained a strong foothold in the said orders 
from the queen. Thinking himself almost invincible and not under the directions of the 
Board of LMS any more, Griffiths continued the path he had chosen – to the despair 
of his colleagues and the joy of the men in power. Soon after his decision to remain, 
the colleagues heard from friends that Griffiths had proposed to the queen to get out 
a new printing press, obviously because his colleagues had now excluded him from 
caring for the printing press, since he was recalled by the LMS. He assured the 
queen that he would give some money to buy a press and write to Baker about it. 
Probably he wished to use the money left from the School Society to that purpose, as 
he had not yet paid this money to the treasurer. But David Johns strongly opposed 
this idea in a letter to Arundel: 
“In my humble opinion, and, I believe, in the opinion of all the brethren, it will 
be far better for the Mission that Mr. Baker should stay at home than to bring 
out with him a press for private individuals or the Govt here, for such a press, 
no doubt, is intended and would soon put a stop to the press of the Society. I 
am sorry to say that Mr. G does every thing in his power to degrade in the 
eyes of the natives, the Society & every member of the Mission (except Mr. 
Baker), and has by various artifices and bribes, done more harm to us all than 
we ever expected, Baker alone support him. (---) There is nothing more 
acceptable with the Queen & her officers than a bottle of brandy or gin etc, 
and we understand that many a bottle has been given lately to them”.763 
Thus we find that the letter recalling Griffiths did not restore the peace, but only 
forced him to accelerate his own proceedings, using all means to promote his own 
case – to the despair of his colleagues. He also drew a bill of £15 on the LMS to the 
account of the expenses in sending his packages to Tamatave and getting them back 
again.764 But even though his colleagues were vexed by his different proceedings, 
they could join him in some proceedings of common interest. Late in October 1832 
Griffiths received a packet of letters from a Jesuit at the coast, telling him that a 
Catholic ambassador, Mr. Solage, had asked permission to go up to the capital but 
was still detained by the officers in Tamatave. Now he sent this packet of letters to be 
distributed to different persons whom he thought would be able and willing to help 
him. Griffiths brought personally such a letter to a French trader in his 
neighbourhood, and when the trader opened the letter there was enclosed a letter to 
the queen. Griffiths was allowed to read the letter to the queen (which was not 
sealed), and found that Mr. Solage had declared himself as an ambassador from the 
French king and the Pope – wishing to introduce and establish the Catholic Church in 
Madagascar. Griffiths immediately communicated his view in the case to his friends 
among the officers at court and he also contacted Johns and Freeman asking them 
to join him in a protest against the Pope’s messenger. To this they consented 
willingly and they joined in writing a letter to the government warning them not to let 
Mr. Solage visit the capital.765  
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 Mr. Solage, who seems to have tried to force his way up the country, was 
detained in Andevoranto for a long time not wishing to go back to Tamatave. The 
missionaries warned the government that the climate there was too unhealthy for a 
European in the bad season, but before anything could be done he suddenly died 
there.766 The Catholic Church later accused the Protestant missionaries of having 
caused his death, which they strongly denied, but Griffiths’ letter shows that in fact 
they tried to influence the Malagasy government not to receive him, and thereby 
might have caused his detaining in the unhealthy place. 
  
 The second recalling of Griffiths 
 The year 1833 passed without too much quarrelling, as the two parties worked 
each with their own projects and the government let them continue mostly as before. 
But in the beginning of 1834 Griffiths received his second recalling by a letter from 
LMS, where the directors renewed their desire that he should return home. They also 
addressed the queen on the subject stating their wish – in the same letter as they 
informed her of their appointing Canham to missionary or pastor in her country.767 
From Freeman’s letters to the Governor of Mauritius I find that this recalling must 
have arrived between his letters of the 3rd of January and the 26th of February - but 
probably in the first part of January.768 LMS also stopped Griffiths’ salary, even 
though they knew that this decision would not have a great effect since he already for 
a long time had earned his own money by trading. This second recalling from LMS 
provoked Griffiths greatly and the differences between himself and his colleagues 
become a real war, where also the Missionary Society was seriously attacked. 
Freeman wrote in the said letter to the governor the 26th of February 1834 that: 
“Mr. G. has however earnestly solicited of the Queen permission to remain in 
her country, and by misrepresentation of the Society and an influence 
obtained by highly improper means with some of the Queens advisers, he has 
succeeded in obtaining her answer, - “that she does not force him away from 
her Country, nor detain him; - that she allows persons, if they wish it, to remain 
in her Country, especially one who has done good to it; but that if his 
remaining would be the means of attaching any blame to her, by her friends 
across the water, (meaning the English Government), she much prefer that he 
should go home at once”. With this Cold permission Mr. G. resolves on 
remaining.” 
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Griffiths’ new strategy of “misrepresentation of the Society” should immediately be a 
threat not only to his colleagues and LMS, but also to all his own work and to the 
newborn church. But it looks like he did not discover until late in 1834 that his 
politicising of his cause, connected with an idolatrous government, was on train to 
destroy all his hopes and desires– and then it was too late to change his 
proceedings. 
 His colleagues, David Johns and John Freeman, on their side, tried to warn 
him by telling him that his efforts to discredit the mission and the missionaries would 
certainly lead him far astray and hurt him not only as a private individual and a 
missionary but also as a Christian, and they considered it to be a “criminal 
indifference” if they should not tell him about their views. In a long letter to him the 
21st of January 1834 they stated that in their opinion the missionaries now had 
reached an important crisis for the mission work in Madagascar, and that this crisis 
was caused by his actual efforts to discredit LMS in the eyes of the government. 
They also stated that he would certainly not to be able to care for his family as well 
as he wished, when he openly acted against the interests of his own Missionary 
Society, which was supposed to help him with the education of his children etc. They 
therefore proposed him to reflect seriously not only about his work but also about the 
future of his family and of his own spiritual life.769 On this last point they obviously 
tried to force Griffiths to consider whether his proceedings were actually in conflict 
with the Lord’s will and with his own spiritual life. This kind of spiritual arguing is very 
strong, and might be considered as manipulation by him who was concerned: 
“We affectionately entrant you to take a brief view of the case, - we are not 
judging your heart, but we ask you to do it for yourself and to hear the voice & 
remonstrance of conscience (---) Pardon us if we entrant you to place your 
hand upon your heart and say if it be with you now as it once was. Was there 
not a time when your faith were more favour and delight & humility and 
simplicity in drawing near to God in private than you do now? Was there not a 
time when your mind was more completely occupied with divine & eternal 
things than you are now? Was there not a time when the contemplation of the 
Redeemer and the glory of his Kingdom cheered and animated your heart, 
and formed the topic of your conversation more than now? Forgive us if we 
ask whether you do not find certain indulgencies incompatible with that peace 
serenity & spirituality of mind, without which our public service are either a 
drudging or (illegible) of official service? – We would not be uncharitable, nor 
deal in vague insinuations, and yet to say explicitly all we mean and all we 
feel, might seem uncharitable. – But let us ask, can a man whose soul is alive 
to God and the honour of the Saviour, consistently use freely of ardent spirits 
to the extent we fear it has gained in your habits? We do not say how the 
quantity received is disposed of by you, but to hint at this may be sufficient 
without entering into particulars, which cannot but come under our notice 
occasionally”.770 
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Their arguing that Griffiths used ardent spirits either for himself or, as alluded to in 
another letter, as bribery to secure influence through the officers in power, was a 
hard attack on his puritan character and would throw suspicions to his proceedings in 
the eyes of the directors. But their accusations became even stronger when they 
continued by asking about his politicising of his cause by depriving LMS of its honour 
and integrity: 
“Permit us to advert to your depreciation of the Society in the estimation of the 
Government, whether by representing it as at variance with the British Govt, or 
as inimical to the extension of education and knowledge in Madagascar, or as 
annoyed with you on account of your past services, or as wishing to limit & 
contract its future services for the Queen, - or as recalling you for the sake of 
any political investigations, - or as a self constituted Institution of 
comparatively little importance, - or as not entitled to the affectionate gratitude 
& confidence of the native Govt, or whatever may be the form of objection you 
raise to discredit it in the eyes of the Govt, - and on that basis to raise yourself 
and secure the confidence & exclusive friendship of the Queen & her people. 
We put it to your heart for ingenuous acknowledgement whether such 
proceedings be fair, just, mainly honourable or Christian like? That you may 
induce a belief in many such representations in the minds of the Queen’s Govt 
we hesitate not to admit. It is not difficult to act on the jealousy, the suspicions 
& the want of specific information & disinformation of the natives added to the 
obvious indifference about all the religious objects of our Society. But what 
then”?771 
This quotation shows many possible ways of disgracing LMS in the eyes of the 
Malagasy government, and I suppose they knew quite well that Griffiths had used 
most of them, especially after receiving the second letter recalling him. But what 
should be his reasons for doing such acts, and what could be the final result of such 
a politicising of the missionary cause? They put him the question and also tried to 
answer it: 
“To be the means of preventing good being done by others, will add terribly to 
our own account at a future day. To one observation respecting the criminality 
of interrupting the progress of the Society, on which is tantamount to the same 
thing, depreciating its character, and so of retarding the usefulness of others, - 
you will perhaps reply: Why should you then wish to induce me to abandon my 
post of usefulness in Madagascar? Why should you seek to interrupt my 
cause & prevent me from doing good? To this we can only reply that our 
deliberate conviction is: 1st That your present course is not an useful one, in as 
much as it cannot secure the smiles of God Holy Spirit. 2nd That your 
continuance in this course must not only sacrifice your own usefulness 
increasingly by undoing what you have formerly done, and placing stumbling 
blocks in the way of men, but must gradually deteriorate till you at last wonder 
that you could have been so seduced by a crafty enemy who destroy the 
Shepherds, that he may devour the flock. 3rd We are persuaded that your 
compliance with the instructions of the Directors is the only way to get yourself 
out of the present scare and your mind under God’s blessing restored to a 
proper time, and your future years rendered happy and zealous and holy and 
successful”.772  
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Through those and other words the two pastor colleagues tried to make him 
understand that the course he now followed was disastrous not only for the mission 
work at a whole, but also for his own sake and for the newly born Malagasy church. 
In particular the second point was prophetic, stating clearly that he was helping the 
wolf that would certainly soon destroy the shepherds and devour the small flock, 
which is exactly what happened within on year of this correspondence. Finally they 
told Griffiths that LMS offered to pay all expenses on his way home and help him with 
the education of his children, if he left this good season. But this offer from LMS 
would be the last one, and they therefore proposed to let two or three days roll by 
and just look over the arguments again before deciding in such a difficult case. 
For a time Griffiths was quiet, giving them no answer at all, but Freeman 
stated in a letter in the middle of February that they already knew only too well the 
reason of his quietness: 
“But the true reason of his silence has already been told us. He awaits a final 
answer from the Queen as to his application to be allowed to remain on place, 
and if he gets that, “he will send no such an answer (as Freeman & Johns 
demanded in their letter) and will cut up our letter all to pieces.” If however the 
Queen should not even make him to remain we feel it likely he will write a 
letter of a very different temper & profession. But what sincerity will then be 
there? He has shown the letter & spoken of it to others – on the impression of 
anger and ill will”.773 
Evidently Griffiths was not inclined to listen either to the recalling from LMS or to the 
brotherly advice from his pastor colleagues, but until he had secured permission to 
stay in the country as a free man, he was unwilling to cut the connections with LMS. 
When he was allowed to stay he continued his warfare against LMS and his brethren, 
and on the 1st of April 1834 he sent their letter to Ellis with a sharp note criticising 
them severely and declaring that they worked in the same spirit as the cardinals 
Frierius and Cajetan in their persecutions of Martin Luther.774 From that day he went 
further in working against the interests of LMS and his brethren by all means, and 
with too much success. Working energetically to promote his own affairs and weaken 
his adversaries, he made some attacks against the most popular LMS-connected 
personals, i.e. the artisans.  
 
 Griffiths promoted Jean Laborde 
In chapter 5.2.2 I explained that Griffiths had two French friends who argued 
for him in the discussion after his second recalling. At the same time Chick and 
Cameron were on course to finish the project of building a Powder Mill for the 
government, and therefore they strongly needed to get new projects in order to be 
useful for the government and thus being a guarantee for the whole body of 
missionaries to be allowed to stay in the country. They were now engaged in a 
discussion about the making of a Paper Mill, but the most valued project in the eyes 
of the government was the making of an Iron Foundry that could produce cannons for 
the Malagasy army and other useful things like iron pots etc. The government had 
already for a long time asked Cameron to engage in such a project, but he had 
hesitated. On the one hand, he considered the making of weapons or other warfare 
utensils as not complying with his duties as a missionary artisan, even though he had 
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already been forced to undertake the construction of the Powder Mill. On the other 
hand, there had been enough work to do without entering such an agreement.775 But 
now the situation had changed, and they were afraid that the proposed paper mill did 
not have high enough government priority, and therefore it was only by entering the 
proposed project of founding cannons they could secure a new large engagement 
and thus offer themselves and the missionaries a prolonged stay in the country. 
 Freeman relates that Jean de Laborde, one of the French gentlemen, had 
been headhunted from the coast a year earlier, and asked to undertake the project of 
making cannons. But the Malagasy government was not satisfied with his first 
appearance, because they thought him to be to violent in his behaviour, and that his 
proposal for contracts was too high. Therefore they still asked Cameron to enter the 
said engagement.776 In the meantime the two Frenchmen had engaged in a project of 
making muskets and teaching Malagasy apprentices to do so. In a letter to Captain 
Dick, the governor’s secretary, Freeman accused Griffiths of promoting the proposals 
of Laborde, trying to let him take the places of Cameron and Chick, and thus 
counteracting the missionary artisans and all British interests. That was the reason 
why Freeman so eagerly proposed that not only the governor of Mauritius but also 
the king’s government in London ought to send letters to the queen demanding 
Griffiths’ removal.777 I suppose Griffiths might not be aware that his promoting of the 
two French adventurers to replace Cameron and Chick was a deadly blow against all 
missionary work in the country – including his own work. In fact it was only by the 
goodwill created by Cameron’s and Chick’s work that the whole mission work was 
kept running, and Freeman was afraid that in the same moment the government 
observed that they could easily replace the artisans, all the missionaries including 
Griffiths would be placed in checkmate. 
Seeing the arrival of those two Frenchmen in the light of late Mr. Solage’s 
efforts to reach the capital and place a Catholic mission there, Freeman supposed 
that they were involved in a kind of Catholic expansion, trying to start an attack 
against the dominant Protestant mission.778 But I consider that idea to be wrong 
because, as far as I can see, the two adventurers, M. Droit and M. Laborde, were not 
engaged in any Catholic politics or expansion, but were only working for their own 
interests. It was not until new Europeans arrived in the middle of the 1850’s that 
Laborde was forced to promote the Catholic religion.  
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Cameron wrote in the middle of February 1834 about Jean Laborde and his 
first engagement with the Malagasy government: 
“About a year ago a Frenchman, said to be a founder, arrived here from the 
coast at the request of the Queen who sent for him with a view of making an 
arrangement with him for Casting Cannon &, but they found him to violent in 
his proceedings and withal to prevaricate in some essential points connected 
with the smelting of cast iron that they absolutely refused at length to have any 
thing more to do with him on that subject. Soon after this the Officers told me 
that they would wait for me to establish the Foundry as the Queen was to have 
nothing more to do with the Frenchman on the subject.779 
M. Laborde and M. Droit had later succeeded in securing a contract for musket 
making, but probably though Griffiths’ influence they now again entered the 
concurrence of being chosen for the project of founding cannons. M. Droit on his side 
was in the middle of June 1835 accused of violating some of the queen’s laws and 
sent out of the country,780 but M. Laborde succeeded in replacing the missionary 
artisans in every project, and he extended their work far beyond their former 
possibilities. 
For the missionary artisans and the missionaries the proposed project, 
including cannon making, was principally suspect to their puritan ideology and both 
Cameron and the missionaries wrote home to get LMS’s agreement before they 
dared to enter such a project. Cameron wrote that it would not bother him to start 
some cast iron industry for the government, but as the proposal included the making 
of cannons he wished to ask the directors judgement in the case: 
“And if the Directors should be of opinion that it would be improper for any one 
whom they have sent out to engage directly or otherwise in the making of 
Cannon, I think it would be my duty to decline it entirely, and if no other work 
could be found in the country, to proceed forthwith to some other place where 
work could be found.  
But if on the other hand the Directors should think that as it is perhaps 
impossible to bring an uncivilized people to any great acquaintance with 
European arts and manufacturing without at the same time bringing them to 
some acquaintance with the mode of making the European apparatus of 
warfare, it would be little more than a nominal distinction as to the result for the 
artizan to endeavour to advance such a people only in those things which are 
not used in war, and that therefore it would not be improper to take the 
opportunity of introducing the general work even though that particular branch 
should constitute a part of it – then, and as it seems in accordance with the 
wishes of the most of the numbers of the Mission here, I should have no 
objections to try the establishment of a Foundry &, for whatever articles might 
be wanted, as far as with the abilities applicable in the case, it might be found 
practicable. 
In case it should be judged proper to go on with the work, and the Government 
should pay money enough, then after making an agreement with the 
Government in the beginning of 1835, it would be best for me to proceed to 
England to attend for some month to the manufacturing of Iron, and if 
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necessary to look out for a working Founder to return with me in the beginning 
of 1837”.781 
This letter shows clearly that the artisans had principal problems in entering a project 
of making the European apparatus of warfare. But time had ripened and they were 
forced to choose if they should enter the said project or be forced to leave the 
country and seek other working places. The fear that Cameron and Chick should lose 
their contract with the Malagasy government explains why most of the missionaries 
applauded this plan. Johns and Freeman wrote at this time that they approved the 
project with great cheerfulness not merely from feelings of friendship towards 
Cameron himself, but from a conviction of the importance of the proposed work, in 
promoting the interests of the mission and the welfare of Madagascar.782 Probably 
they could have expressed their feelings by the famous words from Shakespeare’s 
Hamlet: “To be or not to be, that is the question”, because they knew too well that 
without Cameron’s engagement in projects for the government the mission work 
could very soon come to and end. In the said letter they also expressed a hope that 
the making of cannons might even open a door for some new missionaries to come. 
If they should put this plan into effect, it would be natural that Cameron wished to 
return to England before starting the project, and study the said manufacturing 
closely. He later proposed to take two Malagasy youths with him to get some 
education in the said profession. 
 In this context we must see Griffiths efforts to promote Laborde’s candidature 
to undertake the project of founding cannons to be a fatal blow against the 
missionary work. If the government got aware that Laborde could replace the 
missionary artisans in every thing they would be free to choose and no longer obliged 
to let the missionaries stay in the country. In that way they could easily start a 
persecution of the Christians if they wanted to do so. No wonder then that Freeman 
mobilized to get both the governor of Mauritius and the Home government in London 
to write to the queen demanding her to remove Griffiths. But before such letters could 
be received, all the Europeans in the capital were summoned to hear the queen’s 
message about Griffiths. Her messengers pronounced that she allowed him to stay in 
the country if not the British king himself should order him to return. In the discussion 
after the receipt of the message the two Frenchmen applauded the decision to give 
Griffiths permission to stay, and Griffiths himself read a passage from the directors 
letter stating that they desired him to go home, which was interpreted by he himself 
as: “They asked him to go home – if he liked it!” His colleagues stated afterwards that 
this interpreting was really false and disappointing.783 When the queen’s decision 
was known, Griffiths soon wrote a harsh letter to his colleagues and told them in a 
plain language of the negative feelings their letter last January had provoked in him: 
“On opening it I fully expected that you were seeking for peace, union and 
cordial cooperation in the work of the Mission on Christian principles, that the 
character you have lost might be retrieved and the good cause you have 
wounded might be healed, - but after perusing it I found to my great 
astonishment and disappointment, that it contained only false insinuations, 
wrong statements, uncharitable aspersions and feigned commiserations – It 
would have done an honour to your character and profession had you cheered 
a little more clear from presumption, malice and envy and paid a little more 
attention to the truth and correctness of your communications, for honesty with 
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the old adage is the best policy in all transactions. Had you paid attention to 
that principle you would have saved the Society to which you belong from 
disgrace, the character you profess from degradation, and the cause you 
pretend to promote from lasting dishonor amongst these young christians and 
pour heathens, but alas, every principle of humanity and christianity is entirely 
forgotten for actions speaks louder than words (---) I know of no law, nor do I 
intend to follow any, as the infallible rule of my moral conduct, but the one 
delivered in ten commandments on mount Sinai. – This law ever since I have 
been convinced of its divine authority, I have endeavoured by the grace of 
God to honor and obey”.784 
These and many other words used by Griffiths shows a religious fanatic – or a leader 
not knowing any authority for his work except his own ideas of God’s will. This kind of 
man, convinced of his own infallibility, always have proved to be impossible to 
cooperate with. And all the history of the LMS mission in Madagascar up to that time 
clearly underlines this fact, showing Griffiths’ willingness to sacrifice all principles of 
Christian cooperation, and of his own connection with the brethren and the society 
who sent him out, in the politicising of his cause. Obviously he thought that he was 
invincible and that he should succeed in making a Malagasy church of his own 
through the help of his many friends at court, if he only could get rid of his 
troublesome colleagues. But alas, his bright hope soon proved to be false because 
the leaders of the people showed a determined ill will against the new Christian 
religion and a strong decidedness to promote their own business by the means of the 
persecution of the Christians. 
His colleagues had made a last attempt to draw his attention to the risk he 
was running by the curse he followed, but that was all in vain. Now the two parties 
continued to care for their own work over the next ten months without quarrelling too 
much. As an intermezzo, Freeman said in a letter to the directors in January 1835 
that he had decided to stop the cooperation with Griffiths on the revision of the Holy 
Scripture. The missionaries had often explained that the first edition of the New 
Testament had too many faults, and the Malagasy Christians were obliged to ask 
many questions to understand the meanings of it. Therefore they had been working 
for a while making a revision of the New Testament. Griffiths had been useful in that 
work, even though he had created some uneasiness in the minds of the other 
members of the mission – especially Johns – but when Griffiths begged to get a high 
salary from LMS for his work, since he was no longer a member of the society, it was 
decided to preclude the cooperation. Freeman argued that as the Board of LMS 
neither regarded Griffiths as their missionary nor would pay his salary, it would be a 
fatal conclusion if they accepted him as a semi-missionary and agreed to pay a high 
salary for his revision work.785 This decision should not cause much disturbance 
since the government’s new policy soon made all such questions irrelevant, but it 
shows that the relations between the two groups of missionaries were still distant 
from brotherly cooperation. 
In the middle of June 1834 Canham and his family left Antananarivo after 
having made a second application for permission to stay in the country and only 
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receiving the same negative answer as last year.786 He had prepared to go directly to 
Cape Town, but on his way to the coast a letter from the directors reached the 
missionaries ordering him to wait on Mauritius for some time to see if there should be 
some favourable changes in Madagascar.787 But his stay on Mauritius soon proved to 
be disadvantageous for LMS because of the high living costs and the fact that 
Canham was not able to use the French language. We may also mention that Rev. 
Le Brun had just been forced to leave Mauritius and proceed to Cape Town and later 
to England because of the anti-British feelings in the country, caused by the future 
deliberation of all slaves, which should take place the following year (February 1835). 
Therefore Canham soon left for the Cape where he continued his missionary work 
under the care of Dr. Philips, the famous leader of the LMS mission there. Mrs. 
Satranabo, formerly Mrs. Hastie, also left Antananarivo in June 1834, going to Cape 
Town to place her and James Hastie’s son under the care of the missionaries there 
in order to give him a better education.788 The daughter of Johns and the son of 
Hovenden (his widowed mother now being married to Mr. Chick) were sent together 
with Mrs. Satranabo to Cape Town, their parents intending them to be brought up 
under the care of the missionaries there. Several of the missionaries had expressed 
their view that Madagascar should be the last place to let children be brought up – 
especially young girls – because of the bad influences they inevitably would get from 
the natives.789 
In Tamatave they met with other missionaries who were returning to 
Madagascar. Mrs. Freeman arrived together with Edward Baker and his wife. Even 
though Mr. Freeman met his wife there and assisted her on the journey up the 
country, she was attacked with dysentery and other sicknesses and soon it proved to 
be difficult for her to stay for a long time in the Malagasy climate. But as the 
government was on course to change their politics towards the mission, they soon 
cut short her stay in the country. Baker and his wife brought with them a new large 
printing press. The queen had already accepted to bring the press up to the capital 
and she had ordered the Governor of Tamatave to get bearers to do so.790 But 
because of a severe famine in the country and the fact that most of the people at the 
coast were ordered to work for the government in erecting new and stronger batteries 
or fortifications in several places, it proved to be difficult to get bearers even to carry 
the people, and the press and most of the missionaries’ luggage were left in 
Tamatave for several months. For the young couple it was difficult to leave the 
luggage behind791 but with the help of their friends they soon managed to establish 
their home in the capital. But they had to wait for a long time before the new press 
arrived and Baker was allowed to use it in finishing the printing of the Bible. 
As I have mentioned above, Freeman and Johns expressed their fear to the 
directors that Baker should be inclined to continue his friendship with Griffiths, and 
they concluded that LMS in that case should better let him stay home. Obviously the 
directors had discussed this question with the printer, for when he arrived he did not 
only join the majority group, but also tried to speak with his former friend and advise 
him to follow the orders of the directors. But his different arguments of economical, 
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theological and practical art, together with his friendly assuring that Dr. Philips had 
promised to create him a new station of work another place in Madagascar, were all 
in vain, because Griffiths assured him that he had some hidden reasons to stay, 
which Baker thought must be some agreements with the government.792 Thus Baker 
had chosen his place, and Griffiths was definitely isolated amongst the missionaries. 
But maybe Baker’s friendly advice had created some good feelings in Griffiths 
anyhow. Freeman wrote late in September 1834 that Griffiths had lately shown some 
small changes in his behaviour like expressing a wish of friendship with the other 
missionaries though he was not a member of LMS any more.793 The fact that they 
gave Griffiths nearly 400 copies of the book of Psalters when they distributed the first 
2000 exemplars might also have shown that his colleagues still regarded him as an 
important evangelist, even though his engagement with the LMS was broken. The 
British & Foreign Bible Society had printed these copies of the Psalters in England, 
and sent them out to Madagascar with Baker. The two groups also managed to form 
an agreement about how to dispose of the repository building, which earlier had 
caused so great difficulties. This agreement was signed by Griffiths and all the other 
missionaries and artisans the 15th of September 1834. They agreed to move the 
printing press from the Repository to Ambatonakanga, and to place the library in the 
eastern part of the Repository and let Griffiths dispose the western part of it for his 
trade.794 But still we do not know exactly why Griffiths changed his behaviour and 
became much more friendly against his brethren. May we suppose that he had found 
some reasons in the warnings he had received from his colleagues and the directors 
of LMS? Or had his intuition and secret information told him that his friends at court in 
the future would lose their influence and thereby throw his work into the most difficult 
persecutions? But alas! His small changes, even though they gave courage to his 
colleagues, came too late. He could not eliminate the harms his strong politicising of 
his cause had done to the mission work. 
 His colleagues on the other side expressed a great optimism for the coming 
year and a strong hope of progress in their work. Cameron had invited the 
government to send two youths with him to England to study cannon making, and he 
hoped that he should be engaged to superintend all the Malagasy industry for some 
years. He earnestly hoped that this engagement could allow some new missionaries 
to come.795 In their half year-report Johns and Freeman wrote on the 6th of November 
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1834 that the chapel at Ambatonakanga had been remarkably well attended, and 
they thought it requisite to put up a gallery in one end of it. Mrs. Johns had also a 
large Bible class of young women twice in the Sabbath & once in the week. Many 
people were listening to the word of God and becoming convinced of the truth. This is 
the finger of God, they said, and continued: 
“But we have raison to think that several are savingly converted to God, that 
many more are perfectly convinced of the folly of idolatry and divination & that 
great numbers are awakened to think & enquire. The form of error is subdued 
and the power of truth acknowledged. The preached word is listened to 
attentively, and the scriptures are earnestly sought and diligently examined.    
(---) He is raising up for himself his own instruments – giving them zeal and 
knowledge, imbuing them with love to the truth, and compassion for their 
Countrymen (---) And as a specific illustration of this point we may remark that 
in a district to the West of the Capital in a village about 60 miles distant, a 
small chapel have been lately erected by the zeal & devotedness of the 
natives, chiefly exerted, however, by the exertion of a pious female of whom 
we have ahead written to you. A very delightful spirit of enquiry is awakened in 
that district, and several of the adult natives, men of rank & importance in their 
stations conduct prayer Meeting and engage themselves in these exercises    
(---) Another chapel is also being erected in a district to the South, perhaps 
120 miles distant. Public worship, chiefly for prayer and reading of the 
Scriptures, is held in many distant parts of the Country”.796  
Their optimism seems great and well founded since their work had now created such 
sincere faith in the hearts of the Malagasy. Obviously the women were also greatly 
involved in the progress, and Freeman especially mentioned Mrs Chick with her 
sewing class and Mrs. Johns’ Bible class for woman, expressing a wish of asking 
Mrs. Johns to visit the Vonizongo district “to raw up the hearts of the Vonizongo 
female”.797 Also Mrs. Canham had made a valuable work in Ambohimandroso before 
they were forced to leave in the middle of the year. The two new chapels mentioned 
in this letter, signified the progress the Christian faith had done in distant places. The 
one that was placed about 60 miles to the west must be some place in the Vonizongo 
district, but the one placed about 120 miles to the south should be at one of the four 
places in Vakinankaratra where the mission had built schools, i.e. Betafo, Mahaiza-
Manjaka, Antananarivo or Antanamanjaka (chapter 4.3.1) - but I have not uncovered 
any instances where the location of those new chapels is disclosed. 
 Even more sanguine than this half year-report are the hopes and expectations 
expressed by Freeman in a letter to Ellis at the same time, where he wrote that Ellis’ 
deep interest in the cause of God in Madagascar had brought him much fear and 
hard work, but now Freemen wished to comfort him: 
“I am not disposed at all to adopt a desponding tone in this communication, I 
think we have abundant cause to thank God and take courage. (---) God is 
giving testimony to the word of his grace. He is making known the riches of his 
mercy – a turning over from darkness into light, and from the power of Satan 
into God’s. I do not wish to express myself in exaggerated terms, - as to 
awaken a sanguine expectation in your breast – that this large island is 
immediately to be converted into the garden of God. Alas! The marks of 
desolation are yet distinct (---) But there is a transformation going forward, - 
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there is followed ground ploughed up, - much immortal seed has been cast in 
– and could it perish there? Immortal seed perish? Oh no! It is springing up – 
and bearing fruit, - and some of it is very lovely – and it promises to be 
abundant. It will fully verify the Saviours word – “some sixty fold, some 
hundred fold”.798 
Freeman’s word should prove to be right: The immortal seed should not be 
destroyed. But before it could yield one hundred fold it should suffer much from the 
adversaries of God in a 26 year long suppression of the Christian faith in 
Madagascar. 
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5.3 “The dark years” 
Even today, in the new millenary, Malagasy Christians talks about “Ny andro 
maizina” (the dark days) or “Fahamaizina” (when it was dark) when they think about 
the time their forefathers were persecuted for their Christian faith. And churches 
founded secretly in the dark years are still extremely proud of their heritage – just like 
a Christian who can prove that one of his forefathers was already a Christian in those 
dark years. Many historians might have underestimated these proud feelings created 
by the resistance made by the poor Christians against a despotic government. I 
deem it certain that all Christian churches in Madagascar from their first arrival in the 
country have profited by those feelings amongst the Malagasy because during the 
dark years the Christian faith became a deeply rooted Malagasy religion. 
The fatal blow against the mission and the Malagasy church fell late in 
February 1835 after some weeks of foreboding silence. 
 
5.3.1 Rainiharo got deeply provoked 
The great progress of the Christian faith might have frightened the Malagasy 
Prime Minister and his brothers. All progress of Christianity amongst the Malagasy, 
which the missionaries pointed to as promising aspects, might have caused fear to 
Rainiharo of many reasons. Firstly, the Christians openly rejected the idols of the old 
religion, and other religious phenomenon they named superstitions. Rainiharo’s 
family, later named “the Andafiavaratra” (those from the northern side), was the 
keepers or guardians of one of the most famous of the 12 national idols, 
Rakelimalaza, and they were therefore on their guard never to let the estimation of 
the idols be diminished amongst the people and thereby have their strong foothold 
weakened. It is interesting to observe that in the first months of Rananavlona’s reign, 
such idols as Manjakatsiroa and Ramahavaly seem to have been more important for 
the queen than Rakelimalaza, and I suppose that it was by promoting their own idol 
to be the most important at court that the Andafiavaratra family managed to take 
control of the strategic positions which made them so mighty in the Malagasy 
community from the early 1830’s. In that view it is not astonishing that they decided 
to fight against the Christian faith with all means, since the new religion tried to outdo 
all the idols and therefore could weaken the basis of their power seriously.  
Secondly, the preaching of the gospel was also a real threat to the position of 
the queen in whose name they were governing. If the religion of the Malagasy people 
should be changed, the omnipotent monarch would certainly lose some of her power, 
because the Christians expressed that they would “obey God more than people” i.e. 
more than the monarch and her government. The Men in Power had already for a 
long time been suspicious to the missionaries, because they feared that if enough 
became Christians, they could stir a rebellion to place the power with people in close 
connection to the British.799 Thus I suppose they were afraid the missionaries were 
primarily British envoys, especially since Freeman had caused them to believe this 
by his efforts of promoting British interest towards the government, and by his acting 
as British spy in the country because of his many reports to the governor of 
Mauritius. 
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Thirdly I think they were well aware that by fighting against the Christian 
religion they did not only defend their usurped positions but also opened the way for 
an enormous augmentation of their power. Under the pretext of fighting for the old 
religion, they started a campaign of terror directed not only against the Christians, but 
also against all other opposition in the country. It is significant that in the first years of 
Ranavalona’s reign it had often been reported that different parties had changing 
power and interests at court – but from 1835 it seems that nobody dared to express 
another opinion in any question than what the Prime Minister and his brothers had 
sanctioned. Even the embassy sent to Europe in 1836 was neither entitled with any 
clear mandate in the negotiations with the European governments, nor did the Prime 
Minister accept the results or propositions which they brought with them home. All 
the people who were supposed to be opposing the leaders in Madagascar after 1835 
were exposed to the ordeal, terror or death – especially all who had been in close 
relations with strangers, such as those who had worked for the missionaries. Even 
the queen’s family was not left untouched in the following suppression.  
An interesting point is the relation between the Prime Minister Rainiharo and 
his younger brother Rainimaharo, Chief Secretary of the government and 
Commander in Chief of the Army. Baker presented in 1836 the latter to be “the 
mainspring of the government’s proceedings” and “ the principal agent in the late 
suppression of Christianity”.800 It would be interesting to investigate the possibility 
that the suppression of Christianity also was part of a rivalry between the two 
brothers, but the documents are too scarce to reach a conclusion. Nevertheless it is 
clear that Rainimaharo in some ways had outdone the Prime Minister in 1840 when 
William Campbell and David Jones visited Antananarivo, because all negotiations 
were solely between Campbell and Rainimaharo. (Chapter 5.5) It is also interesting 
that the persecution of the Christians seems to become more lenient when 
Rainimaharo died in 1841 and his brother Rainiharo replaced him as Commander in 
Chief of the Army. 
 Some distinct acts may have provoked the final decision, even Rainiharo and 
his brothers seem to have gathered arguments against the missionaries and the 
Christians all the time since he became Prime Mister after the murder of 
Andriamihaja in 1830. One great provocation might have come from a Christian 
convert who started his own semi-Christian sect. Rainitsiandavana was the guardian 
or keeper of one of the inferior idols in the country (not one of the 12 National idols). 
Paul Rainitsiheva (or “Paul the diviner”) introduced him to the Christian worship in the 
chapel at Ambatonakanga, and soon afterwards he was converted to the Christian 
faith. Later he started a congregation in his home village, but living some distance 
from the Christians in the Capital and not being capable to read the Bible, he soon 
began to preach a different gospel where the idol keeping was mixed with biblical 
items. This religious syncretism soon gathered many followers and the leader 
became as famous in his home village as he had ever been when he was a heathen 
idol-keeper. Later he went to the palace in Antananarivo to preach his gospel to the 
queen, followed by about 200 believers. There he told the queen that God had 
created all men common, and that Jesus soon was to return and create his reign on 
earth where abolition of slavery, war and work would be effected, and that all the 
dead should be raised from death by the force of Jesus, etc. Being strongly offended 
by this message, the queen enquired whether he thought that a Mozambique slave 
and herself were of a common origin. 
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“The affirmative answer brought swift and terrible punishment. The new priest 
and three of his chief followers were placed head-down in a rice-pit, boiling 
water was poured on top of them and the pit filled with earth”.801  
Since the sectarian leader did not raise from the death immediately the queen 
declared that the Christian doctrines were lies. And many of his followers were put to 
an ordeal test or punished in other ways. The missionaries did not write much about 
that case, either because they did not think they were concerned at all by the fate of 
this man, since he had never been a formal member of their churches, or since this 
episode might have happened when the majority of them had left the country. The 
only contemporary letter I have found referring to the case of Rainitsiandavana and 
his sad fate is Baker’s broad evaluation of the possibilities the missionaries had to 
stay on a second year in 1836. Baker argued that even though the missionaries 
themselves should probably not be injured if they had chosen the fanatic mode of 
acting, surely the followers should have suffered seriously, like the 200 followers of 
Rainitsiandavana: 
“It appears to me we could only prolong our stay by resolving to act on one of 
the three following principles: - 1st as fanatics; 2nd as mere secular men; 3rd 
Jesuitically.  1st. It may be said: why could you not go into the markets & 
publicly proclaim the Gospel until you were prevented by hands? – A similar 
conduct was pursued by a poor fanatic in 1835, who had obtained some loose 
notion of the Supreme God in the main correct. He drew to himself about 200 
followers, and all of these who refused to renounce their belief that God was 
greater than the queen were massacred in the most horrible manner, and the 
movement entirely suppressed”.802  
Baker’s referring this episode to the year 1835 and stating that those people would 
not renounce their belief, have made me wonder if this episode happened after the 
prohibition of the Christian faith. That would suggest another interpretation than the 
usual and may also explain why the missionaries leaving in June 1835 did not 
mention this case at all. 
But usually the historians have placed this episode in 1834 as one of the 
provocations causing the prohibition of Christianity. Françoise Raison-Jourde states 
that when Rainitsiandavana by the help of Paul Rainitsiheva was converted, he 
started to preach the gospel from 1832 in the Mandiavato district and that he had a 
great lot of disciples there. After working for about two years, he went to the capital. 
Tantaran’ny Andriana says that the authorities caused him to go there, while 
Raombana, William Ellis and Rabary said he went to the palace of his own will to 
proclaim his gospel to the queen. It is interesting that some of the historians like W. 
Ellis and G. Mondain do not think this episode was important for the Christians, while 
others, especially Rabary think it was dishonouring them for the queen causing her to 
think that all Christians had the same belief as Rainitsiandavana and thus provoking 
her to prohibit the Christian faith.803 A further investigation whether this episode 
happened in 1834 or 1835 should be very interesting, since the difference between 
those two dates would give quite different interpretations of the case, but I am not at 
liberty to enter that work in my study. 
 The final provocation came from Rainiharo’s own family and was closely 
connected with the fact that women and even slaves were allowed to learn to read, a 
fact which had newly provoked the government seriously and forced them to prohibit 
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in the strongest terms to let slaves learn such things. Baker tells in a letter to Ellis in 
the middle of March 1835 about this provocation: 
“I received from very high authority the following account of its origin (origin of 
the persecution), but being pledged not to deliver it even to my brethren & 
sisters here, I have not named it to any of them or the natives. – The 
Preminister was commissioned to fetch from the chief idol some medicinal 
charms for the Queen. – He went, & according to custom he himself has the 
precious charms with the symbol of the Idol, when he being fatigued he 
requested one of his sisters, who happened to be returning with him, to carry 
it! – She refused with scorn, calling it & the idol deceit & lies. – This led him to 
remonstrance & at length to the declaration on her part of the female that may 
thousands & even slaves thought the same. – This was communicated to the 
Queen & confirmed by the similar tenuous complaints of the dishonour done to 
ancient idols & customs, from various quarters. – The Queen was so grieved 
and angry that she wept for about a rice cooking (half an hour) and vowed 
death against all the Christians. – This was followed by a period of awful 
silence & anxiety and fear. – All public amusements in the Court yard of 
dancing etc. entirely ceased for nearly a fortnight, during which the 
proclamations given to us & the people were issued in by the most 
tremendous firing of Cannons on the morning of their delivery”.804 
In another letter Baker relates that there were actually three things that had caused 
the crisis: 1) An officer in high position reported to the queen in an accusatory 
manner that the Christian women had changed their behaviour and become too 
chaste (I suppose this officer might be Rainimaharo, the brother of Rainiharo?), 2) A 
young Christian was accused of not respecting the taboos of his own village, causing 
an investigation of his case, and 3) It was related that two female relatives provoked 
Rainiharo by calling his charms for nothing etc.805 In this quarrel it was clearly pointed 
to the fact that not only men – but also woman and slaves – were allowed to perform 
their prayers to God, contrary to the old Malagasy culture and religion. And they told 
Rainiharo that many women and even some of the slaves were now thinking that the 
old religion and the idols were only lies and superstitions. When these facts were 
related to the queen she was seriously grieved and Rainiharo thus grasped his 
golden chance to extinguish all kind of opposition to his rule. 
 
5.3.2 The fatal blow 
 Thursday 26th of February all the Europeans were summoned to receive a 
message from the queen. She thanked them in a letter for all the good work they had 
done for her people, and also stated that they should be allowed to follow their own 
customs and religion, but she did not allow her people to follow them: 
“And I tell you plainly that I will never allow my people to change the customs 
of my ancestors, for I can not change the customs of the 12 reigns – 
Andrianampoinimerina and Radama – for I am neither ashamed nor afraid of 
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following the customs of my ancestors – but if there be any useful knowledge 
for my country, I will accept that, nevertheless I can not give up the customs of 
my ancestors, and with respect to divine worship – whether on sunday, or any 
other day & Baptism and Society my people are forbidden to do that”.806 
The missionaries sent a polite letter in answer, begging her not to make such great 
changes in the conditions they had been working under from the time of Radama etc, 
but on the 2nd of March they were summoned again and informed that the queen had 
not changed anything in her given orders. The day before that second meeting all 
people were summoned to assist in a great “Kabary” or public meeting at the sacred 
meeting place, Andohalo: 
“On the Sunday after we had received our first letter, (March 1st) a Public 
Kabary of the people was held, at which the Sovereign announced formally 
her determination to suppress Christianity – to forbid all further measures 
calculated to promote it, and to revive to the utmost the ancient customs & 
established superstitions of the Country. (---) The Queen then stated that she 
gave one month to the people to come forward and accuse themselves of 
whatever they had done in connexion to all these things – particularly all who 
had been baptized, - all who had attended evening prayer meetings, - all who 
had voluntarily learned to read, - or attended public worship”.807 
Baker wrote that two chieftains endeavoured with great servility and submission to 
apologize for the people as respecting the past on the ground of the king having 
compelled them to learn etc, against their wishes, but they were interrupted and not 
allowed to proceed. Baker also relates it was said that men were ready on the spot to 
cut down, spear or shoot any one who should object or resist.808 The queen’s answer 
to the feeble objections that most of the forbidden things were done by Radama’s 
sanction and Ranavalona’s encouragement came short: She did not want to change 
anything in her last proclamation, but she reduced their time to come forward and 
confess, from one month to only one week. The people were terrified and a large 
number came forward and surrendered to the authorities in the next few days.  
The queen had also demanded the people to give up all printed books, and a 
large quantity was gathered and filled a whole room in the Repository, where the 
books were placed to be burnt. Baker lamented especially this fact, saying that the 
labour of the printer and the expenses of LMS during 17 years seemed to be 
destroyed in a short time.809 But Baker continued his letter optimistically, stating that 
no earthly persecution could reinstate the folly of idolatry in those who were really 
converted, a fact they could see many delightful examples of every day. And while 
Johns and Freeman in the first weeks after the prohibition of the Christian religion 
pessimistically declared that all missionaries and artisans would be forced to leave 
immediately when the good season arrived, Baker was more optimistic and also 
declared that it looked hazardous to the mission if all workers were to leave so fast, 
since that could close the possibility of having any change for the better for many 
years.810 
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After the queen’s answer to their first letter the 2nd of March, the missionaries 
wrote a new letter to her, stating: 
“To the Queen Ranavalona. Salutations etc. Now this is the fact that we 
frequently declare to Your Majesty that it cannot be enquired who or what 
person is the origin of the assemblies and of those places of prayer. For we 
Europeans, the English, who are here in Your Majesty’s country, we only, 
were the origin of these things. Therefore let not Your Majesty blame us if we 
declare to you, that if it had not been we Europeans that exhibited (or set forth 
these things) then had they not occurred in your country at all. Therefore it is 
to us perhaps Your Majesty ought to attach the blame. Also when you caused 
these assemblies to cease, then we ceased (to hold them) for you only are 
supreme in your country. Salutations etc. Say Ms Johns, Freeman, Cameron, 
Chick, Kitching & Baker. Mr. Griffiths signature was more than once desired 
both by Mr. Johns & Mr. Baker, but he declared and forwarded a letter of a 
very different character indeed”.811 
The queen answered their letter next day, declaring that she did not blame them for 
these things for they had not transgressed her laws, but her subjects were not 
allowed to do such things and would be punished. The majority of those who stepped 
forward to admit their guilt frankly confessed that they had indeed believed but 
without any disaffection to the queen’s government. Several are said to have 
confessed they went to the chapel only to look out for a female etc. Also many other 
excuses were used to diminish the waited punishment. But some of the Christian 
women told that the expression “baptized” had a meaning signifying specifically 
refusing to prostitute themselves.812 This statement may help us to understand the 
accusations quoted above, that Christian females had become too “chaste”. 
 All the names of those who stepped forward and confessed were written down 
by the authorities, and on the 9th of March the punishment to be inflicted on them 
were proclaimed publicly: 
“The substance of it was that: All Officers, Civilians & ladies possessed of 
honour to any number, the highest rank, being 12, should be reduced one half 
for attending worship, and a further reduction should be suffered by those who 
had been baptized, or attended private meeting &. 2) That the Civilians 
through the Chieftains of each district present for each district a bullock and a 
dollar, the former by way of expiation and the latter to express their entire 
submission to the present law of the Queen against Christianity. The law for 
the future is to stand thus. That all are wholly to cease from observing or 
following the observance of religion in any way whatever, and are to forget 
what they have learned and know. Whoever transgress (this) is to suffer 
certain death”.813 
The missionaries highly lamented the new situation in their letters. Two days after the 
proclamation of the punishment David Johns wrote to the Foreign Secretary of LMS, 
William Ellis: 
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“All our labours are destroyed in one month as far as man can destroy them. 
You can hardly conceive of our grief & sorrow at this present time; all our 
hopes are blasted. We are not allowed even to converse with our native 
friends on the subject of religion, as that would endanger their & our lives. We 
cannot venture to send you all the particulars respecting this dreadful 
persecution at present, but at some future time, if our lives be spared, we shall 
send you a fully account of all the particulars. (---) And our most faithful friends 
among the natives are of opinion that we had better withdraw for the present, 
as our remaining here would only confirm the suspicion in the mind of the 
ruling power of our being placed here with the view to overturn the Kingdom & 
transfer over to the English. Our friends always defended us and declared that 
our only object in coming here was to teach the word of God. And we were 
told a few days ago, that some of the Officers should say: We shall now see 
whether they have any other object in view or not, for if teaching the word of 
God only was their end in coming here, that now is stopped and of course they 
will leave the Country; but if they have some secret object in view, which have 
not yet been discovered, they will still remain. Our remaining here cannot now 
be of any benefit to our christian friends, but on the contrary, they will be 
watched by the enemies with much more jealousy & suspicion, and should 
there be any room to suspect them visiting us to converse on the subject of 
religion, they shall undoubtedly be put to the test by the administration of the 
Tangena”.814 
It is interesting that the Malagasy friends suggested that there might be a political 
interest among the leaders in seeing if the missionaries would leave the country or 
not. That shows that the missionaries in some way were thought to be “envoys” of 
the British government by suspicious Malagasy leaders. The day before Johns wrote 
the above letter, Mr. Freeman expressed his feelings in plain words: 
“- never did I write so oppressed with melancholy feelings. – You will hear with 
grief and surprise that our work is terminated in Madagascar, so far as human 
power and policy can terminate it. – We were proceeding with much prosperity 
– manifest success & most cheering anticipations - but the enemy has risen 
with overwhelming force and swept down all before it, like a desolating torrent. 
– The Government of the Country has interposed its authority in the most 
decided and peremptory manner and extinguished at once every effect 
connected with the spread of religion”.815 
In another letter, written the same day to William Ellis, Freeman stated:  
“It may be (illegible) for us to add that we fully think Mr. G. has had no hand in 
bringing about these measures. He appears as grieved and disappointed on 
all respects. Perhaps the two or 3 Frenchmen have had more to do with it, 
than yet appears. They praise the Queen for what she has done & still 
promise their services. (---) There is one further consideration, which we had 
almost resolved not to commit to writing, though occupying, as you will really 
many of our thoughts. It has much weight with us in forming our decisions at 
the moment. The Malagasy Govt. is impressed with a conviction that we have 
some ulterior object, - something political in view, that teaching Christianity is 
merely a means for effecting our final object. Hence we became objects of the 
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most jealous suspicion and occupy a very precarious position, - where no 
evidence accepted, but the decisions of divination”.816 
In this last letter Freeman clearly expressed that the missionaries were suspected to 
have political aims – and that the prohibition of the Christian religion might be 
principally a scheme to prove that suspicion. I find it probable that this may be a 
major aim for the government, and besides I think it was also an important aim for 
Rainiharo and his brothers to augment the leader’s power. Freeman also more than 
alluded to that fact that the few Frenchmen in the capital could have cooperated with 
the government in this case. Probably his suspicions were right since Jean Laborde 
soon replaced the missionary artisans in all their duties in working for the 
government. It is also interesting that the missionaries do not blame Griffiths any 
more. Even though they thought he had done so much harm to their work the last 
years, they now recognised that he was more troubled than them in the new 
situation. 
Freeman also wrote a letter to the secretary of the Governor of Mauritius in the 
middle of March where he gave the news a more political colour: 
”You will hear with much regret and surprise, that all our efforts as Christian 
Missionaries in Madagascar are peremptorily forbidden by Her Majesty the 
Queen. Christianity is totally interdicted in the island, and not a single effort of 
any kind is permitted towards explaining its doctrine or informing its precepts. 
(---) This is altogether the most fatal blew that has yet been struck at the rising 
civilization of Madagascar. (---) It is not improbably we shall all have to remove 
from Madagascar in the course of the next season, June – July. I am 
increasingly stating that there remains very little friendly feeling on the part of 
this Government towards the British Government”.817 
The missionaries were forced to make their decision in the case without waiting for 
orders from the directors since it would take about one year before they could expect 
an answer to their letters. Only the families Johns and Baker decided to stay behind 
for one year, while all others left in June 1835. Johns hesitated for a time but decided 
to use the year left him in his 10-year term, as he was convinced that it would be 
desirable that someone stayed behind for a while.818 Baker, who had more time 
available, was from the first day ready to stay principally in order to fulfil the 
Malagasy Bible and other work. Already on the 17th of March he wrote that he was 
ready to stay and finish about 100 copies of the Bible, which was the number 
possible with the stock of paper at hand.819 But Baker had also a private reason to 
stay since his wife expected their first child in a short time and they were 
uncomfortable by the idea of moving down to Tamatave returning to Mauritius this 
year. 
Cameron had planned to take two Malagasy youths with him to England in 
June 1835 to study cannon making, and he would return with them the following 
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year, but now he had to change his plans. He wrote in September 1835 a letter from 
Cape Town to William Ellis in which he told him that he was requested by the Chief 
Officers to stay or return to work for the queen in his capacity as artisan. But as it 
was clearly pointed out in the conditions given him that he would not be allowed to do 
any evangelistic work, he decided to leave together with the other missionaries. I 
consider that he was put under considerable diplomatic pressure, because he was 
asked several times to change his decision. The conversations with the officers 
shows that the government really wanted him to continue his work supervising the 
Powder Mill and doing other projects for them, but Cameron stubbornly argued that 
he did not wish to return if they wanted to cut off all Christian instruction in the 
country. Finally they had to accept his decision and Cameron states that he and his 
friends parted on good terms with the queen and her government, getting free 
transport for all down to Tamatave.820 
Undoubtedly Griffiths was more woundable by the prohibition of the Christian 
faith than his colleagues. In a letter to Ellis quoted above Freeman stated that 
Griffiths was as grieved and disappointed on all respects as any others. His status as 
missionary withdrawn from LMS and living by his trade alone placed him in a very 
tricky situation. He should neither be able to do anything for his Christian friends nor 
to care well for his wife and children. Freeman tells in May 1835 that Griffiths had 
now come to tell him that he wished to accept the directors’ kind offer of free return to 
England for himself and his family. This was the same offer he had refused in so 
strong terms a few months before. Freeman laconically stated that this decision did 
not arise from a feeling of respect for the directors or a wish to cooperate with LMS, 
but from the necessity of the case: 
“He find he cannot support himself here – or has not the prospect of doing it 
long. He purpose that being cut off from all usefulness, he is willing to return, 
but if he had liberty to preach he would rather remain and live in the outmost 
danger than quit his post. The fact is he is treated with the same (illegible) as 
the other Europeans. (---) he is glad to avail himself of the offer of the Society 
to pay his expenses”.821  
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in connection with a Mission, I sent to the Government, soon after the confusion had in some degree subsided, telling them that 
I could not any longer engage positively to return, seeing that the great object of the Society had, by the present law been 
frustrated, referring also to the promise of the Queen that Missionaries should be allowed to go on with the work of the Mission, 
and I left it with themselves to consider whether they would send the youth to England or not (...) it was whispered that the 
message formerly brought was not exactly the words of the Queen, and that the matter was still open to consideration. – In a 
short time after this the Chief Officers called and had a long conversation with me in their own names, but in reality, I was told, 
they were sent by the Queen  – Their object was to know whether I would not either stay to build a new house for the Queen, or 
promise to return to do so under the new state of things. I however absolutely refused to do any thing of the kind, if Christianity 
were to be banished from the Island – they advised me to think of it and that they should call again – They came again in a 
week or two in the name of the Queen, requesting to know whether I could not make arrangement to return. – She said she was 
well pleased with what I had done in the country, and with my mode of doing it, and that she should be glad if I should return, 
and more particularly as she still wanted her people instructed more perfectly in the manufacture of some things (chiefly 
connected with Military operations) – This gave me an opportunity of asking them particularly to inform the Queen of my views 
respecting the obstacles that had been put in the way of Religious instruction. (...) In the course of a few days I sent her two 
letters, in the one of which I begged her to consider the nature of the instructions given by the Missionaries, and humbly 
requested of her to allow us to go on as formerly, and also stated the conditions on which my return might be expected – In the 
other letter I gave her a brief view of the objects, labours and success of the London Missionary Society, pointing out the 
temporal advantages which various nations, and her own among the rest, received from its exertions, and begged her to grant 
that a Mission of the Society might be kept up in the country. – She replied that God was not the God of one only, but belonged 
to (or was possessed by) all, and that whoever taught in the country must not alter the customs of her forefathers. (...) 
All my agreements with her were brought to a termination in the most amicable manner, and she treated all of us who were 
leaving, with the greatest kindness, taking ourselves and our packages to the coast free of the usual hire of bearers.” 
821
 LMS, Mad, 5.2.A, Freeman private to Ellis, 18.05.35 
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Nevertheless Freeman proposed that LMS should agree to pay Griffiths’ journey just 
to get rid of him, even though it would not change much at present. A month later 
Johns and Freeman wrote that they had made an agreement with Griffiths that LMS 
would pay his expenses.822 And in the written agreement they declare that he will be 
paid £650 by the Society when returning to London by way of Bourbon. (This was the 
cheapest route. By Mauritius it would cost about £1000. Arriving in London, Griffiths 
still claimed that his expenses had exceeded the proposed sum by £50.823) But the 
said agreement did not mean that Griffiths had materially changed his behaviour 
towards LMS and the missionaries. Johns wrote in August 1835 to Freeman (in 
Mauritius) that Griffiths had written a long letter to the queen informing her of his 
intention to leave this season: 
“Our friend - - - (one we can depend on) saw and read the letter, and he as 
well as the officers were surprised at its contents – it was full of flattery all 
through. – He is malahelo loatra for his havana (he is too worried for his 
relatives) and asks permission of Her Majesty to visit them for a year or two, 
but he assures her as he is not in connection with the Society he will return to 
the tany Rabodo (the Queen’s country) again and will do as much good in it 
as he has done. He told Mr. Baker that the Queen was surprised that he who 
has been her friend for so many years is going to forsake her. I asked our 
friend: is it true that the Queen was surprised when she was told that Mr. G. is 
going – ary hoy ny valy ny: Tokony ho marina hiany izany (and he replied: I 
should think that was the truth) – for no one can conceive how much he 
laboured in past times to obtain permission to remain, and added: I do not 
think that he would do more to obtain permission to remain had that saved his 
life. – I was astonished to see him, even now, said our friend, inclined to speak 
against the Society”.824 
I find it important that Griffiths, far from blaming the queen for the law prohibiting the 
Christian faith, flatters her and asks her permission to return after one or two years, 
because he was in no way connected with LMS. Obviously he tried to win time by 
this flattery and his new attack against those who newly had agreed to pay his 
travelling costs etc. Johns, who had for years been very critical of Griffiths behaviour, 
continued his letter by stating that Griffiths was now quarrelling with almost all his 
intimate native friends since they all owed him some sums of money. He had given 
them those sums of money a long time ago, and never asked for them. His friends 
had concluded from his long silence that he gave them the sums for their friendship 
and support, but now he ordered them to be paid back, as Johns explained in the 
same letter: 
“- almost every one of those that were baptized by him are deeply in his debt 
– he bought with money all his friends –“  
Some of Griffiths’ closest friends and supporters turned back and became strong 
adversaries to the Christian faith. One of those was the missionaries’ principal 
teacher, John Rainisoa, and Johns alluded in his letter to the fact that the quarrel 
about $40 given to him by Griffiths was one of his reasons. But I consider his noble 
family-background and his actual work for the government to be a stronger reason for 
his decision. But his quarrel with Griffiths certainly was difficult for them both.825  
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In his letter of the 15th of August 1835 Johns also stated that it was almost 
incredible the money Griffiths had made in the country. His friend at court told Johns 
that he had seen in the lists Griffiths sent to the Queen, that he had upwards of 
40.000 Spanish Dollars. This was unbelievable to Johns, but his Malagasy friend 
read the letter over once more and confirmed the sum mentioned.826 Although a 
great part of the money might belong to some traders at the coast for goods 
delivered from them, the sum shocked Johns. Also Freeman protested and 
considered it not to be true that Griffiths had gained so much money by his trade. 
More important to my study is the fact that Griffiths seems to have used his money to 
buy support and friendship both from native Christians and from important officers at 
court. Johns’ letter also shows clearly that Griffiths planned to return, because it 
stated that he had tried to press the queen to give him a document declaring that he 
could come up to the capital if he returned to the coast, a request which she refused. 
They also discussed a price for his house, which had served as schoolhouse and 
chapel, but could not reach an agreement. Griffiths then told Johns that he would 
shut up the house and not let the school use it during his absence, since the scholars 
otherwise could spoil things there. Such statements clearly showed his intention to 
return.827 
 Baker, who had for some years been Griffiths best friend among the 
missionaries, wrote in June 1835 that he was still uncertain if Griffiths would leave 
this season or next year. But Griffiths close connection with the government had 
made the Christians afraid of seeking his help, and Baker thought him a threat to the 
believers more than a helper and encourager. Stating that he was well aware of 
some good points in Griffiths’ character such as his kindness to his friends etc, Baker 
declared that his capital error was that he could not realise the good work his 
colleagues did, and that his statements were always coloured by what might promote 
his own view in every case. Therefore in Baker’s opinion it would be impossible for 
the other missionaries or for the directors to depend on his statements to find the real 
truth in any case.828  Those explanations about Griffiths’ character underline my 
suspecting him to be a kind of psychopath, gaining his own aims during all his work 
in Madagascar, and thus causing many of the problems that arose during the period 
both for his fellow missionaries and also for the political British Agents and others. 
 Before Freeman left Antananarivo on the 18th of June 1835 he summed up the 
situation in a letter to Dr. Philips in Cape Town: 
“This Govt. is most inflexible determined in their rejection of Christianity. (---) 
Their position is taken, and they will not retreat. I apprehend the Queen would 
                                                                                                                                        
who walk in the statutes of the Lord, as he. There is a very warm dispute between him & Mr. Griffiths about some money affairs 
– the latter gave the former 40 Drs some time ago and told him at the time that it was a gift to him – and now he wants the 40 
Drs back. The former declares that the above sum was a gift, for he never asked for them, but Mr. G gave them to him of his 
own accord. I think myself, that Mr.G presented him with that sum at the time of Mr G’s dispute with us to secure him on his 
side.” 
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yesterday that he will shut up the house, - if he will let the scholars learn there, they will spoil it before he returns, you see by 
that, his intention to return.” 
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Board of Directors to have (illegible) acted toward him (Mr. G), myself & others, as far as I know with all the kindness that could 
be reasonable expected. - In Mr. G’s character are some excellence – his hospitable kindness to his friends, (illegible) – His 
capital error is, thinking the good works of all not identified with himself in the labour, liard  (liar?), & allowing nothing for his own 
imperfections & usefulness - & his statements whether for defence or attack, he looks at the end he has in view: - and, setting 
and the manner, few persons can make a cause more vraisemble, or bring striking facts to lean more apparently closely on the 
point. – But he cannot be depended upon for stating simple his own conviction of what is right & true, quite irrespective of his 
private design.” 
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risk her kingdom on this decision and prefer to sacrifice it with her life rather 
than admit any change. As such our Mission has nothing to hope for, 
excepting as Divine Providence may be pleased to effect a change (---) I 
cannot abandon my hope that Madagascar will yet become a land of 
Christians”.829 
In his correspondence with the Governor of Mauritius Freeman wrote less piously, 
stating that the great aim of the Malagasy government seemed to be to undo all that 
Radama did, and that their suppression of Christian instruction was throwing a 
complete gloom around the missionaries and the Malagasy Christians, and was 
extremely unpopular. As I have mentioned above, Freeman even solicited the 
governor to send a ship from the British Navy to take himself and his family back to 
Mauritius. This should be a last salutation to the Malagasy government, indicating 
that Freeman and the other British subjects in Madagascar were all under the 
protection of the British government.830 
 In another letter to the governor he explained that he had heard news that the 
Malagasy government was on course to send an expedition to St. Augustin, the army 
marching directly down there whilst a ship would meet them in the St. Augustin bay. 
Freeman concluded that he had no doubt that their using a ship for the campaign 
might show that the government wished to renew the slave trade immediately,831 and 
he also mentioned the same conviction in another letter.832 But as far as I can see, 
this campaign was not connected with an attempt to renew the slave trade, but rather 
an ordinary campaign trying to bring the “peaceable inhabitants there” (in Freeman’s 
words) under the rule of the Hova government. But the Sakalava people in the St. 
Augustin and Fiherena (Tulear) districts were not at all peaceable, and the Hova 
army neither succeeded to fight its way down to St. Augustin, nor to subdue those 
districts during the next 50 years. The Norwegian missionaries Nilsen-Lund and Tou 
reported in 1890 that they had found the place were the Hova army was said to have 
camped for a long time in 1835 – about two days journey up the Onilahy valley from 
St. Augustin (actually between Bezaha and St. Augustin).  
It looks as though Freeman tried to use the threat of a renewal of the slave 
traffic as a last attempt to remain an interesting observer for the governor, just as 
Lyall had done in 1829. But his idea of a renewing of the slave traffic proved right in a 
small degree, because when the vessel sent from Fort Dauphin to St. Augustin was 
not able to assist the Hova army, the crew took some prisoners in St. Augustin and 
landed them in Fort Dauphin, including two sons of the Sakalava king. But I think 
they were not really made slaves, but rather prisoners of war. Captain Bosanquet on 
the British Brig Severet wrote a report of what he had investigated in this case, and 
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that may be interesting for my study, especially since “The Coming Man” in 
Antananarivo, Jean de Laborde, was so closely involved in the affair: 
“In the beginning of May 1836 I called at St. Augustin’s Bay in the south-West 
part of Madagascar, in His Majesty’s Brig Severet under my command, and 
received information from the Natives, that a French Brig had been into that 
Port, about 3 months previous to my arrival, & carried off by force some of the 
Natives of that place, amongst others two Sons of the Chief. 
On my recent visit to the French Settlement on the Island of St. Mary’s, I 
enquired of the Commandant of that place, for any information he could give 
respecting any Vessel under the French Flag that had been in the 
Mozambique Channel about that period. The Commandant stated that the 
French Brig La Voltigeur belonging to the Island of Bourbon, Commanded by 
Monsieur Biclet, had left Fort Dauphin the latter part of the year 1835 with 
some Officers and Soldiers belonging to the Queen of Madagascar, and with 
Monsieur De Laborde on board (a Native of Mauritius and an English subject) 
who forced the Captain of the Voltigeur to put into St. Augustin’s Bay, where 
he enticed on board some of the Natives and imprisoned them, carrying away 
six, another having escaped by leaping overboard; these persons were carried 
to Fort Dauphin and landed there. Monsieur De Laborde, fearing the Captain 
of the Voltigeur could give information of the occurrence, gave him poison, of 
which he died at Sea. 
This information is given in the depositions of the Crew of the Voltigeur, now in 
the hands of the Commandant at St. Mary’s, copies of which have been 
forwarded to the Governor of Bourbon - Most of the Crew of the Voltigeur were 
at St. Mary’s at the period of my visit, the Voltigeur herself, is sunk in that 
harbour, which I conceive to be the same Vessel which Captain Chads in the 
Andromache, had been looking for in 1835. 
Should it be thought expedient to arrest Monsieur De Labord, the 
Commandant of St. Mary’s is able and willing to produce all the Witnesses”.833 
It is interesting to see that Jean de Laborde acted as counsellors in the campaign 
against St. Augustin in 1835. That was a position James Hastie had enjoyed some 
times ago, and it shows that Laborde had already gained a strong foothold at court. 
This report also tells that he was an active partner in the raid. Captain Bosanquet 
also reported him to be “a Native of Mauritius and an English subject” and suggested 
that it might be wise of the British authorities to arrest him. Mostly Laborde is said to 
be a French shipwrecked sailor arriving from France, but here he is reported to be an 
inhabitant of Mauritius (i.e. under the power of the Governor of Mauritius). On the 
other hand, Freeman states in a letter just after the arrival of the two French gun 
manufacturers in Antananarivo that one had introduced himself as having come from 
Mozambique while the other said he had come from Bombay.834 Thus it looks like the 
adventurer Jean de Laborde had used different identities. A full investigation of the 
truth of this matter is however, beyond the compass of my study. 
 Naturally enough Freeman’s political career as reporter to the governor 
stopped when he arrived in Mauritius. I have only found one more letter from 
Freeman to the governor’s secretary after that date. In the middle of November 1835 
he wrote about the death of Prince Coroller in Tamatave, and of the gloomy reports 
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he had got from Antananarivo, soliciting the governor’s military intervention in the 
name of justice and humanity: 
“He (Coroller) died on the 9th inst. loudly complaining of the injustice of the 
British Govt in having delivered up his hereditary Province, (Betanimena) to 
the Hova Government. (---) The letters which I have received from the Capital, 
(up to the 16 Oct) are of a most gloomy character, giving me not only the 
painful information of the spearing to death of two of my old servants on the 
charge of witchcraft, and of other barbarous occurrences, but convincing me 
of the very rapid degeneration of the Country, and its fearful retrograde 
progress to anarchy, sanguinary barbarism & ruin. 
With such communications before me, it is impossible for me to withhold the 
expression of my deep regret, that it does not comfort with His Excellency’s 
views, to interfere promptly on the grounds of Justice and Humanity, and thus 
to save that afflicted Country from the scourge that now desolates it; - 
although such interposition would, I apprehend, be justified in the principle 
which formerly Justified the British Government in advancing Radama to 
power”.835 
Certainly Freeman was most unlucky to hear that two of his faithful servants were put 
to the ordeal, as were all who had worked closely with the missionaries, and when 
they were found guilty they were speared to death. He had also urged the question 
as to whether the British government should not change their alliance and place 
Berora, Jean Rene’s nephew, on the Malagasy throne. Freeman thus openly 
interfered in the political questions and his blaming of the governor for his passivity 
caused their former alliance to be finally broken. Governor Nicolay had never 
estimated Mr. Freeman’s reports as highly as Governor Colville had. Colville, who 
had recruited Freeman to work for the government, often sent him his personal 
letters and received letters from Freeman in his own name, while the contact with 
governor Nicolay was always conducted through his secretary, Captain Dick. Now 
the governor became deeply provoked by the political missionary, and on the 
backside of Freeman’s letter there is written a rough copy of an answer, dated next 
day, the 25th of November: 
“Seen by the Governor - and regretting as much as Mr. Freeman can do the 
unhappy turn that affairs have taken in Madagascar, H. E. cannot but feel 
disappointed that Mr. Freeman should have allowed himself to express the 
sentiments in the concluding paragraph of this letter. Mr. Freeman cannot 
surely suppose that without instructions from the Home Government H.E. 
could venture to set up another candidate for the throne of Madagascar whose 
claim to it has only lately been made known to the Governor and whose title is 
not in H.E.’s mind clearly made out - who has not himself made any 
application to the British Government but is in communication with that of 
France. - And a civil war is certainly not the most likely means of prevailing 
Bloodshed. - 
H. E. has put the Home Government in possession of all the facts of the case 
and when the Secr. of State’s instructions are received he will know how to act 
- In the mean time the Governor will lose no opportunity that may present itself 
of endeavouring by advice & remonstrance if necessary to endeavour to bring 
about a better feeling on the part of the Queen’s Govt who is still, it must be 
recollected, His Majesty’s Ally. 
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The Governor thanks Mr. Freeman for the information about Prince Coroller’s 
death, but H.E. never heard before of his ground of complaint against the 
British, - which however sufficiently (---) for his disposition towards the French 
and his concealed hostility to the English”.836 
It is evident that Freeman was no longer honoured for his political views, and neither 
the Malagasy government nor the Governor of Mauritius wished to hear his views 
about Madagascar. The governor’s laconic note, that a civil war would certainly not 
be the most likely means of prevailing Bloodshed, was certainly right from a cool 
political view, even though it did not suit Freeman well. Soon afterwards he left 
Mauritius, returning to England via Cape Town. Although he is said to have acted as 
interpreter during the Malagasy Embassy’s visit in England in 1836, his interference 
in the British – Malagasy politics and his great influence in the missionary work in 
Madagascar was terminated. 
 
5.3.3 The “Stay-behind group” 
When most of the missionaries left in the middle of June 1835 and Griffiths 
went home some months later, they left behind a little but interesting and important 
group. David Johns and his wife had worked 9 years in the country from their arrival 
in 1826. The pastor was well experienced with all things concerning the Christian 
instruction and the native church, and his wife was also a highly valued missionary. 
Mrs Johns had not only conducted a class for young females with sewing instruction 
and other practical work in her home during many years but also a Bible class for 
woman twice a week. Her work was so successful that she had been asked to visit 
the Vonizongo district for the purpose of giving spiritual inspiration to the women 
there.837  
The other couple was less experienced but no less interesting. Mrs. Baker 
was arriving as the last of all the missionaries. She came to Madagascar with her 
husband in the middle of 1834 after his visit and marriage in England. But she 
shocked the other missionaries by stating that she wanted to study the language and 
get her own work.838 About the time the others left she had her first child, but 
certainly she was able to help her husband and the other couple when personal 
contact with native Christians was the only possibility to promote the Christian faith, 
since official instruction was now prohibited. As far as I can see, neither Mrs. Johns 
nor Mrs. Baker had written to LMS about their work, except one letter sent from the 
latter when arriving in Tamatave.839  
The printer, Edward Baker, is in some way the most interesting of the whole 
group. He was sent to replace Mr. Hovenden, who died a few weeks after his arrival 
in the capital in 1826. Baker arrived in August 1828 a few days after Radama’s death 
and he immediately started to print all kind of books and tracts that the missionaries 
wanted him to. Schoolbooks and tracts occupied much time, but his most valuable 
work was the printing of the Malagasy Bible, which he terminated about the time the 
other missionaries left. As a single man, he lodged in Griffiths’ house the first years, 
but seeing that it was difficult to learn the Malagasy language well when living in an 
English context, he moved out and rented a house in a Malagasy part of the town. 
Working and living together with the Malagasy and eating nearly every meal together 
with native friends soon gave him a rapid progress in the learning of the language. 
He thought it necessary for his printing job to know the language well, but he also 
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wanted to witness his faith and preach the gospel to the people. Like many of the 
other missionary artisans, he partook in the evangelistic work to a great extent. 
Finally he was chosen deacon in the church at Andohalo and until he left for England 
in 1832, he worked closely with Griffiths there. When he returned in 1834 he joined 
the majority group and he expressed his view that he should not do evangelistic work 
any more, perhaps in consequence of the actual conflict. “My work is to print the 
gospel – not to preach it”, he declared.840 When Baker returned from England the 
missionaries considered that the time available to finish printing of the Bible might be 
short. Certainly Baker, as a newly married man, also had less time than before left to 
voluntary work. 
But the most interesting aspect concerning Edward Baker is his interest in the 
whole missionary activity and his willingness to make analyses and write down his 
observations. When he left Madagascar in 1836 he was chairman or Senior 
Missionary of the group,841 and I find that his reports show more knowledge of the 
political situation, and his analyses of what should happen was more exact in many 
details than those made by Freeman and other missionaries when seen in the light of 
what actually happened. And his many letters were not only sent to the secretary of 
LMS or some of the directors, but he was neither afraid of sending his analyses to 
the Governor of Mauritius nor to the French and the British government when he 
found it expedient. His memorandum to the French government after the occupation 
of a part of the eastern coast in 1829 was probably not forwarded by LMS, but 
stopped in London, but his memorial about the Malagasy politics and the embassy 
going to England and France in 1836 was duly received by the Governor of 
Mauritius, and probably forwarded to the Home government.842 
 The printer and the pastor and their wives formed together an effective “stay-
behind group”. Officially they had some work to do. The government engaged Johns 
to teach more English language to the 12 principal teachers. And Baker was 
engaged in printing some schoolbooks and other publications for the government. 
They should also finish the great work of the Malagasy-English and English-
Malagasy Dictionary, which the government had asked the missionaries to make. But 
behind their official work they had another agenda: giving spiritual and practical help 
to the persecuted Christians, and training them in surviving strategies without 
provoking the government too much.  
The authorities might have been surprised when Johns and Baker declared 
that they would not leave together with the other missionaries in 1835, and I suppose 
they knew quite well their hidden agenda. But since the ten years stay given to each 
missionary were not yet finished for them, the government did not force them to leave 
against their will. Probably they also feared the European powers at that time and felt 
that they needed the few missionaries to stay as an alibi of good will. But as the year 
came to its end it became more and more evident that the government would not like 
them to stay another year. 
The printing of the Bible was in fact finished before the colleges left. Baker and 
Kitching had worked intensively since the prohibition of Christianity was proclaimed, 
with Baker composing and correcting the pages and Kitching doing the printing work. 
Dick Kitching is in fact a little known missionary artisan, and LMS did not recruit him 
but Canham alone. But he played an important role in helping with the printing press 
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etc the last years. 843 Freeman wrote in the beginning of June 1835 that without the 
help of Kitching and the anxious work of Baker the printing of the Bible would not 
have been completed at this time: 
“- he (Kitching) has been a valuable helper to us in getting through the press 
what we have done, not only during Mr. Bakers absence , but also since his 
return. But for his service the Scriptures would not have been finished by this 
time nor the Dictionaries. The Scriptures I am now happy to say are finished. 
The Title page is in the Press, and all will be struck off tomorrow morning. I 
thank God we have been permitted to complete this part of the service of the 
Mission. (---) It is due to Mr. Baker to say that he has exerted himself in a very 
satisfactory and praiseworthy manner to do his part in finishing the S.S. 
(sacred scriptures) and the labour of composing has dissolved wholly on 
himself. He was anxious to get it completed before any further interruption 
might arise and while we were still remaining together in the Country. (---) He 
will now immediately attend to the collating of all the sheets, and binding up a 
few copies for our own use”.844 
A fortnight later Baker states that he had worked hard to finish the printing and now 
only small details of that great work were left: 
”- the constant employment of composing the type etc. has not left me an hour 
to spare for any thing that could be postponed. – The Bible is now printed & I 
shall make the inventory ready”.845 
 
 The persecuted church 
The status of the young church was alarming during the first months after the 
prohibition of the Christianity. Most of those who had frequented the public service in 
the chapels, and quite a lot of those who were baptised, stepped forward and 
declared themselves influenced by the new religion, promising to follow the queen’s 
order by leaving the religion of the Europeans and returning to the religion of the 
ancestors. Baker stated that he was highly surprised both of how many people who 
said they were influenced, and of the fact that very few dared to oppose the queen’s 
orders openly:  
“- of the first class (officers) 1400 are said to have given in their names 
exclusive of their families: Other numbers have not been ascertained but as 
they were especially designed for punishment peculiar exactitude was used in 
their case, - of these 400 confessed having been to the private meetings. (---) 
It is surprising to observe how many were found involved in the charge of 
being enlightened beyond the truly converted. – Of above 400 officers of rank 
reduced, probably not 100 had ever afforded ground of hope to the 
Missionaries respecting their conversion. On the other hand, some who 
promised well, appear elated by the first breath of persecution, and some 
speedily began to scoff, who had been accustomed to pray. Not an effort of 
any importance was made by the natives to avert the persecution or oppose 
the Queen’s word, and all loyalty is displayed by vociferating profane & impure 
oaths with every affirmation and scoffing at all truth purity & piety”.846 
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But Baker pointed in the same letter at the fact that some of the Christians - 
especially amongst the women – confessed their faith before the judges: 
“Several on appearing before the inquisitors boldly professed their faith saying: 
you can only kill our bodies and then in a few minutes & we shall be with God 
& Jesus. Some present are said to have been affected to tears, and others 
said: what can we do with people such as these?” 
Baker said that the majority of those Christians who did not keep up the confession of 
their faith recognized the sovereign’s word and conduct as justifiable whatever might 
be the real state of their minds. The new circumstances caused the natives to 
change their conduct towards the missionaries in some ways. Even people they 
knew well dared not greet them on the street, and a youth walking together with 
Baker at the street was abused by people saying: Why do you attach yourself to the 
white man now? He also states that some of the most unreflecting looked upon the 
missionaries as the cause, and in their view the blameworthy cause, of their danger 
and loss of rank etc. And Baker concluded: 
“The servile submission of the natives would appear incredible to us, born and 
nurtured under British banners, were it not the subject of our personal 
observation. I enquired from an old man, a great speaker at the public 
proclamations, what he thought of the Queen’s new law, he appeared quite 
amazed, and said: I, a Malagash, have no thought on that subject! I have no 
thought (or opinion). What the Sovereign does causes her to be thanked”.847 
Although the losses were great for the young church, they were not total. In the 
course of a few months after the prohibition of the Christianity it became clear that 
some few Christians did not change their faith. Johns wrote in the middle of June 
1835 that there was still about 40-50 who walked with Jesus, and he thought nothing 
should be able to separate them from the love of the Saviour. The most important of 
those were “Paul the diviner” and his wife. The young Christians came to their house 
to hear the word of God and attend the secret prayer meetings in the night. In the 
Vonizongo district there were also many faithful followers and they could more boldly 
profess their faith and keep their religious books than the Christians in the capital. On 
Sundays they gathered on the top of a high hill or mountain to read the bible, pray 
and converse on religious subjects – 10 on one top and 7 on another.848 Johns 
closed his letter by saying that he was suspicious that the authorities would try to 
take some of his letters, as Freeman had lost some of the letters he had sent, and if 
he did not find the conveyance of letters to be safe enough in the future, he would 
rather write in Welsh that the enemies should not be able to read them. 
 As the year passed by some changes became evident. Firstly, the authorities 
pressed the missionaries showing that they wished them to leave, and a great part of 
that pressure was directed against their friends, as Johns explained in March 1836: 
“Since the Tangena was given to our servants and the report circulated that all 
who have been intimate with the whites, must go under the same test as soon 
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as we shall have left the country, we have had but few of our christian friends 
visiting us, and of course we could not visit them”.849 
This pressure proved to be effective and finally it forced the missionaries to take a 
decision. Baker wrote that he was aware that all truly devoted Christians would soon 
have been detected if the missionaries had stayed on.850 And Johns stated to the 
same item that they probably could have been allowed to stay another year if they 
had begged hard, but in that case all their friends should be tried by the ordeal 
(tangena). He concluded that they decided to leave not for fear of their own security, 
but for fear that their friends would be wounded: 
“I may say that we left at the request of our christian friends and from a full 
conviction that withdrawing for a time will be more beneficial to the native 
converts and will have, I trust, some tendency to bring about some favourable 
change in the country. The number of the natives who have courage to keep 
religious books are about 112, but I cannot say that all of them are decidedly 
pious but there are about 60 that are real converts in my opinion”.851  
Also the Christians begged the missionaries to leave, even though they were not 
negative towards the work they had done. In a letter written on behalf of 50 
Christians in the capital they expressed their thanks for all Johns and Baker had 
done this year: 
“Highly grateful to us has been that which those two (Messrs J. & B) have 
done, for they have not remained here in vain, but they have done what was in 
their mind & according to their ability, and have sought our welfare, & 
nourished and sustained us in the faith through the blessing of our God and 
theirs. They have also translated for us the Book “Pilgrim’s Progress”, and we 
consider it a good & just rendering into our language; and it explains our 
situation, and the narrowness of the path through which we have to walk, & 
explains also the blessing awaiting those who go forward, and the ruin of 
those who turn aside. Our hearts have been indeed delighted in reading it, and 
we have loved reading it over & over again, for the perusal of it creates 
happiness & make glad the hearts of the hearers”.852 
Obviously the “stay-behind group” had succeeded in creating an underground church 
with strong cells able to undergo the worst suppressions without turning back, and 
their caring for the converted Malagasy had strengthened the faith of the small flock 
(About 60 true converts when they left, as Johns stated above) and given them 
courage to follow Jesus Christ to the bitter end of martyrdom. Many of them fell 
victims of the persecution in the course of four years. The writers said that there were 
now about 50 Christians in the capital, and 30 of those were meeting regularly but 
not more than 6 at one time. They also begged LMS to print the book “Pilgrim’s 
Progress” and send it to Tamatave, where they would take care of it and bring it up to 
the capital. Ten married couples and sixteen single persons had signed the letter, 
with the remarks “besides those who live at a distance exceeding half a day’s 
journey”. There were also some Christians scattered around amongst soldiers and 
other people living far away from the capital. A letter from Ratsilainga speaks of a 
Christian from Betafo,853 and although not being confident with the message, Johns 
relates that a man from Ft. Dauphin had stated to him that 5 Christians were put to 
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death there. And Baker later spoke of the secret groups or individuals in many 
villages, and specified a man in Fianarantsoa who had kept his holy books and 
sought comfort in his faith in God.854 
 Johns and Baker did not explain much about their work because they were not 
allowed to do much openly. As stated above Johns had used much time by teaching 
English to the 12 senior teachers after the queen’s request, but even though they 
made good progress in the English language he was sorry to say that most of them 
had left the Christian faith. The translating of the book “Pilgrim’s Progress” had 
occupied a lot of time and he also hoped to finish a Malagasy Grammar before 
leaving.855 They had asked permission to print some passage from the Proverbs in 
Old Testament in order to let the people have something to read, but that work was in 
vain since they were neither allowed to print those parts nor other things, such as 
some fables etc. Baker states that when the government found that many adults and 
even slaves had learned to read and write voluntarily, they prohibited all from 
learning those arts, which were not expressly appointed to that. And nor would they 
let the people get any books - even books with non-religious contents.856 Baker 
finished all the printing work he was allowed to do, and he bound the bibles. They left 
70 full bibles with the friends857 together with tracts and other books. Johns states 
that they left 8 great boxes buried in different places and hundreds of books at 
Ambatonakanga858 together with the new press, which they decided not carry with 
them. This great new press brought out with Baker in 1834 had caused the death of 7 
or 8 bearers when it was brought up to the capital by the queen’s orders, and Baker 
stated that they would not once again expose people to such cruelties, because that 
caused the people to regard the mission as a part of their oppression.859 
 John Bunyan’s book “Pilgrims Progress” became important for the native 
Christians when they were left alone under the persecution laws, as Françoise 
Raison-Jourde has underlined in her studies about the Christians going from 
resignation to disobedience.860 She asks the question about who may have 
translated it, since the printed exemplars found in England used a much better 
Malagasy language than the manuscript left by the Christians in Madagascar. In my 
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opinion there is no doubt that David Johns translated the first part, which he reported 
were left by the Christians in 20 copies, because he several times talks about that.861 
On the other hand, I suppose that someone have corrected the manuscript in 
England before it was printed. Possibly the veteran David Jones might have done 
that work since he was a better linguist than Johns and often used to such work 
during his vacation in England. But Jones and his family left England in April 1837 
going back to Mauritius to work there while waiting for a possible return to 
Madagascar.862 He would therefore have little time to correct the manuscript, which 
may have been sent from Mauritius after Johns and Baker returned there about July 
1836. Maybe Jones could have worked with this translation during the voyage or 
after his arrival in Mauritius. But I have neither found any written statement about 
that, nor any allusion to whether Mr. Freeman, who was another person able to do 
such a work, had been engaged in it. 
In the chapter about the disobedience of the Malagasy Christians, Raison-
Jourde states that in the first years after the prohibition of the Christian faith they 
wrote many letters to friends abroad, and that might be considered as a symbolic 
opposition to the queen’s orders to return the people from the light of the gospel to 
the former darkness. Accusing the authorities of closing people’s ability to find the 
truth, they interpreted them to be judged at a divine tribunal.863 In the first letters they 
are often quoting from the Apocalypse in the Bible. But soon there is another text 
frequently used to explain the apocalyptical themes about the reign of light and the 
reign of darkness. Obviously the themes from Pilgrim’s Progress could best explain 
the Christians as being pelerines or strangers (mpivahiny) on earth on their way 
home to the Lord in heaven, and thereby encouraging them to suffer pain and losses, 
because their real home were not here - but in heaven. In some ways this book was 
as important as the Bible in forming the minds of the Christian Martyrs.864 The 
resistance of the Christians and their willingness to suffer pain and even death for 
their faith, made a deep impression on the whole society. 
Pilgrim’s Progress was really printed in England after the Malagasy Christians’ 
request and sent to Mauritius to be forwarded to Madagascar. It is mostly considered 
that the officers in Tamatave confiscated all such books when they arrived there, and 
I suppose they might have acquired some of them. On the other hand Johns wrote in 
August 1838 that he feared the expected books might have been lost when the 
English ship Radama was wrecked south of Tamatave.865 But that was certainly not 
the case because the books were not yet arrived from England. In fact quite a lot of 
those books reached their destination. David Jones wrote from Port Louis in January 
1839 that the Pilgrim’s Progress in Malagasy had safely arrived there,866 and in 
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August he relates that he had succeeded in sending some of them to Griffiths in 
Antananarivo, and now he had made up a new box to be sent there.867 Some months 
later he stated that they had succeeded in bringing the books through the customs in 
Tamatave and forwarded them to the capital. Eighteen copies of the Pilgrim’s 
Progress together with some portion of the Holy Scripture thus reached the 
Christians.868 Jones also states in the middle of 1839 that he sent a parcel of 
religious scriptures also containing the Pilgrim’s Progress to be distributed in Fort 
Dauphin, St Augustin or other places around the coast where readers might be 
found.869 And Jones terminated his distribution by bringing a lot of those books with 
him on his visit to the capital in 1840, where Griffiths helped him to present them to 
the Christians. 
The letters from the directors wishing the missionaries to stay on another year 
did not reach them in time, and they were forced to decide alone if they should try to 
get permission to stay a little longer or leave as soon as possible. But when the good 
season approached Baker was asked if he would stay and build a paper mill for the 
government, being paid $4000. Answering that he would readily undertake it for 
nothing could he only see religious instruction be allowed to the people, he was told 
that this had ceased and he must remain exclusively as a secular man. By this 
message he clearly understood that the government wanted him to leave the 
country.870 They left the capital on the 22nd of July getting bearers from the queen 
and they used 3 weeks on a new bad way down to Tamatave. Baker was attacked by 
fever on the road and he got new attack by and by the next year on Mauritius until he 
quitted Port Louis and settled in a healthier place. He also told that Mrs. Baker and 
their infant child fell from the palanquin when the men carrying them on their 
shoulders stumbled and fell, but they were quite unhurt. The director’s letters 
reached the small group in Tamatave, but could not change anything since they were 
already on their way to Mauritius. They later told the directors that their decision 
would have been unavoidable even if they had got those letters before they left the 
capital, because the government had reminded them every month that they expected 
them to leave this season.871 They all left Tamatave on the 20th of August and arrived 
on Mauritius on the 27th.872  
Baker declared that the time of Christian mission in Madagascar was now 
effectively terminated and the country was left to the idols or the devil. Confessing 
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that no doors would probably be opened again during the first 6 to 10 years, he 
thought the country must first suffer from oppression, famine and anarchy before it 
could again see the light of God and follow that.873 After having stated that there were 
at least 10.000 slaves taken in the provinces each year and with so much suffering 
and problems amongst the whole population Johns declared more optimistically (and 
unrealistically), that this cruel and bloodstained land must once again submit to 
Jesus, and that day had already dawned, he hoped.874 But it would be 25 years 
before his hope would be realised. 
After recovering a little from the fever, Baker wrote his analysis home to the 
Board of Directors explaining why the mission from the first day was predestined to 
fail, and explaining his individual reasons for leaving Antananarivo: 
“The Mission was originally established in connexion with the existing Govt. 
Christianity was introduced not merely under the permission, but express 
sanction of the king. It became a part of the new principle of Govt introduced 
by the English. – I do not mean to imply that blame attached to the 
missionaries on account of this connexion, - it was providential & perhaps 
necessary to the introduction of Xanity into the island, but its perpetuation was 
injurious to the interests of pious, spiritual religion; and but for it would the 
queen have been able to so totally suppress the Xanity. The schools was in 
the strictest sense a branch of the feudal servitude due to the Sovereign, & to 
this it would have appeared partitions to object – Yet in the schools first the 
teaching & preaching the Gospel commenced. It therefore appeared to most 
of the natives as an addition & appendage to them. The Missionaries and 
Teachers who preached, commenced & continued to preach to the scholars in 
the school room, and if any elder people happened to be present they 
submitted to hear their superstitions depreciated, because they thought it was 
the king’s will. It then became a part of the teacher’s office to preach, and as 
some had been appointed it was natural that others should be allowed to 
preach. And then the distinction between Xanity and mere knowledge, and the 
reception of the truth & feudal duty became confused in the mind of the 
people. Hence in the selfaccusation of the Xans in March 1835 some teachers 
protested that they preached & prayed because the Missionaries made it a 
part of their feudal servitude to the Sovereign. 
Besides this the native Govt was then led to entertain incorrect views of our 
object and character. They never distinctly recognized us as simple 
missionaries apart from all connexions with the British Govt. To the last altho’ 
they had seen our dear brethren depart on account of the suppression of 
Xanity, they were not (illegible) of these false notions, but furnished myself & 
Mr. Johns with letters to the king of England to say how well we had behaved. 
I believe that every Missionary in Madagascar felt that these and other serious 
evils (especially the ill-term with Mr. Griffiths & his connexion with the native 
Govt) needed to say a thorough reform. But as God often blesses his servants 
in the reformation of abuses without entirely demolish their work, we quite felt 
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it our duty to wait & see if any change would take place. We waited nearly a 
year, & changes did take place, but what changes!” 875 
Baker’s observation that the foundation of the missionary work was wrong, since 
most people considered it to be a part of their servitude to the king, is important. 
Other analyses had already pointed to the fact that the queen’s unwillingness to help 
the mission had produced an interest in the gospel, since it became obvious that 
neither learning religion in the school nor attendance at the public service in the 
chapels were considered a duty to the sovereign, but rather contrary to the queen’s 
will. This fact caused many to attend the services in the chapels and the private 
prayer meetings voluntarily, and there was for some years a growing interest in 
converting to the Christian faith. Raison-Jourde has pointed to another interesting 
detail: that from the prohibition of the Christian faith a new group of people showed 
their interest and joined the small flock. Those were people from noble families from 
other parts of Imerina and other individuals who saw their interests set aside in some 
way or other by the new parallel dynasty.876 Their adherence to the new religion was 
partly a protest against the Andafiavaratra family, but contact with the Christian faith 
soon made them true believers. 
On the other hand, Baker’s declaring that the government was erring when 
supposing that the missionaries were in close connection with the British government 
may be questionable. In the quarrel with Griffiths they had underlined as strongly as 
possible that they were in close connection with the government of Mauritius, as I 
have explained above. And Freeman’s political engagement had left no doubt that he 
was acting as a British envoy and spy. Together with the murmuring that the 
Christians might stir a rebellion for the British interests as soon as they were enough, 
that would easily put the government on their guard. And the quarrel between 
Griffiths and his colleagues undoubtedly had ruinous effects for the missionary work. 
 Baker continued his long letter (22.10.36) by stating that the remaining 
missionaries had seen only three possibilities of how to act. Firstly, they could 
choose a fanatical behaviour and stay on and preach the gospel until they were 
forced to leave. But if they behaved like the poor fanatic, Ratsiniandavana, did in 
1835 that might have some sad consequences. Although they were not afraid of their 
own security in that case, they deemed it certain that some others would be charged 
with the government’s rage. Secondly, they thought they could be allowed to stay as 
secular men, but they knew that their intercourse with the Christians would make that 
a lie, and Baker wrote that he would not like to use such “Jesuit principles” since their 
real objective was too well known. He was afraid that someone would bleed if they 
choose such proceedings, since many of the true believers then might be exposed to 
the authorities and arrested. The third possibility was therefore to retire for a while to 
let God work, leaving the Christians to try to find their own way through all 
persecutions. Although this solution seems difficult it was not without hope, he 
declared.877 
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5.4 Malagasy isolation politics contra British interests 
 The suppression of Christianity marks a turning point in Malagasy politics, 
even though the direction of those politics had become more and more clear after the 
Radama’s death. The queen’s government had from the first day another agenda 
than Radama, not only in their marked use of traditional pagan religion, especially the 
worship of the idols and the spirit of the ancestors, but also in a patriotic Malagasy 
view and in promoting the political and economical interests of the new Hova elite. As 
I have explained, the first strong leader, Andiamihaja, still professed an interest in 
Radama’s politics of “progress and civilisation” but after the murder of the Prime 
Minister, politics changed gradually as the new leaders consolidated their power. And 
from the day they suppressed Christianity and forced most of the Europeans to leave 
the capital, it became clear that their real aim was not “progress and civilisation” but 
to build up the power and wealth of the leading group. Thus their fighting against the 
missionaries’ and their followers’ interests became an alibi for the suppression of the 
population both in Imerina and in the provinces. The missionaries say that soon after 
the great Kabary forbidding Christianity some people accused them of being the 
cause of their own suppression, which was an accusation the missionaries strongly 
denied.878 But I have already shown that the fighting against the new religion was in 
some way the most important toils used by the new elite augmenting their power over 
the whole population, and promoting the politics of isolation and patriotic proceedings 
against international interests. 
 
5.4.1 A parallel Hova dynasty 
I have explained how the changes after Radama’s death was a real revolution 
transferring the power from the Andriana caste into the hands of the Hova caste, 
especially when the Andafiavaratra family took control after the murder of 
Andriamihaja in 1830. Raison-Jourde speaks about the same things, detailing how 
the three brothers managed to take control of the whole society.879 The eldest 
brother, Rajery was Chief Judge and chief of the “Andriambaventy” command of the 
civil people. We did not hear much about him but surely his work was important for 
the family. My investigations above showed that the second brother, Ravoninahitra, 
changing his name to Rainiharo, became Prime Minister and the queen’s principal 
lover from 1830, not from 1834 as Raison-Jourde states. And the third brother, 
Ratsimanisa, who soon changed his name to Rainimaharo, was Chief Commander of 
the Army and Chief Secretary until he died in 1841. As stated above, Baker said in 
1836 that his councils and designs were in reality the mainspring of the government’s 
proceedings.880 Probably he was the real force behind the forbidding of Christianity in 
1835, because he wrote all statements issued by the government at that time.881 
Later, when the British envoy William Campbell visited Antananarivo in 1840, he was 
received only by Rainimaharo and had all his negotiations with him. After what we 
can see in Campbell’s journal he did not even speak with the Prime Minister, 
Rainiharo (see chapter 5.5). That shows that Rainimaharo’s designs were more 
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important than Rainiharo’s at that time. And when Rainimaharo died in 1841 and 
Rainiharo succeeded him in his functions as Chief Commander of the army, etc, the 
persecution of the Christians declined for some years. Raison-Jourde states in her 
book that the Malagasy people were a victim of the power of its own army, and 
shows how the Andafiavaratra group managed to build up a parallel dynasty. But 
Rainiharo and his relatives could not present clearly their ambitions, because a 
reigning Hova dynasty was historically impossible and would not be accepted at that 
time.882  
When the actual Prime Minister in February 1869, Rainilaiarivony, who was 
the son of Rainiharo, divorced his wife and married Queen Ranavalona II, it caused 
some protests and turbulence even though the Andafiavaratra family had actually 
reigned about 40 years, because that act made it clear that the parallel Hova dynasty 
finally dared to show the consequence of their rise to power. From the 1830’s they 
had controlled most of Madagascar, even though they had been obliged to use the 
queen as reigning marionette. And they continued to reign until the French 
occupation in 1895, as his eldest son Raharo, who changed his name to 
Rainivoninahitriniony, succeeded Rainiharo and he was again overthrown and 
replaced by his younger brother Rainilaiarivony in 1864. The only exception to their 
effectual reign occurred when Radama II succeeded his mother as reigning monarch. 
The young king tried to take power back to the Andriana class, but after a short reign 
(1861 - 1863) he was overthrown and killed by the Andafiavaratra brothers. There 
might be quite a lot of political reasons for the murder of the young king, but maybe 
his efforts to outdo the parallel Hova dynasty was the real cause. 
 Raison-Jourde also shows how the parallel dynasty made alliances with the 
princes Rakotondradama and his cousin Ramboasalama by giving them their 
daughters as illegitimate wives (tokantrano maso) and thus letting them give birth to 
semi-andriana children. But the aim of legitimating a parallel dynasty was more 
effectively created by tracing their own ancestors back to the former Vazimba king in 
Antananarivo, Andriampirokana,883 and therefore I would contend that the return to 
the old customs and religion was extremely important for Rainiharo because it 
allowed him to legitimate his reign to some degree. That fact may also in some way 
explain why his fight against the new religion was so absolute. Raison-Jourde’s 
analysis shows how Rainiharo and his companions used different strategies to build 
up the influence of the parallel dynasty, using both the traditionalism and the 
modernisation at the same time. Christianity and trading were two aspects of the 
modernisation. By forbidding the first one in 1835 and troubling and finally stopping 
all trade with British and French traders in 1845 after the French-British 
bombardment of Tamatave, Rainiharo obtained control over the process of 
modernisation. On the one hand that made in some aspects the community return to 
a barbaric state, which the many plundering wars in the provinces and the frequent 
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use of the ordeal (tangena) are sufficient proof of. On the other hand, the same men 
used the new knowledge from Europe when that was considered useful for the 
progress of their own interests.884 They would, for example, combine the 
modernisation with feudal servitude. 
 
 Trading difficulties at the eastern coast. 
 Many great changes followed the prohibition of Christianity, because 
everybody was clear that Rainiharo and his brothers now possessed the ultimate 
power. Before that time they had usually issued most of the proclamations and laws 
in the name of the queen, and only issued something in their own name on a few 
occasions. But from that time on they issued more and more proclamations either in 
their own name. And many times when they referred to the queen’s will, it seems 
uncertain if she had a real knowledge of the actual question. To give an example of 
this, Governor William Nicolay wrote in November 1837 to the queen complaining 
that his former letter had not been forwarded to Her Majesty but had been opened 
and answered by her governor in Tamatave. In that letter he had complained about 
different acts of ill treatment and injustice directed at the traders at that place, and he 
was therefore deeply discontented when he found that his letter had been opened 
and answered by the aggressor he had named:  
“So audacious an act as the opening a sealed letter addressed to Your 
Majesty will no doubt excite Your Majesty’s most serious displeasure (---) For 
Your Majesty must be aware that I can now have no confidence, that my 
letters ever reach Your Majesty since an Officer of high rank employed under 
you should dare, not only to open a sealed letter addressed to Your Majesty 
but deliberately and officially to avoid it - such an act is unheard of among 
European Nations, and were it ever to occur there would cause any individual 
who could be guilty of it to be removed at once and for ever from the service of 
his Sovereign. (---) 
- and very serious restrictions placed upon the intercourse of the British 
Traders with Your Majesty’s subjects and their commerce with the interior, 
very different from what it was in the time of the great Radama, which Your 
Majesty has so often declared to be the rule that had established for the 
treatment of British subjects frequenting Your Majesty’s dominions”.885 
After having opened Governor Nicolay’s letter, the governor of Tamatave criticised 
him for asking questions about changes the trade had undergone from the day’s of 
Radama and for his listening to “the vain talk of the traders”, because that could not 
make the friendship better, he said.886 And when Chief Secretary Rainimaharo 
answered Governor Nicolay’s new letter, it looks uncertain if the queen had really 
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been informed about his complaints. He argued that since the letter had come from a 
governor of another country and not from the British Sovereign himself, the governor 
of Tamatave had a lawful right to open it and even answer it. He only ought to report 
its concerns to the queen. He also repeated the statements that the governor of 
Mauritius should not listen to the complaints of the traders, because that might hurt 
the friendship between the two countries.887 
 In fact the traders at the eastern coast made a great number of complaints just 
at that time, stating that there had been a significant change in the Malagasy 
government’s behaviour against the European traders. In earlier days people were 
free to trade with foreigners, but now it was only the officers from the privileged Hova 
families who were allowed that favour. Before 1835 it had also been possible to 
discuss cases of vexation and trouble with the authorities and sometimes the traders 
received compensation if their losses were caused by the Malagasy, but now even 
the governor of Mauritius’ complaints in the said letter were met with ignorance.888 A 
Malagasy man stated in a letter to Johns that the queen was not pleased with the 
complaints of the Governor and she would not answer them until her Embassy 
returned from England.889 Johns also wrote from Tamatave in July 1837 that the 
traders were much interrupted and annoyed in their business, because the Hovas 
had not only monopolized the trade, but sometimes when the traders had engaged 
people to do work for them those people could be taken away on an hour’s notice to 
do feudal servitude, and the traders were then left alone when they really needed 
assistance. The queen had also issued an order lately that no foreigners were 
allowed to let their cattle grass in the country – a law that would put a stop to the 
traditional trade in fresh meet etc.890 
 Baker explained those changes in Malagasy trading policy in a great Memorial 
about different political matters, which he sent to governor Nicolay some weeks 
before he left Antananarivo. There he stated that the government’s new policy was to 
force the European traders to leave through annoying them, in order to throw the 
trading with foreigners fully into the hands of the Hova commandants and officers. By 
ordering the people to work for them without wages as a part of the feudal servitude 
they hoped to make profits. Baker stated that if they should succeed in this design 
that would place the east coast trading in a very difficult situation, because even 
trifling misunderstandings between the two governments or their representatives 
might cut off the supplies from Madagascar to Mauritius for weeks or months. And 
should the officers get sick or be occupied with other things such as military concerns 
that might place the ships in danger of waiting a long time for their cargoes.891 
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Certainly the difficulties for the traders in getting justice and compensation 
when they had sustained economical losses was a threat to the British-Malagasy 
friendship, but even more serious were the cases when British or French persons 
were injured. The most serious case reported in the 1830’s happened in August 1838 
when Mr. Marin, the captain of the English ship Belzoni, after having taken a sick 
passenger on board, was assaulted by about 30 of the hovas and so badly injured 
that he could not take care of his ship any more. When Mr. Vonositou, his agent in 
Tamatave, complained to the governor of Tamatave, he gave only evasive 
answers.892 His evading responsibility when a British citizen was injured, caused 
governor Nicolay to send a ship of war to investigate in the case, and in Tamatave 
Captain Craigie, HMS Scout, sent a letter to the governor of the town, stating: 
“Sir. Having been deputed by His Excellency Sir William Nicolay (---) to 
institute an enquiry into the case of an alleged unprovoked assault upon the 
person of Mr. Marin, Master of the Barque «Belzoni» belonging to Port Louis; 
and having this day, in your presence, entered into a full investigation of the 
case, and heard the evidence on both sides, I am of opinion, that the assault 
was proved and that it was most cruel and uncalled for. I feel myself therefore 
called upon with the view of ensuring to my fellow countrymen in future, that 
protection to which has lately been denied them, and to which the laws of all 
civilised countries entitle them, to demand in the name of Her Majesty the 
Queen of England: 
First: That he sum of One Hundred Dollars be paid to Mr. Marin, as 
demurrage for the deletion of the “Belzoni” 
Secondly: That a full and ample apology be made, for the insult offered to the 
British Flag, by oppression of a British Subject. 
Thirdly: That you send me a declaration under your own hand, guaranteeing 
security to the lives and properties of British subjects, within the district of 
Tamatave. 
If these demands are not acceded to, I have to acquaint you that I shall 
immediately take on board all the British subjects, and within one hour of their 
embarkation, I shall open my broadside upon the Batteries”.893 
This kind of “canon diplomacy” must have made a certain impression on the 
Malagasy authorities at that time. It was less than ten years since French ships of 
war had opened their deadly broadsides against the Battery and the town, and the 
authorities therefore knew exactly what the result could be. Captain Craigie stated in 
another letter that he had first investigated in the case, but finding that the governor 
was disposed to evade all responsibility, and that Mr. Noussiton, (Mr. Marin’s agent) 
was attacked the same evening as the purpose of Craigie’s visit was made known, 
he thought that the lives of the British residents would be sacrificed if “the Scout” left 
                                                                                                                                        
profits, and imagine they could augment to themselves the present profits, by making the natives labour for them without wages 
as a part of their feudal servitude to the Sovereign. Probably all the English Merchants have experienced more or less of these 
annoyances, and some have been thence led to suspect the real design of the native Government. Should this design succeed, 
trade with Madagascar would stand in the most perilous situation. A trifling misunderstanding between the British & the native 
Government, or even between the later and its own officers on the coast might stagnate trade in an hour, and cut off all 
Madagascar supplies for weeks or months. A foreign war, or even a powerful internal combination might carry off all the 
Commandants on the coast, and in their persons the Merchants, and thereby reduce trade to a stand. Charge of Commandants, 
sickness of the un-acclimated and many other causes would constantly expose ships to the danger of waiting on indefinite 
period for their cargoes.” 
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the anchorage without getting assurances of security for the British residents, and 
therefore he wrote the above letter. The authorities answered by paying the $100 
demanded for to Mr. Marin, but their following letter was too evasive, and Craigie 
therefore sent it back, desiring them to consider his second and third demands. Next 
day they presented another letter containing the demanded apology and guarantee 
of security894, and then they parted in the best terms, sharing presents and gun’s 
salutes etc.895 This kind of “cannon-diplomacy” was often used with success by 
British and French authorities in the pre-colonial period. The case in Tamatave in 
1838 was not too different from what happened in the same place in 1845, when the 
Malagasy authorities would not conform to the great power’s will and British and 
French ships bombarded the town, causing a closure of all European trade there the 
next 9 years. This last case shows that the Malagasy government changed their 
policy and would no longer accept such cannon diplomacy, and they were then able 
to put their own politics through against the will of the great powers. 
 
Increasing of the feudal servitude. 
One of the great changes occurring after the interdiction of Christianity in 1835 
was connected with the use of feudal servitude. In the time of Andrianampoinimerina 
feudal servitude was used to fulfil important enterprises for the community, either 
fighting in a war for the king or making roads and irrigation channels for rice 
cultivation. Radama changed this servitude to include all kind of work for the king - 
also the learning of all new knowledge brought to Imerina by the Europeans. Also 
those who were ordered to be soldiers in the new permanent army introduced by the 
British were forced to do it as a non-paid servitude. But the use of this feudal 
servitude went through a materially change and became an oppression of the whole 
people after the forbidding of Christianity. In former days only the king could order 
people to do such servitude and he was thoroughly attentive to prevent any of his 
officers from employing people under such orders, but under the new rulers every 
officer could order people to do such servitude. Radama had also agreed to people 
using their new knowledge for personal benefit when they did not work for him, but 
now it was strictly forbidden to use their new knowledge except in the work for the 
queen and the men in power.896  
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that authorised it. We are sorry for it and have punished the offender, and we apologise to the Queen of England for the 
oppression of her subject. But with respect to the English subjects, trading here with us at Tamatave, we beg solemnly to assure 
you, that no person whatever shall be allowed to injure them in the slightest degree, and no person whatever shall be allowed to 
destroy or take their property. But a perpetual good understanding shall be maintained between us. Therefore let British 
subjects carry on Trade peacefully here at Tamatave for there shall no oppression exist here. Should any British subject 
transgress the laws of our Country, the British subjects residing at Tamatave shall be summoned to witness the investigation. 
But with regard to the exercise of the Laws of the Country, reference must be made to the Queen, and may you, Sirs, live 
happy.” 
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 MA, HB-9, Craigie to Rear Admiral George Elliot, 03.09.38: “I then informed His Excellency that I would salute Her Majesty’s 
Flag, and also consented to receive the present of Two Bullocks, for the Ships Company, which I had previously declined. They 
seemed much delighted at this declaration, and we parted on the most amicable terms. On my return on board, I (...) saluted 
Her Majesty’s Flag with Twenty One Guns, which was returned by an equal number.” 
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 MA, HB-9, Baker to the governor, 13.09.36: Restraint on diffusion of knowledge under the Madagascar Queen’s 
Government: “To render the case of the people still more appalling, the queen, in June of the year 1836 promulgated a new law, 
to the effect that “any persons happening to acquire a knowledge of the new arts introduced by the Europeans, and venturing to 
practise these arts for their own benefit, or out of the govt premises, on any pretence, would be liable to death.” The soap-
making, powder-making, with its connected precepts of sulphur, vitre-making & with the gun-making, were expressly specified, 
and it was understood only to apply to these and the printing, as not having (except an inferior mode of powder-making) 
existed at all amongst the natives before the Europeans introduced them. The new law instantly deprived some of their means 
of livelihood, they having been in the practice of boiling a little soap in their iron pots for sale amongst their friends.” 
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The greatest changes in the time of Radama came with his new army and his 
being supreme judge not only of military laws but of all things connected with the 
government. But the severity of feudal servitude is often moderated by the good-
disposition of the supreme power. So it was in Radama’s time, because he felt the 
people to be his people, and not merely slaves over whom accident or intrigue had 
made him supreme. He had therefore some paternal feelings towards them. He was, 
moreover, in his single person supreme, and therefore, at the worst, the people had 
only to suffer from the wickedness or caprice of one man. But Baker concluded that 
when the new leaders in the name of the queen changed the feudal servitude to be 
used to the profit of the Hova caste that caused a complete oppression of the 
people.897  
Edward Baker, who was Senior Missionary when he left Madagascar in June 
1836, soon afterwards wrote a letter to the governor of Mauritius explaining the 
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 MA, HB-9, Baker, op.cit, Memorial, 20.05.36: “Arbitrary power is the principle which pervades their social system in all its 
branches. All freemen emerging from boyhood, or as new defined, of five spans high and upwards, are enrolled by hundreds 
under superiors, called the Master of hundreds, or centurions. These are expected to know their hundreds personally, and to 
see that no individual amongst them neglects his feudal service. They are liable to be called to account by the Vadintany or 
superior Official who forms the ordinary channel of communication between them and the Government. These latter are in a 
measure amenable to the chieftains, and all the three classes are liable to be called to account by the messengers of  the 
Government sent to them with orders. There is another official who collect all dues of the Sovereign, and is therefore called 
Farantsa (a Dollar). The chieftains act in petty cases as judges. The power of all these, tho’ in some instances defined by law, is 
in practice arbitrary. The centurion ties up a refractory inferior, and leaves him in chains until his spirit is subdued. (...) It was on 
such a stock that Radama engrafted the system of Military subordination, and the analogy between the two modes of ruling was 
so close that they naturally incorporated into one system. The ancient judges retained the decision of civil cases, such as 
disputes about rice-ground, and the king as their head, took upon themselves, not only the decision of cases strictly military, but 
all in any way connected with the Government, such as breaches of feudal service & duty, public works, education, cases of 
Europeans, etc. The king had originally been Supreme head of the civil system, and now being so of the Military, and 
surrounded by his Officers, he naturally made them the medium of his communications with the people, and thence Military laws 
has become the supreme rule of Government to which an appeal may in all cases, where sufficient influence exists, be made. 
But these systems mutually order each other in the complete oppression of the people. By the ancient feudal laws no specific 
limit was put to the power of the Sovereign in demanding the service of his vassals - the whole people. A natural limit existed in 
the Sovereigns conscious weakness, and apprehension of his people fleeing to the protection of some neighbouring king. But 
the Military system, by strengthening the hands of one Sovereign & destroying the power of all others, has thrown down the 
ancient boundaries and left arbitrary power without control. The ancient feudal system allowed of the vassals being called out to 
war without the appointment of any day for their dismissing, because the expediency of a permanent army was never foreseen, 
but the military system by showing the utility and necessity of a permanent army induced the king to exert his feudal rights in 
wresting thousands for ever from their paternal hearths. 
In a similar way no boundary was placed to the requirement of occasional services from the people because it had not been 
foreseen that any thing more than the building of a house or some such temporary service would ever be required - But the 
introduction of European arts has occasioned the perpetual unpaid employment of thousands of wretched being to fetch wood, 
make charcoal, build & &. Smith, Carpenters and all native artizans were formerly allowed to reside in their native villages liable 
to an occasional order to work up for the Government any materials sent. - Now, thousands are constricted to remove to a site 
fixed upon in or near the capital, to work constantly without pay, and get their daily rice as they can. European arts have 
increased the artificial wants of the great ones. The supply of their wants must be drawn from the wretched people, and thence 
oppression increases in exact proportion with the arts. It would appear paradoxical to see that in Madagascar knowledge is only 
power so far as it is oppression. Yet not every sensible nature knows to be the fact. A nobleman, (for instance) requires 10.000 
nails: - he applies to the queen for an order to the three or 400 Smiths. It is given, & they set (...) about the job, every one 
thinking only of hurrying over his portion, and wishing from his heart he could not make a nail. Were the order brought into a free 
market it would occasion competition, and the necessful tendered would apply his mind to save labour, & improve his 
workmanship. 
General distress in Madagascar is extreme just in proportion to the proximity of a place to the capital. Immediately round An-
Tananarivo every one is exposed to personal observation, and consequently Society presents but two faces, the one 
oppression, and the other its effect, - wretchedness. The natives have only two methods of defending themselves, cunning to 
deceive the oppressor, and courage to flee from him. In the provinces, and amongst the hovas when sojourning there the latter 
is often practicable, and many hundreds live like wild-beasts in the desserts and woods. Around the capital the former prevails, 
and pretended sickness, absolute poverty and nakedness, and selling themselves into slavery to each other, are the prevalent 
and daily modes of opposing the Government. As a natural result crime follows misery, and I have known in the latter end of 
1835 more than 100 culprits to suffer death by the verdict of the law in one day, out of a population of less, perhaps, than a 
million. 
Oppression could never be carried to such an extent did not the Military power of the Government aid to keep the chieftains and 
others in awe: - And to this therefore, and to the English who introduced it, much of their misery is, by the natives, ascribed. 
Accidental circumstances have contributed to aggravate the evils of the system. The severity of arbitrary Government is often 
moderated by the good-disposition of the supreme power. So it was in Madagascar in Radama’s time. He felt the people to be 
his people, and not merely slaves over whom accident or intrigue had made him supreme. He had therefore some paternal 
feelings towards them. He was, moreover, in his single person supreme, and therefore, at the worst, the people had only to 
suffer from the wickedness or caprice of one man. But the present queen has no such feelings to restrain her own conduct, and 
she, holding the reins and Government with a feeble hand, many are allowed to share in the oppression of the people, until “the 
land is filled with Violence”.” 
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nature of the feudal servitude and especially the difficulties arising when that 
servitude was connected to the work of the mission: 
“When the British Government and the London Missionary Society introduced 
letter and various mechanical arts into Madagascar, in 1819 interceding years, 
the following was the method, and the only method, which Radama adopted 
for the cultivation of arts. Availing himself of the existing feudal laws which only 
recognise the people as vassals of the Sovereign, he appointed certain young 
persons to remain with the Missionaries and Artizans a number of years, to 
learn, after which they were to revert to himself as vassals doomed to 
perpetual and unpaid servitude in their newly acquired arts. It was perfectly 
understood by the people that their children learned for the king and not for 
themselves. - An appointed number of children were furnished from each 
district to learn reading and writing on the same principle, and being thus 
chosen, it was clearly implied that their learners thereby fell into the hands of 
the feudal servitude govt for permanent servitude. – This principle of seizing 
the merest children was carried into universal effect in June of 1836 by a 
proclamation ordering all children from five spans high and upwards into the 
queen’s service, after which it was common to see children of the above 
height dragging wood and carrying stones for the Government works. Even 
the youth sent to England with Prince Ratefy were subjected to the same rule, 
with this only difference, that their parents had the privilege of making an 
ostentation of loyally in voluntarily presenting their sons and offering to assist 
in their outfit. All was done for the King, or as they say, “to express thanks to 
him, & make him sacred.” 
After the laps of some years, as the various classes of Carpenters, smiths, 
sailors &, furnished their education, their services were, as a matter of course 
demanded by the Government, by whom they have been from that since, at 
the present habitually employed without pay. So long since as Le Gros’ time, 
about 1825 or 26, the Carpenters viewing him as the origin of their unpaid 
labour in building &, set fire to his premises, for which act, on detection, they 
were burnt alive. 
For a few years, however, the condition of these classes was ameliorated by 
the following circumstances. They had been generally selected from persons 
of some property, and hence possessed of slaves to work their rice ground, 
and even learn their respective arts to labour for the owners’ benefit. Radama 
referred them to exercise their skill for their personal benefit when not 
employed by him, and he was strictly attentive to prevent any of his officers 
giving surreptitious orders to employ them. - Now, every petty officer can 
obtain such orders, the artizans have generally been obliged to sell their 
slaves, being reduced to the utmost state of poverty. The boys from the 
schools have been taken to fill up the ranks in the army, and even the girls 
have been taken to sew for the queen and her favourites, and the whole army. 
There are at least 800 smith whose only means of subsistence is, to steal the 
iron of Government brought of the same feudal system from the iron districts, 
work it clandestinely with the charcoal brought in the same way, and give the 
articles to their wives and relatives for sale in the markets. The 300 to 500 
carpenters steal the queens wood on the same plan, so that petulancy has 
become universal”.898 
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 MA, HB-9, Baker, op.cit, 13.09.36 
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Baker’s stating that both the schoolwork and the artisan’s work from the first days 
had been used to suppress people by the principle of feudal servitude is important for 
the evaluation of the whole mission work. But he concluded both here and in his 
Memorial that the suppression had changed dramatically by the government’s new 
law of June 1836, especially since all free people now were concerned, including 
boys of five spans high, and not only those who had formerly learned something by 
missionaries or artisans. 
The effecting of the new law of 1836 did not allow free men time enough to 
work their rice grounds,899 and therefore that kind of work had to be effected by 
slaves or women, a fact that greatly changed the woman’s situation, especially in 
Imerina. This fact combined with insufficient rain in 1836 and 1837 caused famine 
and starvation both in Imerina and at the eastern coast.900 This climatically disaster is 
known also from East-Africa in those years. Pier Larson say that during the reign of 
Andrianampoinimerina the enslaving of people in Imerina caused great changes in 
the society, starting the transformation of women’s labour. Not only real slaves 
(andevo) and prisoners of war, but also “zazahova” and kidnapped people were 
exported, and their own relatives sold many times children. Larson explains that the 
pressure of silver was great and caused dissemination of the population in the 
country, and the selling of males caused women, children and slaves to work the rice 
fields and to do other work originally done exclusively by the men. On the other hand 
women’s traditional work like weaving and cloth making were partly stopped by the 
import of cloth bought by silver.901 But those changes might also have increased the 
independence of women in Imerina.902 When Radama stopped the slave trade his 
use of feudal servitude to the army and all the new arts taught by the Europeans still 
prevented the males from doing their normal work, and that was extremely 
strengthened with the new law of 1836, and forced the women to take over the 
males’ duty to a greater extent. 
 Baker also details in his Memorial how the military system received from Great 
Britain was accepted merely and exclusively as an element of power, without any 
regard to noble sentiments of justice, honour, and humanity that habitually 
distinguished British officers. The army therefore had become the means of 
suppression not only in Imerina but also even in a higher degree in the other 
provinces where the plundering raids of war were too horrid and disgusting for 
detailing in the English language.903 He also explained how the system of bribery and 
corruption pervaded every department of the government, and he concludes that it 
appears inconceivable to him that Great Britain can establish any friendly relations 
with the Malagasy government whilst they act on such principles as he had detailed. 
 
5.4.2 Sending of an Embassy to England and France in 1836 
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 LMS, Maur, 2.1.B, Johns to Ellis, 14.11.36: “The people are so constantly employed in the feudal service that they have no 
time to plant their own rice and in consequence of this there is a great scarcity of provision in the country this year, and no doubt 
hundreds will perish before the new rice get ripe, for want of food.” 
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period.” 
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 After the great changes in 1835 and the critic from British authorities, caused 
by the difficulties for the trade at the eastern coast and the dismissing of the British 
missionaries and their project of progress and civilisation, the Malagasy government 
decided to send an Embassy to Europe to strengthen their friendship with Great 
Britain and France. Some of the Queen’s advisers were aware of the dangers of 
alienating Britain when true peace was not yet restored with France. Some 
historians, thinking that the object of the Embassy was to try to repair some of the 
damage caused by the isolationist and anti-Christian policy, value the results as 
unsuccessful since no problems were really solved and all the changes that followed 
soon afterwards were generally for the worse.904 In my opinion that might be a wrong 
interpretation because some contemporary letters reveal that the agenda of the 
Malagasy government was quite different from what the European conceived it to be. 
The real cause of Baker’s Memorial to Governor Nicolay was a prospect of giving 
detailed information about the state of politics in Madagascar with reference to their 
sending this Embassy to Europe. And Baker had foreseen the failure of the British 
expectation of strengthening the existing friendship between the nations even before 
the Embassy left Madagascar, since he knew only too well the government’s secret 
agenda. Stating that the Malagasy government’s sole motive was fear arising from 
the state of their affairs, and that they therefore would try to gain time to consolidate 
their reign and the politics of oppression, Baker supposed that they might have given 
secret instructions to their Ambassadors to make different concessions – even to 
accept a British Resident Agent again – but those concessions would prove fictive. 
Had the Malagasy government been sincerely seeking to civilize their subjects 
England might have felt an interest in their cause, Baker said, but it is a power to 
enslave and oppress the people they seek in England.905 In another letter he 
expressed even more clearly that they were seeking a pledge from Europe: 
“The object of the queen’s present embassy to England and France, is, 
probably, to obtain, if possible, pledges from those Government of non-
interference in the affairs of Madagascar; pledges which would greatly 
encourage them in their oppressive measures, and assist to break down the 
spirit of the people”.906 
Baker’s conclusion in his Memorial is that all the British expectations would be in 
vain, because the reign of the Malagasy government is founded on principles so 
unacceptable to British politics, and they will not be willing to change anything in 
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 MA, HB-9, Baker, op.cit, Memorial, 20.05.36 “Your Memorialist is the superintendent of the Mission Trop in Madagascar; he 
has resided nearly 6 years at the seat of the native Government, and feeling, as an Englishman attached to his own Country’s 
interests and Government he thinks, that at the present crisis, and in the absence of other sources of information, some facts 
and observations he has to offer respecting Madagascar may not be deemed impertinent. The immediate occasion of this 
Memorial is, the projected embassy of the Queen of Madagascar to the King of England. It is hardly necessary to remark, that 
the opinion given by your Memorialist to the members of the Madagascar Government, (so far as that opinion was asked) has 
been an explicit recommendation to carry on all transactions with Great Britain through the medium of Your Excellency. 
The projected Embassy is to be sent by the same persons who have previously refused an Agent, almost annihilated free 
commerce; and suppressed Christianity and general Instruction. The Ambassadors convey the Queen’s assertion that she has 
not varied in her regard to the English from the sentiments & policy of Radama. They have instructions to accede to the offer of 
an Agent, & probably to make other concessions, and they have secret instructions of a general kind. It is, however, contrary to 
the Governments despotic views to give any discretionary power to their Ambassadors, and therefore it appears impossible that 
any thing should be effected by their Embassy, at the distance of England from Madagascar. A majority of the Embassy are 
disaffected towards the Government that sends them, and they go in utter ignorance how to proceed on their arrival in England. 
Had the Madagascar Government been sincerely seeking and to civilize their subjects, England might have felt an interest in 
their cause, but their sole motive is fear arising from the present postum of their affairs. It is a power to enslave and oppress 
which they seek at the Lands of England. Still it appears to your Memorialist that the Queen’s Embassy may bring about the 
consideration of every question affecting Madagascar generally, either by the British Government alone, or in any connection 
with the French. And such consideration will involve the question whether the present Government of Madagascar is to be 
supported, or another. Your Excellency’s Memorialist has therefore collected some information on the character & proceedings 
of the present Government as bearing on this question. 
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 MA, HB-9, Baker to Dick, 05.09.36 
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order to secure the friendship, but will only try to gain time and strength to fulfil their 
own politics. All his analyses later proved to be right, and when Governor Nicolay 
sent a lot of such information to the British government as he considered useful in 
their negotiations with the Embassy,907 probably some of Baker’s opinions were 
referred to in this information. 
 The Embassy led by Andriantsetohina left Madagascar in the autumn 1836 
and sailed via Mauritius to Europe. Johns wrote in the beginning of September that 
the Ambassadors were expected to come to Mauritius every day. Two of them, 
Raharo and Rasatranabo, were amongst David Jones’ first scholars and had later 
worked closely with Freeman and Johns in translating the Holy Scripture as members 
of the “12 helpers” or “principal teachers”. Both of them had asked Johns for a letter 
of introduction to Ellis, but he wrote to him that he did not believe that Raharo still 
was a true convert. On the other hand he declared that Ellis could trust in 
Rasatranabo, the husband of former Mrs. Hastie, because he still kept his religious 
books etc.908 He stated in his introduction letter for the two ambassadors that they 
would probably leave for England about the 10th of October 1836.909 
 The Ambassadors arrived in England on the 9th of February 1837, and the 
following weeks they had their negotiations with His Majesty’s Secretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs. Lord Glenly sent in the end of March the proposed “Draft of 
Convention” from Downing Street to Governor Nicolay and authorized him to sign 
such a convention on behalf of the British king if the Malagasy queen would sign it.910 
The Embassy had also been allowed to meet the British king and queen and other 
prominent persons, and Mr. Freeman was appointed to be their interpreter even 
though four of them spoke tolerably good English. He was also authorized to take 
them to different meetings with LMS etc. The Embassy then visited Paris and 
negotiated with the French government before they returned to Madagascar, but that 
government showed little interest in serious talks, and the visit in Paris was less 
fruitful than in London. 
The introduction of the discussed matters in the proposed “Draft of 
Convention” between the British and Malagasy governments is very interesting: 
“His Majesty the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain & Ireland, and 
Her Majesty Ranavalona, Queen of Madagascar, being desirous of fixing upon 
a lasting basis the friendship and good understanding now happily subsisting 
between them, and of confirming and extending the intercourse between their 
respective subjects for the purpose of commerce and for the mutual benefit of 
both Countries, have agreed to conclude a Convention for that purpose - (---) 
Article I: There shall be perpetual Amity between His Majesty the King of the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain & Ireland, and Her Majesty Ranavalona the 
Queen of Madagascar, and between their respective Dominions & subjects. 
I think this introduction and first article was what the Malagasy government sought by 
sending their Embassy to Great Britain, because by those proud words the British 
authorities in some way bound themselves to fix upon a lasting basis the friendship 
and good understanding, even though there had been a lot of difficulties between the 
two governments in the ten years since the death of Mr. Hastie. By this Draft of 
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 LMS, Maur, 2.1.C, Johns to Ellis, 09.09.36:“I fear that the first is not a real convert but I believe the last is. Raharo does not 
know that any of the natives keep their books and I beg of you not to let him know that there are any in the country persevering 
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service to the Society by assisting in the revision of the Scripture.” 
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 MA, HB-9, Lord Glenly, op.cit, 30.03.37 
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Convention the Malagasy government secured the pledge that Baker had supposed, 
a pledge that assuaged the threat that the great power might intervene in any 
question in their affairs. And Baker later stated that Mr. Smith, the governor 
succeeding Mr. Nicolay, when hearing about the execution of 9 Christians in 1840, 
frankly declared that his express instruction from the British government were to 
preserve peace with Madagascar; and therefore it was impossible for him to carry 
any threat into effect.911 
The remaining six articles in the draft all explained the British wishes about 
different questions: a reciprocal freedom of Commerce, and freedom of religion and 
mission work (art. II); freedom for the visiting ships to import and export goods (art. 
III); appointing of consuls, hereby a Resident British Agent in Antananarivo (art. IV); 
continuing the cessation in the slave trade, and allowing British ship of war to seize 
slaving vessels (art. V); to make the same annually payments to the queen as 
Radama received previously (art. VI); and restoring to the missionaries and other 
British citizens any land or houses confiscated by the Malagasy (art VII). The most 
interesting to our theme are the 2nd and 7th articles:  
“Art. II: - a reciprocal freedom of Commerce (---) - liberty freely and securely to 
come with their ships and cargoes to all such places (---) to remain and reside 
in any part of such territory respectively, also to hire and occupy houses & 
warehouses for the purpose of Commerce, and the inhabitants of each 
Country shall enjoy in the other the most complete protection and security for 
their persons and property (---)  
Her Majesty the Queen of Madagascar further engages that the subjects of 
H.B.M. - residing within her Dominions shall not be disturbed, persecuted, or 
annoyed on account of their religion, but shall have perfect liberty to celebrate 
Divine Service, either within their own private Houses, or in Churches or 
Chapels which they shall be at liberty to build & maintain; and they shall be 
permitted as teachers and instructors of the doctrines of Christianity in the 
same manner as was practiced in the reign of Her Majesty’s Predecessor King 
Radama. 
Art. VII: And whereas certain British subjects who had been encouraged by 
the late King Radama to reside in Madagascar and to build Houses and to 
purchase Lands therein, have lately found themselves obliged to leave the 
Island; and whereas the Houses and Lands of such British subjects have been 
taken possession of by the Government of Madagascar, Her Majesty Queen 
Ranavalona hereby promises either to restore to such British subjects their 
Lands & Houses, or else to make them just and adequate compensation for 
the same”.912  
No wonder Lord Glenly authorized the governor to sign such a convention, because 
this proposal agreed in all parts with the British point of view in the many discussions 
between the two government during the last ten years. As I have explained above 
those discussions had been very hard many times and the Malagasy government 
had often rejected the British point of view until now. Therefore Lord Glenly should be 
well satisfied if the Malagasy queen would accept the proposed convention, because 
it was so well adapted to secure all the main objects of British interests in 
Madagascar. But would the queen accept? Or would such acceptance be beyond her 
power and against the interests of the parallel Hova dynasty? 
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 From the last quotation it is clear that the property of the LMS and the 
missionaries had become a question in the negotiations, and Griffiths later stated that 
he had asked the British government to demand the Embassy to give a reward for his 
house. Many of the houses were built with some help from Radama, who often gave 
the needed timber and ordered people to work on the houses as a part of their feudal 
servitude to the king. And Radama had always fixed the place where they could build 
their houses and usually he gave them the needed ground. But such grounds were 
not considered as personal property since only the king could be owner of ground 
according to the Malagasy customs and laws. This last point often caused hot 
discussions since it was contrary to European laws, and France used disputes such 
as the quarrel about the heritage of Jean de Laborde’s properties as a cause to start 
the first French-Malagasy war in 1883.  
When the missionaries left Madagascar in 1835-36 the queen did not allow 
them to sell their houses. David Johns wrote that the queen did not claim the houses 
before the missionaries left the capital, but he states that she had taken possession 
of Chick’s house shortly after he had left, and probably she would do so with all 
houses and gardens.913 Baker wrote more explicitly, detailing how the ministers of 
the government publicly declared that all Europeans had worked for the queen and 
therefore their houses belonged to her. Thereby they prevented them from being 
sold.914 Probably the proposal in the draft of convention about restoring of the 
missionaries’ property provoked the government as seriously as the proposal of 
religious freedom? The Directors of LMS had also sent a letter to the queen 
presenting the claim of $3200 for the Society’s proprieties left in Antananarivo – 
exclusive each missionary’s private propriety.915 Baker was very sceptical about all 
such claims when he heard the results of the Embassy’s visit in England: 
“It does not at all affect my view of the subject (freedom for the Christians) to 
hear that the queen’s Embassy were expressing a hope that their Govt would 
change. They would naturally coincide in not an expression whilst they were in 
the midst of you, but they knew very well that no hope of the kind had any 
foundation with views, prospects or designs of the Govt. The Madagasy Govt 
is not to be influenced by remote apprehensions. It is their mode to terrify if 
they can, but they have no idea of verbal demonstrations. They think they are 
verbal because nothing can be effected. The consequence therefore, of the 
British Govt sending in claims of the Soc. & some of its Miss.rs on property in 
Imerina, will naturally be to enrage the queen against us. And the claiming will 
readily be disposed of by paying one or two (as Mr. Jones or Griffiths) and 
saying of the most “Here is your property, come & possess.” The grand 
difficulty is not going to Imerina to live in our houses, and make gardens, 
which we were invited to do, but to obtain the least permission to disseminate 
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the truth. My opinion is that we had better to have passed by these claims, if 
ever we expect to renew the Mission under the queen’s sanction”.916 
Baker was right, I think, supposing that such claims of restoring or giving 
compensation for lost property would close all possibility for the missionaries’ return 
and work in Madagascar. When all politics were viewed under the design of making 
profit to the reigning Hova class, such claims would certainly make the government 
more determined to keep up their decisions. 
 As I mentioned above, Rainiharo had not entrusted the Embassy with any 
mandate to make decisions about an agreement with Great Britain or France and 
therefore the ambassadors returned with only a draft of convention. But contrary to 
the hopes of the British government, he did not send deputies to Mauritius to sign the 
convention or to continue the dialogue. Quite opposite things happened, and the said 
draft of convention from the British government was not fully answered before the 
12th of March 1838, and then mostly in the negative. 
But the immediate answer was most likely the persecution of the first 
Malagasy martyr. David Johns wrote immediately to Ellis after his return from 
Tamatave late in September 1837, where he had stayed for several months seeking 
news from his friends in the capital and waiting for the Embassy to pass by on the 
return to Madagascar. He had already written several reports about the Christians’ 
situation, which had not been so bad up to that time. One year after Johns and Baker 
left, and more than two years after the prohibition of Christianity, the government was 
still waiting without putting the laws into full effect by starting persecution of the 
Christians. But in this new letter Johns stated that the situation for the Christians had 
changed dramatically soon after the arrival of the Embassy’s report from England: 
“Only about a fortnight after the Queen had received the full journal of her 
Embassy up to their departure from England, some of our beloved brethren & 
sisters in Christ were detected meeting on a mountain for public worship on a 
Sabbath day; the severest measures were immediately adapted towards them. 
A search was commenced and a box of printed books was found, buried near 
the house of Rafaravavy – the female formerly detected. Her entire property 
was given up to plunder, and her person secured and heavy irons put on her 
hands and feet – She was tormented during about a week or 10 days to 
induce her to impeach her namana (friends) but she remained firm & perfectly 
unexposed and was put to death by spearing on the 14th of August”.917 
I find it important that this happened just a short time after the receiving of the 
Embassy’s reports from the negotiations in England, and I suppose that the 
government had been waiting for that report and now felt free to act against the 
Christians. Certainly Rainiharo and his government had gathered much information 
about them during the last two years, and we know that Rafaravavy had already 
been arrested once before, when her slaves accused her of having a Bible. But I 
think the government had kept silent until now because they knew very well that the 
persecution of any Christians would be reported to England, and probably hurt the 
Embassy’s proceedings there. Now the government had gained much time to 
consolidate the power, and with the new assurances of perpetual friendship and 
cooperation from London, they were no longer afraid of British interference in their 
planned persecutions. Probably they were also seriously provoked by the British 
proposals about religious freedom and restoring of the missionaries’ property, which 
thereby might have caused the immediate action against the Christians. It may be 
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significant for the difficult correspondence with the friends in Antananarivo that for 
nearly one year the missionaries believed that it was Rafaravavy who was executed, 
while in fact it was another woman, Rasalama. In August 1838 Johns made some 
excuse for the false information he had distributed the year before, stating that 
although Rafaravavy certainly had been the first one on the death list, the 
government had changed since Rasalama had provoked them so boldly.918 
Rafaravavy, on the other hand, was hiding for nearly one year before making her 
escape to Mauritius. 
 After hearing Baker’s appreciations about the draft of convention and 
especially about the property of the mission, it is not surprising that Rainimaharo, the 
Chief Secretary, after waiting half a year, answered Lord Palmerstone and the British 
government mostly in the negative. Firstly he declared that this was the final answer 
from the queen to the proposals brought back by the Embassy. The queen would 
never change the friendship because she would not renew the slave trade. But he 
frankly told that neither would the trade be free, but restricted to those places where 
there were Hova garrisons, nor would the government be responsible for the trading 
persons or their goods, but he renewed the advice not to listen to the complaints of 
the traders. The proposals to place a Resident British Agent in Antananarivo and 
giving the queen the same economical reward as Radama formerly received, was 
promptly rejected.919 Also the proposals about religious freedom and the right to give 
religious instruction were rejected, and all critics that the government had forced the 
missionaries away and taken their houses was denied: 
And with regard to the white people that were here with us, we allowed them 
to follow the religion of their ancestors, for we did not prevent them, nor did we 
persecute them on account of their following the religion of their ancestors; 
and we tell you this, for fear there are some telling falsehood in your Country, 
saying, We were prevented to follow our religion, and we were persecuted for 
it. But as to the Malagasy subjects, the religion of our ancestors alone we must 
follow. Examine well the letter we sent you on the subject of religion, for we 
cannot change the customs of our ancestors more than you can change the 
customs of your ancestors. And with regard to religious instructions, we thank 
you for what you say, but we are instructed sufficiently in the religion of our 
ancestors, and we cannot change the customs of our ancestors. (---)  
And with regard to the English you mentioned whom Radama encouraged to 
dwell in the Madagascar Country, to build houses and to buy ground; this I say 
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to you, Radama gave them fixed time to remain in Madagascar, and when 
their time expired, they returned home; some of them returned home after their 
time had expired, and some returned home before their time had expired, but 
no one drove them out of the Country, but when we followed the religion of our 
ancestors, they returned home of their own accord, for no one sent them off. 
And Radama did not sell ground to any one, if any one say, I bought ground of 
Radama, that is falsehood. And with regard to the houses; when these English 
were on the point of leaving, we allowed them to sell their houses, but if they 
could not sell them, who would take from them their own property; and 
besides, they did offer the houses on sale, but were not able to sell them. But 
as to the houses, which we made for them, we did not grant them these, that 
they might sell them”.920 
Thus Rainimaharo rejected all the proposals sent from the British government in the 
Draft of Convention, except the assurances of perpetual friendship, which seem to 
have been taken as a pledge of non-interference from the British government in all 
affairs of Madagascar, allowing the government to continue the oppression of the 
people, as Baker had foreseen in his different letters. The history of the missionaries’ 
struggle to be allowed to remain in the country (1831-36), which I have explained 
above, shows clearly that he is lying, when he states: “no one drove them out of the 
country”. After the documentation given I find that also the answer about the 
missionaries’ property was in some way a lie, and in chapter 5.5 I will try to show 
other examples how Rainimaharo used historical lies as arguments for his extreme 
politics.  
 
5.4.3 The influence of the missionaries after their withdrawal 
 The Malagasy government had accepted that Johns and Baker stayed on, 
even though they certainly disliked their hidden agenda. They had also allowed 
Griffiths to keep his house waiting for his return, which indicated that they would 
welcome him back in town, although they kept steady before he left not to give him a 
written permission that he could return to the capital. But Griffiths’ case was quite 
different from his colleagues, because he had so often expressed his opposition to 
them. Being twice recalled by LMS he could openly state to the government that he 
had no relation to that Society any more and therefore should be allowed to return 
and trade in the capital. Maybe the government considered him to be loyal to the 
prohibition of the Christian faith, and hoped he should return and stay as a secular 
man only caring for his trade. When he returned in August 1838 together with his 
son,921 he soon obtained permission to proceed from Tamatave to the capital.  
On the other hand the government might hope that the few Christians left 
alone in Imerina when the missionaries left would soon be dispirited and conform to 
the given orders. In fact that could easily have happened too, if all the missionaries 
had left in 1835, but as I said above, the “Stay-behind group” had changed the 
situation. Their education in religious disobedience, i.e. to follow God’s will more than 
the queen’s will, and the illegal distribution of Christian literature, especially the Holy 
Scripture and the Pilgrim’s Progress, and the underground church’s own organizing 
in small “cells” etc, had created a willingness amongst the Christians to suffer 
persecution and even death for their faith. At the time when Johns and Baker left the 
government probably understood that they would have to execute some of the 
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Christian leaders in order to frighten the others, and therefore they just waited for the 
Embassy’s return to start an attack on the small group. 
The missionaries’ influence continued to reach Imerina for some years. The 
first years the “small flock” found courage in writing to the “Mother and Father” across 
the sea, as I have already mentioned. It was difficult to answer such letters directly, 
because the missionaries did not trust the forwarding of letters to be safe in general, 
and that was one of their causes for visiting Madagascar in the following good 
seasons.  
 
The visits in Tamatave and the Christian fugitives 
 In the first good season after his removal - June to September 1837 - David 
Johns stayed several months in Tamatave talking with people there, and receiving 
visitors from Antananarivo and letters from those who could not go down and meet 
him. His first impression was that the missionaries’ departure had caused favourable 
changes for the Christians, and he tells that their numbers had greatly increased.922 
He used much time conversing with different friends and teaching them the word of 
God, and he tells that they had many questions to different verses in the New 
Testament, mostly caused by faults in the translation of the first edition. He was 
therefore happy to distribute 20 copies of the revised edition of the New Testament, 
which was newly printed in England.923 He also stated that he would like to stay in 
Tamatave until the Embassy visiting England and France passed by on their way 
home.  
But as soon as the Embassy’s report from the negotiations in England reached 
the government, they struck a blow against the small group, as I have mentioned 
above. Soon after the execution of Rasalama Johns left Tamatave terror struck, 
fearing that his many letters to the friends in the capital had caused arrest or even 
death to some of them, as he was informed that two of the friends visiting him and 
carrying his letters had had their names put on the list of 16 persons wanted by the 
authorities and therefore might be arrested on their way home.924 In fact those 
messengers escaped this fate at first, because they were warned on the road that the 
authorities wanted them. Hiding the letters and religious books, they chose another 
way home and saved thereby the friends from being detected.925 But these two men 
were soon after arrested together with the other persons wanted by the government, 
and although Rasalama alone was executed after the first trial, the missionaries were 
greatly grieved because most of the other 15 Christians were sold as slaves to the 
leading officers or other persons in high position, and their wives and children were 
reduced to slavery. 
Soon the Christians began to gather again, choosing the house of Rafaralahy 
in a small village a little north of the capital to that purpose. This young man had not 
studied in the missionaries’ schools but was converted and instructed by his uncle. A 
spy now detected him and he was tortured and he became the second martyr of the 
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young church.926 Rafaravavy, who was the leading Christian woman (and who firstly 
was reported executed), ran away to Vonizongo, hiding there for several months. 
Later others who were wanted by the authorities fled from the persecutions, and 
when Johns returned to Tamatave in 1838 there were 5 or 6 Christian runaway 
people hiding different places. Certainly it would not be possible for them to hide for a 
long time, thus escaping trial and martyrdom, and therefore they begged for Johns’ 
help when they heard about his new visit: 
“As soon as our friends heard of my arrival here they sent down 3 confidential 
servants with letters, begging of me to remain here about a month longer and 
giving a broad hint that some of our friends now in flight for their life would be 
likely to come down here with a view to escape over the sea. (---) I sent back 
immediately the 3 servants with a reply saying that I would remain here 
another month. In about 14 days after, one of the 5, Andrianilaina, with Daniel, 
the adopted son of Paul, arrived here with a parcel of letters from different 
friends, amongst others from Rafaravavy and Rafaralahiandrianisy, begging of 
me to wait until their arrival and to try to get them out of the country. You may 
perceive in what anxiety and trouble I was when I saw our beloved friend 
Andrianilaina whose life has been diligently sought by the Govt for the last 3 or 
4 months; the house in which I remain here is quite exposed and many of the 
officers etc. daily visit me, however I sent immediately for Ramiandrahasina, 
the only confidential friend that resides here, and told him all the affair. 
Andrianilaina intended to return without delay, if he should overtake me here 
to fetch the other 4, but Ramiandrahasina persuaded him not to go, saying 
that as the Govt had condemned him to death & he was sought for by them to 
that purpose, it would be far better for him to hide himself here until his friends 
arrived and let Daniel go up as soon as possible to hurry the 4 down here.  
Ramiandrahasina sent his confidential nephew with Andrianilaina to his own 
village in the wood where he will conceal himself until the other 4 will come 
down and a ship be ready to take them to Mauritius. Ramiandrahasina who is 
a pius and sensible young man is the only one that I can confide in here, and 
he assures me that if the captain of the vessel will prove faithful he will put 
them all safe on board and that he himself and his little nephew will 
accompany them to Mauritius for after doing such an act to save their lives he 
cannot remain here longer with any safety”.927 
It was no wonder that Johns was vexed and troubled by being thrown into this 
situation. One year before he had persuaded Razafinkarefy, who had studied in 
England, not to try to escape to Mauritius but rather to hide his Christian faith and 
continue his work, because he knew that helping Christians to run away would 
immediately close all possibility of bringing others any help, and it would also put an 
effective stop to the missionaries’ visits to Madagascar and their eventual return to 
the country. But when those Christians condemned to death asked his help to 
escape their fate, he dared not deny them that favour, even though he had neither 
conferred with his colleagues nor LMS about such an act. His dilemma was that if he 
did not act, or if he failed, he would see his friends meet a cruel death, but if he 
succeeded he would probably be banished never to return to the country. Choosing 
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his way, Johns arranged all things as well as he could and left Tamatave in the last 
days of August 1838,928 some time before the arrival of the fugitives, because his 
presence there would make it difficult to succeed in the plans, since the authorities 
were on their guard against him.  
David Johns’ health was badly compromised during his long stay in Tamatave, 
and as soon as the fugitives arrived in Mauritius, he announced his return to England 
for that reason. He also stated that he wished to take some of the fugitives with him 
to the Cape colony or even to England, since he did not consider them safe in 
Mauritius. He also hoped some of the young Malagasy could work as evangelists for 
LMS in the Cape colony, or be educated to pastors or church leaders.929 Johns then 
left the stage for two years, but his act of helping Rafaravavy and her companions to 
escape, had greatly changed the climate between the Malagasy government and the 
missionaries and other British. 
 While Johns’ conscience obliged him to do his utmost to help his friends, 
others were critical of his deeds. Baker thought that running away from the 
persecution was too dangerous and difficult for the Christians and would certainly 
have unforeseen negative consequences both for themselves and for the mission. 
But hearing of the flight he wished to help them, and he sent money to Madagascar 
and gave them all help he could when they arrived in Mauritius.930 Also the veteran 
David Jones was very critical at first. He had returned to Mauritius in 1837 and his 
plan was to go to Antananarivo to see if he would be allowed to remain there and 
work for a period. When he left the country in 1830 he had received a letter from the 
government stating that he was welcome to return and stay in the country, if he 
wanted to do that in some future time.931 The great changes in the country after that 
time had made it uncertain if this permission was still valuable, but both he and LMS 
wanted to figure out if the government would keep the pledge to him. He intended to 
go there in 1838 even though his health was not good, but since his colleague David 
Johns had Ellis’ authorization to visit Madagascar from time to time and was very 
eager to do that early in the good season, he let him go ahead.932 At the end of June 
he wrote that he was only waiting for Johns’ return before he and his wife would 
make an attempt to go to Antananarivo.933 But Jones had to wait for a long time since 
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Johns engaged so hard in freeing the runaway Christians. In the beginning of August, 
Jones and Baker related that they expected Johns to return in the course of that 
month and they were eager to hear the information he had collected, since Jones’ 
visit in Antananarivo depended much upon that.934 
 When Johns finally returned the good season for travelling was already far 
advanced, and Jones therefore decided not to go to the interior of Madagascar that 
year, but to wait for the next good season. But he said that he still deemed it 
convenient to visit Madagascar as soon as possible, since the visit of the ships of war 
had made an opening for such visits, and he left for Tamatave in the beginning of 
October.935 Arriving there about the time when the wanted fugitives escaped to 
Mauritius, he was later accused of having caused that deed, but after some 
investigations the authorities considered him not to be involved in the case.936 He 
states that when he arrived the governor did not visit him, but sent an officer with 
greetings and presents. But his old friend the “Grand Judge” Philibert helped him in 
many ways during his stay. Many people visited him, but it was impossible to talk 
openly in matters of religion etc. But when one of his old scholars and a secret 
Christian arrived there as a messenger from the Queen, Jones managed to take a 
walk with him “to see the sea and other objects” and thereby speak secretly with him 
and obtain much information about the state of things in the capital: 
“This messenger told me that the hostility of the Queen and her counsellors 
continue undiminished against Christianity and its friends; - that he himself & 
many others in Imerina are grieving that they are deprived of the privilege of 
reading the scriptures, & of assembling themselves together for prayer & 
praise as they used to do formerly. Further that not only the Christians, but the 
whole mass of the people were groaning under the oppressive Government of 
the Queen; - that if he could he would make his escape to Mauritius 
immediately, instead of returning any more to Imerina; - and that there were 
many more who were desirous to get out of the country, on account of the 
oppressive and cruel acts of the Queen, if they could effect their escape. As 
his life was not yet in imminent danger, I advised him to remain quiet where he 
was and conduct himself with great caution & prudence, as it would be 
rashness & inutility to act in direct opposition to the Queen except in certain 
cases of conscience; - that he was now in the way of being elevated in time 
into a high rank & influence in the Government (---) Such & similar counsels I 
gave him, as I am myself opposed to the Malagasy Christians fleeing out of 
the country, except those whose lives are certainly in imminent danger, for it is 
like taking the light out of a dark country or the precious gold out of it“.937 
It proved to be right that fleeing from the country would not produce any favourable 
change in the situation, but only make it impossible to encourage or help the 
Christians. Figuratively that would only take the light out of the dark country, as 
Jones stated. Therefore he recommended all who were not in immediate danger of 
being executed to stay and be careful not to provoke the authorities. Observing how 
badly the flight of those Christians had provoked the government, he concluded that 
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there was not the least hope that the mission would be allowed to start the work 
again.938 Jones also regretted that he had not insisted on going to Tamatave the 
previous June before Johns made his visit there, because the state of things could 
have been quite different if he had done so.939 David Jones also stated in a letter to 
William Ellis, Foreign Secretary of LMS, that Johns’ dispositions after getting the 
fugitives to Mauritius did not suite neither himself nor Edward Baker: 
“The incurring of an enormous expence in taking them with him to England, & 
that, in my opinion to no good purpose whatsoever, I disapproved of to the 
last; & also his leaving a husband here & taking his wife along with the rest to 
the Cape, &, perhaps to England too, thus separating man & wife uselessly. 
When he perceived myself & Mr. Baker not approving all his plans & 
measures he took upon himself every responsibility, & acted accordingly, and 
arranged every thing of his own accord. Whether in so doing he acted right or 
wrong, I will leave you to judge”.940 
Nevertheless William Ellis must have judged the case otherwise than the 
missionaries in Mauritius. The visit of the Malagasy fugitives made a great 
impression in England, and the pious Christians who were condemned to death 
because of their Christian faith greatly increased the interest for LMS’s mission work 
in Madagascar. Jones therefore received a correction from Ellis and had to revise his 
view on that point.941 I suppose that the great publicity in England also urged the 
British authorities to keep forth the decision of giving asylum to the religious fugitives, 
even though that badly injured British-Malagasy politics. The flight of Rafaravavy and 
her companions had great costs, and not only in terms of the expenses incurred by 
supporting those fugitives in Mauritius and paying their voyage to England and return 
to Mauritius. The political costs were much greater than any loss of money, since it 
caused great hostility to all British interests on the part of the Malagasy government. 
Everyone who had helped them was in fact a “persona non grata”; Johns, for 
example, would never be allowed to return to visit the country.942 But other persons 
would perhaps still be able to do something. Griffiths, who entered the country just 
before the fugitives escaped, did not get involved in that event. But installed as trader 
in the capital again, he soon took care of new runaway Christians and tried to help 
them as well as possible.  
Other Europeans involved in helping the fugitives in Madagascar were a Mr. 
Berbeyer residing in Tamatave and Mr. L. Powell. The latter accompanied Johns to 
Tamatave in June 1838, and Baker states that he was a Botanist coming from 
Australia. When he arrived in Tamatave he had so violent an attack of fever that they 
feared for his life, but Johns cared for him as well as he could, and finally Powell 
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recovered and was sent on a mission up to Antananarivo.943 Johns presents him as a 
medical man who succeeded in curing some of the soldiers in the capital. The 
government therefore wished him to stay there for five years, which he agreed to 
do.944 Certainly they had not observed that he had already been engaged in helping 
the fugitives escaping to Mauritius. Powell wrote about his illness in Tamatave in a 
letter to Ellis, stating that a mother could not have attended to him with more 
kindness in his illness than Mr. Johns did, and during this period he went through a 
spiritual awakening and therefore teamed up with Johns to help the persecuted 
Christians. When visiting Antananarivo he met the Christians in secret prayer 
meetings in the night, and he gave them money and arranged the flight to 
Tamatave.945 Since he was not detected as helper for them, he could install himself 
in the capital, and late in October 1838 he visited Mauritius to buy more medicines 
etc. For nearly two years he worked closely together with Griffiths in the capital, 
trying to help the Christians, distributing literature and money amongst them and 
giving all kinds of help to those who were obliged to run away from the persecution. 
During his visit to Mauritius, Powell declared that no missionary should visit 
Antananarivo now, because some Europeans had written to the queen attempting to 
excite ill will in her towards the missionaries, and therefore such a visit certainly 
would expose the Christians to suspicions and detection.946 Powell did not name 
those Europeans but later it was made clear that it was one of the traders in 
Tamatave who tried to profit by speaking badly about the missionaries.  
When Powell gave up his career in Antananarivo in 1840 and engaged in 
helping a new group of fugitives to escape, he was sceptical about Jones’ planned 
visit, begging him to defer his visit until the arrival of the persecuted Christians in 
Mauritius, because the government was so suspicious against missionaries and 
would be on their guard if Jones arrived in Tamatave. Contrary to this argument 
Powell blamed Johns unequivocally because he had left Tamatave before the arrival 
of the fugitives in 1838, leaving all the danger and risk to Mr. Berbeyer and 
himself.947 Baker and Jones apologized for the blaming of Johns in a letter to the 
directors,948 and Baker also stated that Powell had made many strange economical 
transactions and he expected him to become a problem for LMS on his arrival in 
England.949 
 
Political consequences. 
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I have said above that the government became extremely provoked when they 
found that the wanted Christians had escaped to Mauritius in October 1838. 
Governor Ranamasina in Tamatave wrote a letter to Governor Nicolay when he had 
investigated the facts in the case, ordering the fugitives to be sent back to him, 
because he thought the treaty of friendship would encourage the British authorities to 
do that.950 Attached to this letter in the archive, there is a note from the translator: 
“My Dear Sir. I return to you the letter of Ranamasina with a littoral translation 
of the same as far as language will admit, - hoping His Excellency the 
Governor will not grant the request forasmuch as the poor man has run away 
because his life was in danger on account of his love and attachment to 
Christianity. I remain, Dear Sir, Yours truly David Jones”.951 
This short note shows that the missionaries still had some influence acting as 
translators for the governor. They also furnished him with some facts, trying to make 
him give asylum to the fugitives since they were condemned to death because of 
their Christian faith. And Governor Nicolay must have agreed to that idea and 
answered Ranamasina’s letter according to such a decision, which the Malagasy 
authorities neither understood nor accepted. The next letter from Tamatave blames 
him unsparingly for not returning the Christians in question: 
“And I inform you, that I have received the letter, which you ordered G. Dick to 
write to me, of the reason you do not deliver Miandrahasina and his 
companions. And what is the reason you do not deliver them? For if any of you 
Europeans go without leave from you, and they go to our Country, we will 
deliver them. And with respect to our’s, if they go without leave from us, and 
they go to you, if we demand them, deliver them for our friendship does not 
change: for if any go without leave, whether our’s or your’s, deliver them; 
therefore send Imiandrahasina and his companions back for they went away 
without leave from us. May you live long”.952 
David Jones told Ellis that the governor of Tamatave had sent these bold and 
impolite letters to Governor Nicolay, ordering him to send the fugitives back.953 But 
David Johns, who feared that the governor would not grant them asylum, had then 
already taken 6 of them to the Cape colony and later to England, leaving only 4 in 
Mauritius. Although the fugitives who visited England later returned to Mauritius, the 
great publicity about them in Europe made it impossible for the governor to change 
his mind, and he could not deliver them to the Malagasy authorities but was obliged 
to give them an asylum of religious causes. Those two letters from Governor 
Ranamasina about Miandrahasina and Rafaravavy were the last correspondence to 
the British authorities for a very long period. Since the response was in the negative, 
no further correspondence was sent to Mauritius, as far as I can see, and the 
diplomatic intercourse was broken for many years. 
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The close of the mission field in Madagascar made the missionaries discuss 
alternative fields. One favourite was to go to St. Augustin, which was still an 
independent part of Madagascar. But the Hova army marching down there in 1835, 
made it obvious that this plan was uncertain. Fort Dauphin was also discussed, but 
impossible. Ambongo, Nosy Be and other places on the Northwestern coast were 
also highly interesting, and both David Griffiths and David Johns visited some places 
up there in 1841-1843. Also the Comoro Islands were interesting, since the 
missionaries hoped for goodwill in Ramanetaka’s kingdom, but such a mission would 
be most disgraceful to the present Malagasy government because they still feared 
that he would return to Madagascar and claim the throne. Ramanetaka changing his 
religion becoming a Muslim like the people of those islands, made also such a 
mission less interesting.954 And when Griffiths visited the Comoro Islands in 1841 he 
reported that Ramanetaka was dead, a fact that would make it difficult to open a 
Christian mission there. 
The most interesting proposal came from the southeast cost, between 
Vangaindrano and Fort Dauphin. 8 kings from that area had written a letter asking 
the governor of Mauritius to accept them as British citizens. They protested 
passionately about the robbery of the Hova army in their land and begged to become 
subjects of the English king.955 The governor of Mauritius reflected seriously what 
would promote British interests best, and he even requested the opinion of the 
Malagasy government in Antananarivo. But finding that this government would never 
accept a British control over any area in Madagascar, the British authorities finally 
dropped the plan as impracticable. In the meantime the missionaries dreamed of 
opening a mission work in that area if it was placed under British control, or at least 
of being allowed to educate the children of those people in Mauritius. But when the 8 
kings were left to the vengeance of the Hova army, the only possibility left the 
missionaries was to work amongst Malagasy people in Mauritius until things might 
change in Madagascar. That should last for decades, and the results of the work in 
Mauritius were much less promising than the work in Imerina had been, even though 
a lot of people tried to immigrate to Mauritius and work on contracts, and nearly all 
the Malagasy slaves who were freed in 1835 remained in the island. 
During those first years of suppression a lot of Malagasy escaped to or visited 
Mauritius. Very few of them were Christians; they were either coastal people flying 
from the political suppression or Betsimisarakas who were allowed to follow the 
trading vessels, caring for the cattle exported alive from different ports. In the 
beginning of 1838 Johns states that 25 Malagasy who visited Mauritius in that 
capacity had attended the Christian worship one Sunday, but they dared not attend a 
second time, being afraid that the authorities in Madagascar would punish them if 
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they heard about it, when they returned to their homes.956 The freeing of all slaves in 
the colony took place in 1835, and soon the authorities tried to recruit voluntary 
workers from Madagascar, India and other places to replace the slaves’ work at the 
sugar plantations etc. Although strictly forbidden by the government in Antananarivo 
a lot of Malagasy came to Mauritius and entered such contracts. Baker wrote late in 
1840 that 500 had arrived for that purpose and others were on the way.957 But the 
Malagasy government were alarmed, and a year later Baker wrote that one governor 
at the eastern coast was reported put to death because he had allowed some of the 
inhabitants to go and work in Mauritius, where more than 1000 Malagasy coming 
from that area had signed their contracts at that time.958 In chapter 5.5 I will 
investigate a little more about the planned recruiting of free workers. 
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5.5 “Game over”: Campbell, Jones and Griffiths in Antananarivo 1840 
 After the confrontations in 1838 about the Christians who fled away to 
Mauritius it was obvious that David Johns could not expect to return even to 
Tamatave. But David Jones still had the promises given when he parted in 1830 that 
he might return if he wished. Although his health was bad in 1839 he sent a petition 
to visit Antananarivo, and he received a polite answer allowing him to visit the capital 
for four months.959 In the letter from 1830 no specified time was mentioned, but it was 
well known that the authorities then wanted him back to work for years as before. In 
that view the visa for a four months visit was a smart trick to outdo the former 
promises, but as the political situation developed it had become clear that that might 
be the most he could expect. The good season for travelling in 1839 was nearly 
terminated, but he was allowed to start the journey in June of the following year. Old 
friends in the capital had written and wished him to use the possibility to visit them, 
and Jones regretted that the travelling costs would not allow Mrs. Jones to go with 
him, because in some ways she would be much more useful for the Malagasy 
Christians than himself.960 
 After the 10 Christians fled away in October 1838, some others were 
persecuted and sought for by the authorities, and some of them had been hiding in 
different places for a long time. In the first months of 1840 nearly 20 Christian 
fugitives were in constant danger of detection. Griffiths, who resided in Antananarivo, 
helped them with money and other articles they needed as far as he was able to, and 
Powell who was employed as a medical man by the government also did his utmost 
to help them. When the situation became critical Powell decided to leave his job and 
return to Mauritius, but before leaving he wanted to help those fugitives to escape. 
Griffiths and Powell then arranged the flight down to Tamatave, and Powell, who 
went ahead of the group, organised a passage for them to Mauritius. Hearing that 
Jones was expected to arrive in June, he wrote to Mauritius and demanded that he 
should defer his voyage until the fugitives were brought to Mauritius, because he was 
afraid that a missionaries’ visit would put the authorities on their guard and cause the 
detection of the group.961  
 Another travelling person complicated the situation. William Campbell, who 
had been acting British Agent at Madagascar a short time in the confrontations with 
Radama in Tamatave in 1827, was sent to Antananarivo in 1840 on a special mission 
for “The Free Labour Association”. This organisation worked to secure free workers 
to Mauritius in order to replace the former slaves at the sugar plantations etc. The 
British Parliament had decided that all slaves in British colonies should be set free in 
1835, and that decision nearly provoked rebellion among the plantation owners in 
Mauritius, because they thought that if the slaves left their work, it would be nearly 
impossible to run the plantations. To avoid rebellion and an economical crack in the 
colony the “The Free Labour Association” was put to work in Mauritius. They should 
hire in free workers from different countries to work on five-years contracts there. The 
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wages were not high and the work was hard, and the missionaries stated that in 
some ways this contract work was not much better than the former slavery.962 But the 
workers were paid for their work, and they got free travel to Mauritius and guaranteed 
free return to their homes when the contract was terminated. As I explained in my 
last chapter, a lot of Malagasy from the eastern cost had already entered such 
contracts. But the Malagasy government had forbidden people to emigrate, and 
therefore Campbell was sent on a mission to Antananarivo to explain the conditions 
and try to persuade the government to allow such contract working for designed 
periods. If he should not succeed, Mauritius would be obliged to seek workers in 
other places, principally in India. 
 Campbell wrote a letter when he arrived in Tamatave, stating that it was 
reported that 4 French Men of War were seen off the northwest coast employed in 
arming & disciplining the rebellious inhabitants there. Once again fearing an attack 
from Radama’s cousin Ramanetaka, the government issued a law stating that every 
male in Hova from the age of 15 to 50 years should be enlisted as Soldiers in the 
queen’s army. Campbell feared that this report was bad news for his mission: 
“- the letter further states that a Mr. Ducasse had written to the Queen saying 
that the Mauritius Government have sent me here not for the purpose of 
procuring Free Labours, but to recruit Men for Ramanetaka in order to assist 
him in taking possession of Madagascar. I trust I shall have no difficulty in 
undeceiving the Queen on this point, but I confess, I foresee great difficulty in 
succeeding in my Mission, however, I shall endeavour to do every thing in my 
power to attain the object in view”.963 
Campbell’s fear proved to be right, even though those French ships of War were not 
occupied to help Ramanetaka or other enemies of the queen, but were employed in 
taking possession of Nosy Be, which was made a French colony that year. But the 
government in Antananarivo supposed them to be preparing an invasion of the 
country, and acted accordingly. 
 Jones arrived in Tamatave together with Campbell the 3rd of June, and he had 
probably not been able to defer his journey, as Powell had asked him to do. But his 
arrival there did not make any difference, because the 16 fugitives were arrested 
before they reached Tamatave. Griffiths wrote an alarming letter to Powell when he 
heard of that: 
“Last night I received a most lamentable news. The 16 are caught and brought 
up at Beforona – No hopes of deliverance, but an awful death awaits them. – 
Send my servant home without delay. – You had better; I think, make the best 
of your way to the Mauritius and apply to friends there for assistance. – 
Perhaps it will fall on me very heavy and I and my family be totally ruined, and 
thrown on the world without a penny to benefit ourselves. Think of it my dear 
Friend”.964 
Griffiths’ horror was deeply founded, because he new that if he was detected 
supporting the fugitives he should certainly meet the rage of the authorities. It may be 
significant that his first thoughts were the economical losses he might sustain. As a 
British citizen he knew that his life would most probably be spared, but in the worst 
case all his property could be confiscated like the property of the persecuted 
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Christians. In another letter he supposed that Powell was out of danger, but 
considered himself to be in great trouble. Happily two of the arrested had escaped, 
and they could say what had happened.965  
 The Queen had sent a letter ordering the governor to give Jones and 
Campbell bearers and military escort. David Jones had before he left Mauritius 
expressed a wish to hire bearers, but knew very well that if the queen had arranged 
that thing he could not refuse, even though he detested the fact that people should 
carry him without wage, as feudal servitude (fanompoana).966 They had to wait nearly 
one week outside the capital for a good day, and Griffiths describes their waiting 
conditions in small dirty villages as a kind of prison. Jones was especially astonished 
at this unexpected ill treatment.967 Their entrance in the Town on the 3rd of July was 
marked by military band music and cannon salute etc.968 Later they heard that the 
government had waited so long before fixing a good day for their arrival because they 
wanted the arrested Christians to be brought up before their arrival.  
Jones and Campbell were well guarded and could not speak freely with 
people. In the first days little of importance happened, except an invitation to 
Campbell to dine with Rainimaharo, the Chief Secretary. But on the 9th of July they 
woke up to the salute of 3 guns, which was the sign that a great “Kabary” would be 
held on the parade ground, Andohalo. During the next few hours a great number of 
people and troops gathered there, at least 5000 inhabitants and about 20.000 new 
recruits, Campbell relates. In the middle of the day Campbell and Griffiths were 
standing at the balcony of Griffiths’ house, and Campbell tells: 
”I was at Mr. Griffiths house standing on the balcony from where there is a 
Commanding view of the Champ the Mars. About half past 1 o’clock I heard 
for a moment exulting shouts and immediately afterwards saw nine 
unfortunate Human Beings naked bounds hand and foot carried on poles and 
accompanied by about a Hundred Men, who stopped before Mr. Griffiths 
House for about 10 Minutes exposing the unfortunate (illegible) to his View, 
then they were carried back. (---) on enquiring what Crime these unfortunate 
Creatures were found Guilty of, I was horror struck to learn that their Crime 
was for being Christians, found with Bibles in their possession assembling at 
night for prayer and for attempting to make their Escape from the Country. (---) 
On making enquiry why the unfortunate individuals who were executed were 
brought before the Missionary Chapel where Mr. Griffiths resided, I was 
informed that it was for the purpose to show Mr. Griffiths that all Christians 
assisted by him or any other European would meet with the same fate and to 
show the people that the white men had no power to save them. It appears 
that on their examination they confessed that for nearly two years they were 
assisted by him with money to purchase food etc”.969 
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Two times the victims were carried to Griffiths’ house. The bearers stopped there for 
a while to show all people that the White man had no power to save them. Then they 
were carried to Ambohipotsy, where they were speared to death and the bodies left 
to be devoured by the dogs. The most famous of the executed, Paul the diviner, and 
another man had their heads cut off and stuck on poles. Campbell also states that a 
singular circumstance occurred on this occasion. A cannon was fired as the signal for 
spearing the unhappy Christians, and it burst into pieces and wounded the man that 
fired it, which was considered by many as a bad omen. Griffiths and Jones could 
afterwards only lament their dear friends and mingle their tears together, because 
there was nothing more they could do either for them or for other Malagasy 
Christians.970 Three persons of those 16 who were arrested on the road escaped 
from the police, and two young girls and two children were sold as slaves. Later one 
of those who escaped was brought to Mauritius by Powell’s helper in Tamatave, Mr. 
Berbeyer.971 
 After the trial and execution of the 9 martyrs the government wanted to listen 
to what message Campbell brought with him. Some days before the intended 
meeting Jean de Laborde informed him that he had overheard a conversation among 
some Malagasy authorities; that his mission would completely fail, and that neither 
the queen nor her ministers would listen to any proposal of the kind he brought with 
him, saying: ”The French want our land and the English our people, neither shall 
succeed.” He also stated that orders had been sent to the different commandants on 
the coast to keep a sharp look out to prevent any native leaving the island.972  
On the 20th of July Campbell met with Rainimaharo in his house together with 
some officers and the twins Rahaniraka and Raombana, who acted as interpreters 
and secretaries. David Jones had received a message from the queen asking him to 
assist the interpreters in that important meeting. Not wishing to expose himself and 
the mission in such a political context, he made all possible excuses. For example he 
said that he could not walk up there since his health was bad. But all were in vain 
and he was carried up to the meeting in his palanquin.973 The officers had already got 
Campbell’s proposal in written, stating how Malagasy people could be allowed to 
work in Mauritius for fixed periods. In the meeting he was asked to explain the details 
in this proposal, and he asked them to communicate what he explained to the queen 
and ask her approval of the plans. 
 Rainimaharo then replied that he would give him the decision immediately, 
and asked if he really thought the queen should abrogate a law made in her own 
country. 
“He then told me that the late King on his death bed told the Queen that she 
was not to allow one of her subjects to leave the country on any consideration 
and that before he became acquainted to the English he had resolved to 
abolish the slave trade then existing, and as he found the English were of the 
same mind he readily entered into a Treaty with them to abolish it.  (This is 
false, as Radama for some years before his death repudiated the present 
Queen and would never see her, his favourite was the Princess of the 
Sakalava Country whom he married.) He then stated if a Million of Money was 
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offered to the Queen to allow one of her subjects to leave the country she 
would treat the offer with contempt and that this was her definitive answer - 
from this it would appear that Rainimaharo hade made up his mind as to the 
answer I was to receive - he was the only person who spoke and requested 
me not to touch upon the subject any more as I had received my definite 
answer. I replied that a Verbal Message of this description taken by me to the 
Mauritius would be unsatisfactory and requested that it should be given in 
writing, which he promised to do in a few days”.974 
It is interesting to see that it was Rainimaharo, Chief Secretary and Commander in 
Chief of the Army, who negotiated with the British envoy, and not Prime Minister 
Rainiharo. That shows clearly where the real force in the government was placed at 
that time.975 It is also significant that he used false stories as arguments in his 
political agenda, and nobody dared to say anything. Baker stated in 1836 that he was 
the leading force in the prohibition of Christianity. And when Rainiharo replaced him 
in his duties after his death in 1841 it looks like that made the persecution of the 
Christians less severe for many years. 
Thus having obtained an answer to his message, Campbell stated that his 
mission was terminated if he could get the answer in writing in some days, and he 
therefore asked for bearers for his return to Tamatave, which was granted him. But 
then they began a hotly argued debate about Ramiandrahasina, a colonel and a 
judge in Tamatave before fleeing to Mauritius together with Rafaravavy and her 
group. Rainimaharo expressed great indignation because the British authorities had 
not arrested him and sent him back to Tamatave in accordance with the demand of 
the Malagasy government, and he did not accept the idea of giving asylum to 
persons persecuted for religious causes. He also touched upon many other items, 
and blamed his British allies without restraint. Campbell, who was well informed in 
the history of the British-Malagasy cooperation, corrected many of his statements 
and the discussion became very impassioned. David Jones stated in a letter that 
Rainimaharo used lies as arguments, since he himself knew much better than the 
Prime Minister what had happened during the reign of Radama: 
”He and his companions entered into an attempt to justify the conduct of the 
Malagasy Government towards the English, towards Dr. Lyall, towards the 
Missionaries & their Society &, which Mr. Campbell & myself denied. The 
Chief Officer advanced palpable falsehoods in his attempts to defend the 
conducts of the Queen’s Government towards all the English. I observed that 
much of what had been stated respecting Radama, the Missionary Society, 
the Missionaries &, was quite incorrect. This observation & the attack of Mr. C. 
so incensed the Chief Officer that he became very angry, saying “I have all the 
papers of Radama & I know all that he did during his reign &. I said within 
myself: that is another false statement for I know much better than you what 
passed during the reign of the king as then you were far from being a great 
personage at court. I sat down in silence listening to the conversation & 
discussion between him & Mr. C. the latter reasoned calmly but the former 
flew into a rage frequently when he could not well answer & silence Mr. C.” 976 
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Neither Campbell nor Jones could accept that lies and falsehood were used as 
political arguments, and Jones made some observations about that during the 
meeting, but seeing Rainimaharo’s rage he kept quiet and let Campbell argue with 
him. But in a long letter after his return to Mauritius he gives a principal warning 
about the use of lies and falsehood with a view to changing history. Obviously the 
usurpers to the throne used such means to justify their reign, which is also well 
known from many other despotic rulers. Jones wrote: 
“I must not conclude without stating that the Chief officers endeavour to 
impose on the credulity of the people, especially the young, a belief of what 
passed some years ago which is the reverse of truth; - hence it will be 
necessary for persons who may visit Madagascar to be on their guard in 
hearing & believing all that may be told them. It is said now that Prince Jean 
René was murdered by the late Mr. Hastie & then that Mr. Le Gros a french 
carpenter was secretly put to death, but I know perfectly well that they died on 
their beds a natural death. There are many similar false stories, which are 
invented & circulated that might be enumerated. I do not know what more 
stories they will fabricate & circulate – they have commenced by endeavouring 
to persuade the people that it is the British Govt by its emissaries that does 
excite the people to rebellion & disturb the peace of the Country; - that induce 
the Malagasy to leave their Country & take them away to Mauritius, yea, that it 
was Mr. Griffiths that killed the nine Xans on the 9th July &”.977 
This principal warning shows the dilemma of writing history when different persons 
may try to justify their deeds. I have discussed the story about the death of Jean 
René in chapter 3.4.1, since the contemporary letters show that Raombana told a 
falsehood when he stated that Hastie killed Jean René by sword. Jones justifies here 
my conclusion, and shows that even Raombana was a victim of the systematic 
revision of history made by those who succeeded the king.  
Making an excuse about his bad health, Jones asked permission to leave the 
meeting, which was granted him. But Campbell and Rainimaharo continued the hot 
discussion for a long time, and Campbell states that he was heartily glad to get away 
when the interview was finished. Two days later Campbell got a message from 
Rainimaharo that he was wanted in Griffiths’ house: 
“ on my arrival I found a number of persons collected before the house, and one among them 
bearing a large Silver Spear which I was informed is the Emblem of Justice here. All the 
European Inhabitants residing at the Capital were summoned on the occasion Viz, Mess.rs 
Delastelle, Laborde, Godaud, Nicol, Rev. Mr. Jones & Md. Godaud. When we adjourned into 
the House and as soon as we were seated, the person with the Silver Spear with many others 
entered, when one of the Officers declared he was coming to deliver the Queens Message, 
which was the following purpose, that Mr. Griffiths was found Guilty of stealing a number of 
Christian subjects of the Queen, by assisting them with Money, Blankets, & Lanterns (---) The 
Sentence passed on him was that he should pay $ 20 to redeem his head - $ 30 to the 
Accuser, and $ 200 as a fine, and to be expelled from the Country for Aiding and Assisting the 
Christians her subjects to enable them to make their Escape. 
Mr. Griffiths replied that he never stole any subject belonging to the Queen, 
that he considered the Christians who applied to him for relief as his Children, 
having instructed them in the knowledge of the Christian faith with the sanction 
of the late King and her present Majesty and considered he was committing no 
Crime in assisting them when they applied to him, but never advised them to 
leave the Country. He left it to the generosity of the Queen to mitigate the fine 
he was condemned to pay, to allow him such time as she thought proper in 
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order to collect the money due to him by the people and to dispose of his stock 
in hands”.978 
It was stated by the judge that Griffiths’ crime was of a kind that would have caused 
his death if he had been a native,979 but instead he was fined $20 to redeem his 
head, etc. Griffiths dared to contest the conditions of the fine, and next day the queen 
reduced the other sums but not the redeeming of his head, and he immediately paid 
the fine in full. He was also granted a fortnight to arrange his affairs and get bearers 
to take him down to Tamatave. Some days later he called for Campbell and begged 
him to be a witness to his money: 
“Mr. Griffiths called and begged of me to take a Memorandum of the Money he 
possessed in the Event of any thing occurring to him, he did not consider 
himself safe in the Country as he had heard that it was proposed in Council to 
Murder him in the great Forest and to take his Money. He opened two Draws 
and took thence Thirteen Bags containing 6949 Spanish Dollars”.980 
It has often been observed that Griffiths was a skilled trader. Although some of the 
money certainly belonged to the traders that sent him goods from the coast, he 
obviously could live well as a trader. Now he was informed that someone in the 
government had proposed to kill him on the road and take his property, and therefore 
he sent a Memorandum with Campbell. Some days later Campbell was informed that 
there had been such a discussion in the government, but Rainimaharo’s brother 
Rainiharo had protested and said it would be unjust, since Griffiths had paid his fine. 
Further would it would be unwise to do him any harm, since Campbell knew every 
thing and would give his report to the British government, which would make them 
enemies of the Malagasy instead of being their friends.981 
 Campbell was again invited to dine with Rainimaharo three days after their 
great discussion. During the dinner some of the French guests talked about English 
ships taking Malagasy with them to Mauritius, and also about some Malagasy 
seamen on such ships, that had deserted in Mauritius. This put Rainimaharo in a 
violent passion and the discussion was even worse than the other day. Campbell 
stated that he had come to Madagascar to fulfil his mission and not to be responsible 
for what the governor or any other person had done. He then reminded Rainimaharo 
of the bearers he needed, because he wished to return as soon as possible. His 
portrayal of Rainimaharo is not flattering: 
“a perfect savage in the shape of a Human being, particularly when in Anger, 
he is so intoxicated with the power he now possesses over the Queen that 
there is no bounds to his passion. I recollect him at Tamatave in 1827 with the 
late King when he was obliged to (---) on approaching any of his Suspicions, 
he and his two brothers were instrumental in placing the present Queen on the 
Throne by murdering all those who had pretensions to it, and his motto I 
understand, is, that to Govern with Security you must thin the people which he 
never fails to do when an opportunity offers”.982 
Campbell was glad to leave Antananarivo the 1st of August, but after travelling 17 
miles in the rain, the bearers suddenly ran away from him, leaving him on the road 
with his luggage. Walking on feet to a village nearby, he met a man in bad cloths, 
who spoke to him in good English, telling him that he was an officer of distinction and 
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bearer of a secret message from two members of the government who were friends 
of the English: 
“to inform you that the subject of your Mission was discussed in Council while 
you were at Tamatave on arrival from the Mauritius, that they the Council 
came to a resolution not to accede to any proposals, but to reject them, on the 
grounds that the Peasantry are obliged to work for the Queen whenever 
required, which is generally from 9 to 10 month during the year without pay, 
food or any remuneration whatever, this is called in the Madagascar language 
Phanoumpoine. Even the Officers and Soldiers are neither paid or subsisted 
and therefore if Emigration was allowed and the people aware of the 
Conditions that they were to be paid and fed for their labour one half of the 
Ovah people in the Interior as well as Officers and Soldiers would take 
advantage of it and the Queen would then no longer be able to Command the 
Service of her subjects gratuitously, there would be no Phanoumpoine, for 
they would require to be paid for their labour and if refused a Revolution would 
be the Consequence. That your being so strictly watched as not to be allowed 
to speak to any of the Natives or the Natives to you, was from fear, that you 
would give publicity respecting your Mission, a report was in consequence 
spread, that you were a bad white man who came here for the purpose of 
purchasing Free people to take them to the Mauritius to make them work the 
land there, this was come in order that the people should look upon you as 
their greatest Enemy”.983 
This messenger hereby explained clearly to Campbell why the Chief Secretary 
without any discussion could reject his proposals. How could the government be able 
to let some people go to Mauritius and be paid for their work, when all people in 
Madagascar were expected to work most of their available time gratuitously for those 
who could require them to do “Fanompoana”? Certainly that would provoke a 
revolution. The feudal servitude is the key reason why neither Christians nor free 
labourers – not even the children of European traders and Malagasy women – were 
allowed to leave the country. It is in this perspective we may understand how 
seriously the missionaries provoked the government when helping persecuted 
Christians to hide, or flee. 
 Campbell required new bearers from Rainimaharo and arrived safely in 
Tamatave, while Griffiths and Jones arrived safely some weeks later. David Jones 
remained nearly one month after Campbell’s departure. His conditions were then far 
better, since the guard was much more relaxed. He was even allowed to speak with 
old friends in the road or in his house though not always able to speak freely. Chief 
for his guard was Razafinkarefo, who had been in England a long time ago, and also 
a true member of the church. As I have said, he had even asked Johns for help to 
escape to Mauritius, but Johns had then advised him to conceal his faith and do his 
duty to the queen. Now he could openly tell Jones much news about the Christians, 
when they spoke English together.984 In his observations Jones provides a gloomy 
state of the country. Not only the Christians, but the whole people were oppressed by 
the leaders, who used the Tangena (ordeal) and Fanompoana (feudal servitude) to 
enrich themselves. His own observations had shown that it was really as bad as 
Freeman and Johns had described in their book: “Narrative of the persecution of the 
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Christians in Madagascar”. Describing the Fanompoana and all other misery he had 
seen, Jones concluded: 
“In consequence of such hardships, oppression, & injustice, as are inflicted on 
the people by the Malagasy Government, many have run away on board 
o’ship in different ports, & make their escape, some to the Mosambique, some 
to the Comoro Islands, and many to Mauritius, a thing never known before in 
Madagascar, until the reign of Ranavalona (---)  
The two brothers have got the ear & the confidence of the queen to the 
exclusion of all the others. If any proposes to her anything for the welfare of 
the country, which appear to her good & reasonable, she replies, stop a little 
until I know the opinion of Rainimaharo the commandant”.985 
Jones knew that there was nothing more the missionaries could do for the Christians 
in Madagascar, because the suppression of the whole community was so strong. But 
he had brought with him a lot of copies of parts of the Holy Scripture and copies of 
the Pilgrim’s Progress, which were distributed by Griffiths, knowing that in the future 
even sending letters or books would be too difficult and too dangerous for the 
Christians. The state of the country and the hard execution of his Christian friends 
made him sad, but he concluded: 
“But has the Queen with all her efforts & barbarous acts extirpate Xanity, even 
in her own capital? Has she been able to collect all copies of the Scriptures?   
(---) Has she by putting several Xans to death make others to recent or abate 
the zeal of others? etc. etc. No – not at all: for there are some of the excellent 
of the earth, in the very houses & service of the first officers. I have an 
excellent letter received from one of them in my possession. Copies & portions 
of the Scriptures are still in the possession of those who love them dearly & 
who know how to make a proper use of them; - the number of Xans has 
increased gradually & doubtless will increase until it will please God to visit 
Madagascar with brighter days”.986 
Jones left Antananarivo a week after Griffiths as the last missionary visiting the 
capital for many years. Some friends let him hire their servants to carry him down to 
Tamatave, and he returned to Mauritius on the 18th of September in a miserable state 
of health, suffering especially from a hard attack of rheumatism.987 After recovering a 
little, his health dwindled and he died some month later. David Johns, who had left 
his family in England in 1840 and returned to Mauritius,988 went to Nosy Be in search 
of a new mission field in Ambongo or other places outside the Hova kingdom. He felt 
sick and died in Nosy Be and was buried there. Also Griffiths went to Nosy Be and 
the Comoro Islands in search of a new mission field, but in vain. The missionary work 
in Madagascar had reached its “Game over” and had to wait about 20 years before a 
re-start was possible in the great island. 
Baker worked for some years amongst the Malagasy in Mauritius, and Le 
Brun, who had returned from England about 1834-1835, continued his work there 
together with two of his sons, who also became pastors, until the new day dawned in 
Madagascar when Ranavalona died in August 1861. Then only Cameron of all the 
former missionaries was able to return and work in Madagascar for some years 
together with the Foreign Secretary of LMS, William Ellis. 
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5.6 Analysis.  
The optimism amongst the missionaries was great when they entered the year 
1831. A kind of spiritual revival had commenced late in 1830 and changed the adults 
approach to Christianity. The missionaries had also got promises from friends at 
court that they soon should be allowed to administer the baptism and the Lord’s 
Supper to the Malagasy converts. Thus the queen’s word when she entered the 
throne should be completed, saying that she would do all for them that Radama had 
done – and even more than that. Together with the Sunday worship in the chapels 
carried on by Griffiths and Johns, new meeting places were created as the revival 
induced the converted to gather in their homes to prayer meetings in the evening. 
And the queen even gave the needed wood for benches and a pulpit in Johns’ new 
chapel, showing her goodwill to the missionaries. 
The new law was proclaimed in Griffiths’ chapel at Ambodin’Andohalo on the 
22nd of May 1831, allowing everybody who wished to be baptized and join the 
missionaries in all things to do that with the queen’s sanction and without fear. Next 
Sunday Griffiths baptized the first converts, and he continued to baptise new 
converts nearly every Sunday the following months. The first baptism in Johns’ new 
chapel at Ambatonakanga was a week after Griffiths’. During a half-year 67 
Malagasy were baptized by Griffiths and about 30 by Johns, and they were organized 
in two Malagasy congregations. The most famous of those who were baptized in 
Johns’ chapel at Ambatonakanga was Rainitsiheva Paul, often named “Paul the 
diviner”. He became a famous leader after the prohibition of the Christianity until he 
was executed in 1840.  
Perhaps the rapid progress of the young church might have provoked the 
traditionalist and the queen and made them fear that the Christians would outdo the 
idols and the religion of the ancestors. That could probably be an important cause to 
the sudden reaction against the mission. But since the first reaction came only a 
fortnight after the first baptism, I find that another incident probably was much more 
important. The new Prime Minister who had replaced Andriamihaja, was a young 
officer named Ravoninahitra, soon changing his name to Rainiharo. In the beginning 
of 1831 his influence was in a feeble state, because his popularity had declined by 
various circumstances. In fact that may be the reason why the pro-missionary party 
at court managed to get the queen’s accord to allow the baptism etc. As the Prime 
Minister needed a good cause to augment his power, he grasped the opportunity 
given him when Griffiths sent a letter to the queen one week after the first baptism.  
Griffiths being in the habit of asking the queen’s approbation for all his 
proceedings, stated that he had now been 10 years in the country, reminding her of 
Radama’s word that the missionaries should not be put under the laws of the country 
the ten first years of their stay, but be judged after the laws abroad. And Griffiths 
asked what he was going to do now? The answer came short: “Tie up your luggage 
and go home!” This answer discouraged all the missionaries because they knew very 
well that if Griffiths should be sent home in this way, they would all have to leave 
within a few years. Griffiths argued against the governments answer that it was 
certainly not according to Radama’s intentions, but he only secured an additional 
time of five months to make up his things before leaving. Probably the government’s 
statement that the king had given them only ten years stay in the country was news 
to them and shocking news at that, and from that time they all hastened against this 
limit, knowing that their time to work were very short. By this act, I think, the Prime 
Minister had assumed new power at court, because a law that could check the most 
popular missionary probably reduced the power of the pro-missionary party. By 
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fighting against the representatives of the new religion and promoting Rakelimalaza 
and other idols, Rainharo and his brothers gained enough power in the course of a 
few years to make great changes in the country. Thus the missionaries’ role was 
unintentionally to help the Andafiavaratra family to assume power to suppress both 
the Christians and the whole people. 
Griffiths probably not understanding what was going on at court, considered 
the differences with his colleagues to be the cause of the shocking orders to leave 
the country, and he acted in line with those suspicions. Certainly the differences had 
existed for a long time, but they had grown worse after the departure of David Jones, 
and the building of the new chapel was proof of the poor cooperation between the 
pastors. Eager to take control of the whole Malagasy congregation, Griffiths had 
presented his wishes for the future work in a meeting called by the queen’s officers a 
few months before the first baptism, and he now pretended that Johns and the other 
colleagues counteracted him by not approving the plans they had entered into in that 
meeting. That the Senior Missionary used such a meeting to present his wishes for 
the future work to the fellow missionaries shows how great the politicising of his 
cause had already grown by the beginning of 1831, and now he ventured farther on 
that path.  
His colleagues strongly denying that they had caused his expulsion from the 
country, protested vigorously when he tried to take control of the 6 “Boys” or helpers 
who were left to assist Johns in the translation work when Jones went home. (Baker, 
who was chosen deacon in Griffiths’ chapel, tried to be somewhat neutral in those 
differences). They also quarrelled about the Repository building and the money 
belonging to the Madagascar Missionary School Society, because Griffiths used the 
house and also kept a lot of the money, even though Johns was elected treasurer. 
When the colleagues had decided to empty the Repository and therefore sent the 
luggage belonging to Griffiths up to him, he appealed to the queen. Next day they 
were summoned together by the officers and asked why they had quarrelled. After 
some explications, they received the decision from the queen, firstly that they should 
bring back Griffiths’ luggage to the Repository and let him use the house, secondly 
that all Malagasy who desired to attend the Sunday worship should do that in the 
chapel where they had been educated, and thirdly that if there was some money left 
by the School Society they should send them back to the donors. This decision 
shows how materially Griffiths’ appeal to the queen had politicised his cause. 
Especially the second point ordering the Malagasy Christians where they had to 
attend the worship provoked all his colleagues, because the new chapel would lose 
most of those who preferred to attend there, since nearly all had got some education 
in Griffiths’ school. Only adults or others who had never been in school could choose 
where they wished to attend. 
Greatly provoked the majority group signed a letter to the queen stating that 
unless she would send Griffiths home, as she had decided some months previously, 
they would all leave. They should have been aware that putting an ultimatum before 
the queen was certainly unwise, and she called a meeting including women and 
children on the 15th of December 1831, where her officers gave them her answer 
promptly: you can all leave if you wish to order me. They protested earnestly saying 
that they never had wished to order the queen, but only state to her, that unless the 
second point was changed they would have no more work to do, and therefore they 
had told her that they could better leave. A compromise was then made as to the 
attendance at the chapels. But there were two consequences of this controversy: 
Griffiths was allowed to stay one year more, and the permission to administrate the 
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baptism and the Lord’s Supper to the Malagasy were suspended. Maybe Griffiths 
added some other reasons to that last decision by a letter describing the Christian 
unity in the congregation, but I find it probable that these controversies in 
consequence of Griffiths’ politicising of his cause, was the main reason. And when 
the government saw that Griffiths greatly disturbed the peace and union amongst the 
missionaries, they let him stay there as long as he wished, even though they had first 
ordered him to leave. 
But Griffiths was not alone in politicising his cause. John Freeman who had 
returned in September 1831 and joint the majority group, wrote a letter to Governor 
Charles Colville, asking his help to get rid of the troublesome colleague. Freeman 
had accepted a proposal from the governor to be his lobbyist and reporter in 
Antananarivo, and he was well paid by the governor, £100 a year. It is true David 
Jones had acted as British Agent in the time of Radama, but that was fair since his 
appointment was reported officially to the king and agreed upon by him. Freeman’s 
role was quite different, being appointed secretly, his reports became like a spy’s 
reports. And his lobbying for the British interests combined with his duty as Senior 
Missionary after Griffiths’ recalling in 1832, may have caused the government’s 
suspicion to the whole mission. Neither did he report his new political duty to the 
Board of Directors, as far as I can see. Only once he stated that he had written a 
letter to the governor of Mauritius about Griffiths, and when the directors asked the 
meaning of that, he excused himself saying that he wrote as a private person not 
involving the Society. That was certainly a lie after what different documents tell. 
Thus he became a double dealer both to the Malagasy government and to the 
Missionary Society. With this pro-British politicising of the missionary cause he might 
have caused more harm than Griffiths did with his pro-Malagasy politicising. 
After the first recalling of Griffiths from LMS, which reached the capital in June 
1832, he pretended to leave the field and even sent off some luggage to Tamatave. 
Later he said that he would stay another year, because the queen had detained him 
in her service, since he had done so much good in her country. That was not 
necessarily the truth, for the letter from the queen he sent to the directors as a proof, 
conformed to a standard formula, and was therefore similar to that which all 
missionaries received when leaving the country. But before his decision he has 
probably asked his friends at court why he, the experienced missionary, should leave 
while a newcomer should be allowed to stay. That might at least have been be one 
reason for the expulsion of Theophilus Atkinson in 1832 after only one year’s stay, 
and the colleagues argued that no new missionaries should ever be allowed to stay 
in the country if Griffiths remained there. In the discussions about Atkinson the 
officers gave the ultimatum alluded to by Cameron: Do something practical or leave 
the country. We do not need another teacher in “taratasy” (paper), i.e. reading and 
writing. 
In spite of their quarrel Griffiths and his colleagues could unite against a 
concurrent. When Mr. Solage, a messenger from the Pope, asked permission to visit 
the capital, Griffiths immediately communicated his objections to that idea to some 
officers at court, and he also joined with Johns and Freeman in writing to the queen 
in order to prevent his visit. Waiting for permission in Andevoranto, Mr. Solage died 
of fever there. But when the missionaries later were accused by the Catholic Church 
of having caused his death, they denied that strongly.  
Mostly they worked peacefully side by side during the year 1833, but when the 
second recalling reached Griffiths in January 1834, a more dangerous quarrel 
started. When LMS also stopped his salary he earned his living by trade. But soon he 
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told the government that LMS was at variance with the British government. His 
colleagues argued passionately that the governor of Mauritius from the first days had 
supported the missionaries, and they nearly pretended to be a semi- governmental 
mission. Griffiths’ new strategy of “misrepresentation of the Society” should very soon 
be a threat not only to his colleagues, but also to all his own work and to the newborn 
church. When Johns and Freeman demanded him to consider if his proceedings 
were not contrary to the Lord’s will and his spiritual life, he answered in very strong 
terms and also complained to the directors. During all the years with differences 
between him and his Brethren, Griffiths had shown that he had no law for his 
proceedings but his own ideas of “God’s will”. Such religious fanatics have always 
been impossible to cooperate with, which the whole history of the mission in 
Antananarivo has clearly shown. 
In this last quarrel Griffiths got help from two Frenchmen, and it seems he had 
deemed them as capable of taking over Cameron’s many industries and the plans of 
founding cannons. I suppose he did not consider the danger, but within a year it 
proved true that when the government found that Jean de Laborde might be a good 
substitute for Cameron and his work, they let all missionaries go. Edward Baker who 
returned from England in the middle of the year spoke with his old friend and tried to 
get him to change his mind, but in vain. The differences between them remained until 
they were all sent off. 
In 1835 everything changed. The prohibition of the Christian religion and the 
orders that all who were influenced by that religion should step forwards and accuse 
themselves, destroyed the congregations and caused many converts to leave the 
faith for fear of the consequences. Only a few faithful resisted and concealed their 
faith. Most of the missionaries left as soon as the good season approached, some of 
them because their 10 years stay were terminated, others because they were sick or 
had no other choice. Freeman had certainly some years left, but he was the most 
unpopular missionary in the government, and his wife was sick. Griffiths, who was 
deprived of his congregation and isolated from his Brethren, went home with his 
family, but in a letter to the queen he asked to be allowed to return and work as a 
trader, since he was no longer a member of the Missionary Society. The only 
missionaries who had some time left of the 10 years given them and were also 
inclined to stay there, were David Johns and Edward Baker with their families. 
I have discussed different causes for the prohibition of Christianity. The 
religious concept is certainly a fear from mighty leaders that the idols and the religion 
of the ancestors should be degraded by the religion of the Europeans. Different 
provocations may have enforced this fear and given the concrete opportunity to act. 
But I am convinced that neither the religious fear nor the unpopularity of some 
missionaries because of the pro-British politicising or other differences between them 
can be the real cause, even though they must all be important moments. But the 
changes in 1835 were much more thorough than a prohibition of a religion only. 
Through this act the Andafiavaratra brothers managed to create a despotic Hova 
reign, though still in the name of the marionette queen. Through the feudal servitude 
they suppressed and enslaved the whole population to a hitherto unknown degree. In 
that perspective the accusations from some people against the missionaries may be 
true, saying that they were the sole cause to their misery, suppression and reducing 
in rank etc. The history after 1835 shows clearly that the Men in Power had used the 
fighting against the missionaries and the Malagasy Christians as a cause to suppress 
the people and enrich themselves. 
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The role of the two heroic families staying behind became important. 
Gathering the few scattered believers they could encourage them and educate them 
to obey God more than people, i.e. the queen – or the Prime Minister. They could 
also give them scriptures to read, especially the Bible and the Pilgrim’s Progress etc. 
The latter book became extremely important for the persecuted Christians in the 
following years, and it was printed in England and smuggled into Madagascar by the 
missionaries still in Mauritius. When the year was ended the small flock of believers 
demanded the missionaries leave, because the Christians would be exposed to 
detection and persecution if they remained. At this time they counted about 112 
believers in the capital and some more living at a distance from the town. They were 
organized in small groups gathering secretly to worship and prayer. In the following 
year their number increased and Johns, who visited Tamatave in 1837 and met some 
of them there, stated that the missionaries’ leaving the country had blessed the 
Christians. Some of the former members dared to come back, and new people joined 
them. Rainitsiheva Paul or “Paul the diviner” and his wife were the most famous 
leaders. 
But as soon as the Embassy’s report from England reached Antananarivo the 
government acted against the Christians. There have been different views of the 
Malagasy government’s sending of an Embassy to England and France in 1836-
1837. If it should be with a wish of repairing the damaged cooperation with the British 
government, they certainly failed. But Baker, who had translated some of the 
documents the Embassy brought to England, and who knew the government’s 
different proceedings and hidden agenda quite well until he left Antananarivo a few 
months earlier, clearly stated that the only object of the Embassy was to obtain a 
pledge of non-interference in the government’s oppressive politics. All negotiations in 
other areas would be without results, because the government at home would not 
sign any convention. Baker’s statements proved to be right, and as soon as they got 
the report from London with the wanted pledge, the persecution of the Christians 
started and the first martyr was executed. 
The missionaries’ role for the next few years was to try to help their 
persecuted friends. They all confessed that it would be too dangerous for the 
Malagasy if they tried to let them escape to Mauritius, and therefore they advised 
them to conceal their faith and not provoke the authorities. Nevertheless Johns 
changed his mind when he visited Tamatave in 1838, and he helped 10 Christians to 
escape. He carried six of them with him to England on his leave late in that year. This 
act of Johns’ greatly provoked the Malagasy government and created a strong 
suspicion against all missionaries and caused even stronger persecutions of the 
Christians in the capital. This act of the missionaries also caused damage to the 
relations still existing between the Malagasy government and the British government, 
since the governor of Mauritius granted asylum to the fugitives. 
Griffiths, no longer a missionary, returned in August 1838, and soon he was 
engaged in helping the persecuted Christians who were hiding different places. Dr. 
Powell, who resided in the capital at that time, helped him as far as he could. At last 
they found the situation unbearable and decided to send 16 hiding Christians away in 
order to save their lives. But their efforts failed and the Christians were arrested on 
their way to Tamatave. David Jones, who was invited to visit the capital, and William 
Campbell, who should negotiate with the Malagasy government for the Free Labour 
Association, were then on their way up to Antananarivo. The persecuted Christians 
were exposed to Griffiths and the strangers before being executed, to tell them that 
the English could neither protect the Christians nor take them away to another 
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country. Thus the missionaries’ role became included in the government’s statement: 
“The French want our land and the English our people - neither shall succeed!” 
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CHAPTER 6:  CONCLUSIVE REMARKS 
In my study I found that the role of the Missionaries was much more important 
in Malagasy history and development from 1820 to 1840 than I would have supposed 
given their numbers. In fact there were never more than 4 pastors, 6 artisans and 7 
wives at one time in the field, together with a lot of children; the highest number I 
found was in 1827-1828. 
But the missionaries became important even long before their arrival. In 1813, 
when Governor Farquhar still hoped for success with his first strategy of getting the 
Home government engaged in seeking influence in Madagascar, William Milne on his 
visit in Mauritius proposed that LMS should become a partner of the government by 
starting mission work both in Mauritius and Madagascar. The governor immediately 
accepted this proposal, granting both pecuniary subvention and every kind of help 
the government was able to give. Certainly having a new partner became even more 
important for Farquhar in the following years, because he was forced to leave his first 
strategies when the Home government did not approve to his plans. In those years 
he wrote several letters to LMS, partly to explain how well he cared for their 
missionary in Mauritius, John Le Brun, and partly to boast of all kinds of preparations 
he had made and of different subventions and help the missionaries going to 
Madagascar should get from the government of Mauritius. His boasting of 
Madagascar being now a part of the British Empire was certainly a lie, as was also 
his statement of having the heir to the Malagasy throne visiting in his house and his 
being educated there. Such circumstances show that the governor was desperately 
seeking the help of LMS. But when he concluded the Treaty for Abolition of the Slave 
Trade with Radama, the missionaries had not yet arrived. The Treaty proved to be 
vulnerable and soon broken, since the Acting Governor Hall had no other 
circumstances than the Slave Trade to consider either the said Treaty was a success 
or not. Maybe Hall could not have broken the Treaty so easily if Farquhar had a well-
established mission work in Antananarivo at that time. 
The arrival of the two couple of missionaries and their fatal attempt in 
Tamatave was a tragedy and no lasting results were obtained. But maybe their 
existence in Tamatave for a few months kept alive Radama’s hope of a renewal of 
the alliance with the British, because three times he sent messengers to invite them 
to visit him. At first they dared not take the long and expensive journey when they 
heard from the slave-traders how unfriendly the king was to the British at that time, 
and later ill health prevented David Jones, the only surviving member of the group, 
from taking the trip.  
 
Hostile slave traders and ill health forced David Jones to flee back to 
Mauritius, where the greatest friend of a mission to Madagascar, Charles Telfaire, 
welcomed him and cared for his bad health etc. Telfaire had been Private Secretary 
to Farquhar until his leave to England and had followed him on that journey. Now he 
could give Jones access to his great library, let him start a promising school for the 
slave-children at his great farm, “Belle Ombre”, and encourage him to form new plans 
for his work, which could be presented to Governor Farquhar as soon as he returned. 
In a meeting between Farquhar and Jones these plans were immediately accepted, 
and when the governor sent his envoy, James Hastie, to Radama to negotiate the 
renewal of the Treaty, Jones was sent together with him as another kind of envoy. 
The governor defrayed all his coasts and instructed Hastie to promote him to every 
important person they met, because the plans he was a bearer of were approved by 
the governor. 
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Jones role in the negotiations became much more important than expected. 
The lonely missionary, who should only care for the spiritual and missionary causes, 
soon became a good helper for the political negotiator, because education was the 
key given them to unlock the broken treaty. LMS’s possibility to send good artisans to 
teach the Merina people different European arts became important for Radama, as 
was the Society’s help in caring for the youths he sent to England. On the other hand 
Radama was neither interested in the religious instruction nor in the education in 
reading and writing. That last art had never been taught to the people before, but has 
always been confined to the king’s family. But now the king was eager to have a 
representative of his new ally living at his court, and therefore he demanded that 
Jones stayed with him, and he gave him some royal and noble children to instruct. 
During his lonely residence at court, Jones created a strong foothold for the 
mission in the capital, both through his schoolwork but even more through his 
intimate friendship with the king. His ability in the French language, which Radama 
could use, was his principal door opener, he later stated. For many years he was 
allowed to be the king’s counsellor and his secretary for English correspondence 
whenever there was no British Agent present. One of his first tasks was to explain 
the differences between the Protestant Church and the Catholic Church, because a 
priest in Bourbon had sent a flattering letter to the king asking to start a Catholic 
mission there. Jones and his colleagues managed to keep the Catholic missionaries 
off the great island as long as they were allowed to reside there, and it was not until 
the 1850’s that the first Catholic missionary made his (secret) entrance into the 
capital. Jones also induced the king to write the famous letter to LMS asking for as 
many missionaries as they found convenient. This letter greatly promoted the interest 
for the mission work in Madagascar to the British people. 
Also politically Jones role was highly important during that first year in 
counteracting the French influence through Radama’s scribe, Robin. Jones later 
reminded Farquhar that he had several times expressed how essential Jones’ role 
had been for the British interests. And Farquhar accepted this statement by giving 
great subventions to the schoolwork, and monthly allowances to the missionary 
artisans and even the pastors. Through the missionaries the governor secured a 
stable and lasting influence at court, while the Assistant British Agent had a negative 
influence and the Resident Agent often was absent to Mauritius etc. After Hastie’s 
death the missionaries became the only positive British influence in the capital, while 
the political envoys mostly quarrelled with the Malagasy leaders. 
The creating of the Malagasy language in written, and their education work in 
learning many youths to read and write it, was another extremely important political 
task, because that became an indispensable condition both to Radama’s military 
expansion and especially to the administration of his new Empire. The differences 
between Hastie and Pastor Jeffrey on the one hand, and all the other missionaries on 
the other hand about the writing of the language, seems not to have changed 
Radama’s high esteem of them, but he decided that he preferred Jones’ and Griffiths’ 
plans with some necessary changes, which probably came from Robin. But the king 
might also have become suspicious of the missionaries, especially since the quarrel 
with Jeffrey continued for a whole year after his decision about the language. Finally 
the king decided to throw all the schools together in one great Central School, but 
without including Mr. And Mrs. Jeffrey in the team responsible for the new school. 
Jeffrey thus deprived of his work had to change his behaviour and make up the 
differences with his brethren. The king accepted their reconciliation and after a 
request from the missionaries he placed Jeffrey as missionary in Ambatomanga. 
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On the other hand the missionaries and artisans were very little involved in the 
turbulence between Radama and the British government after Hastie’s death, caused 
by the “Blancard Treaty’s” monopolising of the trade at the east coast. Although they 
felt the threat that everybody could be chased out of the country if matters were not 
made up between the two governments, they were only in a small degree part in 
those difficulties. Even Jones, who had been appointed Acting British Agent in 
Madagascar after Hastie’s death, felt that the king was as friendly as ever when he 
returned to the capital in December 1827. And Jones was later the last man except 
the king’s attendants who was called to Radama’s dying bed to converse with him, a 
fact that clearly shows the king’s friendship and confidence in him. 
The role of the missionaries concerning the cultural changes in the country 
was great in the years of Radama, since they were protected by the king and allowed 
to provoke idols, taboos and religious thinking to a great extent. When the king had 
cut his hair in the European fashion, about 4000 women protested and demanded 
him to deliver all the Europeans to them. By killing four of the female leaders 
Radama showed that he would keep his promises of protection to the missionaries 
and the Creole artisans. Unintentionally the missionaries thus caused a great change 
in the democratic possibility in the country, because this act changed Radama’s 
attitude from former Malagasy customs to his efforts of being a modern and despotic 
monarch. On the other hand, most people considered the evangelising work to be a 
part of the feudal servitude to those who were ordered to learn in the schools, and 
therefore very few adults attended voluntarily to Sunday worship in the chapel. That 
attitude did not change until Queen Ranavalona showed clearly that attending to the 
Christian worship was not a servitude to the queen, but rather contrary to her will. 
Together with all sad news about people who had perished either in the military 
campaigns or by the ordeal the first two years of Ranavalona’s reign, that caused a 
spiritual awakening in the capital from about August 1830. 
After Radama’s death his wife, Ramavo was proclaimed reigning queen and 
chose the name Ranavalomanjaka or Ranavalona I. But many circumstances show 
that she was in fact little more than a marionette and different parties at court tried to 
obtain the power to reign in her name. Thus a real revolution had taken place 
transferring the power from the noble class of Andriana to the commoners’ class of 
Hova. Therefore I think she was not the real cause of all the great changes of politics 
in the following decades. The first strong Prime Minister reigning in her name was a 
young officer, Andriamihaja. When he was murdered in 1830, another young officer, 
Ravoninahitra, became Prime Minister. He soon changed his name to Rainiharo, and 
he and his family, the Andafiavaratra, reigned in the country until the French 
occupation in 1895. 
        In the first year of Ranavalona’s reign the missionaries became involved in 
different quarrels with the disputed Resident British Agent, Dr. Lyall, who finally 
provoked the majority of them to break all connection with him. Accusing them of 
acting contrary to British interests by only being loyal to LMS and the Malagasy 
government, Lyall concluded that some of them might even have asked the 
government to remove him from the country. If that were true, I think only Griffiths 
could have done such an act. Neither the missionaries’ nor the Malagasy 
government’s conflict with the British Agent seems to have disgraced the missionary 
cause too badly, and I cannot find that they were at the point of being thrown out of 
the country at this time, as Cameron later stated, because in 1829 Cameron express 
himself very positively about the government and the Prime Minister etc. Only 
Freeman was pessimistic in 1829, and he quitted the country late that year. Contrary 
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to Freeman’s pessimistic analysis, the missionaries were allowed to work freely even 
the schools had great problems since most of the schoolboys were drawn to the 
army. The pro-missionary party at court had great influence at this period and wished 
the missionaries to create the prospected progress in the country. Also the French 
attack at the east coast late in 1829 created special attention to the missionaries, 
because the government cared them for and they received all demanded help and 
attention. In May 1831 they were even allowed to administrate the ordinances of 
Baptism and the Lord’s Supper to the Malagasy, and they immediately organised 
Christian congregations in the two chapels. 
The crucial point to both their practical and theoretical education was primarily 
that every thing taught to the people caused perpetual feudal servitude to all who 
learnt it, because the king never paid his people anything for practising the new arts 
brought from Europe. When most of the boys in the schools after few years either 
were taken to Aid de Camps and secretaries or were drawn to the army, the schools 
became hated amongst the people, and it became impossible to get them filled with 
the former number of scholars. But the mission still was popular and honoured by the 
government because of the artisans’ skilled work. James Cameron and George 
Chick succeeded in creating many kind of industry, which helped the government to 
modernise the young nation and make it more self-supported in many ways. Until the 
government could find an adequate substitute to the missionary artisans’ work, most 
of the missionaries were allowed to stay. 
 
Had nearly every party up to June 1831 considered the missionaries’ role at a 
whole as positive, the tide suddenly turned out, and the rest of their period in 
Madagascar became a struggle against the threat of being thrown out of the country. 
At court an important change had taken place when the Prime Minister 
Andriamihaja was ordered by the idol to take the ordeal (Tangena) a second time in 
1830. Refusing to submit to the ordeal he was speared to death, and a young officer 
from a family later known as the “Andafiavaratra” was chosen Prime Minister. Of 
different circumstances his power was very feeble the first year, and therefore he 
strongly needed a good cause, which could promote his influence. Being the 
guardians and chief supporters of the famous idol Rakelimalaza, Rainiharo and his 
two brothers certainly used that cult to promote their power. But that probably did not 
cause much problem to the missionaries at first. Neither should the rapid growth of 
the number of baptisms be the cause of Rainiharo’s counteracting of the 
missionaries, because the first blow came already a fortnight after the first baptism. 
But probably it was Griffiths who gave the Prime Minister the good cause he wanted 
just after the success of the first baptism and organising of a Malagasy church. Being 
in the habit of asking the queen’s will about all his proceedings in life and work, 
Griffiths in a letter asked about his future stay after having resided ten years in the 
country. There he explained that Radama had told him that the missionaries should 
be allowed to stay ten years without coming under the native laws, and after that time 
the king would promulgate a new law for them. The answer to Griffiths question came 
promptly: “Tie up your luggage and go home”. Although Griffiths tried to explain that 
such an order was certainly not according to Radama’s intention with his proposed 
law, he only got five months prolongation of his stay. And from that day it was 
proclaimed that Radama had fixed the missionaries a residence of ten years only. 
Certainly it gave the Prime Minister new authority when he could check the popular 
missionary who had so many friends at court, and possibly that reduced the influence 
of the pro-missionary party. In that way the fighting against the new religion and the 
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missionaries became an important part of the augmenting of the Prime Ministers 
power. 
 Griffiths certainly not understanding what was going on at court and thinking 
that his colleagues had caused the government to order his removal started a fight 
against them. Being ambitious and headstrong he had given the other pastor in the 
field, David Johns, many problems. His considering the chapel at Andohalo to be his 
own propriety since it was situated in his private house was one example of this. And 
he also clearly showed a wish to have complete control over the future Malagasy 
congregation. This had forced Johns to ask the queen’s permission to build another 
chapel, which was granted him. There had been a lot of other differences too, and 
now the cooperation between the missionaries was badly injured. In the course of a 
few months the differences were exposed to the authorities in a real quarrel, and the 
government but too willingly made compromises and decided what they ought to do. 
From the first days Radama had decided most of the important questions in the 
missionary work, and the queen’s government had followed this example. Griffiths 
had often used an appeal to the queen to get his own will approved against the will of 
his colleagues, but now the consequence of this quarrel was that Rainiharo could 
order a stop in the Baptism and the Lord’s Supper. A letter from Griffiths describing 
how close the connection was between the missionary and those who were baptised, 
possibly also scared him, because he considered the baptism to be a strong 
brotherhood a little like the Malagasy blood covenant. The order to stop the baptism 
certainly was a serious drawback to the missionaries although they considered the 
baptism to be solely a ceremony, which was not necessary for the salvation of true 
converts. 
But with the exposing of his quarrel with the colleagues to the government, 
Griffiths entered a greater politicising of his cause than ever, and he continued down 
that path when the first recalling from LMS reached him in June 1832. Using some 
tricks by stating that the queen detained him in her service, he did not follow LMS’s 
explicit orders of leaving the field. Possibly he had also argued to the government 
that LMS should be wrong in recalling him, the experienced missionary, at the same 
time as they sent new missionaries to Madagascar. Such arguments may be one 
reason for the expulsion of the new missionary, Theophilus Atkinson. But probably 
the real cause was that the Prime Minister and his brothers had already some time 
ago taken a decision to use the fighting against the religion of the Europeans as 
means to augment their power, and certainly Griffiths helped them greatly by the 
politicising of his cause in a pro-Malagasy way. As a reward they let him stay in the 
country since his quarrel with LMS and the missionaries helped them to reach their 
aim. 
On the other side his colleagues politicised their cause in a pro-British way by 
their protests against the Malagasy government. It was in the discussions about the 
expulsion of Atkinson and his family that they received the ultimatum: Do something 
new and practical, or leave the country. Thus it became clear that the government 
wished them all to leave except the artisans Cameron and Chick, who had entered 
different projects of creating industry etc. Especially John Freeman politicised the 
missionary cause by his close connection to the governor in Mauritius, writing spy 
reports about political concerns and also by being a kind of British envoy in 
Antananarivo promoting the British interests as far as he was able to do. This 
politicising was done without stating anything about his new duties to LMS, though 
Freeman had replaced Griffiths as Senior Missionary after the first recalling of the 
latter. On account of his being loyal neither to the LMS nor to the Malagasy 
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government but only to the Governor of Mauritius, and thus explicitly being a political 
envoy more than an evangelist, Freeman’s actions alone would have been sufficient 
cause for the expulsion of all the missionaries. His engagement in politics, together 
with the Malagasy leaders own agenda and Griffiths’ political activity, unavoidably 
damaged the existence of the mission and the newborn church. After the second 
recalling from LMS in January 1834 Griffiths accelerated his politicising by criticising 
not only the missionaries but also the Missionary Society, and by promoting to the 
government his French friend, Jean de Laborde, as capable to replace the 
missionary artisans. Thus being freed from the concerns to let the artisans take care 
of the growing industry in the country, the government soon acted. 
 
Prohibiting the Christian religion to the Malagasy people on the 1st of March 
1835 created great changes. All who had been influenced by the new religion were 
ordered to accuse themselves, and to give up all their books to the government etc. 
Even many who had been baptised followed those orders and only few converts 
dared to resist and conceal their faith and their books. As soon as the good season 
of travelling approached all missionaries and artisans left Madagascar, except the 
families Johns and Baker. For one year this “stay behind group” did its utmost to 
encourage the few Christians and help them in different ways, especially by giving 
literature such as the Holy Scripture and Pilgrim’s Progress, and by conversing with 
them and teaching them the faith. Their role cannot be estimated highly enough for 
the future existence of the persecuted Christians, and when they left in June 1836 
there were 112 Christians in different cells of an underground church in the capital 
and its environments, and some more in distant areas. 
Through the prohibition of Christianity the Andafiavaratra brothers managed to 
create a regime of terror and suppression directed not only against the Christians but 
the whole people, exemplified by new laws in June 1836 ordering all free men from 
five spans high and upwards to do unlimited feudal servitude to the government. 
Maybe the younger brother of the Prime Minister, Ratsimanisa or Rainimaharo, was 
the key architect of the government’s different plans, and especially of using the 
suppression of the Christian faith as toil to all the other suppression. Those who 
criticised the missionaries to be the cause of their suppression may be right, since 
the suppression of Christianity was obviously used to suppress all people. The 
sending of an Embassy to England and France in 1836-1837 did not change 
anything, since the Malagasy government did not seek any changes or progress in 
the relations with the European governments, but only a pledge of non-interference in 
their own politics, as Baker had stated even before the Embassy left Madagascar. 
The next few years the Missionaries role is pathetic, trying to help their 
suppressed friends by conversing with them in Tamatave and giving them Christian 
literature etc. Johns succeeded in that in 1837, but as soon as the report from the 
Embassy’s visit in London brought the wanted pledge of British non-interference, the 
government acted against the Christians arresting 16 of the leaders and executing 
Rasalama, the first martyr. Soon after Rafaralahy was executed and other Christians 
were obliged to hide in different places. When Johns returned to Tamatave in 1838 
those persecuted friends asked his help to escape their fate, and with the help of Mr. 
Powell and other friends Johns succeeded in bringing ten refugees over to Mauritius. 
Returning to England for a leave, Johns soon took six of those refugees with him 
home to England, where they caused much interest for the mission cause etc. But 
this act of Johns also caused an embittered atmosphere between the Malagasy 
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government and all the British, and especially the Governor of Mauritius, since he 
gave the refugees asylum in that island. 
Griffiths, who was no longer considered as missionary, had returned to 
Antananarivo in 1838 at the time when the refugees escaped and worked as trader 
there. Assisted by Dr. Powell, who resided in Antananarivo for a while, he was soon 
involved in helping other persecuted individuals there. In 1840 when they just had 
decided to send 16 of those friends down to Tamatave trying to secure them a 
passage to Mauritius, David Jones arrived. The veteran missionary had returned to 
work in Mauritius in 1837 and he had asked the Queen’s permission to visit 
Antananarivo. He was granted a visit of four months and arrived in June 1840 
together with a British envoy, William Campbell. The latter was sent to negotiate 
about the possibilities that Malagasy individuals should be allowed to work as free 
labourers at Mauritius for limited periods. 
Thus Jones visit was politicised too and they were both well guarded and 
cared for until Campbell’s negotiations were finished. But before that the new 
fugitives were discovered near Tamatave and brought back to the capital. Nine of 
them were condemned to death at a great Kabary at Andohalo and executed at 
Ambohipotsy after being exposed to Griffiths and Campbell in order to show that no 
whites would be able to help them. Afterwards Griffiths was condemned to a fine and 
to be expelled from the country. Campbell’s mission also ended in total fiasco, 
because Rainimaharo and the government would not let a single person emigrate 
from the country, saying: “The French want our land, and the British our people – 
neither shall succeed.” The missionaries had for a long time been an acting part in 
the process creating this negative view of the British, and at least from 1836 they 
might be considered as envoys caring for British politics. The Prime Minister 
Rainiharo, and his brother Rainimaharo (who died in 1841) and their sons, continued 
the persecution of Christians during the whole reign of Queen Ranavalona I, but the 
missionaries’ active role in the conflict was terminated when Jones and Griffiths left 
the capital in 1840. Little more could be done in the next 15 years, and although 
William Ellis tried several times to visit Antananarivo it was not until 1856 he 
succeeded in his strategies. But when Ranavalona I died in August 1861, her son 
Radama II immediately gave amnesty to all who were persecuted for the Christian 
faith and proclaimed religious freedom for all people in the country. 
 
P.S. There is a Nemesis walking through the history. When queen Rasoherina was 
dying in 1868 the Foreign Minister Rainimaharavo, son of Rainimaharo, tried to outdo 
the Prime Minister by forming an alliance with the growing Christian party. 
Rainilaiarivony, son of Rainiharo, could easily check that “Coup d’état”, but as soon 
as a new queen was installed he changed his politics, had himself baptized and 
married the queen. Thus the sons of the two chief persecutors of the first Christians 
were forced to accept the new religion. In other words: If you can’t beat them – join 
them. 
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Short Biography : 
 
A. Missionaries and Artisans of the London Missionary Society in 
Madagascar, 1818-1840. 
 
ATKINSON, THEOPHILUS. English pastor, arrived in Sept. 1831, but obtained only a 
year visa. Returned in 1832. Married. 
 
BAKER, EDWARD. Printer arrived in August 1828. He went to England to marry in 
1832 and returned with his wife in 1834. Senior Missionary before he left in 1836. 
Stayed on Mauritius for some years working for the LMS there.  
 
BEAVAN, THOMAS. (1795 – 1819) Born in Neuaddlwyd in Wales in a poor family. 
David Jones helped him to some education and presented him to Dr. Phillips. 
Entered Dr. Philips academy in 1810 and the seminary in Gosport in 1816. Arrived in 
Tamatave in August 1818 as first Senior Missionary in Madagascar, but died there 
together with his wife, Mary Bevan, and their infant child in February 1819. 
 
BROOKS, THOMAS. Carpenter, arrived in June 1822, but died already 24.06.22 
 
CAMERON, JAMES. (1800 - 1875) Carpenter born in Perthshire in Scotland. Arrived 
in August 1826. When he found that the Creole carpenter Le Gros from Mauritius had 
already educated many hundred carpenters in Antananarivo he turned to other arts. 
Proved to be able to work in every kind of industry. Married. Left in 1835 and worked 
in the Cape Colony. Educated Architect and returned to Madagascar in 1862. Built 
the Stone Churches at Ambatonakanga and Faravohitra, and the stone balustrade 
around the Queen’s Palace. 
 
CANHAM, JOHN. Tanner arrived in June 1822. In 1826 he was allowed to go to 
England to seek a bride, and he returned with his wife in 1827. He encountered great 
problems the first years since the materials needed for tanning were not found in 
Imerina at that time. Kept a school in Fenoarivo for some time. When lime was 
discovered in Betsileo he signed a great tanning project with Radama in 1825, which 
he started after his return in 1827. But after the king’s death the new government 
neglected this contract. Canham had engaged Mr. Kitching in England in order to 
help him with the projected Tannery. After the Tannery was closed Canham kept a 
school in Ambohimandroso for some years, and he was ordained pastor in 1832. He 
was ordered to leave in 1833, since his ten years in Madagascar was terminated, 
and he left in 1834. Worked a few years in Cape Town before he retired and 
immigrated to Australia in 1838. 
 
CHICK, GEORGE. Blacksmith arrived in June 1822. He entered a contract with 
Radama to furnish the new palace at Soanierana with the needed iron-work. Later he 
entered many other great contracts with the government together with Cameron. He 
married the widowed Mrs. Hovenden. Left in 1835. 
 
CUMMINS, JOHN. Born in Manchester. Arrived in August 1826. He was a spinner 
sent to operate the spinning machine Radama ordered from England. Due to 
problems with cotton, prices and the weaver, he returned in August 1828. 
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FREEMAN, JOHN J. English pastor arrived in September 1827. Married. Left in a 
hurry in September 1829. Worked on Mauritius and in the Cape colony, until he 
returned in September 1831, while his family left for England. Mrs. Freeman returned 
in 1834. Freeman acted as Senior Missionary after Griffiths’ recall by LMS in 1832. 
He left in 1835. 
 
GRIFFITHS, DAVID. (1792 - 1863) Born in Carmartenshire in Wales. Studied at 
Gosport. Arrived in May 1821. Married. He was firstly recalled by LMS in 1832 and 
finally in 1834, and thereby forced to quit the mission. But he stayed as a trader until 
1835 when he left for England with his family. He returned with his son in 1838 and 
worked as a trader until the government in 1840 expelled him. Returned later to 
England and worked as pastor in Hay, Buckinghamshire. 
 
HOVENDEN, CARLES. Printer arrived in November 1826. He died a few weeks 
later, together with one of his children. His widowed wife later married George Chick. 
 
JEFFREY, JOHN. (1792? – 1825) Born in Shropshire in an English family. Educated 
in the Non-conformist Academy in Blackburn. Worked in the Sunday School in 
Preston. Married to Keturah Yarnold. Studied some time in Gosport and was 
ordained in Blackburn, 1821. Arrived in June 1822. After some disturbance in the 
capital, Radama moved them to Ambatomanga in 1824. Left in 1825, but he and his 
daughter died on board the ship before arriving on Mauritius. The other members of 
the family returned to England, where his wife issued a critical book. 
 
JOHNS, DAVID. (1796 - 1843) Born in Monmouthshire in Wales, studied at the 
Academy in Newton, and at Gosport. Married. When he was appointed to 
Madagascar he changed his original name, Jones, to Johns in order not to cause 
confusion amongst the Malagasy. (They later called him “the short Jones” (Jonjy 
fohy) in comparison with David Jones whom they called “the long Jones” (Jonjy 
lava).) Arrived in August 1826. He left Antananarivo in 1836 as one of the last 
missionaries. Worked two years on Mauritius while his family was in the Cape colony. 
They went home in 1838, but he left his family in 1840 and returned to Mauritius. 
Died on Nosy Be in 1843 on a journey in search for an alternative working place. 
 
JONES, DAVID. (1796 - 1841) Born in Carmartenshire in Wales. Studied at Gosport 
together with Bevan. Ordained in 1817, and arrived in Tamatave in August 1818. 
Lost his wife and infant child in December 1818. Returned to Mauritius in June 1819 
to regain his health. Arrived in Antananarivo in October 1820 together with the British 
envoy. Founded the missionary work in Antananarivo, and was Senior Missionary 
until 1829. Married Miss Marie Anne Mabille, the sister of Mrs. Le Brun, on Mauritius 
20.07.21. Withdrew to England with failing health in 1830, but returned to work on 
Mauritius in 1837. Visited Antananarivo in 1840, but died in 1841 - some months after 
his return to Mauritius. 
 
KITCHING, DICK. Probably a tanner. He was not appointed missionary artisan by 
LMS, but was employed by Canham in England in 1826 to help him with the planned 
Tanning project. When the project failed, Kitching earned his living by trading until he 
was engaged in other practical projects. During Baker’s absence (1832-34) he took 
care of the printing press, and when Baker returned he worked together with him as a 
printer for one year more and left in 1835.  
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Le BRUN, JOHN. (1789 – 186?) Born on Jersey Island to Protestant parents 
immigrated from Saint Malo. Studied probably at Gosport and was ordained in 1813. 
Arrived on Mauritius in 1814, and formed a LMS mission there as a base for the 
coming mission to Madagascar. He married Miss Coralie Mabille in 1818, daughter of 
a rich man in Port Louis, and sister of David Jones’ second wife. Le Brun formed one 
English- and one French-speaking congregation and several schools in Port Louis 
and the neighbouring villages. Since he worked mostly amongst the coloured 
population the other citizens often accused him of trying to stir rebellions amongst the 
slaves etc. In 1832 he was forced to leave the island because the controversies 
became so considerable before the announced freeing of all slaves in the colony to 
take place in February 1835. When he returned in 1834, LMS did not employ him as 
their missionary in the first years, but after applications from Jones, Baker and the 
congregation in Port Louis they revised that decision. Two of his sons joined his work 
as pastors.  
 
ROWLANDS, THOMAS. Weaver from Shrewsbury in England arrived in June 1822. 
After great difficulties in his profession he kept a school at Antsahadinta for some 
years, but with limited success. Rowlands was the only LMS-connected person who 
married a Malagasy woman. He died 27.07.28. 
 
Most of those men were married, but it has been difficult to find the names of most of 
the wives in any letter or publication. Also the children were normally not named. We 
hear about them mostly in private letters when they were born, baptized or died. 
Quite a few of the children lost their lives to fever, dysentery or other diseases.   
 
 
B. People working for LMS’s Board of Direction or in other departments. 
 
ARUNDEL, JOHN, Reverend, one of the Directors 
 
BENNET, Reverend and member of LMS’s Deputation to Madagascar in 1828 
 
BOGUE, DAVID. (1750 - 1829) Born in Berwickshire in Scotland he was a 
Presbyterian Reverend and one of the founders of LMS. He became member of the 
Board of Directors, and founded the famous Mission Seminary in Gosport where all 
the missionaries (pastors) working in Madagascar this first period studied. He was a 
famous linguist and Jones and Griffiths often referred to him concerning their work 
with the Malagasy language. 
 
BURDER, GEORGES. (ca. 1752 – 1832) Born in London, he became pastor in 
Lancaster and in Coventry, before he returned to London in 1810 and served as 
Secretary to LMS’s Board of Directors in until his retirement (1829). 
 
CLAYTON, Foreign Secretary of LMS (1831-1832?) 
 
ELLIS, WILLIAM. He was a former missionary in the South seas Islands who worked 
as Foreign Secretary to LMS from 1832. Later he quitted this job in London and 
worked on Mauritius trying to help the persecuted Christians in Madagascar. He 
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visited Madagascar several times in the late years of Ranavalona. Worked in 
Madagascar 1862-1865. 
 
HANKEY, WILLIAM  ALERS. Treasurer of LMS during most of the actual period up to 
1832 
 
HODSON, G.  Assistant Secretary of LMS 
 
LANGTON, DAVID. One of the directors? 
 
MILNE, A. On his way to China he was ordered to investigate the possibilities for 
LMS to start a mission work in Madagascar. He arrived on Mauritius in April 1813 
and proposed to the LMS and to Governor Farquhar that such a work should be 
started. He later became a famous missionary in China. 
 
ORME, WILLIAM. He worked as secretary of LMS after Burder (from 1829) but died 
after a few years (1831?). 
 
PHILIPS, Dr. Senior Missionary for LMS’s work in South Africa 
 
TYERMAN, Reverend and member of LMS’s Deputation to Madagascar in 1828, he 
died in Antananarivo 29.07.28. (Other sources says 30.07.28) 
 
WAUGH, D. Reverend, one of the Directors 
 
WILSON, THOMAS. Treasurer of LMS after Hankey (1832) 
 
 
C. Personnel in the British government in Mauritius, agents in Madagascar, 
etc 
 
BARNSLEY, GEORGES, Assistant British Agent in Antananarivo 1822 - 1823 
 
BARRY, Colonel, working as Chief Secretary to the government of Mauritius, and in 
other positions. 
 
BRADY, Sergeant. He was a mulatto from Jamaica left by Le Sage in Antananarivo 
in 1817 as instructor of Radama’s new army. He was soon appointed Radama’s first 
General. Married a Malagasy woman. Retired in 1829 and died in the capital in 1835. 
 
BROWN. British agent in Madagascar in 1817-1818 (after Pye) He visited Radama in 
Antananarivo and caused great problems by vaccinating the king and his family 
against smallpox. 
 
CHARDENOUX, JACQUES. Former slave trader. Farquhar’s first envoy to Radama 
in 1816 
 
DICK, Captain, working as Chief Secretary of the government of Mauritius, etc 
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DOUGLAS, Captain in the Artillery. Farquhar sent him on a visit to Radama in 1821 
in order to encourage him to build up a modern Army. 
 
COLE, LOWRY. Governor of Mauritius, 1823 – 1828 
 
COLE, HENRY. Lieutenant. He was the brother of governor Cole, and his special 
envoy to Radama in the crisis between the two governments in 1827. Died in 
Tamatave. 
 
CAMPBELL, WILLIAM. Lieutenant, He was appointed Acting British Agent in 
Madagascar in 1827, and special envoy to Radama in the crisis between the two 
governments together with Lt. Cole. Envoy of the Free Labour Association to 
Antananarivo in 1840 
 
COLVILLE, CHARLES, Governor of Mauritius, 1828 – 1835? 
 
FARQUHAR, ROBERT TOWNSEND. Governor of Mauritius, 1810 – 1817 and 1820 - 
1823 
 
HALL, GAGE JOHN. Major-General, Acting Governor of Mauritius 1817-1819 
 
HASTIE, JAMES. He was British envoy and negotiated with Radama in 1817 and 
1820, He was later appointed Resident British Agent in Antananarivo till he died. 
Named Andrianasy by the Malagasy. Died in Antananarivo in October 1826, where 
he left an infant son and his wife. Mrs Hastie later married two Malagasy youths 
successively 
 
HAY, ROBERT. Captain in the British Navy. Envoy from Commodore Nourse to king 
Andriantsoly in Majunga in 1823. 
 
JONES, DAVID. Missionary, Acting British Agent in Antananarivo, 1827 - 1828 
 
Le SAGE, Captain. He was Farquhar’s second envoy to Radama in 1816-1817, 
signed a Treaty of Friendship and entered a blood covenant with Radama. 
 
LYALL, Dr. ROBERT. Resident British Agent in Madagascar 1827 – 1829. He visited 
Radama in Tamatave in 1827. Arrived in Antananarivo in August 1828. Expelled from 
Madagascar in 1829. Died in Mauritius 1831. 
 
MOORSOM. Captain in the British Navy. Acting Commodore when Joseph Nourse 
died in 1824 
 
NICOLAY, WILLIAM. Governor of Mauritius, 1835 – 1839?  
 
NOURSE, JOSEPH. Commodore of the British Navy in western Indian Ocean. He 
had important negotiations with King Andriantsoly in Majunga in December 1823 and 
caused him to hoist Radama’s flag. Negotiated with Radama about a “Port 
Regulation”, which was issued in Majunga in August 1824. Died on board his flagship 
Andromache in 1824 
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PYE, THOMAS. He was British Agent in Madagascar in 1817. Residing in Tamatave 
he was responsible for the negotiations with Radama, even Hastie did the job. 
 
SMITH, Governor of Mauritius 1839 -  
 
TELFAIRE, CHARLES. (1778-1833) He was born in Belfast. Medical officer (Dr. 
med.) in the British Navy. Appointed Governor of Bourbon after the British 
occupation. When the island was restored to France, he was appointed Private 
Secretary to Governor Farquhar. Followed Farquhar to England in 1817, and married 
Anabella, the daughter of admiral Chamberlayn. Returned to the great plantation 
“Belle Ombre” on Mauritius. Cared for David Jones when he returned from Tamatave 
in 1819. He was named “The greatest friend of mission work to Madagascar”. 
 
VIRET. Private Secretary to the governor of Mauritius 
 
 
D. Europeans working in Madagascar as artisans, traders, planters, etc 
 
ARNOUX. He was a French artisan working in Mananjary for a company from 
Bourbon (Reunion) that had concluded a contract with Radama of founding of a great 
sugar plantation with Rum production, etc 
 
BLANCARD, LOUIS. Being a French trader from Mauritius he managed to sign a 
contract with Radama immediately after Hastie’s death in 1826, which monopolized 
the trade on the east cost. That treaty caused great disturbance between Radama 
and the British government in 1827. The problems were finally settled when Blancard 
could not pay his debt to Radama, and the king then quitted the said contract in 
1828. 
 
BRAGG. He was said to be a slave trader, but in fact he ran a cotton plantation close 
to Manangareza River, about two kilometres south of Tamatave. He kept the Indian 
workers Hastie brought back from Radama in 1817. They were probably “Indian 
Convicts”, and thereby Bragg must have had a kind of cooperation with the 
government of Mauritius. Lodged Bevan and Jones in 1818-1819, but turned out to 
be an enemy of the Protestant mission. 
 
COPALLE, A. He was a French adventurer, visiting Radama in 1824-1825 in order to 
paint a portrait of him. 
 
De LABORDE, JEAN. He was a French artisan working in Antananarivo from about 
1832. When the missionary artisans were forced to leave in 1835 he replaced them 
as leader of the industrial production in Madagascar. Expelled from the country in 
1857, but returned and became French consul when Radama II replaced his mother. 
 
De LASTELLE, NAPOLEON. He was a French artisan working in Mananjary, 
replacing Arnoux in the project of sugar plantation, Rum production etc 
 
Le GROS. Creole carpenter, sent to Radama by Farquhar in 1821. He built the 
palace at Soanierana, but when the king died he was not paid his debt. Therefore he 
left the capital, and he died in Tamatave in 1828. 
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MAYEUR, NICOLAS. French Agent, visiting Antananarivo in 1777 and 1785 
 
ROBIN, A. He was a French sergeant from the army of Napoleon. Deserted from the 
army and fled to Tamatave in 1818 or 1819. Sent to Radama by Jean René when the 
king asked for a French teacher after the breakdown of the British – Malagasy 
cooperation. Chief Secretary for Radama until 1823. Placed in charge of a school 
(1823-1825) when Hastie most probably forced the king to dismiss him. Reinstalled 
as Chief Secretary as soon as Hastie died in 1826. Appointed Marshal and Governor 
of Tamatave in 1827. Called to the capital and dismissed a few months after the 
king’s death. Settled in Tamatave. Joined the French efforts to take control over the 
east coast in 1829, but without success. Died in 1836. 
 
ROUX, SYLVAIN. French Agent, and Governor of Tamatave until the British 
occupation in February 1811. Returned in 1819 and re-established the French colony 
at St. Mary Island (Ile St. Marie), where he died in 1823. 
 
SOLAGE. He was an ambassador from the Pope, arriving in Tamatave 1833. He is 
said to have tried to force his way to the capital, but was detained in Andevoranto, 
where he died after having waited some weeks for permission to proceed. The 
Protestant missionaries were accused for having caused his death, which they 
strongly denied. But in fact they had asked the Malagasy government not to let him 
visit the capital. 
 
 
E. Important Malagasy persons in the actual period: 
 
ANDAFIAVARATRA  FAMILY. The three brothers, Rajery, Rainiharo and 
Rainimaharo, and their sons, who controlled the queen’s government and most of the 
power in Imerina from 1830 to the French occupation in 1895. 
 
ANDRIAMAHAZONORO. Taimoro scribe called to Antananarivo by 
Andrianampoinimerina, as his secretary and counsellor. Teaching Radama and a few 
relatives to read and write the Sorabe (the Malagasy language written by the Arab 
alphabet) Partook in the negotiations in 1817, 1820 and in London together with 
Prince Ratefy in 1821. (Named Dremauzanoran by the British) 
 
ANDRIAMAMBAVOLA, or ANDRIAMAMBA. Nobleman working closely together with 
Radama’s father. Leader of the group placing Ranavalona I on the throne. 
 
ANDRIAMIHAJA. Young Aid de Camps who joined the group of Andriamambavola. 
Prime Minister 1829-1830. The queen’s lover and probably father of Radama II. 
Murdered in 1830. 
 
ANDRIANAIVO. Brother of Ramboa. One of the students in Manchester. Although he 
was not baptized, Raombana stated he was a true Christian when he died there. 
(Named Drianave by the British) 
 
ANDRIANAMBOATSIMAROFY, King of Antananarivo. Lost his kingdom to Radama’s 
father in the 1790’s. 
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ANDRIANAMPOINIMERINA. Named Ramboasalama when he was young, but 
changed his name. Father of Radama. Took the kingdom of Ambohimanga from his 
uncle. United the four kingdoms of Imerina, and extended his kingdom to Betsileo 
and other neighbouring kingdoms. Reigned ca. 1787- 1810.  
 
ANDRIANISA. Later named Rainijohary. Leading officer who joined the group of 
Andriamambavola 
 
ANDRIANTSOLY. King of Boina. He accepted Radama’s sovereignty by Commodore 
Nourse’s intervention in 1823 and in Radama’s campaign to Boina in 1824. Rebelled 
against the Hova troops in 1825, but was forced to flee to the Comoro Islands. 
  
COROLLER. Prince from the region of Tamatave. Nephew of Governor Jean René, 
and replaced him as Governor of Tamatave in 1826. Robin and Prince Ratefy 
replaced him as Governor of Tamatave in 1927 and 1828. Coroller was General in 
the army and Chief Secretary to Radama in 1828. Different positions under the new 
reign until his death. 
 
FISATRA. (Named Fish or Fiche by the Europeans) Brother of Jean René. Reigned 
in Ivondro until he was killed by the heir of the former Betsimisaraka king ca. 1821. 
Creole father from Mauritius and Malagasy mother. His son Berora was Jones first 
student in Tamatave in 1818, and was later educated in France. 
 
JEAN  RENÉ. Governor of Tamatave. Named “Mpanjaka Mena” (The Red King) by 
the Malagasy, probably because he was like his Creole father. (Red = European 
skin). Usurped the reign there after the French withdrawal in 1811. Forced to accept 
Radama sovereignity in 1817. Continued as Radama’s Governor of Tamatave until 
his death in 1826. Creole father from Mauritius and Malagasy mother 
 
RABODOSAHONDRA. Sister of Radama married to Prince Ratefy. Her son 
Rakotobe was considered to be heir to the throne, but was killed by Ranavalona’s 
orders in 1828. 
 
RADAMA I. Malagasy king 1810-1828. 
 
RADAMA II. Son of Ranavalona I. Named RakontondRadama (the son of Radama) 
even he was born 14 months after Radama’s death. Malagasy king 1861-1863. 
Murdered by the orders of the Prime Minister. 
 
RAFARALAHINDRIANTIANA or RAFARALAHY. Prince and brother in law to 
Radama. Married to Ravaozokiny. Governor of Foulpoint, but killed by the orders of 
Ranavalona in 1828. (Named Farla by the British). 
 
RAFARALAHY. Second martyr in the Malagasy Church (1837 or 1838) 
 
RAFARAVAVY, MARIE. Famous Malagasy Christian. Leader of the fugitives 
escaping the persecution in 1838. Visited England in 1839 –1840, but died later on 
Mauritius. 
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RAHANIRAKA. His original name was Voalavo, which means “the rat”, but he 
changed his name after the return from England. Twin brothers of Raombana, and 
studied with him in England (1821-1828). Secretary for the Queen. Foreign Minister 
for Radama II in 1861- Died in 1863 
 
RAHOVY. Half-brother of Radama. Visited Farquhar and studied in Mauritius 1816-
1817. 
 
RAINIHARO. The second of the Andafiavaratra brothers. Prime Minister reigning in 
the name of Queen Ranavalona I from 1830 to his death. Replaced his younger 
brother Rainimaharo as Commander in Chief of the Army after his death in 1841. His 
original name was Ravoninahitra, but he changed to Rainiharo when his eldest son 
was born (father of Raharo). 
 
RAINIMAHARO. His original name was Ratsimanisa and he was the youngest of the 
three Andafiavaratra brothers. He was Chief Secretary of the government and 
Commander in Chief of the army until his death in 1841. Perhaps the strongest 
adversary and persecutor of the Christians. 
 
RAINIJOHARY or ANDRIANISA. One of the leading officers placing Ranavalona on 
the Throne 
 
RAINITSIANDAVANA. Former idol guardian, converted to the Christian faith by 
Rainitsiheva Paul, but formed a semi-Christian sect. Called to the queen and 
executed together with some of his followers. 
 
RAINITSIHEVA  PAUL or “PAUL  THE  DIVINER”. He was one of the first who was 
baptised in the chapel at Ambatonakanga, and became a famous Christian leader 
and evangelist after the prohibition of Christianity. Former heathen diviner. Executed 
for his faith in 1840. 
 
RAJERY. The eldest of the Andafiavaratra brothers. He was Chief Judge and Chief 
of the Andriambaventy, i.e. of the civil administration. 
 
RAKOTOBE. He was a nephew of Radama; son of his sister Rabodosahondra and 
prince Ratefy. David Jones first scholar in Antananarivo. Killed by Ranavalona’s 
order in 1828. 
 
RAKOTOMAVO (Coutamauve) One of the students who went to England in 1821 
 
RALALA, Prime Minister of Radama. Killed by Ranavalona’s orders in 1828. 
 
RAMANANOLONA. Cousin of Radama and brother of Ramanetaka. He was General 
in the army and occupied Fort Dauphin from a small French garrison in 1825. 
Governor of Fort Dauphin until he was murdered by one of his officers after 
Ranavalona’s orders 
 
RAMBOA. One of the students in England from 1821. Brother of Andrianaivo. Sent 
home in 1825 because he lost his mind, but died in Tamatave on the return. (Named 
Rumboo by the British) 
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RAMBOASALAMA. Nephew of Ranavalona, appointed heir in 1828, but lost that 
appointment after the birth of Rakotondradrama (Radama II). 
 
RAMBOLAMASOANDRO. Mother of Radama. Induced the king to kill a lot of rivals 
when he had entered the throne in 1810. She sent her two sons, Rahovy and 
Ratafikia to Mauritius in 1816. She was one of the first killed by Ranavalona’s orders 
in 1828. 
 
RAMANETAKA. Prince and Radama’s cousin. Brother of Ramananolona and general 
in the army. Governor of Majunga 1824-1828. Fled in an Arab dhow to the Comoro 
Islands when Ranavalona ordered him killed. The queen and her government feared 
him until his death, but he never returned to claim the throne. Instead he became 
king of Mohilla, and died there in 1841. 
 
RAMITRAHA or RAMITRAHO. Sakalava king in Menabe on the west coast. To 
secure peace he married his daughter Rasalimo to Radama in 1822, and accepted 
his sovereignty. But he would never meet Radama, and he rebelled against his 
orders, issued in 1824, to surrender all the arms. 
 
RANAVALONA I or RANAVALOMANJAKA. Her original name was Ramavo, and she 
was Radama’s first wife. She changed her name when she mounted the throne in 
1828. Never married again, but she had many lovers – mostly the Prime Ministers, 
who also governed the kingdom in her name. Died in August 1861. 
 
RAOLOMBELONA. One of the students in England from 1821. Studied weaving etc 
in Manchester. (Named Rolan Balan by the British) 
 
RAOMBANA. His original name was Totosy, which means “the mice”, but he 
changed his name to Rafaralahy and soon afterwards to Raombana when he 
returned from England. Twin brothers of Rahaniraka, and studied with him in England 
(1821-1828). Secretary for the Queen. He was the first Malagasy historian and left a 
great unpublished manuscript when he died in 1854. 
 
RASALAMA, the first Christian martyr, executed in 1837. 
 
RASALIMO. Sakalava Princess, daughter of King Ramitraha of Menabe. Married to 
Radama after the campaign in 1822. She gave birth to a son and later to a daughter, 
but the missionaries say that her soon died of the measles during the epidemic, 
which also killed Griffiths’ first son. On the other hand, Raombana states that 
Radama’s mother killed the boy, information that is certainly less trustworthy. It was 
stated that Radama wished that the daughter should replace him 
 
RATAFIKA or RAMAROTAFIKIA. Half brother of Radama visiting Mauritius in 1816-
1817 together with his brother Rahovy. 
 
RATEFY. Prince and Brother in Law to Radama, married to his sister 
Rabodosahondra. Father to Rakotobe. He was Radama’s envoy to England in 1821-
1822, and General in the army. In 1828 he was Governor of Tamatave, but he was 
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called to Antananarivo and executed at the queen’s orders. (Named Rataffe by the 
British) 
 
RATSIORIMISA. One of the students sent to England in 1821, but he returned with 
prince Ratefy the same year. (Named Shermishe by the British) 
 
RAVAHINY. Famous queen of Boina, grandmother of king Andriantsoly. Died in 1808 
 
RAVALONTSALAMA. Officer joining the group of Andriamambavola in 1828 
partaking in the revolution  
 
RAVARIKIA or RAINIMANANA, (named VERKEY by the British). One of the students 
sent to England in 1821. He was a former government slave on Mauritius, but 
following Farquhar’s envoys to Antananarivo he was freed to be Radama’s 
interpreter in 1816 or 1817. He was sent to England as interpreter for Prince Ratefy 
and the whole group. He studied powder making at Walthan Abbey, and returned in 
1825. Became a famous artisan and officer for the queen. 
 
RAZAFINKIAREFO. He was one of the students sent to England in 1821, but he 
soon returned since his health could not bear the cold climate. He joined the 
Christian church in Antananarivo and even though he was never baptized he 
provided abundant proof of his faith. Asked Johns’ help to fly to Mauritius in 1837, but 
was advised to conceal his faith and continue his work for the government. Jones 
conversed much with him in 1840, and stated that there were true Christians even as 
Aid de Camps to Rainimaharo – the hardest persecutor of the Christian faith. (Named 
Zafincarafe by the British) 
 
